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Introduction/Executive Summary 

TPCO America Corporation (TPCO) owns the TPCO America Facility (Facility) located at 5431 
Highway 35, in San Patricio County, Texas. Air emissions at the Facility are authorized by TCEQ 
New Source Review (NSR) Permit No. 86860.   

The purpose of this application is to renew and amend NSR Permit No. 86860. TPCO seeks to 
achieve the following objectives through this permit renewal and amendment application: 

1. Incorporate NSR Permit No. 100133 into NSR permit No. 86860. 

2. Authorize emissions associated with the marking/labelling of pipes with PSG in Phase 1 
(EPN: HRPPWV) and Phase 2 (EPN: PCLWV). 

3. Update the coating material from ultraviolet (UV) paint to Quaker Coat 317 Clear Semiblack at 
EPN: UVCS4 and authorize consequent emissions changes.   

4. Authorize two 0.215 MMBtu/hr diesel heaters used to control humidity on humid mornings on 
the pipe surface, pre and post EPN: UVCS4 coating booth.  

5. Update the emissions factors, maximum flow rate, stack diameter, and location for the Hot 
Rolling Line Dedusting Stack (EPN: HRLDS). 

6. Remove the Mandrel Preheat Furnace (EPN: MPFS). The exhaust gas from the Rotary 
Hearth Furnace will be used to preheat the mandrel. 

7. Update the size of the pipe rolling workshop and the position/location of emission points. 

8. Remove the Graphite Water Treatment (EPN: GWTF). Graphite power bags with no resulting 
air emissions will be used in lieu of the previously proposed water treatment system. 

9. Remove the Rolling Steel Water Treatment (EPN: RSWTF) and the Rolling Steel Contact 
Cooling Tower (EPN: RSCCT).  

10. Authorize a new combination Water Treatment Facility for Pipe Rolling Building (EPN: 
WTFPR) which will be located at the northwest corner of the Pipe Rolling Building. 

11. Update the location of the air compressor station. 

12. Update the Pipe Rolling Building dimensions. 

Attachments 

The following attachments have been submitted through STEERS: 

• The TCEQ NSR Workbooks and all required tables. 

• An area map and plot plan.  

• A process description and process flow diagram. 

• Detailed emission calculations. 
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I agree

ZIP Code: 78404

First Name: Thomas

1712 South Staples Street
Address Line 2:

361-232-5881

D. Assigned Numbers 

CN603957036
Enter the CN. The CN is a unique number given to each business, governmental 
body, association, individual, or other entity that owns, operates, is responsible for, 
or is affiliated with a regulated entity.

Telephone Number:
Fax Number:
Email Address: thomas.haney@ghd.com

The CN and RN below are assigned when a Core Data Form is initially submitted to the Central Registry. The RN is 
also assigned if the agency has conducted an investigation or if the agency has issued an enforcement action. If 
these numbers have not yet been assigned, leave these questions blank and include a Core Data Form with your 
application submittal. See Section VI.B. below for additional information.

I. Applicant Information

Texas Secretary of State Charter/Registration 
Number (if given):

C. Technical Contact Information: This person must have the authority to make binding agreements and 
representations on behalf of the applicant and may be a consultant. Additional technical contact(s) can be 
provided in a cover letter.

A. Company Information

B. Company Official Contact Information: must not be a consultant
Prefix (Mr., Ms., Dr., etc.): Mr. 
First Name: JoAdrian
Last Name: Vara
Title: EHS Manager

Permits are issued to either the facility owner or operator, commonly referred to as the applicant or permit holder. List 
the legal name of the company, corporation, partnership, or person who is applying for the permit. We will verify the 
legal name with the Texas Secretary of State at (512) 463-5555 or at:

Company or Legal Name: TPCO America Corporation

Mailing Address: 5431 Highway 35

City:

ZIP Code:

Gregory

Last Name:

City: Corpus Christi
State: Texas 

Company or Legal Name: GHD Service, Inc.

361-885-7862
Email Address: joadrianv@tpcoamerica.com

Address Line 2:

Haney
Title:

State:

361-271-1478
Fax Number:

https://www.sos.state.tx.us

Engineer

Mailing Address:

Prefix (Mr., Ms., Dr., etc.): Mr.

78359
Telephone Number:

Texas

I acknowledge that I am submitting an authorized TCEQ application workbook and any 
necessary attachments. Except for inputting the requested data and adjusting row height and 
column width, I have not changed the TCEQ application workbook in any way, including but 
not limited to changing formulas, formatting, content, or protections.

https://www.sos.state.tx.us/
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No

Not applicable

86860

Select from the drop-down the type of action being requested for each permit type. If that permit type does not 
apply, you MUST select "Not applicable".

Provide all assigned permit numbers relevant for the project. Leave blank if the permit number has not yet been 
assigned.

https://www.tceq.texas.gov/permitting/air/guidance/authorize.html

Renewal/Amendment

Permit Type

A. Permit and Action Type (multiple may be selected, leave no blanks)

Special Permit: Not applicable, Amendment, 
Renewal,  Renewal Certification, 
Renewal/Amendment, Alteration, Extension to 
Start of Construction

III. Permit Information

De Minimis: Not applicable, Initial Not applicable

Not applicable

PSD: Not applicable, Initial, Major Modification

This cell intentionally left blank

Minor NSR (can be a Title V major source): Not 
applicable, Initial, Amendment, Renewal, Renewal 
Certification, Renewal/Amendment, 
Relocation/Alteration, Change of Location, 
Alteration, Extension to Start of Construction

Additional information regarding the different NSR authorizations can be found at:

RN106224447

Nonattainment: Not applicable, Initial, Major 
Modification

Flexible: Not applicable, Initial, Amendment, 
Renewal,  Renewal Certification, 
Renewal/Amendment, Alteration, Extension to 
Start of Construction

Not applicable

Action Type Requested
(do not leave blank)

Does the applicant have unpaid delinquent fees and/or penalties owed to the TCEQ?
This form will not be processed until all delinquent fees and/or penalties owed to the TCEQ or the 
Office of the Attorney General on behalf of the TCEQ are paid in accordance with the Delinquent 
Fee and Penalty Protocol. For more information regarding Delinquent Fees and Penalties, go to the 
TCEQ Web site at:
https://www.tceq.texas.gov/agency/financial/fees/delin

II. Delinquent Fees and Penalties
This cell intentionally left blank

Not applicable

Permit Number (if assigned)

Enter the RN. The RN is a unique agency assigned number given to each person, 
organization, place, or thing that is of environmental interest to us and where 
regulated activities will occur. The RN replaces existing air account numbers. The 
RN for portable units is assigned to the unit itself, and that same RN should be 
used when applying for authorization at a different location.

HAP Major Source [FCAA § 112(g)]: Not 
applicable, Initial, Major Modification
PAL: Not applicable, Initial, Amendment, 
Renewal, Renewal/Amendment, Alteration
GHG PSD: Not applicable, Initial, Major 
Modification, Voluntary Update

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

https://www.tceq.texas.gov/permitting/air/guidance/authorize.html
https://www.tceq.texas.gov/agency/financial/fees/delin
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No

Yes

D. Incorporation of Standard Permits, Standard Exemptions, and/or Permits By Rule (PBR)

E. Associated Federal Operating Permits

No

Will NSR permits be consolidated into this permit with this action?

No

Include all sources from consolidated permits in this surviving Form PI-1 General Application. If the permit to be 
consolidated into this one has a renewal date in six years or less, submit a separate Form PI-1 General Application 
for that permit's renewal.

Will this permit be consolidated into another NSR permit with this action?

To ensure protectiveness, previously issued authorizations (standard permits, standard exemptions, or PBRs) 
including those for MSS, are incorporated into a permit either by consolidation or by reference. At the time of renewal 
and/or amendment, consolidation (in some cases) may be voluntary and referencing is mandatory. More guidance 
regarding incorporation can be found in 30 TAC § 116.116(d)(2), 30 TAC § 116.615(3) and in this memo:

https://www.tceq.texas.gov/assets/public/permitting/air/memos/pbr_spc06.pdf

If Yes, list the permit numbers to be consolidated. 100133

C. Consolidating NSR Permits

How are/will MSS activities for sources associated 
with this project be authorized? This permit

Are there any standard permits, standard exemptions, or PBRs to 
be incorporated by reference?

Are there any PBR, standard exemptions, or standard permits 
associated to be incorporated by consolidation? Note: Emission 
calculations, a BACT analysis, and an impacts analysis must be 
attached to this application at the time of submittal for any 
authorization to be incorporated by consolidation.

B.  MSS Activities

http://www.tceq.texas.gov/assets/public/permitting/air/memos/pbr_spc06.pdf
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Yes

No

No

Gregory

No

TPCO America

5431 Highway 35

Pipe Manufacturing

78359

Street Address:

097:16:11

Site Location Description: If there is no street 
address, provide written driving directions to the 
site. Identify the location by distance and direction 
from well-known landmarks such as major highway 
intersections.

A. Location
IV. Facility Location and General Information

TCEQ Region Region 14

027:55:12

Use USGS maps, county maps prepared by the Texas Department of Transportation, or an online software 
application such as Google Earth to find the latitude and longitude.

San Patricio

Area Name: Must indicate the general type of 
operation, process, equipment or facility. Include 
numerical designations, if appropriate. Examples 
are Sulfuric Acid Plant and No. 5 Steam Boiler. 
Vague names such as Chemical Plant are not 
acceptable.

County attainment status as of Sept. 23, 2019

Is a SOP or GOP review pending for this source, area, or site?

3660

This cell intentionally left blank

Is this a project for a lead smelter, concrete crushing facility, and/or a hazardous waste management 
facility?

County: Enter the county where the facility is 
physically located. 

attainment or unclassified for all pollutants

B. General Information

Is this facility located at a site required to obtain a site operating permit (SOP) or general 
operating permit (GOP)?

If required to obtain a SOP or GOP, list all 
associated permit number(s). If no associated 
permit number has been assigned yet, enter 
"TBD":

Site Name:

Are there any schools located within 3,000 feet of 
the site boundary?

City: If the address is not located in a city, then 
enter the city or town closest to the facility, even if 
it is not in the same county as the facility.
ZIP Code: Include the ZIP Code of the physical 
facility site, not the ZIP Code of the applicant's 
mailing address. 

Longitude (in degrees, minutes, and nearest 
second (DDD:MM:SS)) for the street address or 
the destination point of the driving directions. 
Longitude is the angular distance of a location 
west of the prime meridian and will always be 
between 93 and 107 degrees west (W) in Texas.

Latitude (in degrees, minutes, and nearest second 
(DDD:MM:SS)) for the street address or the 
destination point of the driving directions. Latitude 
is the angular distance of a location north of the 
equator and will always be between 25 and 37 
degrees north (N) in Texas.
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No

Yes

No

This cell intentionally left blank

C. Enforcement Projects
Projected Start of Operation:

Representative J.M. Lozano

3312Principal SIC code:

District: 21

B. Project Timing

A. Description
V. Project Information

43District:
State Representative:

This cell intentionally left blank

VI. Application Materials

A. Confidential Application Materials
Is confidential information submitted with this application?

https://www.naics.com/sic-codes-industry-drilldown/

Principal Company Product/Business:

Authorization must be obtained for many projects before beginning construction. Construction is broadly interpreted 
as anything other than site clearance or site preparation. Enter the date as "Month Date, Year" (e.g. July 4, 1776).

Will sources in this project be authorized to operate 8760 hours per year?

This project will serve to renew/amend Permit 86860 and incorporate Permit 
100133. Specifically, TPCO requests to: authorize emissions for labelling pipes at 
EPNs HRPPWV and PCLWV; update coating material at EPN UVCS4; authorize 
two diesel heaters; update emissions factors, maximum flow rate, stack diameter, 
and location for EPN HRLDS; remove EPNs MPFS, GWTF, RSWTF, and 
RSCCT; update locations of emissions points/air compressor building; and update 
pipe rolling workshop/building dimensions. 

Is this application in response to, or related to, an agency investigation, notice of violation, or 
enforcement action?

NA

Provide a brief description of the 
project that is requested. (Limited 
to 500 characters). 

A list of SIC codes can be found at:

All representations regarding construction plans and operation procedures contained in the permit application shall 
be conditions upon which the permit is issued. (30 TAC § 116.116)

State Senator:

NAICS codes and conversions between NAICS and SIC Codes are available at:

Senator Judith Zaffirini

https://www.census.gov/eos/www/naics/

E. State Senator and Representative for this site

https://wrm.capitol.texas.gov/
This information can be found at (note, the website is not compatible to Internet Explorer):

D. Industry Type
Pipe Manufacturing

C. Portable Facility

331111Principal NAICS code:

Permanent

D. Operating Schedule

Projected Start of Construction: NA

Permanent or portable facility?

https://www.naics.com/sic-codes-industry-drilldown/
http://www.census.gov/eos/www/naics/
https://fyi.capitol.texas.gov/Home.aspx
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No

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

N/A

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

N/A

N/A

Is the area map a current map with a true north arrow, an accurate scale, the entire plant property, 
the location of the property relative to prominent geographical features including, but not limited to, 
highways, roads, streams, and significant landmarks such as buildings, residences, schools, parks, 
hospitals, day care centers, and churches?

Are emission rates and associated calculations for planned MSS facilities and related activities 
attached?

D. Is a plot plan attached?
Does your plot plan clearly show a north arrow, an accurate scale, all property lines, all emission 
points, buildings, tanks, process vessels, other process equipment, and two bench mark locations?

Does your plot plan identify all emission points on the affected property, including all emission points 
authorized by other air authorizations, construction permits, PBRs, special permits, and standard 
permits?
Did you include a table of emission points indicating the authorization type and authorization 
identifier, such as a permit number, registration number, or rule citation under which each emission 
point is currently authorized?
E. Is a process flow diagram attached?
Is the process flow diagram sufficiently descriptive so the permit reviewer can determine the raw 
materials to be used in the process; all major processing steps and major equipment items; 
individual emission points associated with each process step; the location and identification of all 
emission abatement devices; and the location and identification of all waste streams (including 
wastewater streams that may have associated air emissions)?
F. Is a process description attached?
Does the process description emphasize where the emissions are generated, why the emissions 
must be generated, what air pollution controls are used (including process design features that 
minimize emissions), and where the emissions enter the atmosphere?

G. Are detailed calculations attached? Calculations must be provided for each source with 
new or changing emission rates. For example, a new source, changing emission factors, 
decreasing emissions, consolidated sources, etc. You do not need to submit calculations for 
sources which are not changing emission rates with this project. Please note: the preferred 
format is an electronic workbook (such as Excel) with all formulas viewable for review. It can 
be emailed with the submittal of this application workbook.

Does the process description also explain how the facility or facilities will be operating when the 
maximum possible emissions are produced?

C. Is a current area map attached?

Does the map show a 3,000-foot radius from the property boundary?

https://www.tceq.texas.gov/assets/public/permitting/centralregistry/10400.docx
B. Is the Core Data Form (Form 10400) attached?

H. Is a material balance (Table 2, Form 10155) attached?

https://www.tceq.texas.gov/assets/public/permitting/centralregistry/10400.docx
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N/A

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

Name:

Signature:

Date:

The signature below confirms that I have knowledge of the facts included in this application and that these 
facts are true and correct to the best of my knowledge and belief. I further state that to the best of my 
knowledge and belief, the project for which application is made will not in any way violate any provision of 
the Texas Water Code (TWC), Chapter 7; the Texas Health and Safety Code, Chapter 382; the Texas Clean Air 
Act (TCAA); the air quality rules of the Texas Commission on Environmental Quality; or any local 
governmental ordinance or resolution enacted pursuant to the TCAA. I further state that I understand my 
signature indicates that this application meets all applicable nonattainment, prevention of significant 
deterioration, or major source of hazardous air pollutant permitting requirements. The signature further 
signifies awareness that intentionally or knowingly making or causing to be made false material statements 
or representations in the application is a criminal offense subject to criminal penalties. 

JoAdrian Vara

Original signature is required.
November 7, 2019

VII. Signature

J. Is a discussion of state regulatory requirements attached, addressing 30 TAC Chapters 
101, 111, 112, 113, 115, and 117?
For all applicable chapters, does the discussion include how the facility will comply with the 
requirements of the chapter?
For all not applicable chapters, does the discussion include why the chapter is not applicable?
K. Are all other required tables, calculations, and descriptions attached?

I. Is a list of MSS activities attached?

This cell intentionally left blank

The owner or operator of the facility must apply for authority to construct. The appropriate company official (owner, 
plant manager, president, vice president, or environmental director) must sign all copies of the application. The 
applicant’s consultant cannot sign the application. Important Note: Signatures must be original in ink, not 
reproduced by photocopy, fax, or other means, and must be received before any permit is issued.
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N/A

Yes

No

No

No

Yes
Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Is the facility being operated in accordance with all requirements and conditions of the existing 
permit, including representations in the application for permit to construct and subsequent 
amendments, and any previously granted renewal, unless otherwise authorized for a qualified 
facility?

Have any qualified facility changes under 30 TAC § 116.116(e) occurred since originally issued or 
last renewed?

Construction of a new emission source?
The emission of new chemical species or a change in character of emissions?

Are there any permit actions pending before the TCEQ?

I. Type of Permit Renewal and Associated Actions

This cell intentionally left blank

A. Current Operations

B. Changes Made Since Last Amendment or Renewal
Have any of the following changes been made to or proposed for the facilities covered by this permit since it was last 
amended or renewed and are not currently authorized by a PBR, standard permit, or other authorization? Select 

      

Do all dockside vessel emissions associated with the facility comply with all rules and regulations of 
the commission and with the intent of the TCAA, including protection of the health and property of 
the public and minimization of emissions to the extent possible, consistent with good air pollution 
practices? (30 TAC § 116.311(a)(1))

Have emission factors changed since the last permitting action?

If "yes" to any question in Section B above is selected, a concurrent permit amendment is required before 
the permit can be renewed.

An increase in emission rates on a short term or annual basis? (This includes increases of a criteria 
pollutant as well as increases of a chemical species.)
A change in the method of emission control if the emission control is a source itself, such as a 
thermal oxidizer or flare?
Are new pollutants being added in the renewal process, not currently listed in the permit?

If applicable, list applicable 
subparts you will demonstrate 
compliance with (e.g. Subpart M)

Subpart A, Subpart AAa, Subpart Dc

B. Title 40 CFR Part 61

II. Federal Regulatory Questions
Indicate if any of the following requirements apply to the proposed facility. Note that some federal regulations apply to 
minor sources. Enter all applicable Subparts.
A. Title 40 CFR Part 60
Do NSPS subpart(s) apply to a 
facility in this application? Yes
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C. Title 40 CFR Part 63

Do NESHAP subpart(s) apply to a 
facility in this application? No

Do MACT subpart(s) apply to a 
facility in this application? Yes

If applicable, list applicable 
subparts  you will demonstrate 
compliance with (e.g. Subpart 
VVVV)

Subpart A, Subpart YYYYY, Subpart HHHHHH

This cell intentionally left blank
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This cell intentionally left blank

NoIs this a project for a concrete batch plant?
E. Concrete Batch Plants
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Yes

No

No

No

https://www.tceq.texas.gov/toxicology/apwl/apwl.html
Is the proposed facility located in a watch list area?

D. Mass Emissions Cap and Trade

Does this project require an impacts analysis?

Is this facility located at a site within the Houston/Galveston nonattainment area (Brazoria, 
Chambers, Fort Bend, Galveston, Harris, Liberty, Montgomery, and Waller Counties)?

This cell intentionally left blank

IX. Emissions Review
A. Impacts Analysis
Any change that results in an increase in off-property concentrations of air contaminants requires an air quality 
impacts demonstration. Information regarding the air quality impacts demonstration must be provided with the 
application and show compliance with all state and federal requirements. Detailed requirements for the information 
necessary to make the demonstration are listed on the Impacts sheet of this workbook.

B. Disaster Review
If the proposed facility will handle sufficient quantities of certain chemicals which, if released accidentally, would 
cause off-property impacts that could be immediately dangerous to life and health, a disaster review analysis may be 
required as part of the application. Contact the appropriate NSR permitting section for assistance at (512) 239-1250. 
Additional Guidance can be found at:
https://www.tceq.texas.gov/assets/public/permitting/air/Guidance/NewSourceReview/disrev-factsheet.pdf
Does this application involve any air contaminants for which a disaster review is required?

C. Air Pollutant Watch List
Certain areas of the state have concentrations of specific pollutants that are of concern. The TCEQ has designated 
these portions of the state as watch list areas. Location of a facility in a watch list area could result in additional 
restrictions on emissions of the affected air pollutant(s) or additional permit requirements. The location of the areas 
and pollutants of interest can be found at:

http://www.tceq.texas.gov/toxicology/apwl/apwl.html
https://www.tceq.texas.gov/assets/public/permitting/air/Guidance/NewSourceReview/disrev-factsheet.pdf
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Action Requested (only 
1 action per FIN)

Include these 
emissions in 
annual (tpy) 
summary?

Facility ID 
Number (FIN)

Emission Point 
Number (EPN) Source Name Pollutant

Current Short-
Term (lb/hr)

Current Long-
Term (tpy)

Consolidated
Current Short-
Term (lb/hr)

Consolidated 
Current Long-
Term (tpy)

Proposed Short-
Term (lb/hr)

Proposed Long-
Term (tpy)

Short-Term 
Difference 
(lb/hr)

Long-Term 
Difference (tpy)

Unit Type (Used for reviewing BACT and 
Monitoring Requirements)

Renew only Yes LWS
Lime Warehouse and 
Alloy Aggregate 
Baghouse Stack

PM 5.98 26.17 5.98 26.17 0 0 Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse

PM10 5.98 26.17 5.98 26.17 0 0

Renew only Yes LSTBS LF and Stock Tank  
Baghouse Stack PM 4.54 19.89 4.54 19.89 0 0 Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse

PM10 4.54 19.89 4.54 19.89 0 0
Cd 0.001 0.004 0.001 0.004 0 0
Cr 0.006 0.02 0.006 0.02 0 0
Pb 0.04 0.17 0.04 0.17 0 0
Mn 0.03 0.15 0.03 0.15 0 0
Hg 0.0001 0.0004 0.0001 0.0004 0 0
Si 0.005 0.02 0.005 0.02 0 0
Zn 0.28 1.23 0.28 1.23 0 0

Renew only Yes EBS EAF Baghouse Stack NOx 44.64 137.24 44.64 137.24 0 0 Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse
CO 595.24 1829.82 595.24 1829.82 0 0
VOC 44.64 137.24 44.64 137.24 0 0
SO2 89.29 274.47 89.29 274.47 0 0
PMtotal 20.18 88.38 20.18 88.38 0 0
PM10 total 20.18 88.38 20.18 88.38 0 0
PMfront half 15.13 66.28 15.13 66.28 0 0
PM10 front half 15.13 66.28 15.13 66.28 0 0
Cd 0.004 0.02 0.004 0.02 0 0
Cr 0.02 0.11 0.02 0.11 0 0
Pb 0.17 0.74 0.17 0.74 0 0
Mn 0.15 0.67 0.15 0.67 0 0
Hg 0.0004 0.002 0.0004 0.002 0 0
Si 0.02 0.08 0.02 0.08 0 0
Zn 1.24 5.45 1.24 5.45 0 0

Renew only Yes RHFS Rotary Hearth Furnace 
Stack NOx 44.63 67.91 44.63 67.91 0 0 Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

CO 36.75 55.93 36.75 55.93 0 0
VOC 2.41 3.66 2.41 3.66 0 0
SO2 0.26 0.4 0.26 0.4 0 0
PM 3.33 5.06 3.33 5.06 0 0
PM10 3.33 5.06 3.33 5.06 0 0

Remove Yes MPFS Mandrel Preheat 
Furnace Stack NOx 1.33 5.83 -1.33 -5.83 Furnace: ≤ 40 MMBtu/hr

CO 1.12 4.9 -1.12 -4.9
VOC 0.07 0.32 -0.07 -0.32
SO2 <0.01 0.03 -0.01 -0.03
PM 0.1 0.44 -0.1 -0.44
PM10 0.1 0.44 -0.1 -0.44

Renew only Yes QFS Quench Furnace Stack NOx 6.85 11.89 6.85 11.89 0 0 Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

CO 5.75 9.99 5.75 9.99 0 0
VOC 0.38 0.65 0.38 0.65 0 0
SO2 0.04 0.07 0.04 0.07 0 0
PM 0.52 0.9 0.52 0.9 0 0
PM10 0.52 0.9 0.52 0.9 0 0

Renew only Yes TFS Tempering Furnace 
Stack NOx 5.71 9.51 5.71 9.51 0 0 Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

CO 4.79 7.99 4.79 7.99 0 0
VOC 0.31 0.52 0.31 0.52 0 0
SO2 0.03 0.06 0.03 0.06 0 0
PM 0.43 0.72 0.43 0.72 0 0
PM10 0.43 0.72 0.43 0.72 0 0

Renew only Yes VDBS VD Boiler Stack NOx 4.01 7.58 4.01 7.58 0 0 Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr
CO 3.37 6.37 3.37 6.37 0 0
VOC 0.22 0.42 0.22 0.42 0 0
SO2 0.02 0.05 0.02 0.05 0 0
PM 0.3 0.58 0.3 0.58 0 0
PM10 0.3 0.58 0.3 0.58 0 0

Renew only Yes SMWV Steel Making 
Workshop Vent NOx 11.54 29.04 11.54 29.04 0 0 Fugitives: Building

CO 11.31 30.02 11.31 30.02 0 0
VOC 1.24 4.01 1.24 4.01 0 0
SO2 0.08 0.2 0.08 0.2 0 0
PM 0.14 0.41 0.14 0.41 0 0
PM10 0.14 0.39 0.14 0.39 0 0
Cd 0.00001 0.0001 0.00001 0.0001 0 0
Cr 0.0022 0.0087 0.0022 0.0087 0 0
Cr VI 0.002 0.008 0.002 0.008 0 0

this cell is intentionally left blank

This cell intentionally left blank
Mechanical / Agricultural / ConstructionPermit primary industry (must be selected for workbook to function)
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Action Requested (only 
1 action per FIN)

Include these 
emissions in 
annual (tpy) 
summary?

Facility ID 
Number (FIN)

Emission Point 
Number (EPN) Source Name Pollutant

Current Short-
Term (lb/hr)

Current Long-
Term (tpy)

Consolidated
Current Short-
Term (lb/hr)

Consolidated 
Current Long-
Term (tpy)

Proposed Short-
Term (lb/hr)

Proposed Long-
Term (tpy)

Short-Term 
Difference 
(lb/hr)

Long-Term 
Difference (tpy)

Unit Type (Used for reviewing BACT and 
Monitoring Requirements)

Pb 0.0001 0.0002 0.0001 0.0002 0 0
Mn <0.01 0.005 <0.01 0.005 0 0
Hg 0.00001 0.00001 0.00001 0.00001 0 0
Si 0.00001 0.00001 0.00001 0.00001 0 0
Zn 0.0001 0.0005 0.0001 0.0005 0 0

Renew only Yes AAWV Alloy Aggregate 
Warehouse Vent PM <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0 0 Fugitives: Building

PM10 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0 0

New/Modified Yes PCLWV Premium Connecting 
Line Workshop Vent CO 1.27 5.22 1.27 5.22 0 0 Fugitives: Building

VOC 0.9 3.86 1.08 4.38 0.18 0.52
PM 0.09 0.38 0.1 0.4 0.01 0.02
PM10 0.09 0.38 0.0905 0.3815 0.0005 0.0015

New/Modified Yes HRPPWV
Hot Rolling and Pipe 
Processing Workshop 
Vent

CO 1.44 6.21 1.46 6.22 0.02 0.01 Fugitives: Building

VOC 1.76 7.2 12.88 38.83 11.12 31.63
PM 0.17 0.69 0.41 1.62 0.24 0.93
PM10 0.17 0.69 0.193 0.783 0.023 0.0931
Cr 0.003 0.012 0.003 0.012 0 0
Cr VI 0.002 0.008 0.002 0.008 0 0
Mn <0.01 0.006 <0.01 0.006 0 0
SO2 <0.01 <0.01 0.01 0.01
NOx 0.08 0.03 0.08 0.03

New/Modified Yes HRLDS Hot Rolling Line 
Dedusting Stack PM 4.25 4.25 2.74 8 -1.51 3.75 Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse

PM10 4.25 4.25 2.74 8 -1.51 3.75

Renew only Yes ODPSS1
Outdoor  Drop Points, 
Scrap Steel by Truck 
10

PM 0.03 0.1 0.03 0.1 0 0 Material Handling: Drop Point

PM10 0.01 0.05 0.01 0.05 0 0

Renew only Yes ODPSS2 Outdoor Drop Points, 
Scrap Steel by Train 4 PM 0.03 0.1 0.03 0.1 0 0 Material Handling: Drop Point

PM10 0.01 0.05 0.01 0.05 0 0

Renew only Yes ODPSR1

Outdoor Drop Point 
Spent Refractory and 
Other Waste Storage 
Pile-1 

PM <0.01 0.02 <0.01 0.02 0 0 Material Handling: Drop Point

PM10 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0 0

Renew only Yes ODPS1 Outdoor Drop Point 
Slag-1 PM <0.01 0.01 <0.01 0.01 0 0 Material Handling: Drop Point

PM10 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0 0

Renew only Yes ODPSR2

Outdoor Drop Point 
Spent Refractory and 
Other Waste Storage 
Pile-2  (5)

PM 0.05 0.03 0.05 0.03 0 0 Material Handling: Drop Point

PM10 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0 0

Renew only Yes ODPS2 Outdoor Drop Point 
Slag-2*2 PM <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0 0 Material Handling: Drop Point

PM10 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0 0

Renew only Yes ODPSR3

Outdoor Drop Point 
Spent Refractory and 
Other Waste Storage 
Pile-3 

PM <0.01 0.02 <0.01 0.02 0 0 Material Handling: Drop Point

PM10 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0 0

Renew only Yes ODPS3 Outdoor Drop Point 
Slag-3 PM <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0 0 Material Handling: Drop Point

PM10 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0 0

Renew only Yes OSPSS Outdoor Storage Piles,  
Scrap Steel  PM 0.23 1 0.23 1 0 0 Storage: Stockpile

PM10 0.11 0.5 0.11 0.5 0 0

Renew only Yes OSPFST
Outdoor Storage Pile,  
First Sedimentation 
Tank  

PM <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0 0 Storage: Stockpile

PM10 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0 0

Renew only Yes OSPS1 Outdoor Storage Pile, 
Slag-1 PM 0.06 0.26 0.06 0.26 0 0 Storage: Stockpile

PM10 0.03 0.13 0.03 0.13 0 0

Renew only Yes OSPSR1
Outdoor Storage Pile 
Spent Refractory and 
Other Waste-1                    

PM 0.23 1 0.23 1 0 0 Storage: Stockpile

PM10 0.11 0.5 0.11 0.5 0 0

Renew only Yes OSPS2 Outdoor Storage Pile, 
Slag-2  PM 0.06 0.26 0.06 0.26 0 0 Storage: Stockpile
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Action Requested (only 
1 action per FIN)

Include these 
emissions in 
annual (tpy) 
summary?

Facility ID 
Number (FIN)

Emission Point 
Number (EPN) Source Name Pollutant

Current Short-
Term (lb/hr)

Current Long-
Term (tpy)

Consolidated
Current Short-
Term (lb/hr)

Consolidated 
Current Long-
Term (tpy)

Proposed Short-
Term (lb/hr)

Proposed Long-
Term (tpy)

Short-Term 
Difference 
(lb/hr)

Long-Term 
Difference (tpy)

Unit Type (Used for reviewing BACT and 
Monitoring Requirements)

PM10 0.03 0.13 0.03 0.13 0 0

Renew only Yes OSPSR2
Outdoor Storage Pile, 
Spent Refractory and 
Other Waste-2 

PM 0.23 1 0.23 1 0 0 Storage: Stockpile

PM10 0.11 0.5 0.11 0.5 0 0

Renew only Yes N6CCT Contact Cooling Tower 
No. 6 PM 0.03 0.14 0.03 0.14 0 0 Cooling Tower

PM10 0.03 0.14 0.03 0.14 0 0

Renew only Yes N7CCT Contact Cooling Tower 
No. 7 PM 0.02 0.07 0.02 0.07 0 0 Cooling Tower

PM10 0.02 0.07 0.02 0.07 0 0

Remove Yes RSCCT Rolling Steel Contact 
Cooling Tower PM 0.03 0.14 -0.03 -0.14 Cooling Tower

PM10 0.03 0.14 -0.03 -0.14

Renew only Yes PPCCT Pipe Processing  
Contact Cooling Tower PM 0.03 0.14 0.03 0.14 0 0 Cooling Tower

PM10 0.03 0.14 0.03 0.14 0 0

Renew only Yes SMWTF Steel Making Water 
Treatment Facility VOC 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0 0 Other

PM 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0 0
PM10 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0 0

Remove Yes RSWTF Rolling Steel Water 
Treatment Facility VOC 0.1 0.1 -0.1 -0.1 Other

PM 0.1 0.1 -0.1 -0.1
PM10 0.1 0.1 -0.1 -0.1

Remove Yes GWTF Graphite Water 
Treatment Facility VOC 0.1 0.1 -0.1 -0.1 Other

PM 0.1 0.1 -0.1 -0.1
PM10 0.1 0.1 -0.1 -0.1

Renew only Yes CMSCS1 Caster Spray Chamber 
Stack 1 NOx 0.18 0.55 0.18 0.55 0 0 Process Vent

CO 0.58 1.75 0.58 1.75 0 0
VOC 0.02 0.07 0.02 0.07 0 0
PM 0.07 0.22 0.07 0.22 0 0
PM10 0.07 0.22 0.07 0.22 0 0
Pb 0.001 0.002 0.001 0.002 0 0

Renew only Yes CMSCS2 Caster Spray Chamber 
Stack 2 NOx 0.18 0.55 0.18 0.55 0 0 Process Vent

CO 0.58 1.75 0.58 1.75 0 0
VOC 0.02 0.07 0.02 0.07 0 0
PM 0.07 0.22 0.07 0.22 0 0
PM10 0.07 0.22 0.07 0.22 0 0
Pb 0.001 0.002 0.001 0.002 0 0

Renew only Yes UVCS1 UV Coating Stack 1 VOC <0.01 0.01 <0.01 0.01 0 0 Other
PM 0.01 0.04 0.01 0.04 0 0
PM10 0.01 0.04 0.01 0.04 0 0

Renew only Yes UVCS2 UV Coating Stack 2 VOC <0.01 0.01 <0.01 0.01 0 0 Other
PM 0.01 0.04 0.01 0.04 0 0
PM10 0.01 0.04 0.01 0.04 0 0

Renew only Yes UVCS3 UV Coating Stack 3 VOC <0.01 0.01 <0.01 0.01 0 0 Other
PM 0.01 0.04 0.01 0.04 0 0
PM10 0.01 0.04 0.01 0.04 0 0

New/Modified Yes UVCS4 UV Coating Stack 4 VOC <0.01 0.01 1.11 3.39 1.1 3.38 Other
PM 0.01 0.04 0.06 0.2 0.05 0.16
PM10 0.01 0.04 0.016 0.0601 0.006 0.0201

Renew only Yes VDSS VD Steam Stack NOx 0.73 2.19 0.73 2.19 0 0 Process Vent
CO 29.1 87.43 29.1 87.43 0 0
VOC 0.09 0.26 0.09 0.26 0 0
SO2 0.02 0.04 0.02 0.04 0 0
PM 0.29 0.87 0.29 0.87 0 0
PM10 0.29 0.87 0.29 0.87 0 0

Renew only Yes ALL ALL HAPS 0.45 1.92 0.45 1.92 0 0 Other

Consolidate Yes QFS2 Quench Furnace Stack NOx 6.36 11.04 6.36 11.04 0 0 Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

CO 5.34 9.27 5.34 9.27 0 0
SO2 0.04 0.07 0.04 0.07 0 0
VOC 0.35 0.61 0.35 0.61 0 0
PM 0.48 0.84 0.48 0.84 0 0
PM10 0.48 0.84 0.48 0.84 0 0
PM2.5 0.48 0.84 0.48 0.84 0 0
HAPS 0.12 0.21 0.12 0.21 0 0

Consolidate Yes TFS2 Tempering Furnace 
Stack NOx 5.3 8.83 5.3 8.83 0 0 Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

CO 4.45 7.42 4.45 7.42 0 0
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Action Requested (only 
1 action per FIN)

Include these 
emissions in 
annual (tpy) 
summary?

Facility ID 
Number (FIN)

Emission Point 
Number (EPN) Source Name Pollutant

Current Short-
Term (lb/hr)

Current Long-
Term (tpy)

Consolidated
Current Short-
Term (lb/hr)

Consolidated 
Current Long-
Term (tpy)

Proposed Short-
Term (lb/hr)

Proposed Long-
Term (tpy)

Short-Term 
Difference 
(lb/hr)

Long-Term 
Difference (tpy)

Unit Type (Used for reviewing BACT and 
Monitoring Requirements)

SO2 0.03 0.05 0.03 0.05 0 0
VOC 0.29 0.49 0.29 0.49 0 0
PM 0.4 0.67 0.4 0.67 0 0
PM10 0.4 0.67 0.4 0.67 0 0
PM2.5 0.4 0.67 0.4 0.67 0 0
HAPS <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0 0

Consolidate Yes HTFUG Heat Treatment 
Fugitives VOC 2.01 2.65 2.01 2.65 0 0 Fugitives: Building

PM 1.16 2.57 1.16 2.57 0 0
PM10 1.16 2.57 1.16 2.57 0 0
PM2.5 1.16 2.57 1.16 2.57 0 0
CO 0.3 1.37 0.3 1.37 0 0
HAPS 0.04 0.15 0.04 0.15 0 0

Consolidate Yes PCFUG Pipe Coupling 
Fugitives VOC 1.23 4.28 1.23 4.28 0 0 Fugitives: Building

PM 0.48 1.89 0.48 1.89 0 0
PM10 0.48 1.89 0.48 1.89 0 0
PM2.5 0.48 1.89 0.48 1.89 0 0
HAPS <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0 0

Consolidate Yes CS4 Coating Stack No. 1 VOC 2.14 6.74 2.14 6.74 0 0 Other
PM <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0 0
PM10 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0 0
PM2.5 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0 0
C6H5CH3 0.6 2.38 0.6 2.38 0 0
CH3COOC2H5 0.37 1.43 0.37 1.43 0 0

Consolidate Yes CS5 Coating Stack No. 2 VOC 1.98 6.26 1.98 6.26 0 0 Other
PM <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0 0
PM10 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0 0
PM2.5 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0 0
C6H5CH3 0.56 2.21 0.56 2.21 0 0
CH3COOC2H5 0.33 1.32 0.33 1.32 0 0

Consolidate Yes CS6 Coating Stack No. 3 VOC 1.98 6.26 1.98 6.26 0 0 Other
PM <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0 0
PM10 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0 0
PM2.5 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0 0
C6H5CH3 0.56 2.21 0.56 2.21 0 0
CH3COOC2H5 0.33 1.32 0.33 1.32 0 0

Consolidate Yes PHOS1 Phosphatizing Stack 
No. 1 PM 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0 0 Other

PM10 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0 0
PM2.5 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0 0

Consolidate Yes PHOS2 Phosphatizing Stack 
No. 2 PM 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0 0 Other

PM10 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0 0
PM2.5 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0 0

Consolidate Yes WW Wastewater VOC 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0 0 Other
PM 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0 0
PM10 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0 0
PM2.5 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0 0

New/Modified Yes WTFPR
Water Treatment 
Facility for Pipe Rolling 
Mill

VOC 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 Other

PM 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
PM10 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1

0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
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EPN
Included in 
EMEW?

UTM Coordinates

Zone
East 
(Meters)

North 
(Meters)

Building
Height (ft)

Height 
Above 
Ground (ft)

Stack Exit 
Diameter 
(ft)

Velocity 
(FPS)

Temperature 
(°F)

Fugitives - 
Length (ft)

Fugitives - 
Width (ft)

Fugitives - 
Axis 
Degrees

LWS Yes
LSTBS Yes
EBS Yes
RHFS Yes
MPFS Yes
QFS Yes
TFS Yes
VDBS Yes
SMWV Yes
AAWV Yes
PCLWV Yes
HRPPWV Yes
HRLDS Yes
ODPSS1 Yes
ODPSS2 Yes
ODPSR1 Yes
ODPS1 Yes
ODPSR2 Yes
ODPS2 Yes
ODPSR3 Yes
ODPS3 Yes
OSPSS Yes
OSPFST Yes
OSPS1 Yes
OSPSR1 Yes
OSPS2 Yes
OSPSR2 Yes
N6CCT Yes
N7CCT Yes
RSCCT Yes
PPCCT Yes
SMWTF Yes
RSWTF Yes
GWTF Yes
CMSCS1 Yes
CMSCS2 Yes
UVCS1 Yes
UVCS2 Yes
UVCS3 Yes
UVCS4 Yes
VDSS Yes
ALL Yes
QFS2 Yes
TFS2 Yes
HTFUG Yes

Emission Point Discharge Parameters
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EPN
Included in 
EMEW?

UTM Coordinates

Zone
East 
(Meters)

North 
(Meters)

Building
Height (ft)

Height 
Above 
Ground (ft)

Stack Exit 
Diameter 
(ft)

Velocity 
(FPS)

Temperature 
(°F)

Fugitives - 
Length (ft)

Fugitives - 
Width (ft)

Fugitives - 
Axis 
Degrees

PCFUG Yes
CS4 Yes
CS5 Yes
CS6 Yes
PHOS1 Yes
PHOS2 Yes
WW Yes
WTFPR Yes
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Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

I. Public Notice Applicability

For public notice applicability, the agency does not include consolidation or incorporation of any previously authorized facility or 
activity (PBR, standard permits, etc.), changes to permitted allowable emission rates when exclusively due to changes to 
standardized emission factors, or reductions in emissions which are not enforceable through the amended permit. Thus, the total 
emissions increase would be the sum of emissions increases under the amended permit and the emissions decreases under the 
amended permit for each air contaminant.

The table below will generate emission increases based on the values represented on the "Unit Types - Emission Rates" sheet. 
Use the "yes" and "no" options in column B of the "Unit Types - Emission Rates" worksheet to indicate if a unit's proposed change 
of emissions should be included in these totals.

Notes:
1. Emissions of PM, PM10, and/or PM2.5 may have been previously quantified and authorized as PM, PM10,and/or PM2.5. 
These emissions will be speciated based on current guidance and policy to demonstrate compliance with current standards and 
public notice requirements may change during the permit review.

2. All renewals require public notice.

A. Application Type

B. Project Increases and Public Notice Thresholds (for Initial and Amendment Projects)

NoDo the facilities handle, load, unload, dry, manufacture, or process grain, seed, legumes, or 
vegetable fibers (agricultural facilities)?

Is this an application for a minor permit amendment?
Is there any change in character of emissions in this application (a new criteria pollutant or a new VOC or PM 
species)?
Is there a new air contaminant in this application?

Is this an application for a renewal?

This row is optional. If you do not think 
the table below accurately represents 
public notice applicability increases for 
your project, provide discussion here 
(1000 characters).

Calculated project change for HAPS should be zero (0). "<" were removed in order to 
remove calculation errors. Please note that TPCO wishes for "<" to remain in the 
MAERT.
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Pollutant Current Long-
Term (tpy)

Consolidated 
Emissions (tpy)

Proposed Long-
Term (tpy)

Project Change 
in Allowable 
(tpy)

PN 
Threshold

Notice 
required?

VOC 158.62 27.39 221.12 35.11 5 Yes
PM 65.59 6.30 76.07 4.18 5 No
PM10 63.68 6.30 73.16 3.18 5 No
PM2.5 0.00 6.30 6.30 0.00 5 No
NOx 272.29 19.87 286.36 -5.80 5 No
CO 2047.38 18.06 2060.55 -4.89 50 No
SO2 275.32 0.12 275.42 -0.02 10 No
Pb 0.91 0.00 0.91 0.00 0.6 No
Cd 0.0241 0 0.0241 0 5 No
Cr 0.1507 0 0.1507 0 5 No
Mn 0.831 0 0.831 0 5 No
Hg 0.00241 0 0.00241 0 5 No
Si 0.10001 0 0.10001 0 5 No
Zn 6.6805 0 6.6805 0 5 No
PMtotal 88.38 0 88.38 0 5 No
PM10 total 88.38 0 88.38 0 5 No
PMfront half 66.28 0 66.28 0 5 No
PM10 front half 66.28 0 66.28 0 5 No
Cr VI 0.016 0 0.016 0 5 No
HAPS 1.92 0.38 2.3 -4.44089E-16 5 No

This cell intentionally left blank

C. Is public notice required for this project as represented in this workbook?
If no, proceed to Section III Small Business Classification.
Note: public notice applicability for this project may change throughout the technical review.

Yes

First Name:

D. Are any HAPs to be authorized/re-authorized with this project? The category "HAPs" must 
be specifically listed in the public notice if the project authorizes (reauthorizes for renewals) any 
HAP pollutants.

Complete this section if public notice is required (determined in the above section) or if you are not sure if public notice is 
required.

Mr.
JoAdrian
Vara
EHS Manager

Yes

II. Public Notice Information

A. Contact Information
Enter the contact information for the person responsible for publishing. This is a designated representative who is responsible 
for ensuring public notice is properly published in the appropriate newspaper and signs are posted at the facility site. This person 
will be contacted directly when the TCEQ is ready to authorize public notice for the application.
Prefix (Mr., Ms., Dr., etc.):

Last Name:
Title:
Company Name: TPCO America Corporation

* Notice is required for PM, PM10, and PM2.5 if one of these pollutants is above the threshold.
** Notice of a GHG action is determined by action type. Initial and major modification always require notice. Voluntary updates 
require a consolidated notice if there is a change to BACT. Project emission increases of CO2e (CO2 equivalent) are not relevant 
for determining public notice of GHG permit actions.
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Mailing Address:
Address Line 2:

ZIP Code:
County:

2400 Memorial Pkwy

Company Name:

ZIP Code:
Telephone Number:
Fax Number:
Email Address:

Mr.
Thomas

78359

joadrianv@tpcoamerica.com

Engineer

78404
361-232-5881

ZIP Code:

361-271-1478
361-885-7862

City:

Enter the contact information for the Technical Contact. This is the designated representative who will be listed in the public 
notice as a contact for additional information.

B. Public place
Place a copy of the full application (including all of this workbook and all attachments) at a public place in the county where the 
facilities are or will be located. You must state where in the county the application will be available for public review and comment. 
The location must be a public place and described in the notice. A public place is a location which is owned and operated by 
public funds (such as libraries, county courthouses, city halls) and cannot be a commercial enterprise. You are required to pre-
arrange this availability with the public place indicated below. The application must remain available from the first day of 
publication through the designated comment period.

If this is an application for a PSD, nonattainment, or FCAA §112(g) permit, the public place must have internet access available 
for the public as required in 30 TAC § 39.411(f)(3). 

If the application is submitted to the agency with information marked as Confidential, you are required to indicate which specific 
portions of the application are not being made available to the public. These portions of the application must be accompanied with 
the following statement: Any request for portions of this application that are marked as confidential must be submitted in 
writing, pursuant to the Public Information Act, to the TCEQ Public Information Coordinator, MC 197, P.O. Box 13087, 
Austin, Texas 78711-3087.

Mailing Address:
Address Line 2:
City:
State:

5431 Highway 35

Gregory
Texas

GHD Services, Inc.

thomas.haney@ghd.com

State:

Yes

City: Portland
78374
San Patricio

Bell Whittington Public Library
Physical Address:

Haney

Prefix (Mr., Ms., Dr., etc.):

Last Name:

Address Line 2:

First Name:

Has the public place granted authorization to place the application for public 
viewing and copying?

Title:

Corpus Christi
Texas

1712 South Staples Street

Telephone Number:

Email Address:
Fax Number:

Name of Public Place:
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C. Alternate Language Publication
In some cases, public notice in an alternate language is required. If an elementary or middle school nearest to the facility is in a 
school district required by the Texas Education Code to have a bilingual program, a bilingual notice will be required. If there is no 
bilingual program required in the school nearest the facility, but children who would normally attend those schools are eligible to 
attend bilingual programs elsewhere in the school district, the bilingual notice will also be required. If it is determined that alternate 
language notice is required, you are responsible for ensuring that the publication in the alternate language is complete and 
accurate in that language.

YesIs a bilingual program required by the Texas Education Code in the School 
District?

If yes to either question above, list which language(s) are required by the 
bilingual program?

Yes

This cell intentionally left blank

Spanish

Are the children who attend either the elementary school or the middle school 
closest to your facility eligible to be enrolled in a bilingual program provided by 
the district?
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No

No

Complete this section to determine small business classification. If a small business requests a permit, agency rules (30 TAC § 
39.603(f)(1)(A)) allow for alternative public notification requirements if all of the following criteria are met. If these requirements are 
met, public notice does not have to include publication of the prominent (12 square inch) newspaper notice.

III. Small Business Classification

Small business classification:

Does the company (including parent companies and subsidiary companies) have fewer than 100 employees or 
less than $6 million in annual gross receipts?
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Determination:

No

Pollutant Project Increase Threshold PSD Review Required?

CO -4.89 100 No

NOx -5.80 40 No

PM 4.18 25 No

PM10 3.18 15 No

PM2.5 0.00 10 No

SO2 -0.02 40 No

Ozone (as VOC) 35.11 40 No

Ozone (as NOx) -5.80 40 No

Pb

H2S

TRS

Reduced sulfur compounds (including H2S)

H2SO4

Fluoride (excluding HF)

CO2e
This cell intentionally left blank

I.  County Classification

This project will be located in an area that is in attainment or unclassified for all 
pollutants. Nonattainment review is not required.

San Patricio

II. PSD and GHG PSD Applicability Summary
This cell intentionally left blank

County (completed for you from your response on the General sheet)

Does the project require retrospective review? No

This project will be located in an area that is in attainment for ozone as of 
Sept. 23, 2019. Select from the drop-down list to the right if you would like 
the project to be reviewed under a different classification.

Is netting required for the PSD analysis for this project?
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No

No

I. General Information - Non-Renewal

II. Direct Costs - Non-Renewal
This cell intentionally left blank

Is this project for new facilities controlled and operated directly by the federal government? 
(30 TAC § 116.141(b)(1) and 30 TAC § 116.163(a))

A fee of $75,000 shall be required if no estimate of capital project cost is included with the 
permit application. (30 TAC § 116.141(d)) Select "yes" here to use this option. Then skip 
sections II and III.

Select Application Type Minor Application

Installation, including foundations, erection of supporting structures, enclosures 
or weather protection, insulation and painting, utilities and connections, process 
integration, and process control equipment.

$0.00

Type of Cost Amount
Process and control equipment not previously owned by the applicant and not 
currently authorized under this chapter. $0.00

Auxiliary equipment, including exhaust hoods, ducting, fans, pumps, piping, 
conveyors, stacks, storage tanks, waste disposal facilities, and air pollution 
control equipment specifically needed to meet permit and regulation 
requirements.

$0.00

Freight charges. $0.00
Site preparation, including demolition, construction of fences, outdoor lighting, 
road, and parking areas. $0.00

Auxiliary buildings, including materials storage, employee facilities, and changes 
to existing structures. $0.00

For GHG permits: A single PSD fee (calculated on the capital cost of the project per 30 TAC § 116.163) will 
be required for all of the associated permitting actions for a GHG PSD project. Other NSR permit fees 
related to the project that have already been remitted to the TCEQ can be subtracted when determining the 
appropriate fee to submit with the GHG PSD application. Identify these other fees in the GHG PSD permit 
application.

Ambient air monitoring network. $0.00
Sub-Total: $0.00

Sub-Total: $0.00

This cell intentionally left blank

III. Indirect Costs - Non-Renewal
Type of Cost Amount
Final engineering design and supervision, and administrative overhead. $0.00
Construction expense, including construction liaison, securing local building 
permits, insurance, temporary construction facilities, and construction clean-up. $0.00

Contractor's fee and overhead. $0.00

This cell intentionally left blank

IV. Calculations - Non-Renewal
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$0.00

3234.18352

 $   10,000.00 

$900.00
 $   10,000.00 

$10,900.00

Yes
$10,900.00

Enter the check, money order, ePay Voucher, or other transaction 
number:
Enter the Company name as it appears on the check:

Enter the fee amount:
Was the fee paid online?

In signing the "General" sheet with this fee worksheet attached, I certify that the total estimated 
capital cost of the project as defined in 30 TAC §116.141 is equal to or less than the above figure. I 
further state that I have read and understand Texas Water Code § 7.179, which defines Criminal 
Offenses for certain violations, including intentionally or knowingly making, or causing to be made, 
false material statements or representations.

This cell intentionally left blank

Your estimated capital cost: Minimum fee applies.
Permit Application Fee: $900.00

This cell intentionally left blank

VII. Payment Information

This cell intentionally left blank

This cell intentionally left blank

VI. Total Fees
Note: fees can be paid together with one payment or as two separate payments.
Non-Renewal Fee
Renewal Fee
Total

Permit fee due

V. Renewal Fee
The fee for renewal is based on the total annual allowable emissions from the permitted facility to be 
renewed. If this project includes an amendment, the amendment permit fee will be calculated separately.

Enter the total allowable emissions (tons per year).  The total emissions must include those 
represented in any PBR or standard permits to be incorporated by consolidation into this 
permit.

Greater than $25,000,000 $75,000 (maximum fee)

Less than $300,000 $900 (minimum fee)
$300,000 - $7,500,000 N/A
$300,000 - $25,000,000 0.30% of capital cost
Greater than $7,500,000 N/A

Estimated Capital Cost Minor Application Fee

B. Payment Two (if paying renewal and non-renewal fees separately)

A. Payment One (required)

Was the fee paid online?
Enter the fee amount:
Enter the check, money order, ePay Voucher, or other transaction 
number:
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$10,900.00

No

No

This cell intentionally left blank

VIII. Professional Engineer Seal Requirement

C. Total Paid
Enter the Company name as it appears on the check:

Is the estimated capital cost of the project above $2 million?

Is the application required to be submitted under the seal of a Texas licensed P.E.?
Note: an electronic PE seal is acceptable.
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Pollutant
Does this pollutant 
require PSD 
review?

How will you demonstrate that this 
project meets all applicable 
requirements?

Notes Additional Notes (optional)

VOC No Modeling: screen or refined Attach a completed "Electronic Modeling Evaluation Workbook" (EMEW).

PM No Not applicable This pollutant is not a part of this project or does not require an impacts 
analysis.

PM10 No Modeling: screen or refined Attach a completed "Electronic Modeling Evaluation Workbook" (EMEW).

Cd No Not applicable This pollutant is not a part of this project or does not require an impacts 
analysis.

Cr No Not applicable This pollutant is not a part of this project or does not require an impacts 
analysis.

Pb No Not applicable This pollutant is not a part of this project or does not require an impacts 
analysis.

Mn No Not applicable This pollutant is not a part of this project or does not require an impacts 
analysis.

Hg No Not applicable This pollutant is not a part of this project or does not require an impacts 
analysis.

Si No Not applicable This pollutant is not a part of this project or does not require an impacts 
analysis.

Zn No Not applicable This pollutant is not a part of this project or does not require an impacts 
analysis.

NOx No Modeling: screen or refined Attach a completed "Electronic Modeling Evaluation Workbook" (EMEW).

CO No Modeling: screen or refined Attach a completed "Electronic Modeling Evaluation Workbook" (EMEW).

SO2 No Modeling: screen or refined Attach a completed "Electronic Modeling Evaluation Workbook" (EMEW).

PMtotal No Not applicable This pollutant is not a part of this project or does not require an impacts 
analysis.

PM10 total No Not applicable This pollutant is not a part of this project or does not require an impacts 
analysis.
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Pollutant
Does this pollutant 
require PSD 
review?

How will you demonstrate that this 
project meets all applicable 
requirements?

Notes Additional Notes (optional)

PMfront half No Not applicable This pollutant is not a part of this project or does not require an impacts 
analysis.

PM10 front half No Not applicable This pollutant is not a part of this project or does not require an impacts 
analysis.

Cr VI No Not applicable This pollutant is not a part of this project or does not require an impacts 
analysis.

HAPS No Not applicable This pollutant is not a part of this project or does not require an impacts 
analysis.
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Current Tier I BACT Confirm Additional Notes

Action Requested FINs Unit Type Pollutant Current Tier I BACT Confirm Additional Notes

LWS LWS Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse PM
The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. Opacity shall not exceed 5% and/or no visible emissions from each stack or vent. 
99% reduction or outlet grain loading of 0.01 gr/dscf.

Yes

LWS LWS Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse

LWS LWS Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse

LWS LWS Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse

LWS LWS Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse

LWS LWS Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse

LWS LWS Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse

LWS LWS Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse

LWS LWS Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse

LWS LWS Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse

LWS LWS Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse

LWS LWS Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse

LWS LWS Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse

LWS LWS Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse MSS

Fabric filters should be in good repair with an acceptable pressure drop prior to the 
start of operation.

Removal of spent filters in such a manner to minimize PM emissions and placing the 
spent filters in sealable bags or other sealable containers prior to removal from the 
site. Bags or containers shall be kept closed at all times except when adding spent 
filters.

Yes

LSTBS LSTBS Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse PM
The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. Opacity shall not exceed 5% and/or no visible emissions from each stack or vent. 
99% reduction or outlet grain loading of 0.01 gr/dscf.

Yes

LSTBS LSTBS Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse Cd See additional notes: Yes Refer to Tier 1 BACT for PM.
LSTBS LSTBS Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse Cr See additional notes: Yes Refer to Tier 1 BACT for PM.
LSTBS LSTBS Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse Pb See additional notes: Yes Refer to Tier 1 BACT for PM.
LSTBS LSTBS Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse Mn See additional notes: Yes Refer to Tier 1 BACT for PM.
LSTBS LSTBS Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse Hg See Additional Notes: Yes Refer to Tier 1 BACT for PM.
LSTBS LSTBS Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse Si See additional notes: Yes Refer to Tier 1 BACT for PM.
LSTBS LSTBS Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse Zn See additional notes: Yes Refer to Tier 1 BACT for PM.
LSTBS LSTBS Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse

LSTBS LSTBS Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse

LSTBS LSTBS Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse

LSTBS LSTBS Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse

LSTBS LSTBS Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse

LSTBS LSTBS Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse MSS

Fabric filters should be in good repair with an acceptable pressure drop prior to the 
start of operation.

Removal of spent filters in such a manner to minimize PM emissions and placing the 
spent filters in sealable bags or other sealable containers prior to removal from the 
site. Bags or containers shall be kept closed at all times except when adding spent 
filters.

Yes

EBS EBS Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse NOx See Additional Notes: Yes Use of oxy-fuel burners on the EAF.
EBS EBS Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse CO See Additional Notes: Yes Good EAF combustion practices and proper operation of the Consteel 

DEC.
EBS EBS Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse VOC See Additional Notes: Yes Good combustion and/or process operation for the EAF.
EBS EBS Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse SO2 See Additional Notes: Yes Good process operation and scrap management for the EAF.
EBS EBS Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse PMtotal See additional notes: Yes Refer to Tier 1 BACT for PM.
EBS EBS Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse PM10 total See additional notes: Yes Refer to Tier 1 BACT for PM.
EBS EBS Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse PMfront half See additional notes: Yes Refer to Tier 1 BACT for PM.
EBS EBS Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse PM10 front half See additional notes: Yes Refer to Tier 1 BACT for PM.
EBS EBS Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse Cd See additional notes: Yes Refer to Tier 1 BACT for PM.
EBS EBS Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse Cr See additional notes: Yes Refer to Tier 1 BACT for PM.
EBS EBS Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse Pb See additional notes: Yes Refer to Tier 1 BACT for PM.
EBS EBS Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse Mn See additional notes: Yes Refer to Tier 1 BACT for PM.

This cell intentionally blank.

Plant Type
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Action Requested FINs Unit Type Pollutant Current Tier I BACT Confirm Additional Notes
EBS EBS Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse Hg See Additional Notes: Yes Refer to Tier 1 BACT for PM.

EBS EBS Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse MSS

Fabric filters should be in good repair with an acceptable pressure drop prior to the 
start of operation.

Removal of spent filters in such a manner to minimize PM emissions and placing the 
spent filters in sealable bags or other sealable containers prior to removal from the 
site. Bags or containers shall be kept closed at all times except when adding spent 
filters.

Yes

RHFS RHFS Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr NOx

All:
Firing pipeline quality natural gas and good combustion practices. Specify if firing a 
different fuel. Burners with the best NOx performance given the burner configuration 
and gaseous fuel used. Specify the proposed emission rate (performance is an annual 
average) and provide justification if NOx>0.01 lb/MMBtu. Cost data must be submitted 
for SCR if firing rate is > 300 MMBtu/hr and burner is >0.01 lb/MMBtu. CEMS required 
for 100 MMBtu/hr or greater.

Glass:
Performance level of 1.4 lb/NOx/ton of glass produced.

Billet reheat:
0.01 lb NOX/MMBtu, typically achieved by firing natural gas or LPG fuel and/or low 
NOX burners. Specify technique. Good combustion practices. 

Electric arc:
Emission capture system meets ACGIH design. Canopy hood capture of at least 95%. 
Direct evacuation or fourth hole capture efficiency of at least 99%. Outlet grain loading 
≤ 0.0032 gr/dscf front half PM catch; and ≤ 0.0052 gr/dscf for total PM catch. Maximum 
of 3% opacity at stack, 6% at building.

No

0.1863 lb/MMBtu; NOx emission factors ranging from 0.064 lb/MMBtu to 
0.64 lb/MMBtu have been approved as BACT for the control of NOx 
emissions from rolling mill furnaces. TPCO proposes to use good 
combustion practices.  

RHFS RHFS Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr CO Good combustion practices. 50 ppmv corrected to 3% O2. No Good combustion practice and combustion of natural gas. 0.0824 
lb/MMBtu

RHFS RHFS Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr VOC

All: Firing pipeline quality natural gas and good combustion practices. Specify if firing 
a different fuel.

Electric arc:
0.35 lbs./ton steel, typically achieved with melted scrap management program. Specify 
technique.

Yes Combustion of natural gas and good combustion practices.

RHFS RHFS Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr SO2

All:
Firing pipeline quality natural gas and good combustion practices. Specify if firing a 
different fuel. 

Glass:
85% reduction or a performance level of 172 lbs. SO2/ton of glass produced

Electric arc:
0.24 lbs. SO2/ton steel

Yes Combustion of natural gas and good combustion practices.

RHFS RHFS Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr PM

The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. Glass:
Performance level of 1.0 lb PM/ton of glass produced (total PM, including front and 
back half catch)

Iron/steel metallurgy:
98% reduction, outlet grain loading ≤ 0.0052 gr/dscf if EAF filter and ≤ 0.01 gr/dscf if 
not EAF filter. Specify technique and numeric value. Maximum of 6% building opacity.

Billet reheat:
Good combustion practices. Maximum of 3% opacity at stack.

Electric arc:
Emission capture system meets ACGIH design. Canopy hood capture of at least 95%. 
Direct evacuation or fourth hole capture efficiency of at least 99%. Outlet grain loading 
≤ 0.0032 gr/dscf front half PM catch; and ≤ 0.0052 gr/dscf for total PM catch. Maximum 
of 3% opacity at stack, 6% at building.

Yes Combustion of natural gas and good combustion practices.
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Action Requested FINs Unit Type Pollutant Current Tier I BACT Confirm Additional Notes
RHFS RHFS Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

RHFS RHFS Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

RHFS RHFS Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

RHFS RHFS Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

RHFS RHFS Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

RHFS RHFS Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

RHFS RHFS Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

RHFS RHFS Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

RHFS RHFS Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr MSS

No additional controls required for MSS operations beyond normal operation BACT 
requirements. No bypassing of controls. Fabric filters should be in good repair with an 
acceptable pressure drop prior to the start of operation.

Removal of spent filters in such a manner to minimize PM emissions and placing the 
spent filters in sealable bags or other sealable containers prior to removal from the 
site. Bags or containers shall be kept closed at all times except when adding spent 
filters.

Glass:
Limit control device bypass to 144 hours per year for planned maintenance. 
Uncontrolled emissions must have acceptable impacts.

Yes

QFS QFS Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr NOx

All:
Firing pipeline quality natural gas and good combustion practices. Specify if firing a 
different fuel. Burners with the best NOx performance given the burner configuration 
and gaseous fuel used. Specify the proposed emission rate (performance is an annual 
average) and provide justification if NOx>0.01 lb/MMBtu. Cost data must be submitted 
for SCR if firing rate is > 300 MMBtu/hr and burner is >0.01 lb/MMBtu. CEMS required 
for 100 MMBtu/hr or greater.

Glass:
Performance level of 1.4 lb/NOx/ton of glass produced.

Billet reheat:
0.01 lb NOX/MMBtu, typically achieved by firing natural gas or LPG fuel and/or low 
NOX burners. Specify technique. Good combustion practices. 

Electric arc:
Emission capture system meets ACGIH design. Canopy hood capture of at least 95%. 
Direct evacuation or fourth hole capture efficiency of at least 99%. Outlet grain loading 
≤ 0.0032 gr/dscf front half PM catch; and ≤ 0.0052 gr/dscf for total PM catch. Maximum 
of 3% opacity at stack, 6% at building.

No

0.0980 lb/MMBtu; NOx emission factors ranging from 0.064 lb/MMBtu to 
0.64 lb/MMBtu have been approved as BACT for the control of NOx 
emissions from rolling mill furnaces. TPCO proposes to use good 
combustion practices.  

QFS QFS Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr CO Good combustion practices. 50 ppmv corrected to 3% O2. No Good combustion practice and combustion of natural gas. 0.0824 
lb/MMBtu

QFS QFS Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr VOC

All: Firing pipeline quality natural gas and good combustion practices. Specify if firing 
a different fuel.

Electric arc:
0.35 lbs./ton steel, typically achieved with melted scrap management program. Specify 
technique.

Yes Combustion of natural gas and good combustion practices.

QFS QFS Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr SO2

All:
Firing pipeline quality natural gas and good combustion practices. Specify if firing a 
different fuel. 

Glass:
85% reduction or a performance level of 172 lbs. SO2/ton of glass produced

Electric arc:
0.24 lbs. SO2/ton steel

Yes Combustion of natural gas and good combustion practices.
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Action Requested FINs Unit Type Pollutant Current Tier I BACT Confirm Additional Notes

QFS QFS Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr PM

The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. Glass:
Performance level of 1.0 lb PM/ton of glass produced (total PM, including front and 
back half catch)

Iron/steel metallurgy:
98% reduction, outlet grain loading ≤ 0.0052 gr/dscf if EAF filter and ≤ 0.01 gr/dscf if 
not EAF filter. Specify technique and numeric value. Maximum of 6% building opacity.

Billet reheat:
Good combustion practices. Maximum of 3% opacity at stack.

Electric arc:
Emission capture system meets ACGIH design. Canopy hood capture of at least 95%. 
Direct evacuation or fourth hole capture efficiency of at least 99%. Outlet grain loading 
≤ 0.0032 gr/dscf front half PM catch; and ≤ 0.0052 gr/dscf for total PM catch. Maximum 
of 3% opacity at stack, 6% at building.

Yes Combustion of natural gas and good combustion practices.

QFS QFS Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

QFS QFS Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

QFS QFS Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

QFS QFS Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

QFS QFS Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

QFS QFS Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

QFS QFS Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

QFS QFS Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

QFS QFS Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr MSS

No additional controls required for MSS operations beyond normal operation BACT 
requirements. No bypassing of controls. Fabric filters should be in good repair with an 
acceptable pressure drop prior to the start of operation.

Removal of spent filters in such a manner to minimize PM emissions and placing the 
spent filters in sealable bags or other sealable containers prior to removal from the 
site. Bags or containers shall be kept closed at all times except when adding spent 
filters.

Glass:
Limit control device bypass to 144 hours per year for planned maintenance. 
Uncontrolled emissions must have acceptable impacts.

Yes

TFS TFS Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr NOx

All:
Firing pipeline quality natural gas and good combustion practices. Specify if firing a 
different fuel. Burners with the best NOx performance given the burner configuration 
and gaseous fuel used. Specify the proposed emission rate (performance is an annual 
average) and provide justification if NOx>0.01 lb/MMBtu. Cost data must be submitted 
for SCR if firing rate is > 300 MMBtu/hr and burner is >0.01 lb/MMBtu. CEMS required 
for 100 MMBtu/hr or greater.

Glass:
Performance level of 1.4 lb/NOx/ton of glass produced.

Billet reheat:
0.01 lb NOX/MMBtu, typically achieved by firing natural gas or LPG fuel and/or low 
NOX burners. Specify technique. Good combustion practices. 

Electric arc:
Emission capture system meets ACGIH design. Canopy hood capture of at least 95%. 
Direct evacuation or fourth hole capture efficiency of at least 99%. Outlet grain loading 
≤ 0.0032 gr/dscf front half PM catch; and ≤ 0.0052 gr/dscf for total PM catch. Maximum 
of 3% opacity at stack, 6% at building.

No

0.0980 lb/MMBtu; NOx emission factors ranging from 0.064 lb/MMBtu to 
0.64 lb/MMBtu have been approved as BACT for the control of NOx 
emissions from rolling mill furnaces. TPCO proposes to use good 
combustion practices.  

TFS TFS Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr CO Good combustion practices. 50 ppmv corrected to 3% O2. No Good combustion practice and combustion of natural gas. 0.0824 
lb/MMBtu
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Action Requested FINs Unit Type Pollutant Current Tier I BACT Confirm Additional Notes

TFS TFS Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr VOC

All: Firing pipeline quality natural gas and good combustion practices. Specify if firing 
a different fuel.

Electric arc:
0.35 lbs./ton steel, typically achieved with melted scrap management program. Specify 
technique.

Yes Combustion of natural gas and good combustion practices.

TFS TFS Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr SO2

All:
Firing pipeline quality natural gas and good combustion practices. Specify if firing a 
different fuel. 

Glass:
85% reduction or a performance level of 172 lbs. SO2/ton of glass produced

Electric arc:
0.24 lbs. SO2/ton steel

Yes Combustion of natural gas and good combustion practices.

TFS TFS Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr PM

The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. Glass:
Performance level of 1.0 lb PM/ton of glass produced (total PM, including front and 
back half catch)

Iron/steel metallurgy:
98% reduction, outlet grain loading ≤ 0.0052 gr/dscf if EAF filter and ≤ 0.01 gr/dscf if 
not EAF filter. Specify technique and numeric value. Maximum of 6% building opacity.

Billet reheat:
Good combustion practices. Maximum of 3% opacity at stack.

Electric arc:
Emission capture system meets ACGIH design. Canopy hood capture of at least 95%. 
Direct evacuation or fourth hole capture efficiency of at least 99%. Outlet grain loading 
≤ 0.0032 gr/dscf front half PM catch; and ≤ 0.0052 gr/dscf for total PM catch. Maximum 
of 3% opacity at stack, 6% at building.

Yes Combustion of natural gas and good combustion practices.

TFS TFS Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

TFS TFS Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

TFS TFS Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

TFS TFS Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

TFS TFS Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

TFS TFS Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

TFS TFS Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

TFS TFS Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

TFS TFS Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr MSS

No additional controls required for MSS operations beyond normal operation BACT 
requirements. No bypassing of controls. Fabric filters should be in good repair with an 
acceptable pressure drop prior to the start of operation.

Removal of spent filters in such a manner to minimize PM emissions and placing the 
spent filters in sealable bags or other sealable containers prior to removal from the 
site. Bags or containers shall be kept closed at all times except when adding spent 
filters.

Glass:
Limit control device bypass to 144 hours per year for planned maintenance. 
Uncontrolled emissions must have acceptable impacts.

Yes
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Action Requested FINs Unit Type Pollutant Current Tier I BACT Confirm Additional Notes

VDBS VDBS Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr NOx

All:
Firing pipeline quality natural gas and good combustion practices. Specify if firing a 
different fuel. Burners with the best NOx performance given the burner configuration 
and gaseous fuel used. Specify the proposed emission rate (performance is an annual 
average) and provide justification if NOx>0.01 lb/MMBtu. Cost data must be submitted 
for SCR if firing rate is > 300 MMBtu/hr and burner is >0.01 lb/MMBtu. CEMS required 
for 100 MMBtu/hr or greater.

Glass:
Performance level of 1.4 lb/NOx/ton of glass produced.

Billet reheat:
0.01 lb NOX/MMBtu, typically achieved by firing natural gas or LPG fuel and/or low 
NOX burners. Specify technique. Good combustion practices. 

Electric arc:
Emission capture system meets ACGIH design. Canopy hood capture of at least 95%. 
Direct evacuation or fourth hole capture efficiency of at least 99%. Outlet grain loading 
≤ 0.0032 gr/dscf front half PM catch; and ≤ 0.0052 gr/dscf for total PM catch. Maximum 
of 3% opacity at stack, 6% at building.

No

0.1 lb/MMBtu; NOx emission factors ranging from 0.035 lb/MMBtu to 
0.0979 lb/MMBtu have been approved as BACT for the control of NOx 
emissions from vacuum degasser boilers. TPCO proposes to use good 
combustion practices.  

VDBS VDBS Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr CO Good combustion practices. 50 ppmv corrected to 3% O2. No Good combustion practice and combustion of natural gas. 0.0824 
lb/MMBtu

VDBS VDBS Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr VOC

All: Firing pipeline quality natural gas and good combustion practices. Specify if firing 
a different fuel.

Electric arc:
0.35 lbs./ton steel, typically achieved with melted scrap management program. Specify 
technique.

Yes Combustion of natural gas and good combustion practices.

VDBS VDBS Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr SO2

All:
Firing pipeline quality natural gas and good combustion practices. Specify if firing a 
different fuel. 

Glass:
85% reduction or a performance level of 172 lbs. SO2/ton of glass produced

Electric arc:
0.24 lbs. SO2/ton steel

Yes Combustion of natural gas and good combustion practices.

VDBS VDBS Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr PM

The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. Glass:
Performance level of 1.0 lb PM/ton of glass produced (total PM, including front and 
back half catch)

Iron/steel metallurgy:
98% reduction, outlet grain loading ≤ 0.0052 gr/dscf if EAF filter and ≤ 0.01 gr/dscf if 
not EAF filter. Specify technique and numeric value. Maximum of 6% building opacity.

Billet reheat:
Good combustion practices. Maximum of 3% opacity at stack.

Electric arc:
Emission capture system meets ACGIH design. Canopy hood capture of at least 95%. 
Direct evacuation or fourth hole capture efficiency of at least 99%. Outlet grain loading 
≤ 0.0032 gr/dscf front half PM catch; and ≤ 0.0052 gr/dscf for total PM catch. Maximum 
of 3% opacity at stack, 6% at building.

Yes Combustion of natural gas and good combustion practices.

VDBS VDBS Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

VDBS VDBS Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

VDBS VDBS Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

VDBS VDBS Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

VDBS VDBS Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

VDBS VDBS Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

VDBS VDBS Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

VDBS VDBS Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr
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VDBS VDBS Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr MSS

No additional controls required for MSS operations beyond normal operation BACT 
requirements. No bypassing of controls. Fabric filters should be in good repair with an 
acceptable pressure drop prior to the start of operation.

Removal of spent filters in such a manner to minimize PM emissions and placing the 
spent filters in sealable bags or other sealable containers prior to removal from the 
site. Bags or containers shall be kept closed at all times except when adding spent 
filters.

Glass:
Limit control device bypass to 144 hours per year for planned maintenance. 
Uncontrolled emissions must have acceptable impacts.

Yes

SMWV SMWV Fugitives: Building NOx See Additional Notes: Yes TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building 
satisfies BACT. 

SMWV SMWV Fugitives: Building CO See Additional Notes: Yes TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building 
satisfies BACT. 

SMWV SMWV Fugitives: Building VOC See Additional Notes: Yes TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building 
satisfies BACT. 

SMWV SMWV Fugitives: Building SO2 See Additional Notes: Yes TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building 
satisfies BACT. 

SMWV SMWV Fugitives: Building PM The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. See Additional Notes: Yes TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building 

satisfies BACT. 
SMWV SMWV Fugitives: Building Cd See additional notes: Yes TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building 

satisfies BACT. 
SMWV SMWV Fugitives: Building Cr See additional notes: Yes TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building 

satisfies BACT. 
SMWV SMWV Fugitives: Building Cr VI See additional notes: Yes TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building 

satisfies BACT. 
SMWV SMWV Fugitives: Building Pb See additional notes: Yes TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building 

satisfies BACT. 
SMWV SMWV Fugitives: Building Mn See additional notes: Yes TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building 

satisfies BACT. 
SMWV SMWV Fugitives: Building Hg See Additional Notes: Yes TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building 

satisfies BACT. 
SMWV SMWV Fugitives: Building Si See additional notes: Yes TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building 

satisfies BACT. 
SMWV SMWV Fugitives: Building Zn See additional notes: Yes TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building 

satisfies BACT. 
SMWV SMWV Fugitives: Building MSS Same as normal operation BACT requirements. Yes

AAWV AAWV Fugitives: Building PM The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. See Additional Notes: Yes

TPCO proposes to store alloy aggregate in the Alloy Aggregate 
Warehouse, controlled by a baghouse (EPN AABS) and vent (EPN 
AAWV) as BACT.

AAWV AAWV Fugitives: Building

AAWV AAWV Fugitives: Building

AAWV AAWV Fugitives: Building

AAWV AAWV Fugitives: Building

AAWV AAWV Fugitives: Building

AAWV AAWV Fugitives: Building

AAWV AAWV Fugitives: Building

AAWV AAWV Fugitives: Building

AAWV AAWV Fugitives: Building

AAWV AAWV Fugitives: Building

AAWV AAWV Fugitives: Building

AAWV AAWV Fugitives: Building

AAWV AAWV Fugitives: Building MSS Same as normal operation BACT requirements. Yes

PCLWV PCLWV Fugitives: Building CO See Additional Notes: Yes
Please refer to BACT discussion in the initial permit application for a 
detailed discussion of various BACT practices for activities conducted 
within the building.

PCLWV PCLWV Fugitives: Building VOC See Additional Notes: Yes
Please refer to BACT discussion in the initial permit application for a 
detailed discussion of various BACT practices for activities conducted 
within the building.

PCLWV PCLWV Fugitives: Building PM The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. See Additional Notes: Yes

Please refer to BACT discussion in the initial permit application for a 
detailed discussion of various BACT practices for activities conducted 
within the building.
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PCLWV PCLWV Fugitives: Building

PCLWV PCLWV Fugitives: Building

PCLWV PCLWV Fugitives: Building

PCLWV PCLWV Fugitives: Building

PCLWV PCLWV Fugitives: Building

PCLWV PCLWV Fugitives: Building

PCLWV PCLWV Fugitives: Building

PCLWV PCLWV Fugitives: Building

PCLWV PCLWV Fugitives: Building

PCLWV PCLWV Fugitives: Building

PCLWV PCLWV Fugitives: Building MSS Same as normal operation BACT requirements. Yes

HRPPWV HRPPWV Fugitives: Building CO See Additional Notes: Yes
Please refer to BACT discussion in the initial permit application for a 
detailed discussion of various BACT practices for activities conducted 
within the building.

HRPPWV HRPPWV Fugitives: Building VOC See Additional Notes: Yes
Please refer to BACT discussion in the initial permit application for a 
detailed discussion of various BACT practices for activities conducted 
within the building.

HRPPWV HRPPWV Fugitives: Building PM The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. See Additional Notes: Yes

Please refer to BACT discussion in the initial permit application for a 
detailed discussion of various BACT practices for activities conducted 
within the building.

HRPPWV HRPPWV Fugitives: Building Cr See additional notes: Yes
Please refer to BACT discussion in the initial permit application for a 
detailed discussion of various BACT practices for activities conducted 
within the building.

HRPPWV HRPPWV Fugitives: Building Cr VI See additional notes: Yes
Please refer to BACT discussion in the initial permit application for a 
detailed discussion of various BACT practices for activities conducted 
within the building.

HRPPWV HRPPWV Fugitives: Building Mn See additional notes: Yes
Please refer to BACT discussion in the initial permit application for a 
detailed discussion of various BACT practices for activities conducted 
within the building.

HRPPWV HRPPWV Fugitives: Building SO2 See Additional Notes: Yes
Please refer to BACT discussion in the initial permit application for a 
detailed discussion of various BACT practices for activities conducted 
within the building.

HRPPWV HRPPWV Fugitives: Building NOx See Additional Notes: Yes
Please refer to BACT discussion in the initial permit application for a 
detailed discussion of various BACT practices for activities conducted 
within the building.

HRPPWV HRPPWV Fugitives: Building

HRPPWV HRPPWV Fugitives: Building

HRPPWV HRPPWV Fugitives: Building

HRPPWV HRPPWV Fugitives: Building

HRPPWV HRPPWV Fugitives: Building

HRPPWV HRPPWV Fugitives: Building MSS Same as normal operation BACT requirements. Yes

HRLDS HRLDS Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse PM
The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. Opacity shall not exceed 5% and/or no visible emissions from each stack or vent. 
99% reduction or outlet grain loading of 0.01 gr/dscf.

Yes

HRLDS HRLDS Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse

HRLDS HRLDS Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse

HRLDS HRLDS Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse

HRLDS HRLDS Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse

HRLDS HRLDS Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse

HRLDS HRLDS Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse

HRLDS HRLDS Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse

HRLDS HRLDS Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse

HRLDS HRLDS Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse

HRLDS HRLDS Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse

HRLDS HRLDS Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse

HRLDS HRLDS Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse

HRLDS HRLDS Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse MSS

Fabric filters should be in good repair with an acceptable pressure drop prior to the 
start of operation.

Removal of spent filters in such a manner to minimize PM emissions and placing the 
spent filters in sealable bags or other sealable containers prior to removal from the 
site. Bags or containers shall be kept closed at all times except when adding spent 
filters.

Yes
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ODPSS1 ODPSS1 Material Handling: Drop Point PM

The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. Concrete:
Truck drop 99% reduction or 0.01 gr/dscf, suction shroud, minimum 4000 acfm

Rock/aggregate:
70% reduction, typically water sprays

Yes

ODPSS1 ODPSS1 Material Handling: Drop Point

ODPSS1 ODPSS1 Material Handling: Drop Point

ODPSS1 ODPSS1 Material Handling: Drop Point

ODPSS1 ODPSS1 Material Handling: Drop Point

ODPSS1 ODPSS1 Material Handling: Drop Point

ODPSS1 ODPSS1 Material Handling: Drop Point

ODPSS1 ODPSS1 Material Handling: Drop Point

ODPSS1 ODPSS1 Material Handling: Drop Point

ODPSS1 ODPSS1 Material Handling: Drop Point

ODPSS1 ODPSS1 Material Handling: Drop Point

ODPSS1 ODPSS1 Material Handling: Drop Point

ODPSS1 ODPSS1 Material Handling: Drop Point

ODPSS1 ODPSS1 Material Handling: Drop Point MSS
Best management practices (conducting system maintenance in a manner which 
minimizes emissions) employed during handling system maintenance. No bypassing of 
controls. Suction shroud should be in good repair with minimum flow rate.

Yes

ODPSS2 ODPSS2 Material Handling: Drop Point PM

The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. Concrete:
Truck drop 99% reduction or 0.01 gr/dscf, suction shroud, minimum 4000 acfm

Rock/aggregate:
70% reduction, typically water sprays

Yes

ODPSS2 ODPSS2 Material Handling: Drop Point

ODPSS2 ODPSS2 Material Handling: Drop Point

ODPSS2 ODPSS2 Material Handling: Drop Point

ODPSS2 ODPSS2 Material Handling: Drop Point

ODPSS2 ODPSS2 Material Handling: Drop Point

ODPSS2 ODPSS2 Material Handling: Drop Point

ODPSS2 ODPSS2 Material Handling: Drop Point

ODPSS2 ODPSS2 Material Handling: Drop Point

ODPSS2 ODPSS2 Material Handling: Drop Point

ODPSS2 ODPSS2 Material Handling: Drop Point

ODPSS2 ODPSS2 Material Handling: Drop Point

ODPSS2 ODPSS2 Material Handling: Drop Point

ODPSS2 ODPSS2 Material Handling: Drop Point MSS
Best management practices (conducting system maintenance in a manner which 
minimizes emissions) employed during handling system maintenance. No bypassing of 
controls. Suction shroud should be in good repair with minimum flow rate.

Yes

ODPSR1 ODPSR1 Material Handling: Drop Point PM

The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. Concrete:
Truck drop 99% reduction or 0.01 gr/dscf, suction shroud, minimum 4000 acfm

Rock/aggregate:
70% reduction, typically water sprays

Yes

ODPSR1 ODPSR1 Material Handling: Drop Point

ODPSR1 ODPSR1 Material Handling: Drop Point

ODPSR1 ODPSR1 Material Handling: Drop Point

ODPSR1 ODPSR1 Material Handling: Drop Point

ODPSR1 ODPSR1 Material Handling: Drop Point

ODPSR1 ODPSR1 Material Handling: Drop Point

ODPSR1 ODPSR1 Material Handling: Drop Point

ODPSR1 ODPSR1 Material Handling: Drop Point

ODPSR1 ODPSR1 Material Handling: Drop Point

ODPSR1 ODPSR1 Material Handling: Drop Point

ODPSR1 ODPSR1 Material Handling: Drop Point

ODPSR1 ODPSR1 Material Handling: Drop Point
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ODPSR1 ODPSR1 Material Handling: Drop Point MSS
Best management practices (conducting system maintenance in a manner which 
minimizes emissions) employed during handling system maintenance. No bypassing of 
controls. Suction shroud should be in good repair with minimum flow rate.

Yes

ODPS1 ODPS1 Material Handling: Drop Point PM

The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. Concrete:
Truck drop 99% reduction or 0.01 gr/dscf, suction shroud, minimum 4000 acfm

Rock/aggregate:
70% reduction, typically water sprays

Yes

ODPS1 ODPS1 Material Handling: Drop Point

ODPS1 ODPS1 Material Handling: Drop Point

ODPS1 ODPS1 Material Handling: Drop Point

ODPS1 ODPS1 Material Handling: Drop Point

ODPS1 ODPS1 Material Handling: Drop Point

ODPS1 ODPS1 Material Handling: Drop Point

ODPS1 ODPS1 Material Handling: Drop Point

ODPS1 ODPS1 Material Handling: Drop Point

ODPS1 ODPS1 Material Handling: Drop Point

ODPS1 ODPS1 Material Handling: Drop Point

ODPS1 ODPS1 Material Handling: Drop Point

ODPS1 ODPS1 Material Handling: Drop Point

ODPS1 ODPS1 Material Handling: Drop Point MSS
Best management practices (conducting system maintenance in a manner which 
minimizes emissions) employed during handling system maintenance. No bypassing of 
controls. Suction shroud should be in good repair with minimum flow rate.

Yes

ODPSR2 ODPSR2 Material Handling: Drop Point PM

The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. Concrete:
Truck drop 99% reduction or 0.01 gr/dscf, suction shroud, minimum 4000 acfm

Rock/aggregate:
70% reduction, typically water sprays

Yes

ODPSR2 ODPSR2 Material Handling: Drop Point

ODPSR2 ODPSR2 Material Handling: Drop Point

ODPSR2 ODPSR2 Material Handling: Drop Point

ODPSR2 ODPSR2 Material Handling: Drop Point

ODPSR2 ODPSR2 Material Handling: Drop Point

ODPSR2 ODPSR2 Material Handling: Drop Point

ODPSR2 ODPSR2 Material Handling: Drop Point

ODPSR2 ODPSR2 Material Handling: Drop Point

ODPSR2 ODPSR2 Material Handling: Drop Point

ODPSR2 ODPSR2 Material Handling: Drop Point

ODPSR2 ODPSR2 Material Handling: Drop Point

ODPSR2 ODPSR2 Material Handling: Drop Point

ODPSR2 ODPSR2 Material Handling: Drop Point MSS
Best management practices (conducting system maintenance in a manner which 
minimizes emissions) employed during handling system maintenance. No bypassing of 
controls. Suction shroud should be in good repair with minimum flow rate.

Yes

ODPS2 ODPS2 Material Handling: Drop Point PM

The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. Concrete:
Truck drop 99% reduction or 0.01 gr/dscf, suction shroud, minimum 4000 acfm

Rock/aggregate:
70% reduction, typically water sprays

Yes

ODPS2 ODPS2 Material Handling: Drop Point

ODPS2 ODPS2 Material Handling: Drop Point

ODPS2 ODPS2 Material Handling: Drop Point

ODPS2 ODPS2 Material Handling: Drop Point

ODPS2 ODPS2 Material Handling: Drop Point

ODPS2 ODPS2 Material Handling: Drop Point

ODPS2 ODPS2 Material Handling: Drop Point

ODPS2 ODPS2 Material Handling: Drop Point

ODPS2 ODPS2 Material Handling: Drop Point

ODPS2 ODPS2 Material Handling: Drop Point

ODPS2 ODPS2 Material Handling: Drop Point
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ODPS2 ODPS2 Material Handling: Drop Point

ODPS2 ODPS2 Material Handling: Drop Point MSS
Best management practices (conducting system maintenance in a manner which 
minimizes emissions) employed during handling system maintenance. No bypassing of 
controls. Suction shroud should be in good repair with minimum flow rate.

Yes

ODPSR3 ODPSR3 Material Handling: Drop Point PM

The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. Concrete:
Truck drop 99% reduction or 0.01 gr/dscf, suction shroud, minimum 4000 acfm

Rock/aggregate:
70% reduction, typically water sprays

Yes

ODPSR3 ODPSR3 Material Handling: Drop Point

ODPSR3 ODPSR3 Material Handling: Drop Point

ODPSR3 ODPSR3 Material Handling: Drop Point

ODPSR3 ODPSR3 Material Handling: Drop Point

ODPSR3 ODPSR3 Material Handling: Drop Point

ODPSR3 ODPSR3 Material Handling: Drop Point

ODPSR3 ODPSR3 Material Handling: Drop Point

ODPSR3 ODPSR3 Material Handling: Drop Point

ODPSR3 ODPSR3 Material Handling: Drop Point

ODPSR3 ODPSR3 Material Handling: Drop Point

ODPSR3 ODPSR3 Material Handling: Drop Point

ODPSR3 ODPSR3 Material Handling: Drop Point

ODPSR3 ODPSR3 Material Handling: Drop Point MSS
Best management practices (conducting system maintenance in a manner which 
minimizes emissions) employed during handling system maintenance. No bypassing of 
controls. Suction shroud should be in good repair with minimum flow rate.

Yes

ODPS3 ODPS3 Material Handling: Drop Point PM

The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. Concrete:
Truck drop 99% reduction or 0.01 gr/dscf, suction shroud, minimum 4000 acfm

Rock/aggregate:
70% reduction, typically water sprays

Yes

ODPS3 ODPS3 Material Handling: Drop Point

ODPS3 ODPS3 Material Handling: Drop Point

ODPS3 ODPS3 Material Handling: Drop Point

ODPS3 ODPS3 Material Handling: Drop Point

ODPS3 ODPS3 Material Handling: Drop Point

ODPS3 ODPS3 Material Handling: Drop Point

ODPS3 ODPS3 Material Handling: Drop Point

ODPS3 ODPS3 Material Handling: Drop Point

ODPS3 ODPS3 Material Handling: Drop Point

ODPS3 ODPS3 Material Handling: Drop Point

ODPS3 ODPS3 Material Handling: Drop Point

ODPS3 ODPS3 Material Handling: Drop Point

ODPS3 ODPS3 Material Handling: Drop Point MSS
Best management practices (conducting system maintenance in a manner which 
minimizes emissions) employed during handling system maintenance. No bypassing of 
controls. Suction shroud should be in good repair with minimum flow rate.

Yes

OSPSS OSPSS Storage: Stockpile PM

The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. All:
70% reduction, typically achieved with water spray systems. Specify if different.

Rock crusher:
No visible emissions shall leave the property. Visible emissions shall be determined by 
a standard of no visible emissions exceeding 30 seconds in duration in any six-minute 
period as determined using EPA TM 22 or equivalent.

Yes Scrap steel consists of larger materials that are not likely to generate 
significant dust emissions.

OSPSS OSPSS Storage: Stockpile

OSPSS OSPSS Storage: Stockpile

OSPSS OSPSS Storage: Stockpile

OSPSS OSPSS Storage: Stockpile

OSPSS OSPSS Storage: Stockpile

OSPSS OSPSS Storage: Stockpile

OSPSS OSPSS Storage: Stockpile

OSPSS OSPSS Storage: Stockpile
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OSPSS OSPSS Storage: Stockpile

OSPSS OSPSS Storage: Stockpile

OSPSS OSPSS Storage: Stockpile

OSPSS OSPSS Storage: Stockpile

OSPSS OSPSS Storage: Stockpile MSS No downtime since water sprays at transfer points and on stockpiles should be 
functioning prior to the start of operation. Yes

OSPFST OSPFST Storage: Stockpile PM

The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. All:
70% reduction, typically achieved with water spray systems. Specify if different.

Rock crusher:
No visible emissions shall leave the property. Visible emissions shall be determined by 
a standard of no visible emissions exceeding 30 seconds in duration in any six-minute 
period as determined using EPA TM 22 or equivalent.

Yes Material not likely to generate significant dust emissions.

OSPFST OSPFST Storage: Stockpile

OSPFST OSPFST Storage: Stockpile

OSPFST OSPFST Storage: Stockpile

OSPFST OSPFST Storage: Stockpile

OSPFST OSPFST Storage: Stockpile

OSPFST OSPFST Storage: Stockpile

OSPFST OSPFST Storage: Stockpile

OSPFST OSPFST Storage: Stockpile

OSPFST OSPFST Storage: Stockpile

OSPFST OSPFST Storage: Stockpile

OSPFST OSPFST Storage: Stockpile

OSPFST OSPFST Storage: Stockpile

OSPFST OSPFST Storage: Stockpile MSS No downtime since water sprays at transfer points and on stockpiles should be 
functioning prior to the start of operation. Yes

OSPS1 OSPS1 Storage: Stockpile PM

The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. All:
70% reduction, typically achieved with water spray systems. Specify if different.

Rock crusher:
No visible emissions shall leave the property. Visible emissions shall be determined by 
a standard of no visible emissions exceeding 30 seconds in duration in any six-minute 
period as determined using EPA TM 22 or equivalent.

Yes Water spray system.

OSPS1 OSPS1 Storage: Stockpile

OSPS1 OSPS1 Storage: Stockpile

OSPS1 OSPS1 Storage: Stockpile

OSPS1 OSPS1 Storage: Stockpile

OSPS1 OSPS1 Storage: Stockpile

OSPS1 OSPS1 Storage: Stockpile

OSPS1 OSPS1 Storage: Stockpile

OSPS1 OSPS1 Storage: Stockpile

OSPS1 OSPS1 Storage: Stockpile

OSPS1 OSPS1 Storage: Stockpile

OSPS1 OSPS1 Storage: Stockpile

OSPS1 OSPS1 Storage: Stockpile

OSPS1 OSPS1 Storage: Stockpile MSS No downtime since water sprays at transfer points and on stockpiles should be 
functioning prior to the start of operation. Yes

OSPSR1 OSPSR1 Storage: Stockpile PM

The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. All:
70% reduction, typically achieved with water spray systems. Specify if different.

Rock crusher:
No visible emissions shall leave the property. Visible emissions shall be determined by 
a standard of no visible emissions exceeding 30 seconds in duration in any six-minute 
period as determined using EPA TM 22 or equivalent.

Yes Water spray system.

OSPSR1 OSPSR1 Storage: Stockpile

OSPSR1 OSPSR1 Storage: Stockpile

OSPSR1 OSPSR1 Storage: Stockpile

OSPSR1 OSPSR1 Storage: Stockpile

OSPSR1 OSPSR1 Storage: Stockpile

OSPSR1 OSPSR1 Storage: Stockpile
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OSPSR1 OSPSR1 Storage: Stockpile

OSPSR1 OSPSR1 Storage: Stockpile

OSPSR1 OSPSR1 Storage: Stockpile

OSPSR1 OSPSR1 Storage: Stockpile

OSPSR1 OSPSR1 Storage: Stockpile

OSPSR1 OSPSR1 Storage: Stockpile

OSPSR1 OSPSR1 Storage: Stockpile MSS No downtime since water sprays at transfer points and on stockpiles should be 
functioning prior to the start of operation. Yes

OSPS2 OSPS2 Storage: Stockpile PM

The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. All:
70% reduction, typically achieved with water spray systems. Specify if different.

Rock crusher:
No visible emissions shall leave the property. Visible emissions shall be determined by 
a standard of no visible emissions exceeding 30 seconds in duration in any six-minute 
period as determined using EPA TM 22 or equivalent.

Yes Water spray system.

OSPS2 OSPS2 Storage: Stockpile

OSPS2 OSPS2 Storage: Stockpile

OSPS2 OSPS2 Storage: Stockpile

OSPS2 OSPS2 Storage: Stockpile

OSPS2 OSPS2 Storage: Stockpile

OSPS2 OSPS2 Storage: Stockpile

OSPS2 OSPS2 Storage: Stockpile

OSPS2 OSPS2 Storage: Stockpile

OSPS2 OSPS2 Storage: Stockpile

OSPS2 OSPS2 Storage: Stockpile

OSPS2 OSPS2 Storage: Stockpile

OSPS2 OSPS2 Storage: Stockpile

OSPS2 OSPS2 Storage: Stockpile MSS No downtime since water sprays at transfer points and on stockpiles should be 
functioning prior to the start of operation. Yes

OSPSR2 OSPSR2 Storage: Stockpile PM

The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. All:
70% reduction, typically achieved with water spray systems. Specify if different.

Rock crusher:
No visible emissions shall leave the property. Visible emissions shall be determined by 
a standard of no visible emissions exceeding 30 seconds in duration in any six-minute 
period as determined using EPA TM 22 or equivalent.

Yes Water spray system.

OSPSR2 OSPSR2 Storage: Stockpile

OSPSR2 OSPSR2 Storage: Stockpile

OSPSR2 OSPSR2 Storage: Stockpile

OSPSR2 OSPSR2 Storage: Stockpile

OSPSR2 OSPSR2 Storage: Stockpile

OSPSR2 OSPSR2 Storage: Stockpile

OSPSR2 OSPSR2 Storage: Stockpile

OSPSR2 OSPSR2 Storage: Stockpile

OSPSR2 OSPSR2 Storage: Stockpile

OSPSR2 OSPSR2 Storage: Stockpile

OSPSR2 OSPSR2 Storage: Stockpile

OSPSR2 OSPSR2 Storage: Stockpile

OSPSR2 OSPSR2 Storage: Stockpile MSS No downtime since water sprays at transfer points and on stockpiles should be 
functioning prior to the start of operation. Yes

N6CCT N6CCT Cooling Tower PM The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. Drift < 0.001% achieved by drift eliminators Yes

N6CCT N6CCT Cooling Tower

N6CCT N6CCT Cooling Tower

N6CCT N6CCT Cooling Tower

N6CCT N6CCT Cooling Tower

N6CCT N6CCT Cooling Tower

N6CCT N6CCT Cooling Tower

N6CCT N6CCT Cooling Tower

N6CCT N6CCT Cooling Tower

N6CCT N6CCT Cooling Tower

N6CCT N6CCT Cooling Tower

N6CCT N6CCT Cooling Tower
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N6CCT N6CCT Cooling Tower

N6CCT N6CCT Cooling Tower MSS Same as normal operation BACT requirements. Yes

N7CCT N7CCT Cooling Tower PM The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. Drift < 0.001% achieved by drift eliminators Yes

N7CCT N7CCT Cooling Tower

N7CCT N7CCT Cooling Tower

N7CCT N7CCT Cooling Tower

N7CCT N7CCT Cooling Tower

N7CCT N7CCT Cooling Tower

N7CCT N7CCT Cooling Tower

N7CCT N7CCT Cooling Tower

N7CCT N7CCT Cooling Tower

N7CCT N7CCT Cooling Tower

N7CCT N7CCT Cooling Tower

N7CCT N7CCT Cooling Tower

N7CCT N7CCT Cooling Tower

N7CCT N7CCT Cooling Tower MSS Same as normal operation BACT requirements. Yes

PPCCT PPCCT Cooling Tower PM The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. Drift < 0.001% achieved by drift eliminators Yes

PPCCT PPCCT Cooling Tower

PPCCT PPCCT Cooling Tower

PPCCT PPCCT Cooling Tower

PPCCT PPCCT Cooling Tower

PPCCT PPCCT Cooling Tower

PPCCT PPCCT Cooling Tower

PPCCT PPCCT Cooling Tower

PPCCT PPCCT Cooling Tower

PPCCT PPCCT Cooling Tower

PPCCT PPCCT Cooling Tower

PPCCT PPCCT Cooling Tower

PPCCT PPCCT Cooling Tower

PPCCT PPCCT Cooling Tower MSS Same as normal operation BACT requirements. Yes

SMWTF SMWTF Other VOC See additional notes: Yes Water treatment facilities will utilize best management practices and are 
expected to be insignificant sources of emissions.

SMWTF SMWTF Other PM The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. See additional notes: Yes Water treatment facilities will utilize best management practices and are 

expected to be insignificant sources of emissions.
SMWTF SMWTF Other

SMWTF SMWTF Other

SMWTF SMWTF Other

SMWTF SMWTF Other

SMWTF SMWTF Other

SMWTF SMWTF Other

SMWTF SMWTF Other

SMWTF SMWTF Other

SMWTF SMWTF Other

SMWTF SMWTF Other

SMWTF SMWTF Other

SMWTF SMWTF Other MSS See additional notes: Yes Water treatment facilities will utilize best management practices and are 
expected to be insignificant sources of emissions.

CMSCS1 CMSCS1 Process Vent NOx See Additional Notes: Yes TPCO proposes good process operation as BACT.
CMSCS1 CMSCS1 Process Vent CO See Additional Notes: Yes TPCO proposes good process operation as BACT.

CMSCS1 CMSCS1 Process Vent VOC

Non-halogenated VOCs:
flare, any oxidizer, adsorber, absorber/scrubber, etc. Specify technique. Must meet 
that control device's approved efficiency.

Halogenated VOC:
Thermal oxidation followed by absorber/scrubber or carbon adsorption. Specify 
technique. Must meet that control device's approved efficiency.

Yes TPCO proposes good process operation as BACT.

CMSCS1 CMSCS1 Process Vent PM
The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. 99% reduction or outlet grain loading of 0.01 gr/dscf, typically achieved with fabric 
filters. Specify technique.

Yes TPCO proposes good process operation as BACT.

CMSCS1 CMSCS1 Process Vent Pb See additional notes: Yes TPCO proposes good process operation as BACT.
CMSCS1 CMSCS1 Process Vent

CMSCS1 CMSCS1 Process Vent
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CMSCS1 CMSCS1 Process Vent

CMSCS1 CMSCS1 Process Vent

CMSCS1 CMSCS1 Process Vent

CMSCS1 CMSCS1 Process Vent

CMSCS1 CMSCS1 Process Vent

CMSCS1 CMSCS1 Process Vent

CMSCS1 CMSCS1 Process Vent MSS

Same as normal operation BACT requirements. Fabric filters should be in good repair 
with an acceptable pressure drop prior to the start of operation.
Removal of spent filters in such a manner to minimize PM emissions and placing the 
spent filters in sealable bags or other sealable containers prior to removal from the 
site. Bags or containers shall be kept closed at all times except when adding spent 
filters.

Yes

CMSCS2 CMSCS2 Process Vent NOx See Additional Notes: Yes TPCO proposes good process operation as BACT.
CMSCS2 CMSCS2 Process Vent CO See Additional Notes: Yes TPCO proposes good process operation as BACT.

CMSCS2 CMSCS2 Process Vent VOC

Non-halogenated VOCs:
flare, any oxidizer, adsorber, absorber/scrubber, etc. Specify technique. Must meet 
that control device's approved efficiency.

Halogenated VOC:
Thermal oxidation followed by absorber/scrubber or carbon adsorption. Specify 
technique. Must meet that control device's approved efficiency.

Yes TPCO proposes good process operation as BACT.

CMSCS2 CMSCS2 Process Vent PM
The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. 99% reduction or outlet grain loading of 0.01 gr/dscf, typically achieved with fabric 
filters. Specify technique.

Yes TPCO proposes good process operation as BACT.

CMSCS2 CMSCS2 Process Vent Pb See additional notes: Yes TPCO proposes good process operation as BACT.
CMSCS2 CMSCS2 Process Vent

CMSCS2 CMSCS2 Process Vent

CMSCS2 CMSCS2 Process Vent

CMSCS2 CMSCS2 Process Vent

CMSCS2 CMSCS2 Process Vent

CMSCS2 CMSCS2 Process Vent

CMSCS2 CMSCS2 Process Vent

CMSCS2 CMSCS2 Process Vent

CMSCS2 CMSCS2 Process Vent MSS

Same as normal operation BACT requirements. Fabric filters should be in good repair 
with an acceptable pressure drop prior to the start of operation.
Removal of spent filters in such a manner to minimize PM emissions and placing the 
spent filters in sealable bags or other sealable containers prior to removal from the 
site. Bags or containers shall be kept closed at all times except when adding spent 
filters.

Yes

UVCS1 UVCS1 Other VOC See additional notes: Yes
TPCO proposes the use of UV coating, high transfer efficiency 
application equipment, good housekeeping for spills, and storage of 
waste materials in closed containers as BACT.

UVCS1 UVCS1 Other PM The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. See additional notes: Yes TPCO proposes the use of UV coating and high transfer efficiency 

application equipment as BACT.
UVCS1 UVCS1 Other

UVCS1 UVCS1 Other

UVCS1 UVCS1 Other

UVCS1 UVCS1 Other

UVCS1 UVCS1 Other

UVCS1 UVCS1 Other

UVCS1 UVCS1 Other

UVCS1 UVCS1 Other

UVCS1 UVCS1 Other

UVCS1 UVCS1 Other

UVCS1 UVCS1 Other

UVCS1 UVCS1 Other MSS See additional notes: Yes Capture of application equipment cleaning solvents.

UVCS2 UVCS2 Other VOC See additional notes: Yes
TPCO proposes the use of UV coating, high transfer efficiency 
application equipment, good housekeeping for spills, and storage of 
waste materials in closed containers as BACT.

UVCS2 UVCS2 Other PM The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. See additional notes: Yes TPCO proposes the use of UV coating and high transfer efficiency 

application equipment as BACT.
UVCS2 UVCS2 Other

UVCS2 UVCS2 Other

UVCS2 UVCS2 Other
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UVCS2 UVCS2 Other

UVCS2 UVCS2 Other

UVCS2 UVCS2 Other

UVCS2 UVCS2 Other

UVCS2 UVCS2 Other

UVCS2 UVCS2 Other

UVCS2 UVCS2 Other

UVCS2 UVCS2 Other

UVCS2 UVCS2 Other MSS See additional notes: Yes Capture of application equipment cleaning solvents.

UVCS3 UVCS3 Other VOC See additional notes: Yes
TPCO proposes the use of UV coating, high transfer efficiency 
application equipment, good housekeeping for spills, and storage of 
waste materials in closed containers as BACT.

UVCS3 UVCS3 Other PM The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. See additional notes: Yes TPCO proposes the use of UV coating and high transfer efficiency 

application equipment as BACT.
UVCS3 UVCS3 Other

UVCS3 UVCS3 Other

UVCS3 UVCS3 Other

UVCS3 UVCS3 Other

UVCS3 UVCS3 Other

UVCS3 UVCS3 Other

UVCS3 UVCS3 Other

UVCS3 UVCS3 Other

UVCS3 UVCS3 Other

UVCS3 UVCS3 Other

UVCS3 UVCS3 Other

UVCS3 UVCS3 Other MSS See additional notes: Yes Capture of application equipment cleaning solvents.

UVCS4 UVCS4 Other VOC See additional notes: Yes

TPCO proposes the use of water based coating, high transfer efficiency 
application equipment, good housekeeping for spills, and storage of 
waste materials in closed containers as BACT. Coating booth achieves 
85% control efficiency. 

UVCS4 UVCS4 Other PM The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. See additional notes: Yes

TPCO proposes the use of UV coating and high transfer efficiency 
application equipment as BACT.Coating booth achieves 85% control 
efficiency. 

UVCS4 UVCS4 Other

UVCS4 UVCS4 Other

UVCS4 UVCS4 Other

UVCS4 UVCS4 Other

UVCS4 UVCS4 Other

UVCS4 UVCS4 Other

UVCS4 UVCS4 Other

UVCS4 UVCS4 Other

UVCS4 UVCS4 Other

UVCS4 UVCS4 Other

UVCS4 UVCS4 Other

UVCS4 UVCS4 Other MSS See additional notes: Yes Capture of application equipment cleaning solvents.
VDSS VDSS Process Vent NOx See Additional Notes: Yes 0.005 lb/ton steel; TPCO proposes to use good process operation.

VDSS VDSS Process Vent CO See Additional Notes: Yes
0.2 lb/ton steel; Emission factors ranging from 0.005-0.2773 lb/ton steel 
have been approveed as BACT for the control of CO emissions from 
vacuum degassers.TPCO proposes to use good process operation.

VDSS VDSS Process Vent VOC

Non-halogenated VOCs:
flare, any oxidizer, adsorber, absorber/scrubber, etc. Specify technique. Must meet 
that control device's approved efficiency.

Halogenated VOC:
Thermal oxidation followed by absorber/scrubber or carbon adsorption. Specify 
technique. Must meet that control device's approved efficiency.

Yes 0.0006 lb/ton steel; TPCO proposes to use good process operation.

VDSS VDSS Process Vent SO2 See Additional Notes: Yes 0.0001 lb/ton steel; TPCO proposes to use good process operation.

VDSS VDSS Process Vent PM
The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. 99% reduction or outlet grain loading of 0.01 gr/dscf, typically achieved with fabric 
filters. Specify technique.

Yes
0.002 lb/ton steel; Emission factors ranging from 0.0008-0.0144 lb/ton 
steel have been approveed as BACT for the control of PM emissions 
from vacuum degassers.TPCO proposes to use good process operation.

VDSS VDSS Process Vent
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VDSS VDSS Process Vent

VDSS VDSS Process Vent

VDSS VDSS Process Vent

VDSS VDSS Process Vent

VDSS VDSS Process Vent

VDSS VDSS Process Vent

VDSS VDSS Process Vent

VDSS VDSS Process Vent MSS

Same as normal operation BACT requirements. Fabric filters should be in good repair 
with an acceptable pressure drop prior to the start of operation.
Removal of spent filters in such a manner to minimize PM emissions and placing the 
spent filters in sealable bags or other sealable containers prior to removal from the 
site. Bags or containers shall be kept closed at all times except when adding spent 
filters.

Yes

ALL ALL Other HAPS See additional notes: Yes See unit specific controls.
ALL ALL Other

ALL ALL Other

ALL ALL Other

ALL ALL Other

ALL ALL Other

ALL ALL Other

ALL ALL Other

ALL ALL Other

ALL ALL Other

ALL ALL Other

ALL ALL Other

ALL ALL Other

ALL ALL Other MSS See additional notes: Yes See unit specific controls.

QFS2 QFS2 Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr NOx

All:
Firing pipeline quality natural gas and good combustion practices. Specify if firing a 
different fuel. Burners with the best NOx performance given the burner configuration 
and gaseous fuel used. Specify the proposed emission rate (performance is an annual 
average) and provide justification if NOx>0.01 lb/MMBtu. Cost data must be submitted 
for SCR if firing rate is > 300 MMBtu/hr and burner is >0.01 lb/MMBtu. CEMS required 
for 100 MMBtu/hr or greater.

Glass:
Performance level of 1.4 lb/NOx/ton of glass produced.

Billet reheat:
0.01 lb NOX/MMBtu, typically achieved by firing natural gas or LPG fuel and/or low 
NOX burners. Specify technique. Good combustion practices. 

Electric arc:
Emission capture system meets ACGIH design. Canopy hood capture of at least 95%. 
Direct evacuation or fourth hole capture efficiency of at least 99%. Outlet grain loading 
≤ 0.0032 gr/dscf front half PM catch; and ≤ 0.0052 gr/dscf for total PM catch. Maximum 
of 3% opacity at stack, 6% at building.

No

0.0980 lb/MMBtu; NOx emission factors ranging from 0.064 lb/MMBtu to 
0.64 lb/MMBtu have been approved as BACT for the control of NOx 
emissions from rolling mill furnaces. TPCO proposes to use good 
combustion practices.  

QFS2 QFS2 Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr CO Good combustion practices. 50 ppmv corrected to 3% O2. No Good combustion practice and combustion of natural gas. 0.0824 
lb/MMBtu

QFS2 QFS2 Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr SO2

All:
Firing pipeline quality natural gas and good combustion practices. Specify if firing a 
different fuel. 

Glass:
85% reduction or a performance level of 172 lbs. SO2/ton of glass produced

Electric arc:
0.24 lbs. SO2/ton steel

Yes Combustion of natural gas and good combustion practices.

QFS2 QFS2 Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr VOC

All: Firing pipeline quality natural gas and good combustion practices. Specify if firing 
a different fuel.

Electric arc:
0.35 lbs./ton steel, typically achieved with melted scrap management program. Specify 
technique.

Yes Combustion of natural gas and good combustion practices.
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QFS2 QFS2 Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr PM

The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. Glass:
Performance level of 1.0 lb PM/ton of glass produced (total PM, including front and 
back half catch)

Iron/steel metallurgy:
98% reduction, outlet grain loading ≤ 0.0052 gr/dscf if EAF filter and ≤ 0.01 gr/dscf if 
not EAF filter. Specify technique and numeric value. Maximum of 6% building opacity.

Billet reheat:
Good combustion practices. Maximum of 3% opacity at stack.

Electric arc:
Emission capture system meets ACGIH design. Canopy hood capture of at least 95%. 
Direct evacuation or fourth hole capture efficiency of at least 99%. Outlet grain loading 
≤ 0.0032 gr/dscf front half PM catch; and ≤ 0.0052 gr/dscf for total PM catch. Maximum 
of 3% opacity at stack, 6% at building.

Yes Combustion of natural gas and good combustion practices.

QFS2 QFS2 Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr HAPS See additional notes: Yes Combustion of natural gas and good combustion practices.
QFS2 QFS2 Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

QFS2 QFS2 Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

QFS2 QFS2 Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

QFS2 QFS2 Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

QFS2 QFS2 Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

QFS2 QFS2 Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

QFS2 QFS2 Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

QFS2 QFS2 Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr MSS

No additional controls required for MSS operations beyond normal operation BACT 
requirements. No bypassing of controls. Fabric filters should be in good repair with an 
acceptable pressure drop prior to the start of operation.

Removal of spent filters in such a manner to minimize PM emissions and placing the 
spent filters in sealable bags or other sealable containers prior to removal from the 
site. Bags or containers shall be kept closed at all times except when adding spent 
filters.

Glass:
Limit control device bypass to 144 hours per year for planned maintenance. 
Uncontrolled emissions must have acceptable impacts.

Yes

TFS2 TFS2 Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr NOx

All:
Firing pipeline quality natural gas and good combustion practices. Specify if firing a 
different fuel. Burners with the best NOx performance given the burner configuration 
and gaseous fuel used. Specify the proposed emission rate (performance is an annual 
average) and provide justification if NOx>0.01 lb/MMBtu. Cost data must be submitted 
for SCR if firing rate is > 300 MMBtu/hr and burner is >0.01 lb/MMBtu. CEMS required 
for 100 MMBtu/hr or greater.

Glass:
Performance level of 1.4 lb/NOx/ton of glass produced.

Billet reheat:
0.01 lb NOX/MMBtu, typically achieved by firing natural gas or LPG fuel and/or low 
NOX burners. Specify technique. Good combustion practices. 

Electric arc:
Emission capture system meets ACGIH design. Canopy hood capture of at least 95%. 
Direct evacuation or fourth hole capture efficiency of at least 99%. Outlet grain loading 
≤ 0.0032 gr/dscf front half PM catch; and ≤ 0.0052 gr/dscf for total PM catch. Maximum 
of 3% opacity at stack, 6% at building.

No

0.0980 lb/MMBtu; NOx emission factors ranging from 0.064 lb/MMBtu to 
0.64 lb/MMBtu have been approved as BACT for the control of NOx 
emissions from rolling mill furnaces. TPCO proposes to use good 
combustion practices.  

TFS2 TFS2 Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr CO Good combustion practices. 50 ppmv corrected to 3% O2. No Good combustion practice and combustion of natural gas. 0.0824 
lb/MMBtu
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TFS2 TFS2 Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr SO2

All:
Firing pipeline quality natural gas and good combustion practices. Specify if firing a 
different fuel. 

Glass:
85% reduction or a performance level of 172 lbs. SO2/ton of glass produced

Electric arc:
0.24 lbs. SO2/ton steel

Yes Combustion of natural gas and good combustion practices.

TFS2 TFS2 Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr VOC

All: Firing pipeline quality natural gas and good combustion practices. Specify if firing 
a different fuel.

Electric arc:
0.35 lbs./ton steel, typically achieved with melted scrap management program. Specify 
technique.

Yes Combustion of natural gas and good combustion practices.

TFS2 TFS2 Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr PM

The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. Glass:
Performance level of 1.0 lb PM/ton of glass produced (total PM, including front and 
back half catch)

Iron/steel metallurgy:
98% reduction, outlet grain loading ≤ 0.0052 gr/dscf if EAF filter and ≤ 0.01 gr/dscf if 
not EAF filter. Specify technique and numeric value. Maximum of 6% building opacity.

Billet reheat:
Good combustion practices. Maximum of 3% opacity at stack.

Electric arc:
Emission capture system meets ACGIH design. Canopy hood capture of at least 95%. 
Direct evacuation or fourth hole capture efficiency of at least 99%. Outlet grain loading 
≤ 0.0032 gr/dscf front half PM catch; and ≤ 0.0052 gr/dscf for total PM catch. Maximum 
of 3% opacity at stack, 6% at building.

Yes Combustion of natural gas and good combustion practices.

TFS2 TFS2 Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr HAPS See additional notes: Yes Combustion of natural gas and good combustion practices.
TFS2 TFS2 Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

TFS2 TFS2 Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

TFS2 TFS2 Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

TFS2 TFS2 Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

TFS2 TFS2 Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

TFS2 TFS2 Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

TFS2 TFS2 Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

TFS2 TFS2 Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr MSS

No additional controls required for MSS operations beyond normal operation BACT 
requirements. No bypassing of controls. Fabric filters should be in good repair with an 
acceptable pressure drop prior to the start of operation.

Removal of spent filters in such a manner to minimize PM emissions and placing the 
spent filters in sealable bags or other sealable containers prior to removal from the 
site. Bags or containers shall be kept closed at all times except when adding spent 
filters.

Glass:
Limit control device bypass to 144 hours per year for planned maintenance. 
Uncontrolled emissions must have acceptable impacts.

Yes

HTFUG HTFUG Fugitives: Building VOC See Additional Notes: Yes Activities conducted within building will be conducted according to best 
practice. 

HTFUG HTFUG Fugitives: Building PM The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. See Additional Notes: Yes A baghouse is employed pre HTFUG that meets Tier 1 BACT.

HTFUG HTFUG Fugitives: Building CO See Additional Notes: Yes Activities conducted within building will be conducted according to best 
practice. 

HTFUG HTFUG Fugitives: Building HAPS See additional notes: Yes Please refer to PM.
HTFUG HTFUG Fugitives: Building

HTFUG HTFUG Fugitives: Building

HTFUG HTFUG Fugitives: Building
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HTFUG HTFUG Fugitives: Building

HTFUG HTFUG Fugitives: Building

HTFUG HTFUG Fugitives: Building

HTFUG HTFUG Fugitives: Building

HTFUG HTFUG Fugitives: Building

HTFUG HTFUG Fugitives: Building

HTFUG HTFUG Fugitives: Building MSS Same as normal operation BACT requirements. Yes

PCFUG PCFUG Fugitives: Building VOC See Additional Notes: Yes Activities conducted within building will be conducted according to best 
practice. 

PCFUG PCFUG Fugitives: Building PM The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. See Additional Notes: Yes Activities conducted within building will be conducted according to best 

practice. 
PCFUG PCFUG Fugitives: Building HAPS See additional notes: Yes Activities conducted within building will be conducted according to best 

practice. 
PCFUG PCFUG Fugitives: Building

PCFUG PCFUG Fugitives: Building

PCFUG PCFUG Fugitives: Building

PCFUG PCFUG Fugitives: Building

PCFUG PCFUG Fugitives: Building

PCFUG PCFUG Fugitives: Building

PCFUG PCFUG Fugitives: Building

PCFUG PCFUG Fugitives: Building

PCFUG PCFUG Fugitives: Building

PCFUG PCFUG Fugitives: Building

PCFUG PCFUG Fugitives: Building MSS Same as normal operation BACT requirements. Yes

CS4 CS4 Other VOC See additional notes: Yes HVLP spray equipment, low VOC paint. Coatings and solvents kept in 
closed containers, spills cleaned up promptly.

CS4 CS4 Other PM The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. See additional notes: Yes Water curtain with 99% control efficiency.

CS4 CS4 Other C6H5CH3 See additional notes: Yes HVLP spray equipment, low VOC paint. Coatings and solvents kept in 
closed containers, spills cleaned up promptly.

CS4 CS4 Other CH3COOC2H5 See additional notes: Yes HVLP spray equipment, low VOC paint. Coatings and solvents kept in 
closed containers, spills cleaned up promptly.

CS4 CS4 Other

CS4 CS4 Other

CS4 CS4 Other

CS4 CS4 Other

CS4 CS4 Other

CS4 CS4 Other

CS4 CS4 Other

CS4 CS4 Other

CS4 CS4 Other

CS4 CS4 Other MSS See additional notes: Yes Solvents kept in closed containers and captured.

CS5 CS5 Other VOC See additional notes: Yes HVLP spray equipment, low VOC paint. Coatings and solvents kept in 
closed containers, spills cleaned up promptly.

CS5 CS5 Other PM The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. See additional notes: Yes Water curtain with 99% control efficiency.

CS5 CS5 Other C6H5CH3 See additional notes: Yes HVLP spray equipment, low VOC paint. Coatings and solvents kept in 
closed containers, spills cleaned up promptly.

CS5 CS5 Other CH3COOC2H5 See additional notes: Yes HVLP spray equipment, low VOC paint. Coatings and solvents kept in 
closed containers, spills cleaned up promptly.

CS5 CS5 Other

CS5 CS5 Other

CS5 CS5 Other

CS5 CS5 Other

CS5 CS5 Other

CS5 CS5 Other

CS5 CS5 Other

CS5 CS5 Other

CS5 CS5 Other

CS5 CS5 Other MSS See additional notes: Yes Solvents kept in closed containers and captured.

CS6 CS6 Other VOC See additional notes: Yes HVLP spray equipment, low VOC paint. Coatings and solvents kept in 
closed containers, spills cleaned up promptly.

CS6 CS6 Other PM The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. See additional notes: Yes Water curtain with 99% control efficiency.
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CS6 CS6 Other C6H5CH3 See additional notes: Yes HVLP spray equipment, low VOC paint. Coatings and solvents kept in 

closed containers, spills cleaned up promptly.
CS6 CS6 Other CH3COOC2H5 See additional notes: Yes HVLP spray equipment, low VOC paint. Coatings and solvents kept in 

closed containers, spills cleaned up promptly.
CS6 CS6 Other

CS6 CS6 Other

CS6 CS6 Other

CS6 CS6 Other

CS6 CS6 Other

CS6 CS6 Other

CS6 CS6 Other

CS6 CS6 Other

CS6 CS6 Other

CS6 CS6 Other MSS See additional notes: Yes Solvents kept in closed containers and captured.

PHOS1 PHOS1 Other PM The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. See additional notes: Yes Phosphatizing emissions are expected to be minimal. Best practices will 

be followed.
PHOS1 PHOS1 Other

PHOS1 PHOS1 Other

PHOS1 PHOS1 Other

PHOS1 PHOS1 Other

PHOS1 PHOS1 Other

PHOS1 PHOS1 Other

PHOS1 PHOS1 Other

PHOS1 PHOS1 Other

PHOS1 PHOS1 Other

PHOS1 PHOS1 Other

PHOS1 PHOS1 Other

PHOS1 PHOS1 Other

PHOS1 PHOS1 Other MSS See additional notes: Yes Phosphatizing emissions are expected to be minimal. Best practices will 
be followed.

PHOS2 PHOS2 Other PM The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. See additional notes: Yes Phosphatizing emissions are expected to be minimal. Best practices will 

be followed.
PHOS2 PHOS2 Other

PHOS2 PHOS2 Other

PHOS2 PHOS2 Other

PHOS2 PHOS2 Other

PHOS2 PHOS2 Other

PHOS2 PHOS2 Other

PHOS2 PHOS2 Other

PHOS2 PHOS2 Other

PHOS2 PHOS2 Other

PHOS2 PHOS2 Other

PHOS2 PHOS2 Other

PHOS2 PHOS2 Other

PHOS2 PHOS2 Other MSS See additional notes: Yes Phosphatizing emissions are expected to be minimal. Best practices will 
be followed.

WW WW Other VOC See additional notes: Yes Piped conveyance to storage, no biological treatments, VOC emissions 
minimal and <5 tpy. 

WW WW Other PM The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. See additional notes: Yes Piped conveyance to storage, no biological treatments.

WW WW Other

WW WW Other

WW WW Other

WW WW Other

WW WW Other

WW WW Other

WW WW Other

WW WW Other

WW WW Other

WW WW Other

WW WW Other

WW WW Other MSS See additional notes: Yes Piped conveyance to storage, no biological treatments.

WTFPR WTFPR Other VOC See additional notes: Yes Water treatment facilities will utilize best management practices and are 
expected to be insignificant sources of emissions.
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Action Requested FINs Unit Type Pollutant Current Tier I BACT Confirm Additional Notes
WTFPR WTFPR Other PM The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 

PM. See additional notes: Yes Water treatment facilities will utilize best management practices and are 
expected to be insignificant sources of emissions.

WTFPR WTFPR Other

WTFPR WTFPR Other

WTFPR WTFPR Other

WTFPR WTFPR Other

WTFPR WTFPR Other

WTFPR WTFPR Other

WTFPR WTFPR Other

WTFPR WTFPR Other

WTFPR WTFPR Other

WTFPR WTFPR Other

WTFPR WTFPR Other

WTFPR WTFPR Other MSS See additional notes: Yes Water treatment facilities will utilize best management practices and are 
expected to be insignificant sources of emissions.
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FIN Unit Type Pollutant Minimum Monitoring Requirements Confirm Additional Notes for Monitoring Proposed Measurement Technique (only complete for 
pollutants with a project increase above the PSD threshold) Additional Notes for Measuring:

LWS Control: Bag 
Filter/Baghouse PM

The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. Pressure drop monitoring and/or quarterly 
visible emissions and/or opacity observations.

Yes

LWS Contro l : Bag Fi l ter/Baghous e

LWS Contro l : Bag Fi l ter/Baghous e

LWS Contro l : Bag Fi l ter/Baghous e

LWS Contro l : Bag Fi l ter/Baghous e

LWS Contro l : Bag Fi l ter/Baghous e

LWS Contro l : Bag Fi l ter/Baghous e

LWS Contro l : Bag Fi l ter/Baghous e

LWS Contro l : Bag Fi l ter/Baghous e

LWS Contro l : Bag Fi l ter/Baghous e

LWS Contro l : Bag Fi l ter/Baghous e

LWS Contro l : Bag Fi l ter/Baghous e

LWS Contro l : Bag Fi l ter/Baghous e

LSTBS Control: Bag 
Filter/Baghouse PM

The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. Pressure drop monitoring and/or quarterly 
visible emissions and/or opacity observations.

Yes

LSTBS Contro l : Bag Fi l ter/Baghous e Cd See additional notes: Yes Refer to PM requirement.
LSTBS Contro l : Bag Fi l ter/Baghous e Cr See additional notes: Yes Refer to PM requirement.
LSTBS Contro l : Bag Fi l ter/Baghous e Pb See additional notes: Yes Refer to PM requirement.
LSTBS Contro l : Bag Fi l ter/Baghous e Mn See additional notes: Yes Refer to PM requirement.
LSTBS Contro l : Bag Fi l ter/Baghous e Hg See Additional Notes: Yes Refer to PM requirement.
LSTBS Contro l : Bag Fi l ter/Baghous e Si See additional notes: Yes Refer to PM requirement.
LSTBS Contro l : Bag Fi l ter/Baghous e Zn See additional notes: Yes Refer to PM requirement.
LSTBS Contro l : Bag Fi l ter/Baghous e

LSTBS Contro l : Bag Fi l ter/Baghous e

LSTBS Contro l : Bag Fi l ter/Baghous e

LSTBS Contro l : Bag Fi l ter/Baghous e

LSTBS Contro l : Bag Fi l ter/Baghous e

EBS Control: Bag 
Filter/Baghouse NOx See Additional Notes: Yes Initial and ongoing stack sampling will be conducted and exhaust flow 

rate will be monitored continuously. 
EBS Contro l : Bag Fi l ter/Baghous e CO See Additional Notes: Yes Initial and ongoing stack sampling will be conducted and exhaust flow 

rate will be monitored continuously. 
EBS Contro l : Bag Fi l ter/Baghous e VOC See Additional Notes: Yes Initial and ongoing stack sampling will be conducted and exhaust flow 

rate will be monitored continuously. 
EBS Contro l : Bag Fi l ter/Baghous e SO2 See Additional Notes: Yes Initial and ongoing stack sampling will be conducted and exhaust flow 

rate will be monitored continuously. 
EBS Contro l : Bag Fi l ter/Baghous e PMtotal See additional notes: Yes Initial and ongoing stack sampling will be conducted and exhaust flow 

rate will be monitored continuously. 
EBS Contro l : Bag Fi l ter/Baghous e PM10 total See additional notes: Yes Initial and ongoing stack sampling will be conducted and exhaust flow 

rate will be monitored continuously. 
EBS Contro l : Bag Fi l ter/Baghous e PMfront half See additional notes: Yes Initial and ongoing stack sampling will be conducted and exhaust flow 

rate will be monitored continuously. 
EBS Contro l : Bag Fi l ter/Baghous e PM10 front half See additional notes: Yes Initial and ongoing stack sampling will be conducted and exhaust flow 

rate will be monitored continuously. 
EBS Contro l : Bag Fi l ter/Baghous e Cd See additional notes: Yes Initial and ongoing stack sampling will be conducted and exhaust flow 

rate will be monitored continuously. 

This  c el l  in tentional ly  le ft b lank

Press TAB to move input areas  Press UP or DOWN ARROW in column A to read through the document  On this sheet  if a FIN is not listed in the first column of the table  the remainder of the table is completeMonitoring

This sheet provides the minimum acceptable requirements to demonstrate compliance through monitoring for each pollutant proposed to be emitted from each FIN. This sheet also includes measuring techniques for sources of 
significant emissions in the project.

Instructions:
1. The unit types listed under Unit Type (column B) include all new, modified, consolidated, and/or renewed sources as indicated on the "Unit Types - Emission Rates" sheet. Each new, modified, consolidated, and/or renewed 
source must address how compliance will be demonstrated.
2. The pollutants listed in Pollutant (column C) include the pollutants indicated on the "Unit Types - Emission Rates" sheet.

Monitoring (30 TAC § 116.111(a)(2)(G))
3. The minimum acceptable monitoring is automatically populated for each unit type and pollutant.
    - Additional monitoring may be required, particularly for Title V sources, and will be included in the NSR and/or Title V permits.
4. Fully expand the Minimum Monitoring Requirements (column D) by increasing the row heights so all text is visible. (Place the cursor on the bottom of the number line to the far left of the screen, click and drag
    downward until all text is visible.) 
5. Review the monitoring and confirm that you will meet all representations listed on the sheet and any additional attachments by entering or selecting "Yes" in Confirm (column E).
6. Add additional notes as necessary in Additional Notes for Monitoring (column F), limited to 500 characters or fewer. Examples include the following:
     - Proposed monitoring for pollutants or units that list "See additional notes:";
     - Details requested in the populated data; 
     - Alternative monitoring you are proposing; and
     - Any additional information relevant to the minimization of emissions.
7. Cap EPNs do not need monitoring (leave those rows blank).

Measurement of Emissions (30 TAC § 116.111(a)(2)(B))
Note: this section will be greyed out if this project does not require PSD or nonattainment review, as represented on the General sheet.
7. For each pollutant with a project increase greater than the PSD significant emission rate, select the proposed measurement technique using the dropdown (column G).
8. For each pollutant with a project increase less than the PSD significant emission rate: leave blank.
9. If selecting "other", provide details in Additional Notes for Measuring (column H).
10. You may also use the Additional Notes for Measuring (column H) to provide more details on a selection.
Click here to return to Cover Sheet.
Important Note: The permit holder shall maintain a copy of the permit along with records containing the information and data sufficient to demonstrate compliance with the permit, including production records and operating 
hours. All required records must be maintained in a file at the plant site. If, however, the facility normally operates unattended, records shall be maintained at the nearest staffed location within Texas specified in the application. 
The site must make the records available at the request of personnel from the commission or any air pollution control program having jurisdiction in a timely manner. The applicant must comply with any additional recordkeeping 
requirements specified in special conditions in the permit. All records must be retained in the file for at least two years following the date that the information or data is obtained. Some permits are required to maintain records for 
five years. [30 TAC § 116.115(b)(2)(E)]

This  c el l  in tentional ly  le ft b lank

This  c e l l  in tentional ly  le ft b lank

This  c e l l  in tentional ly  le ft b lank

This  c e l l  in tentional ly  le ft b lank

This  c e l l  in tentional ly  le ft b lank
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EBS Contro l : Bag Fi l ter/Baghous e Cr See additional notes: Yes Initial and ongoing stack sampling will be conducted and exhaust flow 
rate will be monitored continuously. 

EBS Contro l : Bag Fi l ter/Baghous e Pb See additional notes: Yes Initial and ongoing stack sampling will be conducted and exhaust flow 
rate will be monitored continuously. 

EBS Contro l : Bag Fi l ter/Baghous e Mn See additional notes: Yes Initial and ongoing stack sampling will be conducted and exhaust flow 
rate will be monitored continuously. 

EBS Contro l : Bag Fi l ter/Baghous e Hg See Additional Notes: Yes Initial and ongoing stack sampling will be conducted and exhaust flow 
rate will be monitored continuously. 

RHFS Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr NOx

<100 MMBtu/hr: provide details. Hour of operation and/or records of 
fuel usage.

≥100 MMBtu/hr: CEMS. Data collected four times per hour and 
averaged hourly. 

No Hours of operation records and/or records of fuel usage.

RHFS Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr CO Hours of operation records, and/or records of fuel usage. Yes
RHFS Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr VOC Hours of operation records, and/or records of fuel usage. Yes
RHFS Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr SO2 Hours of operation records, and/or records of fuel usage. Yes

RHFS Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr PM
The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. Hours of operation records, and/or records of 
fuel usage, and/or quarterly opacity monitoring.

Yes

RHFS Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr

RHFS Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr

RHFS Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr

RHFS Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr

RHFS Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr

RHFS Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr

RHFS Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr

RHFS Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr

QFS Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr NOx

<100 MMBtu/hr: provide details. Hour of operation and/or records of 
fuel usage.

≥100 MMBtu/hr: CEMS. Data collected four times per hour and 
averaged hourly. 

No Hours of operation records and/or records of fuel usage.

QFS Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr CO Hours of operation records, and/or records of fuel usage. Yes
QFS Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr VOC Hours of operation records, and/or records of fuel usage. Yes
QFS Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr SO2 Hours of operation records, and/or records of fuel usage. Yes

QFS Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr PM
The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. Hours of operation records, and/or records of 
fuel usage, and/or quarterly opacity monitoring.

Yes

QFS Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr

QFS Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr

QFS Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr

QFS Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr

QFS Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr

QFS Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr

QFS Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr

QFS Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr

TFS Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr NOx

<100 MMBtu/hr: provide details. Hour of operation and/or records of 
fuel usage.

≥100 MMBtu/hr: CEMS. Data collected four times per hour and 
averaged hourly. 

No Hours of operation records and/or records of fuel usage.

TFS Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr CO Hours of operation records, and/or records of fuel usage. Yes
TFS Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr VOC Hours of operation records, and/or records of fuel usage. Yes
TFS Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr SO2 Hours of operation records, and/or records of fuel usage. Yes

TFS Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr PM
The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. Hours of operation records, and/or records of 
fuel usage, and/or quarterly opacity monitoring.

Yes

TFS Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr

TFS Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr

TFS Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr

TFS Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr

TFS Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr

TFS Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr

TFS Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr

TFS Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr

VDBS Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr NOx

<100 MMBtu/hr: provide details. Hour of operation and/or records of 
fuel usage.

≥100 MMBtu/hr: CEMS. Data collected four times per hour and 
averaged hourly. 

No Hours of operation records and/or records of fuel usage.

VDBS Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr CO Hours of operation records, and/or records of fuel usage. Yes
VDBS Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr VOC Hours of operation records, and/or records of fuel usage. Yes
VDBS Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr SO2 Hours of operation records, and/or records of fuel usage. Yes

VDBS Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr PM
The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. Hours of operation records, and/or records of 
fuel usage, and/or quarterly opacity monitoring.

Yes

VDBS Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr

VDBS Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr

VDBS Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr

VDBS Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr

VDBS Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr

VDBS Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr

VDBS Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr

VDBS Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr

SMWV Fugitives: Building NOx See Additional Notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

SM WV Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing CO See Additional Notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

SM WV Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing VOC See Additional Notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.
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SM WV Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing SO2 See Additional Notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

SM WV Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing PM
The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive 
emissions

Yes

SM WV Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing Cd See additional notes: Yes Refer to PM requirement.
SM WV Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing Cr See additional notes: Yes Refer to PM requirement.
SM WV Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing Cr VI See additional notes: Yes Refer to PM requirement.
SM WV Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing Pb See additional notes: Yes Refer to PM requirement.
SM WV Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing Mn See additional notes: Yes Refer to PM requirement.
SM WV Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing Hg See Additional Notes: Yes Refer to PM requirement.
SM WV Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing Si See additional notes: Yes Refer to PM requirement.
SM WV Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing Zn See additional notes: Yes Refer to PM requirement.

AAWV Fugitives: Building PM
The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive 
emissions

Yes

AAWV Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

AAWV Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

AAWV Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

AAWV Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

AAWV Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

AAWV Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

AAWV Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

AAWV Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

AAWV Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

AAWV Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

AAWV Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

AAWV Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

PCLWV Fugitives: Building CO See Additional Notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

PCLWV Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing VOC See Additional Notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

PCLWV Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing PM
The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive 
emissions

Yes

PCLWV Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

PCLWV Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

PCLWV Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

PCLWV Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

PCLWV Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

PCLWV Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

PCLWV Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

PCLWV Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

PCLWV Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

PCLWV Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

HRPPWV Fugitives: Building CO See Additional Notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

HRPPWV Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing VOC See Additional Notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

HRPPWV Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing PM
The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive 
emissions

Yes

HRPPWV Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing Cr See additional notes: Yes Refer to PM requirement.
HRPPWV Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing Cr VI See additional notes: Yes Refer to PM requirement.
HRPPWV Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing Mn See additional notes: Yes Refer to PM requirement.
HRPPWV Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing SO2 See Additional Notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 

requirements will be monitored.
HRPPWV Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing NOx See Additional Notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 

requirements will be monitored.
HRPPWV Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

HRPPWV Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

HRPPWV Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

HRPPWV Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

HRPPWV Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

HRLDS Control: Bag 
Filter/Baghouse PM

The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. Pressure drop monitoring and/or quarterly 
visible emissions and/or opacity observations.

Yes

HRLDS Contro l : Bag Fi l ter/Baghous e

HRLDS Contro l : Bag Fi l ter/Baghous e

HRLDS Contro l : Bag Fi l ter/Baghous e

HRLDS Contro l : Bag Fi l ter/Baghous e

HRLDS Contro l : Bag Fi l ter/Baghous e

HRLDS Contro l : Bag Fi l ter/Baghous e

HRLDS Contro l : Bag Fi l ter/Baghous e

HRLDS Contro l : Bag Fi l ter/Baghous e

HRLDS Contro l : Bag Fi l ter/Baghous e

HRLDS Contro l : Bag Fi l ter/Baghous e

HRLDS Contro l : Bag Fi l ter/Baghous e

HRLDS Contro l : Bag Fi l ter/Baghous e

ODPSS1 Material Handling: Drop 
Point PM

The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive 
emissions and/or opacity observations

Recordkeeping of materials processed

Yes

ODPSS1 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSS1 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSS1 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSS1 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSS1 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSS1 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point
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ODPSS1 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSS1 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSS1 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSS1 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSS1 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSS1 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSS2 Material Handling: Drop 
Point PM

The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive 
emissions and/or opacity observations

Recordkeeping of materials processed

Yes

ODPSS2 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSS2 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSS2 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSS2 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSS2 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSS2 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSS2 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSS2 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSS2 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSS2 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSS2 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSS2 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSR1 Material Handling: Drop 
Point PM

The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive 
emissions and/or opacity observations

Recordkeeping of materials processed

Yes

ODPSR1 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSR1 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSR1 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSR1 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSR1 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSR1 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSR1 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSR1 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSR1 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSR1 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSR1 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSR1 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPS1 Material Handling: Drop 
Point PM

The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive 
emissions and/or opacity observations

Recordkeeping of materials processed

Yes

ODPS1 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPS1 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPS1 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPS1 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPS1 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPS1 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPS1 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPS1 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPS1 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPS1 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPS1 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPS1 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSR2 Material Handling: Drop 
Point PM

The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive 
emissions and/or opacity observations

Recordkeeping of materials processed

Yes

ODPSR2 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSR2 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSR2 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSR2 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSR2 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSR2 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSR2 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSR2 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSR2 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSR2 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSR2 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSR2 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPS2 Material Handling: Drop 
Point PM

The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive 
emissions and/or opacity observations

Recordkeeping of materials processed

Yes

ODPS2 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPS2 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPS2 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPS2 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPS2 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPS2 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPS2 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPS2 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPS2 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPS2 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPS2 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point
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ODPS2 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSR3 Material Handling: Drop 
Point PM

The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive 
emissions and/or opacity observations

Recordkeeping of materials processed

Yes

ODPSR3 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSR3 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSR3 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSR3 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSR3 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSR3 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSR3 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSR3 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSR3 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSR3 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSR3 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSR3 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPS3 Material Handling: Drop 
Point PM

The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive 
emissions and/or opacity observations

Recordkeeping of materials processed

Yes

ODPS3 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPS3 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPS3 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPS3 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPS3 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPS3 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPS3 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPS3 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPS3 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPS3 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPS3 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPS3 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

OSPSS Storage: Stockpile PM The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. See Additional Notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 

requirements will be monitored.
OSPSS Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPSS Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPSS Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPSS Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPSS Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPSS Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPSS Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPSS Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPSS Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPSS Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPSS Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPSS Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPFST Storage: Stockpile PM The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. See Additional Notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 

requirements will be monitored.
OSPFST Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPFST Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPFST Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPFST Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPFST Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPFST Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPFST Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPFST Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPFST Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPFST Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPFST Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPFST Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPS1 Storage: Stockpile PM The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. See Additional Notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 

requirements will be monitored.
OSPS1 Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPS1 Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPS1 Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPS1 Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPS1 Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPS1 Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPS1 Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPS1 Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPS1 Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPS1 Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPS1 Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPS1 Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPSR1 Storage: Stockpile PM The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. See Additional Notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 

requirements will be monitored.
OSPSR1 Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPSR1 Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPSR1 Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPSR1 Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPSR1 Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPSR1 Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPSR1 Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPSR1 Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPSR1 Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPSR1 Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPSR1 Storage: Stoc k pi le
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OSPSR1 Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPS2 Storage: Stockpile PM The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. See Additional Notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 

requirements will be monitored.
OSPS2 Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPS2 Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPS2 Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPS2 Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPS2 Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPS2 Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPS2 Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPS2 Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPS2 Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPS2 Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPS2 Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPS2 Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPSR2 Storage: Stockpile PM The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. See Additional Notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 

requirements will be monitored.
OSPSR2 Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPSR2 Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPSR2 Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPSR2 Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPSR2 Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPSR2 Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPSR2 Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPSR2 Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPSR2 Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPSR2 Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPSR2 Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPSR2 Storage: Stoc k pi le

N6CCT Cooling Tower PM

The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive 
emissions and/or opacity observations

Recordkeeping of amount of circulating water used in the cooling 
towers

Yes

N6CCT Cool ing Tower

N6CCT Cool ing Tower

N6CCT Cool ing Tower

N6CCT Cool ing Tower

N6CCT Cool ing Tower

N6CCT Cool ing Tower

N6CCT Cool ing Tower

N6CCT Cool ing Tower

N6CCT Cool ing Tower

N6CCT Cool ing Tower

N6CCT Cool ing Tower

N6CCT Cool ing Tower

N7CCT Cooling Tower PM

The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive 
emissions and/or opacity observations

Recordkeeping of amount of circulating water used in the cooling 
towers

Yes

N7CCT Cool ing Tower

N7CCT Cool ing Tower

N7CCT Cool ing Tower

N7CCT Cool ing Tower

N7CCT Cool ing Tower

N7CCT Cool ing Tower

N7CCT Cool ing Tower

N7CCT Cool ing Tower

N7CCT Cool ing Tower

N7CCT Cool ing Tower

N7CCT Cool ing Tower

N7CCT Cool ing Tower

PPCCT Cooling Tower PM

The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive 
emissions and/or opacity observations

Recordkeeping of amount of circulating water used in the cooling 
towers

Yes

PPCCT Cool ing Tower

PPCCT Cool ing Tower

PPCCT Cool ing Tower

PPCCT Cool ing Tower

PPCCT Cool ing Tower

PPCCT Cool ing Tower

PPCCT Cool ing Tower

PPCCT Cool ing Tower

PPCCT Cool ing Tower

PPCCT Cool ing Tower

PPCCT Cool ing Tower

PPCCT Cool ing Tower

SMWTF Other VOC See additional notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

SM WTF Other PM The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. See additional notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 

requirements will be monitored.
SM WTF Other

SM WTF Other

SM WTF Other
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SM WTF Other

SM WTF Other

SM WTF Other

SM WTF Other

SM WTF Other

SM WTF Other

SM WTF Other

SM WTF Other

CMSCS1 Process Vent NOx See Additional Notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

CM SCS1 Proc es s  Vent CO See Additional Notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

CM SCS1 Proc es s  Vent VOC See Additional Notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

CM SCS1 Proc es s  Vent PM The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. See Additional Notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 

requirements will be monitored.
CM SCS1 Proc es s  Vent Pb See additional notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 

requirements will be monitored.
CM SCS1 Proc es s  Vent

CM SCS1 Proc es s  Vent

CM SCS1 Proc es s  Vent

CM SCS1 Proc es s  Vent

CM SCS1 Proc es s  Vent

CM SCS1 Proc es s  Vent

CM SCS1 Proc es s  Vent

CM SCS1 Proc es s  Vent

CMSCS2 Process Vent NOx See Additional Notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

CM SCS2 Proc es s  Vent CO See Additional Notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

CM SCS2 Proc es s  Vent VOC See Additional Notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

CM SCS2 Proc es s  Vent PM The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. See Additional Notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 

requirements will be monitored.
CM SCS2 Proc es s  Vent Pb See additional notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 

requirements will be monitored.
CM SCS2 Proc es s  Vent

CM SCS2 Proc es s  Vent

CM SCS2 Proc es s  Vent

CM SCS2 Proc es s  Vent

CM SCS2 Proc es s  Vent

CM SCS2 Proc es s  Vent

CM SCS2 Proc es s  Vent

CM SCS2 Proc es s  Vent

UVCS1 Other VOC See additional notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

UVCS1 Other PM The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. See additional notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 

requirements will be monitored.
UVCS1 Other

UVCS1 Other

UVCS1 Other

UVCS1 Other

UVCS1 Other

UVCS1 Other

UVCS1 Other

UVCS1 Other

UVCS1 Other

UVCS1 Other

UVCS1 Other

UVCS2 Other VOC See additional notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

UVCS2 Other PM The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. See additional notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 

requirements will be monitored.
UVCS2 Other

UVCS2 Other

UVCS2 Other

UVCS2 Other

UVCS2 Other

UVCS2 Other

UVCS2 Other

UVCS2 Other

UVCS2 Other

UVCS2 Other

UVCS2 Other

UVCS3 Other VOC See additional notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

UVCS3 Other PM The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. See additional notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 

requirements will be monitored.
UVCS3 Other

UVCS3 Other

UVCS3 Other

UVCS3 Other

UVCS3 Other

UVCS3 Other

UVCS3 Other

UVCS3 Other

UVCS3 Other

UVCS3 Other

UVCS3 Other
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UVCS4 Other VOC See additional notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

UVCS4 Other PM The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. See additional notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 

requirements will be monitored.
UVCS4 Other

UVCS4 Other

UVCS4 Other

UVCS4 Other

UVCS4 Other

UVCS4 Other

UVCS4 Other

UVCS4 Other

UVCS4 Other

UVCS4 Other

UVCS4 Other

VDSS Process Vent NOx See Additional Notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

VDSS Proc es s  Vent CO See Additional Notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

VDSS Proc es s  Vent VOC See Additional Notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

VDSS Proc es s  Vent SO2 See Additional Notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

VDSS Proc es s  Vent PM The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. See Additional Notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 

requirements will be monitored.
VDSS Proc es s  Vent

VDSS Proc es s  Vent

VDSS Proc es s  Vent

VDSS Proc es s  Vent

VDSS Proc es s  Vent

VDSS Proc es s  Vent

VDSS Proc es s  Vent

VDSS Proc es s  Vent

ALL Other HAPS See additional notes: Yes Refer to unit specific requirements.
ALL Other

ALL Other

ALL Other

ALL Other

ALL Other

ALL Other

ALL Other

ALL Other

ALL Other

ALL Other

ALL Other

ALL Other

QFS2 Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr NOx

<100 MMBtu/hr: provide details. Hour of operation and/or records of 
fuel usage.

≥100 MMBtu/hr: CEMS. Data collected four times per hour and 
averaged hourly. 

No Hours of operation records and/or records of fuel usage.

QFS2 Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr CO Hours of operation records, and/or records of fuel usage. Yes
QFS2 Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr SO2 Hours of operation records, and/or records of fuel usage. Yes
QFS2 Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr VOC Hours of operation records, and/or records of fuel usage. Yes

QFS2 Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr PM
The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. Hours of operation records, and/or records of 
fuel usage, and/or quarterly opacity monitoring.

Yes

QFS2 Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr HAPS See additional notes: Yes Hours of operation records and/or records of fuel usage.
QFS2 Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr

QFS2 Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr

QFS2 Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr

QFS2 Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr

QFS2 Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr

QFS2 Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr

QFS2 Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr

TFS2 Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr NOx

<100 MMBtu/hr: provide details. Hour of operation and/or records of 
fuel usage.

≥100 MMBtu/hr: CEMS. Data collected four times per hour and 
averaged hourly. 

No Hours of operation records and/or records of fuel usage.

TFS2 Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr CO Hours of operation records, and/or records of fuel usage. Yes
TFS2 Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr SO2 Hours of operation records, and/or records of fuel usage. Yes
TFS2 Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr VOC Hours of operation records, and/or records of fuel usage. Yes

TFS2 Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr PM
The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. Hours of operation records, and/or records of 
fuel usage, and/or quarterly opacity monitoring.

Yes

TFS2 Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr HAPS See additional notes: Yes Hours of operation records and/or records of fuel usage.
TFS2 Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr

TFS2 Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr

TFS2 Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr

TFS2 Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr

TFS2 Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr

TFS2 Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr

TFS2 Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr

HTFUG Fugitives: Building VOC See Additional Notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

HTFUG Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing PM
The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive 
emissions

Yes
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HTFUG Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing CO See Additional Notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

HTFUG Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing HAPS See additional notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

HTFUG Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

HTFUG Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

HTFUG Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

HTFUG Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

HTFUG Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

HTFUG Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

HTFUG Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

HTFUG Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

HTFUG Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

PCFUG Fugitives: Building VOC See Additional Notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

PCFUG Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing PM
The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive 
emissions

Yes

PCFUG Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing HAPS See additional notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

PCFUG Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

PCFUG Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

PCFUG Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

PCFUG Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

PCFUG Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

PCFUG Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

PCFUG Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

PCFUG Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

PCFUG Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

PCFUG Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

CS4 Other VOC See additional notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

CS4 Other PM The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. See additional notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 

requirements will be monitored.
CS4 Other C6H5CH3 See additional notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 

requirements will be monitored.
CS4 Other CH3COOC2H5 See additional notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 

requirements will be monitored.
CS4 Other

CS4 Other

CS4 Other

CS4 Other

CS4 Other

CS4 Other

CS4 Other

CS4 Other

CS4 Other

CS5 Other VOC See additional notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

CS5 Other PM The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. See additional notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 

requirements will be monitored.
CS5 Other C6H5CH3 See additional notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 

requirements will be monitored.
CS5 Other CH3COOC2H5 See additional notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 

requirements will be monitored.
CS5 Other

CS5 Other

CS5 Other

CS5 Other

CS5 Other

CS5 Other

CS5 Other

CS5 Other

CS5 Other

CS6 Other VOC See additional notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

CS6 Other PM The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. See additional notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 

requirements will be monitored.
CS6 Other C6H5CH3 See additional notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 

requirements will be monitored.
CS6 Other CH3COOC2H5 See additional notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 

requirements will be monitored.
CS6 Other

CS6 Other

CS6 Other

CS6 Other

CS6 Other

CS6 Other

CS6 Other

CS6 Other

CS6 Other

PHOS1 Other PM The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. See additional notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 

requirements will be monitored.
PHOS1 Other

PHOS1 Other

PHOS1 Other

PHOS1 Other

PHOS1 Other

PHOS1 Other

PHOS1 Other
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PHOS1 Other

PHOS1 Other

PHOS1 Other

PHOS1 Other

PHOS1 Other

PHOS2 Other PM The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. See additional notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 

requirements will be monitored.
PHOS2 Other

PHOS2 Other

PHOS2 Other

PHOS2 Other

PHOS2 Other

PHOS2 Other

PHOS2 Other

PHOS2 Other

PHOS2 Other

PHOS2 Other

PHOS2 Other

PHOS2 Other

WW Other VOC See additional notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

WW Other PM The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. See additional notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 

requirements will be monitored.
WW Other

WW Other

WW Other

WW Other

WW Other

WW Other

WW Other

WW Other

WW Other

WW Other

WW Other

WTFPR Other VOC See additional notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

WTFPR Other PM The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. See additional notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 

requirements will be monitored.
WTFPR Other

WTFPR Other

WTFPR Other

WTFPR Other

WTFPR Other

WTFPR Other

WTFPR Other

WTFPR Other

WTFPR Other

WTFPR Other

WTFPR Other
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How submitted Date submitted

STEERS 11/07/2019
Not applicable
Not applicable

STEERS 11/07/2019
STEERS 11/07/2019
STEERS 11/07/2019
STEERS 11/07/2019

STEERS 11/07/2019

Not applicable
Not applicable

Not applicable
Not applicable

STEERS 11/07/2019

Not applicable
Not applicable
Not applicable
STEERS 11/07/2019
Not applicable

Process description
Process flow diagram

Summary and project emission increase determination - Tables 1F and 2F

Plot plan

Item

Core Data Form

Form PI-1 General Application
Hard copy of the General sheet with original (ink) signature

B. General Information

A. Administrative Information

Professional Engineer Seal

Copy of current permit (both Special Conditions and MAERT)

MERA analysis

PSD modeling protocol

Electronic Modeling Evaluation Workbook: SCREEN3

Qualitative impacts analysis

State regulatory requirements discussion

Area map

BACT discussion, if additional details are attached
Monitoring information, if additional details are attached

List of MSS activities

Electronic Modeling Evaluation Workbook: NonSCREEN3

C. Federal Applicability

E. Impacts Analysis

D. Technical Information

F. Additional Attachments

Material Balance (if applicable)
Calculations

Netting analysis (if required) - Tables 3F and 4F as needed
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This cel    No
This cel    
This cel    
This cel    
This cel    
This cel    
This cel    
This cel    

Pollutant Current (tpy) Project Change in 
Allowable (tpy)

This cel    VOC 158.62 35.11
This cel    PM 65.59 4.18
This cel    PM10 63.68 3.18
This cel    PM2.5 0.00 0.00
This cel    NOx 272.29 -5.80
This cel    CO 2047.38 -4.89
This cel    SO2 275.32 -0.02
This cel    Pb 0.91 0.00
This cel    Cd 0.02 0.00
This cel    Cr 0.15 0.00
This cel    Mn 0.83 0.00
This cel    Hg 0.00 0.00
This cel    Si 0.10 0.00
This cel    Zn 6.68 0.00
This cel    PMtotal 88.38 0.00
This cel    PM10 total 88.38 0.00
This cel    PMfront half 66.28 0.00
This cel    PM10 front half 66.28 0.00
This cel    Cr VI 0.02 0.00
This cel    HAPS 1.92 0.00
This cel    
This cel    
This cel    
This cel    

This cel    

This cel    
This cel    
This cel    

No This cel    

  t intentio  

This cel    
This cel    

No This cel    
This cel    

0.00
0.00

6.68
88.38
88.38

Not applicable 0.00
0.10

0.00
0.00
0.00

Disaster review pollutants

PM, Cd, Cr, Pb, Mn, Hg, Si, Zn, PMtotal, PM10 total, PM         

County classification (as of 
9/23/2019)

RN

Title V site?

This cell left intentionally blank.

Ozone classification requested 
for this project

attainment or unclassified for all pollutantsMechanical / Agricultural / Construction

MERA analysis

Industry group

VOC, PM10, NOx, CO, SO2, 

No impacts required

Qualitative analysis

County

Modeling
PSD Protocol

PAL Not applicable

Not applicable

This cell left intentionally blank.

Renewal fee

This cell left intentionally blank.

Public notice required?

Air Pollutant Watch List

Federal Applicability

ImpactsIs this facility located in an APWL area AND this application includes that pollutant?

APWL pollutants

0.00

This cell left intentionally blank.

This cell left intentionally blank.

San Patricio

This cell left intentionally blank.

Disaster Review
Any air contaminants for which a disaster review is required?

221.12
76.07
73.16

27.39
6.30

Not applicable
0.00

0.00
0.00

Not applicable
Not applicable

275.42

Not applicable

Minor NSR Renewal/Amendment 86860

Flexible

RN106224447

Yes

0.15
0.83

PSD Not applicable

0.00

Special Permit
De Minimis

Nonattainment

$900.00Non-Renewal fee

Miscellaneous

TCEQ Region Region 14

GHG PSD

HAP Major Source [FCAA § 112(g)]

0.38

Fees

2.30

Yes Pollutants requiring PSD review

attainment or unclassified for all pollutants

Pollutants requiring NA review

66.28
66.28
0.02

Total Fee $10,900.00
$10,000.00

CN CN603957036

0.00
0.00

Contact Data

Permit Type Action Type

Phone

Company TPCO America Corporation

This cell left intentionally blank.

Mr.  JoAdrian Vara 
361-271-1478
joadrianv@tpcoamerica.com

Technical contact

Email

Application contains confidential information?
This cell left intentionally blank.

Project Timing
Projected Start of Construction
Projected Start of Operation

NA
NA

This cell left intentionally blank.
Project Emission Summary (tpy)

Proposed 
(tpy)

Email

Permit Number

This cell left intentionally blank.

6.30

0.12
0.91
0.02

thomas.haney@ghd.com

Permit and Action Type Requested

Responsible official
Phone

This sheet is a summary of representations made in the workbook for this project. No additional information is required by the applicant.
Project Summary

This project will serve to renew/amend Permit 86860 and incorporate Permit 100133. Specifically, TPCO requests to: authorize emissions for labelling pipes at EPNs HRPPWV and PCLWV; update 
coating material at EPN UVCS4; authorize two diesel heaters; update emissions factors, maximum flow rate, stack diameter, and location for EPN HRLDS; remove EPNs MPFS, GWTF, RSWTF, and 
RSCCT; update locations of emissions points/air compressor building; and update pipe rolling workshop/building dimensions. 

Project Description

Consolidated 
Emissions 
(tpy)

This cell left intentionally blank.

Mr. Thomas Haney 
361-232-5881

6.30
286.36

2060.55

6.30
19.87
18.06
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General

Date: 11/7/2019
Permit #: 100133

Company: TPCO America

Version 4.0 Page 1

I agree

I acknowledge that I am submitting an authorized TCEQ application workbook and any 
necessary attachments. Except for inputting the requested data and adjusting row height and 
column width, I have not changed the TCEQ application workbook in any way, including but 
not limited to changing formulas, formatting, content, or protections.

https://www.sos.state.tx.us

Engineer

Mailing Address:

Prefix (Mr., Ms., Dr., etc.): Mr.

78359
Telephone Number:

Texas

GHD Service, Inc.

361-885-7862
Email Address: joadrianv@tpcoamerica.com

Address Line 2:

Haney
Title:

State:

361-271-1478
Fax Number:

TPCO America Corporation

Mailing Address: 5431 Highway 35

City:

ZIP Code:

Gregory

Last Name:

City: Corpus Christi
State: Texas 

Company or Legal Name:

I. Applicant Information

Texas Secretary of State Charter/Registration 
Number (if given):

C. Technical Contact Information: This person must have the authority to make binding agreements and 
representations on behalf of the applicant and may be a consultant. Additional technical contact(s) can be 
provided in a cover letter.

A. Company Information

B. Company Official Contact Information: must not be a consultant
Prefix (Mr., Ms., Dr., etc.): Mr. 
First Name: JoAdrian
Last Name: Vara
Title: EHS Manager

Permits are issued to either the facility owner or operator, commonly referred to as the applicant or permit holder. List 
the legal name of the company, corporation, partnership, or person who is applying for the permit. We will verify the 
legal name with the Texas Secretary of State at (512) 463-5555 or at:

Company or Legal Name:

361-232-5881

D. Assigned Numbers 

CN603957036
Enter the CN. The CN is a unique number given to each business, governmental 
body, association, individual, or other entity that owns, operates, is responsible for, 
or is affiliated with a regulated entity.

Telephone Number:
Fax Number:
Email Address: thomas.haney@ghd.com

The CN and RN below are assigned when a Core Data Form is initially submitted to the Central Registry. The RN is 
also assigned if the agency has conducted an investigation or if the agency has issued an enforcement action. If 
these numbers have not yet been assigned, leave these questions blank and include a Core Data Form with your 
application submittal. See Section VI.B. below for additional information.

ZIP Code: 78404

First Name: Thomas

1712 South Staples Street
Address Line 2:

https://www.sos.state.tx.us/
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General

Date: 11/7/2019
Permit #: 100133

Company: TPCO America

Version 4.0 Page 2

No

HAP Major Source [FCAA § 112(g)]: Not 
applicable, Initial, Major Modification
PAL: Not applicable, Initial, Amendment, 
Renewal, Renewal/Amendment, Alteration
GHG PSD: Not applicable, Initial, Major 
Modification, Voluntary Update

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Permit Number (if assigned)

Enter the RN. The RN is a unique agency assigned number given to each person, 
organization, place, or thing that is of environmental interest to us and where 
regulated activities will occur. The RN replaces existing air account numbers. The 
RN for portable units is assigned to the unit itself, and that same RN should be 
used when applying for authorization at a different location.

This cell intentionally left blank

Not applicable

II. Delinquent Fees and Penalties

This cell intentionally left blank

Minor NSR (can be a Title V major source): Not 
applicable, Initial, Amendment, Renewal, Renewal 
Certification, Renewal/Amendment, 
Relocation/Alteration, Change of Location, 
Alteration, Extension to Start of Construction

Additional information regarding the different NSR authorizations can be found at:

RN106224447

Nonattainment: Not applicable, Initial, Major 
Modification

Flexible: Not applicable, Initial, Amendment, 
Renewal,  Renewal Certification, 
Renewal/Amendment, Alteration, Extension to 
Start of Construction

Not applicable

Action Type Requested
(do not leave blank)

Does the applicant have unpaid delinquent fees and/or penalties owed to the TCEQ?
This form will not be processed until all delinquent fees and/or penalties owed to the TCEQ or the 
Office of the Attorney General on behalf of the TCEQ are paid in accordance with the Delinquent 
Fee and Penalty Protocol. For more information regarding Delinquent Fees and Penalties, go to the 
TCEQ Web site at:
https://www.tceq.texas.gov/agency/financial/fees/delin

Not applicable

100133

Select from the drop-down the type of action being requested for each permit type. If that permit type does not 
apply, you MUST select "Not applicable".

Provide all assigned permit numbers relevant for the project. Leave blank if the permit number has not yet been 
assigned.

https://www.tceq.texas.gov/permitting/air/guidance/authorize.html

Renewal

Permit Type

A. Permit and Action Type (multiple may be selected, leave no blanks)

Special Permit: Not applicable, Amendment, 
Renewal,  Renewal Certification, 
Renewal/Amendment, Alteration, Extension to 
Start of Construction

III. Permit Information

De Minimis: Not applicable, Initial Not applicable

Not applicable

PSD: Not applicable, Initial, Major Modification

https://www.tceq.texas.gov/agency/financial/fees/delin
https://www.tceq.texas.gov/permitting/air/guidance/authorize.html
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Date: 11/7/2019
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Yes
Yes

86860

How are/will MSS activities for sources associated 
with this project be authorized? This permit

If yes, you will need to complete Public Notice for this permit before it can be consolidated.

NOx, CO, SO2, VOC, PM, PM10, PM2.5, HAPS, C6H5CH3, 
CH3COOC2H5

B.  MSS Activities

What is the permit number this permit will be consolidated into?

Will this permit be consolidated into another NSR permit with this action?
C. Consolidating NSR Permits

Submit a separate Form PI-1 General Application for the surviving permit. Include this permit's sources on the Unit 
Types-Emission Rates sheet of the surviving permit's Form PI-1 General Application.

Is the renewal date of this permit in six years or less?

List the pollutants authorized by this permit to be 
included in the public notice.
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General

Date: 11/7/2019
Permit #: 100133

Company: TPCO America
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County attainment status as of Sept. 23, 2019
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General

Date: 11/7/2019
Permit #: 100133

Company: TPCO America

Version 4.0 Page 7

Name:

Signature:

Date:

The owner or operator of the facility must apply for authority to construct. The appropriate company official (owner, 
plant manager, president, vice president, or environmental director) must sign all copies of the application. The 
applicant’s consultant cannot sign the application. Important Note: Signatures must be original in ink, not 
reproduced by photocopy, fax, or other means, and must be received before any permit is issued.

The signature below confirms that I have knowledge of the facts included in this application and that these 
facts are true and correct to the best of my knowledge and belief. I further state that to the best of my 
knowledge and belief, the project for which application is made will not in any way violate any provision of 
the Texas Water Code (TWC), Chapter 7; the Texas Health and Safety Code, Chapter 382; the Texas Clean Air 
Act (TCAA); the air quality rules of the Texas Commission on Environmental Quality; or any local 
governmental ordinance or resolution enacted pursuant to the TCAA. I further state that I understand my 
signature indicates that this application meets all applicable nonattainment, prevention of significant 
deterioration, or major source of hazardous air pollutant permitting requirements. The signature further 
signifies awareness that intentionally or knowingly making or causing to be made false material statements 
or representations in the application is a criminal offense subject to criminal penalties. 

JoAdrian Vara

Original signature is required.
November 7, 2019

VII. Signature
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Renewals

Date: 11/7/2019
Permit #: 100133

Company: TPCO America

Version 4.0 Page 1

N/A

Yes

No

No

No

No
No

No

No

No

II. Federal Regulatory Questions
Indicate if any of the following requirements apply to the proposed facility. Note that some federal regulations apply to 
minor sources. Enter all applicable Subparts.
A. Title 40 CFR Part 60
Do NSPS subpart(s) apply to a 
facility in this application? Yes

If applicable, list applicable 
subparts you will demonstrate 
compliance with (e.g. Subpart M)

Subpart A, Subpart AAa, Subpart Dc

B. Title 40 CFR Part 61

This cell intentionally left blank

A. Current Operations

B. Changes Made Since Last Amendment or Renewal
Have any of the following changes been made to or proposed for the facilities covered by this permit since it was last 
amended or renewed and are not currently authorized by a PBR, standard permit, or other authorization? Select 

      

Do all dockside vessel emissions associated with the facility comply with all rules and regulations of 
the commission and with the intent of the TCAA, including protection of the health and property of 
the public and minimization of emissions to the extent possible, consistent with good air pollution 
practices? (30 TAC § 116.311(a)(1))

Have emission factors changed since the last permitting action?

If "yes" to any question in Section B above is selected, a concurrent permit amendment is required before 
the permit can be renewed.

An increase in emission rates on a short term or annual basis? (This includes increases of a criteria 
pollutant as well as increases of a chemical species.)
A change in the method of emission control if the emission control is a source itself, such as a 
thermal oxidizer or flare?
Are new pollutants being added in the renewal process, not currently listed in the permit?

I. Type of Permit Renewal and Associated Actions

Is the facility being operated in accordance with all requirements and conditions of the existing 
permit, including representations in the application for permit to construct and subsequent 
amendments, and any previously granted renewal, unless otherwise authorized for a qualified 
facility?

Have any qualified facility changes under 30 TAC § 116.116(e) occurred since originally issued or 
last renewed?

Construction of a new emission source?
The emission of new chemical species or a change in character of emissions?

Are there any permit actions pending before the TCEQ?
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Renewals

Date: 11/7/2019
Permit #: 100133

Company: TPCO America

Version 4.0 Page 2

No

No

No
No
No
No
No
No

No

No

No

Yes

If applicable, list applicable 
subparts  you will demonstrate 
compliance with (e.g. Subpart 
VVVV)

Subpart A, Subpart YYYYY, Subpart HHHHHH

This cell intentionally left blank

Answer all questions above. If any answers are Yes, Renewal Certification cannot be completed. Be sure to change 
your response on the General Sheet, Section III if you selected renewal certification. Then continue to the next sheet.

A. Renewal Certification Eligibility Determination
Select "Yes" or "No" to answer each question.

Is the permitted facility required to participate in the Houston/Galveston Area (HGA) cap and trade 
program for highly reactive VOCs? In addition, do the HRVOCs need to be speciated on the 
maximum allowable emission rates table (MAERT)?

Does the permitted facility emit an air contaminant on the watch list and is the permitted facility 
located in the area on the watch list?

Is the addition of Compliance Assurance Monitoring conditions required with this renewal?

Is the permit a Flexible Permit or an Existing Facilities Flexible Permit?
Does this permit require the inclusion of marine loading emissions?

Is there a permit amendment application currently under review for this permit?

Do NESHAP subpart(s) apply to a 
facility in this application? No

Have the emissions factors changed for any source or have the emissions calculation methodology 
changed for any source?

Do MACT subpart(s) apply to a 
facility in this application? Yes

Is there a concurrent amendment application being submitted for this permit?

Is this permit being consolidated into another permit or are other NSR permits being consolidated 
into this permit as part of this renewal?

Are scheduled maintenance, startup, or shutdown emissions not authorized by PBR or standard 
permit, required to be authorized in the permit?
Are there any facilities that have been shutdown that are proposed to be removed from the permit at 
the time of renewal?

Does the company have an unsatisfactory compliance history?

C. Title 40 CFR Part 63

III. Renewal Certification
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Technical

Date: 11/7/2019
Permit #: 100133

Company: TPCO America

Version 4.0 Page 2

E. Concrete Batch Plants
NoIs this a project for a concrete batch plant?

This cell intentionally left blank
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Technical

Date: 11/7/2019
Permit #: 100133

Company: TPCO America

Version 4.0 Page 6

No

No

No

No

Does this project require an impacts analysis?

Is this facility located at a site within the Houston/Galveston nonattainment area (Brazoria, 
Chambers, Fort Bend, Galveston, Harris, Liberty, Montgomery, and Waller Counties)?

This cell intentionally left blank

IX. Emissions Review
A. Impacts Analysis
Any change that results in an increase in off-property concentrations of air contaminants requires an air quality 
impacts demonstration. Information regarding the air quality impacts demonstration must be provided with the 
application and show compliance with all state and federal requirements. Detailed requirements for the information 
necessary to make the demonstration are listed on the Impacts sheet of this workbook.

B. Disaster Review
If the proposed facility will handle sufficient quantities of certain chemicals which, if released accidentally, would 
cause off-property impacts that could be immediately dangerous to life and health, a disaster review analysis may be 
required as part of the application. Contact the appropriate NSR permitting section for assistance at (512) 239-1250. 
Additional Guidance can be found at:
https://www.tceq.texas.gov/assets/public/permitting/air/Guidance/NewSourceReview/disrev-factsheet.pdf
Does this application involve any air contaminants for which a disaster review is required?

C. Air Pollutant Watch List
Certain areas of the state have concentrations of specific pollutants that are of concern. The TCEQ has designated 
these portions of the state as watch list areas. Location of a facility in a watch list area could result in additional 
restrictions on emissions of the affected air pollutant(s) or additional permit requirements. The location of the areas 
and pollutants of interest can be found at:
https://www.tceq.texas.gov/toxicology/apwl/apwl.html
Is the proposed facility located in a watch list area?

D. Mass Emissions Cap and Trade

https://www.tceq.texas.gov/assets/public/permitting/air/Guidance/NewSourceReview/disrev-factsheet.pdf
http://www.tceq.texas.gov/toxicology/apwl/apwl.html
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Public Notice

Date: 11/7/2019
Permit #: 100133

Company: TPCO America

Version 4.0 Page 1

YesIs this an application for a renewal?

I. Public Notice Applicability
A. Application Type
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Public Notice

Date: 11/7/2019
Permit #: 100133

Company: TPCO America

Version 4.0 Page 2

II. Public Notice Information

A. Contact Information
Enter the contact information for the person responsible for publishing. This is a designated representative who is responsible 
for ensuring public notice is properly published in the appropriate newspaper and signs are posted at the facility site. This person 
will be contacted directly when the TCEQ is ready to authorize public notice for the application.
Prefix (Mr., Ms., Dr., etc.):

Last Name:
Title:
Company Name: TPCO America Corporation

Complete this section if public notice is required (determined in the above section) or if you are not sure if public notice is 
required.

Mr.
JoAdrian
Vara
EHS Manager

Yes

This cell intentionally left blank

C. Is public notice required for this project as represented in this workbook?
If no, proceed to Section III Small Business Classification.
Note: public notice applicability for this project may change throughout the technical review.

Yes

First Name:

D. Are any HAPs to be authorized/re-authorized with this project? The category "HAPs" must 
be specifically listed in the public notice if the project authorizes (reauthorizes for renewals) any 
HAP pollutants.
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Public Notice

Date: 11/7/2019
Permit #: 100133

Company: TPCO America

Version 4.0 Page 3

Address Line 2:

First Name:

Has the public place granted authorization to place the application for public 
viewing and copying?

Title:

Corpus Christi
Texas

1712 South Staples Street

Telephone Number:

Email Address:
Fax Number:

Name of Public Place:
Physical Address:

Haney

Prefix (Mr., Ms., Dr., etc.):

Last Name:

Bell Whittington Public Library

City: Portland
78374
San Patricio

Enter the contact information for the Technical Contact. This is the designated representative who will be listed in the public 
notice as a contact for additional information.

B. Public place
Place a copy of the full application (including all of this workbook and all attachments) at a public place in the county where the 
facilities are or will be located. You must state where in the county the application will be available for public review and comment. 
The location must be a public place and described in the notice. A public place is a location which is owned and operated by 
public funds (such as libraries, county courthouses, city halls) and cannot be a commercial enterprise. You are required to pre-
arrange this availability with the public place indicated below. The application must remain available from the first day of 
publication through the designated comment period.

If this is an application for a PSD, nonattainment, or FCAA §112(g) permit, the public place must have internet access available 
for the public as required in 30 TAC § 39.411(f)(3). 

If the application is submitted to the agency with information marked as Confidential, you are required to indicate which specific 
portions of the application are not being made available to the public. These portions of the application must be accompanied with 
the following statement: Any request for portions of this application that are marked as confidential must be submitted in 
writing, pursuant to the Public Information Act, to the TCEQ Public Information Coordinator, MC 197, P.O. Box 13087, 
Austin, Texas 78711-3087.

Mailing Address:
Address Line 2:
City:
State:

5431 Highway 35

Gregory
Texas

GHD Services, Inc.

thomas.haney@ghd.com

State:

Yes

78404
361-232-5881

ZIP Code:

361-271-1478
361-885-7862

City:

Company Name:

ZIP Code:
Telephone Number:
Fax Number:
Email Address:

Mr.
Thomas

78359

joadrianv@tpcoamerica.com

Engineer

Mailing Address:
Address Line 2:

ZIP Code:
County:

2400 Memorial Pkwy
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Date: 11/7/2019
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Company: TPCO America
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Are the children who attend either the elementary school or the middle school 
closest to your facility eligible to be enrolled in a bilingual program provided by 
the district?

Spanish

This cell intentionally left blank

If yes to either question above, list which language(s) are required by the 
bilingual program?

Yes

YesIs a bilingual program required by the Texas Education Code in the School 
District?

C. Alternate Language Publication
In some cases, public notice in an alternate language is required. If an elementary or middle school nearest to the facility is in a 
school district required by the Texas Education Code to have a bilingual program, a bilingual notice will be required. If there is no 
bilingual program required in the school nearest the facility, but children who would normally attend those schools are eligible to 
attend bilingual programs elsewhere in the school district, the bilingual notice will also be required. If it is determined that alternate 
language notice is required, you are responsible for ensuring that the publication in the alternate language is complete and 
accurate in that language.
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Date: 11/7/2019
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Company: TPCO America
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No

NoSmall business classification:

Does the company (including parent companies and subsidiary companies) have fewer than 100 employees or 
less than $6 million in annual gross receipts?

Complete this section to determine small business classification. If a small business requests a permit, agency rules (30 TAC § 
39.603(f)(1)(A)) allow for alternative public notification requirements if all of the following criteria are met. If these requirements are 
met, public notice does not have to include publication of the prominent (12 square inch) newspaper notice.

III. Small Business Classification
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95.48

 $     3,266.44 

 $     3,266.44 

Yes
3,266.44$     

A. Payment One (required)

V. Renewal Fee
The fee for renewal is based on the total annual allowable emissions from the permitted facility to be 
renewed. If this project includes an amendment, the amendment permit fee will be calculated separately.

Enter the total allowable emissions (tons per year).  The total emissions must include those 
represented in any PBR or standard permits to be incorporated by consolidation into this 
permit.

This cell intentionally left blank

VII. Payment Information

This cell intentionally left blank

This cell intentionally left blank

VI. Total Fees

Renewal Fee

Permit fee due

Enter the check, money order, ePay Voucher, or other transaction 
number:
Enter the Company name as it appears on the check:

Enter the fee amount:
Was the fee paid online?
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Date: 11/7/2019
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Company: TPCO America

Version 4.0 Page 1

How submitted Date submitted

STEERS 11/07/2019
Not applicable
Not applicable

Not applicable
STEERS 11/07/2019
STEERS 11/07/2019
STEERS 11/07/2019
STEERS 11/07/2019
Not applicable
STEERS 11/07/2019

Not applicable
Not applicable

Not applicable
Not applicable
Not applicable
STEERS 11/07/2019

Not applicable
Not applicable
Not applicable
STEERS 11/07/2019
Not applicable

Electronic Modeling Evaluation Workbook: NonSCREEN3

C. Federal Applicability

E. Impacts Analysis

D. Technical Information

F. Additional Attachments

Material Balance (if applicable)
Calculations

Netting analysis (if required) - Tables 3F and 4F as needed

MERA analysis

PSD modeling protocol

Electronic Modeling Evaluation Workbook: SCREEN3

Qualitative impacts analysis

State regulatory requirements discussion

Area map

BACT discussion, if additional details are attached
Monitoring information, if additional details are attached

List of MSS activities

Process description
Process flow diagram

Summary and project emission increase determination - Tables 1F and 2F

Plot plan

Item

Core Data Form

Form PI-1 General Application
Hard copy of the General sheet with original (ink) signature

B. General Information

A. Administrative Information

Professional Engineer Seal

Copy of current permit (both Special Conditions and MAERT)
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This cel    
This cel    
This cel    
This cel    
This cel    
This cel    
This cel    
This cel    

Pollutant Current (tpy) Project Change in 
Allowable (tpy)

This cel    VOC 0.00 0.00
This cel    PM 0.00 0.00
This cel    PM10 0.00 0.00
This cel    PM2.5 0.00 0.00
This cel    NOx 0.00 0.00
This cel    CO 0.00 0.00
This cel    SO2 0.00 0.00
This cel    Pb 0.00 0.00
This cel    0.00
This cel    0.00
This cel    0.00
This cel    0.00
This cel    0.00
This cel    0.00
This cel    0.00
This cel    0.00
This cel    0.00
This cel    0.00
This cel    0.00
This cel    0.00
This cel    
This cel    
This cel    
This cel    

This cel    

This cel    
This cel    
This cel    

No This cel    

  t intentio  

This cel    
This cel    

No This cel    
This cel    

This cell left intentionally blank.

0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00

thomas.haney@ghd.com

Permit and Action Type Requested

Responsible official
Phone

This sheet is a summary of representations made in the workbook for this project. No additional information is required by the applicant.
Project Summary

Project Description

Consolidated 
Emissions 
(tpy)

This cell left intentionally blank.

Mr. Thomas Haney 
361-232-5881

0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00

Contact Data

Permit Type Action Type

Phone

Company TPCO America Corporation

This cell left intentionally blank.

Mr.  JoAdrian Vara 
361-271-1478
joadrianv@tpcoamerica.com

Technical contact

Email

Application contains confidential information?
This cell left intentionally blank.

Project Timing
Projected Start of Construction
Projected Start of Operation
This cell left intentionally blank.

Project Emission Summary (tpy)

Proposed 
(tpy)

Email

Permit Number

0.00

Fees

0.00

Yes Pollutants requiring PSD review

attainment or unclassified for all pollutants

Pollutants requiring NA review

0.00
0.00
0.00

Total Fee $3,266.44
$3,266.44

CN CN603957036

0.00
0.00

Minor NSR Renewal 100133

Flexible

RN106224447

0.00
0.00

PSD Not applicable

0.00

Special Permit
De Minimis

Nonattainment

Non-Renewal fee

Renewal certification selected? No
Miscellaneous

TCEQ Region Region 14

GHG PSD

HAP Major Source [FCAA § 112(g)]

0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

Not applicable
0.00

0.00
0.00

Not applicable
Not applicable

0.00

Not applicable
PAL Not applicable

Not applicable

This cell left intentionally blank.

Renewal fee

This cell left intentionally blank.

Public notice required?

Air Pollutant Watch List

Federal Applicability

ImpactsIs this facility located in an APWL area AND this application includes that pollutant?

APWL pollutants

0.00

This cell left intentionally blank.

This cell left intentionally blank.

San Patricio

This cell left intentionally blank.

Disaster Review
Any air contaminants for which a disaster review is required?
Disaster review pollutants

County classification (as of 
9/23/2019)

RN

Title V site?

This cell left intentionally blank.

Ozone classification requested 
for this project

attainment or unclassified for all pollutants

MERA analysis

Industry group

No impacts required

Qualitative analysis

County

Modeling
PSD Protocol

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00

Not applicable 0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
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Process Description 

The Facility will function as a "mini" steel mill. In a minimill, steel products are manufactured from 
scrap steel.  Iron ore will not be processed at the minimill.  Minimills do not utilize coke ovens or 
blast furnaces, which have historically been used to manufacture steel at conventional steel mills, 
but instead use electric arc furnaces (EAFs) to melt scrap. The following sections contain a detailed 
description of the processes proposed at the Facility. The proposed Facility is expected to produce 
approximately 750,000 tons of pipes per year. 

1.1 Minimill Operations 

1.1.1 Scrap Material Storage and Preparation 

Scrap steel for the Facility will be purchased from outside suppliers and transported to the facility by 
truck or railcar. Scrap material will arrive in a pre-processed (i.e., pre-shredded) form that can be 
used directly in the steelmaking process. The scrap will be stored in the scrap yard (EPN OSPSS) 
while the scrap charging bay will serve as intermediate storage between the scrap yard and the 
feedstock system. 

1.1.2 Raw Material Storage and Handling 

Various raw materials will be purchased from outside vendors, then stored and handled at the facility 
prior to use in the steelmaking process.  These materials include the following: 

• Fluxing agents (e.g. lime, carbon powder, light burned dolomite) 

• Alloy aggregate 

Lime will be transported to the Facility in trucks and stored in lime storage silos. The storage silos 
will be equipped with fabric filter baghouse vents (EPN LWS) to reduce PM emissions.  Lime will be 
transferred to the EAF elevated bunker and subsequently fed to the EAF by conveyor belt.  The EAF 
elevated bunker is connected to a baghouse (EPN LSTBS) to reduce PM emissions. Lime to be 
transferred to the ladle metallurgy furnace (LF) will be loaded to charging buckets in the lime 
warehouse and transported by truck to the raw material bay. In the raw material bay, lime will be 
transferred from the charging bucket to the LF elevated bunker by overhead crane and will 
subsequently be fed to the LF by conveyor belt.  

Light burned dolomite and carbon powder will be transported to the plant in sealed bags by truck 
and directly loaded to the alloy warehouse.  Overhead cranes will bring the bags into over 
underground bulk storage where they will be unloaded. The fluxing agents will be transferred to the 
EAF elevated bunker in the meltshop and subsequently fed to the EAF by conveyor belt.   PM 
emissions generated during the unloading of fluxing agents will be controlled by a canopy hood 
above the bulk storage bin, which will be vented to the alloy warehouse baghouse (EPN LWS). PM 
emissions resulting from the transfer of the materials to the EAF will be controlled by dedicated bin 
vent baghouses (EPN LSTBS). 
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Alloys are used in both the EAF and LF for refining steel metallurgy. Alloys in sealed bags will be 
transported by truck to the plant in aggregate form and unloaded in bulk storage bins. The alloy 
aggregate will be transferred to charging buckets in the alloy warehouse and transported by truck to 
the raw material bay. In the raw material bay, alloy aggregate will be transferred from charging 
buckets to the LF elevated bunker by overhead crane and subsequently fed to the EAF and LF by 
conveyor belt. 

1.1.3 EAF Melting and Refining Operations 

To initiate the steelmaking process, pre-shredded scrap material will be placed in an electric arc 
furnace (EAF). During a "cold" startup of the EAF operation, loading of scrap will be accomplished 
using charge buckets (i.e., scrap baskets), which are transported into position over the EAF using 
overhead cranes. Once the scrap basket is in position, the furnace roof will pivot to the side, and the 
scrap will be charged to the furnace. 

Approximately two or three charges of scrap will be required to produce one batch ("heat") of molten 
steel. Once charging is complete, the furnace roof will be re-positioned, and the furnace electrodes 
will be lowered. Electrical power will then be provided to increase the temperature of the entire 
charge of scrap to beyond the steel melting point of approximately 2,700 degrees Fahrenheit (°F). · 

After the first batch ("heat") of steel is melted, scrap for subsequent heats will be fed to the EAF 
using a continuous conveyer ("Consteel" conveyer). The conveyer system will allow the continuous 
feeding of scrap material to the EAF without opening the roof of the furnace, which is expected to 
result in considerable energy savings. In addition, the section of the Consteel conveyer closest to 
the EAF will be enclosed to allow for pre-heating of the scrap using the off-gas from the EAF. In the 
preheating section the carbon monoxide in the exhaust gas is oxidized by an automatically 
controlled injection of air, allowing more energy to be recovered by the system. From this point, the 
EAF off-gas will be routed to a baghouse stack (EPN EBS). A dynamic seal system will ensure that 
off-gas routed through the Consteel conveyer will not escape into the steel making workshop 
building or outside environment. The dynamic seal will also prevent the EAF baghouse from losing 
capacity by keeping clean air from being captured at the scrap feeding point 

During the melting process, fluxing agents (e.g., lime, light burned dolomite) will be used to remove 
impurities from the steel through the formation of "slag." Oxygen and reducing agents (carbon 
powder) will be injected to make the slag foam. Foamy slag provides insulation to reduce energy 
losses, protects the furnace panels from arcing, lowers refractory wear by shielding radiation, and 
improves heat transfer to the cooler scrap zones near the furnace walls. The floating slag rises as it 
foams. It is poured through the slag door into a pit below the furnace. 

Once melting and refining within the EAF is complete, the contents of the furnace will be poured 
("tapped") into a refractory-lined chamber ("ladle"), which will transport the molten steel to the ladle 
metallurgy furnace (LF) for further refining. A 36- to 46-ton "heel" of molten steel is typically left in 
the furnace after the furnace has been tapped in order to assist in the melting of the subsequent 
heat's scrap charges. Once or twice per day, the molten heel is tapped out of the furnace so that the 
refractory can be inspected and repaired if needed. After tapping the molten heel, a "cold" startup is 
required in which the scrap baskets are used to charge scrap to the furnace. 
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EAF emissions are generated during charging, melting, refining, and tapping. In general, when the 
furnace roof is closed, emissions will be controlled by a direct evacuation control (DEC) system, 
which is vented through a large diameter air-cooled duct to the EAF baghouse. When the furnace 
roof is open, emissions will be captured by the canopy hood above the EAF, which is also vented to 
the EAF baghouse·. Emissions that are not captured by the DEC system or the canopy hood may be 
released as fugitives through the steel making workshop vent (EPN SMWV) Based on experience 
from other minimills currently in operation throughout the United States, approximately 99.9% of the 
gaseous emissions generated in the EAF are captured by either the DEC system or the canopy 
hood. 

During charging, PM and VOC emissions will be generated by the partial combustion of grease, oil, 
plastics and paper attached to the scrap. Some PM emissions will be generated from the release of 
loose iron oxide (rust) particles on the scrap. CO emissions will be generated during charging of the 
furnace due to partial combustion of the carbon- containing materials being charged. Charging of 
scrap will only be performed once or twice per day, during the "cold" startup of the EAF. Emissions 
generated during charging will be controlled by a canopy hood above the EAF, which is vented to 
the EAF baghouse. 

Melting and refining emissions will include PM, CO, NOx, SO2, and small quantities of VOC. PM will 
be generated from the release of loose iron oxide (rust) particles on the scrap, condensation of 
volatilized lower-boiling point metals, and incomplete combustion of carbon-containing materials 
charged to the furnace. CO will also be emitted as a result of incomplete combustion of carbon-
bearing materials charged to the furnace and incomplete combustion of carbon in the furnace 
electrodes. NOx emissions will be formed within the EAF during melting as a result of the elevated 
temperatures within the EAF. During melting, SO2 will be generated within the furnace due to 
oxidation of sulfur contained in the combustibles. VOCs not oxidized during charging of the furnace 
will be oxidized during melting. During melting and refining, the furnace roof is closed, and emissions 
will be controlled by the DEC system, which is vented to the EAF baghouse. 

Any emissions that may escape as fugitives will be captured by the canopy hood above the EAF, 
which also is vented to the EAF baghouse. 

Emissions during tapping operations may include small quantities of PM, CO, and SO2. PM 
emissions will result from the fumes generated by the molten steel. CO and SO2 will form as a result 
of oxidation of a portion of the residual carbon and sulfur in the molten steel. Emissions from tapping 
will be controlled by the canopy hood above the EAF, which is vented to the EAF baghouse.  

EAF dust will be collected in the EAF baghouse and transferred directly from the baghouse into 
sealed trucks to be transported offsite. A sealed pipe will be connected to the bottom of the 
baghouse on one end and an open buffering bag on the other end. Periodically, dust will be 
collected by loading the bag into the trucks and transferring the dust from the pipe and bag into the 
trucks. The transfer operation will take place in an enclosed attachment of the baghouse. Since the 
enclosure will be under negative pressure, no air emissions are expected to result from the handling 
of EAF dust. The trucks will transport the dust offsite without any intermediate storage within the 
facility. 
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1.1.4 Ladle Metallurgy Station Refining Operations 

While some rough refining will be performed within the EAF, the EAF will be used primarily for 
melting scrap material. Once the steel reaches the desired conditions, the steel will be tapped into a 
refractory-lined chamber ("ladle") to be transported to the ladle metallurgy station (LMS). The LMS 
consists of a ladle furnace (LF) and a vacuum degassing unit (VD). At the LF, the ladle will be 
connected to a ladle furnace roof, which contains electrodes for further electrical heating. The 
injection of additional raw materials will also be accomplished in the LF. During the course of steel 
refining in the LF, argon is continuously injected to stir the liquid steel to a uniform composition and 
to adjust the temperature. 

When producing some high quality steel, degassing treatment by VD is necessary after refinement 
in the LF. A VD is used to reduce the concentrations of dissolved gases (H2, N2, 02) in the liquid 
steel, remove oxide inclusion materials from the liquid steel, and provide the means and technical 
conditions that are favorable for final desulfurization. In the VD vessel, impure materials are 
facilitated to float on the surface of liquid steel and the purity of liquid steel is highly improved by 
blowing argon into liquid steel under vacuum condition. 

The VD system is composed of a vacuum tank, vacuum tank lid, argon blowing system on the 
bottom of the ladle, and vacuum system. From the LF, the ladle will be transported to the VD vessel 
by overhead crane. When the ladle is in position, argon blowing from the bottom of the ladle will be 
started to stir the liquid steel and homogenize the liquid steel composition and bath temperature. 
The vacuum tank will then be covered by a lid and vacuum processing will begin. Vacuum 
processing occurs for approximately 8 to 15 minutes, and argon continuously stirs the liquid steel 
with low air flow. Air will be blown into the tank to break the vacuum conditions. When the lid opens, 
wire feeding will be conducted with argon blowing. When the temperature and composition of the 
liquid steel meet the requirements, the argon blowing system will be turned off and ladle cover 
agents will be added into the steel bath to preserve heat. The ladle will then be transported to the 
caster by overhead crane. During the VD process, no material will be charged into the ladle except 
wire feeding. 

Exhausted gas and PM from the vacuum tank will be pumped to an air cooling and dust collector 
system. When exhausted gas is cooled on the vertical air cooling device, some large-diameter PM 
will deposit by gravity. A sealed silo will be installed below the air cooling and dust collector system, 
where dust will be collected and cleaned regularly. Exhausted gas from the cooling and dust 
collector system will enter the vacuum pump system, and then enter condensers with steam. After 
the last condenser, the gas and steam will be exhausted from the VD steam stack (EPN VDSS). PM 
entrained in the cooling water will be treated in the water treatment system. 

The ladle is lined with refractory and preheated before being used. The ladle preparation area will 
consist of dryers and preheaters. Both the dryers and preheaters will be natural- gas fired. 
Combustion emissions will be released during preheating and drying of the ladle. The refractory 
lining of the ladle will also require occasional repair and replacement. This may involve the use of 
organic binding agents, which may generate small quantities of VOC emissions. In addition, some 
PM emissions may be generated from the removal of spent refractory. 

LF emissions are expected to be similar to emissions generated during melting operations within the 
EAF, but much smaller in magnitude. Contaminants which may be emitted include PM, CO, NOx, 
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SO2, and VOC. PM emissions will be generated primarily from iron oxide in steel and metal fumes. 
PM emissions from the LF are expected to be lower than PM emissions from the EAF because the 
steel will already be in molten form and the low-vapor point metals will have already been volatilized. 
Additionally, some reduction of PM generation, especially metal fumes, will result from the filtering 
effect of the slag layer, which will float on the molten steel bath. Small quantities of CO emissions 
from the LF may also result from the oxidation of carbon containing materials such as the LF's 
electrodes. Small amounts of NOx may be emitted as air comes in contact with any exposed molten 
metal surfaces. Very small quantities of SO2 may also be emitted due to oxidation of carbon 
materials and residual sulfur in the bath. 

An air-cooled duct connected to the ladle furnace roof will vent emissions from the LF to the LF 
baghouse (EPN LSTBS). Some emissions will also be captured by the canopy hood above the LF, 
which also is vented to the LF baghouse. In addition, emissions from raw material transfer to the 
elevated bunker will also be captured and vented to the LF baghouse. Approximately 99.9% of 
emissions generated by the LF will be routed to the LF baghouse. The remaining emissions may be 
released from the building as fugitives through the steel making workshop vent (EPN SMWV) 
Emissions from the dryers, preheaters, and ladle relining activities are all conservatively assumed to 
be released from the building as fugitives through the steel making workshop vent. 

1.1.5 Slag Handling and Crushing 

Slag is formed in both the EAF and LF. The slag formed in the EAF tends to be larger in diameter 
and requires processing prior to resale as a usable aggregate product. 

The slag formed in the EAF will be emptied into concrete-lined pits beneath the furnace for cooling. 
Cooling slag is subsequently removed by front-end loaders and transferred to a water quenching 
area in the slag yard. After 24 hours of water quenching, most of the slag will be in powder form. 
Only a small portion of the slag will be in lump form and will be transferred to a building in the comer 
of the slag yard. In the building, a sealed crusher will process the slag into small pieces. Since the 
slag is processed in an enclosed building with high moisture, the crushing emissions are expected to 
be minimal. The processed slag is subsequently loaded into dump trucks and transferred offsite. 

The slag formed in the LF will be emptied from the ladle after the LF refining operation is complete. 
After cooling, the LF slag will be transported to the slag yard and processed in the same manner as 
EAF slag. 

1.1.6 Continuous Casting Operations 

Once the molten steel reaches the desired properties in the LF or VD, the ladle will be removed and 
transported by overhead crane to a continuous casting machine. In the caster, steel will be tapped 
from the ladle into another refractory-lined chamber ("tundish"). From the tundish, the molten steel 
will flow from four outlets of the tundish into four molds lubricated with mold fluxes (crystallizer 
covering slag). As the steel travels through the mold, it will be cooled and formed into steel billets 
with a liquid core. As the partially cooled steel continues out of the mold, it is further cooled by water 
sprays. After leaving the spray chamber, curved billets are straightened by the straightening 
machine. The billets are then cut into individual pieces with fixed lengths by an automatic natural 
gas- oxygen torch system. Billets then continue on to the cooling bed and are picked up by an 
overhead crane and placed into storage bays. 
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The relatively low level of emissions occurring during casting primarily results from the combustion 
of natural gas from the tundish preheater and the cutting torch system.. Small quantities of 
emissions also may result from the molten steel. The caster-related emissions primarily leave the 
steel making workshop building via the steel making workshop vent (EPN SMWV). Steam from the 
spray cooling chamber exhausts through two stacks located on the outside wall of the steel making 
workshop building. 

The tundish will be preheated using a natural gas-fired heater. Combustion emissions will be 
released during tundish preheating. In addition, the refractory lining of the tundish must be repaired 
occasionally. This may involve the use of organic binding agents, which may generate small 
quantities of VOC emissions. In addition, some PM emissions may be generated from the removal of 
spent refractory. Emissions from the tundish preheating and tundish refractory repair are assumed to 
be released from the building as fugitives through the steel making workshop vent. 

1.2 Pipe Mill 

1.2.1 Billet Storage and Preparation 

Steel billets with fixed length and diameter will be transported from the steel making workshop to the 
hot pipe rolling workshop by overhead crane and stored in the billet storage yard. A portion of the 
billets will be transferred to the billet preparation area by delivery table and ingoing skid as needed. 
Billets will be cut into required lengths by the billet cutting saw and weighed in the preparation area. 

After weighing, billets will be charged into the rotary hearth furnace (RHF), in which the billets will be 
heated to a proper temperature for the next piercing process. Emissions from the combustion of 
natural gas in the rotary hearth furnace are exhausted through a roof-top-stack (EPN RHFS).  

When producing some high-alloy steel pipes and thin wall pipes, billets will need to be centered by 
the cold centering machine before being charged into the RHF. 

During the course of billet storage, transportation, and preparation, PM emissions will be generated 
primarily from iron oxides. 

1.2.2 Hot Rolling 

Heated billets from the RHF will be transported by delivery table to the cone type piercing mill, by 
which they will be pierced into hollow thick wall pipes. Subsequently, hollow billets will pass through 
a borax spraying and collection system, where steel scale inside the hollow billets can be blown off 
by nitrogen and borax. 

After being descaled, hollow billets will be conveyed through the PQF retained mandrel pipe mill 
which reduces the diameters and uniforms wall thickness of hollow billets. The hot formed billet is 
called a "pierced billet". During pipe hot rolling, the external surfaces of pierced billets will be 
cleaned by a high pressure water descaling system. 

PM emissions generated during hot rolling will be controlled by canopy hoods above the cone type 
piercing mill, the borax spraying and collection system, the entrance and exit of the PQF pipe mill 
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and the extracting mill, which will be vented to the sinter plate filter in the hot rolling workshop (EPN 
HRLDS). 

Before hot rolling, mandrels lubricated with graphite will be preheated by exhaust gas from the RHF 
and then pulled through the hollow billets. After hot rolling, mandrels will be extracted from the 
pierced billets in the extracting mill. Then the mandrels will be cooled and lubricated with graphite for 
reuse.  

PM emissions will be generated primarily from iron oxide. Small amounts of NOx may be emitted as 
air comes in contact with exposed hot pipes. 

1.2.3 Sizing 

According to different requirements, there will be three different subsequent processes after pipe hot 
rolling: thin wall pipe, normalized pipe, and thick wall pipe. 

After sizing, pipes will be cooled on the cooling bed and then transported to the pipe layer saw for 
head and tail end cutting and fixed length cutting. Emissions from pipe cutting will be captured by the 
canopy hood above the sizing mill, which will be connected to the sinter plate filter (EPN HRLDS) 

Subsequently, pipes will pass through the straightening machine and non-destructive testing (NDT) 
machine in turn. There will be a dust absorbing unit (i.e., iron boxes) between the straightening 
process and the non-destructive testing process, in which the iron scale on pipes can be removed by 
pressurized air from one side of the unit into a dust collector on the other side of the unit. The dust 
absorbing unit will be equipped with a baghouse to control PM emissions, which will then be routed 
to the hot rolling and pipe processing-workshop vent (EPN HRPPWV). 

After NDT, weighing, and length measuring, hot rolled pipe will be stored in the intermediate storage. 

1.2.4 Heat Treatment 

For some types of seamless steel pipe, heat treatment is required. First, hot rolled pipes from the 
intermediate storage will be transported to the quench furnace and will be heated to different 
required temperatures. A high pressure water descaling system will be equipped at the exit of the 
quenching furnace for pipe surface descaling. After descaling there will be three different 
subsequent heat treatment processes, according to different requirements. 

QUENCHING AND TEMPERING PROCESS 

From the quench furnace and water descaling system, pipes will be cooled quickly by cooling 
water when passing through the quenching unit. Pipes will then be transported to the tempering 
furnace for temper treatment. 

NORMALIZING AND TEMPERING PROCESS 

From the quench furnace and water descaling system, pipes will be cooled slowly on the cooling 
bed, and will then be transported to the tempering furnace for temper treatment. 

From the above two processes, pipes from the tempering furnace will be transported to the hot 
sizing mill, hot straightening machine and cooling bed in turn to complete the entire heat treatment 
process. Emissions from the combustion of natural gas in the quenching furnace and tempering 
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furnace are exhausted through the quenching furnace stack (EPN QFS) and the tempering furnace 
stack (EPN TFS) respectively. 

NORMALIZING PROCESS 

From the quench furnace and water descaling system, pipes will be transported directly to the 
cooling bed. 

Cooled pipes treated in the above three processes will then go through straightness and hardness 
inspection. The pipes that cannot meet the hardness requirements will be sent back to repeat their 
respective heat treatment process. 

Before going through NDT, pipes will pass through a dust absorbing unit (i.e., iron boxes), in which 
the iron scale on pipes is removed by pressurized air from one side of the unit into a dust collector 
on the other side of the unit. The dust absorbing unit is equipped with a baghouse to control PM 
emissions, which will then be routed to the hot rolling and pipe processing workshop vent (EPN 
HRPPWV). 

After NDT, the qualified pipes will return to intermediate storage for further processing. 

1.2.5 Premium Connecting Pipe Finishing 

Semi-manufactured pipes for the premium connecting pipe finishing line will be produced on site or 
purchased from outside suppliers. Seventy-five percent of the semi- manufactured pipes will be 
heat-treated pipes. 

Semi-manufactured pipes from outside suppliers that have passed hydrostatic testing will be 
transported by overhead crane to the pipe threading machine in the premium connecting pipe line 
for pipe end threading. Those pipes that have not passed hydrostatic testing will go through 
hydrostatic testing before pipe end threading. 

After threading, the pipes will go through screw thread testing. Unqualified pipes will be transported 
off-line to the sawing machine to be cut and then transported back to the premium connecting line. 
After applying lubricating grease onto pipe threads; qualified pipes will then be transferred to a 
coupling screw-on machine to screw a pipe connector on one of the pipe ends. 

Subsequently, the pipes will be transported to another pipe threading machine, the other end of 
qualified pipes will be threaded, followed by screw thread testing. Pipes that pass screw thread 
testing will then be lubricated with lubricating grease and pin and box protectors will be screwed on 
the end. 

After weighing, length measuring, and labelling, pipes will be transferred to a coating device where 
paint will be solidified on the surface of pipes (EPN UVCS4). UVCS4 will utilize water-based paint. 
Two small diesel heaters are currently employed to control humidity on humid mornings, pre and 
post UVCS4. Finished pipes will be transported to finished pipe storage by overhead crane. 

During the threading and hydrostatic testing process, emulsion will be used.  Waste emulsion will be 
collected and stored in waste emulsion tank in the workshop (EPN PCLWV) which may emit a small 
amount of VOCs. 
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1.2.6 Casing Pipe Finishing 

Heat treated and hot rolled pipes from intermediate storage will be transported to the pipe threading 
machine in the casing pipe line for pipe end threading. After threading, the pipes will go through pipe 
end inspection. 

Unqualified pipes will be transported off-line to the sawing machine to be cut and then transported 
back to the casing pipe line. Qualified pipes will be directly transferred to a coupling screw-on 
machine to screw a pipe connector on one of the pipe ends. 

Subsequently, the screwed pipes will go through the hydrostatic test and drift diameter inspection. 
After inspection, the other end of qualified pipes will be threaded, followed by end pipe inspection. 
Pipes that pass end pipe inspection will be lubricated with lubricating grease, and pin and box 
protectors will be screwed on the end. 

After weighing, length measuring, and labelling, pipes will be transferred to coating devices and UV 
paint will be sprayed on the pipes. The coating devices will be equipped with a paint collection 
system to control VOC emissions (EPNs UVCS1, UVCS2, and UVCS3). 

Painted pipes will dry on the chain stripper. To shorten the drying time, a non-contact steam drying 
system will be installed on the chain stripper. Steam will be supplied by a boiler which is heated by 
the exhaust heat from the rotary hearth furnace. This boiler shares an exhaust stack with the rotary 
hearth furnace (EPN RHFS). Dry casing pipes will be transported to finished pipe storage by 
overhead crane. 

During the threading and hydrostatic testing process, emulsion will be used. Waste emulsion will be 
collected and stored in waste emulsion tank in the workshop (EPN HRPPWV), which may emit a 
small amount of VOCs. During coating and drying processes, paint will be used, which also may 
emit VOCs. 

1.2.7 Plain End Pipe Finishing 

The process of plain end pipe finishing is similar to the process of casing pipe finishing, except that 
the threading process is not included. The plain end pipe finishing line is a separate production line 
from the casing pipe finishing line. 

1.3 Water Treatment 

There will be one closed cooling water recycling system and one wastewater treatment and 
recycling system for the proposed steel making workshop and the pipe mill, respectively. Minimal air 
emissions are expected to result from the water treatment system. 

1.3.1 Closed Cooling Water Recycling System in the Steel Making Workshop 

A water pump station near the steel making workshop will provide cooling water for melting, refining, 
and casting processes. This cooling water recycle system will consist of three closed water cycles; 
the cooling water will not contact air and machines within the steel making workshop. Anti-
incrustation corrosion agent will be added regularly into cooling water, and water in this system will 
be supplemented regularly. No wastewater will be generated from this system. 
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1.3.2 Open Cooling Water Recycling System and Wastewater Treatment in the 
Steel Making Workshop 

There will be two outside cooling water towers, one outdoor hot water well and one indoor hot water 
well in the open water recycling system. Hot water wells will be covered by lids. 

Wastewater with iron scale from the steel making workshop will pass through one first sedimentation 
tank. Iron scale deposited at the bottom of the tank will be transported by overhead crane to the 
paved ground beside the tank for natural dehydration (EPN OSPFST) The first sedimentation tank 
will be equipped with an oil skimmer, by which oil on the' surface of the wastewater will be collected. 

Wastewater from the first sedimentation tank will pass through a radical sedimentation tank and a 
sludge thicken tank in turn, where flocculating agent (poly aluminum chloride) will be added to the 
wastewater and produced sludge will be collected by sludge scrapers. A chemical feeding room will 
be located near the radical sedimentation tank for chemical mixing and one adjusting tank for 
adjusting the wastewater's flow rate, temperature, and pH before wastewater treatment. 

Oil collected by the oil skimmer will be transported in a sealed box to off-site reclamation facilities. 
Sludge collected by sludge scrapers will be transported to a sludge dewatering room equipped with 
two plate and frame filter presses. After sludge dehydration, sludge cake will be transported to off-
site reclamation facilities. All treated wastewater will be reused in the steelmaking process. 

 

The tanks mentioned above will be located outside of the steel making workshop, except the first 
sedimentation tank.  

The steel making wastewater treatment process (EPN SMWTF) will emit a small amount of VOCs 
and the cooling towers (EPN N6CCT and N7CCT) may emit a small amount of PM. 

1.3.3 Closed Cooling Water Recycling System in the Pipe Mill 

The closed cooling water recycling system in the pipe mill is similar to that in the steel making 
workshop. There will be a pump station near the pipe hot rolling and finishing workshop.  

1.3.4 Open Cooling Water Recycling System and Wastewater Treatment in the 
Pipe Mill 

There will be seven cooling water towers and one hot water well for the pipe hot rolling process and 
the pipe finishing process, respectively. The cooling water tower flow rates for each the pipe hot 
rolling process and the pipe finishing process are combined for emission calculation purposes. 

There will be a separate graphite wastewater treatment system to handle wastewater from the 
mandrel bar workshop where graphite on the mandrel is washed out into water. The graphite 
wastewater system will utilize graphite power bags, which do not result in air emissions. 

Dehydrated sludge cake will be transported to off-site reclamation facilities, and the treated 
wastewater will be recycled in the pipe hot rolling and finishing processes. 

The entire wastewater treatment process (EPN WTFPR) will emit a small amount of VOCs and the 
cooling tower (EPN PPCCT) may emit a small amount of PM. 
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1.4 Miscellaneous Operations 

In addition to the above mentioned facilities, TPCO America Corporation proposes to include the 
following miscellaneous activities: 

• Miscellaneous painting operations within the steel making workshop and hot rolling mill. 

• Paint will be applied manually with a brush. 

• Solvent usage. 

• Lubricating oil for equipment maintenance purposes. 

• Miscellaneous welding operations for maintenance purposes. 

1.5 Heat Treatment Line 

The proposed heat treatment line is expected to produce approximately 225,000 metric ton of pipe 
per year. The following sections provide a detailed description of the processes associated with the 
proposed heat treatment line. 

1.5.1 Heat Treatment 

The pipes are heat treated to harden their outer surfaces and produce a more durable product. 
Pipes from intermediate storage will be transported to the quench furnace and will be heated to 
different required temperatures. A high pressure water descaling system will be equipped at the exit 
of the quenching furnace for pipe surface descaling. After descaling, there will be two different 
cooling processes utilized: 

QUENCHING AND TEMPERING PROCESS 

From the quench furnace and water descaling system, pipes will be cooled quickly by cooling 
water when passing through the quenching unit. Pipes will then be transported to the tempering 
furnace for temper treatment. 

 

NORMALIZING AND TEMPERING PROCESS 

From the quench furnace and water descaling system, pipes will be cooled slowly on the cooling 
bed, and will then be transported to the tempering furnace for temper treatment. 

From the above two processes, pipes from the tempering furnace will be transported to the hot 
sizing mill, hot straightening machine and cooling bed in turn to complete the entire heat treatment 
process. Emissions from the combustion of natural gas in the quenching furnace and tempering 
furnace are exhausted through the quenching furnace stack (EPN QFS2) and the tempering furnace 
stack (EPN TFS2), respectively. 

Cooled pipes treated in the above processes will then go through straightness and hardness 
inspection. The pipes that cannot meet the hardness requirements will be sent back to repeat their 
respective heat treatment process. 
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Before going through the non-destructive testing (NDT) machine, pipes will pass through a dust 
absorbing unit (i.e., iron boxes), in which the iron scale on pipes is removed by pressurized air from 
one side of the unit into a dust collector or the other side of the unit. 

The dust absorbing unit is equipped with a baghouse to control PM emissions, 

After NDT, the qualified pipes will be marked using an automatic spray paint and sent to 
intermediate storage before further processing. If a pipe was determined to be unqualified, then it 
will be marked with white ink and then repaired by manual regrinding before being sent back to the 
marking operations. Emissions from marking and manual regrinding are vented as fugitives within 
the building (EPN HTFUG). Additional fugitive emissions accounted for within EPN HTFUG include 
maintenance welding and oil evaporation from greasing operations. Finished pipes are transported 
to intermediate storage before further processing. 

Rollers are used to transport the pipes through the various processes of the heat treatment line. The 
rollers are coated in oil to assist in the movement of the pipes. 

1.6 Pipe Coupling Line 

1.6.1 Pipe Cutting 

After heat treatment and a water pressure test, the pipes will be transported with the help of a 
crown-block to the loading table of the pipe cutting machine (#1 or #2), on which the pipes will be cut 
into sizes that are fit for threading. An emulsion is used to aid in the cutting.   A small amount of 
electrode is used in regular overhaul at this process step. 

Emissions from pipe cutting and electrode usage are vented as fugitives within the building (EPN 
PCFUG). 

1.6.2 Threading 

Pipes will be transported via forklift to the pipe threading machines (#1-#18) in the pipe coupling line 
for threading on both sides of the pipe. 

1.6.3 Inspection 

Threaded pipes are then sent to inspection.  Wet magnetic particle fluid is applied both inside and 
outside of the pipe in order to detect surface flaws.  Pipes that fail to pass the mag particle 
inspection will be printed with a label indicating that it is a waste product and sent to a waste box. 
Coupling pipes that are shown to have small cracks on the outside, are sent to be polished manually 
and are re-inspected using the mag particle inspection fluid. Qualified coupling pipes are directly 
transferred to the phosphatizing line if the small cracks disappear during the second inspection.  If 
not, these pipes are marked and transferred to the waste storage. Marking and inspection emissions 
are vented inside the building as fugitives (EPN PCFUG). Qualified pipes are loaded directly into the 
phosphatizing box and transported to the phosphatizing line. 
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1.6.4 Phosphatizing 

Coupling pipes will be loaded into the phosphatizing line for phosphatizing. The line is made up of 12 
phosphatizing liquid storage tanks, including the following: 

• Two (2) alkali wash tanks, 

• Five (5) rinse tanks, 

• One (1) activation tank, 

• Three (3) phosphatizing tanks, and 

• One (1) antirust tank 

Each tank has a volume of approximately 190 gallons (0.72 m3). The first step in the process is the 
cleansing of the pipe surface with the alkali wash to remove any excess dirt or particles from the 
cutting and threading operations. The pipe is then rinsed and sent to the activation tank which 
serves to prime the surface for the phosphate coating. The phosphate tank is primarily composed of 
Mn(H2PO4)2. Once the phosphate has been applied, an anti-rust chemical is also applied to prevent 
pipe corrosion. Emissions from the process are vented through two stacks (EPNs PHOS1 and 
PHOS2) which are connected to two hoods. One hood is located on top of the phosphatizing line, 
while the other is installed in the side face of the line. The used phosphatizing liquids are sent 
through a wastewater treatment process (EPN WW) before being released from the site. 

1.6.5 Spray Booth 

After phosphatizing, the pipe coupling line uses an automatic spray booth to coat the pipe. No 
heating is needed for the coating booth; pressurized coating is sprayed using the automatic spray 
guns, which paints the pipe coupling surface. After spraying is complete, paint repairs to the pipe are 
performed using enamel paint. 

The spray booth is equipped with a water-curtain and absorption unit. Approximately 85% of the 
coating sprayed out of the spray gun will remain on the coupling surface. The remainder of the paint 
will either fall out of the atmosphere due to the particle size distribution or will be treated by the water 
curtain. EPN CS4 is connected to the hood above the automatic spray paint portion of the booth, 
while EPNs CS5 and CS6 are connected to the hood above the drying portion of the booth.The 
pipes will stay inside the booth for less than one minute before being transferred to the drying 
portion. The drying portion of the booth is electrically heated. The coating that does not mix with the 
water is recycled and the remaining water is discharged to the phosphating liquid water treatment 
system on a regular basis. If there are any paint flaws after the coating process, the pipe surfaces 
are manually touched up using surface repair paint. 

1.6.6 Drying Room 

Electricity for the drying room is supplied by infrared radiation for continuous heating; the heat rating 
is approximately 10 kW. Dry casing pipes will be transported to finished pipe storage by overhead 
crane. 
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1.6.7 Wastewater 

There will be one closed cooling water recycling system and one wastewater treatment and 
recycling system for the proposed project. Minimal air emissions are expected to result from the 
water treatment system. 
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Note: All fugitive emissions will be exhausted through the Premium Connecting Line Workshop Vent (EPN PCLWV).
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Note: All fugitive emissions will be exhausted through the Hot Rolling and Pipe Processing Workshop Vent (EPN HRPPWV).
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Note: All fugitive emissions will be exhausted through the Hot Rolling and Pipe Processing Workshop Vent (EPN HRPPWV).
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Note: All fugitive emissions will be exhausted through the Fugitive vent (EPN HTFUG).  Fugitives include oil evaporation, welding,

dust absorbing system (baghouse), regrinding, cutting, and marking.
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Note: All fugitives will include cutting, threading mag particle dip inspection, printing, phosphatizing, and welding.

These emissions will be represented by EPN PCFUG
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Appendix A-1
PSG Emission Calculation Hourly Emissions Annual Emissions
TEDA TPCO America Corporation lb/hr tpy
November 2019 Ethyl alcohol 45% 3.50 13.99

EPN:HRPPWV Glycol based solvent 35% 2.72 10.88
1-propanol 10% 0.78 3.11
Trixylenyl phosphate 5% 0.39 1.55
2-propanol 5% 0.39 1.55
Titanium dioxide 10% 0.78 3.11

Max Usage Annual Usage Density Max VOC Max PM1 *Titanium dioxide emissions based on usage rate, density and wt.%
gal/hr gal/yr lb/gal % % lb/hr lb/week tpy lb/hr lb/week tpy lb/hr lb/week tpy

PSG 1.00 8000 7.77 100% 30% 7.77 870.24 31.08 0.23 26.11 0.93 0.02 2.61 0.09
MEK2 0.50 165 6.69 100% 0% 3.35 374.64 0.55 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Total 11.12 1244.88 31.63 0.23 26.11 0.93 0.02 2.61 0.09
Notes:
1. PM emissions conservatively calculated assuming all solids drop from the coating surface and 90% control efficiency for emissions generated within a full enclosure, as per TCEQ rock crushing guidance.
2. MEK is used for the cleanup of application equipment.
3. As per Painting Basics and Emission Calculations for TCEQ Air Quality Permit Applications, updated October 11, 2006, high transfer efficiency application equipment will have >90% of droplets >30 microns in diameter.

Component Content

Material VOC Emissions  PM Emissions1  PM10/PM2.5 Emissions3



Appendix A-2
PSG Emission Calculation Hourly Emissions Annual Emissions
TEDA TPCO America Corporation lb/hr tpy
November 2019 Ethyl alcohol 45% 0.08 0.23

EPN:PCLWV Glycol based solvent 35% 0.06 0.18
1-propanol 10% 0.02 0.05
Trixylenyl phosphate 5% 0.01 0.03
2-propanol 5% 0.01 0.03
Titanium dioxide 10% 0.02 0.05

Max Usage Annual Usage Density Max VOC Max PM1

gal/hr gal/yr lb/gal % % lb/hr lb/week tpy lb/hr lb/week tpy lb/hr lb/week tpy
PSG 0.02 130 7.77 100% 30% 0.17 19.43 0.51 0.01 0.58 0.02 0.00 0.06 0.00
MEK2 0.001 3 6.69 100% 0% 0.00 0.39 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Total 0.18 19.81 0.52 0.01 0.58 0.02 0.00 0.06 0.00
Notes:
1. PM emissions conservatively calculated assuming all solids drop from the coating surface and 90% control efficiency for emissions generated within a full enclosure, as per TCEQ rock crushing guidance.
2. MEK is used for the cleanup of application equipment.
3. As per Painting Basics and Emission Calculations for TCEQ Air Quality Permit Applications, updated October 11, 2006, high transfer efficiency application equipment will have >90% of droplets >30 microns in diameter.

Component Content

Material  VOC Emissions PM Emissions1 *Titanium dioxide emissions based on usage rate, density and wt.% PM10/PM2.5 Emissions3



Appendix A-3
Coating Emission Calculation Hourly Emissions Annual Emissions
TEDA TPCO America Corporation lb/hr tpy
November 2019 Water 70%
EPN:UVCS4 Proprietary alkyd resin 20% 0.06 0.20

Ethylene glycol monobutyl ether 20% 0.91 3.08
Ammonia 1%
Propane-1,2-diol 1% 0.05 0.15
Organomodified polysiloxane 1% 0.05 0.15

Max Usage Annual Usage Density Max VOC Max PM
 Control 

Efficiency Hourly Emissions Annual Emissions
gal/hr gal/yr lb/gal lb/gal % lb/hr lb/week tpy lb/hr lb/week tpy % lb/hr lb/week tpy lb/hr lb/week tpy lb/hr lb/week tpy lb/hr tpy

QUAKERCOAT 317 CLEAR SEMIBLACK 2.03 13,681 8.54 3.30 23% 6.70 750.29 22.57 3.97 444.64 13.38 85% 1.00 112.54 3.39 0.06 6.67 0.20 0.01 0.67 0.02 Proprietary alkyd resin 20.00% 0.06 0.20 Accounted under PM10/2.5 NAAQS modeling
MEK2 0.10 5 6.69 6.69 0% 0.67 74.93 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 85% 0.10 11.24 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 Ethylene glycol monobutyl ether 90.91% 0.91 3.08

Total 1.11 123.78 3.39 0.06 6.67 0.20 0.01 0.67 0.02 Propane-1,2-diol 4.55% 0.05 0.15
Notes: Organomodified polysiloxane 4.55% 0.05 0.15
1. PM emission conservatively calculated assuming all solids drop from the coating surface and 90% fallout in the spray booth, as per TCEQ Guidance. Ammonia 1% 0.17 0.58
2. MEK is used for the cleanup of application equipment.
3. As per Painting Basics and Emission Calculations for TCEQ Air Quality Permit Applications, updated October 11, 2006, high transfer efficiency application equipment will have >90% of droplets >30 microns in diameter.

*Ammonia emissions based on usage rate, density and wt.% of ammonia

Component Content

Controlled PM 
EmissionsMaterial

Uncontrolled VOC 
Emissions

Uncontrolled PM 
Emissions

Controlled VOC 
Emissions

Component

Content              
(Normalized to VOC 

Wt.%)

 PM10/PM2.5 
Emissions3



Appendix A-4
Hot Rolling Sinter Plate Filter Stack Emission Calculation
TEDA TPCO America Corporation
November 2019
EPN:HRLDS

Emission Point Number TSP1 PM10
1 Maximum Flow

Hourly TSP 
Emissions

Hourly PM10 
Emissions

Annual TSP 
Emissions

Annual PM10 
Emissions

gr/dscf gr/dscf dscf/minute lb/hr lb/hr tpy tpy
HRLDS 0.0011 0.0011 290,453 2.74 2.74 8.00 8.00

Notes:
1. Emissions factors are based upon stack sampling at other TPCO America facilities.
2. Annual emissions are based on 16 hours of operation per day.



Appendix A-5
Water Treatment Facility for Pipe Rolling Mill Emission Calculation
TEDA TPCO America Corporation
November 2019
EPN:WTFPR

Hourly VOC 
Emissions

Hourly TSP 
Emissions

Hourly 
PM10 

Emissions

Annual 
VOC 

Emissions
Annual TSP 
Emissions

Annual 
PM10 

Emissions
lb/hr lb/hr lb/hr tpy tpy tpy

WTFPR Water Treatment Facility for Pipe Rolling Mill 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10
Emission Point Number Description



Appendix A-6
Diesel Heaters
TEDA TPCO America Corporation
November 2019
EPN:HRPPWV

Averaging 
Period

Heater 
Duty

(HHV)
(MMBTU/

hr) MMBtu/Mgal Mgal/hr
Annual 0.2 131 0.002
Hourly 0.2 131 0.002

Exhaust Emissions - Proposed 

Short 
Term  
AP42

Annual     
AP42

PM 2.0 2.0 lb/Mgal 0.0033 0.0012
VOC 0.2 0.2 lb/Mgal 0.0003 0.0001
NOx 24 24 lb/Mgal 0.0394 0.0142
CO 5 5 lb/Mgal 0.0082 0.0030
SO2 0.21 0.21 lb/Mgal 0.0003 0.0001

Notes:
1. Emissions calculations are per one of two heaters employed to control the humidity on the pipe surface pre and post UVCS4.
2. Annual emissions are based on 720 annual hours of operation, as per TCEQ guidance for diesel fired combustion sources.

Component

Emission Basis Max 
Hourly 

Emission
(lb/hr)

Annual 
Average 
Emission

(tpy)



Appendix B-1
Hot Rolling Sinter Plate Filter Stack Emission Calculation
TEDA TPCO America Corporation
November 2019
IMPACTS

22.73542 (µg/m3) / (lb/hr)

0.10976484 (µg/m3) / (tpy)

13.28731 (µg/m3) / (lb/hr)
0.05843607 (µg/m3) / (tpy)

18.29701 (µg/m3) / (lb/hr)
0.04217123 (µg/m3) / (tpy)

Modeled Emission Rate
EPN:HRPPWV 1.00 lb/hr
EPN:PCLWV 1.00 lb/hr
EPN:UVCS4 1.00 lb/hr

CAS Contaminant
Project 

Emission 
Rate

EPN:HRPPWV     
(coating)          

and              
(Diesel heater)

GLCmax            

(µg/m3)
EPN:PCLWV

GLCmax       

(µg/m3)
EPN:UVCS4

GLCmax       

(µg/m3)
Total 

Emissions

Total        
GLCmax          

(µg/m3)
Pass/Fail 10% ESL < 10% Esl

lb/hr 3.3450 76.0500 0.0034 0.0458 0.1004 1.8361 3.4488 77.9319 Pass 18000 Short Term 1800 Yes
tpy 0.5519 0.0606 0.0100 0.0006 0.0025 0.0001 0.5645 0.0613 Pass 2600 Long Term 260 Yes

lb/hr 3.4965 79.4944 0.0780 1.0370 - - 3.5745 80.5314 Pass 18800 Short Term 1880 Yes
tpy 13.9860 1.5352 0.2273 0.0133 - - 14.2133 1.5485 Pass 1880 Long Term 188 Yes

lb/hr 2.7195 61.8290 0.0607 0.8066 - - 2.7802 62.6356 Pass 450 Short Term 45 No
tpy 10.8780 1.1940 0.1768 0.0103 - - 11.0548 1.2044 Pass 4.5 Long Term 0.45 No

lb/hr 0.7770 17.6654 0.0173 0.2305 - - 0.7943 17.8959 Pass 2460 Short Term 246 Yes
tpy 3.1080 0.3411 0.0505 0.0030 - - 3.1585 0.3441 Pass 246 Long Term 24.6 Yes

lb/hr 0.3885 8.8327 0.0087 0.1152 - - 0.3972 8.9479 Pass 4920 Short Term 492 Yes
tpy 1.5540 0.1706 0.0253 0.0015 - - 1.5793 0.1721 Pass 492 Long Term 49.2 Yes

lb/hr - - - - 0.9135 16.7143 0.9135 16.7143 Pass 2900 Short Term 290 Yes
tpy - - - - 3.0782 0.1298 3.0782 0.1298 Pass 3700 Long Term 370 Yes

lb/hr - - - - 0.1734 3.1720 0.1734 3.1720 Pass 180 Short Term 18 Yes
tpy - - - - 0.5842 0.0246 0.5842 0.0246 Pass 92 Long Term 9.2 Yes

lb/hr - - - - 0.0457 0.8357 0.0457 0.8357 Pass 1800 Short Term 180 Yes
tpy - - - - 0.1539 0.0065 0.1539 0.0065 Pass 18 Long Term 1.8 Yes

lb/hr - - - - 0.0457 0.8357 0.0457 0.8357 Pass 1000 Short Term 100 Yes
tpy - - - - 0.1539 0.0065 0.1539 0.0065 Pass 100 Long Term 10 Yes

lb/hr 0.000656 0.0149 - - - - 0.0007 0.0149 Pass 19 Short Term 1.9 Yes
tpy 0.000236 0.0000 - - - - 0.0002 0.0000 Pass 0.15 Long Term 0.015 Yes

lb/hr 0.7770 17.6654 0.0173 0.2305 - - 0.7943 17.8959 Pass 50 Short Term 5 No
tpy 3.1080 0.3411 0.0505 0.0030 - - 3.1585 0.3441 Pass 5 Long Term 0.5 Yes

Note:

MERA Step 3

ESL (µg/m3)

1-propanol

64-17-5

Unknown

71-23-8

 67-63-0

2Used ethoxymethyl polysiloxane (67762-97-4) ESL

EPN:HRPPWV                  
(coating) and  (Diesel heater)

EPN:PCLWV

EPN:UVCS4

SRCGP1

SRCGP4

SRCGP3

Unit Impacy Multiplier

Ethyl alcohol

Glycol based solvent1

Unit Impacy Multiplier

Unit Impacy Multiplier

Unknown

78-93-3 Methyl Ethyl Ketone (MEK)

Organomodified polysiloxane2

13463-67-7 Titanium dioxide

1Used ethylene glycol (107-21-1)ESL

Ethylene glycol monobutyl ether

Ammonia 

Propane-1,2-diol

68334-30-5

111-76-2

7664-41-7

57-55-6

(µg/m3)/(tpy) = Annual Concentration 0.48077 ÷ 4.38 tpy

(µg/m3)/(tpy) = Annual Concentration 0.48077 ÷ 4.38 tpy

(µg/m3)/(tpy) = Annual Concentration 0.48077 ÷ 4.38 tpy

Diesel  Combustion Exhaust

2-propanol



Appendix B-2
Hot Rolling Sinter Plate Filter Stack Emission Calculation
TEDA TPCO America Corporation
November 2019
IMPACTS-Titanium dioxide

22.74 (µg/m3) / (lb/hr)

0.11 (µg/m3) / (tpy)

18.30 (µg/m3) / (lb/hr)
0.04 (µg/m3) / (tpy)

- (µg/m3) / (lb/hr)
- (µg/m3) / (tpy)

Modeled  Emission Rate 
EPN:HRPPWV 1.0000 lb/hr
EPN:PCLWV 1.00000 lb/hr
EPN:UVCS4 - lb/hr

CAS Contaminant
Project 

Emission 
Rate

EPN:HRPPWV     
(coating)          

and              
(Diesel heater)

GLCmax            

(µg/m3)
EPN:PCLWV

GLCmax       

(µg/m3)
EPN:UVCS4

GLCmax       

(µg/m3)
Total 

Emissions

Total        
GLCmax          

(µg/m3)
Pass/Fail 10% ESL < 10% Esl GLCmax/ESL Erp/Ers GLCmax/ESL ≤  Erp/Ers

lb/hr 0.78 17.67 0.02 0.23 - - 0.79 17.90 Pass 50 Short Term 5 No 0.3579 1 Yes
tpy 3.11 0.34 0.05 0.00 - - 3.16 0.34 Pass 5 Long Term 0.5 Yes 0.0688 1 Yes

lb/hr 2.72 61.83 0.06 0.81 - - 2.78 62.64 Pass 450 Short Term 45 No 0.1392 1 Yes
tpy 10.88 1.19 0.18 0.01 - - 11.05 1.20 Pass 4.5 Long Term 0.45 No 0.2676 1 Yes

MERA Step 6MERA Step 3

EPN:HRPPWV                  
(coating) and  (Diesel heater) GLCmax SRCGP1

EPN:PCLWV GLCmax SRCGP4

13463-67-7 Titanium dioxide

EPN:UVCS4 GLCmax SRCGP3

ESL (µg/m3)

Unknown Glycol based solvent1



Appendix B-3
Hot Rolling Sinter Plate Filter Stack Emission Calculation
TEDA TPCO America Corporation
November 2019
IMPACTS-Glycol based solvent - Annual Evaluation

(µg/m3) / (lb/hr)

1.19403 (µg/m3) / (tpy)

(µg/m3) / (lb/hr)
0.01033 (µg/m3) / (tpy)

- (µg/m3) / (lb/hr)
- (µg/m3) / (tpy)

Modeled short term emissions Rate for annual  impact: Glycol based solvent
EPN:HRPPWV 2.4836 lb/hr
EPN:PCLWV 0.04036 lb/hr
EPN:UVCS4 - lb/hr

CAS Contaminant
Project 

Emission 
Rate

EPN:HRPPWV     
(coating)  and          
(Diesel heater)

GLCmax            

(µg/m3)
EPN:PCLWV

GLCmax       

(µg/m3)
EPN:UVCS4

GLCmax       

(µg/m3)
Total 

Emissions

Total         
GLCmax          

(µg/m3)
Pass/Fail

lb/hr 2.7195 61.8290 0.0607 0.8066 - - 2.7802 62.6356 Pass 450 Short Term
tpy 10.8780 1.1940 0.1768 0.0103 - - 11.0548 1.2044 Pass 4.5 Long Term

Note:

EPN:UVCS4 GLCmax SRCGP3

ESL (µg/m3)

EPN:HRPPWV                  
(coating) and  (Diesel heater) GLCmax SRCGP1

EPN:PCLWV GLCmax SRCGP4

Step 7

1Used ethylene glycol (107-21-1)ESL

lb/hr = tpy x 2000/ 8760

Unknown Glycol based solvent1
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General Application Requirements/Federal 
Applicability Description 

Pursuant to 30 TAC §116.111 and §116.311, TPCO proposes to meet the rules and regulations of 
the TCEQ and the intent of the Texas Clean Air Act (TCAA). This section addresses each of those 
requirements. 

1.1 Protection of Public Health and Welfare - 30 TAC 
§116.111(a)(2)(A)  

The emissions from the facilities comply with all air quality rules and regulations and with the intent 
of the TCAA, including protection of public health and welfare. Applicable regulations for the Facility 
are as follows: 

1.1.1 Chapter 101 - General Air Quality Rules  

The Facility is operated in accordance with the General Rules relating to circumvention, nuisance, 
traffic hazard, notification requirements for emissions events and scheduled maintenance, startup 
and shutdown activities, sampling, sampling ports, emissions inventory requirements, sampling 
procedures, compliance with Environmental Protection Agency standards, the National Primary and 
Secondary Air Quality Standards, inspection fees, emissions fees, and all other applicable General 
Rules. 

1.1.2 Chapter 106 - Permits by Rule  

The Facility is subject to and will operate in compliance with all requirements of 30 TAC Chapter 
106. 

1.1.3 Chapter 111 - Visible Emissions and Particulate Matter  

The Facility is subject to and will operate in compliance with all requirements of 30 TAC Chapter 
111. 

1.1.4 Chapter 112 - Sulfur Compounds  

The Facility is subject to and will operate in compliance with all requirements of 30 TAC Chapter 
112. 

1.1.5 Chapter 113 - Toxic Materials  

This chapter references the regulations under 40 CFR Part 63. Applicability for those regulations is 
addressed in Section 1.5. 

1.1.6 Chapter 114 - Motor Vehicles  

The Facility will operate in compliance with the applicable requirements of 30 TAC Chapter 114. 
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1.1.7 Chapter 115 - Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC)  

The Facility will operate in compliance with the applicable requirements of 30 TAC Chapter 115. 

1.1.8 Chapter 116 - New Construction or Modification  

The Facility is subject to and will operate in compliance under multiple NSR authorizations. 

1.1.9 Chapter 117 - Nitrogen Compounds  

The Facility is subject to and will operate in compliance with all requirements of 30 TAC Chapter 
117. 

1.1.10 Chapter 118 - Air Pollution Episodes  

The Facility is subject to and will operate in compliance with all requirements of 30 TAC Chapter 
118. 

1.1.11 Chapter 122 - Federal Operating Permits  

The Facility operates under Federal Operating Permit No. O3660, which covers the existing units in 
this application. 

1.1.12 Impact on Schools  

There are no schools located within 3,000 feet of the affected facilities. 

1.2 Measurement of Emissions - 30 TAC §116.111(a)(2)(8) 

Emissions will be sampled upon request of the Executive Director of the TCEQ. 

1.3 BACT - 30 TAC §116.111(a)(2)(C)  

Form PI-1, submitted through STEERS, provides a detailed best available control technology 
analysis. 

1.4 NSPS - 30 TAC §116.111(a)(2)(D)  

TPCO complies with the applicable requirements of 40 CFR Part 60, Subparts A, AAa, and Dc (New 
Source Performance Standards). 

1.5 NESHAP - 30 TAC §116.111 (a)(2)(E) and §116.111 (a)(2)(F)  

TPCO complies with the applicable requirements of 40 CFR Part 63, Subparts A, YYYYY, and 
HHHHHH (National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants). 

1.6 Performance Demonstration - 30 TAC §116.111(a)(2)(G)  

This Facility will perform as represented in the application and as required by the permit. 
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1.7 Nonattainment Review - 30 TAC §116.111(a)(2)(H)  

San Patricio County is an attainment area. Therefore, NNSR permitting is not required. 

1.8 PSD Review - 30 TAC §116.111 (a)(2)(I) 

San Patricio County is an attainment area. The emissions associated with this project do not 
constitute a significant increase; therefore, PSD review is not required. See Form PI-1, submitted 
through STEERS, for a detailed PSD applicability analysis. 

1.9 Air Dispersion Modeling - 30 TAC §116.111(a)(2)(J)  

TPCO is submitting dispersion modeling results, which demonstrate compliance with all applicable 
air quality standards and guidelines, with this application. 

1.10 HAP - 30 TAC §116.111(a)(2)(K) 

The Facility is not a major source of HAPs; therefore, is not subject to the requirements of FCAA 
112(g). 

1.11 Mass Cap and Trade Allowances - 30 TAC §116.111(a)(2)(L) 

The Facility is not subject to the requirements of the Mass Emissions Cap and Trade (MECT) 
program. 

1.12 Dockside Vessel Emissions - 30 TAC §116.311(a)(1) 

The Facility does not load marine vessels. 

1.13 Permit Conditions and Application Representations - 30 TAC 
§116.311(a)(2)  

The Facility will continue to comply with the existing permit conditions and permit application 
representations. 

1.14 Additional Information & Other Requirements - 30 TAC 
§116.311(b)  

TPCO will provide any additional information as requested by the TCEQ and meet any other permit 
requirements, as applicable. 

1.15 Compliance History - 30 TAC §116.311(c)  

TPCO performed a compliance history search on the TCEQ website for the Facility. The result of 
this compliance history search indicate that the site has a compliance history classification of 
“HIGH”. 

 

 



 
 
 

 

 
Thomas Haney, E.I.T. 
Thomas.haney@ghd.com  
361.232.5881 
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October 18, 2019 Reference No. 11197849-02 
 
Air Permit Initial Review Team (APIRT) 
Texas Commission on Environmental Quality (TCEQ) 
MC 161, P.O. Box 13087 
Austin, Texas 78711-3087 
 
Dear APIRT: 
 
Re: Air Quality Impacts Analysis for Permit Renewal and Amendment 
 TPCO America Corporation,  
 Gregory, San Patricio County, Texas 
 Permit Number: 86860, Account Number SDA010J, CN603957036, RN106224447 

On behalf of TPCO America Corporation (TPCO), GHD Services, Inc. (GHD) is submitting this Air Quality 
Analysis (AQA) coincidently with the permit renewal and amendment application. 

1. Introduction 

TPCO America Corporation (TPCO) owns the TPCO America Facility (Facility) located at 5431 Highway 
35, in San Patricio County, Texas. Air emissions at the Facility are authorized by TCEQ New Source 
Review (NSR) Permit No. 86860.  An application to renew and amend the permit has been submitted 
under a separate cover. 

State Minor National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) review for emissions of carbon monoxide 
(CO), nitrogen oxides (NOx), sulfur dioxide (SO2) particulate matters smaller than 10 microns (PM10), and 
particulate matters smaller than 2.5 microns (PM2.5) are carried out for this AQA. Additionally, as the 
project involves increased NOx and SO2 emissions, secondary PM2.5 formation are evaluated with the 
Modeled Emission Rates for Precursors (MERPs) tool.  TPCO also conducted the state property line 
analysis for SO2 to demonstrate compliance with state standards for net ground level concentrations. 

Health Effects Analysis (HEA) are performed for eleven (11) types of constituent, which include methyl 
ethyl ketone (MEK), ethyl alcohol, ethylene glycol, 1-propanol, 2-propanol, ethylene glycol monobutyl 
ether, ammonia, propane-1,2-diol,  ethoxymethyl polysiloxane, titanium oxide and diesel  combustion 
Exhaust.   As required by any AQA, an area map and plot plans are provided in Appendix A. 

2. AQA Documentation 

The AQA is documented in the TCEQ’s Electronic Modeling Evaluation Workbook (EMEW) for Non-
SCREEN3 models, version 2.2, revised on June 1, 2019. The EMEW workbook is provided in Appendix 
B of this letter, as well as in the electronic modeling files. Additional discussion of the AQA are provided in 
Section 3. 
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3. Additional Discussion of the AQA 

3.1 Modeling Scenarios 

For state minor NAAQS, the increase in potential-to-emit (PTE) emission rates on the Emission Rates 
table of the electronic PI-1 form (a.k.a. NSR Workbook) are used for SIL analysis of NOx, CO, SO2, PM10 
and PM2.5.  For the HEA, TPCO has modeled a routine operation scenario for short-term Effects 
Screening Levels (ESLs). 

3.2 Constituents Modeled for Health Effects Analysis 

TPCO evaluated a total of 11 constituents in the HEA.  Table 3.1 below summarizes the short-term and 
long-term ESLs and CAS numbers for the constituents.  CAS numbers for glycol based solvent and 
organomodified polysiloxane were unknown as the information is proprietary.  TPCO used the ESLs for 
ethylene glycol and ethoxymethyl polysiloxane as surrogates for glycol based solvent and organomodified 
polysiloxane, respectively. 

Table 1: Short term and long term ESLs 

Product Name Constituent CAS Short term ESL 
(µg/m3) 

Long term ESL 
(µg/m3) 

Cleaning Agent MEK 78-93-3 18000 2600 

Eco Color Paint 
PSG White 

Ethyl alcohol 64-17-5 18800 1880 

Glycol based solvent               
(ethylene glycol) 

107-21-1 450 4.5 

Titanium dioxide 13463-67-7 50 5 

1-propanol 71-23-8 2460 246 

2-propanol 67-63-0 4920 492 

Quakercoat 317 
Clear Semiblack 

Ethylene glycol monobutyl 
ether 

111-76-2 2900 3700 

Ammonia 7664-41-7 180 92 
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Propane-1,2-diol 57-55-6 1800 18 

Organomodified 
polysiloxane 

 
 

67762-97-4 1000 100 

Diesel Heater 
Combustion 

Diesel  Combustion 
Exhaust 

68334-30-5 19 0.15 

All the constituents were modeled at unit model rate (1 lb/hr).   

3.3 Modeling and Effects Review Applicability (MERA) Analysis 

MERA analysis for HEA is carried out for this project. All the constituents, except glycol based solvent and 
titanium dioxide, passed the step 3 of MERA analysis.  The short term and annual ground level maximum 
concentration (GLCmax) were less than 10% of the ESL limits.  Glycol based solvent and titanium oxide 
passed step 6 of the MERA analysis.  Detailed MERA analysis is included in emissions calculation under 
table B1 and B2.                   

4. Conclusion 

Based on the modeling results as documented in this AQA, it is concluded that the project meets all 
applicable standards for the state minor NAAQS. The electronic modeling files are provided as Appendix 
C of this letter, and will be transmitted electronically to the TCEQ. 

Should you have any questions relating to this AQA, please contact me at (713) 275-3824, or 
sagar.chitre@ghd.com. 

Sincerely, 
 
GHD 
 

 
Sagar Chitre 
Air Quality Engineer 
 
 
Encl. 
 
Appendix A Area Map and Plot Plans 
Appendix B EMEW for Non-SCREEN3 (Uploaded to STEERS) 
Appendix C Electronic Modeling Files (Transmitted Electronically) 
 

mailto:sagar.chitre@ghd.com
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cc: TCEQ Region 14, NRC Bldg., Ste. 1200, 6300 Ocean Dr., Unit 5839,  

Corpus Christi, TX 78412-5839 
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Texas Commission on Environmental Quality
Electronic Modeling Evaluation Workbook (EMEW)

General Information

Date: 10/17/2019
Permit #: 86860

Company Name: TPCO America Corporation

Page 1

apirt@tceq.texas.gov
6. If printing the EMEW, follow the directions below to create a workbook header.
7. Printing the EMEW is not required for submitting to the Air Permits Division (APD); however, you may need to 
print it for sending to the regional offices, local programs, and for public access if notice is required. To print the 
workbook, follow the instructions below. Please be aware, several sheets contain large amounts of data and 
caution should be taken if printing, such as the Speciated Emissions sheet.
8. Updates may be necessary throughout the review process. Updated workbooks must be submitted in 
electronic format to APD. For submittal to regional offices, local programs, or public places you only have to print 
sheets that had updates. Be sure to change the headers accordingly.

Note: Since this will be part of the permit application, follow the instructions in the Form PI-1 General Application 
on where to send copies of your EMEW and permit application. The NSR Application Workbook can be found 
here:

Create Headers Before Printing: 
1. Right-click one of the workbook’s sheet tabs and "Select All Sheets." 
2. Enter the "Page Layout View" by using the navigation ribbon's View > Workbook Views > Page Layout, or by 
clicking the page layout icon in the lower-right corner of Excel. 
3. Add the date, company name, and permit number (if known) to the upper-right header. Note that this may take 
up to a minute to update your spreadsheet. Select any tab to continue working on the spreadsheet.

EMEW Version No.: Version 2.2

Workbook Instructions:
1. Save a copy of the workbook to your computer or desktop prior to entering data. 
2. Complete all required sections leaving no blanks. You may use the "tab" button or the arrow keys to move to 
the next available cell. Use "enter" to move down a line. Note: drop-downs are case-sensitive.
3. Fill in the workbook in order, do not skip around as this will cause errors. Use caution if changing a previously 
entered entry.
4. Not applicable sections of this workbook will be hidden as data is entered. For example, answering "No" to "Is 
downwash applicable? " will hide these sections of the workbook required only for downwash entry.
5. Email the workbook electronic file (EMEW) and any attachments to the Air Permits Initial Review Team. The 
subject line should read "Company Name - Permit Number (if known) - NSR Permit Application". Email address:

Purpose Statement: 
This workbook is completed by the applicant and submitted to the Texas Commission on Environmental Quality 
(TCEQ), specifically, the Air Dispersion Modeling Team (ADMT) for review. This workbook is a tool available for 
all projects using AERSCREEN, AERMOD, or ISC/ISCPrime for an impacts review and its use is required starting 
June 1, 2019. Provide the workbook with the permit application submittal for any Minor New Source Review 
project requiring a modeling impacts demonstration.

This workbook follows the guidance outlined in the Air Quality Modeling Guidelines (APDG 6232, September 
2018) which can be found here:
https://www.tceq.texas.gov/assets/public/permitting/air/Modeling/guidance/airquality-mod-guidelines6232.pdf

https://www.tceq.texas.gov/permitting/air/guidance/newsourcereview/nsrapp-tools.html

Printing Tips: 
While APD does not need a hard copy of the full workbook, you may need to print it for sending to the regional 
offices, local programs, and for public access if notice is required.
1.  The default printing setup for each sheet in the workbook is set for the TCEQ preferred format. The print areas 
are set up to not include the instructions on each sheet.
2. You have access to change all printing settings to fit your needs and printed font size. Some common options 
include:
    -Change what area you are printing (whole active sheet or a selection);
    -Change the orientation (portrait or landscape);
    -Change the margin size; and
    -Change the scaling (all columns on one sheet, full size, your own custom selection, etc.).

mailto:apirt@tceq.texas.gov
http://www.tceq.texas.gov/assets/public/permitting/air/Modeling/guidance/airquality-mod-guidelines6232.pdf
https://www.tceq.texas.gov/permitting/air/guidance/newsourcereview/nsrapp-tools.html
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Select from the drop 
down:

I agree

Section: Select an X from the 
dropdown menu if 
included:

1
2 X
3 X
4
5 X
6 X
7 X
8 X
9 X
10 X
11 X
12 X
13 Intermittent Sources
14 Modeling Scenarios
15 Monitor Calculations
16 Background Justification
17 X
18 NAAQS/State Property Line (SPL) Modeling Results X
19 Unit Impact Multipliers X
20 X
21 X
22 Speciated Chemicals X

Area Source Parameters

Health Effects Modeling Results

Volume Source Emissions
Speciated Emissions

Secondary Formation of PM2.5

Modeling File Names

Company Name:

sagar.chitre@ghd.com
Existing Site

Modeling Contact Number:
Modeling Contact Email:

Company Contact Number:
Company Contact Email:

Modeling Contact Name:

361-271-1478
joadrianv@tpcoamerica.com

Mr. Sagar A Chitre
713-275-3824

GHDModeling Company Name, as applicable:

General

Table of Contents:

Data Type:

86860
106224447

Facility Name: TPCO America Corporation
Facility Address:
Facility County (select one):

New/Existing Site (select one):
Modeling Date (MM/DD/YYYY):

NAD 83
14

Datum Used (select one):
UTM Zone (select one):

10/17/2019

5431 Highway 35
San Patricio
TPCO America Corporation

Area Source Emissions

Volume Source Calculations
Volume Source Parameters
Point and Flare Source Emissions

Building Downwash

Sheet Instructions: Indicate in the Table of Contents which sections are applicable and included for this 
modeling demonstration. Select "X" from the drop down if the item below is included in the workbook.  Note: This 
workbook is only for the following air dispersion models: AERSCREEN, ISC/ISCPrime, and/or AERMOD. If 
SCREEN3 is used, please use the separate Electronic Modeling Evaluation Workbook (EMEW) for SCREEN3 
workbook.

Flare Source Parameters
Point Source Parameters

Sheet Title (Click to jump to specific sheet):

Model Options

Administrative Information:

Project Number (6 digits):
Permit Number:
Regulated Entity ID (9 digits):

Facility Information:

Acknowledgement:

I acknowledge that I am submitting an authorized TCEQ Electronic Modeling 
Evaluation Workbook and any necessary attachments. Except for inputting the 
requested data, I have not changed the TCEQ Electronic Modeling Evaluation 
Workbook in any way, including but not limited to changing formulas, formatting, 
content, or protections.

Mr. JoAdrian VaraCompany Contact Name:
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Select an X from the 
dropdown menu if 
included:

X
X
X
X

X
X
Choose an item
Select an X from the 
dropdown menu if 
included:

Choose an item
Choose an item

Choose an item

Choose an item
Choose an item
Choose an item

Choose an item

X

Choose an item
Choose an item

Choose an item

Area Map:
Instructions: Mark all that apply in the attached area map.
Annotate schools within 3,000ft of source's nearest property line.

Non-industrial receptors are identified.
All property lines are included.

Instructions: Mark all that apply in the attached plot plan. For larger properties or dense source areas, provide 
multiple zoomed in plot plans that are legible.

Plot Plan:

Property/Fence Lines all visible and marked.
North arrow included.
Clearly marked scale.

Other Attachments
Provide a list in the box below of additional attachments being provided that are not listed above:

Description of model setup.
Description and justification of model options selected (i.e., NO2 to NOx in-stack ratios).

Additional Attachments (as applicable):
Note: These are just a few examples of attachments that may need to be included. There 
may be others depending on the scope of the modeling analysis. 

Included Attachments
Instructions: The following are attachments that must be included with any modeling 
analysis. If providing the plot plan and area map with the permit application, ensure there 
is also a copy with the EMEW. The copy can be electronic.

Post Processing using Unit Impact Multipliers (UIMs)
Include documentation on any calculations used with the UIMs (i.e., Step 3 of the MERA).

Tier 3 NO2 analysis
If OLM or PVMRM are used, provide all justification and documentation on using this approach.

Discussion on modeling techniques not discussed in workbook.
Justification for exceedance refinements, as applicable.
Discussion and images for worst-case determination, as applicable.
Single Property Line Designation, as applicable
Include Agreement, Order, and map defining each petitioner.

Processed Met Data Information

Excel spreadsheet of processed meteorology data.
Meteorological Files (all input and outputs).
Source Group Descriptions

Modeling Techniques and Scenarios
Provide all justification and discussion on modeling scenarios used for the modeling analyses. The following 
boxes are examples of approaches that should be provided but is not all inclusive. 

              

Description of modeling source groups (could be in a tabulated format).

All sources and buildings are clearly labeled.
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ISC or ISCPrime
X AERMOD

Yes
4274

X X State Property Line
X

B.  Building Downwash

C.  Type of Analyses: (Select "X" in all that apply)
*PSD projects should submit a protocol and not utilize this form.

Minor NSR NAAQS
Health Effects

I.  Project Information

Instructions: Fill in the information below based on your modeling setup. The selections 
chosen in this sheet will carry throughout the sheet and workbook. Based on selections below, 
only portions of the sheet and workbook will be available. Therefore, it is vital the sheet and 
workbook are filled out in order, do NOT skip around. 

For larger text boxes, double click to type or insert text.

A.  Type of Model Used: Select "X" in all that apply

This line was intentionally left blank.
II.  Air Dispersion Modeling Preliminary Information

A.  Project Overview: In the box below, give a brief Project Overview. To type or insert text in 
box, double click in the box below. Please limit your response to 2000 characters.

The purpose of this application is to renew and amend NSR Permit No. 86860.  Objectives:                                                                                                                                       
1. Authorize emissions associated with marking/labelling of pipes with PSG in Phase 1 (EPN: 
HRPPWV) and Phase 2(EPN: PCLWV).                                                                           2. 
Update the coating material from ultravoilet (UV) paint to Quaker Coat 317 Clear Semiblack at 
EPN: UVCS4 and authorize consequent emissions changes.                      3. Authorize two 
0.215 MMbtu/hr diesel heaters used to control humidity on humid mornings on the pipeline 
surface EPN: HRPPWV.                                                                       4. Update the emission 
factors, maximum flow rate, stack diameter and location for the Hot Rolling Line Dedusting 
Stack (EPN: HRLDS).                                                                    5. Remove the Mandrel 
Preheat Furnace (EPN: MPFS).  The exhaust gas from the Rotary Hearth Furnace will be used 
to preheat the mandrel.                                                     6. Update the size of the pipe rolling 
workshop and the position/location of emission point.                                                                                                                                          
7. Remove the Graphite Water Treatment (EPN: GWTF).                                                8. 
Removal of Rolling Steel Water Treatment (EPN: RSWTF) and Rolling Steel Contact Cooling 
Tower (EPN: RSCCT).                                                                                                   9. 
Authorize a new water treatment facility (EPN: WTFPR) for pipe rolling building.           10. 
Updating location of compressor station and updating pipe rolling building dimension.                                                                                     

AERSCREEN
Enter in all applicable Model Version(s).19191

Is downwash applicable? (Select "Yes" or "No")
Enter BPIP version (AERMOD and ISCPrime only).
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X SO2 X PM10

X CO X PM2.5

Pb X NO2

H2S X SO2

H2SO4

State Property Line: List all pollutants that require an modeling review. (Select "X" in all that 
apply)

Identify the annual NO2 tier used for the ISC/ISCPrime analyses.

Provide additional information relied on for the Tier 3 analysis for conversion of NOx to NO2 in 
the box below. Note the ozone monitor relied on should be documented in the Monitor 
Calculations and Background Justification Sheets.

Both

Tier 2: ARM 2

Identify which averaging periods are being evaluated for NO2.

Identify the 1-hr NO2 tier used for the AERMOD or AERSCREEN 
analyses.
Identify the annual NO2 tier used for the AERMOD or AERSCREEN 
analyses.

Tier 2: ARM 2

D.  Constituents Evaluating: (Select "X" in all that apply)
NAAQS: List all pollutants that require an modeling review. (Select "X" in all that apply)

Identify the 1-hr NO2 tier used for the ISC/ISCPrime analyses.

Health Effects: Fill in the Speciated Emissions sheet with all applicable pollutants, CAS 
numbers, and ESLs. 
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Urban Population Used
X

Zo Value
Albedo

X Medium
High

669860 3088875 Center UTM Northing (meters)
1
No
No
Average
No

AERSURFACE

Bowen Ratio

Rural

Center UTM Easting (meters)
AERSURFACE Version Number

Study Radius (km)
Airport? (Select Yes or No)
Continuous Snow Cover (Select Yes or No)
Surface Moisture (Select Wet, Dry, or Average) 
Arid Region? (Select Yes or No) 

F.  Determination of Surface Roughness: If AERSCREEN or AERMOD is used, fill out the 
section below. 

If you are using AERSURFACE, please complete the following section:
13016

E.  Dispersion Options: If "Urban" has been selected and this project is using AERMOD or 
AERSCREEN, include the population used. Select "X" in the box to select an option.

Provide any additional justification on the dispersion option selected above:
1. Population density is less than 750 people per sq. km.                                                    2. 
The facility is located in the rural area that includes low density of existing commerical, 
industrial and residential structires. Other areas near the facility are underdeveloped and 
include low vegetation, cultivated land and trees.                             3. The typical surface 
roughness for this type of land use is between 0.1 - 0.7.  The surface roughness value of 
0.117, obtained from AERSURCACE, corresponds to medium surface roughness category.

Select basis for surface roughness:

default Month/Season Assignment

If you are using AERSCREEN, please enter the following information:

Select "X" in one of the three surface roughness categories:
Low
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Meters (m)

Meters (m)

Yes 1 Year Years used

2012 5 Years

Meters (m) Anemometer Height 
Maximum Temperature
Minimum Temperature
Select whether Adjust u* was used. (Select "Yes" or "No")
For AERSCREEN which met selection was used?

Please enter the year(s) selected for this meteorological data:
1 Year

Which analysis(es) relied on 1 year?

Was TCEQ pre-processed 
data used?

The air dispersion modeling analysis presented in this report is based on TCEQ's 1-year 2012 
pre-processed meteorological data (medium roughness) for San Patricio County.

For other processed meteorological data, provide a description below. In addition, be sure to 
include all raw data, AERSURFACE, AERMINUTE and AERMET input and outputs, and 
AERMOD ready files as an attachment.

For applicants using AERSCREEN, please fill out the boxes below:

Surface Station

Anemometer Height (ISC/ISCPrime only). 

If AERMOD and/or ISC/ISCPrime are selected, please complete the following section:

Which analysis(es) relied on 5 years?

G.  Meteorological Data: 

12924

Provide any other justification for Meteorological Data, as applicable.

Upper Air Station
Profile Base Elevation (AERMOD only)
AERMET Version Number

12924

16216
13.4
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Meters (m)
Meters (m)
Meters (m)
Meters (m)
Meters (m)
Meters (m)
Meters (m)
Meters (m)

Meters (m)

X Flat
18081 AERMAP Version.

Elevated

If AERSCREEN is selected, enter minimum 
distance to ambient air.

300
100
1000
500
5000
1000

I.  Terrain:

For additional justification on terrain selection, fill in the box below:

Describe any other receptor grid designs (over water, GLCni, SPLD etc.): 

Tight Receptor Distance 
Fine Receptor Spacing
Fine Receptor Distance 
Medium Receptor Spacing 

25

10000
Coarse Receptor Spacing 
Coarse Receptor Distance

H.  Receptor Grid: 
For AERMOD or ISC/ISCPrime, fill in the following information on your modeled receptor grid. 
Note: Receptor grid resolution (tight, fine, medium, coarse) are based on recommended 
receptor grid spacing per the AQMG, if something outside of this is used, fully describe it 
below.

Medium Receptor Distance 

Tight Receptor Spacing
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Downwash Type
Modeled 

Building ID
Tank 

Diameter (m)
Number of 

Tiers
Maximum 
Height (m)

Tier 1 
Height (m)

Tier 2 
Height (m)

Tier 3 
Height (m)

Tier 4 
Height (m)

Tier 5 
Height (m)

Tier 6 
Height (m)

Tier 7 
Height (m)

Tier 8 
Height (m)

Tier 9 
Height (m)

Tier 10 
Height (m)

Building CP 1 12 12
Building HRW 1 30 30
Building AGS 1 7 7
Building SMW 1 30 30
Building NGBR 1 12 12
Building GWT 1 7 7
Building ER1 1 18 18
Building DSRW 1 10 10
Building WRS 1 4 4
Building ONPRS 1 3.5 3.5
Building ONPRS2 1 3.5 3.5
Building ETS 1 4 4
Building FWPH 1 10 10
Building TR 1 16 16
Building ADMIN 1 10 10
Building WATER TREATM 1 3.05 3.05
Building ADMIN BLDG 1 3.05 3.05
Building SMWPS 1 9 9
Building LFB 1 10 10
Building EAFB 1 10 10
Building DWS AND FMT 1 12 12
Building RSBG 1 10 10
Building FSBG 1 10 10
Building SCS 1 8 8
Building SSM 1 7 7
Building LOCKER ROOM 1 2.74 2.74
Building DINNING ROOM 1 3.66 3.66
Building NGPRS1 & 2 1 3.5 3.5
Building HPPPPS 1 10 10
Building LKR_BTH 1 3.05 3.05

Facility:
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EPN Model ID
Modeling 
Scenario Source Description

Point Source 
Type Point Source Justification

Easting:
X  [m]

Northing:
Y  [m]

Base 
Elevation 

[m]
Height 

[m]
Exit Temperature 

[K]

Exit 
Velocity 

[m/s]
Diameter 

[m]

HRLDS HRLDS Routine Hot Rolling Line 
Dedusting Stack POINT Emission point is a vertical 

stack 669927.00 3089082.00 8.75 34.99 333.150 13.137 3.292

UVCS4 UVCS4 Routine UV Coating Stack 4 POINTCAP Emission point is a capped 
vertical stack 670253.00 3089109.23 8.98 34.99 0.000 7.894 0.610

Facility:
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EPN Model ID
Modeling 
Scenario Area Source Type

Easting:
X  [m]

Northing:
Y  [m]

Base Elevation 
[m]

Modeled 
Release Height 

[m]
Length X 

[m]
Length Y 

[m]
Rotation Angle 

[deg] Radius [m]
Initial Vertical 

Sigma (m)
Area Source Initial Sigma 

Justification
Area Source Size 

Justification
Area Source Release 
Height Justification Source Description

PCLWV PCLWV Routine AREA 670140.00 3088927.00 8.58 30.00 4.48 4.48 28.50 Based on the roof exhaust 
vent size.

Based on the building 
height.  Emission point 
located on the roof.

Roof top vent.  Emissions 
disperse in two 
directions.

WTFPR WTFPR1 Routine AREA 670039.52 3089270.42 8.57 3.66 70.10 68.58 30.30
Based on the approximate 
area of the wastewater 
treatment system  

Based on the approximate 
height of the wastewater 
treatment system

Wastewater treatment 
area.  Emissions disperse 
in two directions

WTFPR WTFPR2 Routine AREAPOLY 670038.85 3089270.13 8.54 3.66
Based on the approximate 
area of the wastewater 
treatment system

Based on the approximate 
height of the wastewater 
treatment system

Wastewater treatment 
area.  Emissions disperse 
in two directions

Facility:
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EPN Model ID

Footprint of 
Source

Length (m)

Footprint of 
Source

Width (m)

Length of Side 
(making it a square)

SQRT(L * W)

Type of Volume Source (sigma y)

Pick from drop-down

Sigma Y

(m)

Vertical Span

Min Release 
(m)

Vertical Span

Max Release 
(m)

Vertical 
Dimension

(m) 

Type of Volume Source (sigma z)

Pick from drop-down

Release Height
(middle point of 
vertical span)

(m)

Building Name
(if on/adjacent to a 

building)
Pick from drop-down

Adjacent Building 
Height, if 
applicable

(m)

Sigma Z

(m)
PPCTC PPCTC_A 7.62 7.62 7.62 Single Volume Source 1.77 0.00 4.00 4.00 Elevated Source: On or adjacent to Building 2.00 WRS 4.00 1.86
PPCTC PPCTC_B 7.62 7.62 7.62 Single Volume Source 1.77 0.00 4.00 4.00 Elevated Source: On or adjacent to Building 2.00 WRS 4.00 1.86
PPCTC PPCTC_C 7.62 7.62 7.62 Single Volume Source 1.77 0.00 4.00 4.00 Elevated Source: On or adjacent to Building 2.00 WRS 4.00 1.86

HRPPWV HRPPWV 56.69 63.70 60.09 Single Volume Source 13.98 30.00 30.00 0.00 Elevated Source: On or adjacent to Building 30.00 HRW 30.00 13.95
0.00 Incomplete 0.00 0.00 Incomplete
0.00 Incomplete 0.00 0.00 Incomplete
0.00 Incomplete 0.00 0.00 Incomplete
0.00 Incomplete 0.00 0.00 Incomplete
0.00 Incomplete 0.00 0.00 Incomplete
0.00 Incomplete 0.00 0.00 Incomplete
0.00 Incomplete 0.00 0.00 Incomplete
0.00 Incomplete 0.00 0.00 Incomplete
0.00 Incomplete 0.00 0.00 Incomplete
0.00 Incomplete 0.00 0.00 Incomplete
0.00 Incomplete 0.00 0.00 Incomplete
0.00 Incomplete 0.00 0.00 Incomplete
0.00 Incomplete 0.00 0.00 Incomplete
0.00 Incomplete 0.00 0.00 Incomplete
0.00 Incomplete 0.00 0.00 Incomplete
0.00 Incomplete 0.00 0.00 Incomplete
0.00 Incomplete 0.00 0.00 Incomplete
0.00 Incomplete 0.00 0.00 Incomplete
0.00 Incomplete 0.00 0.00 Incomplete
0.00 Incomplete 0.00 0.00 Incomplete
0.00 Incomplete 0.00 0.00 Incomplete
0.00 Incomplete 0.00 0.00 Incomplete
0.00 Incomplete 0.00 0.00 Incomplete
0.00 Incomplete 0.00 0.00 Incomplete
0.00 Incomplete 0.00 0.00 Incomplete
0.00 Incomplete 0.00 0.00 Incomplete
0.00 Incomplete 0.00 0.00 Incomplete
0.00 Incomplete 0.00 0.00 Incomplete
0.00 Incomplete 0.00 0.00 Incomplete
0.00 Incomplete 0.00 0.00 Incomplete
0.00 Incomplete 0.00 0.00 Incomplete
0.00 Incomplete 0.00 0.00 Incomplete
0.00 Incomplete 0.00 0.00 Incomplete
0.00 Incomplete 0.00 0.00 Incomplete
0.00 Incomplete 0.00 0.00 Incomplete
0.00 Incomplete 0.00 0.00 Incomplete
0.00 Incomplete 0.00 0.00 Incomplete
0.00 Incomplete 0.00 0.00 Incomplete
0.00 Incomplete 0.00 0.00 Incomplete
0.00 Incomplete 0.00 0.00 Incomplete
0.00 Incomplete 0.00 0.00 Incomplete
0.00 Incomplete 0.00 0.00 Incomplete
0.00 Incomplete 0.00 0.00 Incomplete
0.00 Incomplete 0.00 0.00 Incomplete
0.00 Incomplete 0.00 0.00 Incomplete
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EPN Model ID

Modeled 
Release 

Height [m]

Modeled 
Length X 

[m]

Lateral 
Dimension
SigmaY [m]

Vertical 
Dimension
SigmaZ [m]

Modeling 
Scenario

Easting:
X  [m]

Northing:
Y  [m]

Base 
Elevation 

[m] Source Description Volume Source Size Justification

PPCTC PPCTC_A 2.00 7.62 1.77 1.86 Routine 670329.05 3089195.27 8.70 Cooling  Tower 75 ft x 25 ft cooling tower divided into 3 
equal parts of 25 ft x 25 ft.

PPCTC PPCTC_B 2.00 7.62 1.77 1.86 Routine 670321.52 3089199.87 8.78 Cooling  Tower 75 ft x 25 ft cooling tower divided into 3 
equal parts of 25 ft x 25 ft.

PPCTC PPCTC_C 2.00 7.62 1.77 1.86 Routine 670314.72 3089204.26 8.81 Cooling  Tower 75 ft x 25 ft cooling tower divided into 3 
equal parts of 25 ft x 25 ft.

HRPPWV HRPPWV 30.00 60.09 13.98 13.95 Routine 669927.00 3088913.00 8.88 Hot Rolling and Pipe Processing 
Workshop Vent

Building fugitives - 186 ft x 209 ft vent on 
roof top.

Facility:
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EPN Model ID
Modeling 
Scenario Pollutant

Modeled Averaging 
Time Standard Type Review Context

Intermittent 
Source? 

Modeled Emission 
Rate  [lb/hr] Basis of Emission Rate

Scalars or 
Factors Used? Scalar/Factor in Use

HRLDS HRLDS Routine PM10 24-hr NAAQS SIL analysis No 0.00E+00 Net decrease in short term 
emissions. No

UVCS4 UVCS4 Routine PM10 24-hr NAAQS SIL analysis No 0.00600 Project increase No

HRLDS HRLDS Routine PM2.5 24-hr NAAQS SIL analysis No 0.00E+00 Net decrease in short term 
emissions. No

HRLDS HRLDS Routine PM2.5 Annual NAAQS SIL analysis No 0.855 Project increase No
UVCS4 UVCS4 Routine PM2.5 24-hr NAAQS SIL analysis No 0.00600 Project increase No
UVCS4 UVCS4 Routine PM2.5 Annual NAAQS SIL analysis No 0.00458 Project increase No
UVCS4 UVCS4 Routine Health Effects Pollutant 1-hr Health Effects Project Wide No Project increase No
UVCS4 UVCS4 Routine Health Effects Pollutant Annual Health Effects Project Wide No Project increase No
UVCS4 UVCS4 Routine Generic 1-hr No 1.00 Unit rate modeling. No
UVCS4 UVCS4 Routine Generic Annual No 1.00 Unit rate modeling. No

Facility:
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EPN Model ID
Modeling 
Scenario Pollutant

Modeled Averaging 
Time Standard Type Review Context

Intermittent 
Source? 

Modeled Emission 
Rate  [lb/hr] Basis of Emission Rate

Scalars or 
Factors Used? Scalar/Factor in Use

PCLWV PCLWV Routine PM10 24-hr NAAQS SIL analysis No 5.00E-04 Project increase No
PCLWV PCLWV Routine PM2.5 24-hr NAAQS SIL analysis No 5.00E-04 Project increase No
PCLWV PCLWV Routine PM2.5 Annual NAAQS SIL analysis No 3.46E-04 Project increase No
WTFPR WTFPR1 Routine PM10 24-hr NAAQS SIL analysis No 0.0500 Project increase No
WTFPR WTFPR1 Routine PM2.5 24-hr NAAQS SIL analysis No 0.0500 Project increase No
WTFPR WTFPR1 Routine PM2.5 Annual NAAQS SIL analysis No 0.0114 Project increase No
WTFPR WTFPR2 Routine PM10 24-hr NAAQS SIL analysis No 0.0500 Project increase No
WTFPR WTFPR2 Routine PM2.5 24-hr NAAQS SIL analysis No 0.0500 Project increase No
WTFPR WTFPR2 Routine PM2.5 Annual NAAQS SIL analysis No 0.0114 Project increase No
PCLWV PCLWV Routine Health Effects Pollutant 1-hr Health Effects Project Wide No Project increase No
PCLWV PCLWV Routine Health Effects Pollutant Annual Health Effects Project Wide No Project increase No
PCLWV PCLWV Routine Generic 1-hr No 1.00 Project increase No
PCLWV PCLWV Routine Generic Annual No 1.00 Project increase No
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EPN Model ID
Modeling 
Scenario Pollutant

Modeled Averaging 
Time Standard Type Review Context

Intermittent 
Source? 

Modeled Emission 
Rate  [lb/hr] Basis of Emission Rate

Scalars or 
Factors Used? Scalar/Factor in Use

PPCTC PPCTC_A Routine PM10 24-hr NAAQS SIL analysis No 0.0100 Project Increase No
PPCTC PPCTC_B Routine PM10 24-hr NAAQS SIL analysis No 0.0100 Project Increase No
PPCTC PPCTC_C Routine PM10 24-hr NAAQS SIL analysis No 0.0100 Project Increase No
PPCTC PPCTC_A Routine PM2.5 24-hr NAAQS SIL analysis No 0.0100 Project Increase No
PPCTC PPCTC_A Routine PM2.5 Annual NAAQS SIL analysis No 0.0100 Project Increase No
PPCTC PPCTC_B Routine PM2.5 24-hr NAAQS SIL analysis No 0.0100 Project Increase No
PPCTC PPCTC_B Routine PM2.5 Annual NAAQS SIL analysis No 0.0100 Project Increase No
PPCTC PPCTC_C Routine PM2.5 24-hr NAAQS SIL analysis No 0.0100 Project Increase No
PPCTC PPCTC_C Routine PM2.5 Annual NAAQS SIL analysis No 0.0100 Project Increase No

HRPPWV HRPPWV Routine NOx 1-hr NAAQS SIL analysis No 0.0788 Project Increase No
HRPPWV HRPPWV Routine NOx Annual NAAQS SIL analysis No 0.0788 Project Increase No
HRPPWV HRPPWV Routine SO2 1-hr NAAQS SIL analysis No 6.99E-04 Project Increase No
HRPPWV HRPPWV Routine SO2 3-hr NAAQS SIL analysis No 6.99E-04 Project Increase No
HRPPWV HRPPWV Routine SO2 24-hr NAAQS SIL analysis No 6.99E-04 Project Increase No
HRPPWV HRPPWV Routine SO2 Annual NAAQS SIL analysis No 6.99E-04 Project Increase No
HRPPWV HRPPWV Routine PM10 24-hr NAAQS SIL analysis No 0.0299 Project Increase No
HRPPWV HRPPWV Routine PM2.5 24-hr NAAQS SIL analysis No 0.0299 Project Increase No
HRPPWV HRPPWV Routine PM2.5 Annual NAAQS SIL analysis No 0.0218 Project Increase No
HRPPWV HRPPWV Routine CO 1-hr NAAQS SIL analysis No 0.0164 Project Increase No
HRPPWV HRPPWV Routine CO 8-hr NAAQS SIL analysis No 0.0164 Project Increase No
HRPPWV HRPPWV Routine Health Effects Pollutant 1-hr Health Effects Project Wide No Project Increase No
HRPPWV HRPPWV Routine Health Effects Pollutant Annual Health Effects Project Wide No Project Increase No
HRPPWV HRPPWV Routine Generic 1-hr No 1.00 Unit rate modeling No
HRPPWV HRPPWV Routine Generic Annual No 1.00 Unit rate modeling No
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CAS # Chemical Species Other Species
Short-Term ESL

(µg/m³)
Long-Term ESL

(µg/m³) UVCS4 UVCS4 UVCS4 UVCS4
78-93-3 methyl ethyl ketone 18000 2600 0.100 0.00251
64-17-5 ethanol 18800 1880
107-21-1 ethylene glycol 450 4.5
71-23-8 1-propanol 2460 246
67-63-0 isopropanol 4920 492
111-76-2 2-butoxyethanol 2900 3700 0.914 3.08

7664-41-7 ammonia 180 92 0.173 0.584
57-55-6 propylene glycol 1800 18 0.0457 0.154

67762-97-4 (Vapor) ethoxymethyl polysiloxane 1000 100 0.0457 0.154
68334-30-5 diesel fuel 1000 100
13463-67-7 titanium(IV) dioxide 50 5

Speciated Emissions by Model ID
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CAS #
78-93-3
64-17-5
107-21-1
71-23-8
67-63-0
111-76-2

7664-41-7
57-55-6

67762-97-4 (Vapor)
68334-30-5
13463-67-7

Speciated Emissions   
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PCLWV PCLWV PCLWV PCLWV HRPPWV HRPPWV HRPPWV HRPPWV
0.00345 0.0100 3.35 0.552
0.0780 0.227 3.50 13.99
0.0607 0.177 2.72 10.88
0.0173 0.0505 0.777 3.11
0.00867 0.0253 0.389 1.55

6.56E-04 2.36E-04
0.0173 0.0505 0.777 3.11
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EPN Model ID
Modeling 
Scenario Pollutant

Modeled Averaging 
time Standard Type Review Context Intermittent

Source 
Type

Modeled Emission 
Rate  [lb/hr]

HRLDS HRLDS Routine PM10 24-hr NAAQS SIL analysis No Point 0.00
UVCS4 UVCS4 Routine PM10 24-hr NAAQS SIL analysis No Point 0.01
HRLDS HRLDS Routine PM2.5 24-hr NAAQS SIL analysis No Point 0.00
HRLDS HRLDS Routine PM2.5 Annual NAAQS SIL analysis No Point 0.86
UVCS4 UVCS4 Routine PM2.5 24-hr NAAQS SIL analysis No Point 0.01
UVCS4 UVCS4 Routine PM2.5 Annual NAAQS SIL analysis No Point 0.00
UVCS4 UVCS4 Routine Health Effects Pollutant 1-hr Health Effects Project Wide No Point --
UVCS4 UVCS4 Routine Health Effects Pollutant Annual Health Effects Project Wide No Point --
UVCS4 UVCS4 Routine Generic 1-hr No Point 1.00
UVCS4 UVCS4 Routine Generic Annual No Point 1.00
PCLWV PCLWV Routine PM10 24-hr NAAQS SIL analysis No Area 0.00
PCLWV PCLWV Routine PM2.5 24-hr NAAQS SIL analysis No Area 0.00
PCLWV PCLWV Routine PM2.5 Annual NAAQS SIL analysis No Area 0.00
WTFPR WTFPR1 Routine PM10 24-hr NAAQS SIL analysis No Area 0.05
WTFPR WTFPR1 Routine PM2.5 24-hr NAAQS SIL analysis No Area 0.05
WTFPR WTFPR1 Routine PM2.5 Annual NAAQS SIL analysis No Area 0.01
WTFPR WTFPR2 Routine PM10 24-hr NAAQS SIL analysis No Area 0.05
WTFPR WTFPR2 Routine PM2.5 24-hr NAAQS SIL analysis No Area 0.05
WTFPR WTFPR2 Routine PM2.5 Annual NAAQS SIL analysis No Area 0.01
PCLWV PCLWV Routine Health Effects Pollutant 1-hr Health Effects Project Wide No Area --
PCLWV PCLWV Routine Health Effects Pollutant Annual Health Effects Project Wide No Area --
PCLWV PCLWV Routine Generic 1-hr No Area 1.00
PCLWV PCLWV Routine Generic Annual No Area 1.00
PPCTC PPCTC_A Routine PM10 24-hr NAAQS SIL analysis No Volume 0.01
PPCTC PPCTC_B Routine PM10 24-hr NAAQS SIL analysis No Volume 0.01
PPCTC PPCTC_C Routine PM10 24-hr NAAQS SIL analysis No Volume 0.01
PPCTC PPCTC_A Routine PM2.5 24-hr NAAQS SIL analysis No Volume 0.01
PPCTC PPCTC_A Routine PM2.5 Annual NAAQS SIL analysis No Volume 0.01
PPCTC PPCTC_B Routine PM2.5 24-hr NAAQS SIL analysis No Volume 0.01
PPCTC PPCTC_B Routine PM2.5 Annual NAAQS SIL analysis No Volume 0.01
PPCTC PPCTC_C Routine PM2.5 24-hr NAAQS SIL analysis No Volume 0.01
PPCTC PPCTC_C Routine PM2.5 Annual NAAQS SIL analysis No Volume 0.01
HRPPWV HRPPWV Routine NOx 1-hr NAAQS SIL analysis No Volume 0.08
HRPPWV HRPPWV Routine NOx Annual NAAQS SIL analysis No Volume 0.08
HRPPWV HRPPWV Routine SO2 1-hr NAAQS SIL analysis No Volume 0.00
HRPPWV HRPPWV Routine SO2 3-hr NAAQS SIL analysis No Volume 0.00
HRPPWV HRPPWV Routine SO2 24-hr NAAQS SIL analysis No Volume 0.00
HRPPWV HRPPWV Routine SO2 Annual NAAQS SIL analysis No Volume 0.00
HRPPWV HRPPWV Routine PM10 24-hr NAAQS SIL analysis No Volume 0.03
HRPPWV HRPPWV Routine PM2.5 24-hr NAAQS SIL analysis No Volume 0.03
HRPPWV HRPPWV Routine PM2.5 Annual NAAQS SIL analysis No Volume 0.02
HRPPWV HRPPWV Routine CO 1-hr NAAQS SIL analysis No Volume 0.02
HRPPWV HRPPWV Routine CO 8-hr NAAQS SIL analysis No Volume 0.02
HRPPWV HRPPWV Routine Health Effects Pollutant 1-hr Health Effects Project Wide No Volume --
HRPPWV HRPPWV Routine Health Effects Pollutant Annual Health Effects Project Wide No Volume --
HRPPWV HRPPWV Routine Generic 1-hr No Volume 1.00
HRPPWV HRPPWV Routine Generic Annual No Volume 1.00
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Modeling Scenario

Routine

Scenario Description:

Routine emissions are modeled in this scenario.
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Facility:

Project Increases (tpy) Source Selection Emission Rate (tpy) Height (m) 24-hr Annual 24-hr PM2.5 Annual PM2.5

Nitrogen Oxide (NOx) 0.028360305 worst-case 2500 10000
Sulfur Dioxide (SO2) 0.000251698 worst-case 343 1801
This line was intentionally left blank.

Applicant  
All internal comments m        

Modeled Emission Rates for Precursors (MERPs) Demonstration Tool for Calculating Secondary PM2.5 Impacts

Precursor

Selection of Variables MERP Value Total Secondary Value (µg/m3)

C.  If a site specific MERP value is selected, provide justification for the selected height variable(s) here. Please limit your response to 2000 characters. 

0.00001 0.00000

MERPs Demonstration Justification
A. Provide justification for selection of worst-case MERP and/or site-specific source here. Please limit your response to 2000 characters.
Worst case MERP scenario used conservatively.

B.  If a site-specific source is selected, provide justification for the selected emission rate variable(s) here. Please limit your response to 2000 characters. 
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Pollutant Averaging Time GLCmax (µg/m3) De Minimis (µg/m3)

SO2 1-hr 0.0159 20.42
H2SO4 1-hr 1
H2SO4 24-hr 0.3

H2S 1-hr

2.16
(If property is residential, 
recreational, business, or 

commercial)

H2S 1-hr

3.24
(If property is not residential, 

recreational, business, or 
commercial)

Pollutant Averaging Time GLCmax (µg/m3) Standard (µg/m3)

SO2 1-hr 1021
H2SO4 1-hr 50
H2SO4 24-hr 15

H2S 1-hr

108 
(If property is residential, 
recreational, business, or 

commercial)

H2S 1-hr

162 
(If property is not residential, 

recreational, business, or 
commercial)

Pollutant Averaging Time GLCmax  (µg/m3) De Minimis (µg/m3)

SO2 1-hr 0.0159 7.8*
SO2 3-hr 0.00621 25
SO2 24-hr 0.00220 5
SO2 Annual 3.40E-04 1
PM10 24-hr 0.354 5
NO2 1-hr 1.61196 7.5**
NO2 Annual 0.0341 1
CO 1-hr 0.373 2000
CO 8-hr 0.0822 500

*  www.tceq.texas.gov/assets/public/permitting/air/memos/appwso2.pdf

Table 3. Modeling Results for Minor NSR De Minimis

Table 1. Project-Related Modeling Results for State Property Line

Table 2.  Site-wide Modeling Results for State Property Line

Additional information for the De Minimis values listed above can be found at:

**  www.tceq.texas.gov/assets/public/permitting/air/memos/guidance_1hr_no2naaqs.pdf

http://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2015-07/documents/appwso2.pdf
http://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2015-07/documents/appwso2.pdf
https://www.tceq.texas.gov/assets/public/permitting/air/memos/guidance_1hr_no2naaqs.pdf
https://www.tceq.texas.gov/assets/public/permitting/air/memos/guidance_1hr_no2naaqs.pdf
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Pollutant Averaging Time GLCmax  (µg/m3)
Secondary PM2.5 Contribution 

(µg/m3)
Total Conc. = Secondary PM2.5 + 

GLCmax (µg/m3) De Minimis (µg/m3)

PM2.5 24-hr 0.354 1.44935E-05 0.35401 1.2*
PM2.5 Annual 0.171 5.95157E-07 0.17100 0.2*

Table 4. PM2.5 Modeling Results for Minor NSR De Minimis

Additional information for the De Minimis values listed above can be found at:
*  www.tceq.texas.gov/permitting/air/modeling/epa-mod-guidance.html

http://www.tceq.texas.gov/permitting/air/modeling/epa-mod-guidance.html
http://www.tceq.texas.gov/permitting/air/modeling/epa-mod-guidance.html
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EPN Model ID Modeling Scenario Averaging Time
GLCmax

(µg/m3 per lb/hr)
GLCmax

(µg/m3 per tpy)
UVCS4 UVCS4 Routine 1-hr 18.30
UVCS4 UVCS4 Routine Annual 0.0422
PCLWV PCLWV Routine 1-hr 13.29
PCLWV PCLWV Routine Annual 0.0584

HRPPWV HRPPWV Routine 1-hr 22.74
HRPPWV HRPPWV Routine Annual 0.110

Facility:
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Step 3 Step 4: Production Step 4: MSS Step 5: MSS Only Step 5: Hours of Exceedance Step 6 Step 7: Site Wide Step 7: Hours of Exceedance

Chemical Species CAS Number Averaging Time ESL [µg/m3]

10% ESL                     
Step 3 Modeled GLCmax 

[µg/m3]

25 % ESL 
Step 4 Production GLCmax 
since most recent site wide 

modeling [µg/m3] 

10% ESL 
Step 4 Production 

Project Only GLCmax 
[µg/m3]

50% ESL
Step 4 MSS GLCmax 
since most recent site 
wide modeling [µg/m3]

25% ESL 
Step 4 MSS Project Only 

GLCmax [µg/m3]

Full ESL 
Step 5 GLCmax 

[µg/m3] 

 1X ESL GLCmax 
Step 5 MSS Hours 

of Exceedance 

 2X ESL GLCmax 
Step 5 MSS Hours 

of Exceedance 

 4X ESL GLCmax 
Step 5 MSS Hours 

of Exceedance 

 10X ESL GLCmax 
Step 5 MSS Hours 

of Exceedance 

Was Step 6 relied 
on to fall out of the 

MERA?
Site Wide GLCmax 

[µg/m3]
Site Wide GLCni  

[µg/m3]

 1X ESL GLCni 
Hours of 

Exceedance 

 2X ESL GLCmax 
Hours of 

Exceedance 

 4X ESL GLCmax 
Hours of 

Exceedance 

 10X ESL GLCmax 
Hours of 

Exceedance 
methyl ethyl ketone 78-93-3 1-hr 18000 77.93 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA
methyl ethyl ketone 78-93-3 Annual 2600 0.27 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

ethanol 64-17-5 1-hr 18800 80.53 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA
ethanol 64-17-5 Annual 1880 6.78 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

ethylene glycol 107-21-1 1-hr 450 62.64 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA Yes NA NA NA NA NA NA
ethylene glycol 107-21-1 Annual 4.5 5.28 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA Yes NA NA NA NA NA NA

1-propanol 71-23-8 1-hr 2460 17.90 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA
1-propanol 71-23-8 Annual 246 1.51 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA
isopropanol 67-63-0 1-hr 4920 8.95 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA
isopropanol 67-63-0 Annual 492 0.75 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

2-butoxyethanol 111-76-2 1-hr 2900 16.71 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA
2-butoxyethanol 111-76-2 Annual 3700 0.57 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

ammonia 7664-41-7 1-hr 180 3.17 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA
ammonia 7664-41-7 Annual 92 0.11 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

propylene glycol 57-55-6 1-hr 1800 0.84 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA
propylene glycol 57-55-6 Annual 18 0.03 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

ethoxymethyl polysiloxane 7762-97-4 (Vap 1-hr 1000 0.84 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA
ethoxymethyl polysiloxane 7762-97-4 (Vap Annual 100 0.03 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

diesel fuel 68334-30-5 1-hr 1000 0.01 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA
diesel fuel 68334-30-5 Annual 100 0.00 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

titanium(iv) dioxide 13463-67-7 1-hr 50 17.90 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA Yes NA NA NA NA NA NA
titanium(iv) dioxide 13463-67-7 Annual 5 1.51 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA Yes NA NA NA NA NA NA

Modeled Health Effect Results (MERA Guidance):
Facility:
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Model File Base Name Pollutant Averaging Time File Extensions Additional File Description
TPCO_NO2 NOx 1-hr *.ADI; .ADO; .SUM; .PLT SIL
TPCO_CO CO 1-hr *.ADI; .ADO; .SUM; .PLT SIL
TPCO_SO2 SO2 1-hr *.ADI; .ADO; .SUM; .PLT SIL

TPCO_PM10_24hr PM10 24-hr *.ADI; .ADO; .SUM; .PLT SIL
TPCO_PM2.5_24hr PM2.5 24-hr *.ADI; .ADO; .SUM; .PLT SIL
TPCO_PM2.5_AN PM2.5 Annual *.ADI; .ADO; .SUM; .PLT SIL

TPCO Modeling Oct 2019_IMPACT IMPACTS 1-hr *.ADI; .ADO; .SUM; .PLT Health Effects Analysis
SanPatricio_CRPCRP12M All All *.PLF; .SCF Surface and upper met files

TPCO_PM25_24hr All All *.BPI; .PRO; .SUP Sitewide downwash files
AERSURFACE All All *.LOG; .OUT AERSURFACE

TPCO_PM25_24hr All All *. API; .AST; .ROU; .SOU AERMAP
MAPDETAIL All All * .OUT AERMAP

MAPPARAMS All All *.OUT AERMAP

Facility:
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From: Thomas Haney
To: Susan Hoelscher
Subject: FW: Permit 86860 Renewal/Amendment
Date: Tuesday, January 14, 2020 11:48:56 AM
Attachments: 20191212_ApplicationWorkbook_TPCO_86860.xlsx
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Importance: High

 
 

From: Thomas Haney 
Sent: Friday, December 13, 2019 7:42 AM
To: 'Jennifer Harville' <Jennifer.Harville@Tceq.Texas.Gov>
Cc: JOADRIANV@TPCOAMERICA.COM
Subject: RE: Permit 86860 Renewal/Amendment
Importance: High
 
Ms. Harville,
 
Please see the attached corrected workbook. Thank you for your patience. Let me know if I can
make any additional corrections.
Thomas A. Haney, EIT

GHD
Proudly employee owned
T: +1 361 232 5881| M: +1 361 800 3620| E: thomas.haney@ghd.com
1712 South Staples Street, Corpus Christi, TX 78404 USA | www.ghd.com
Connect 

              
 
WATER | ENERGY & RESOURCES | ENVIRONMENT | PROPERTY & BUILDINGS | TRANSPORTATION

Please consider our environment before printing this email.
 

From: Jennifer Harville <Jennifer.Harville@Tceq.Texas.Gov> 
Sent: Wednesday, November 13, 2019 3:26 PM
To: JOADRIANV@TPCOAMERICA.COM; Thomas Haney <Thomas.Haney@ghd.com>
Subject: Permit 86860 Renewal/Amendment
 
Mr. Vara and Mr. Haney,
 
I am administratively reviewing the above mentioned and need an item corrected on the workbook
submitted:
 

1.  Colum C on the Unit Types-Emission Rates Tab is incomplete. Please correct the workbook
and provide the Facility ID Number (FIN); there should not be any blank cells.

 
Please submit the corrected workbook via email as soon as possible to avoid further delay.

mailto:Thomas.Haney@ghd.com
mailto:Susan.Hoelscher@ghd.com
mailto:thomas.haney@ghd.com
http://www.ghd.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/ghd
https://www.facebook.com/GHDGroup
https://twitter.com/GHD_Namerica
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCwUGfe6zgaddIXqA7entIwQ
https://www.ghd.com/en/sectors/water.aspx
https://www.ghd.com/en/sectors/energy---resources.aspx
https://www.ghd.com/en/sectors/environment.aspx
https://www.ghd.com/en/sectors/property---buildings.aspx
https://www.ghd.com/en/sectors/transportation.aspx
mailto:Jennifer.Harville@Tceq.Texas.Gov
mailto:JOADRIANV@TPCOAMERICA.COM
mailto:Thomas.Haney@ghd.com

Cover

		Press TAB to move input areas. Press UP or DOWN ARROW in column A to read through the document.

		Form PI-1 General Application

		Version 4.0 - 100 FINs

		This workbook is a tool available for almost all action types for case-by-case NSR permits (see list below) to streamline the review process. Note: This workbook is required for all applications received on or after June 1, 2019.

Please check our website to be sure you use the latest version of the workbook for all the features and accurate information.

Complete the workbook in order of the sheets. Responses and data entered on previous sheets are used throughout the following sheets.

Questions? Contact the Air Permits Division at (512) 239-1250

		This cell intentionally left blank.

		Types of Permits and Actions Included
The following permit and actions types are included in the Form PI-1 General Application. Using it will streamline the review process and is highly encouraged. Note: This workbook is required for all applications listed below received on or after June 1, 2019.

		Permit Type				Action Type

		NSR Minor Permit (can be a Title V major source)				Initial

		NSR Minor Permit (can be a Title V major source)				Amendment

		NSR Minor Permit (can be a Title V major source)				Renewal

		NSR Minor Permit (can be a Title V major source)				Renewal Certification

		NSR Minor Permit (can be a Title V major source)				Renewal/Amendment

		NSR Minor Permit (can be a Title V major source)				Change of location

		NSR Minor Permit (can be a Title V major source)				Relocation

		NSR Minor Permit (can be a Title V major source)				Alteration

		NSR Minor Permit (can be a Title V major source)				Extension to Start of Construction

		Special Construction Permit				Amendment

		Special Construction Permit				Renewal

		Special Construction Permit				Renewal Certification

		Special Permit				Renewal/Amendment

		Special Permit				Alteration

		Special Permit				Extension to Start of Construction

		De Minimis				Initial

		Flexible Permit				Initial

		Flexible Permit				Amendment

		Flexible Permit				Renewal

		Flexible Permit				Renewal Certification

		Flexible Permit				Renewal/Amendment

		Flexible Permit				Alteration

		Flexible Permit				Extension to Start of Construction

		PSD				Initial

		PSD				Major Modification

		GHG PSD				Initial

		GHG PSD				Major Modification

		GHG PSD				Voluntary Update

		Nonattainment				Initial

		Nonattainment				Major Modification

		HAP (112 g)				Initial

		HAP (112 g)				Major Modification

		PAL				Initial

		PAL				Amendment

		PAL				Renewal

		PAL				Renewal/Amendment

		PAL				Alteration

		This cell intentionally left blank.

		Types of Permits and Actions Indirectly Included
These permit types are past the due dates for submitting initial projects. Renewals, amendments, and alteration projects can be submitted and follow the same requirements for the “NSR Minor Permits” listed above (Subchapter D for renewals and Subchapter B for amendments and alterations.) There are no specific questions using the terms below, i.e. no question “Is this a grandfathered facility?” Using the Form PI-1 General Application for these projects will streamline the review process and is highly encouraged. Note: This workbook is required for all applications listed below received on or after June 1, 2019.

		Grandfathered Facilities				Amendment

		Chapter 116, Subchapter H				Alteration

		Chapter 116, Subchapter H				Renewal

		Electric Generating Facility				Amendment

		Chapter 116, Subchapter I				Alteration

		Chapter 116, Subchapter I				Renewal

		Permits for Specific Designed Facilities				Amendment

		Chapter 116, Subchapter L				Alteration

		Chapter 116, Subchapter L				Renewal

		This cell intentionally left blank.

		Types of Permits and Actions Not Included
The following permit and actions types are not included in the Form PI-1 General Application. Submit these project types in accordance with the applicable rules and guidance. Many of these projects are required to be submitted through STEERS.

		https://www3.tceq.texas.gov/steers/

		Standard Permit Registrations (Chapter 116, Subchapter F)

		Permit by Rule Registration and Certification (Chapter 106)

		Federal Operating Permits (Chapter 122)

		Multiple Plant Permits (Chapter 116, Subchapter J)

		NSR Permit Qualified Facility Changes (30 TAC § 116.116(e))

		NSR Permit Alternate Means of Compliance (AMOC) (Chapter 115, Subchapter J)

		This cell intentionally left blank.

		To Submit:
1. Complete all required sections leaving no blanks unless the question is optional. You may use the "tab" button or the arrow
    keys to move to the next available cell. Use "enter" to move down a line. Note: dropdowns are case-sensitive.
2. Sections of the workbook which are not applicable for this project will be blocked out as data is entered. For example,
    answering "No" to "Is this a project for a concrete batch plant?" will remove sections of the workbook required only for
    concrete batch plants. Note: if you can see the sheet title, there are questions applicable to your project on that
    sheet.
3. Follow the directions below to create the required workbook header.
4. The preferred method for submitting NSR application materials is through STEERS as an ePermit application.
    When submitting through STEERS:
    A. An original signature is not needed.
    B. The system notifies the appropriate regional office and local program of the application materials. You do not need
         to send anything submitted through STEERS.
    C. You do still need a hard copy for the public place if notice is required and for other applicable program areas listed
         on the Copies sheet, such as Federal Land Managers.
    D. You can submit attachments with the original submittal.
    E. Confidential information can be submitted without encryption.
5. The PI-1 can also be submitted through email. Email the workbook electronic file to the Air Permits Initial Review Team. The
    subject line should read "Company Name_Permit Number (don't include if unknown)_NSR Permit Application". The file name
    should be: Date_ApplicationWorkbook_Company name_Permit number (YYYYMMDD_Application
    Workbook_Company_Permit#). Email address:

		apirt@tceq.texas.gov

		5. Print and sign the "General" sheet if the workbook indicates that an original signature is required. Some projects
    do not require an original signature and that section will be blocked out. Note, this is the only part of this
    workbook that is needed by the Air Permits Division as a hard copy. If submitting through STEERS, this step is not
    required.
6. Follow the guide on the "Copies" guidance sheet for where to mail the application materials.
7. Do not begin construction until notified by the TCEQ. If the facility is already operating, an air authorization is still needed.
    Seek an authorization as soon as you become aware that this requirement applies.
8. Updates may be required throughout the review process. Updated workbooks can be submitted electronically. Be sure to
    change the headers accordingly.

		Renewal Projects: Send the application to the TCEQ at least six months but no earlier than 18 months prior to permit expiration. A renewal application may accompany a permit amendment application if the permit is within three years of its expiration date and if the permit amendment is subject to public notice requirements. Facility operation may continue as long as the application and fee are received within the specified deadlines.

Consolidating a Permit within 6 years of expiration requires a Form PI-1 General Application and fee for each permit and will require Public Notice.

If you are requesting to split one permit into multiple (move FINs from Permit A to Permit B):
1. Submit two applications: one as an amendment to Permit A to remove the sources and one as an initial project to create
    Permit B.
2. The Permit A amendment application should contain all the FIN's from the current permit. Those moving to Permit B should
    be listed as "remove" in column A of the  "Unit Types - Emission Rates" sheet.
3. The Permit B initial application should list all the sources to be in the new permit. Those moving from Permit A should be
    listed as "not new/modified" in column A of the "Unit Types - Emission Rates" sheet (unless you are also requesting changes
    to those FINs).

		This cell intentionally left blank.

		To Submit Other Application Materials:
APD's preference is to receive all application attachments electronically through STEERS, email, or FTP. When submitting electronically, hard copy courtesy copies are not needed by APD. Here are some tips:
1. Submit all attachments through STEERS as part of your ePermit application or submit the attachments with your email to
    APIRT with your Form PI-1 General Application.
2. Submit all workbook files as an electronic workbook (such as Excel) with all formulas viewable for review (rather than a PDF,
    for example).
3. For files that are too large to submit via email, files can be shared with Air Permits through a secure FTP. You will need to
    upload the files into the TCEQ FTPs and share the files with APIRT@tceq.texas.gov. Once your project has been assigned,
    contact your permit reviewer to set up an FTP.
4. If submitting hard copy originals, reference the date and email subject of the PI-1 submittal email.
5. Confidential files should be submitted through STEERS, as encrypted files through email or FTP, as a confidential
    hardcopy, or as a confidential disc or flash drive. All pages must be marked confidential and have confidential in the file
    name. Confidential submittals must be separate from non-confidential application materials.

    Please note that emails sent to the agency are not encryption protected via Secure Sockets Layers by our server and may be
    subject to interception by common third-party internet tools. Anything marked as confidential will be treated as such by APD
    staff upon receipt.

See the below link for additional information about submitting via FTP:

		https://ftps.tceq.texas.gov/help/

		This cell intentionally left blank.

		Create Headers:
1. Right-click one of the workbook's sheet tabs and "Select All Sheets."
2. Enter the "Page Layout View" by using the navigation ribbon's View > Workbook Views > Page Layout, or by clicking the page layout icon in the lower-left corner of Excel.
3. Add the date, permit number (if known), and company name to the upper-right header. Note that this may take up to a minute to update your spreadsheet. Use a second line if the company name is more than 30 characters.

		This cell intentionally left blank.

		Printing Tips:
While APD does not need a hard copy of the full workbook (only the General sheet), you may need to print it for sending to the regional offices, local programs, and for public access if notice is required.
1. Do not print any sheets or pages without data entry. For example, do not print the renewal sheet if you are not submitting a renewal project. Also, do not print the entire Unit Types-Emission Rates sheet, only the pages showing the data you have entered.
2. The default printing setup for each sheet in the workbook is set for all columns on one sheet of paper. This will make the printout easier to review for future reference. We have also set the print areas to not include the instructions on each sheet.
3. You have access to change all printing settings to fit your needs and printed font size. Some common options include:
    -Change what area you are printing (whole active sheet or a selection);
    -Change the orientation (portrait or landscape);
    -Change the margin size;
    -Change the scaling (all columns on one sheet, full size, your own custom selection, etc.).
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		Table of Contents: Click to jump to that worksheet tab.

		Application Materials

		General				General Information for Initial, Amendment, and Change of Location Projects

		Renewals				General Information for Renewal Projects

		Technical				Technical Information for Initial, Amendment, and Change of Location Projects

		Example				Table 1(a) example entries

		Unit Types - Emissions Rates				Detailed information for units in this permit, including unit type, EPNs, current and proposed emission rates

		Flex Permits				Indicates capped pollutants and the cap contributions of each FIN for flexible permits

		Stack Parameters				Stack parameter information for each EPN in this permit

		Public Notice				Public Notice Applicability, Required Information, and Small Business Classification

		Federal Applicability				A summary of PSD, GHG PSD, and nonattainment applicability

		Fees				Estimated Capital Cost and Fee Verification

		Impacts				Summary sheet of the impacts analysis conducted for this project

		BACT				Minimum Tier I BACT requirements are listed, additional information may be required

		Monitoring				Minimum monitoring requirements are listed, additional information may be required

		Materials				List of application materials attached to this application workbook

		Guidance for completing this workbook (these do not need to be printed with your application)

		Copies				Requirements for submitting the original and copies of the complete application

		Glossary				Key terms and additional instructions for completing this workbook

		Acronyms				Key to acronyms used throughout this workbook

		Unit Types				List of unit types included in this workbook

		Blank Table				A blank Unit Types-Emission Rates sheet to help you organize your list of sources.

		Summary				A summary sheet of the project

		End of worksheet
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General

		Press TAB to move input areas. Press UP or DOWN ARROW in column A to read through the document.

		General Information														Applicant Internal Comments

		This sheet provides administrative information needed by the TCEQ.

Instructions:
1. Complete all applicable sections below.
2. An original signature on this sheet is required for many project types. If required, submit a hard copy of this worksheet with the original signature.														All comments must be deleted prior to application submittal.

		Click here to return to Cover Sheet.

		I. Applicant Information

		I acknowledge that I am submitting an authorized TCEQ application workbook and any necessary attachments. Except for inputting the requested data and adjusting row height and column width, I have not changed the TCEQ application workbook in any way, including but not limited to changing formulas, formatting, content, or protections.												I agree

		A. Company Information

		Company or Legal Name:						TPCO America Corporation

		Permits are issued to either the facility owner or operator, commonly referred to as the applicant or permit holder. List the legal name of the company, corporation, partnership, or person who is applying for the permit. We will verify the legal name with the Texas Secretary of State at (512) 463-5555 or at:

		https://www.sos.state.tx.us

		Texas Secretary of State Charter/Registration Number (if given):

		B. Company Official Contact Information: must not be a consultant

		Prefix (Mr., Ms., Dr., etc.):				Mr. 

		First Name:				JoAdrian

		Last Name:				Vara

		Title:				EHS Manager

		Mailing Address:				5431 Highway 35

		Address Line 2:

		City:				Gregory

		State:				Texas

		ZIP Code:				78359

		Telephone Number:				361-271-1478

		Fax Number:				361-885-7862

		Email Address:				joadrianv@tpcoamerica.com

		C. Technical Contact Information: This person must have the authority to make binding agreements and representations on behalf of the applicant and may be a consultant. Additional technical contact(s) can be provided in a cover letter.

		Prefix (Mr., Ms., Dr., etc.):				Mr.

		First Name:				Thomas

		Last Name:				Haney

		Title:				Engineer

		Company or Legal Name:				GHD Service, Inc.

		Mailing Address:				1712 South Staples Street

		Address Line 2:

		City:				Corpus Christi

		State:				Texas 

		ZIP Code:				78404

		Telephone Number:				361-232-5881

		Fax Number:

		Email Address:				thomas.haney@ghd.com

		D. Assigned Numbers 

		The CN and RN below are assigned when a Core Data Form is initially submitted to the Central Registry. The RN is also assigned if the agency has conducted an investigation or if the agency has issued an enforcement action. If these numbers have not yet been assigned, leave these questions blank and include a Core Data Form with your application submittal. See Section VI.B. below for additional information.

		Enter the CN. The CN is a unique number given to each business, governmental body, association, individual, or other entity that owns, operates, is responsible for, or is affiliated with a regulated entity.										CN603957036

		Enter the RN. The RN is a unique agency assigned number given to each person, organization, place, or thing that is of environmental interest to us and where regulated activities will occur. The RN replaces existing air account numbers. The RN for portable units is assigned to the unit itself, and that same RN should be used when applying for authorization at a different location.										RN106224447

		This cell intentionally left blank

		II. Delinquent Fees and Penalties

		Does the applicant have unpaid delinquent fees and/or penalties owed to the TCEQ?
This form will not be processed until all delinquent fees and/or penalties owed to the TCEQ or the Office of the Attorney General on behalf of the TCEQ are paid in accordance with the Delinquent Fee and Penalty Protocol. For more information regarding Delinquent Fees and Penalties, go to the TCEQ Web site at:												No

		https://www.tceq.texas.gov/agency/financial/fees/delin

		This cell intentionally left blank

		III. Permit Information

		A. Permit and Action Type (multiple may be selected, leave no blanks)

		Additional information regarding the different NSR authorizations can be found at:

		https://www.tceq.texas.gov/permitting/air/guidance/authorize.html

		Select from the drop-down the type of action being requested for each permit type. If that permit type does not apply, you MUST select "Not applicable".

Provide all assigned permit numbers relevant for the project. Leave blank if the permit number has not yet been assigned.

		Permit Type						Action Type Requested
(do not leave blank)				Permit Number (if assigned)

		Minor NSR (can be a Title V major source): Not applicable, Initial, Amendment, Renewal, Renewal Certification, Renewal/Amendment, Relocation/Alteration, Change of Location, Alteration, Extension to Start of Construction						Renewal/Amendment				86860

		Special Permit: Not applicable, Amendment, Renewal,  Renewal Certification, Renewal/Amendment, Alteration, Extension to Start of Construction						Not applicable

		De Minimis: Not applicable, Initial						Not applicable

		Flexible: Not applicable, Initial, Amendment, Renewal,  Renewal Certification, Renewal/Amendment, Alteration, Extension to Start of Construction						Not applicable

		PSD: Not applicable, Initial, Major Modification						Not applicable

		Nonattainment: Not applicable, Initial, Major Modification						Not applicable

		HAP Major Source [FCAA § 112(g)]: Not applicable, Initial, Major Modification						Not applicable

		PAL: Not applicable, Initial, Amendment, Renewal, Renewal/Amendment, Alteration						Not applicable

		GHG PSD: Not applicable, Initial, Major Modification, Voluntary Update						Not applicable

		GHG projects: List the non-GHG applications (pending or being submitted) that are associated with the project. Note: All preconstruction authorizations (including authorization for emissions of greenhouse gases, if applicable) must be obtained prior to start of construction.

		B.  MSS Activities

		How are/will MSS activities for sources associated with this project be authorized?						This permit

		List the permit number, registration number, and/or PBR number.

		C. Consolidating NSR Permits

		Will this permit be consolidated into another NSR permit with this action?												No

		Is the renewal date of this permit in six years or less?												Yes

		If yes, you will need to complete Public Notice for this permit before it can be consolidated.

		List the pollutants authorized by this permit to be included in the public notice.

		What is the permit number this permit will be consolidated into?												86860

		Submit a separate Form PI-1 General Application for the surviving permit. Include this permit's sources on the Unit Types-Emission Rates sheet of the surviving permit's Form PI-1 General Application.

		Will NSR permits be consolidated into this permit with this action?												Yes

		If Yes, list the permit numbers to be consolidated.						100133

		Include all sources from consolidated permits in this surviving Form PI-1 General Application. If the permit to be consolidated into this one has a renewal date in six years or less, submit a separate Form PI-1 General Application for that permit's renewal.

		D. Incorporation of Standard Permits, Standard Exemptions, and/or Permits By Rule (PBR)

		To ensure protectiveness, previously issued authorizations (standard permits, standard exemptions, or PBRs) including those for MSS, are incorporated into a permit either by consolidation or by reference. At the time of renewal and/or amendment, consolidation (in some cases) may be voluntary and referencing is mandatory. More guidance regarding incorporation can be found in 30 TAC § 116.116(d)(2), 30 TAC § 116.615(3) and in this memo:

		https://www.tceq.texas.gov/assets/public/permitting/air/memos/pbr_spc06.pdf

		Are there any standard permits, standard exemptions, or PBRs to be incorporated by reference?								No

		If yes, list any PBR, standard exemptions, or standard permits that need to be referenced:

		Are there any PBR, standard exemptions, or standard permits associated to be incorporated by consolidation? Note: Emission calculations, a BACT analysis, and an impacts analysis must be attached to this application at the time of submittal for any authorization to be incorporated by consolidation.								No

		If yes, list any PBR, standard exemptions, or standard permits that need to be consolidated:

		If yes, are emission calculations, BACT analysis, and an impacts analysis included for each authorization to be consolidated? If any required information is not provided, the authorization will be incorporated by reference. 

		E. Associated Federal Operating Permits

		Is this facility located at a site required to obtain a site operating permit (SOP) or general operating permit (GOP)?												Yes

		Is a SOP or GOP review pending for this source, area, or site?												No

		If required to obtain a SOP or GOP, list all associated permit number(s). If no associated permit number has been assigned yet, enter "TBD":						3660

		This cell intentionally left blank

		IV. Facility Location and General Information

		A. Location

		County: Enter the county where the facility is physically located. 						San Patricio

		TCEQ Region						Region 14

		County attainment status as of Sept. 23, 2019						attainment or unclassified for all pollutants

		Street Address:						5431 Highway 35

		City: If the address is not located in a city, then enter the city or town closest to the facility, even if it is not in the same county as the facility.						Gregory

		ZIP Code: Include the ZIP Code of the physical facility site, not the ZIP Code of the applicant's mailing address. 						78359

		Site Location Description: If there is no street address, provide written driving directions to the site. Identify the location by distance and direction from well-known landmarks such as major highway intersections.

		Use USGS maps, county maps prepared by the Texas Department of Transportation, or an online software application such as Google Earth to find the latitude and longitude.

		Latitude (in degrees, minutes, and nearest second (DDD:MM:SS)) for the street address or the destination point of the driving directions. Latitude is the angular distance of a location north of the equator and will always be between 25 and 37 degrees north (N) in Texas.						027:55:12

		Longitude (in degrees, minutes, and nearest second (DDD:MM:SS)) for the street address or the destination point of the driving directions. Longitude is the angular distance of a location west of the prime meridian and will always be between 93 and 107 degrees west (W) in Texas.						097:16:11

		Is this a project for a lead smelter, concrete crushing facility, and/or a hazardous waste management facility?												No

		If yes, does the project meet the distance limitations listed in 30 TAC § 116.112?

		B. General Information

		Site Name:						TPCO America

		Area Name: Must indicate the general type of operation, process, equipment or facility. Include numerical designations, if appropriate. Examples are Sulfuric Acid Plant and No. 5 Steam Boiler. Vague names such as Chemical Plant are not acceptable.						Pipe Manufacturing

		Are there any schools located within 3,000 feet of the site boundary?						No

		C. Portable Facility

		Permanent or portable facility?						Permanent

		Serial number of the equipment to be authorized:

		Serial number of the equipment to be authorized:

		D. Industry Type

		Principal Company Product/Business:						Pipe Manufacturing

		A list of SIC codes can be found at:

		https://www.naics.com/sic-codes-industry-drilldown/

		Principal SIC code:						3312

		NAICS codes and conversions between NAICS and SIC Codes are available at:

		https://www.census.gov/eos/www/naics/

		Principal NAICS code:						331111

		E. State Senator and Representative for this site

		This information can be found at (note, the website is not compatible to Internet Explorer):

		https://wrm.capitol.texas.gov/

		State Senator:						Senator Judith Zaffirini

		District:						21

		State Representative:						Representative J.M. Lozano

		District:						43

		This cell intentionally left blank

		V. Project Information

		A. Description

		Provide a brief description of the project that is requested. (Limited to 500 characters). 				This project will serve to renew/amend Permit 86860 and incorporate Permit 100133. Specifically, TPCO requests to: authorize emissions for labelling pipes at EPNs HRPPWV and PCLWV; update coating material at EPN UVCS4; authorize two diesel heaters; update emissions factors, maximum flow rate, stack diameter, and location for EPN HRLDS; remove EPNs MPFS, GWTF, RSWTF, and RSCCT; update locations of emissions points/air compressor building; and update pipe rolling workshop/building dimensions. 

		B. Project Timing

		Authorization must be obtained for many projects before beginning construction. Construction is broadly interpreted as anything other than site clearance or site preparation. Enter the date as "Month Date, Year" (e.g. July 4, 1776).

		Projected Start of Construction:				NA

		Projected Start of Operation:				NA

		C. Enforcement Projects

		Is this application in response to, or related to, an agency investigation, notice of violation, or enforcement action?												No

		If yes, did you attach copies of any correspondence from the agency and provide the RN associated with the investigation, notice of violation, or enforcement action?

		D. Operating Schedule

		Will sources in this project be authorized to operate 8760 hours per year?												Yes

		 If no, provide details in your permit application materials.

		Does this facility operate seasonally?

		If yes, describe the operating schedule.

		This cell intentionally left blank

		VI. Application Materials

		All representations regarding construction plans and operation procedures contained in the permit application shall be conditions upon which the permit is issued. (30 TAC § 116.116)

		A. Confidential Application Materials

		Is confidential information submitted with this application?												No

		If yes, is each confidential page marked "CONFIDENTIAL" in large red letters?

		THSC §382.041 requires us not to disclose any information related to manufacturing processes that is marked Confidential. Mark any information related to secret or proprietary processes or methods of manufacture Confidential if you do not want this information in the public file. All confidential information should be separated from the application and submitted as a separate file. Additional information regarding confidential information can be found at:

		https://www.tceq.texas.gov/permitting/air/confidential.html

		B. Is the Core Data Form (Form 10400) attached?												No

		https://www.tceq.texas.gov/assets/public/permitting/centralregistry/10400.docx

		C. Is a current area map attached?												Yes

		Is the area map a current map with a true north arrow, an accurate scale, the entire plant property, the location of the property relative to prominent geographical features including, but not limited to, highways, roads, streams, and significant landmarks such as buildings, residences, schools, parks, hospitals, day care centers, and churches?												Yes

		Does the map show a 3,000-foot radius from the property boundary?												Yes

		D. Is a plot plan attached?												Yes

		Does your plot plan clearly show a north arrow, an accurate scale, all property lines, all emission points, buildings, tanks, process vessels, other process equipment, and two bench mark locations?												Yes

		Does your plot plan identify all emission points on the affected property, including all emission points authorized by other air authorizations, construction permits, PBRs, special permits, and standard permits?												Yes

		Did you include a table of emission points indicating the authorization type and authorization identifier, such as a permit number, registration number, or rule citation under which each emission point is currently authorized?												N/A

		E. Is a process flow diagram attached?												Yes

		Is the process flow diagram sufficiently descriptive so the permit reviewer can determine the raw materials to be used in the process; all major processing steps and major equipment items; individual emission points associated with each process step; the location and identification of all emission abatement devices; and the location and identification of all waste streams (including wastewater streams that may have associated air emissions)?												Yes

		F. Is a process description attached?												Yes

		Does the process description emphasize where the emissions are generated, why the emissions must be generated, what air pollution controls are used (including process design features that minimize emissions), and where the emissions enter the atmosphere?												Yes

		Does the process description also explain how the facility or facilities will be operating when the maximum possible emissions are produced?												Yes

		G. Are detailed calculations attached? Calculations must be provided for each source with new or changing emission rates. For example, a new source, changing emission factors, decreasing emissions, consolidated sources, etc. You do not need to submit calculations for sources which are not changing emission rates with this project. Please note: the preferred format is an electronic workbook (such as Excel) with all formulas viewable for review. It can be emailed with the submittal of this application workbook.												Yes

		Are emission rates and associated calculations for planned MSS facilities and related activities attached?												N/A

		H. Is a material balance (Table 2, Form 10155) attached?												N/A

		Table 2 (Form 10155), entitled Material Balance:  A material balance representation may be required for all applications to confirm technical emissions information. Typically this is required  for refining and chemical manufacturing processes involving reactions, separations, and blending.  It may also be requested by the permit reviewer for other applications. Table 2 should represent the total material balance; that is, all streams into the system and all streams out. Additional sheets may be attached if necessary. Complex material balances may be presented on spreadsheets or indicated using process flow diagrams. All materials in the process should be addressed whether or not they directly result in the emission of an air contaminant. All production rates must be based on maximum operating conditions. 

		I. Is a list of MSS activities attached?												N/A

		Are the MSS activities listed and discussed separately, each complete with the authorization mechanism or emission rates, frequency, duration, and supporting information if authorized by this permit?

		J. Is a discussion of state regulatory requirements attached, addressing 30 TAC Chapters 101, 111, 112, 113, 115, and 117?												Yes

		For all applicable chapters, does the discussion include how the facility will comply with the requirements of the chapter?												Yes

		For all not applicable chapters, does the discussion include why the chapter is not applicable?												Yes

		K. Are all other required tables, calculations, and descriptions attached?												Yes

		This cell intentionally left blank

		VII. Signature

		The owner or operator of the facility must apply for authority to construct. The appropriate company official (owner, plant manager, president, vice president, or environmental director) must sign all copies of the application. The applicant’s consultant cannot sign the application. Important Note: Signatures must be original in ink, not reproduced by photocopy, fax, or other means, and must be received before any permit is issued.

		The signature below confirms that I have knowledge of the facts included in this application and that these facts are true and correct to the best of my knowledge and belief. I further state that to the best of my knowledge and belief, the project for which application is made will not in any way violate any provision of the Texas Water Code (TWC), Chapter 7; the Texas Health and Safety Code, Chapter 382; the Texas Clean Air Act (TCAA); the air quality rules of the Texas Commission on Environmental Quality; or any local governmental ordinance or resolution enacted pursuant to the TCAA. I further state that I understand my signature indicates that this application meets all applicable nonattainment, prevention of significant deterioration, or major source of hazardous air pollutant permitting requirements. The signature further signifies awareness that intentionally or knowingly making or causing to be made false material statements or representations in the application is a criminal offense subject to criminal penalties. 

		Name:		JoAdrian Vara

		Signature:

		Original signature is required.

		Date:		November 7, 2019

		Click here to go to the Renewal sheet.

		Click here to go to the Technical sheet (non-renewal projects).

		End of worksheet
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Renewals

		Press TAB to move input areas. Press UP or DOWN ARROW in column A to read through the document.

		Additional Information for Renewal Projects														Applicant Internal Comments

		This sheet must be completed for all renewal projects. If you can see the page header, there are questions applicable to your project on this sheet.

Instructions:
1. Complete all applicable sections below.
2. Continue to the Technical sheet for additional questions.

														All comments must be deleted prior to application submittal.

		Click here to return to Cover Sheet.

		I. Type of Permit Renewal and Associated Actions

		A. Current Operations

		Do all dockside vessel emissions associated with the facility comply with all rules and regulations of the commission and with the intent of the TCAA, including protection of the health and property of the public and minimization of emissions to the extent possible, consistent with good air pollution practices? (30 TAC § 116.311(a)(1))												N/A

		Is the facility being operated in accordance with all requirements and conditions of the existing permit, including representations in the application for permit to construct and subsequent amendments, and any previously granted renewal, unless otherwise authorized for a qualified facility?												Yes

		If No, describe potential or pending authorization(s):

		Are there any permit actions pending before the TCEQ?												No

		If Yes, list actions and dates of submittal:

		Permit Action:								Date Submitted:









		Have any qualified facility changes under 30 TAC § 116.116(e) occurred since originally issued or last renewed?												No

		Have emission factors changed since the last permitting action?												No

		B. Changes Made Since Last Amendment or Renewal
Have any of the following changes been made to or proposed for the facilities covered by this permit since it was last amended or renewed and are not currently authorized by a PBR, standard permit, or other authorization? Select "Yes" or "No" to answer each question.

		Construction of a new emission source?												Yes

		The emission of new chemical species or a change in character of emissions?												Yes

		An increase in emission rates on a short term or annual basis? (This includes increases of a criteria pollutant as well as increases of a chemical species.)												Yes

		A change in the method of emission control if the emission control is a source itself, such as a thermal oxidizer or flare?												No

		Are new pollutants being added in the renewal process, not currently listed in the permit?												Yes

		If "yes" to any question in Section B above is selected, a concurrent permit amendment is required before the permit can be renewed.

		This cell intentionally left blank

		II. Federal Regulatory Questions

		Indicate if any of the following requirements apply to the proposed facility. Note that some federal regulations apply to minor sources. Enter all applicable Subparts.

		A. Title 40 CFR Part 60

		Do NSPS subpart(s) apply to a facility in this application?				Yes

		If applicable, list applicable subparts you will demonstrate compliance with (e.g. Subpart M)				Subpart A, Subpart AAa, Subpart Dc

		B. Title 40 CFR Part 61

		Do NESHAP subpart(s) apply to a facility in this application?				No

		If applicable, list applicable subparts you will demonstrate compliance with  (e.g. Subpart BB)

		C. Title 40 CFR Part 63

		Do MACT subpart(s) apply to a facility in this application?				Yes

		If applicable, list applicable subparts  you will demonstrate compliance with (e.g. Subpart VVVV)				Subpart A, Subpart YYYYY, Subpart HHHHHH

		This cell intentionally left blank

		III. Renewal Certification

		A. Renewal Certification Eligibility Determination
Select "Yes" or "No" to answer each question.

		Does the permitted facility emit an air contaminant on the watch list and is the permitted facility located in the area on the watch list?												No

		Is the permitted facility required to participate in the Houston/Galveston Area (HGA) cap and trade program for highly reactive VOCs? In addition, do the HRVOCs need to be speciated on the maximum allowable emission rates table (MAERT)?												No

		Does the company have an unsatisfactory compliance history?												No

		Is the permit a Flexible Permit or an Existing Facilities Flexible Permit?												No

		Does this permit require the inclusion of marine loading emissions?												No

		Is there a concurrent amendment application being submitted for this permit?												No

		Is there a permit amendment application currently under review for this permit?												No

		Is the addition of Compliance Assurance Monitoring conditions required with this renewal?												No

		Are scheduled maintenance, startup, or shutdown emissions not authorized by PBR or standard permit, required to be authorized in the permit?												No

		Are there any facilities that have been shutdown that are proposed to be removed from the permit at the time of renewal?												No

		Have the emissions factors changed for any source or have the emissions calculation methodology changed for any source?												No

		Is this permit being consolidated into another permit or are other NSR permits being consolidated into this permit as part of this renewal?												Yes

		Is there inclusion of any sources never before identified but always present and previously represented?

		Are there any changes whatsoever to the current permit special conditions or MAERT being proposed?

		Are there any Permit by Rule authorizations (30 TAC Chapter 106) or Pollution Control Project Standard Permit authorizations that need or are proposed to be incorporated by consolidation into the permit?

		Please note, these authorizations can be incorporated by reference and still qualify for the Renewal Certification option.
     -If you would like to change your response above to incorporate by reference instead of by consolidation,
      please also update General Sheet, Section III.D.
     -If you would like to continue to incorporate by consolidation, complete the remaining applicable questions in
      this workbook.

		B. Renewal Certification Option

		Answer all questions above. If any answers are Yes, Renewal Certification cannot be completed. Be sure to change your response on the General Sheet, Section III if you selected renewal certification. Then continue to the next sheet.

		I acknowledge that my project meets all renewal requirements of 30 TAC § 116.311 and is eligible for Renewal Certification. I choose the Renewal Certification Option. Select "I agree." or "I do not agree."

		When submitting the renewal certification application, enclose a copy of the current permit special conditions and maximum allowable emission rates tables.

		Note: If comments are received during the public notice comment period, the Renewal Certification Option is no longer available.

		Click here to go to the next page.

		End of worksheet
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Technical

		Press TAB to move input areas. Press UP or DOWN ARROW in column A to read through the document.

		Technical Information														Applicant Internal Comments

		This sheet provides technical information needed by the TCEQ. If you can see the page header, there are questions applicable to your project on this sheet.

Instructions:
1. Complete all applicable sections below.
														All comments must be deleted prior to application submittal.

		Click here to return to Cover Sheet.

		I. Additional Questions for Specific NSR Minor Permit Actions

		A. NSR Minor Permit Relocation Requests

		Is a permitted portable facility and associated equipment moving to a site for support of a public works project in which the proposed site is located in or contiguous to the right-of-way of the public works project?

		Is a  portable facility moving to a site in which a portable facility has been located at the site at any time during the previous two years and the site was subject to public notice as required under Chapter 39 of this title (relating to Public Notice), the Air Quality Standard Permit for Concrete Batch Plants, or the concrete batch plant permits by rule?

		If no to both questions, this project does not qualify for a relocation.

		Provide the permit or registration number of the portable facility that was located at the proposed site any time during the last two years, and the date the facility was last located there. (116.178(c)(10))

		Attach proof that the proposed site had accomplished public notice, as required by Chapter 39 of this title to your application. (116.178(c)(11))

		Does the application contain a detailed plot plan?

		Does the application contain an area map?

		Does the application contain a copy of the current permit?

		Note: The permit holder shall obtain written approval before the start of construction and commencement of operations at the new site and shall not assume approval within 12 business days. (30 TAC § 116.178(e))

		B. NSR Minor Permit Change of Location Request

		Note: If you are requesting to relocate a portable facility and associated sources and cannot meet the relocation conditions of your portable facility permit, a change of location is required, as specified in 30 TAC Chapter § 116.178(f).

		Is this a request to convert a permanent facility permit number to a portable designation?

		Provide the Current Address:

		Street Address:

		Address Line 2:

		City:

		ZIP Code:

		County:

		Provide the Proposed Address:

		Street Address:

		Address Line 2:

		City:

		ZIP Code:

		County:

		Will the proposed facility, site, and plot plan meet all current technical requirements of the permit special conditions? If not, attach detailed information.

		Is the location where the facility is moving considered to be a major source? Note: Moving a facility to a major source will require special consideration and may involve additional permitting actions.

		C. NSR Minor Permit Alterations

		Does this project cause a change in the method of control of emissions?

		Does this project cause a change in the character of emissions?

		Does this project cause an increase in the emission rate of any air contaminant?

		If yes to any of the above questions in this section, this project does not meet the criteria of a permit alteration. (30 TAC § 116.116(c)(1)(B))

		Does the alteration request change values on the current MAERT, stack parameter representations (including location), and/or is being submitted with a GHG voluntary update?

		Any change that results in an increase in off-property concentrations of air contaminants requires an air quality impacts demonstration. This includes all stack parameter changes including location). Information regarding the air quality impacts demonstration must be provided with the application and show compliance with all state and federal requirements. Detailed requirements for the information necessary to make the demonstration are listed on the Impacts sheet of this workbook.

		Does this project require an impacts analysis?

		Is information sufficient to demonstrate that the change does not interfere with the owner or operator's previous demonstrations of compliance with the BACT requirements of the permit? (30 TAC § 116.116(c)(4))

		D. NSR Minor Permit Extension to Start of Construction Requests

		What type of extension is being requested?
-First request (30 TAC § 116.120(b))
-Second request: the permit holder is a party to litigation not of the permit holder's initiation regarding the issuance of the permit (30 TAC § 116.120(b)(1))
-Second request: the permit holder has spent, or committed to spend, at least 10% of the estimated total cost of the project up to a maximum of $5 million (30 TAC § 116.120(b)(1))
-Third request: the permit holder received their second request under 30 TAC § 116.120(b)(1) and now has spent, or committed to spend at least 10% of the estimated total cost of the project up to a maximum of $5 million (30 § TAC 116.120(c))

		Do the authorized facilities meet current BACT and/or LAER?

		Do emissions from the facility comply with all rules and regulations of the commission and the intent of the TCAA?

		Does the impacts analysis completed when this project was issued continue to demonstrate that emissions from the facility are protective of the public's health and physical property?

		Does the application contain documentation of the expenses paid?

		If no to any of the above items, the project does not qualify for an extension to start of construction.

		E. Concrete Batch Plants

		Is this a project for a concrete batch plant?								No

		We must notify the applicable county judge and presiding officer when a permit, amendment, renewal, and/or change of location application for a concrete batch plant is received. This information can be obtained at:

		https://www.txdirectory.com

		Provide the information for the County Judge for the location where the facility is or will be located:

		The Honorable:

		Mailing Address:

		Address Line 2:

		City:

		State:

		ZIP Code:

		Is the facility located in a municipality or an extraterritorial jurisdiction of a municipality?

		If so, provide the information for the Presiding Officer(s) of the municipality. This is frequently the Mayor. An attachment may be used for multiple.

		First Name:

		Last Name:

		Title:

		Mailing Address:

		Address Line 2:

		City:

		State:

		ZIP Code:

		This cell intentionally left blank

		II. Special Permits

		A. Special Permit Amendment

		Will emissions from the facility be less than 250 tpy of CO or NOx or 25 tpy of any other air contaminant except CO2, water, nitrogen, methane, ethane, hydrogen, and oxygen?

		This cell intentionally left blank

		III. De Minimis Registrations

		A. Type of De Minimis Review

		Which rule subsection does your registration meet: (30 TAC § 116.119(a))
(1) categories of facilities or sources included on the list entitled "De Minimis Facilities or Sources;" 
(2) facilities or sources at a site which, in combination, use the following materials at no more than the rate prescribed in subparagraphs (A) - (F) of the rule;
(3) facilities or sources located inside a building at a site which meet the sitewide emission rate caps based on the July 19, 2000 Effects Screening Levels (ESL) list without the addition of control devices, as defined in §101.1 of this title (relating to Definitions); or
(4) any individual facility, source, or group of facilities or sources which the executive director determines to be de minimis based on case-by-case review.

		Note: subsections 1, 2, and 3 do not require registration. If you would like to receive a response from the TCEQ, you may submit this workbook. Attach a discussion of how the site meets the applicable de minimis subsection.

		Are any of the facilities in this project in violation of any commission rule, permit, order, or statute within the commission's jurisdiction? If so, the source(s) are not considered de minimis. (30 TAC § 116.119(b))

		B. De Minimis Source Information

		Are any of the facilities in this project in violation of any commission rule, permit, order, or statute within the commission's jurisdiction? If so, the source(s) are not considered de minimis. (30 TAC § 116.119(b))

		Are there other facilities or sources at the site which emit the same air contaminants?

		If “Yes,” attach description of the facilities and how they are authorized. Also complete the "Unit Types - Emission Rates" sheet following the instructions on that sheet to describe emission rates of each source at the site and proposed with this project.

If "No", follow these steps to prepare the rest of your workbook.
1. In the "Unit Types - Emission Rates" sheet, enter or select "New/Modified" in cell A10.
2. Vertically list all pollutants found at this facility in column F. Step 1 does not have to be repeated for each pollutant.
3. Continue to the "Impacts" sheet and follow the instructions on that sheet.

		C. De Minimis Federal Applicability Information

		Is the proposed or existing facility located at a site or is it a source designated as major under the following:
If “YES,” to any part below, you cannot apply for a de minimis registration.

		Title 30 TAC § 116.150 Nonattainment

		30 TAC § 116.160 Prevention of Significant Deterioration

		30 TAC § 116.180, FCAA §112(g) Hazardous Air Pollutants (HAPs)

		30 TAC § 122.10(13) Federal Operating Permit

		D. De Minimis Attachments

		An impacts analysis is required for all case by case de minimis requests submitted under 30 TAC 116.119(a)(4). Is screen modeling attached?

		Is a facility description and emissions information attached? Note: since de minimis registration is intended to exempt a facility from having to obtain any air authorization, all emissions associated with the facility, or any group of facilities, must meet de minimis criteria.

		This cell intentionally left blank

		IV. Flexible Permits

		A. Initial and Amendment

		For initial projects: Does this account already have a flexible permit authorized? If yes, an additional flexible permit cannot be authorized. (30 TAC § 116.710(a)(1) However, an existing flexible permit may be amended.

		Does the application include facilities currently authorized by a permit issued under 30 TAC Subchapter B (relating to New Source Review Permits)?

		If yes, does the application identify any terms, conditions, and representations in the Subchapter B permit or permits which will be superseded by or incorporated into the flexible permit? For example, any emission sources, conditions, or representations that are currently authorized in a Subchapter B permit that will be affected by this proposed action. (30 TAC § 116.711(2)(M)(vi))

		If yes, does the application include an analysis of how the conditions and control requirements of Subchapter B permits will be carried forward in the proposed flexible permit?

		B. Alteration

		Will this request cause a change in the method of control of emissions?

		Will this request cause a change to the character of the emissions?

		Will this request cause a change that will relax emission controls?

		Will this request cause a change that will result in a significant increase in emissions?

		If yes to any of the above questions in this section, this project does not meet the criteria of a flexible permit alteration. (30 TAC § 116.721(b))

		Does the alteration request change values on the current MAERT, cap contributions, stack parameter representations (including location), and/or is being submitted with a GHG voluntary update?

		This cell intentionally left blank

		V. Nonattainment Permits

		Complete the offsets section of the Federal Applicability sheet of this workbook.

		Does the application contain a detailed LAER analysis? (attachment or as notes on the BACT sheet of this workbook)

		Does the application contain an analysis of alternative sites, sizes, production processes, and control techniques for the proposed source? The analysis must demonstrate that the benefits of the proposed location and source configuration significantly outweigh the environmental and social costs of that locati+A124on.

		This cell intentionally left blank

		VI. PAL Permits

		A. Initial

		Does the existing major stationary source already have a PAL for a pollutant included in this application?

		Does this proposed PAL permit cover facilities or emissions units at more than one existing major stationary source?

		Is this proposed PAL for a new major stationary source as defined in 40 Code of Federal Regulations §51.165(a)(1)(iv)(A) and §51.166(b)(1)(i)?

		If yes to any of the above questions in this section, this project does not qualify for a PAL permit.

		Does the application include a list of all facilities, or emissions units at a major stationary source, that emit the PAL pollutant, including their registration or permit number, their potential to emit, and the expected maximum capacity?

		Does the application indicate which, if any, federal or state applicable requirements, emission limitations, or work practices apply to each unit?

		Does the application include calculations of the baseline actual emissions with supporting documentation? Note: When establishing the PAL level for a PAL pollutant, only one consecutive 24-month period must be used to determine the baseline actual emissions for all existing facilities. However, a different consecutive 24-month period may be used for each different PAL pollutant.

		Does the application include the calculation procedures that the permit holder proposes to use to convert the monitoring system data to monthly emissions and annual emissions based on a 12-month rolling total for each month?

		B. Amendment

		Does the application include a list of all facilities, or emissions units at a major stationary source, that emit the PAL pollutant, including their registration or permit number, their potential to emit, and the expected maximum capacity?

		Does the application indicate which, if any, federal or state applicable requirements, emission limitations, or work practices apply to each unit?

		Does the application include calculations of the baseline actual emissions with supporting documentation? Note: When establishing the PAL level for a PAL pollutant, only one consecutive 24-month period must be used to determine the baseline actual emissions for all existing facilities. However, a different consecutive 24-month period may be used for each different PAL pollutant.

		Does the application include the calculation procedures that the permit holder proposes to use to convert the monitoring system data to monthly emissions and annual emissions based on a 12-month rolling total for each month?

		As part of this application, the major stationary source owner or operator shall demonstrate that the sum of the baseline actual emissions of the small facilities, plus the sum of the baseline actual emissions of the significant and major facilities assuming application of federal best available control technology (BACT) (as identified in §116.160(c)(1)(A) of this title (relating to Prevention of Significant Deterioration Requirements)) equivalent controls, plus the sum of the allowable emissions of the new or modified facilities exceeds the PAL

		C. Alterations

		Do the requested changes require the PAL to be increased? If so, this project does not qualify as an alteration.

		D. Renewals

		Does the application include a proposed PAL level and a written rationale for the proposed PAL level?

		Does the application include a list of all facilities, or emissions units at a major stationary source, that emit the PAL pollutant, including their registration or permit number, their potential to emit, and the expected maximum capacity?

		Does the application indicate which, if any, federal or state applicable requirements, emission limitations, or work practices apply to each unit?

		Does the application include calculations of the baseline actual emissions with supporting documentation? Note: When establishing the PAL level for a PAL pollutant, only one consecutive 24-month period must be used to determine the baseline actual emissions for all existing facilities. However, a different consecutive 24-month period may be used for each different PAL pollutant.

		Does the application include the calculation procedures that the permit holder proposes to use to convert the monitoring system data to monthly emissions and annual emissions based on a 12-month rolling total for each month?

		Is the emissions level calculated in accordance with 30 TAC § 116.188 equal to or greater than 80% of the PAL level?

		This cell intentionally left blank

		VII. Greenhouse Gas Permits

		A. Voluntary Updates

		Does the request change values on the current MAERT, stack parameter representations (including location), changes to BACT, and/or changes to monitoring requirements?

		This cell intentionally left blank

		VIII. Federal Regulatory Questions

		Indicate if any of the following requirements apply to the proposed facility. Note that some federal regulations apply to minor sources. Enter all applicable Subparts.

		A. Title 40 CFR Part 60

		Do NSPS subpart(s) apply to a facility in this application?

		List applicable subparts you will demonstrate compliance with (e.g. Subpart M)

		B. Title 40 CFR Part 61

		Do NESHAP subpart(s) apply to a facility in this application?

		List applicable subparts you will demonstrate compliance with  (e.g. Subpart BB)

		C. Title 40 CFR Part 63

		Do MACT subpart(s) apply to a facility in this application?

		List applicable subparts you will demonstrate compliance with (e.g. Subpart VVVV)

		This cell intentionally left blank

		IX. Emissions Review

		A. Impacts Analysis

		Any change that results in an increase in off-property concentrations of air contaminants requires an air quality impacts demonstration. Information regarding the air quality impacts demonstration must be provided with the application and show compliance with all state and federal requirements. Detailed requirements for the information necessary to make the demonstration are listed on the Impacts sheet of this workbook.

		Does this project require an impacts analysis?												Yes

		B. Disaster Review

		If the proposed facility will handle sufficient quantities of certain chemicals which, if released accidentally, would cause off-property impacts that could be immediately dangerous to life and health, a disaster review analysis may be required as part of the application. Contact the appropriate NSR permitting section for assistance at (512) 239-1250. Additional Guidance can be found at:

		https://www.tceq.texas.gov/assets/public/permitting/air/Guidance/NewSourceReview/disrev-factsheet.pdf

		Does this application involve any air contaminants for which a disaster review is required?												No

		If Yes, list which air contaminants require a disaster review.

		C. Air Pollutant Watch List

		Certain areas of the state have concentrations of specific pollutants that are of concern. The TCEQ has designated these portions of the state as watch list areas. Location of a facility in a watch list area could result in additional restrictions on emissions of the affected air pollutant(s) or additional permit requirements. The location of the areas and pollutants of interest can be found at:

		https://www.tceq.texas.gov/toxicology/apwl/apwl.html

		Is the proposed facility located in a watch list area?												No

		Does this application include a pollutant of concern for the applicable area on the APWL?

		If Yes, list the pollutants that are on the APWL.

		D. Mass Emissions Cap and Trade

		Is this facility located at a site within the Houston/Galveston nonattainment area (Brazoria, Chambers, Fort Bend, Galveston, Harris, Liberty, Montgomery, and Waller Counties)?												No

		Is Mass Emissions Cap and Trade applicable to the new or modified facilities?

		If MECT is applicable, does the application contain documentation demonstrating that the proposed facility, group of facilities, or account has obtained allowances to operate?

		This cell intentionally left blank

		X. Additional Requirements

		A. Bulk Fuel Terminals

		Is this project for a bulk fuel terminal?						No

		If yes, what type of fuel is processed?

		If yes, what type of fuel is processed? Leave blank if only one fuel type is processed.

		If yes, what type of fuel is processed? Leave blank if only two fuel types are processed.

		If yes, what type of fuel is processed? Leave blank if only three fuel types are processed.

		If yes, what type of fuel is processed? Leave blank if only four fuel types are processed.

		B. Plant Fuel Gas Facilities

		Does this site utilize plant fuel gas?						No

		Click here to go to the next page.

		End of worksheet
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Example

		Press TAB to move input areas. Press UP or DOWN ARROW in column A to read through the document.

		Example Unit Types and Emission Rates

		This worksheet is for informational purposes only. No data is required and you do not need to print this sheet.
This sheet contains examples for completing the "Unit Types and Emission Rates" sheet. This example is not included in any of your facility's calculations.


		Click here to return to Cover Sheet.

		Click on the following links to jump to that example below (the start of the example will be at the bottom of your Excel window).

		Example 1: Multiple operating scenarios with separate tpy emissions				Example 5: Grouped emission points						Example 9: Quantifying existing and previously represented particulate matter emissions						Example 13: MSS operating scenario								Example 17: Flexible Permit

		Example 2: Multiple operating scenarios				Example 6: Multiple FINs with one EPN						Example 10: Consolidating emissions for a source to be added to this permit						Example 14: Renewal/amendment with some modified sources and some sources being renewed only								Cell intentionally left blank.

		Example 3: Cap				Example 7: Change in AP-42 emission factors						Example 11: Consolidating emissions for a source already included in the permit						Example 15: Consolidating emissions authorized by a PCP for a source already included in the permit								Cell intentionally left blank.

		Example 4: Unit Type not listed				Example 8: Change in emission factors (not AP-42 changes)						Example 12: Consolidating emissions for a source already included in the permit and increasing the emission rates						Example 16: Consolidating emissions authorized by a PCP for a source already included in the permit and increasing the emission rates								Cell intentionally left blank.

		Cell intentionally left blank.

		Example 1: Multiple operating scenarios with separate tpy emissions

		There is one boiler with different lb/hr emission rates depending on the fuel fired. The operating scenarios are listed as separate items so both scenario lb/hr limits can be represented in the application and included in the MAERT. Both items have annual emissions and neither supersedes the other, so both items should be included in the summary (column B).

		Action Requested		Include these emissions in annual (tpy) summary?		Facility ID Number (FIN)		Emission Point Number (EPN)		Source Name		Pollutant		Current Short-Term (lb/hr)		Current Long-Term (tpy)		Consolidated Short-Term (lb/hr)		Consolidated Long-Term (tpy)		Proposed Short-Term (lb/hr)		Proposed Long-Term (tpy)		Short-Term Difference (lb/hr)		Long-Term Difference (tpy)		Unit Type		Unit Type 
Notes

		New/Modified		Yes		Boiler1		BLR1		Boiler 1 - Natural Gas		NOx		5.00		50.00						15.00		150.00		10.00		100.00		Boiler: liquid and gas fuel, ≤ 40 MMBtu/hr

												VOC		5.00		50.00						15.00		50.00		10.00		0.00

												PM		5.00		50.00						15.00		150.00		10.00		100.00

												SO2		5.00		50.00						15.00		150.00		10.00		100.00

												CO		5.00		50.00						15.00		150.00		10.00		100.00

		New/Modified		Yes		Boiler1		BLR1		Boiler 1 - Fuel Oil		NOx		1.00		10.00						2.00		10.00		1.00		0.00		Boiler: liquid and gas fuel, ≤ 40 MMBtu/hr

												VOC		1.00		10.00						2.00		10.00		1.00		0.00

												PM		1.00		10.00						2.00		10.00		1.00		0.00

												PM10		0.75		7.50						1.50		7.50		0.75		0.00

												PM2.5		0.50		5.00						1.00		5.00		0.50		0.00

												SO2		500.00		5000.00						1500.00		5000.00		1000.00		0.00

												CO		1.00		10.00						2.00		10.00		1.00		0.00

		Example 2: Multiple operating scenarios

		There is one boiler with different lb/hr emission rates depending on the fuel fired and a combined annual emission limit. The operating scenarios are listed as separate items so both scenario lb/hr limits can be represented in the application and included in the MAERT. The annual limits are listed as a third item so they are not connected to either of the fuel types. The short term emission rates do not need to be included in the summary (column B) because the summary is only for annual limits.

		Action Requested		Include these emissions in annual (tpy) summary?		Facility ID Number (FIN)		Emission Point Number (EPN)		Source Name		Pollutant		Current Short-Term (lb/hr)		Current Long-Term (tpy)		Consolidated Short-Term (lb/hr)		Consolidated Long-Term (tpy)		Proposed Short-Term (lb/hr)		Proposed Long-Term (tpy)		Short-Term Difference (lb/hr)		Long-Term Difference (tpy)		Unit Type		Unit Type 
Notes

		New/Modified		No		Boiler1		BLR1		Boiler 1 - Natural Gas		NOx		5.00								15.00				10.00		0.00		Boiler: liquid and gas fuel, ≤ 40 MMBtu/hr

												VOC		5.00								15.00				10.00		0.00

												PM		5.00								15.00				10.00		0.00

												SO2		5.00								15.00				10.00		0.00

												CO		5.00								15.00				10.00		0.00

		New/Modified		No		Boiler1		BLR1		Boiler 1 - Fuel Oil		NOx		1.00								2.00				1.00		0.00		Boiler: liquid and gas fuel, ≤ 40 MMBtu/hr

												VOC		1.00								2.00				1.00		0.00

												PM		1.00								2.00				1.00		0.00

												PM10		0.75								1.50				0.75		0.00

												PM2.5		0.50								1.00				0.50		0.00

												SO2		500.00								1500.00				1000.00		0.00

												CO		1.00								2.00				1.00		0.00

		New/Modified		Yes		Boiler1		BLR1		Boiler 1 - Annual Emissions		NOx				50.00								150.00		0.00		100.00		Boiler: liquid and gas fuel, ≤ 40 MMBtu/hr

												VOC				50.00								50.00		0.00		0.00

												PM				50.00								150.00		0.00		100.00

												SO2				50.00								150.00		0.00		100.00

												CO				50.00								150.00		0.00		100.00

		Example 3: Cap

		Throughput is being increased to four tanks which share an emissions cap for both short term and long term limits. The cap should be listed as a separate line item. Since the cap is more restrictive than the individual limits, the cap limits should be included in the emission summary (column B). The tanks do not need to be included in the emission summary.

		Action Requested		Include these emissions in annual (tpy) summary?		Facility ID Number (FIN)		Emission Point Number (EPN)		Source Name		Pollutant		Current Short-Term (lb/hr)		Current Long-Term (tpy)		Consolidated Short-Term (lb/hr)		Consolidated Long-Term (tpy)		Proposed Short-Term (lb/hr)		Proposed Long-Term (tpy)		Short-Term Difference (lb/hr)		Long-Term Difference (tpy)		Unit Type		Unit Type 
Notes

		New/Modified		No		Tank1		TANK1		Tank Flare		VOC		10.00		100.00						10.00		100.00		0.00		0.00		Storage Tank (3): Fixed roof with capacity TVP ≥ 11.0 psia

		New/Modified		No		Tank2		TANK2		Tank Flare		VOC		10.00		100.00						20.00		100.00		10.00		0.00		Storage Tank (3): Fixed roof with capacity TVP ≥ 11.0 psia

		New/Modified		No		Tank3		TANK3		Tank Flare		VOC		10.00		100.00						20.00		100.00		10.00		0.00		Storage Tank (3): Fixed roof with capacity TVP ≥ 11.0 psia

		New/Modified		No		Tank4		TANK4		Tank Flare		VOC		10.00		100.00						20.00		100.00		10.00		0.00		Storage Tank (3): Fixed roof with capacity TVP ≥ 11.0 psia

		New/Modified		Yes		Tank Cap		Tank Cap		Tank Cap		VOC		25.00		250.00						50.00		300.00		25.00		50.00		Control: flare

		Example 4: Unit Type not listed

		This application is for a new silver foundry. This is not a unit type commonly seen, so it is not listed in the Unit Type dropdown list. The applicant should select "Other" as the unit type (column O) which un-greys the notes column (column P). The applicant should define the unit type in the notes column. Note, because the unit type's BACT and monitoring information is not defined in this workbook for "Other" unit types, the applicant will propose this information for APD review on those sheets of this workbook.

		Action Requested		Include these emissions in annual (tpy) summary?		Facility ID Number (FIN)		Emission Point Number (EPN)		Source Name		Pollutant		Current Short-Term (lb/hr)		Current Long-Term (tpy)		Consolidated Short-Term (lb/hr)		Consolidated Long-Term (tpy)		Proposed Short-Term (lb/hr)		Proposed Long-Term (tpy)		Short-Term Difference (lb/hr)		Long-Term Difference (tpy)		Unit Type		Unit Type 
Notes

		New/Modified		Yes		Vent1		VENT1		Foundry Vent		NOx										1.00		10.00		1.00		10.00		Other		Silver Foundry

												SO2										2.00		20.00		2.00		20.00

												CO										3.00		30.00		3.00		30.00

												VOC										2.00		20.00		2.00		20.00

												PM										1.00		10.00		1.00		10.00

												PM10										1.00		10.00		1.00		10.00

												PM2.5										1.00		10.00		1.00		10.00

		Example 5: Grouped emission points

		Multiple emission points are grouped into one EPN for the MAERT. This is frequently seen with miscellaneous MSS emissions and fugitives.

		Action Requested		Include these emissions in summary?		Facility ID Number (FIN)		Emission Point Number (EPN)		Source Name		Pollutant		Current Short-Term (lb/hr)		Current Long-Term (tpy)		Consolidated Short-Term (lb/hr)		Consolidated Long-Term (tpy)		Proposed Short-Term (lb/hr)		Proposed Long-Term (tpy)		Short-Term Difference (lb/hr)		Long-Term Difference (tpy)		Unit Type		Unit Type 
Notes

		New/Modified		Yes		MISCMSS		MISCMSS		Miscellaneous MSS Activities		VOC		10.00		1.00						11.00		10.00		1.00		9.00		MSS activities

		Example 6: Multiple FINs with one EPN

		Two new tanks and the associated loading are all routed to one flare. The EPN (column D) for all sources is the flare because that is where the emissions will reach the atmosphere. The individual FINs routed to the flare are listed separately with the post-control emission rates. The last item shows the products of combustion generated from the combustion of the VOCs generated by the tanks and loading.

		Action Requested		Include these emissions in annual (tpy) summary?		Facility ID Number (FIN)		Emission Point Number (EPN)		Source Name		Pollutant		Current Short-Term (lb/hr)		Current Long-Term (tpy)		Consolidated Short-Term (lb/hr)		Consolidated Long-Term (tpy)		Proposed Short-Term (lb/hr)		Proposed Long-Term (tpy)		Short-Term Difference (lb/hr)		Long-Term Difference (tpy)		Unit Type		Unit Type 
Notes

		New/Modified		Yes		Tank1		FLARE1		Tank 1		VOC		1.00		10.00						2.00		15.00		1.00		5.00		Storage Tank (2): Fixed roof with capacity ≥ 25 Mgal and 0.50 psia < TVP < 11.0 psia

		New/Modified		Yes		Tank2		FLARE1		Tank 2		VOC		1.00		10.00						2.00		15.00		1.00		5.00		Storage Tank (2): Fixed roof with capacity ≥ 25 Mgal and 0.50 psia < TVP < 11.0 psia

		New/Modified		Yes		Load		FLARE1		Loading		VOC		1.00		10.00						2.00		15.00		1.00		5.00		Loading: Railcar

		New/Modified		Yes		Flare1		FLARE1		Flare pilot		VOC		0.11		0.50						7.00		50.00		6.89		49.50		Control: flare

												SO2		0.01		0.01						1.00		10.00		0.99		9.99

												NOx		0.01		0.06						2.00		20.00		1.99		19.94

												CO		0.03		0.12						3.00		30.00		2.97		29.88

		New/Modified		Yes				FLARE1		POC from Tank 1, Tank 2, Loading		NOx		0.10		0.60						2.50		25.00		2.40		24.40		Control: flare

												CO		0.30		1.20						3.50		35.00		3.20		33.80

		Example 7: Change in AP-42 emission factors

		The AP-42 emission factor was increased for SO2 emissions from a boiler. TCEQ policy does not consider this update a modification (column A). TCEQ policy does not consider this increase for public notice applicability and the increase does not need to be in the emissions summary (column B). The application representation and the MAERT must also be updated, so the increase should be represented in the current and proposed emission rate columns. Note, these increases are not included in the federal applicability analysis.

		Action Requested		Include these emissions in annual (tpy) summary?		Facility ID Number (FIN)		Emission Point Number (EPN)		Source Name		Pollutant		Current Short-Term (lb/hr)		Current Long-Term (tpy)		Consolidated Short-Term (lb/hr)		Consolidated Long-Term (tpy)		Proposed Short-Term (lb/hr)		Proposed Long-Term (tpy)		Short-Term Difference (lb/hr)		Long-Term Difference (tpy)		Unit Type		Unit Type 
Notes

		Not New/Modified		No		Boiler1		BLR1		Boiler 1		NOx		10.00		45.00						10.00		45.00		0.00		0.00		Boiler: liquid and gas fuel, ≤ 40 MMBtu/hr

												VOC		10.00		45.00						10.00		45.00		0.00		0.00

												PM		10.00		45.00						10.00		45.00		0.00		0.00

												PM10		10.00		45.00						10.00		45.00		0.00		0.00

												PM2.5		10.00		45.00						10.00		45.00		0.00		0.00

												SO2		10.00		45.00						20.00		90.00		10.00		45.00

												CO		10.00		45.00						10.00		45.00		0.00		0.00

		Example 8: Change in emission factors (not AP-42 changes)

		Testing determined a boiler's emissions were actually higher than previously represented. TCEQ policy does consider this update a modification (column A). TCEQ policy does consider this increase for public notice applicability and the increase does need to be in the emissions summary (column B). The application representation and the MAERT must also be updated, so the increase should be represented in the current and proposed emission rate columns. Note, these increases are included in the federal applicability analysis.

		Action Requested		Include these emissions in annual (tpy) summary?		Facility ID Number (FIN)		Emission Point Number (EPN)		Source Name		Pollutant		Current Short-Term (lb/hr)		Current Long-Term (tpy)		Consolidated Short-Term (lb/hr)		Consolidated Long-Term (tpy)		Proposed Short-Term (lb/hr)		Proposed Long-Term (tpy)		Short-Term Difference (lb/hr)		Long-Term Difference (tpy)		Unit Type		Unit Type 
Notes

		New/Modified		Yes		Boiler1		BLR1		Boiler 1		NOx		10.00		45.00						10.00		45.00		0.00		0.00		Boiler: liquid and gas fuel, ≤ 40 MMBtu/hr

												VOC		10.00		45.00						10.00		45.00		0.00		0.00

												PM		10.00		45.00						10.00		45.00		0.00		0.00

												PM10		10.00		45.00						10.00		45.00		0.00		0.00

												PM2.5		10.00		45.00						10.00		45.00		0.00		0.00

												SO2		10.00		45.00						20.00		90.00		10.00		45.00

												CO		10.00		45.00						10.00		45.00		0.00		0.00

		Example 9: Quantifying existing and previously represented particulate matter emissions

		A boiler's permit previously only listed PM10 emissions. APD policy requires permits to speciate PM, PM10, and PM2.5 for each permitted source. There will also be an increase in NOx emissions. This is a modified source (column A). The boiler should be included in the emission summary table since it is modified and there are new NOx emissions (column B). The current permit does not have PM or PM2.5 listed, so leave those pollutants blank in columns G and H. The newly listed existing emissions of PM and PM2.5 should not contribute to the determination for public notice applicability and you should provide this explanation on the "Public Notice" sheet.

		Action Requested		Include these emissions in annual (tpy) summary?		Facility ID Number (FIN)		Emission Point Number (EPN)		Source Name		Pollutant		Current Short-Term (lb/hr)		Current Long-Term (tpy)		Consolidated Short-Term (lb/hr)		Consolidated Long-Term (tpy)		Proposed Short-Term (lb/hr)		Proposed Long-Term (tpy)		Short-Term Difference (lb/hr)		Long-Term Difference (tpy)		Unit Type		Unit Type 
Notes

		New/Modified		Yes		Boiler1		BLR1		Boiler 1		NOx		10.00		45.00						30.00		100.00		20.00		55.00		Boiler: liquid and gas fuel, ≤ 40 MMBtu/hr

												VOC		10.00		45.00						10.00		45.00		0.00		0.00

												PM										10.00		45.00		10.00		45.00

												PM10		10.00		45.00						10.00		45.00		0.00		0.00

												PM2.5										10.00		45.00		10.00		45.00

												SO2		10.00		45.00						10.00		45.00		0.00		0.00

												CO		10.00		45.00						10.00		45.00		0.00		0.00

		Example 10: Consolidating emissions for a source to be added to this permit

		The project will incorporate by consolidation one tank currently authorized by a PBR. The tank is listed as consolidated (column A). The emissions should be included in the summary (column B). Note, consolidated emissions are not included in the calculations on the Public Notice sheet. Columns G and H are empty because this permit does not currently authorize any emissions for this source. Columns I and J are used to show the consolidated emissions. Columns K and L show that the proposed emissions are the same as authorized by the PBR (no increases).

		Action Requested		Include these emissions in annual (tpy) summary?		Facility ID Number (FIN)		Emission Point Number (EPN)		Source Name		Pollutant		Current Short-Term (lb/hr)		Current Long-Term (tpy)		Consolidated Short-Term (lb/hr)		Consolidated Long-Term (tpy)		Proposed Short-Term (lb/hr)		Proposed Long-Term (tpy)		Short-Term Difference (lb/hr)		Long-Term Difference (tpy)		Unit Type		Unit Type 
Notes

		Consolidated		Yes		TANK		TANK		Tank		VOC						1.00		5.00		1.00		5.00		0.00		0.00		Storage Tank (2): Fixed roof with capacity ≥ 25 Mgal and 0.50 psia < TVP < 11.0 psia

		Example 11: Consolidating emissions for a source already included in the permit

		A NSR permit currently authorizes one tank at 5 lb/hr and 10 tpy. The applicant authorized 1 lb/hr and 2 tpy via PBR and now wishes to consolidate the PBR into this permit. The tank is not modified, and there are consolidated emissions (column A). The emissions should be included in the summary (column B). Note, consolidated emissions are not included in the calculations on the Public Notice sheet. Columns I and J are used to show consolidated emissions.

		Action Requested		Include these emissions in annual (tpy) summary?		Facility ID Number (FIN)		Emission Point Number (EPN)		Source Name		Pollutant		Current Short-Term (lb/hr)		Current Long-Term (tpy)		Consolidated Short-Term (lb/hr)		Consolidated Long-Term (tpy)		Proposed Short-Term (lb/hr)		Proposed Long-Term (tpy)		Short-Term Difference (lb/hr)		Long-Term Difference (tpy)		Unit Type		Unit Type 
Notes

		Consolidate		Yes		Tank		Tank		Tank		VOC		5.00		10.00		1.00		2.00		6.00		12.00		0.00		0.00		Storage Tank (2): Fixed roof with capacity ≥ 25 Mgal and 0.50 psia < TVP < 11.0 psia

		Example 12: Consolidating emissions for a source already included in the permit and increasing the emission rates

		A NSR permit currently authorizes one tank at 5 lb/hr and 10 tpy. The applicant authorized 1 lb/hr and 2 tpy via PBR and now wishes to consolidate the PBR into this permit. They also want to increase the emission rates above is currently authorized by the PBR and this permit. The tank is modified (column A). The emissions should be included in the summary (column B). Note, consolidated emissions are not included in the calculations on the Public Notice sheet. Columns I and J are used to show consolidated emissions. Columns K and L show the proposed emissions including the existing emissions, the consolidated emissions, and the proposed emissions.

		Action Requested		Include these emissions in annual (tpy) summary?		Facility ID Number (FIN)		Emission Point Number (EPN)		Source Name		Pollutant		Current Short-Term (lb/hr)		Current Long-Term (tpy)		Consolidated Short-Term (lb/hr)		Consolidated Long-Term (tpy)		Proposed Short-Term (lb/hr)		Proposed Long-Term (tpy)		Short-Term Difference (lb/hr)		Long-Term Difference (tpy)		Unit Type		Unit Type 
Notes

		New/Modified		Yes		Tank		Tank		Tank		VOC		5.00		10.00		1.00		2.00		10.00		15.00		4.00		3.00		Storage Tank (2): Fixed roof with capacity ≥ 25 Mgal and 0.50 psia < TVP < 11.0 psia

		Example 13: MSS operating scenario

		This is an application for a new turbine with different lb/hr emission rates. The MSS operating scenario should be entered as a separate line item with the same FIN and EPN. Column B can be "no" since the annual emissions are included in the normal operation entry. Since the emissions are generated from the same source and are entering the atmosphere at the same point, columns c and d should have the same FIN and EPN as for normal operation. Entering this operating scenario in this format allows the representation of the different emission rates for normal and MSS operation, the project emission rates to be calculated correctly, and for the FIN to be listed only once on the BACT and monitoring sheets.

		Action Requested		Include these emissions in annual (tpy) summary?		Facility ID Number (FIN)		Emission Point Number (EPN)		Source Name		Pollutant		Current Short-Term (lb/hr)		Current Long-Term (tpy)		Consolidated Short-Term (lb/hr)		Consolidated Long-Term (tpy)		Proposed Short-Term (lb/hr)		Proposed Long-Term (tpy)		Short-Term Difference (lb/hr)		Long-Term Difference (tpy)		Unit Type		Unit Type 
Notes

		New/Modified		Yes		CTG1		CTG1		Turbine 1		NOX										50.00		100.00		50.00		100.00		Turbine: Simple Cycle, Natural Gas

												CO										50.00		100.00		50.00		100.00

												VOC										50.00		100.00		50.00		100.00

												SO2										50.00		100.00		50.00		100.00

												PM										50.00		100.00		50.00		100.00

												PM10										50.00		100.00		50.00		100.00

												PM2.5										50.00		100.00		50.00		100.00

		New/Modified		No		CTG1		CTG1		Turbine 1 MSS		NOx										300.00				300.00		0.00		Turbine: Simple Cycle, Natural Gas

												CO										300.00				300.00		0.00

		Example 14: Renewal/amendment with some modified sources and some sources being renewed only

		This is a renewal/amendment application to be reviewed together. The permit currently has two paint booths. Paint Booth 1 is being modified with this project to increase production. Paint Booth 2 is only being renewed and will continue to operate in the same way as is already authorized. The column A dropdown list changes for projects involving renewals, allowing the applicant to indicate sources which are not changing. Both booths will be included in the emissions summary and will be included on the BACT and monitoring sheet. For the renewed only Paint Booth 2, current BACT is not required (additional instructions are included on the BACT sheet of this workbook.)

		Action Requested		Include these emissions in annual (tpy) summary?		Facility ID Number (FIN)		Emission Point Number (EPN)		Source Name		Pollutant		Current Short-Term (lb/hr)		Current Long-Term (tpy)		Consolidated Short-Term (lb/hr)		Consolidated Long-Term (tpy)		Proposed Short-Term (lb/hr)		Proposed Long-Term (tpy)		Short-Term Difference (lb/hr)		Long-Term Difference (tpy)		Unit Type		Unit Type 
Notes

		New/Modified		Yes		PB1		PB1		Paint Booth 1		VOC		1.00		10.00						2.00		11.00		1.00		1.00		Painting/Surface Coating (Enclosed)

												PM		1.00		10.00						2.00		11.00		1.00		1.00

												PM10		1.00		10.00						2.00		11.00		1.00		1.00

												PM2.5		1.00		10.00						2.00		11.00		1.00		1.00

		Renew only		Yes		PB2		PB2		Paint Booth 2		VOC		1.00		10.00						1.00		10.00		0.00		0.00		Painting/Surface Coating (Enclosed)

												PM		1.00		10.00						1.00		10.00		0.00		0.00

												PM10		1.00		10.00						1.00		10.00		0.00		0.00

												PM2.5		1.00		10.00						1.00		10.00		0.00		0.00

		Example 15: Consolidating emissions authorized by a PCP for a source already included in the permit

		An NSR permit currently authorizes a boiler. The applicant authorized the installation of low-NOx burners through a Pollution Control Project Standard Permit (PCP), resulting in the reduction of NOx emissions. The applicant now wishes to incorporate the PCP by consolidation into this permit. The boiler is not modified, and there are consolidated emissions (column A). The emissions should be included in the summary (column B). Note, since the NOx emission rates are currently authorized by the PCP, no emissions should be entered in the current emission rate columns (columns G and H). Columns I and J are used to show consolidated emissions. Consolidated emissions are not included in the calculations on the Public Notice sheet.

		Action Requested		Include these emissions in annual (tpy) summary?		Facility ID Number (FIN)		Emission Point Number (EPN)		Source Name		Pollutant		Current Short-Term (lb/hr)		Current Long-Term (tpy)		Consolidated Short-Term (lb/hr)		Consolidated Long-Term (tpy)		Proposed Short-Term (lb/hr)		Proposed Long-Term (tpy)		Short-Term Difference (lb/hr)		Long-Term Difference (tpy)		Unit Type		Unit Type 
Notes

		Consolidate		Yes		BLR1		BLR1		Boiler 1		NOX						5.00		20.00		5.00		20.00		0.00		0.00		Boiler: liquid and gas fuel, ≤ 40 MMBtu/hr

												VOC		10.00		25.00						10.00		25.00		0.00		0.00

												PM		10.00		25.00						10.00		25.00		0.00		0.00

												PM10		10.00		25.00						10.00		25.00		0.00		0.00

												PM2.5		10.00		25.00						10.00		25.00		0.00		0.00

												SO2		10.00		25.00						10.00		25.00		0.00		0.00

												CO		10.00		25.00						10.00		25.00		0.00		0.00

		Example 16: Consolidating emissions authorized by a PCP for a source already included in the permit and increasing the emission rates

		An NSR permit currently authorizes a boiler. The applicant authorized the installation of low-NOx burners through a Pollution Control Project Standard Permit (PCP), resulting in the reduction of NOx emissions. The applicant now wishes to incorporate the PCP by consolidation into this permit. They also want to increase the firing rate of the boiler resulting in an increase in emission rates above the emission limits authorized by the PCP and this permit.  The boiler is modified (column A). The emissions should be included in the summary (column B). Note, since the NOx emission rates are currently authorized by the PCP, no emissions should be entered in the current emission rate columns (columns G and H). Columns I and J are used to show consolidated emissions. Columns K and L show the proposed emissions including the existing emissions, the consolidated emissions, and the proposed emissions.

		Action Requested		Include these emissions in annual (tpy) summary?		Facility ID Number (FIN)		Emission Point Number (EPN)		Source Name		Pollutant		Current Short-Term (lb/hr)		Current Long-Term (tpy)		Consolidated Short-Term (lb/hr)		Consolidated Long-Term (tpy)		Proposed Short-Term (lb/hr)		Proposed Long-Term (tpy)		Short-Term Difference (lb/hr)		Long-Term Difference (tpy)		Unit Type		Unit Type 
Notes

		New/Modified		Yes		BLR1		BLR1		Boiler 1		NOX						2.00		5.00		10.00		25.00		8.00		20.00		Boiler: liquid and gas fuel, ≤ 40 MMBtu/hr

												VOC		5.00		10.00						15.00		30.00		10.00		20.00

												PM		5.00		10.00						15.00		30.00		10.00		20.00

												PM10		5.00		10.00						15.00		30.00		10.00		20.00

												PM2.5		5.00		10.00						15.00		30.00		10.00		20.00

												SO2		5.00		10.00						15.00		30.00		10.00		20.00

												CO		5.00		10.00						15.00		30.00		10.00		20.00

		Example 17: Flexible permit

		A flexible permit authorizing three heaters, two are included in a NOx cap and one is not. For the FINs included in the cap (HEAT1 and HEAT2), all pollutants are listed. For the pollutants not included in a cap, the emission rates are completed. For the pollutants in a cap (NOx), no emission rates are completed. The contributions of these heaters to the NOx cap total will be listed on the Flex Permits sheet. The FIN not included in the cap (HEAT3)  has all pollutants and emission rates listed. The cap limits are listed as a separate line item.

		Action Requested		Include these emissions in annual (tpy) summary?		Facility ID Number (FIN)		Emission Point Number (EPN)		Source Name		Pollutant		Current Short-Term (lb/hr)		Current Long-Term (tpy)		Consolidated Short-Term (lb/hr)		Consolidated Long-Term (tpy)		Proposed Short-Term (lb/hr)		Proposed Long-Term (tpy)		Short-Term Difference (lb/hr)		Long-Term Difference (tpy)		Unit Type		Unit Type 
Notes

		Not New/Modified		Yes		HEAT1		HEAT1		Heater 1		NOX																		Heater

												VOC		5.00		10.00						5.00		10.00		0.00		0.00

												PM		5.00		10.00						5.00		10.00		0.00		0.00

												PM10		5.00		10.00						5.00		10.00		0.00		0.00

												PM2.5		5.00		10.00						5.00		10.00		0.00		0.00

												SO2		5.00		10.00						5.00		10.00		0.00		0.00

												CO		5.00		10.00						5.00		10.00		0.00		0.00

		New/Modified		Yes		HEAT2		HEAT2		Heater 2		NOX																		Heater

												VOC		5.00		10.00						15.00		30.00		10.00		20.00

												PM		5.00		10.00						15.00		30.00		10.00		20.00

												PM10		5.00		10.00						15.00		30.00		10.00		20.00

												PM2.5		5.00		10.00						15.00		30.00		10.00		20.00

												SO2		5.00		10.00						15.00		30.00		10.00		20.00

												CO		5.00		10.00						15.00		30.00		10.00		20.00

		Not New/Modified		Yes		HEAT3		HEAT3		Heater 3		NOX		5.00		10.00						5.00		10.00		0.00		0.00		Heater

												VOC		5.00		10.00						5.00		10.00		0.00		0.00

												PM		5.00		10.00						5.00		10.00		0.00		0.00

												PM10		5.00		10.00						5.00		10.00		0.00		0.00

												PM2.5		5.00		10.00						5.00		10.00		0.00		0.00

												SO2		5.00		10.00						5.00		10.00		0.00		0.00

												CO		5.00		10.00						5.00		10.00		0.00		0.00

		New/Modified		Yes		CAP		CAP		Heater Cap		NOX		10.00		20.00						20.00		40.00		10.00		20.00		Heater

		Click here to go to the next page.

		end of worksheet
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Unit Types - Emission Rates

		Press TAB to move input areas. Press UP or DOWN ARROW in column A to read through the document.

		Unit Types and Emission Rates																																Applicant Internal Comments

		This sheet documents all units authorized and proposed to be authorized by this permit and the associated emission rates. Review the "Examples" sheet for additional guidance.																																All comments must be deleted prior to application submittal.

		Instructions:
1. Select the primary industry for your permit.

2. Enter the source information (items in step 2 can be completed in any order).
    a. Column A: indicate the action requested for this FIN in this project.
    b. Column B: Indicate if the emissions for that FIN should be included in the tpy project emission summary (on the "Public Notice" sheet).
        *Typically, this will be yes. You may select no if the emissions are part of a cap listed separately or if you are including multiple operating scenarios.
    c. Columns C-E: Enter the FIN, EPN, and Source Name. You may have several FINs with the same EPN. For example, 10 tanks going to one flare.

3. In Column F, list all pollutants currently and proposed to be emitted from the FIN, including hazardous air pollutants.
        *Include all pollutants, even if not changing. (For example, if the project is to increase a boiler's NOx lb/hr, still include CO, SO2, PMs, VOC, etc.)
        *The drop down includes common pollutants, you can type any additional pollutants as well.
        *Do not enter more than 13 pollutants for one FIN.
        *The cells in columns A-E will grey out as you enter new pollutants. You do not need to  enter data in those cells.

4. Enter the emission rate information.
    a. Columns G-H: List the currently authroized allowable emission rates for sources currently in the permit. If these are new sources, leave these cells
        blank. If another permit action is pending, please use the currently authorized rates. If that pending permit action is issued during the review of this
        project, the applicant will need to update the pending application workbook and application representations with regard to the newly authorized permit.
    b. Columns I-J: If this FIN is to be incorporated by consolidation from an existing authorization (PBR, Standard Permit, etc.), enter the currently authorized
        allowable emission rates.
    c. Columns K-L: Enter the proposed emission rates (what will be represented on the MAERT).
   
5. Select the unit type from the dropdown list. You only need to do this for the first line of each FIN.
        *If the correct unit type is not listed, select "Other" and fill in the "Unit Type Notes."
        *The "Unit Types" column will be used to pre-populate BACT and monitoring requirements.
        *The "Unit Types" sheet provides a full list of the options available.

6. Repeat Steps 3 and 4 for each pollutant from this first source. You do not need to enter data in Columns A-E for the same FIN. They will grey out automatically.

7. Repeat steps 2-6 for each unit authorized by this permit (not just those in this project). Do not skip any rows.														There are several alternative methods for entering source, pollutant, and emission rates on this sheet.

Do not cut, insert, or delete rows. When pasting, always use Excel's "Match Destination Formatting" or "Paste as Values" option from the right-clicking menu.

1. Use an existing MAERT to copy-paste EPNs, source names, pollutants, and current emission rates.
    a. Copy the source MAERT from a Microsoft Word document and paste as text to cell D9. Use Excel's "Match Destination Formatting" or "Paste as Values" option from the right clicking menu.
    b. When copying from the source MAERT, make sure all of each EPN and Source Name are on the same row. If the Source Name takes up two rows, the workbook may read that EPN as two separate entries.
    c. Footnote numbers should be removed from the pollutant names and emission rates, but can remain in the Source Name. Leaving footnote numbers in the pollutant name  and emission rates may cause errors.
    d. Verify there are no empty rows.

2. Use the Blank Table sheet of this workbook.
    a. Complete the Blank Table data entry.
    b. Copy the data and paste as text to this sheet. Use Excel's "Match Destination Formatting" or "Paste as Values" option from the right-clicking menu.
    c. More detailed instructions are available on the Blank Table sheet.

Notes:
1. Emissions of PM, PM10, and/or PM2.5 may have been previously quantified and authorized as PM, PM10,and/or PM2.5. These emissions will be speciated based on current guidance and policy to demonstrate compliance with current standards. PM, PM10, and PM2.5 must all be listed for all New/Modified, Consolidate, and Renew sources with particulate emissions. These should be listed as separate line items.

2. Use consistent labeling to identify information such as emission points, buildings, and tanks throughout the entire application. In addition, the technical information submitted must agree with the separately filed TCEQ emissions inventory, if required. Emissions inventory requirements are located in 30 TAC Chapter § 101.10.

3. Common scenarios: (see the examples page for more information on these and other scenarios)
    a. Caps should be listed as separate line items. For example, you may have 10 rows for 10 tanks and then one row that is the Tank Cap.
        *You do not need to select the unit type for the cap line item.
    b. Multiple operating scenarios should be listed as separate line items with the same EPN.
    c. For flexible permits, list all sources separately. Enter a separate item for each cap listing the emission rates.
        *Each source should have a Unit Type selected in Column O so stack parameters, BACT, and monitoring are addressed individually.
        *For sources with capped pollutants, list the pollutants emitted. Leave columns G-L blank. You will be listing the contributions to the cap on the Flex Permits sheet of this workbook.
        *For pollutants that are not part of a cap, but sure to list the emission rates on this sheet. For example, if a heater's NOx is in a cap but the other pollutants are not: enter the other pollutants' emission rates on this
         sheet and the NOx contributions on the Flex Permits sheet.

		Click here to return to Cover Sheet.

		Click here to see examples of how to complete this sheet.

		Permit primary industry (must be selected for workbook to function)														Mechanical / Agricultural / Construction						this cell is intentionally left blank

		This cell intentionally left blank

		Action Requested (only 1 action per FIN)		Include these emissions in annual (tpy) summary?		Facility ID Number (FIN)		Emission Point Number (EPN)		Source Name		Pollutant		Current Short-Term (lb/hr)		Current Long-Term (tpy)		Consolidated
Current Short-Term (lb/hr)		Consolidated Current Long-Term (tpy)		Proposed Short-Term (lb/hr)		Proposed Long-Term (tpy)		Short-Term Difference (lb/hr)		Long-Term Difference (tpy)		Unit Type (Used for reviewing BACT and Monitoring Requirements)		Unit Type Notes (only if "other" unit type in Column O)

		Renew only		Yes		LW		LWS		Lime Warehouse and Alloy Aggregate Baghouse Stack		PM		5.98		26.17						5.98		26.17		0		0		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse

												PM10		5.98		26.17						5.98		26.17		0		0

		Renew only		Yes		LSTBS		LSTBS		LF and Stock Tank  Baghouse Stack		PM		4.54		19.89						4.54		19.89		0		0		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse

												PM10		4.54		19.89						4.54		19.89		0		0

												Cd		0.001		0.004						0.001		0.004		0		0

												Cr		0.006		0.02						0.006		0.02		0		0

												Pb		0.04		0.17						0.04		0.17		0		0

												Mn		0.03		0.15						0.03		0.15		0		0

												Hg		0.0001		0.0004						0.0001		0.0004		0		0

												Si		0.005		0.02						0.005		0.02		0		0

												Zn		0.28		1.23						0.28		1.23		0		0

		Renew only		Yes		EAF		EBS		EAF Baghouse Stack		NOx		44.64		137.24						44.64		137.24		0		0		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse

												CO		595.24		1829.82						595.24		1829.82		0		0

												VOC		44.64		137.24						44.64		137.24		0		0

												SO2		89.29		274.47						89.29		274.47		0		0

												PMtotal		20.18		88.38						20.18		88.38		0		0

												PM10 total		20.18		88.38						20.18		88.38		0		0

												PMfront half		15.13		66.28						15.13		66.28		0		0

												PM10 front half		15.13		66.28						15.13		66.28		0		0

												Cd		0.004		0.02						0.004		0.02		0		0

												Cr		0.02		0.11						0.02		0.11		0		0

												Pb		0.17		0.74						0.17		0.74		0		0

												Mn		0.15		0.67						0.15		0.67		0		0

												Hg		0.0004		0.002						0.0004		0.002		0		0

												Si		0.02		0.08						0.02		0.08		0		0

												Zn		1.24		5.45						1.24		5.45		0		0

		Renew only		Yes		RHF		RHFS		Rotary Hearth Furnace Stack		NOx		44.63		67.91						44.63		67.91		0		0		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

												CO		36.75		55.93						36.75		55.93		0		0

												VOC		2.41		3.66						2.41		3.66		0		0

												SO2		0.26		0.4						0.26		0.4		0		0

												PM		3.33		5.06						3.33		5.06		0		0

												PM10		3.33		5.06						3.33		5.06		0		0

		Remove		Yes		MPF		MPFS		Mandrel Preheat Furnace Stack		NOx		1.33		5.83										-1.33		-5.83		Furnace: ≤ 40 MMBtu/hr

												CO		1.12		4.9										-1.12		-4.9

												VOC		0.07		0.32										-0.07		-0.32

												SO2		<0.01		0.03										-0.01		-0.03

												PM		0.1		0.44										-0.1		-0.44

												PM10		0.1		0.44										-0.1		-0.44

		Renew only		Yes		QF		QFS		Quench Furnace Stack		NOx		6.85		11.89						6.85		11.89		0		0		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

												CO		5.75		9.99						5.75		9.99		0		0

												VOC		0.38		0.65						0.38		0.65		0		0

												SO2		0.04		0.07						0.04		0.07		0		0

												PM		0.52		0.9						0.52		0.9		0		0

												PM10		0.52		0.9						0.52		0.9		0		0

		Renew only		Yes		TF		TFS		Tempering Furnace Stack		NOx		5.71		9.51						5.71		9.51		0		0		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

												CO		4.79		7.99						4.79		7.99		0		0

												VOC		0.31		0.52						0.31		0.52		0		0

												SO2		0.03		0.06						0.03		0.06		0		0

												PM		0.43		0.72						0.43		0.72		0		0

												PM10		0.43		0.72						0.43		0.72		0		0

		Renew only		Yes		VDB		VDBS		VD Boiler Stack		NOx		4.01		7.58						4.01		7.58		0		0		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

												CO		3.37		6.37						3.37		6.37		0		0

												VOC		0.22		0.42						0.22		0.42		0		0

												SO2		0.02		0.05						0.02		0.05		0		0

												PM		0.3		0.58						0.3		0.58		0		0

												PM10		0.3		0.58						0.3		0.58		0		0

		Renew only		Yes		RG		SMWV		Round Grinding		PM		0.00000026		0.000001						0.00000026		0.000001		0		0		Fugitives: Building

												PM10		0.00000026		0.000001						0.00000026		0.000001		0		0

		Renew only		Yes		TCR		SMWV		Torch Cutting Removal		PM		0.0000001		0.0000006						0.0000001		0.0000006		0		0		Fugitives: Building

												PM10		0.0000001		0.0000006						0.0000001		0.0000006		0		0

		Renew only		Yes		IDPSS		SMWV		Indoor Drop Points, Scrap Steel		PM		0.0002902318		0.0009674101						0.0002902318		0.0009674101		0		0		Fugitives: Building

												PM10		0.0001372718		0.0004575588						0.0001372718		0.0004575588		0		0

		Renew only		Yes		IDPSR1		SMWV		Indoor Drop Point, spent refractory and other waste storage pile-1		PM		0.0000430038		0.0001619927						0.0000430038		0.0001619927		0		0		Fugitives: Building

												PM10		0.0000203396		0.0000766182						0.0000203396		0.0000766182		0		0

		Renew only		Yes		IDPS1		SMWV		Indoor Drop Point, slag-1		PM		0.0000477481		0.0001485889						0.0000477481		0.0001485889		0		0		Fugitives: Building

												PM10		0.0000225835		0.0000702785						0.0000225835		0.0000702785		0		0

		Renew only		Yes		IDPSR2		SMWV		Indoor Drop Point, spent refractory and other waste storage pile-2		PM		0.0004835734		0.0003266942						0.0004835734		0.0003266942		0		0		Fugitives: Building

												PM10		0.0002287172		0.0001545175						0.0002287172		0.0001545175		0		0

		Renew only		Yes		IDPS2		SMWV		Indoor Drop Point, slag-2		PM		0.0003870343		0.0012456373						0.0003870343		0.0012456373		0		0		Fugitives: Building

												PM10		0.0001830567		0.0005891528						0.0001830567		0.0005891528		0		0

		Renew only		Yes		IDPSR3		SMWV		Indoor Drop Point, spent refractory and other waste storage pile-3		PM		0.0000447591		0.0001975674						0.0000447591		0.0001975674		0		0		Fugitives: Building

												PM10		0.0000211698		0.000093444						0.0000211698		0.000093444		0		0

		Renew only		Yes		ISPSS		SMWV		Indoor Storage Pile, Scrap steel		PM		0.00042		0.002						0.00042		0.002		0		0		Fugitives: Building

												PM10		0.00021		0.001						0.00021		0.001		0		0

		Renew only		Yes		ISPS		SMWV		Indoor Storage Pile, Slag (if slag is dumped in workshop)		PM		0.0000055		0.000024						0.0000055		0.000024		0		0		Fugitives: Building

												PM10		0.00000275		0.000012						0.00000275		0.000012		0		0

		Renew only		Yes		ISPSR1		SMWV		Indoor Storage Pile, Spent refractory and other waste-1		PM		0.000008		0.000035						0.000008		0.000035		0		0		Fugitives: Building

												PM10		0.000004		0.0000175						0.000004		0.0000175		0		0

		Renew only		Yes		ISPSR2		SMWV		Indoor Storage Pile, Spent refractory and other waste-2		PM		0.0000043		0.000019						0.0000043		0.000019		0		0		Fugitives: Building

												PM10		0.00000215		0.0000095						0.00000215		0.0000095		0		0

		Renew only		Yes		ISPSR3		SMWV		Indoor Storage Pile, Spent refractory and other waste-3		PM		0.000032		0.00014						0.000032		0.00014		0		0		Fugitives: Building

												PM10		0.000016		0.00007						0.000016		0.00007		0		0

		Renew only		Yes		ELSMW		SMWV		Electrode Steel Making Workshop		PM		0.0021		0.0079						0.0021		0.0079		0		0		Fugitives: Building

												PM10		0.0021		0.0079						0.0021		0.0079		0		0

												Cr		0.00017		0.00064						0.00017		0.00064		0		0

												Cr VI		0.0019		0.0077						0.0019		0.0077		0		0		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse

												Pb		0.000026		0.000099						0.000026		0.000099		0		0

												Mn		0.00112		0.0043						0.00112		0.0043		0		0		Material Handling: Drop Point

		Renew only		Yes		OUSMW		SMWV		Oil Usage Steel Making Workshop		CO		0.3825		1.6515						0.3825		1.6515		0		0		Fugitives: Building

												VOC		0.255		1.101						0.255		1.101		0		0		Material Handling: Drop Point

												PM		0.0255		0.1101						0.0255		0.1101		0		0

												PM10		0.0255		0.1101						0.0255		0.1101		0		0		Material Handling: Drop Point

		Renew only		Yes		CC		SMWV		Continuous Casting		NOx		0.36		1.09						0.36		1.09		0		0		Fugitives: Building

												CO		1.16		3.5						1.16		3.5		0		0		Material Handling: Drop Point

												VOC		0.04		0.13						0.04		0.13		0		0

												SO2		0.01		0.017						0.01		0.017		0		0		Material Handling: Drop Point

												PM		0.015		0.044						0.015		0.044		0		0

												PM10		0.015		0.044						0.015		0.044		0		0		Material Handling: Drop Point

		Renew only		Yes		EAFB		SMWV		Electric Arc Furnace Binder		CO		0.0214		0.0814						0.0214		0.0814		0		0		Fugitives: Building

												VOC		0.0214		0.0814						0.0214		0.0814		0		0		Material Handling: Drop Point

		Renew only		Yes		LB		SMWV		Ladle Binder		CO		0.0132		0.0504						0.0132		0.0504		0		0		Fugitives: Building

												VOC		0.0132		0.0504						0.0132		0.0504		0		0		Material Handling: Drop Point

		Renew only		Yes		TB		SMWV		Tundish Binder		CO		0.287		1.092						0.287		1.092		0		0		Fugitives: Building

												VOC		0.287		1.092						0.287		1.092		0		0		Storage: Stockpile

		Renew only		Yes		LP		SMWV		Ladle Preheater		NOx		4.95		20.022						4.95		20.022		0		0		Fugitives: Building

												CO		4.154		16.816						4.154		16.816		0		0		Storage: Stockpile

												VOC		0.27		1.1						0.27		1.1		0		0

												SO2		0.0297		0.115						0.0297		0.115		0		0		Storage: Stockpile

												PM		0.038		0.152						0.038		0.152		0		0

												PM10		0.038		0.152						0.038		0.152		0		0		Storage: Stockpile

		Renew only		Yes		TP		SMWV		Tundish Preheater		NOx		3.73		5.97						3.73		5.97		0		0		Fugitives: Building

												CO		3.134		5.02						3.134		5.02		0		0		Storage: Stockpile

												VOC		0.21		0.33						0.21		0.33		0		0

												SO2		0.02		0.035						0.02		0.035		0		0		Storage: Stockpile

												PM		0.028		0.045						0.028		0.045		0		0

												PM10		0.028		0.045						0.028		0.045		0		0		Cooling Tower

		Renew only		Yes		LFTSC		SMWV		Ladle Furnace and Tundish Slag Cutting		NOx		0.14		0.18						0.14		0.18		0		0		Fugitives: Building

												CO		0.114		0.15						0.114		0.15		0		0		Cooling Tower

												VOC		0.01		0.01						0.01		0.01		0		0

												SO2		0.00082		0.0011						0.00082		0.0011		0		0		Cooling Tower

												PM		0.001		0.001						0.001		0.001		0		0

												PM10		0.001		0.001						0.001		0.001		0		0		Cooling Tower

		Renew only		Yes		TCM		SMWV		Torch Cutting		NOx		2.36		1.76						2.36		1.76		0		0		Fugitives: Building

												CO		1.98		1.48						1.98		1.48		0		0		Other

												VOC		0.13		0.1						0.13		0.1		0		0

												SO2		0.01		0.01						0.01		0.01		0		0

												PM		0.018		0.013						0.018		0.013		0		0		Other

												PM10		0.018		0.013						0.018		0.013		0		0

		Renew only		Yes		EAF		SMWV		Electric Arc Furnace Steel Making Workshop		NOx		0.004464		0.013724						0.004464		0.013724		0		0		Fugitives: Building

												CO		0.059524		0.182982						0.059524		0.182982		0		0		Other

												VOC		0.004464		0.013724						0.004464		0.013724		0		0

												SO2		0.008929		0.0265						0.008929		0.0265		0		0

												PM		0.0002018		0.0008838						0.0002018		0.0008838		0		0		Process Vent

												PM10		0.0002018		0.0008838						0.0002018		0.0008838		0		0

												Cd		0.0000004		0.000002						0.0000004		0.000002		0		0

												Cr		0.000002		0.000011						0.000002		0.000011		0		0

												Pb		0.000017		0.000074						0.000017		0.000074		0		0

												Mn		0.000015		0.000067						0.000015		0.000067		0		0

												Hg		0.00000004		0.0000002						0.00000004		0.0000002		0		0		Process Vent

												Si		0.000002		0.000007						0.000002		0.000007		0		0

												Zn		0.00012		0.000345						0.00012		0.000345		0		0

		Renew only		Yes		LF		SMWV		Ladle Furnace Steel Making Workshop Vent		PM		0.0000454		0.0001989						0.0000454		0.0001989		0		0		Fugitives: Building

												PM10		0.0000454		0.0001989						0.0000454		0.0001989		0		0

												Cd		0.0000001		0.0000004						0.0000001		0.0000004		0		0

												Cr		0.0000006		0.000002						0.0000006		0.000002		0		0		Other

												Pb		0.000004		0.000017						0.000004		0.000017		0		0

												Mn		0.000003		0.000015						0.000003		0.000015		0		0

												Hg		0.00000001		0.00000004						0.00000001		0.00000004		0		0		Other

												Si		0.0000005		0.000002						0.0000005		0.000002		0		0

												Zn		0.00002		0.000123						0.00002		0.000123		0		0

		Renew only		Yes		IDPAA		AAWV		Alloy Aggregate Warehouse Vent		PM		<0.01		<0.01						<0.01		<0.01		0		0		Fugitives: Building

												PM10		<0.01		<0.01						<0.01		<0.01		0		0

		Renew only		Yes		OUPCLW		PCLWV		Oil Usage Premium Connecting Line Workshop		CO		1.27		5.22						1.27		5.22		0		0		Fugitives: Building

												VOC		0.846		3.484						0.846		3.484		0		0

												PM		0.085		0.348						0.085		0.348		0		0

												PM10		0.085		0.348						0.085		0.348		0		0

		Renew only		Yes		ELPCLW		PCLWV		Electrode Premium Connecting Line Workshop		PM		0.000069		0.00026						0.000069		0.00026		0		0		Fugitives: Building

												PM10		0.000067		0.00026						0.000067		0.00026		0		0

		Renew only		Yes		EMPCLW		PCLWV		Emulsion Premium Connecting Line Workshop		VOC		0.0261		0.0992						0.0261		0.0992		0		0		Fugitives: Building

												PM		0.003		0.01						0.003		0.01		0		0

												PM10		0.003		0.01						0.003		0.01		0		0

		Renew only		Yes		PUPCLW		PCLWV		Paint Usage Premium Connecting Line Workshop		VOC		0.014		0.055						0.014		0.055		0		0		Fugitives: Building

		Renew only		Yes		DUPCLW		PCLWV		Solvent Usage Premium Connecting Line Workshop		VOC		0.018		0.22						0.018		0.22		0		0		Fugitives: Building

												PM		0.002		0.022						0.002		0.022		0		0

												PM10		0.002		0.022						0.002		0.022		0		0

		Renew only		Yes		BCPS2		PCLWV		Billet and Pipe Cutting Saw 2		PM		0.000165		0.000723						0.000165		0.000723		0		0		Fugitives: Building

												PM10		0.000165		0.000723						0.000165		0.000723		0		0

		New/Modified		Yes		PSGPCLW		PCLWV		PSG Usage Premium Connecting Line Workshop		VOC										0.1768835852		0.52		0.1769		0.52		Fugitives: Building

												PM										0.005203125		0.0151515		0.0053		0.0152

												PM10										0.0005203125		0.00151515		0.0006		0.0016		Material Handling: Drop Point

		Renew Only		Yes		HRL		HRPPWV		Hot Rolling Line		PM		0.0000425		0.0001861						0.0000425		0.0001861		0		0		Fugitives: Building

												PM10		0.0000425		0.0001861						0.0000425		0.0001861		0		0

		Renew Only		Yes		ABS1		HRPPWV		Hot rolling dust absorbing system 1		PM		0.0044407971		0.0194506915						0.0044407971		0.0194506915		0		0		Fugitives: Building

												PM10		0.0044407971		0.0194506915						0.0044407971		0.0194506915		0		0

		Renew Only		Yes		ABS2		HRPPWV		Hot rolling dust absorbing system 2		PM		0.0044407971		0.0194506915						0.0044407971		0.0194506915		0		0		Fugitives: Building

												PM10		0.0044407971		0.0194506915						0.0044407971		0.0194506915		0		0

		Renew Only		Yes		BPCS1		HRPPWV		Billet and Pipe Cutting Saw 1		PM		0.002		0.003						0.002		0.003		0		0		Fugitives: Building

												PM10		0.002		0.003						0.002		0.003		0		0

		Renew Only		Yes		OUHRW		HRPPWV		Oil Usage Hot Rolling Workshop		CO		1.44		6.21						1.44		6.21		0		0		Fugitives: Building

												VOC		0.959		4.14						0.959		4.14		0		0		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse

												PM		0.0959		0.414						0.0959		0.414		0		0

												PM10		0.0959		0.414						0.0959		0.414		0		0		Material Handling: Drop Point

		Renew Only		Yes		ELHRW		HRPPWV		Electrode Hot Rolling Workshop		PM		0.003		0.011						0.003		0.011		0		0		Fugitives: Building

												PM10		0.0029		0.011						0.0029		0.011		0		0		Material Handling: Drop Point

												Cr		0.003		0.012						0.003		0.012		0		0

												Cr VI		0.002		0.008						0.002		0.008		0		0		Material Handling: Drop Point

												Mn		0.01		0.006						0.01		0.006		0		0

		Renew Only		Yes		EMHRW		HRPPWV		Emulsion Hot Rolling Workshop		VOC		0.3767		1.433						0.3767		1.433		0		0		Fugitives: Building

												PM		0.03767		0.1433						0.03767		0.1433		0		0

												PM10		0.03767		0.1433						0.03767		0.1433		0		0		Material Handling: Drop Point

		Renew Only		Yes		PUHRW		HRPPWV		Paint Usage Hot Rolling Workshop		VOC		0.262		0.995						0.262		0.995		0		0		Fugitives: Building

		Renew Only		Yes		DUHRW		HRPPWV		Solvent Usage Hot Rolling Workshop		VOC		0.165		0.628						0.165		0.628		0		0		Fugitives: Building

												PM		0.0165		0.0628						0.0165		0.0628		0		0

												PM10		0.0165		0.0628						0.0165		0.0628		0		0		Material Handling: Drop Point

		Renew Only		Yes		ABS3		HRPPWV		Hot rolling dust absorbing system 3		PM		0.0044407971		0.0194506915						0.0044407971		0.0194506915		0		0		Fugitives: Building

												PM10		0.0044407971		0.0194506915						0.0044407971		0.0194506915		0		0		Material Handling: Drop Point

		New/modified		Yes		PSGHRPPWV		HRPPWV		PSG Hot Rolling and Pipe Processing Workshop		VOC										11.115		31.631925		11.115		31.632		Fugitives: Building

												PM										0.2331		0.93		0.2331		0.93		Storage: Stockpile

												PM10										0.02331		0.09324		0.0234		0.0933

		New/modified		Yes		HTR1		HRPPWV		Diesel Heater 1 		CO										0.0082061069		0.0029541985		0.0083		0.003		Fugitives: Building

												VOC										0.0003282443		0.0001181679		0.0004		0.0002

												PM										0.0032824427		0.0011816794		0.0033		0.0012		Storage: Stockpile

												SO2										0.0003495802		0.0001258489		0.0004		0.0002

												NOx										0.039389313		0.0141801527		0.0394		0.0142		Storage: Stockpile

		New/modified		Yes		HTR2		HRPPWV		Diesel Heater 2		CO										0.0082061069		0.0029541985		0.0083		0.003		Fugitives: Building

												VOC										0.0003282443		0.0001181679		0.0004		0.0002		Storage: Stockpile

												PM										0.0032824427		0.0011816794		0.0033		0.0012

												SO2										0.0003495802		0.0001258489		0.0004		0.0002		Storage: Stockpile

												NOx										0.039389313		0.0141801527		0.0394		0.0142

		New/Modified		Yes		HRL		HRLDS		Hot Rolling Line Dedusting Stack		PM		4.25		4.25						2.74		8		-1.51		3.75		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse

												PM10		4.25		4.25						2.74		8		-1.51		3.75

		Renew only		Yes		ODPSS1		ODPSS1		Outdoor  Drop Points, Scrap Steel by Truck 10		PM		0.03		0.1						0.03		0.1		0		0		Material Handling: Drop Point

												PM10		0.01		0.05						0.01		0.05		0		0

		Renew only		Yes		ODPSS2		ODPSS2		Outdoor Drop Points, Scrap Steel by Train 4		PM		0.03		0.1						0.03		0.1		0		0		Material Handling: Drop Point

												PM10		0.01		0.05						0.01		0.05		0		0

		Renew only		Yes		ODPSR1		ODPSR1		Outdoor Drop Point Spent Refractory and Other Waste Storage Pile-1 		PM		<0.01		0.02						<0.01		0.02		0		0		Material Handling: Drop Point

												PM10		<0.01		<0.01						<0.01		<0.01		0		0

		Renew only		Yes		ODPS1		ODPS1		Outdoor Drop Point Slag-1 		PM		<0.01		0.01						<0.01		0.01		0		0		Material Handling: Drop Point

												PM10		<0.01		<0.01						<0.01		<0.01		0		0

		Renew only		Yes		ODPSR2		ODPSR2		Outdoor Drop Point Spent Refractory and Other Waste Storage Pile-2  (5)		PM		0.05		0.03						0.05		0.03		0		0		Material Handling: Drop Point

												PM10		0.02		0.02						0.02		0.02		0		0

		Renew only		Yes		ODPS2		ODPS2		Outdoor Drop Point Slag-2*2 		PM		<0.01		<0.01						<0.01		<0.01		0		0		Material Handling: Drop Point

												PM10		<0.01		<0.01						<0.01		<0.01		0		0

		Renew only		Yes		ODPSR3		ODPSR3		Outdoor Drop Point Spent Refractory and Other Waste Storage Pile-3 		PM		<0.01		0.02						<0.01		0.02		0		0		Material Handling: Drop Point

												PM10		<0.01		<0.01						<0.01		<0.01		0		0

		Renew only		Yes		ODPS3		ODPS3		Outdoor Drop Point Slag-3 		PM		<0.01		<0.01						<0.01		<0.01		0		0		Material Handling: Drop Point

												PM10		<0.01		<0.01						<0.01		<0.01		0		0

		Renew only		Yes		OSPSS		OSPSS		Outdoor Storage Piles,  Scrap Steel  		PM		0.23		1						0.23		1		0		0		Storage: Stockpile

												PM10		0.11		0.5						0.11		0.5		0		0

		Renew only		Yes		OSPFST		OSPFST		Outdoor Storage Pile,  First Sedimentation Tank  		PM		<0.01		<0.01						<0.01		<0.01		0		0		Storage: Stockpile

												PM10		<0.01		<0.01						<0.01		<0.01		0		0

		Renew only		Yes		OSPS1		OSPS1		Outdoor Storage Pile, Slag-1		PM		0.06		0.26						0.06		0.26		0		0		Storage: Stockpile

												PM10		0.03		0.13						0.03		0.13		0		0

		Renew only		Yes		OSPSR1		OSPSR1		Outdoor Storage Pile Spent Refractory and Other Waste-1                    		PM		0.23		1						0.23		1		0		0		Storage: Stockpile

												PM10		0.11		0.5						0.11		0.5		0		0

		Renew only		Yes		OSPS2		OSPS2		Outdoor Storage Pile, Slag-2  		PM		0.06		0.26						0.06		0.26		0		0		Storage: Stockpile

												PM10		0.03		0.13						0.03		0.13		0		0

		Renew only		Yes		OSPSR2		OSPSR2		Outdoor Storage Pile, Spent Refractory and Other Waste-2 		PM		0.23		1						0.23		1		0		0		Storage: Stockpile

												PM10		0.11		0.5						0.11		0.5		0		0

		Renew only		Yes		N6CCT		N6CCT		Contact Cooling Tower No. 6 		PM		0.03		0.14						0.03		0.14		0		0		Cooling Tower

												PM10		0.03		0.14						0.03		0.14		0		0

		Renew only		Yes		N7CCT		N7CCT		Contact Cooling Tower No. 7		PM		0.02		0.07						0.02		0.07		0		0		Cooling Tower

												PM10		0.02		0.07						0.02		0.07		0		0

		Remove		Yes		RSCCT		RSCCT		Rolling Steel Contact Cooling Tower 		PM		0.03		0.14										-0.03		-0.14		Cooling Tower

												PM10		0.03		0.14										-0.03		-0.14

		Renew only		Yes		PPCCT		PPCCT		Pipe Processing  Contact Cooling Tower 		PM		0.03		0.14						0.03		0.14		0		0		Cooling Tower

												PM10		0.03		0.14						0.03		0.14		0		0

		Renew only		Yes		SMWTF		SMWTF		Steel Making Water Treatment Facility		VOC		0.1		0.1						0.1		0.1		0		0		Other

												PM		0.1		0.1						0.1		0.1		0		0

												PM10		0.1		0.1						0.1		0.1		0		0

		Remove		Yes		RSWTF		RSWTF		Rolling Steel Water Treatment Facility 		VOC		0.1		0.1										-0.1		-0.1		Other

												PM		0.1		0.1										-0.1		-0.1

												PM10		0.1		0.1										-0.1		-0.1

		Remove		Yes		GWTF		GWTF		Graphite Water Treatment Facility 		VOC		0.1		0.1										-0.1		-0.1		Other

												PM		0.1		0.1										-0.1		-0.1

												PM10		0.1		0.1										-0.1		-0.1

		Renew only		Yes		CMSC		CMSCS1		Caster Spray Chamber Stack 1		NOx		0.18		0.55						0.18		0.55		0		0		Process Vent

												CO		0.58		1.75						0.58		1.75		0		0

												VOC		0.02		0.07						0.02		0.07		0		0

												PM		0.07		0.22						0.07		0.22		0		0

												PM10		0.07		0.22						0.07		0.22		0		0

												Pb		0.001		0.002						0.001		0.002		0		0

		Renew only		Yes		CMSC		CMSCS2		Caster Spray Chamber Stack 2		NOx		0.18		0.55						0.18		0.55		0		0		Process Vent

												CO		0.58		1.75						0.58		1.75		0		0

												VOC		0.02		0.07						0.02		0.07		0		0

												PM		0.07		0.22						0.07		0.22		0		0

												PM10		0.07		0.22						0.07		0.22		0		0

												Pb		0.001		0.002						0.001		0.002		0		0

		Renew only		Yes		UVCS1		UVCS1		UV Coating Stack 1		VOC		<0.01		0.01						<0.01		0.01		0		0		Other

												PM		0.01		0.04						0.01		0.04		0		0

												PM10		0.01		0.04						0.01		0.04		0		0

		Renew only		Yes		UVCS2		UVCS2		UV Coating Stack 2		VOC		<0.01		0.01						<0.01		0.01		0		0		Other

												PM		0.01		0.04						0.01		0.04		0		0

												PM10		0.01		0.04						0.01		0.04		0		0

		Renew only		Yes		UVCS3		UVCS3		UV Coating Stack 3		VOC		<0.01		0.01						<0.01		0.01		0		0		Other

												PM		0.01		0.04						0.01		0.04		0		0

												PM10		0.01		0.04						0.01		0.04		0		0

		New/Modified		Yes		UVCS4		UVCS4		UV Coating Stack 4		VOC		<0.01		0.01						1.11		3.39		1.1		3.38		Other

												PM		0.01		0.04						0.06		0.2		0.05		0.16		Fugitives: Building

												PM10		0.01		0.04						0.016		0.0601		0.006		0.0201

		Renew only		Yes		VD		VDSS		VD Steam Stack		NOx		0.73		2.19						0.73		2.19		0		0		Process Vent

												CO		29.1		87.43						29.1		87.43		0		0

												VOC		0.09		0.26						0.09		0.26		0		0

												SO2		0.02		0.04						0.02		0.04		0		0

												PM		0.29		0.87						0.29		0.87		0		0

												PM10		0.29		0.87						0.29		0.87		0		0

		Renew only		Yes		ALL		ALL		ALL		HAPS		0.45		1.92						0.45		1.92		0		0		Other

		Consolidate		Yes		QFS2		QFS2		Quench Furnace Stack		NOx						6.36		11.04		6.36		11.04		0		0		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

												CO						5.34		9.27		5.34		9.27		0		0

												SO2						0.04		0.07		0.04		0.07		0		0

												VOC						0.35		0.61		0.35		0.61		0		0

												PM						0.48		0.84		0.48		0.84		0		0

												PM10						0.48		0.84		0.48		0.84		0		0

												PM2.5						0.48		0.84		0.48		0.84		0		0

												HAPS						0.12		0.21		0.12		0.21		0		0

		Consolidate		Yes		TFS2		TFS2		Tempering Furnace Stack		NOx						5.3		8.83		5.3		8.83		0		0		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

												CO						4.45		7.42		4.45		7.42		0		0

												SO2						0.03		0.05		0.03		0.05		0		0		Material Handling: Drop Point

												VOC						0.29		0.49		0.29		0.49		0		0

												PM						0.4		0.67		0.4		0.67		0		0		Material Handling: Drop Point

												PM10						0.4		0.67		0.4		0.67		0		0

												PM2.5						0.4		0.67		0.4		0.67		0		0		Material Handling: Drop Point

												HAPS						<0.01		<0.01		<0.01		<0.01		0		0

		Consolidate		Yes		Regrinding		HTFUG		Regrinding		PM						0.5732048767		0.0248021341		0.5732048767		0.0248021341		0		0		Fugitives: Building

												PM10						0.5732048767		0.0248021341		0.5732048767		0.0248021341		0		0

												PM2.5						0.5732048767		0.0248021341		0.5732048767		0.0248021341		0		0		Storage: Stockpile

		Consolidate		Yes		Marking		HTFUG		Marking		VOC						1.81		1.74		1.81		1.74		0		0		Fugitives: Building

		Consolidate		Yes		Descaling Baghouse		HTFUG		Descaling Baghouse		PM						0.2645560969		1.1587557045		0.2645560969		1.1587557045		0		0		Fugitives: Building

												PM10						0.2645560969		1.1587557045		0.2645560969		1.1587557045		0		0

												PM2.5						0.2645560969		1.1587557045		0.2645560969		1.1587557045		0		0		Storage: Stockpile

		Consolidate		Yes		Electrode Usage		HTFUG		Electrode Usage		PM						0.123216		0.4692		0.123216		0.4692		0		0		Fugitives: Building

												PM10						0.123216		0.4692		0.123216		0.4692		0		0		Storage: Stockpile

												PM2.5						0.123216		0.4692		0.123216		0.4692		0		0

												HAPS						0.0398		0.15		0.0398		0.15		0		0		Storage: Stockpile

		Consolidate		Yes		Oil Evaporation		HTFUG		Oil Evaporation		CO						0.3		1.37		0.3		1.37		0		0		Fugitives: Building

												VOC						0.2		0.91		0.2		0.91		0		0		Storage: Stockpile

												PM						0.2		0.913		0.2		0.913		0		0

												PM10						0.2		0.913		0.2		0.913		0		0		Cooling Tower

												PM2.5						0.2		0.913		0.2		0.913		0		0

		Consolidate		Yes		PI		PCFUG		Printing and Inspection		VOC						0.82		2.632225		0.82		2.632225		0		0		Fugitives: Building

												PM						0.074145		0.26205975		0.074145		0.26205975		0		0

												PM10						0.074145		0.26205975		0.074145		0.26205975		0		0		Cooling Tower

												PM2.5						0.074145		0.26205975		0.074145		0.26205975		0		0

		Consolidate		Yes		PCT		PCFUG		Pipe Cutting and Threading		PM						0.3337935		1.33		0.3337935		1.33		0		0		Fugitives: Building

												PM10						0.3337935		1.33		0.3337935		1.33		0		0

												PM2.5						0.3337935		1.33		0.3337935		1.33		0		0		Other

		Consolidate		Yes		WELD		PCFUG		Welding		PM						0.000767		0.00308		0.000767		0.00308		0		0		Fugitives: Building

												PM10						0.000767		0.00308		0.000767		0.00308		0		0

												PM2.5						0.000767		0.00308		0.000767		0.00308		0		0		Other

												HAPS						0.000247		0.000992		0.000247		0.000992		0		0

		Consolidate		Yes		EMPC		PCFUG		Emulsion Evaporation		VOC						0.07		0.2939		0.07		0.2939		0		0		Fugitives: Building

												PM						0.07		0.29		0.07		0.29		0		0		Other

												PM10						0.07		0.29		0.07		0.29		0		0

												PM2.5						0.07		0.29		0.07		0.29		0		0

		Consolidate		Yes		LUBE		PCFUG		Equipment Lubrication		VOC						0.34		1.35		0.34		1.35		0		0		Fugitives: Building

		Consolidate		Yes		CS4		CS4		Coating Stack No. 1		VOC						2.14		6.74		2.14		6.74		0		0		Other

												PM						<0.01		<0.01		<0.01		<0.01		0		0

												PM10						<0.01		<0.01		<0.01		<0.01		0		0

												PM2.5						<0.01		<0.01		<0.01		<0.01		0		0

												C6H5CH3						0.6		2.38		0.6		2.38		0		0

												CH3COOC2H5						0.37		1.43		0.37		1.43		0		0

		Consolidate		Yes		CS5		CS5		Coating Stack No. 2		VOC						1.98		6.26		1.98		6.26		0		0		Other

												PM						<0.01		<0.01		<0.01		<0.01		0		0

												PM10						<0.01		<0.01		<0.01		<0.01		0		0

												PM2.5						<0.01		<0.01		<0.01		<0.01		0		0

												C6H5CH3						0.56		2.21		0.56		2.21		0		0

												CH3COOC2H5						0.33		1.32		0.33		1.32		0		0

		Consolidate		Yes		CS6		CS6		Coating Stack No. 3		VOC						1.98		6.26		1.98		6.26		0		0		Other

												PM						<0.01		<0.01		<0.01		<0.01		0		0

												PM10						<0.01		<0.01		<0.01		<0.01		0		0

												PM2.5						<0.01		<0.01		<0.01		<0.01		0		0

												C6H5CH3						0.56		2.21		0.56		2.21		0		0

												CH3COOC2H5						0.33		1.32		0.33		1.32		0		0

		Consolidate		Yes		PHOS1		PHOS1		Phosphatizing Stack No. 1		PM						0.1		0.1		0.1		0.1		0		0		Other

												PM10						0.1		0.1		0.1		0.1		0		0

												PM2.5						0.1		0.1		0.1		0.1		0		0

		Consolidate		Yes		PHOS2		PHOS2		Phosphatizing Stack No. 2 		PM						0.1		0.1		0.1		0.1		0		0		Other

												PM10						0.1		0.1		0.1		0.1		0		0

												PM2.5						0.1		0.1		0.1		0.1		0		0

		Consolidate		Yes		WW		WW		Wastewater		VOC						0.1		0.1		0.1		0.1		0		0		Other

												PM						0.1		0.1		0.1		0.1		0		0

												PM10						0.1		0.1		0.1		0.1		0		0

												PM2.5						0.1		0.1		0.1		0.1		0		0

		New/Modified		Yes		WTFPR		WTFPR		Water Treatment Facility for Pipe Rolling Mill		VOC										0.1		0.1		0.1		0.1		Other

												PM										0.1		0.1		0.1		0.1

												PM10										0.1		0.1		0.1		0.1

																										0		0

																										0		0

																										0		0

																										0		0

																										0		0

																										0		0

																										0		0

																										0		0		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

																										0		0

																										0		0

																										0		0

																										0		0

																										0		0

																										0		0

																										0		0

																										0		0		Fugitives: Building

																										0		0

																										0		0

																										0		0

																										0		0

																										0		0

																										0		0		Fugitives: Building

																										0		0

																										0		0

																										0		0

																										0		0

																										0		0		Other

																										0		0

																										0		0

																										0		0

																										0		0

																										0		0

																										0		0		Other

																										0		0

																										0		0

																										0		0

																										0		0

																										0		0

																										0		0		Other

																										0		0

																										0		0

																										0		0

																										0		0

																										0		0

																										0		0		Other

																										0		0

																										0		0

																										0		0		Other

																										0		0

																										0		0

																										0		0		Other

																										0		0

																										0		0

																										0		0

																										0		0		Other

																										0		0

																										0		0

																										0		0

																										0		0

																										0		0

																										0		0

																										0		0

																										0		0

																										0		0

																										0		0

																										0		0

																										0		0

																										0		0

																										0		0

																										0		0

																										0		0

																										0		0

																										0		0

																										0		0

																										0		0

																										0		0

																										0		0

																										0		0

																										0		0

																										0		0

																										0		0

																										0		0

																										0		0

																										0		0

																										0		0

																										0		0

																										0		0

																										0		0

																										0		0

																										0		0

																										0		0

																										0		0

																										0		0

																										0		0

																										0		0

																										0		0

																										0		0

																										0		0

																										0		0

																										0		0

																										0		0

																										0		0

																										0		0

																										0		0

																										0		0

																										0		0

																										0		0

																										0		0

																										0		0

																										0		0

																										0		0

																										0		0

																										0		0

																										0		0

																										0		0

																										0		0

																										0		0

																										0		0

																										0		0

																										0		0

																										0		0

																										0		0
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		Click here to go to the next page.

		End of Worksheet
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Company: ____________


Version 4.0	Page &P	




DraftMAERT

		Press TAB to move input areas. Press UP or DOWN ARROW in column A to read through the document.

		Draft MAERT																Applicant Internal Comments

		This sheet provides a draft MAERT based on entries on the Unit Types-Emission Rates sheet. If you can see the page header, there are questions applicable to your project on this sheet.

Instructions:
1. Use the dropdown in Column A to indicate which EPNs and pollutants should  be included on your draft MAERT in column A. Examples of when an entry should not be listed on the MAERT may include caps, flexible permits, multiple operating scenarios, some speciated emissions, etc. The default response is yes but you can change it to no.
2. If applicable, enter the current and/or proposed footnotes for each source. Note, footnotes one through four are standard for all applications so do not use those values.
3. If the same footnote s needed for multiple line, just enter the footnote number in column G. You do not need to enter the footnote text more than once.

Notes:
1. The standard footnotes have already been entered as footnotes one through four.																All comments must be deleted prior to application submittal.

		Click here to return to Cover Sheet.

		Include in the MAERT?		MAERT Information										Footnote number(s)		Footnote text

				EPN		Source Name		Pollutant		Proposed Short-Term (lb/hr)		Proposed Long-Term
(tpy)		1, 2, 3, 4		1. Emission point identification - either specific equipment designation or emission point number from plot plan.
2. Specific point source name. For fugitive sources, use area name or fugitive source name.
3. Compliance with annual emission limits (tons per year) is based on a 12-month rolling period.
4. Optional: Emission rate is an estimate and is enforceable through compliance with the applicable special condition(s) and permit application representations.

		Yes		All emission points at the site		All sources at the site		Individual HAP		5.98		<10.00

		Yes		All emission points at the site				Combined HAP		5.98		<25.00

		Yes		LWS		Lime Warehouse and Alloy Aggregate Baghouse Stack		PM		5.98		26.17

		Yes						PM10		5.98		26.17

		Yes		LSTBS		LF and Stock Tank  Baghouse Stack		PM		4.54		19.89

		Yes						PM10		4.54		19.89

		Yes						Cd		0.001		0.004

		Yes						Cr		0.006		0.02

		Yes						Pb		0.04		0.17

		Yes						Mn		0.03		0.15

		Yes						Hg		0.0001		0.0004

		Yes						Si		0.005		0.02

		Yes						Zn		0.28		1.23

		Yes		EBS		EAF Baghouse Stack		NOx		44.64		137.24

		Yes						CO		595.24		1829.82

		Yes						VOC		44.64		137.24

		Yes						SO2		89.29		274.47

		Yes						PMtotal		20.18		88.38

		Yes						PM10 total		20.18		88.38

		Yes						PMfront half		15.13		66.28

		Yes						PM10 front half		15.13		66.28

		Yes						Cd		0.004		0.02

		Yes						Cr		0.02		0.11

		Yes						Pb		0.17		0.74

		Yes						Mn		0.15		0.67

		Yes						Hg		0.0004		0.002

		Yes						Si		0.02		0.08

		Yes						Zn		1.24		5.45

		Yes		RHFS		Rotary Hearth Furnace Stack		NOx		44.63		67.91

		Yes						CO		36.75		55.93

		Yes						VOC		2.41		3.66

		Yes						SO2		0.26		0.4

		Yes						PM		3.33		5.06

		Yes						PM10		3.33		5.06

		Yes		MPFS		Mandrel Preheat Furnace Stack		NOx				

		Yes						CO				

		Yes						VOC				

		Yes						SO2				

		Yes						PM				

		Yes						PM10				

		Yes		QFS		Quench Furnace Stack		NOx		6.85		11.89

		Yes						CO		5.75		9.99

		Yes						VOC		0.38		0.65

		Yes						SO2		0.04		0.07

		Yes						PM		0.52		0.9

		Yes						PM10		0.52		0.9

		Yes		TFS		Tempering Furnace Stack		NOx		5.71		9.51

		Yes						CO		4.79		7.99

		Yes						VOC		0.31		0.52

		Yes						SO2		0.03		0.06

		Yes						PM		0.43		0.72

		Yes						PM10		0.43		0.72

		Yes		VDBS		VD Boiler Stack		NOx		4.01		7.58

		Yes						CO		3.37		6.37

		Yes						VOC		0.22		0.42

		Yes						SO2		0.02		0.05

		Yes						PM		0.3		0.58

		Yes						PM10		0.3		0.58

		Yes		SMWV		Round Grinding		PM		0.00000026		0.000001

		Yes						PM10		0.00000026		0.000001

		Yes		SMWV		Torch Cutting Removal		PM		0.0000001		0.0000006

		Yes						PM10		0.0000001		0.0000006

		Yes		SMWV		Indoor Drop Points, Scrap Steel		PM		0.0002902318		0.0009674101

		Yes						PM10		0.0001372718		0.0004575588

		Yes		SMWV		Indoor Drop Point, spent refractory and other waste storage pile-1		PM		0.0000430038		0.0001619927

		Yes						PM10		0.0000203396		0.0000766182

		Yes		SMWV		Indoor Drop Point, slag-1		PM		0.0000477481		0.0001485889

		Yes						PM10		0.0000225835		0.0000702785

		Yes		SMWV		Indoor Drop Point, spent refractory and other waste storage pile-2		PM		0.0004835734		0.0003266942

		Yes						PM10		0.0002287172		0.0001545175

		Yes		SMWV		Indoor Drop Point, slag-2		PM		0.0003870343		0.0012456373

		Yes						PM10		0.0001830567		0.0005891528

		Yes		SMWV		Indoor Drop Point, spent refractory and other waste storage pile-3		PM		0.0000447591		0.0001975674

		Yes						PM10		0.0000211698		0.000093444

		Yes		SMWV		Indoor Storage Pile, Scrap steel		PM		0.00042		0.002

		Yes						PM10		0.00021		0.001

		Yes		SMWV		Indoor Storage Pile, Slag (if slag is dumped in workshop)		PM		0.0000055		0.000024

		Yes						PM10		0.00000275		0.000012

		Yes		SMWV		Indoor Storage Pile, Spent refractory and other waste-1		PM		0.000008		0.000035

		Yes						PM10		0.000004		0.0000175

		Yes		SMWV		Indoor Storage Pile, Spent refractory and other waste-2		PM		0.0000043		0.000019

		Yes						PM10		0.00000215		0.0000095

		Yes		SMWV		Indoor Storage Pile, Spent refractory and other waste-3		PM		0.000032		0.00014

		Yes						PM10		0.000016		0.00007

		Yes		SMWV		Electrode Steel Making Workshop		PM		0.0021		0.0079

		Yes						PM10		0.0021		0.0079

		Yes						Cr		0.00017		0.00064

		Yes						Cr VI		0.0019		0.0077

		Yes						Pb		0.000026		0.000099

		Yes						Mn		0.00112		0.0043

		Yes		SMWV		Oil Usage Steel Making Workshop		CO		0.3825		1.6515

		Yes						VOC		0.255		1.101

		Yes						PM		0.0255		0.1101

		Yes						PM10		0.0255		0.1101

		Yes		SMWV		Continuous Casting		NOx		0.36		1.09

		Yes						CO		1.16		3.5

		Yes						VOC		0.04		0.13

		Yes						SO2		0.01		0.017

		Yes						PM		0.015		0.044

		Yes						PM10		0.015		0.044

		Yes		SMWV		Electric Arc Furnace Binder		CO		0.0214		0.0814

		Yes						VOC		0.0214		0.0814

		Yes		SMWV		Ladle Binder		CO		0.0132		0.0504

		Yes						VOC		0.0132		0.0504

		Yes		SMWV		Tundish Binder		CO		0.287		1.092

		Yes						VOC		0.287		1.092

		Yes		SMWV		Ladle Preheater		NOx		4.95		20.022

		Yes						CO		4.154		16.816

		Yes						VOC		0.27		1.1

		Yes						SO2		0.0297		0.115

		Yes						PM		0.038		0.152

		Yes						PM10		0.038		0.152

		Yes		SMWV		Tundish Preheater		NOx		3.73		5.97

		Yes						CO		3.134		5.02

		Yes						VOC		0.21		0.33

		Yes						SO2		0.02		0.035

		Yes						PM		0.028		0.045

		Yes						PM10		0.028		0.045

		Yes		SMWV		Ladle Furnace and Tundish Slag Cutting		NOx		0.14		0.18

		Yes						CO		0.114		0.15

		Yes						VOC		0.01		0.01

		Yes						SO2		0.00082		0.0011

		Yes						PM		0.001		0.001

		Yes						PM10		0.001		0.001

		Yes		SMWV		Torch Cutting		NOx		2.36		1.76

		Yes						CO		1.98		1.48

		Yes						VOC		0.13		0.1

		Yes						SO2		0.01		0.01

		Yes						PM		0.018		0.013

		Yes						PM10		0.018		0.013

		Yes		SMWV		Electric Arc Furnace Steel Making Workshop		NOx		0.004464		0.013724

		Yes						CO		0.059524		0.182982

		Yes						VOC		0.004464		0.013724

		Yes						SO2		0.008929		0.0265

		Yes						PM		0.0002018		0.0008838

		Yes						PM10		0.0002018		0.0008838

		Yes						Cd		0.0000004		0.000002

		Yes						Cr		0.000002		0.000011

		Yes						Pb		0.000017		0.000074

		Yes						Mn		0.000015		0.000067

		Yes						Hg		0.00000004		0.0000002

		Yes						Si		0.000002		0.000007

		Yes						Zn		0.00012		0.000345

		Yes		SMWV		Ladle Furnace Steel Making Workshop Vent		PM		0.0000454		0.0001989

		Yes						PM10		0.0000454		0.0001989

		Yes						Cd		0.0000001		0.0000004

		Yes						Cr		0.0000006		0.000002

		Yes						Pb		0.000004		0.000017

		Yes						Mn		0.000003		0.000015

		Yes						Hg		0.00000001		0.00000004

		Yes						Si		0.0000005		0.000002

		Yes						Zn		0.00002		0.000123

		Yes		AAWV		Alloy Aggregate Warehouse Vent		PM		<0.01		<0.01

		Yes						PM10		<0.01		<0.01

		Yes		PCLWV		Oil Usage Premium Connecting Line Workshop		CO		1.27		5.22

		Yes						VOC		0.846		3.484

		Yes						PM		0.085		0.348

		Yes						PM10		0.085		0.348

		Yes		PCLWV		Electrode Premium Connecting Line Workshop		PM		0.000069		0.00026

		Yes						PM10		0.000067		0.00026

		Yes		PCLWV		Emulsion Premium Connecting Line Workshop		VOC		0.0261		0.0992

		Yes						PM		0.003		0.01

		Yes						PM10		0.003		0.01

		Yes		PCLWV		Paint Usage Premium Connecting Line Workshop		VOC		0.014		0.055

		Yes		PCLWV		Solvent Usage Premium Connecting Line Workshop		VOC		0.018		0.22

		Yes						PM		0.002		0.022

		Yes						PM10		0.002		0.022

		Yes		PCLWV		Billet and Pipe Cutting Saw 2		PM		0.000165		0.000723

		Yes						PM10		0.000165		0.000723

		Yes		PCLWV		PSG Usage Premium Connecting Line Workshop		VOC		0.1768835852		0.52

		Yes						PM		0.005203125		0.0151515

		Yes						PM10		0.0005203125		0.00151515

		Yes		HRPPWV		Hot Rolling Line		PM		0.0000425		0.0001861

		Yes						PM10		0.0000425		0.0001861

		Yes		HRPPWV		Hot rolling dust absorbing system 1		PM		0.0044407971		0.0194506915

		Yes						PM10		0.0044407971		0.0194506915

		Yes		HRPPWV		Hot rolling dust absorbing system 2		PM		0.0044407971		0.0194506915

		Yes						PM10		0.0044407971		0.0194506915

		Yes		HRPPWV		Billet and Pipe Cutting Saw 1		PM		0.002		0.003

		Yes						PM10		0.002		0.003

		Yes		HRPPWV		Oil Usage Hot Rolling Workshop		CO		1.44		6.21

		Yes						VOC		0.959		4.14

		Yes						PM		0.0959		0.414

		Yes						PM10		0.0959		0.414

		Yes		HRPPWV		Electrode Hot Rolling Workshop		PM		0.003		0.011

		Yes						PM10		0.0029		0.011

		Yes						Cr		0.003		0.012

		Yes						Cr VI		0.002		0.008

		Yes						Mn		0.01		0.006

		Yes		HRPPWV		Emulsion Hot Rolling Workshop		VOC		0.3767		1.433

		Yes						PM		0.03767		0.1433

		Yes						PM10		0.03767		0.1433

		Yes		HRPPWV		Paint Usage Hot Rolling Workshop		VOC		0.262		0.995

		Yes		HRPPWV		Solvent Usage Hot Rolling Workshop		VOC		0.165		0.628

		Yes						PM		0.0165		0.0628

		Yes						PM10		0.0165		0.0628

		Yes		HRPPWV		Hot rolling dust absorbing system 3		PM		0.0044407971		0.0194506915

		Yes						PM10		0.0044407971		0.0194506915

		Yes		HRPPWV		PSG Hot Rolling and Pipe Processing Workshop		VOC		11.115		31.631925

		Yes						PM		0.2331		0.93

		Yes						PM10		0.02331		0.09324

		Yes		HRPPWV		Diesel Heater 1 		CO		0.0082061069		0.0029541985

		Yes						VOC		0.0003282443		0.0001181679

		Yes						PM		0.0032824427		0.0011816794

		Yes						SO2		0.0003495802		0.0001258489

		Yes						NOx		0.039389313		0.0141801527

		Yes		HRPPWV		Diesel Heater 2		CO		0.0082061069		0.0029541985

		Yes						VOC		0.0003282443		0.0001181679

		Yes						PM		0.0032824427		0.0011816794

		Yes						SO2		0.0003495802		0.0001258489

		Yes						NOx		0.039389313		0.0141801527

		Yes		HRLDS		Hot Rolling Line Dedusting Stack		PM		2.74		8

		Yes						PM10		2.74		8

		Yes		ODPSS1		Outdoor  Drop Points, Scrap Steel by Truck 10		PM		0.03		0.1

		Yes						PM10		0.01		0.05

		Yes		ODPSS2		Outdoor Drop Points, Scrap Steel by Train 4		PM		0.03		0.1

		Yes						PM10		0.01		0.05

		Yes		ODPSR1		Outdoor Drop Point Spent Refractory and Other Waste Storage Pile-1 		PM		<0.01		0.02

		Yes						PM10		<0.01		<0.01

		Yes		ODPS1		Outdoor Drop Point Slag-1 		PM		<0.01		0.01

		Yes						PM10		<0.01		<0.01

		Yes		ODPSR2		Outdoor Drop Point Spent Refractory and Other Waste Storage Pile-2  (5)		PM		0.05		0.03

		Yes						PM10		0.02		0.02

		Yes		ODPS2		Outdoor Drop Point Slag-2*2 		PM		<0.01		<0.01

		Yes						PM10		<0.01		<0.01

		Yes		ODPSR3		Outdoor Drop Point Spent Refractory and Other Waste Storage Pile-3 		PM		<0.01		0.02

		Yes						PM10		<0.01		<0.01

		Yes		ODPS3		Outdoor Drop Point Slag-3 		PM		<0.01		<0.01

		Yes						PM10		<0.01		<0.01

		Yes		OSPSS		Outdoor Storage Piles,  Scrap Steel  		PM		0.23		1

		Yes						PM10		0.11		0.5

		Yes		OSPFST		Outdoor Storage Pile,  First Sedimentation Tank  		PM		<0.01		<0.01

		Yes						PM10		<0.01		<0.01

		Yes		OSPS1		Outdoor Storage Pile, Slag-1		PM		0.06		0.26

		Yes						PM10		0.03		0.13

		Yes		OSPSR1		Outdoor Storage Pile Spent Refractory and Other Waste-1                    		PM		0.23		1

		Yes						PM10		0.11		0.5

		Yes		OSPS2		Outdoor Storage Pile, Slag-2  		PM		0.06		0.26

		Yes						PM10		0.03		0.13

		Yes		OSPSR2		Outdoor Storage Pile, Spent Refractory and Other Waste-2 		PM		0.23		1

		Yes						PM10		0.11		0.5

		Yes		N6CCT		Contact Cooling Tower No. 6 		PM		0.03		0.14

		Yes						PM10		0.03		0.14

		Yes		N7CCT		Contact Cooling Tower No. 7		PM		0.02		0.07

		Yes						PM10		0.02		0.07

		Yes		RSCCT		Rolling Steel Contact Cooling Tower 		PM				

		Yes						PM10				

		Yes		PPCCT		Pipe Processing  Contact Cooling Tower 		PM		0.03		0.14

		Yes						PM10		0.03		0.14

		Yes		SMWTF		Steel Making Water Treatment Facility		VOC		0.1		0.1

		Yes						PM		0.1		0.1

		Yes						PM10		0.1		0.1

		Yes		RSWTF		Rolling Steel Water Treatment Facility 		VOC				

		Yes						PM				

		Yes						PM10				

		Yes		GWTF		Graphite Water Treatment Facility 		VOC				

		Yes						PM				

		Yes						PM10				

		Yes		CMSCS1		Caster Spray Chamber Stack 1		NOx		0.18		0.55

		Yes						CO		0.58		1.75

		Yes						VOC		0.02		0.07

		Yes						PM		0.07		0.22

		Yes						PM10		0.07		0.22

		Yes						Pb		0.001		0.002

		Yes		CMSCS2		Caster Spray Chamber Stack 2		NOx		0.18		0.55

		Yes						CO		0.58		1.75

		Yes						VOC		0.02		0.07

		Yes						PM		0.07		0.22

		Yes						PM10		0.07		0.22

		Yes						Pb		0.001		0.002

		Yes		UVCS1		UV Coating Stack 1		VOC		<0.01		0.01

		Yes						PM		0.01		0.04

		Yes						PM10		0.01		0.04

		Yes		UVCS2		UV Coating Stack 2		VOC		<0.01		0.01

		Yes						PM		0.01		0.04

		Yes						PM10		0.01		0.04

		Yes		UVCS3		UV Coating Stack 3		VOC		<0.01		0.01

		Yes						PM		0.01		0.04

		Yes						PM10		0.01		0.04

		Yes		UVCS4		UV Coating Stack 4		VOC		1.11		3.39

		Yes						PM		0.06		0.2

		Yes						PM10		0.016		0.0601

		Yes		VDSS		VD Steam Stack		NOx		0.73		2.19

		Yes						CO		29.1		87.43

		Yes						VOC		0.09		0.26

		Yes						SO2		0.02		0.04

		Yes						PM		0.29		0.87

		Yes						PM10		0.29		0.87

		Yes		ALL		ALL		HAPS		0.45		1.92

		Yes		QFS2		Quench Furnace Stack		NOx		6.36		11.04

		Yes						CO		5.34		9.27

		Yes						SO2		0.04		0.07

		Yes						VOC		0.35		0.61

		Yes						PM		0.48		0.84

		Yes						PM10		0.48		0.84

		Yes						PM2.5		0.48		0.84

		Yes						HAPS		0.12		0.21

		Yes		TFS2		Tempering Furnace Stack		NOx		5.3		8.83

		Yes						CO		4.45		7.42

		Yes						SO2		0.03		0.05

		Yes						VOC		0.29		0.49

		Yes						PM		0.4		0.67

		Yes						PM10		0.4		0.67

		Yes						PM2.5		0.4		0.67

		Yes						HAPS		<0.01		<0.01

		Yes		HTFUG		Regrinding		PM		0.5732048767		0.0248021341

		Yes						PM10		0.5732048767		0.0248021341

		Yes						PM2.5		0.5732048767		0.0248021341

		Yes		HTFUG		Marking		VOC		1.81		1.74

		Yes		HTFUG		Descaling Baghouse		PM		0.2645560969		1.1587557045

		Yes						PM10		0.2645560969		1.1587557045

		Yes						PM2.5		0.2645560969		1.1587557045

		Yes		HTFUG		Electrode Usage		PM		0.123216		0.4692

		Yes						PM10		0.123216		0.4692

		Yes						PM2.5		0.123216		0.4692

		Yes						HAPS		0.0398		0.15

		Yes		HTFUG		Oil Evaporation		CO		0.3		1.37

		Yes						VOC		0.2		0.91

		Yes						PM		0.2		0.913

		Yes						PM10		0.2		0.913

		Yes						PM2.5		0.2		0.913

		Yes		PCFUG		Printing and Inspection		VOC		0.82		2.632225

		Yes						PM		0.074145		0.26205975

		Yes						PM10		0.074145		0.26205975

		Yes						PM2.5		0.074145		0.26205975

		Yes		PCFUG		Pipe Cutting and Threading		PM		0.3337935		1.33

		Yes						PM10		0.3337935		1.33

		Yes						PM2.5		0.3337935		1.33

		Yes		PCFUG		Welding		PM		0.000767		0.00308

		Yes						PM10		0.000767		0.00308

		Yes						PM2.5		0.000767		0.00308

		Yes						HAPS		0.000247		0.000992

		Yes		PCFUG		Emulsion Evaporation		VOC		0.07		0.2939

		Yes						PM		0.07		0.29

		Yes						PM10		0.07		0.29

		Yes						PM2.5		0.07		0.29

		Yes		PCFUG		Equipment Lubrication		VOC		0.34		1.35

		Yes		CS4		Coating Stack No. 1		VOC		2.14		6.74

		Yes						PM		<0.01		<0.01

		Yes						PM10		<0.01		<0.01

		Yes						PM2.5		<0.01		<0.01

		Yes						C6H5CH3		0.6		2.38

		Yes						CH3COOC2H5		0.37		1.43

		Yes		CS5		Coating Stack No. 2		VOC		1.98		6.26

		Yes						PM		<0.01		<0.01

		Yes						PM10		<0.01		<0.01

		Yes						PM2.5		<0.01		<0.01

		Yes						C6H5CH3		0.56		2.21

		Yes						CH3COOC2H5		0.33		1.32

		Yes		CS6		Coating Stack No. 3		VOC		1.98		6.26

		Yes						PM		<0.01		<0.01

		Yes						PM10		<0.01		<0.01

		Yes						PM2.5		<0.01		<0.01

		Yes						C6H5CH3		0.56		2.21

		Yes						CH3COOC2H5		0.33		1.32

		Yes		PHOS1		Phosphatizing Stack No. 1		PM		0.1		0.1

		Yes						PM10		0.1		0.1

		Yes						PM2.5		0.1		0.1

		Yes		PHOS2		Phosphatizing Stack No. 2 		PM		0.1		0.1

		Yes						PM10		0.1		0.1

		Yes						PM2.5		0.1		0.1

		Yes		WW		Wastewater		VOC		0.1		0.1

		Yes						PM		0.1		0.1

		Yes						PM10		0.1		0.1

		Yes						PM2.5		0.1		0.1

		Yes		WTFPR		Water Treatment Facility for Pipe Rolling Mill		VOC		0.1		0.1

		Yes						PM		0.1		0.1

		Yes						PM10		0.1		0.1
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		Yes		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		Yes		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		Yes		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		Yes		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		Yes		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		Yes		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!
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Form PI-1 General Application&11
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Flex Permits

		Press TAB to move input areas. Press UP or DOWN ARROW in column A to read through the document.

		Flexible Permit - Cap Sources																																																																																																																																																																																																								Applicant Internal Comments

		This sheet is for flexible permits only. It indicates which pollutants are included in a cap for each FIN on the permit and the cap contributions of that FIN. (30 TAC 116.711(2)(M) and 116.715(c)(5(A)(B)) If you can see the page header, there are questions applicable to your project on this sheet.

Instructions:
1. The FIN, EPN, and Source Names will be listed automatically based on data entered on the Unit Types - Emission Rates sheet.
2. There are four sections to address lb/hr and tpy caps for normal and MSS operations.
3. Enter the pollutants that are capped in row 6. There is a drop down list of commonly capped pollutants or you can type your own. Expand the row height as needed.
4. For each FIN, indicate if it is included in any cap by selecting yes or no.
5. For each FIN included in a cap, list the current and proposed contributions under the applicable pollutant. Acceptable entries are numeric or "<0.1" which is treated as 0.01. The change is calculated automatically. Expand the column width as needed.
6. For the line entry listing the total cap, select "No" in column D.
7. If more columns are needed (you have more than 8 capped pollutants): copy and paste the below table into a blank workbook, complete it, and submit it as an attachment to your application.
8. We recommend freezing the pane since this sheet has so many columns.
    A. Scroll down so the instructions are hidden (Row 5 is at the top of your viewing area).
    B. Select cell B9.
    C. Select View > Freeze Panes > Freeze Panes. You can now scroll up and to the right and still see the FIN and column headers.																																																																																																																																																																																																								All comments must be deleted prior to application submittal.

		Click here to return to Cover Sheet.

		this cell is intentionally blank								Normal Operation Emissions (lb/hr)																																																Normal Operation Emissions (tpy)																																																MSS Operation Emissions (lb/hr)																																																MSS Operation Emissions (tpy)

		this cell is intentionally blank		this cell is intentionally blank		this cell is intentionally blank		this cell is intentionally blank																																																																																																																																																																																																

		FIN		EPN		Source Name		FIN has a pollutant in any cap?		Current		Proposed		Change		Current		Proposed		Change		Current		Proposed		Change		Current		Proposed		Change		Current		Proposed		Change		Current		Proposed		Change		Current		Proposed		Change		Current		Proposed		Change		Current		Proposed		Change		Current		Proposed		Change		Current		Proposed		Change		Current		Proposed		Change		Current		Proposed		Change		Current		Proposed		Change		Current		Proposed		Change		Current		Proposed		Change		Current		Proposed		Change		Current		Proposed		Change		Current		Proposed		Change		Current		Proposed		Change		Current		Proposed		Change		Current		Proposed		Change		Current		Proposed		Change		Current		Proposed		Change		Current		Proposed		Change		Current		Proposed		Change		Current		Proposed		Change		Current		Proposed		Change		Current		Proposed		Change		Current		Proposed		Change		Current		Proposed		Change		Current		Proposed		Change

		Total		Total		Total		Total		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		LW		LWS		Lime Warehouse and Alloy Aggregate Baghouse Stack								0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00

		LSTBS		LSTBS		LF and Stock Tank  Baghouse Stack								0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00

		EAF		EBS		EAF Baghouse Stack								0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00

		RHF		RHFS		Rotary Hearth Furnace Stack								0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00

		MPF		MPFS		Mandrel Preheat Furnace Stack								0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00

		QF		QFS		Quench Furnace Stack								0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00

		TF		TFS		Tempering Furnace Stack								0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00

		VDB		VDBS		VD Boiler Stack								0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00

		RG		SMWV		Round Grinding								0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00

		TCR		SMWV		Torch Cutting Removal								0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00

		IDPSS		SMWV		Indoor Drop Points, Scrap Steel								0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00

		IDPSR1		SMWV		Indoor Drop Point, spent refractory and other waste storage pile-1								0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00

		IDPS1		SMWV		Indoor Drop Point, slag-1								0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00

		IDPSR2		SMWV		Indoor Drop Point, spent refractory and other waste storage pile-2								0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00

		IDPS2		SMWV		Indoor Drop Point, slag-2								0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00

		IDPSR3		SMWV		Indoor Drop Point, spent refractory and other waste storage pile-3								0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00

		ISPSS		SMWV		Indoor Storage Pile, Scrap steel								0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00

		ISPS		SMWV		Indoor Storage Pile, Slag (if slag is dumped in workshop)								0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00

		ISPSR1		SMWV		Indoor Storage Pile, Spent refractory and other waste-1								0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00

		ISPSR2		SMWV		Indoor Storage Pile, Spent refractory and other waste-2								0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00

		ISPSR3		SMWV		Indoor Storage Pile, Spent refractory and other waste-3								0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00

		ELSMW		SMWV		Electrode Steel Making Workshop								0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00

		OUSMW		SMWV		Oil Usage Steel Making Workshop								0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00

		CC		SMWV		Continuous Casting								0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00

		EAFB		SMWV		Electric Arc Furnace Binder								0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00

		LB		SMWV		Ladle Binder								0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00

		TB		SMWV		Tundish Binder								0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00

		LP		SMWV		Ladle Preheater								0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00

		TP		SMWV		Tundish Preheater								0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00

		LFTSC		SMWV		Ladle Furnace and Tundish Slag Cutting								0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00

		TCM		SMWV		Torch Cutting								0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00

		LF		SMWV		Ladle Furnace Steel Making Workshop Vent								0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00

		IDPAA		AAWV		Alloy Aggregate Warehouse Vent								0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00

		OUPCLW		PCLWV		Oil Usage Premium Connecting Line Workshop								0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00

		ELPCLW		PCLWV		Electrode Premium Connecting Line Workshop								0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00

		EMPCLW		PCLWV		Emulsion Premium Connecting Line Workshop								0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00

		PUPCLW		PCLWV		Paint Usage Premium Connecting Line Workshop								0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00

		DUPCLW		PCLWV		Solvent Usage Premium Connecting Line Workshop								0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00

		BCPS2		PCLWV		Billet and Pipe Cutting Saw 2								0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00

		PSGPCLW		PCLWV		PSG Usage Premium Connecting Line Workshop								0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00

		HRL		HRPPWV		Hot Rolling Line								0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00

		ABS1		HRPPWV		Hot rolling dust absorbing system 1								0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00

		ABS2		HRPPWV		Hot rolling dust absorbing system 2								0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00

		BPCS1		HRPPWV		Billet and Pipe Cutting Saw 1								0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00

		OUHRW		HRPPWV		Oil Usage Hot Rolling Workshop								0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00

		ELHRW		HRPPWV		Electrode Hot Rolling Workshop								0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00

		EMHRW		HRPPWV		Emulsion Hot Rolling Workshop								0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00

		PUHRW		HRPPWV		Paint Usage Hot Rolling Workshop								0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00

		DUHRW		HRPPWV		Solvent Usage Hot Rolling Workshop								0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00

		ABS3		HRPPWV		Hot rolling dust absorbing system 3								0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00

		PSGHRPPWV		HRPPWV		PSG Hot Rolling and Pipe Processing Workshop								0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00

		HTR1		HRPPWV		Diesel Heater 1 								0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00

		HTR2		HRPPWV		Diesel Heater 2								0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00

		ODPSS1		ODPSS1		Outdoor  Drop Points, Scrap Steel by Truck 10								0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00

		ODPSS2		ODPSS2		Outdoor Drop Points, Scrap Steel by Train 4								0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00

		ODPSR1		ODPSR1		Outdoor Drop Point Spent Refractory and Other Waste Storage Pile-1 								0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00

		ODPS1		ODPS1		Outdoor Drop Point Slag-1 								0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00

		ODPSR2		ODPSR2		Outdoor Drop Point Spent Refractory and Other Waste Storage Pile-2  (5)								0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00

		ODPS2		ODPS2		Outdoor Drop Point Slag-2*2 								0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00

		ODPSR3		ODPSR3		Outdoor Drop Point Spent Refractory and Other Waste Storage Pile-3 								0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00

		ODPS3		ODPS3		Outdoor Drop Point Slag-3 								0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00

		OSPSS		OSPSS		Outdoor Storage Piles,  Scrap Steel  								0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00

		OSPFST		OSPFST		Outdoor Storage Pile,  First Sedimentation Tank  								0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00

		OSPS1		OSPS1		Outdoor Storage Pile, Slag-1								0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00

		OSPSR1		OSPSR1		Outdoor Storage Pile Spent Refractory and Other Waste-1                    								0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00

		OSPS2		OSPS2		Outdoor Storage Pile, Slag-2  								0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00

		OSPSR2		OSPSR2		Outdoor Storage Pile, Spent Refractory and Other Waste-2 								0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00

		N6CCT		N6CCT		Contact Cooling Tower No. 6 								0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00

		N7CCT		N7CCT		Contact Cooling Tower No. 7								0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00

		RSCCT		RSCCT		Rolling Steel Contact Cooling Tower 								0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00

		PPCCT		PPCCT		Pipe Processing  Contact Cooling Tower 								0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00

		SMWTF		SMWTF		Steel Making Water Treatment Facility								0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00

		RSWTF		RSWTF		Rolling Steel Water Treatment Facility 								0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00

		GWTF		GWTF		Graphite Water Treatment Facility 								0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00

		CMSC		CMSCS1		Caster Spray Chamber Stack 1								0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00

		UVCS1		UVCS1		UV Coating Stack 1								0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00

		UVCS2		UVCS2		UV Coating Stack 2								0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00

		UVCS3		UVCS3		UV Coating Stack 3								0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00

		UVCS4		UVCS4		UV Coating Stack 4								0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00

		VD		VDSS		VD Steam Stack								0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00

		ALL		ALL		ALL								0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00

		QFS2		QFS2		Quench Furnace Stack								0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00

		TFS2		TFS2		Tempering Furnace Stack								0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00

		Regrinding		HTFUG		Regrinding								0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00

		Marking		HTFUG		Marking								0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00

		Descaling Baghouse		HTFUG		Descaling Baghouse								0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00

		Electrode Usage		HTFUG		Electrode Usage								0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00

		Oil Evaporation		HTFUG		Oil Evaporation								0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00

		PI		PCFUG		Printing and Inspection								0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00

		PCT		PCFUG		Pipe Cutting and Threading								0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00

		WELD		PCFUG		Welding								0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00

		EMPC		PCFUG		Emulsion Evaporation								0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00

		LUBE		PCFUG		Equipment Lubrication								0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00

		CS4		CS4		Coating Stack No. 1								0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00

		CS5		CS5		Coating Stack No. 2								0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00

		CS6		CS6		Coating Stack No. 3								0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00

		PHOS1		PHOS1		Phosphatizing Stack No. 1								0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00

		PHOS2		PHOS2		Phosphatizing Stack No. 2 								0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00

		WW		WW		Wastewater								0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00

		WTFPR		WTFPR		Water Treatment Facility for Pipe Rolling Mill								0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00

		Click here to go to the next page.

		end of worksheet
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Stack Parameters

		Press TAB to move input areas. Press UP or DOWN ARROW in column A to read through the document. On this sheet, if an EPN is not listed in the first column, the remainder of this table is complete.

		Stack Parameters																										Applicant Internal Comments

		This sheet documents the stack parameters for each EPN. You do not need to complete this sheet for sources included in an EMEW for this project.

Instructions:
1. The EPN list is automatically populated from the "Unit Types - Emission Rates" sheet.
2. Indicate if the source is included in an EMEW. If it is, you do not need to complete the additional information.
3. Enter the stack parameters that apply for each EPN.
4. Cap EPNs do not need stack parameters (leave those rows blank).																										All comments must be deleted prior to application submittal.

		Click here to return to Cover Sheet.

		Emission Point Discharge Parameters

		EPN		Included in EMEW?		UTM Coordinates

Zone		East 
(Meters)		North 
(Meters)		Building
Height (ft)		Height Above Ground (ft)		Stack Exit Diameter (ft)		Velocity (FPS)		Temperature (°F)		Fugitives - Length (ft)		Fugitives - Width (ft)		Fugitives - Axis 
Degrees

		LWS		Yes

		LSTBS		Yes

		EBS		Yes

		RHFS		Yes

		MPFS		Yes

		QFS		Yes

		TFS		Yes

		VDBS		Yes

		SMWV		Yes

		AAWV		Yes

		PCLWV		Yes

		HRPPWV		Yes

		HRLDS		Yes

		ODPSS1		Yes

		ODPSS2		Yes

		ODPSR1		Yes

		ODPS1		Yes

		ODPSR2		Yes

		ODPS2		Yes

		ODPSR3		Yes

		ODPS3		Yes

		OSPSS		Yes

		OSPFST		Yes

		OSPS1		Yes

		OSPSR1		Yes

		OSPS2		Yes

		OSPSR2		Yes

		N6CCT		Yes

		N7CCT		Yes

		RSCCT		Yes

		PPCCT		Yes

		SMWTF		Yes

		RSWTF		Yes

		GWTF		Yes

		CMSCS1		Yes

		CMSCS2		Yes

		UVCS1		Yes

		UVCS2		Yes

		UVCS3		Yes

		UVCS4		Yes

		VDSS		Yes

		ALL		Yes

		QFS2		Yes

		TFS2		Yes

		HTFUG		Yes

		PCFUG		Yes

		CS4		Yes

		CS5		Yes

		CS6		Yes

		PHOS1		Yes

		PHOS2		Yes

		WW		Yes

		WTFPR		Yes

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		Click here to go to the next page.

		End of Worksheet
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Public Notice

		Press TAB to move input areas. Press UP or DOWN ARROW in column A to read through the document.

		Public Notice Applicability, Required Information, and Small Business Classification														Applicant Internal Comments

		This sheet is intended to assist in this determination of public notice requirements and is not a replacement for 30 TAC Chapter 39 (Public Notice). If you can see the page header, there are questions applicable to your project on this sheet.

The THSC §382.056 and corresponding rules in 30 TAC Chapter 39 (Public Notice) require that you publish a notice of intent to obtain a permit and in certain circumstances, notice of preliminary decision. Notices must be published in a newspaper of general circulation in the municipality where the proposed facility is or will be located (not applicable to alternative language notices). The notices must include a description of the facility and the fact that a person who may be affected by emissions from the facility may request a public hearing and any other information the TCEQ requires by rule. Signs must also be posted at the site in compliance with 30 TAC § 39.604(c). Additional information regarding public notice such as an overview of requirements, an applicability table, and a list of some common errors that may cause renotice and delays in processing your application can be found at:														All comments must be deleted prior to application submittal.

		https://www.tceq.texas.gov/permitting/air/bilingual/how1_2_pn.html

		Instructions: 
1. Complete all blank questions below in the Public Notice Applicability section. A summary statement at the end will indicate if notice is required.
2. If public notice applies, additional information is required to meet the requirements of the THSC § 382.056. If you are unsure whether public notice applies, we encourage you to complete this section to facilitate a quicker review of the application.
3. Complete all questions in the Small Business Classification section to determine eligibility.

		Click here to return to Cover Sheet.

		I. Public Notice Applicability

		A. Application Type

		Is this an application for an initial permit?												No

		Is this an application for a change of location?												No

		Is this an application for a renewal?												Yes

		Is this an application for a new or major modification of a PSD (including GHG), Nonattainment, or HAP permit?												No

		Is this an application for a GHG voluntary update with a change to a BACT determination? If so, a consolidated public notice is required. If not, no notice is required.

		Is this an application for an amendment of a PAL permit with emission increases?

		Is this an application for a minor permit amendment?												Yes

		Is there any change in character of emissions in this application (a new criteria pollutant or a new VOC or PM species)?												Yes

		Is there a new air contaminant in this application?												Yes

		B. Project Increases and Public Notice Thresholds (for Initial and Amendment Projects)

		For public notice applicability, the agency does not include consolidation or incorporation of any previously authorized facility or activity (PBR, standard permits, etc.), changes to permitted allowable emission rates when exclusively due to changes to standardized emission factors, or reductions in emissions which are not enforceable through the amended permit. Thus, the total emissions increase would be the sum of emissions increases under the amended permit and the emissions decreases under the amended permit for each air contaminant.

The table below will generate emission increases based on the values represented on the "Unit Types - Emission Rates" sheet. Use the "yes" and "no" options in column B of the "Unit Types - Emission Rates" worksheet to indicate if a unit's proposed change of emissions should be included in these totals.

Notes:
1. Emissions of PM, PM10, and/or PM2.5 may have been previously quantified and authorized as PM, PM10,and/or PM2.5. These emissions will be speciated based on current guidance and policy to demonstrate compliance with current standards and public notice requirements may change during the permit review.

2. All renewals require public notice.



		This row is optional. If you do not think the table below accurately represents public notice applicability increases for your project, provide discussion here (1000 characters).				Calculated project change for HAPS should be zero (0). "<" were removed in order to remove calculation errors. Please note that TPCO wishes for "<" to remain in the MAERT.

		Do the facilities handle, load, unload, dry, manufacture, or process grain, seed, legumes, or vegetable fibers (agricultural facilities)?										No

		Pollutant		Current Long-Term (tpy)		Consolidated Emissions (tpy)		Proposed Long-Term (tpy)		Project Change in Allowable (tpy)		PN Threshold		Notice required?

		VOC		158.61		27.39		221.11		35.11		5		Yes

		PM		65.56		6.29		76.03		4.18		5		No

		PM10		63.67		6.29		73.15		3.18		5		No

		PM2.5		0.00		6.29		6.29		0.00		5		No

		NOx		272.29		19.87		286.35		-5.80		5		No

		CO		2047.38		18.06		2060.55		-4.89		50		No

		SO2		275.32		0.12		275.41		-0.03		10		No

		Pb		0.91		0.00		0.91		0.00		0.6		No

		Cd		0.0240024		0		0.0240024		0		5		No

		Cr		0.142653		0		0.142653		0		5		No

		Mn		0.830382		0		0.830382		0		5		No

		Hg		0.00240024		0		0.00240024		0		5		No

		Si		0.100009		0		0.100009		0		5		No

		Zn		6.680468		0		6.680468		0		5		No

		PMtotal		88.38		0		88.38		0		5		No

		PM10 total		88.38		0		88.38		0		5		No

		PMfront half		66.28		0		66.28		0		5		No

		PM10 front half		66.28		0		66.28		0		5		No

		Cr VI		0.0157		0		0.0157		0		5		No

		HAPS		1.92		0.370992		2.290992		-2.22044604925031E-16		5		No

		* Notice is required for PM, PM10, and PM2.5 if one of these pollutants is above the threshold.

		** Notice of a GHG action is determined by action type. Initial and major modification always require notice. Voluntary updates require a consolidated notice if there is a change to BACT. Project emission increases of CO2e (CO2 equivalent) are not relevant for determining public notice of GHG permit actions.

		B. Renewal Certification Only: List all pollutants listed on your current MAERT including any HAPs. These pollutants may be included in the Public Notice.

		C. Is public notice required for this project as represented in this workbook?
If no, proceed to Section III Small Business Classification.
Note: public notice applicability for this project may change throughout the technical review.										Yes

		D. Are any HAPs to be authorized/re-authorized with this project? The category "HAPs" must be specifically listed in the public notice if the project authorizes (reauthorizes for renewals) any HAP pollutants.										Yes

		This cell intentionally left blank

		II. Public Notice Information

		Complete this section if public notice is required (determined in the above section) or if you are not sure if public notice is required.

		A. Contact Information

		Enter the contact information for the person responsible for publishing. This is a designated representative who is responsible for ensuring public notice is properly published in the appropriate newspaper and signs are posted at the facility site. This person will be contacted directly when the TCEQ is ready to authorize public notice for the application.

		Prefix (Mr., Ms., Dr., etc.):				Mr.

		First Name:				JoAdrian

		Last Name:				Vara

		Title:				EHS Manager

		Company Name:				TPCO America Corporation

		Mailing Address:				5431 Highway 35

		Address Line 2:

		City:				Gregory

		State:				Texas

		ZIP Code:				78359

		Telephone Number:				361-271-1478

		Fax Number:				361-885-7862

		Email Address:				joadrianv@tpcoamerica.com

		Enter the contact information for the Technical Contact. This is the designated representative who will be listed in the public notice as a contact for additional information.

		Prefix (Mr., Ms., Dr., etc.):				Mr.

		First Name:				Thomas

		Last Name:				Haney

		Title:				Engineer

		Company Name:				GHD Services, Inc.

		Mailing Address:				1712 South Staples Street

		Address Line 2:

		City:				Corpus Christi

		State:				Texas

		ZIP Code:				78404

		Telephone Number:				361-232-5881

		Fax Number:

		Email Address:				thomas.haney@ghd.com

		B. Public place
Place a copy of the full application (including all of this workbook and all attachments) at a public place in the county where the facilities are or will be located. You must state where in the county the application will be available for public review and comment. The location must be a public place and described in the notice. A public place is a location which is owned and operated by public funds (such as libraries, county courthouses, city halls) and cannot be a commercial enterprise. You are required to pre-arrange this availability with the public place indicated below. The application must remain available from the first day of publication through the designated comment period.

If this is an application for a PSD, nonattainment, or FCAA §112(g) permit, the public place must have internet access available for the public as required in 30 TAC § 39.411(f)(3). 

If the application is submitted to the agency with information marked as Confidential, you are required to indicate which specific portions of the application are not being made available to the public. These portions of the application must be accompanied with the following statement: Any request for portions of this application that are marked as confidential must be submitted in writing, pursuant to the Public Information Act, to the TCEQ Public Information Coordinator, MC 197, P.O. Box 13087, Austin, Texas 78711-3087.

		Name of Public Place:				Bell Whittington Public Library

		Physical Address:				2400 Memorial Pkwy

		Address Line 2:

		City:				Portland

		ZIP Code:				78374

		County:				San Patricio

		Has the public place granted authorization to place the application for public viewing and copying?								Yes

		Does the public place have Internet access available for the public?

		C. Alternate Language Publication
In some cases, public notice in an alternate language is required. If an elementary or middle school nearest to the facility is in a school district required by the Texas Education Code to have a bilingual program, a bilingual notice will be required. If there is no bilingual program required in the school nearest the facility, but children who would normally attend those schools are eligible to attend bilingual programs elsewhere in the school district, the bilingual notice will also be required. If it is determined that alternate language notice is required, you are responsible for ensuring that the publication in the alternate language is complete and accurate in that language.

		Is a bilingual program required by the Texas Education Code in the School District?								Yes

		Are the children who attend either the elementary school or the middle school closest to your facility eligible to be enrolled in a bilingual program provided by the district?								Yes

		If yes to either question above, list which language(s) are required by the bilingual program?								Spanish







		D. PSD and Nonattainment Permits Only

		If this is an application for emissions of GHGs, select either "Separate Public Notice" or "Consolidated Public Notice". Note: Separate public notices requires a separate application.

		We must notify the applicable county judge and presiding officer when a PSD or Nonattainment permit or modification application is received. This information can be obtained at:

		https://www.txdirectory.com

		Provide the information for the County Judge for the location where the facility is or will be located.

		The Honorable:

		Mailing Address:

		Address Line 2:

		City:

		State:

		ZIP Code:

		Provide the information for the Presiding Officer(s) of the municipality for this facility site. This is frequently the Mayor. 

		First Name:

		Last Name:

		Title:

		Mailing Address:

		Address Line 2:

		City:

		State:

		ZIP Code:

		Are the proposed facilities located within 100 km or less of an affected state or Class I Area?

		A map of all Class I areas can be found here:

		https://www.nps.gov/subjects/air/class1.htm

		If yes, list the affected state(s) and/or Class I Area(s):









		This cell intentionally left blank

		III. Small Business Classification

		Complete this section to determine small business classification. If a small business requests a permit, agency rules (30 TAC § 39.603(f)(1)(A)) allow for alternative public notification requirements if all of the following criteria are met. If these requirements are met, public notice does not have to include publication of the prominent (12 square inch) newspaper notice.

		Does the company (including parent companies and subsidiary companies) have fewer than 100 employees or less than $6 million in annual gross receipts?												No

		Is the site a major source under 30 TAC Chapter 122, Federal Operating Permit Program?

		Are the site emissions of any individual air contaminant greater than or equal to 50 tpy?

		Are the site emissions of all air contaminants combined greater than or equal to 75 tpy?

		Small business classification:												No

		Click here to go to the next page.

		End of Worksheet
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Federal Applicability

		Press tab to move to input areas. Press UP or DOWN ARROW in column A to read through the document.

		Federal Applicability Determination Summary								Applicant Internal Comments

		This sheet provides a summary of nonattainment, PSD and GHG PSD permitting applicability. If nonattainment is required, offset information is included. A full analysis for nonattainment, PSD, and PSD GHG permitting applicability must be included in the permit application. If you can see the page header, there are questions applicable to your project on this sheet.

Instructions:
1. Complete separate federal permitting application materials to determine applicability of nonattainment, PSD, and GHG PSD applicability, including netting if applicable. Include this analysis in your permit application.

2. Section I: determine the attainment classification of the county where the proposed project will be located.
    a. Indicate if the project requires retrospective review. If so, complete the associated questions.
    b. The county is entered based on the response on the General Sheet.
    c. If the site is located in a county that is partially nonattainment for a pollutant, indicate whether the site is in that portion of the
        county.
    d. If desired, use the optional dropdown to indicate the ozone nonattainment classification this project should be reviewed under. This
        allows you to account for anticipated reclassifications.

3. Section II: PSD and GHG PSD and Section III: Nonattainment applicability summaries
    a. Enter the project increase for each pollutant. Depending on the step of applicability required, this may be the increases only for
        the proposed project or may include all increases/decreases during the contemporaneous period if the project requires netting. If
        doing netting, the values entered here should be after netting has been conducted.
    b. Enter the applicable thresholds for each pollutant. This will vary depending on the type of project. For example, an unnamed
        source at a greenfield site with minor emissions may use the 250 tpy thresholds and an existing major source may use the
        significant emission rates.
    c. If the project is not located in a nonattainment county, Section III will grey out.
								All comments must be deleted prior to application submittal.

		4. Sections IV and V: Offsets
    a. If nonattainment permitting is required, the applicable offset ratio and quantity will be listed.
    b. Provide details of where the offsets will be coming from, listing one or more of these options: emission credits (ERCs or DERCs),
        inter-pollutant use of credits, inter-area use of credits, MECT allowances, HECT allowances, and/or to be determined.
    c. If inter-pollutant use of credits will be utilized to offset the project, please ensure all required information is submitted to the Emissions
        Banking and Trading Team. The technical analysis for any site-specific inter-pollutant use of credits must be approved prior to the
        date that the permit application is deemed technically complete.

		This cell intentionally left blank

		Guidance for Determining Project Increases				https://www.tceq.texas.gov/assets/public/permitting/air/Guidance/NewSourceReview/fnsr_app_determ.pdf

		Guidance for Determining Federal Applicability Thresholds				https://www.tceq.texas.gov/assets/public/permitting/air/factsheets/factsheets-psd-na-sigemiss-6240.pdf

		This cell intentionally left blank

		I.  County Classification

		Does the project require retrospective review?				No

		If so, what is the issuance date of the project being revisited? (xx/xx/xx)

		If so, select the nonattainment classification of the county when the project being revisited was authorized.

		The workbook includes one retrospective review. If the project includes multiple, provide an attachment listing the additional issuance dates, classifications at the time of authorization, and offset data for each additional retrospective review in the project.

		County (completed for you from your response on the General sheet)				San Patricio

		If applicable, is this facility located within the portion of the county that is in nonattainment?

		This project will be located in an area that is in attainment for ozone as of Sept. 23, 2019. Select from the drop-down list to the right if you would like the project to be reviewed under a different classification.

		Determination:		This project will be located in an area that is in attainment or unclassified for all pollutants. Nonattainment review is not required.

		This cell intentionally left blank

		II. PSD and GHG PSD Applicability Summary

		Is netting required for the PSD analysis for this project?						No

		If yes, the project increases listed below should be after netting has been performed. Attach the netting information to the application.

		Pollutant		Project Increase		Threshold		PSD Review Required?

		CO		-4.89		100		No

		NOx		-5.80		40		No

		PM		4.18		25		No

		PM10		3.18		15		No

		PM2.5		0.00		10		No

		SO2		-0.03		40		No

		Ozone (as VOC)		35.11		40		No

		Ozone (as NOx)		-5.80		40		No

		Pb						

		H2S						

		TRS						

		Reduced sulfur compounds (including H2S)						

		H2SO4						

		Fluoride (excluding HF)						

		CO2e						

		This cell intentionally left blank

		III.  Nonattainment Applicability Summary

		Is netting required for the nonattainment analysis for this project?

		If yes, the project increases listed below should be after netting has been performed. Attach the netting information to the application.

		Pollutant		Project Increase		Threshold		NA Review Required?

		PM10						

		SO2						

		Ozone (as VOC)						

		Ozone (as NOx)						

		This cell intentionally left blank

		IV.  Offset Summary (for Nonattainment Permits)

		Pollutant		Offset Ratio		Offset Quantity Required (tpy)		Where is the offset coming from?

		PM10				

		SO2				

		Ozone (as VOC)				

		Ozone (as NOx)				

		This cell intentionally left blank

		V.  Offset Summary (for Nonattainment Permits doing Retrospective Review)

		Pollutant		Offset Ratio		Offset Quantity Required (tpy)		Where is the offset coming from?

		Ozone (as VOC)				

		Ozone (as NOx)				

		Click here to go to the next page.

		End of worksheet

		End of worksheet
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QuickFix

		BACT FIX: UT-ER, Action Requested cell		BACT FIX: Fills blank Action Requested with prior above cell, makes complete list per pollutant		BACT FIX: FIN UT-ER sheet cell C,D blank pulls Source Name, if UT-ER sheet cell C blank pulls EPN		BACT FIX: Filters column C for Action Required: Change of location, Renew, Renew only, Consolidate, New/Modified				PublicNotice Fix: Unit Types - Emission Rates Col B		PublicNotice Fix: Unit Types - Emission Rates Col B Complete (Include Multi-pollutants)		Impact Sheet Update: Distinct Counter for Pollutants		Impact Sheet Update: RAW List of Pollutants from UT-ER		Impact Sheet Update: Distinct Pollutants for Impact Sheet		FlexPermits: Distinct Counter for FIN from UT-ER sheet		FlexPermits: RAW UT-ER FIN		FlexPermits: RAW UT-ER EPN		FlexPermits: RAW UT-ER Source		FlexPermits: Distinct UT-ER FIN Grp for FlexPermits		FlexPermits: Distinct UT-ER EPN Grp for FlexPermits		FlexPermits: Distinct UT-ER Source Grp for FlexPermits

		Renew only		Renew only		LW		LW				Yes		Yes		1		PM		PM		1		LW		LWS		Lime Warehouse and Alloy Aggregate Baghouse Stack		LW		LWS		Lime Warehouse and Alloy Aggregate Baghouse Stack

		0		Renew only		0		LW				0		Yes		2		PM10		PM10		1		0		0		0		LSTBS		LSTBS		LF and Stock Tank  Baghouse Stack

		Renew only		Renew only		LSTBS		LSTBS				Yes		Yes		0		PM		Cd		2		LSTBS		LSTBS		LF and Stock Tank  Baghouse Stack		EAF		EBS		EAF Baghouse Stack

		0		Renew only		0		LSTBS				0		Yes		0		PM10		Cr		2		0		0		0		RHF		RHFS		Rotary Hearth Furnace Stack

		0		Renew only		0		LSTBS				0		Yes		3		Cd		Pb		2		0		0		0		MPF		MPFS		Mandrel Preheat Furnace Stack

		0		Renew only		0		LSTBS				0		Yes		4		Cr		Mn		2		0		0		0		QF		QFS		Quench Furnace Stack

		0		Renew only		0		LSTBS				0		Yes		5		Pb		Hg		2		0		0		0		TF		TFS		Tempering Furnace Stack

		0		Renew only		0		LSTBS				0		Yes		6		Mn		Si		2		0		0		0		VDB		VDBS		VD Boiler Stack

		0		Renew only		0		LSTBS				0		Yes		7		Hg		Zn		2		0		0		0		RG		SMWV		Round Grinding

		0		Renew only		0		LSTBS				0		Yes		8		Si		NOx		2		0		0		0		TCR		SMWV		Torch Cutting Removal

		0		Renew only		0		LSTBS				0		Yes		9		Zn		CO		2		0		0		0		IDPSS		SMWV		Indoor Drop Points, Scrap Steel

		Renew only		Renew only		EAF		EAF				Yes		Yes		10		NOx		SO2		3		EAF		EBS		EAF Baghouse Stack		IDPSR1		SMWV		Indoor Drop Point, spent refractory and other waste storage pile-1

		0		Renew only		0		EAF				0		Yes		11		CO		PMtotal		3		0		0		0		IDPS1		SMWV		Indoor Drop Point, slag-1

		0		Renew only		0		EAF				0		Yes						PM10 total		3		0		0		0		IDPSR2		SMWV		Indoor Drop Point, spent refractory and other waste storage pile-2

		0		Renew only		0		EAF				0		Yes		12		SO2		PMfront half		3		0		0		0		IDPS2		SMWV		Indoor Drop Point, slag-2

		0		Renew only		0		EAF				0		Yes		13		PMtotal		PM10 front half		3		0		0		0		IDPSR3		SMWV		Indoor Drop Point, spent refractory and other waste storage pile-3

		0		Renew only		0		EAF				0		Yes		14		PM10 total		Cr VI		3		0		0		0		ISPSS		SMWV		Indoor Storage Pile, Scrap steel

		0		Renew only		0		EAF				0		Yes		15		PMfront half		HAPS		3		0		0		0		ISPS		SMWV		Indoor Storage Pile, Slag (if slag is dumped in workshop)

		0		Renew only		0		EAF				0		Yes		16		PM10 front half		PM2.5		3		0		0		0		ISPSR1		SMWV		Indoor Storage Pile, Spent refractory and other waste-1

		0		Renew only		0		EAF				0		Yes		0		Cd		C6H5CH3		3		0		0		0		ISPSR2		SMWV		Indoor Storage Pile, Spent refractory and other waste-2

		0		Renew only		0		EAF				0		Yes		0		Cr		CH3COOC2H5		3		0		0		0		ISPSR3		SMWV		Indoor Storage Pile, Spent refractory and other waste-3

		0		Renew only		0		EAF				0		Yes		0		Pb				3		0		0		0		ELSMW		SMWV		Electrode Steel Making Workshop

		0		Renew only		0		EAF				0		Yes		0		Mn				3		0		0		0		OUSMW		SMWV		Oil Usage Steel Making Workshop

		0		Renew only		0		EAF				0		Yes		0		Hg				3		0		0		0		CC		SMWV		Continuous Casting

		0		Renew only		0		EAF				0		Yes		0		Si				3		0		0		0		EAFB		SMWV		Electric Arc Furnace Binder

		0		Renew only		0		EAF				0		Yes		0		Zn				3		0		0		0		LB		SMWV		Ladle Binder

		Renew only		Renew only		RHF		RHF				Yes		Yes		0		NOx				4		RHF		RHFS		Rotary Hearth Furnace Stack		TB		SMWV		Tundish Binder

		0		Renew only		0		RHF				0		Yes		0		CO				4		0		0		0		LP		SMWV		Ladle Preheater

		0		Renew only		0		RHF				0		Yes		0						4		0		0		0		TP		SMWV		Tundish Preheater

		0		Renew only		0		RHF				0		Yes		0		SO2				4		0		0		0		LFTSC		SMWV		Ladle Furnace and Tundish Slag Cutting

		0		Renew only		0		RHF				0		Yes		0		PM				4		0		0		0		TCM		SMWV		Torch Cutting

		0		Renew only		0		RHF				0		Yes		0		PM10				4		0		0		0		LF		SMWV		Ladle Furnace Steel Making Workshop Vent

		Remove		Remove		MPF		0				Yes		Yes		0		NOx				5		MPF		MPFS		Mandrel Preheat Furnace Stack		IDPAA		AAWV		Alloy Aggregate Warehouse Vent

		0		Remove		0		0				0		Yes		0		CO				5		0		0		0		OUPCLW		PCLWV		Oil Usage Premium Connecting Line Workshop

		0		Remove		0		0				0		Yes		0						5		0		0		0		ELPCLW		PCLWV		Electrode Premium Connecting Line Workshop

		0		Remove		0		0				0		Yes		0		SO2				5		0		0		0		EMPCLW		PCLWV		Emulsion Premium Connecting Line Workshop

		0		Remove		0		0				0		Yes		0		PM				5		0		0		0		PUPCLW		PCLWV		Paint Usage Premium Connecting Line Workshop

		0		Remove		0		0				0		Yes		0		PM10				5		0		0		0		DUPCLW		PCLWV		Solvent Usage Premium Connecting Line Workshop

		Renew only		Renew only		QF		QF				Yes		Yes		0		NOx				6		QF		QFS		Quench Furnace Stack		BCPS2		PCLWV		Billet and Pipe Cutting Saw 2

		0		Renew only		0		QF				0		Yes		0		CO				6		0		0		0		PSGPCLW		PCLWV		PSG Usage Premium Connecting Line Workshop

		0		Renew only		0		QF				0		Yes		0						6		0		0		0		HRL		HRPPWV		Hot Rolling Line

		0		Renew only		0		QF				0		Yes		0		SO2				6		0		0		0		ABS1		HRPPWV		Hot rolling dust absorbing system 1

		0		Renew only		0		QF				0		Yes		0		PM				6		0		0		0		ABS2		HRPPWV		Hot rolling dust absorbing system 2

		0		Renew only		0		QF				0		Yes		0		PM10				6		0		0		0		BPCS1		HRPPWV		Billet and Pipe Cutting Saw 1

		Renew only		Renew only		TF		TF				Yes		Yes		0		NOx				7		TF		TFS		Tempering Furnace Stack		OUHRW		HRPPWV		Oil Usage Hot Rolling Workshop

		0		Renew only		0		TF				0		Yes		0		CO				7		0		0		0		ELHRW		HRPPWV		Electrode Hot Rolling Workshop

		0		Renew only		0		TF				0		Yes		0						7		0		0		0		EMHRW		HRPPWV		Emulsion Hot Rolling Workshop

		0		Renew only		0		TF				0		Yes		0		SO2				7		0		0		0		PUHRW		HRPPWV		Paint Usage Hot Rolling Workshop

		0		Renew only		0		TF				0		Yes		0		PM				7		0		0		0		DUHRW		HRPPWV		Solvent Usage Hot Rolling Workshop

		0		Renew only		0		TF				0		Yes		0		PM10				7		0		0		0		ABS3		HRPPWV		Hot rolling dust absorbing system 3

		Renew only		Renew only		VDB		VDB				Yes		Yes		0		NOx				8		VDB		VDBS		VD Boiler Stack		PSGHRPPWV		HRPPWV		PSG Hot Rolling and Pipe Processing Workshop

		0		Renew only		0		VDB				0		Yes		0		CO				8		0		0		0		HTR1		HRPPWV		Diesel Heater 1 

		0		Renew only		0		VDB				0		Yes		0						8		0		0		0		HTR2		HRPPWV		Diesel Heater 2

		0		Renew only		0		VDB				0		Yes		0		SO2				8		0		0		0		ODPSS1		ODPSS1		Outdoor  Drop Points, Scrap Steel by Truck 10

		0		Renew only		0		VDB				0		Yes		0		PM				8		0		0		0		ODPSS2		ODPSS2		Outdoor Drop Points, Scrap Steel by Train 4

		0		Renew only		0		VDB				0		Yes		0		PM10				8		0		0		0		ODPSR1		ODPSR1		Outdoor Drop Point Spent Refractory and Other Waste Storage Pile-1 

		Renew only		Renew only		RG		RG				Yes		Yes		0		PM				9		RG		SMWV		Round Grinding		ODPS1		ODPS1		Outdoor Drop Point Slag-1 

		0		Renew only		0		RG				0		Yes		0		PM10				9		0		0		0		ODPSR2		ODPSR2		Outdoor Drop Point Spent Refractory and Other Waste Storage Pile-2  (5)

		Renew only		Renew only		TCR		TCR				Yes		Yes		0		PM				10		TCR		SMWV		Torch Cutting Removal		ODPS2		ODPS2		Outdoor Drop Point Slag-2*2 

		0		Renew only		0		TCR				0		Yes		0		PM10				10		0		0		0		ODPSR3		ODPSR3		Outdoor Drop Point Spent Refractory and Other Waste Storage Pile-3 

		Renew only		Renew only		IDPSS		IDPSS				Yes		Yes		0		PM				11		IDPSS		SMWV		Indoor Drop Points, Scrap Steel		ODPS3		ODPS3		Outdoor Drop Point Slag-3 

		0		Renew only		0		IDPSS				0		Yes		0		PM10				11		0		0		0		OSPSS		OSPSS		Outdoor Storage Piles,  Scrap Steel  

		Renew only		Renew only		IDPSR1		IDPSR1				Yes		Yes		0		PM				12		IDPSR1		SMWV		Indoor Drop Point, spent refractory and other waste storage pile-1		OSPFST		OSPFST		Outdoor Storage Pile,  First Sedimentation Tank  

		0		Renew only		0		IDPSR1				0		Yes		0		PM10				12		0		0		0		OSPS1		OSPS1		Outdoor Storage Pile, Slag-1

		Renew only		Renew only		IDPS1		IDPS1				Yes		Yes		0		PM				13		IDPS1		SMWV		Indoor Drop Point, slag-1		OSPSR1		OSPSR1		Outdoor Storage Pile Spent Refractory and Other Waste-1                    

		0		Renew only		0		IDPS1				0		Yes		0		PM10				13		0		0		0		OSPS2		OSPS2		Outdoor Storage Pile, Slag-2  

		Renew only		Renew only		IDPSR2		IDPSR2				Yes		Yes		0		PM				14		IDPSR2		SMWV		Indoor Drop Point, spent refractory and other waste storage pile-2		OSPSR2		OSPSR2		Outdoor Storage Pile, Spent Refractory and Other Waste-2 

		0		Renew only		0		IDPSR2				0		Yes		0		PM10				14		0		0		0		N6CCT		N6CCT		Contact Cooling Tower No. 6 

		Renew only		Renew only		IDPS2		IDPS2				Yes		Yes		0		PM				15		IDPS2		SMWV		Indoor Drop Point, slag-2		N7CCT		N7CCT		Contact Cooling Tower No. 7

		0		Renew only		0		IDPS2				0		Yes		0		PM10				15		0		0		0		RSCCT		RSCCT		Rolling Steel Contact Cooling Tower 

		Renew only		Renew only		IDPSR3		IDPSR3				Yes		Yes		0		PM				16		IDPSR3		SMWV		Indoor Drop Point, spent refractory and other waste storage pile-3		PPCCT		PPCCT		Pipe Processing  Contact Cooling Tower 

		0		Renew only		0		IDPSR3				0		Yes		0		PM10				16		0		0		0		SMWTF		SMWTF		Steel Making Water Treatment Facility

		Renew only		Renew only		ISPSS		ISPSS				Yes		Yes		0		PM				17		ISPSS		SMWV		Indoor Storage Pile, Scrap steel		RSWTF		RSWTF		Rolling Steel Water Treatment Facility 

		0		Renew only		0		ISPSS				0		Yes		0		PM10				17		0		0		0		GWTF		GWTF		Graphite Water Treatment Facility 

		Renew only		Renew only		ISPS		ISPS				Yes		Yes		0		PM				18		ISPS		SMWV		Indoor Storage Pile, Slag (if slag is dumped in workshop)		CMSC		CMSCS1		Caster Spray Chamber Stack 1

		0		Renew only		0		ISPS				0		Yes		0		PM10				18		0		0		0		UVCS1		UVCS1		UV Coating Stack 1

		Renew only		Renew only		ISPSR1		ISPSR1				Yes		Yes		0		PM				19		ISPSR1		SMWV		Indoor Storage Pile, Spent refractory and other waste-1		UVCS2		UVCS2		UV Coating Stack 2

		0		Renew only		0		ISPSR1				0		Yes		0		PM10				19		0		0		0		UVCS3		UVCS3		UV Coating Stack 3

		Renew only		Renew only		ISPSR2		ISPSR2				Yes		Yes		0		PM				20		ISPSR2		SMWV		Indoor Storage Pile, Spent refractory and other waste-2		UVCS4		UVCS4		UV Coating Stack 4

		0		Renew only		0		ISPSR2				0		Yes		0		PM10				20		0		0		0		VD		VDSS		VD Steam Stack

		Renew only		Renew only		ISPSR3		ISPSR3				Yes		Yes		0		PM				21		ISPSR3		SMWV		Indoor Storage Pile, Spent refractory and other waste-3		ALL		ALL		ALL

		0		Renew only		0		ISPSR3				0		Yes		0		PM10				21		0		0		0		QFS2		QFS2		Quench Furnace Stack

		Renew only		Renew only		ELSMW		ELSMW				Yes		Yes		0		PM				22		ELSMW		SMWV		Electrode Steel Making Workshop		TFS2		TFS2		Tempering Furnace Stack

		0		Renew only		0		ELSMW				0		Yes		0		PM10				22		0		0		0		Regrinding		HTFUG		Regrinding

		0		Renew only		0		ELSMW				0		Yes		0		Cr				22		0		0		0		Marking		HTFUG		Marking

		0		Renew only		0		ELSMW				0		Yes		17		Cr VI				22		0		0		0		Descaling Baghouse		HTFUG		Descaling Baghouse

		0		Renew only		0		ELSMW				0		Yes		0		Pb				22		0		0		0		Electrode Usage		HTFUG		Electrode Usage

		0		Renew only		0		ELSMW				0		Yes		0		Mn				22		0		0		0		Oil Evaporation		HTFUG		Oil Evaporation

		Renew only		Renew only		OUSMW		OUSMW				Yes		Yes		0		CO				23		OUSMW		SMWV		Oil Usage Steel Making Workshop		PI		PCFUG		Printing and Inspection

		0		Renew only		0		OUSMW				0		Yes		0						23		0		0		0		PCT		PCFUG		Pipe Cutting and Threading

		0		Renew only		0		OUSMW				0		Yes		0		PM				23		0		0		0		WELD		PCFUG		Welding

		0		Renew only		0		OUSMW				0		Yes		0		PM10				23		0		0		0		EMPC		PCFUG		Emulsion Evaporation

		Renew only		Renew only		CC		CC				Yes		Yes		0		NOx				24		CC		SMWV		Continuous Casting		LUBE		PCFUG		Equipment Lubrication

		0		Renew only		0		CC				0		Yes		0		CO				24		0		0		0		CS4		CS4		Coating Stack No. 1

		0		Renew only		0		CC				0		Yes		0						24		0		0		0		CS5		CS5		Coating Stack No. 2

		0		Renew only		0		CC				0		Yes		0		SO2				24		0		0		0		CS6		CS6		Coating Stack No. 3

		0		Renew only		0		CC				0		Yes		0		PM				24		0		0		0		PHOS1		PHOS1		Phosphatizing Stack No. 1

		0		Renew only		0		CC				0		Yes		0		PM10				24		0		0		0		PHOS2		PHOS2		Phosphatizing Stack No. 2 

		Renew only		Renew only		EAFB		EAFB				Yes		Yes		0		CO				25		EAFB		SMWV		Electric Arc Furnace Binder		WW		WW		Wastewater

		0		Renew only		0		EAFB				0		Yes		0						25		0		0		0		WTFPR		WTFPR		Water Treatment Facility for Pipe Rolling Mill

		Renew only		Renew only		LB		LB				Yes		Yes		0		CO				26		LB		SMWV		Ladle Binder						

		0		Renew only		0		LB				0		Yes		0						26		0		0		0						

		Renew only		Renew only		TB		TB				Yes		Yes		0		CO				27		TB		SMWV		Tundish Binder						

		0		Renew only		0		TB				0		Yes		0						27		0		0		0						

		Renew only		Renew only		LP		LP				Yes		Yes		0		NOx				28		LP		SMWV		Ladle Preheater						

		0		Renew only		0		LP				0		Yes		0		CO				28		0		0		0						

		0		Renew only		0		LP				0		Yes		0						28		0		0		0						

		0		Renew only		0		LP				0		Yes		0		SO2				28		0		0		0						

		0		Renew only		0		LP				0		Yes		0		PM				28		0		0		0						

		0		Renew only		0		LP				0		Yes		0		PM10				28		0		0		0						

		Renew only		Renew only		TP		TP				Yes		Yes		0		NOx				29		TP		SMWV		Tundish Preheater						

		0		Renew only		0		TP				0		Yes		0		CO				29		0		0		0						

		0		Renew only		0		TP				0		Yes		0						29		0		0		0						

		0		Renew only		0		TP				0		Yes		0		SO2				29		0		0		0						

		0		Renew only		0		TP				0		Yes		0		PM				29		0		0		0						

		0		Renew only		0		TP				0		Yes		0		PM10				29		0		0		0						

		Renew only		Renew only		LFTSC		LFTSC				Yes		Yes		0		NOx				30		LFTSC		SMWV		Ladle Furnace and Tundish Slag Cutting						

		0		Renew only		0		LFTSC				0		Yes		0		CO				30		0		0		0						

		0		Renew only		0		LFTSC				0		Yes		0						30		0		0		0						

		0		Renew only		0		LFTSC				0		Yes		0		SO2				30		0		0		0						

		0		Renew only		0		LFTSC				0		Yes		0		PM				30		0		0		0						

		0		Renew only		0		LFTSC				0		Yes		0		PM10				30		0		0		0						

		Renew only		Renew only		TCM		TCM				Yes		Yes		0		NOx				31		TCM		SMWV		Torch Cutting						

		0		Renew only		0		TCM				0		Yes		0		CO				31		0		0		0						

		0		Renew only		0		TCM				0		Yes		0						31		0		0		0						

		0		Renew only		0		TCM				0		Yes		0		SO2				31		0		0		0						

		0		Renew only		0		TCM				0		Yes		0		PM				31		0		0		0						

		0		Renew only		0		TCM				0		Yes		0		PM10				31		0		0		0						

		Renew only		Renew only		EAF		EAF				Yes		Yes		0		NOx				0		EAF		SMWV		Electric Arc Furnace Steel Making Workshop						

		0		Renew only		0		EAF				0		Yes		0		CO				0		0		0		0						

		0		Renew only		0		EAF				0		Yes		0						0		0		0		0						

		0		Renew only		0		EAF				0		Yes		0		SO2				0		0		0		0						

		0		Renew only		0		EAF				0		Yes		0		PM				0		0		0		0						

		0		Renew only		0		EAF				0		Yes		0		PM10				0		0		0		0						

		0		Renew only		0		EAF				0		Yes		0		Cd				0		0		0		0						

		0		Renew only		0		EAF				0		Yes		0		Cr				0		0		0		0						

		0		Renew only		0		EAF				0		Yes		0		Pb				0		0		0		0						

		0		Renew only		0		EAF				0		Yes		0		Mn				0		0		0		0						

		0		Renew only		0		EAF				0		Yes		0		Hg				0		0		0		0						

		0		Renew only		0		EAF				0		Yes		0		Si				0		0		0		0						

		0		Renew only		0		EAF				0		Yes		0		Zn				0		0		0		0						

		Renew only		Renew only		LF		LF				Yes		Yes		0		PM				32		LF		SMWV		Ladle Furnace Steel Making Workshop Vent						

		0		Renew only		0		LF				0		Yes		0		PM10				32		0		0		0						

		0		Renew only		0		LF				0		Yes		0		Cd				32		0		0		0						

		0		Renew only		0		LF				0		Yes		0		Cr				32		0		0		0						

		0		Renew only		0		LF				0		Yes		0		Pb				32		0		0		0						

		0		Renew only		0		LF				0		Yes		0		Mn				32		0		0		0						

		0		Renew only		0		LF				0		Yes		0		Hg				32		0		0		0						

		0		Renew only		0		LF				0		Yes		0		Si				32		0		0		0						

		0		Renew only		0		LF				0		Yes		0		Zn				32		0		0		0						

		Renew only		Renew only		IDPAA		IDPAA				Yes		Yes		0		PM				33		IDPAA		AAWV		Alloy Aggregate Warehouse Vent						

		0		Renew only		0		IDPAA				0		Yes		0		PM10				33		0		0		0						

		Renew only		Renew only		OUPCLW		OUPCLW				Yes		Yes		0		CO				34		OUPCLW		PCLWV		Oil Usage Premium Connecting Line Workshop						

		0		Renew only		0		OUPCLW				0		Yes		0						34		0		0		0						

		0		Renew only		0		OUPCLW				0		Yes		0		PM				34		0		0		0						

		0		Renew only		0		OUPCLW				0		Yes		0		PM10				34		0		0		0						

		Renew only		Renew only		ELPCLW		ELPCLW				Yes		Yes		0		PM				35		ELPCLW		PCLWV		Electrode Premium Connecting Line Workshop						

		0		Renew only		0		ELPCLW				0		Yes		0		PM10				35		0		0		0						

		Renew only		Renew only		EMPCLW		EMPCLW				Yes		Yes		0						36		EMPCLW		PCLWV		Emulsion Premium Connecting Line Workshop						

		0		Renew only		0		EMPCLW				0		Yes		0		PM				36		0		0		0						

		0		Renew only		0		EMPCLW				0		Yes		0		PM10				36		0		0		0						

		Renew only		Renew only		PUPCLW		PUPCLW				Yes		Yes		0						37		PUPCLW		PCLWV		Paint Usage Premium Connecting Line Workshop						

		Renew only		Renew only		DUPCLW		DUPCLW				Yes		Yes		0						38		DUPCLW		PCLWV		Solvent Usage Premium Connecting Line Workshop						

		0		Renew only		0		DUPCLW				0		Yes		0		PM				38		0		0		0						

		0		Renew only		0		DUPCLW				0		Yes		0		PM10				38		0		0		0						

		Renew only		Renew only		BCPS2		BCPS2				Yes		Yes		0		PM				39		BCPS2		PCLWV		Billet and Pipe Cutting Saw 2						

		0		Renew only		0		BCPS2				0		Yes		0		PM10				39		0		0		0						

		New/Modified		New/Modified		PSGPCLW		PSGPCLW				Yes		Yes		0						40		PSGPCLW		PCLWV		PSG Usage Premium Connecting Line Workshop						

		0		New/Modified		0		PSGPCLW				0		Yes		0		PM				40		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		PSGPCLW				0		Yes		0		PM10				40		0		0		0						

		Renew Only		Renew Only		HRL		HRL				Yes		Yes		0		PM				41		HRL		HRPPWV		Hot Rolling Line						

		0		Renew Only		0		HRL				0		Yes		0		PM10				41		0		0		0						

		Renew Only		Renew Only		ABS1		ABS1				Yes		Yes		0		PM				42		ABS1		HRPPWV		Hot rolling dust absorbing system 1						

		0		Renew Only		0		ABS1				0		Yes		0		PM10				42		0		0		0						

		Renew Only		Renew Only		ABS2		ABS2				Yes		Yes		0		PM				43		ABS2		HRPPWV		Hot rolling dust absorbing system 2						

		0		Renew Only		0		ABS2				0		Yes		0		PM10				43		0		0		0						

		Renew Only		Renew Only		BPCS1		BPCS1				Yes		Yes		0		PM				44		BPCS1		HRPPWV		Billet and Pipe Cutting Saw 1						

		0		Renew Only		0		BPCS1				0		Yes		0		PM10				44		0		0		0						

		Renew Only		Renew Only		OUHRW		OUHRW				Yes		Yes		0		CO				45		OUHRW		HRPPWV		Oil Usage Hot Rolling Workshop						

		0		Renew Only		0		OUHRW				0		Yes		0						45		0		0		0						

		0		Renew Only		0		OUHRW				0		Yes		0		PM				45		0		0		0						

		0		Renew Only		0		OUHRW				0		Yes		0		PM10				45		0		0		0						

		Renew Only		Renew Only		ELHRW		ELHRW				Yes		Yes		0		PM				46		ELHRW		HRPPWV		Electrode Hot Rolling Workshop						

		0		Renew Only		0		ELHRW				0		Yes		0		PM10				46		0		0		0						

		0		Renew Only		0		ELHRW				0		Yes		0		Cr				46		0		0		0						

		0		Renew Only		0		ELHRW				0		Yes		0		Cr VI				46		0		0		0						

		0		Renew Only		0		ELHRW				0		Yes		0		Mn				46		0		0		0						

		Renew Only		Renew Only		EMHRW		EMHRW				Yes		Yes		0						47		EMHRW		HRPPWV		Emulsion Hot Rolling Workshop						

		0		Renew Only		0		EMHRW				0		Yes		0		PM				47		0		0		0						

		0		Renew Only		0		EMHRW				0		Yes		0		PM10				47		0		0		0						

		Renew Only		Renew Only		PUHRW		PUHRW				Yes		Yes		0						48		PUHRW		HRPPWV		Paint Usage Hot Rolling Workshop						

		Renew Only		Renew Only		DUHRW		DUHRW				Yes		Yes		0						49		DUHRW		HRPPWV		Solvent Usage Hot Rolling Workshop						

		0		Renew Only		0		DUHRW				0		Yes		0		PM				49		0		0		0						

		0		Renew Only		0		DUHRW				0		Yes		0		PM10				49		0		0		0						

		Renew Only		Renew Only		ABS3		ABS3				Yes		Yes		0		PM				50		ABS3		HRPPWV		Hot rolling dust absorbing system 3						

		0		Renew Only		0		ABS3				0		Yes		0		PM10				50		0		0		0						

		New/modified		New/modified		PSGHRPPWV		PSGHRPPWV				Yes		Yes		0						51		PSGHRPPWV		HRPPWV		PSG Hot Rolling and Pipe Processing Workshop						

		0		New/modified		0		PSGHRPPWV				0		Yes		0		PM				51		0		0		0						

		0		New/modified		0		PSGHRPPWV				0		Yes		0		PM10				51		0		0		0						

		New/modified		New/modified		HTR1		HTR1				Yes		Yes		0		CO				52		HTR1		HRPPWV		Diesel Heater 1 						

		0		New/modified		0		HTR1				0		Yes		0						52		0		0		0						

		0		New/modified		0		HTR1				0		Yes		0		PM				52		0		0		0						

		0		New/modified		0		HTR1				0		Yes		0		SO2				52		0		0		0						

		0		New/modified		0		HTR1				0		Yes		0		NOx				52		0		0		0						

		New/modified		New/modified		HTR2		HTR2				Yes		Yes		0		CO				53		HTR2		HRPPWV		Diesel Heater 2						

		0		New/modified		0		HTR2				0		Yes		0						53		0		0		0						

		0		New/modified		0		HTR2				0		Yes		0		PM				53		0		0		0						

		0		New/modified		0		HTR2				0		Yes		0		SO2				53		0		0		0						

		0		New/modified		0		HTR2				0		Yes		0		NOx				53		0		0		0						

		New/Modified		New/Modified		HRL		HRL				Yes		Yes		0		PM				0		HRL		HRLDS		Hot Rolling Line Dedusting Stack						

		0		New/Modified		0		HRL				0		Yes		0		PM10				0		0		0		0						

		Renew only		Renew only		ODPSS1		ODPSS1				Yes		Yes		0		PM				54		ODPSS1		ODPSS1		Outdoor  Drop Points, Scrap Steel by Truck 10						

		0		Renew only		0		ODPSS1				0		Yes		0		PM10				54		0		0		0						

		Renew only		Renew only		ODPSS2		ODPSS2				Yes		Yes		0		PM				55		ODPSS2		ODPSS2		Outdoor Drop Points, Scrap Steel by Train 4						

		0		Renew only		0		ODPSS2				0		Yes		0		PM10				55		0		0		0						

		Renew only		Renew only		ODPSR1		ODPSR1				Yes		Yes		0		PM				56		ODPSR1		ODPSR1		Outdoor Drop Point Spent Refractory and Other Waste Storage Pile-1 						

		0		Renew only		0		ODPSR1				0		Yes		0		PM10				56		0		0		0						

		Renew only		Renew only		ODPS1		ODPS1				Yes		Yes		0		PM				57		ODPS1		ODPS1		Outdoor Drop Point Slag-1 						

		0		Renew only		0		ODPS1				0		Yes		0		PM10				57		0		0		0						

		Renew only		Renew only		ODPSR2		ODPSR2				Yes		Yes		0		PM				58		ODPSR2		ODPSR2		Outdoor Drop Point Spent Refractory and Other Waste Storage Pile-2  (5)						

		0		Renew only		0		ODPSR2				0		Yes		0		PM10				58		0		0		0						

		Renew only		Renew only		ODPS2		ODPS2				Yes		Yes		0		PM				59		ODPS2		ODPS2		Outdoor Drop Point Slag-2*2 						

		0		Renew only		0		ODPS2				0		Yes		0		PM10				59		0		0		0						

		Renew only		Renew only		ODPSR3		ODPSR3				Yes		Yes		0		PM				60		ODPSR3		ODPSR3		Outdoor Drop Point Spent Refractory and Other Waste Storage Pile-3 						

		0		Renew only		0		ODPSR3				0		Yes		0		PM10				60		0		0		0						

		Renew only		Renew only		ODPS3		ODPS3				Yes		Yes		0		PM				61		ODPS3		ODPS3		Outdoor Drop Point Slag-3 						

		0		Renew only		0		ODPS3				0		Yes		0		PM10				61		0		0		0						

		Renew only		Renew only		OSPSS		OSPSS				Yes		Yes		0		PM				62		OSPSS		OSPSS		Outdoor Storage Piles,  Scrap Steel  						

		0		Renew only		0		OSPSS				0		Yes		0		PM10				62		0		0		0						

		Renew only		Renew only		OSPFST		OSPFST				Yes		Yes		0		PM				63		OSPFST		OSPFST		Outdoor Storage Pile,  First Sedimentation Tank  						

		0		Renew only		0		OSPFST				0		Yes		0		PM10				63		0		0		0						

		Renew only		Renew only		OSPS1		OSPS1				Yes		Yes		0		PM				64		OSPS1		OSPS1		Outdoor Storage Pile, Slag-1						

		0		Renew only		0		OSPS1				0		Yes		0		PM10				64		0		0		0						

		Renew only		Renew only		OSPSR1		OSPSR1				Yes		Yes		0		PM				65		OSPSR1		OSPSR1		Outdoor Storage Pile Spent Refractory and Other Waste-1                    						

		0		Renew only		0		OSPSR1				0		Yes		0		PM10				65		0		0		0						

		Renew only		Renew only		OSPS2		OSPS2				Yes		Yes		0		PM				66		OSPS2		OSPS2		Outdoor Storage Pile, Slag-2  						

		0		Renew only		0		OSPS2				0		Yes		0		PM10				66		0		0		0						

		Renew only		Renew only		OSPSR2		OSPSR2				Yes		Yes		0		PM				67		OSPSR2		OSPSR2		Outdoor Storage Pile, Spent Refractory and Other Waste-2 						

		0		Renew only		0		OSPSR2				0		Yes		0		PM10				67		0		0		0						

		Renew only		Renew only		N6CCT		N6CCT				Yes		Yes		0		PM				68		N6CCT		N6CCT		Contact Cooling Tower No. 6 						

		0		Renew only		0		N6CCT				0		Yes		0		PM10				68		0		0		0						

		Renew only		Renew only		N7CCT		N7CCT				Yes		Yes		0		PM				69		N7CCT		N7CCT		Contact Cooling Tower No. 7						

		0		Renew only		0		N7CCT				0		Yes		0		PM10				69		0		0		0						

		Remove		Remove		RSCCT		0				Yes		Yes		0		PM				70		RSCCT		RSCCT		Rolling Steel Contact Cooling Tower 						

		0		Remove		0		0				0		Yes		0		PM10				70		0		0		0						

		Renew only		Renew only		PPCCT		PPCCT				Yes		Yes		0		PM				71		PPCCT		PPCCT		Pipe Processing  Contact Cooling Tower 						

		0		Renew only		0		PPCCT				0		Yes		0		PM10				71		0		0		0						

		Renew only		Renew only		SMWTF		SMWTF				Yes		Yes		0						72		SMWTF		SMWTF		Steel Making Water Treatment Facility						

		0		Renew only		0		SMWTF				0		Yes		0		PM				72		0		0		0						

		0		Renew only		0		SMWTF				0		Yes		0		PM10				72		0		0		0						

		Remove		Remove		RSWTF		0				Yes		Yes		0						73		RSWTF		RSWTF		Rolling Steel Water Treatment Facility 						

		0		Remove		0		0				0		Yes		0		PM				73		0		0		0						

		0		Remove		0		0				0		Yes		0		PM10				73		0		0		0						

		Remove		Remove		GWTF		0				Yes		Yes		0						74		GWTF		GWTF		Graphite Water Treatment Facility 						

		0		Remove		0		0				0		Yes		0		PM				74		0		0		0						

		0		Remove		0		0				0		Yes		0		PM10				74		0		0		0						

		Renew only		Renew only		CMSC		CMSC				Yes		Yes		0		NOx				75		CMSC		CMSCS1		Caster Spray Chamber Stack 1						

		0		Renew only		0		CMSC				0		Yes		0		CO				75		0		0		0						

		0		Renew only		0		CMSC				0		Yes		0						75		0		0		0						

		0		Renew only		0		CMSC				0		Yes		0		PM				75		0		0		0						

		0		Renew only		0		CMSC				0		Yes		0		PM10				75		0		0		0						

		0		Renew only		0		CMSC				0		Yes		0		Pb				75		0		0		0						

		Renew only		Renew only		CMSC		CMSC				Yes		Yes		0		NOx				0		CMSC		CMSCS2		Caster Spray Chamber Stack 2						

		0		Renew only		0		CMSC				0		Yes		0		CO				0		0		0		0						

		0		Renew only		0		CMSC				0		Yes		0						0		0		0		0						

		0		Renew only		0		CMSC				0		Yes		0		PM				0		0		0		0						

		0		Renew only		0		CMSC				0		Yes		0		PM10				0		0		0		0						

		0		Renew only		0		CMSC				0		Yes		0		Pb				0		0		0		0						

		Renew only		Renew only		UVCS1		UVCS1				Yes		Yes		0						76		UVCS1		UVCS1		UV Coating Stack 1						

		0		Renew only		0		UVCS1				0		Yes		0		PM				76		0		0		0						

		0		Renew only		0		UVCS1				0		Yes		0		PM10				76		0		0		0						

		Renew only		Renew only		UVCS2		UVCS2				Yes		Yes		0						77		UVCS2		UVCS2		UV Coating Stack 2						

		0		Renew only		0		UVCS2				0		Yes		0		PM				77		0		0		0						

		0		Renew only		0		UVCS2				0		Yes		0		PM10				77		0		0		0						

		Renew only		Renew only		UVCS3		UVCS3				Yes		Yes		0						78		UVCS3		UVCS3		UV Coating Stack 3						

		0		Renew only		0		UVCS3				0		Yes		0		PM				78		0		0		0						

		0		Renew only		0		UVCS3				0		Yes		0		PM10				78		0		0		0						

		New/Modified		New/Modified		UVCS4		UVCS4				Yes		Yes		0						79		UVCS4		UVCS4		UV Coating Stack 4						

		0		New/Modified		0		UVCS4				0		Yes		0		PM				79		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		UVCS4				0		Yes		0		PM10				79		0		0		0						

		Renew only		Renew only		VD		VD				Yes		Yes		0		NOx				80		VD		VDSS		VD Steam Stack						

		0		Renew only		0		VD				0		Yes		0		CO				80		0		0		0						

		0		Renew only		0		VD				0		Yes		0						80		0		0		0						

		0		Renew only		0		VD				0		Yes		0		SO2				80		0		0		0						

		0		Renew only		0		VD				0		Yes		0		PM				80		0		0		0						

		0		Renew only		0		VD				0		Yes		0		PM10				80		0		0		0						

		Renew only		Renew only		ALL		ALL				Yes		Yes		18		HAPS				81		ALL		ALL		ALL						

		Consolidate		Consolidate		QFS2		QFS2				Yes		Yes		0		NOx				82		QFS2		QFS2		Quench Furnace Stack						

		0		Consolidate		0		QFS2				0		Yes		0		CO				82		0		0		0						

		0		Consolidate		0		QFS2				0		Yes		0		SO2				82		0		0		0						

		0		Consolidate		0		QFS2				0		Yes		0						82		0		0		0						

		0		Consolidate		0		QFS2				0		Yes		0		PM				82		0		0		0						

		0		Consolidate		0		QFS2				0		Yes		0		PM10				82		0		0		0						

		0		Consolidate		0		QFS2				0		Yes		19		PM2.5				82		0		0		0						

		0		Consolidate		0		QFS2				0		Yes		0		HAPS				82		0		0		0						

		Consolidate		Consolidate		TFS2		TFS2				Yes		Yes		0		NOx				83		TFS2		TFS2		Tempering Furnace Stack						

		0		Consolidate		0		TFS2				0		Yes		0		CO				83		0		0		0						

		0		Consolidate		0		TFS2				0		Yes		0		SO2				83		0		0		0						

		0		Consolidate		0		TFS2				0		Yes		0						83		0		0		0						

		0		Consolidate		0		TFS2				0		Yes		0		PM				83		0		0		0						

		0		Consolidate		0		TFS2				0		Yes		0		PM10				83		0		0		0						

		0		Consolidate		0		TFS2				0		Yes		0		PM2.5				83		0		0		0						

		0		Consolidate		0		TFS2				0		Yes		0		HAPS				83		0		0		0						

		Consolidate		Consolidate		Regrinding		Regrinding				Yes		Yes		0		PM				84		Regrinding		HTFUG		Regrinding						

		0		Consolidate		0		Regrinding				0		Yes		0		PM10				84		0		0		0						

		0		Consolidate		0		Regrinding				0		Yes		0		PM2.5				84		0		0		0						

		Consolidate		Consolidate		Marking		Marking				Yes		Yes		0						85		Marking		HTFUG		Marking						

		Consolidate		Consolidate		Descaling Baghouse		Descaling Baghouse				Yes		Yes		0		PM				86		Descaling Baghouse		HTFUG		Descaling Baghouse						

		0		Consolidate		0		Descaling Baghouse				0		Yes		0		PM10				86		0		0		0						

		0		Consolidate		0		Descaling Baghouse				0		Yes		0		PM2.5				86		0		0		0						

		Consolidate		Consolidate		Electrode Usage		Electrode Usage				Yes		Yes		0		PM				87		Electrode Usage		HTFUG		Electrode Usage						

		0		Consolidate		0		Electrode Usage				0		Yes		0		PM10				87		0		0		0						

		0		Consolidate		0		Electrode Usage				0		Yes		0		PM2.5				87		0		0		0						

		0		Consolidate		0		Electrode Usage				0		Yes		0		HAPS				87		0		0		0						

		Consolidate		Consolidate		Oil Evaporation		Oil Evaporation				Yes		Yes		0		CO				88		Oil Evaporation		HTFUG		Oil Evaporation						

		0		Consolidate		0		Oil Evaporation				0		Yes		0						88		0		0		0						

		0		Consolidate		0		Oil Evaporation				0		Yes		0		PM				88		0		0		0						

		0		Consolidate		0		Oil Evaporation				0		Yes		0		PM10				88		0		0		0						

		0		Consolidate		0		Oil Evaporation				0		Yes		0		PM2.5				88		0		0		0						

		Consolidate		Consolidate		PI		PI				Yes		Yes		0						89		PI		PCFUG		Printing and Inspection						

		0		Consolidate		0		PI				0		Yes		0		PM				89		0		0		0						

		0		Consolidate		0		PI				0		Yes		0		PM10				89		0		0		0						

		0		Consolidate		0		PI				0		Yes		0		PM2.5				89		0		0		0						

		Consolidate		Consolidate		PCT		PCT				Yes		Yes		0		PM				90		PCT		PCFUG		Pipe Cutting and Threading						

		0		Consolidate		0		PCT				0		Yes		0		PM10				90		0		0		0						

		0		Consolidate		0		PCT				0		Yes		0		PM2.5				90		0		0		0						

		Consolidate		Consolidate		WELD		WELD				Yes		Yes		0		PM				91		WELD		PCFUG		Welding						

		0		Consolidate		0		WELD				0		Yes		0		PM10				91		0		0		0						

		0		Consolidate		0		WELD				0		Yes		0		PM2.5				91		0		0		0						

		0		Consolidate		0		WELD				0		Yes		0		HAPS				91		0		0		0						

		Consolidate		Consolidate		EMPC		EMPC				Yes		Yes		0						92		EMPC		PCFUG		Emulsion Evaporation						

		0		Consolidate		0		EMPC				0		Yes		0		PM				92		0		0		0						

		0		Consolidate		0		EMPC				0		Yes		0		PM10				92		0		0		0						

		0		Consolidate		0		EMPC				0		Yes		0		PM2.5				92		0		0		0						

		Consolidate		Consolidate		LUBE		LUBE				Yes		Yes		0						93		LUBE		PCFUG		Equipment Lubrication						

		Consolidate		Consolidate		CS4		CS4				Yes		Yes		0						94		CS4		CS4		Coating Stack No. 1						

		0		Consolidate		0		CS4				0		Yes		0		PM				94		0		0		0						

		0		Consolidate		0		CS4				0		Yes		0		PM10				94		0		0		0						

		0		Consolidate		0		CS4				0		Yes		0		PM2.5				94		0		0		0						

		0		Consolidate		0		CS4				0		Yes		20		C6H5CH3				94		0		0		0						

		0		Consolidate		0		CS4				0		Yes		21		CH3COOC2H5				94		0		0		0						

		Consolidate		Consolidate		CS5		CS5				Yes		Yes		0						95		CS5		CS5		Coating Stack No. 2						

		0		Consolidate		0		CS5				0		Yes		0		PM				95		0		0		0						

		0		Consolidate		0		CS5				0		Yes		0		PM10				95		0		0		0						

		0		Consolidate		0		CS5				0		Yes		0		PM2.5				95		0		0		0						

		0		Consolidate		0		CS5				0		Yes		0		C6H5CH3				95		0		0		0						

		0		Consolidate		0		CS5				0		Yes		0		CH3COOC2H5				95		0		0		0						

		Consolidate		Consolidate		CS6		CS6				Yes		Yes		0						96		CS6		CS6		Coating Stack No. 3						

		0		Consolidate		0		CS6				0		Yes		0		PM				96		0		0		0						

		0		Consolidate		0		CS6				0		Yes		0		PM10				96		0		0		0						

		0		Consolidate		0		CS6				0		Yes		0		PM2.5				96		0		0		0						

		0		Consolidate		0		CS6				0		Yes		0		C6H5CH3				96		0		0		0						

		0		Consolidate		0		CS6				0		Yes		0		CH3COOC2H5				96		0		0		0						

		Consolidate		Consolidate		PHOS1		PHOS1				Yes		Yes		0		PM				97		PHOS1		PHOS1		Phosphatizing Stack No. 1						

		0		Consolidate		0		PHOS1				0		Yes		0		PM10				97		0		0		0						

		0		Consolidate		0		PHOS1				0		Yes		0		PM2.5				97		0		0		0						

		Consolidate		Consolidate		PHOS2		PHOS2				Yes		Yes		0		PM				98		PHOS2		PHOS2		Phosphatizing Stack No. 2 						

		0		Consolidate		0		PHOS2				0		Yes		0		PM10				98		0		0		0						

		0		Consolidate		0		PHOS2				0		Yes		0		PM2.5				98		0		0		0						

		Consolidate		Consolidate		WW		WW				Yes		Yes		0						99		WW		WW		Wastewater						

		0		Consolidate		0		WW				0		Yes		0		PM				99		0		0		0						

		0		Consolidate		0		WW				0		Yes		0		PM10				99		0		0		0						

		0		Consolidate		0		WW				0		Yes		0		PM2.5				99		0		0		0						

		New/Modified		New/Modified		WTFPR		WTFPR				Yes		Yes		0						100		WTFPR		WTFPR		Water Treatment Facility for Pipe Rolling Mill						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		PM				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		PM10				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						
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		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						

		0		New/Modified		0		WTFPR				0		Yes		0		0				100		0		0		0						
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Hidden Calculations

		# if Stack		# if BACT		BACT Pol		Pol #		BACT Pollutant #		# if Monitoring		Mon Pol		Pol #		Monitoring Pollutant #		Unique FIN		Unique EPN		FIN		EPN List Raw		Source Name		AR Numbering		AR Value		Unit Type #		Unit Type		FIN/Unit Type		EPN/Unit Type		Pollutants		last value		EPNs All		Check		BACT FINs		Check		Monitoring EPNs		Stack Param EPNs		Check		BACT FIN Action Requested		BACT Requested Action		BACT FINs		BACT Unit Type		BACT List		Monitoring FIN		Monitoring FIN Unit Type		Monitoring FIN List		Monitoring EPN List		Monitoring EPN Unit Type		Monitoring EPN Source Types		Check		Index		Check		Top 20 Contaminants		Top 12		Check		Index		Check		Top 20 Contaminants		Top 12		MATH Columns																																LISTS																																		Tonnage		Fee		Ton Price		Verbiage		Actual Tonnage:		Federal Applicability																								Conditional Formatting for Sheets		HAPS List		HAP Quantity		GHG Pollutants		Test Pollutant		Top Contaminant Total		BACT List:		Bulk Fuel Terminal fuel types		bulk fuel terminal requirement

		1		1		1PM		1		1-1		1		1PM		1		1-1		1		1		LW		LWS		Lime Warehouse and Alloy Aggregate Baghouse Stack		1		Renew only		1		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse		LWControl: Bag Filter/Baghouse		LWSControl: Bag Filter/Baghouse		PM		0		LWS		1		LW		1		LWS		LWS		1		Renew only		Renew only		LW		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse		PM		LW		Renew only		LWControl: Bag Filter/Baghouse		LWS		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse		PM		0		0		0		PM		Cd		0		0		0		VOC		HAPS		Check		Pollutant		Current ST		Current LT		Consolidated ST		Consolidated LT		Prop ST		Prop LT		Included?		Consolidated?		Removed?		Modified		Renewed?		Mod Index		Modified Pollutants				GHGs		Class I/Affected		Counties		Regions		Region		Address		Yes/No		MAC		COMBUSTION		CHEMICAL/ENERGY		COATINGS		Chosen Industry:		HGB NA Counties		UT-ER Menus		Impacts Options		Impacts Additional Notes		Application type:		0		600		0		Minimum fee ($600) applies.		3234.429413794		NA Counties		Value		Classification		Named Sources		GHG Sources		Step		Current Sitewide PTE < Major Thresholds (Step 2)		Current Sitewide + Proposed PTE < Major Thresholds (Step 3)		Total Proposed PTE < Major Thresholds (Step 4)		PEI < SER (Step 5)						Fee?		1,1,1‑Trichloroethane		0		CO2		FALSE		ERROR:#VALUE!		PM: The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. Opacity shall not exceed 5% and/or no visible emissions from each stack or vent. 99% reduction or outlet grain loading of 0.01 gr/dscf. 
MSS: Fabric filters should be in good repair with an acceptable pressure drop prior to the start of operation.

Removal of spent filters in such a manner to minimize PM emissions and placing the spent filters in sealable bags or other sealable containers prior to removal from the site. Bags or containers shall be kept closed at all times except when adding spent filters.		Diesel		Submerged fill. 0.6 saturation factor (1.0 if dedicated vapor balance)

		0		1		1PM		-1		1--1		1		1PM		-1		1--1		1		1		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0		LSTBS		2		LSTBS		2		LSTBS		LSTBS		2		Renew only		Renew only		LW		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse				LW		Renew only				LWS		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse				1		PM		0		PM10		Cr		0		0		0		PM		C6H5CH3		2		PM		5.98		26.17		0		0		5.98		26.17		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		2		0								Anderson		Region 5		Region 1		3918 Canyon Dr., Amarillo, TX 79109-4933		Yes		Other		Other		Other		Other		Mechanical / Agricultural / Construction		Brazoria		StdMenu		Not applicable		This pollutant is not a part of this project or does not require an impacts analysis.				5		600		35		$600 fee + $35 / ton		Projected Tonnage:		Anderson		SO2								Blanks														yes		1,1,2,2‑Tetrachloroethane		0		N2O		FALSE		ERROR:#VALUE!		PM: The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. Opacity shall not exceed 5% and/or no visible emissions from each stack or vent. 99% reduction or outlet grain loading of 0.01 gr/dscf. 
Cd: See additional notes: (Refer to Tier 1 BACT for PM.) 
Cr: See additional notes: (Refer to Tier 1 BACT for PM.) 
Pb: See additional notes: (Refer to Tier 1 BACT for PM.) 
Mn: See additional notes: (Refer to Tier 1 BACT for PM.) 
Hg: See Additional Notes: (Refer to Tier 1 BACT for PM.) 
Si: See additional notes: (Refer to Tier 1 BACT for PM.) 
Zn: See additional notes: (Refer to Tier 1 BACT for PM.) 
MSS: Fabric filters should be in good repair with an acceptable pressure drop prior to the start of operation.

Removal of spent filters in such a manner to minimize PM emissions and placing the spent filters in sealable bags or other sealable containers prior to removal from the site. Bags or containers shall be kept closed at all times except when adding spent filters.		Ethanol		Annual truck leak checking per NSPS XX with low back pressure. 98.7% collection efficiency.

In addition, specify control technique:
1. VRU, VCU, or flare meeting 40 CFR 60.18. 10 mg VOC/liter (0.083 lb VOC/1000 gal) fuel loaded

2. Carbon adsorption. 10 mg VOC/liter (0.083 lb VOC/1000 gal) fuel loaded

3. Submerged fill. 0.6 saturation factor (1.0 if dedicated vapor balance)

		2		2		2PM		1		2-1		2		2PM		1		2-1		2		2		LSTBS		LSTBS		LF and Stock Tank  Baghouse Stack		2		Renew only		0		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse		LSTBSControl: Bag Filter/Baghouse		LSTBSControl: Bag Filter/Baghouse		PM		0		EBS		3		EAF		3		EBS		EBS		3		Renew only		Renew only		LW		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse				LW		Renew only				LWS		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse				2		PM10		1		Cd		Mn		0		0		0		PM10		CH3COOC2H5		3		PM10		5.98		26.17		0		0		5.98		26.17		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0				Separate public notice		Big Bend National Park		Andrews		Region 7		Region 10		3870 Eastex Fwy., Beaumont, TX 77703-1830		No		Blowing Still		Boiler: Hazardous Waste		Boiler: Liquid and Gas Fuel, > 40 MMBtu/hr		Abrasive Blasting (Enclosed Booth / Building)		List Name:		Chambers		New/Modified		Qualitative analysis		Provide a detailed description of how the project meets all applicable impacts requirements using the Additional Notes column of this worksheet or as an attachment.		Minor NSR		24		1265		28		$1,265 fee + $28 / ton		3319.22		Bexar		Ozone		Marginal 		Other/Not Listed		Other/Not Listed		Pass														PN?		1,1,2‑Trichloroethane		0		CH4		FALSE		ERROR:#VALUE!		NOx: See Additional Notes: (Use of oxy-fuel burners on the EAF.) 
CO: See Additional Notes: (Good EAF combustion practices and proper operation of the Consteel DEC.) 
VOC: See Additional Notes: (Good combustion and/or process operation for the EAF.) 
SO2: See Additional Notes: (Good process operation and scrap management for the EAF.) 
PMtotal: See additional notes: (Refer to Tier 1 BACT for PM.) 
PM10 total: See additional notes: (Refer to Tier 1 BACT for PM.) 
PMfront half: See additional notes: (Refer to Tier 1 BACT for PM.) 
PM10 front half: See additional notes: (Refer to Tier 1 BACT for PM.) 
Cd: See additional notes: (Refer to Tier 1 BACT for PM.) 
Cr: See additional notes: (Refer to Tier 1 BACT for PM.) 
Pb: See additional notes: (Refer to Tier 1 BACT for PM.) 
Mn: See additional notes: (Refer to Tier 1 BACT for PM.) 
Hg: See Additional Notes: (Refer to Tier 1 BACT for PM.) 
MSS: Fabric filters should be in good repair with an acceptable pressure drop prior to the start of operation.

Removal of spent filters in such a manner to minimize PM emissions and placing the spent filters in sealable bags or other sealable containers prior to removal from the site. Bags or containers shall be kept closed at all times except when adding spent filters.		Gasoline		Annual truck leak checking per NSPS XX with low back pressure. 98.7% collection efficiency.

In addition, specify control technique:
1. VRU, VCU, or flare meeting 40 CFR 60.18. 10 mg VOC/liter (0.083 lb VOC/1000 gal) fuel loaded

2. Carbon adsorption. 10 mg VOC/liter (0.083 lb VOC/1000 gal) fuel loaded

3. Submerged fill. 0.6 saturation factor (1.0 if dedicated vapor balance)

		0		2		2PM		-1		2--1		2		2PM		-1		2--1		2		2		0		0		0		2		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0		RHFS		4		RHF		4		RHFS		RHFS		4		Renew only		Renew only		LW		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse				LW		Renew only				LWS		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse				0		0		2		Cr		Hg		0		0		0		CO		0		0		PM		4.54		19.89		0		0		4.54		19.89		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0				Consolidated public notice		Carlsbad National Park		Angelina		Region 10		Region 11		P.O. Box 13087, Austin, TX 78711-3087. Overnight delivery: 12100 Park 35 Circle, Austin, TX 78753				Chromic Acid Anodizing		Boiler: Liquid and Gas Fuel, > 40 MMBtu/hr		Boiler: Liquid and Gas Fuel, ≤ 40 MMBtu/hr		Abrasive Blasting (Non-Enclosed)		Mechanical		Fort Bend		Not New/Modified		MERA analysis, steps 0-2 only or using screening tables		Attach a detailed description of which MERA step was met for each species in the project. Include speciated emission rates with the total VOC and/or PM species corresponding to the short-term and long-term differences represented on the Unit Types-Emission Rates sheet.		Major NSR (NA/PSD/GHG)		99		3365		12		$3,365 fee + $12 / ton		Rounded Tonnage:		Brazoria		Ozone		Serious 		Carbon black plants (furnace process)		Covered under Section 111 or 112 of Federal Clean Air Act																yes		1,1‑dichloro‑2,2‑bis(p‑chlorophenyl) ethylene		0		HFC		FALSE		ERROR:#VALUE!		NOx: All:
Firing pipeline quality natural gas and good combustion practices. Specify if firing a different fuel. Burners with the best NOx performance given the burner configuration and gaseous fuel used. Specify the proposed emission rate (performance is an annual average) and provide justification if NOx>0.01 lb/MMBtu. Cost data must be submitted for SCR if firing rate is > 300 MMBtu/hr and burner is >0.01 lb/MMBtu. CEMS required for 100 MMBtu/hr or greater.

Glass:
Performance level of 1.4 lb/NOx/ton of glass produced.

Billet reheat:
0.01 lb NOX/MMBtu, typically achieved by firing natural gas or LPG fuel and/or low NOX burners. Specify technique. Good combustion practices. 

Electric arc:
Emission capture system meets ACGIH design. Canopy hood capture of at least 95%. Direct evacuation or fourth hole capture efficiency of at least 99%. Outlet grain loading ≤ 0.0032 gr/dscf front half PM catch; and ≤ 0.0052 gr/dscf for total PM catch. Maximum of 3% opacity at stack, 6% at building. (0.1863 lb/MMBtu; NOx emission factors ranging from 0.064 lb/MMBtu to 0.64 lb/MMBtu have been approved as BACT for the control of NOx emissions from rolling mill furnaces. TPCO proposes to use good combustion practices.  ) 
CO: Good combustion practices. 50 ppmv corrected to 3% O2. (Good combustion practice and combustion of natural gas. 0.0824 lb/MMBtu) 
VOC: All: Firing pipeline quality natural gas and good combustion practices. Specify if firing a different fuel.

Electric arc:
0.35 lbs./ton steel, typically achieved with melted scrap management program. Specify technique. (Combustion of natural gas and good combustion practices.) 
SO2: All:
Firing pipeline quality natural gas and good combustion practices. Specify if firing a different fuel. 

Glass:
85% reduction or a performance level of 172 lbs. SO2/ton of glass produced

Electric arc:
0.24 lbs. SO2/ton steel (Combustion of natural gas and good combustion practices.) 
PM: The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. Glass:
Performance level of 1.0 lb PM/ton of glass produced (total PM, including front and back half catch)

Iron/steel metallurgy:
98% reduction, outlet grain loading ≤ 0.0052 gr/dscf if EAF filter and ≤ 0.01 gr/dscf if not EAF filter. Specify technique and numeric value. Maximum of 6% building opacity.

Billet reheat:
Good combustion practices. Maximum of 3% opacity at stack.

Electric arc:
Emission capture system meets ACGIH design. Canopy hood capture of at least 95%. Direct evacuation or fourth hole capture efficiency of at least 99%. Outlet grain loading ≤ 0.0032 gr/dscf front half PM catch; and ≤ 0.0052 gr/dscf for total PM catch. Maximum of 3% opacity at stack, 6% at building.
 (Combustion of natural gas and good combustion practices.) 
MSS: No additional controls required for MSS operations beyond normal operation BACT requirements. No bypassing of controls. Fabric filters should be in good repair with an acceptable pressure drop prior to the start of operation.

Removal of spent filters in such a manner to minimize PM emissions and placing the spent filters in sealable bags or other sealable containers prior to removal from the site. Bags or containers shall be kept closed at all times except when adding spent filters.

Glass:
Limit control device bypass to 144 hours per year for planned maintenance. Uncontrolled emissions must have acceptable impacts.		Jet fuel		Submerged fill. 0.6 saturation factor (1.0 if dedicated vapor balance)

		0		2		2Cd		2		2-2		2		2Cd		2		2-2		2		2		0		0		0		2		0		0		0		00		00		Cd		0		MPFS		5		QF		5		QFS		QFS		5		Renew only		Renew only		LW		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse				LW		Renew only				LWS		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse				0		0		0		Pb		Si		0		0		0		SO2		0		0		PM10		4.54		19.89		0		0		4.54		19.89		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0				N/A		Guadalupe Mountains National Park		Aransas		Region 14		Region 12		5425 Polk St., Ste. H, Houston, TX 77023-1452				Coal Loading		Boiler: Liquid and Gas Fuel, ≤ 40 MMBtu/hr		Bulk Fuel Terminal: Diesel		Boiler: Liquid and Gas Fuel, ≤ 40 MMBtu/hr		Permit Selection Made		Galveston		Remove		MERA steps 0-2 AND Modeling (screen or refined)		Attach both an "Electronic Modeling Evaluation Workbook" (EMEW) AND a detailed description of which MERA step was met. Include speciated emission rates with the total VOC and/or PM species corresponding to the short-term and long-term differences represented on the Unit Types-Emission Rates sheet.				651		10000		0		Maximum fee ($10,000) applies.		651		Chambers		Ozone		Serious 		Charcoal production plants		Ammonium Sulfate Manufacture		Pollutant		Baseline Emissions		Current Sitewide PTE (tpy) (Baseline)		Proposed Project Increase (tpy) - Reported		Proposed Project Increase (tpy): Calculated (Current +  Increase - Baseline)		Current PROJECT PTE (tpy) (Emission Summary)		Current SITEWIDE + Project PTE		FedApp?		1,1‑Dichloroethane		0		HFCs		FALSE		ERROR:#VALUE!		NOx: All:
Firing pipeline quality natural gas and good combustion practices. Specify if firing a different fuel. Burners with the best NOx performance given the burner configuration and gaseous fuel used. Specify the proposed emission rate (performance is an annual average) and provide justification if NOx>0.01 lb/MMBtu. Cost data must be submitted for SCR if firing rate is > 300 MMBtu/hr and burner is >0.01 lb/MMBtu. CEMS required for 100 MMBtu/hr or greater.

Glass:
Performance level of 1.4 lb/NOx/ton of glass produced.

Billet reheat:
0.01 lb NOX/MMBtu, typically achieved by firing natural gas or LPG fuel and/or low NOX burners. Specify technique. Good combustion practices. 

Electric arc:
Emission capture system meets ACGIH design. Canopy hood capture of at least 95%. Direct evacuation or fourth hole capture efficiency of at least 99%. Outlet grain loading ≤ 0.0032 gr/dscf front half PM catch; and ≤ 0.0052 gr/dscf for total PM catch. Maximum of 3% opacity at stack, 6% at building. (0.0980 lb/MMBtu; NOx emission factors ranging from 0.064 lb/MMBtu to 0.64 lb/MMBtu have been approved as BACT for the control of NOx emissions from rolling mill furnaces. TPCO proposes to use good combustion practices.  ) 
CO: Good combustion practices. 50 ppmv corrected to 3% O2. (Good combustion practice and combustion of natural gas. 0.0824 lb/MMBtu) 
VOC: All: Firing pipeline quality natural gas and good combustion practices. Specify if firing a different fuel.

Electric arc:
0.35 lbs./ton steel, typically achieved with melted scrap management program. Specify technique. (Combustion of natural gas and good combustion practices.) 
SO2: All:
Firing pipeline quality natural gas and good combustion practices. Specify if firing a different fuel. 

Glass:
85% reduction or a performance level of 172 lbs. SO2/ton of glass produced

Electric arc:
0.24 lbs. SO2/ton steel (Combustion of natural gas and good combustion practices.) 
PM: The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. Glass:
Performance level of 1.0 lb PM/ton of glass produced (total PM, including front and back half catch)

Iron/steel metallurgy:
98% reduction, outlet grain loading ≤ 0.0052 gr/dscf if EAF filter and ≤ 0.01 gr/dscf if not EAF filter. Specify technique and numeric value. Maximum of 6% building opacity.

Billet reheat:
Good combustion practices. Maximum of 3% opacity at stack.

Electric arc:
Emission capture system meets ACGIH design. Canopy hood capture of at least 95%. Direct evacuation or fourth hole capture efficiency of at least 99%. Outlet grain loading ≤ 0.0032 gr/dscf front half PM catch; and ≤ 0.0052 gr/dscf for total PM catch. Maximum of 3% opacity at stack, 6% at building.
 (Combustion of natural gas and good combustion practices.) 
MSS: No additional controls required for MSS operations beyond normal operation BACT requirements. No bypassing of controls. Fabric filters should be in good repair with an acceptable pressure drop prior to the start of operation.

Removal of spent filters in such a manner to minimize PM emissions and placing the spent filters in sealable bags or other sealable containers prior to removal from the site. Bags or containers shall be kept closed at all times except when adding spent filters.

Glass:
Limit control device bypass to 144 hours per year for planned maintenance. Uncontrolled emissions must have acceptable impacts.		Transmix		Submerged fill. 0.6 saturation factor (1.0 dedicated vapor balance). Annual Truck leak checking per NSPS XX with low back pressure if vp > 0.5 psia.  98.7% collection efficiency. Appropriate DRE for selected control device. Specify control device and DRE.

		0		2		2Cr		3		2-3		2		2Cr		3		2-3		2		2		0		0		0		2		0		0		0		00		00		Cr		0		QFS		6		TF		6		TFS		TFS		6		Renew only		Renew only		LW		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse				LW		Renew only				LWS		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse				3		Cd		3		Mn		Zn		0		0		0		NOx		0		6		Cd		0.001		0.004		0		0		0.001		0.004		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0						Caney Creek Wilderness		Archer		Region 3		Region 13		14250 Judson Rd., San Antonio, TX 78233-4480				Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse		Boiler: Solid Fuel		Bulk Fuel Terminal: Ethanol		Cleaning: Railcar/Truck		TRUE		Harris		Consolidate		Modeling: screen or refined		Attach a completed "Electronic Modeling Evaluation Workbook" (EMEW).		Fee Exemption/Reduction										Fee:		Collin		Ozone		Serious 		Chemical process plants (other than ethanol by fermentation)		Asphalt Processing and Asphalt Roofing Manufacture		CO														yes		1,1‑Dichloroethylene		0		PFC		FALSE		ERROR:#VALUE!		NOx: All:
Firing pipeline quality natural gas and good combustion practices. Specify if firing a different fuel. Burners with the best NOx performance given the burner configuration and gaseous fuel used. Specify the proposed emission rate (performance is an annual average) and provide justification if NOx>0.01 lb/MMBtu. Cost data must be submitted for SCR if firing rate is > 300 MMBtu/hr and burner is >0.01 lb/MMBtu. CEMS required for 100 MMBtu/hr or greater.

Glass:
Performance level of 1.4 lb/NOx/ton of glass produced.

Billet reheat:
0.01 lb NOX/MMBtu, typically achieved by firing natural gas or LPG fuel and/or low NOX burners. Specify technique. Good combustion practices. 

Electric arc:
Emission capture system meets ACGIH design. Canopy hood capture of at least 95%. Direct evacuation or fourth hole capture efficiency of at least 99%. Outlet grain loading ≤ 0.0032 gr/dscf front half PM catch; and ≤ 0.0052 gr/dscf for total PM catch. Maximum of 3% opacity at stack, 6% at building. (0.0980 lb/MMBtu; NOx emission factors ranging from 0.064 lb/MMBtu to 0.64 lb/MMBtu have been approved as BACT for the control of NOx emissions from rolling mill furnaces. TPCO proposes to use good combustion practices.  ) 
CO: Good combustion practices. 50 ppmv corrected to 3% O2. (Good combustion practice and combustion of natural gas. 0.0824 lb/MMBtu) 
VOC: All: Firing pipeline quality natural gas and good combustion practices. Specify if firing a different fuel.

Electric arc:
0.35 lbs./ton steel, typically achieved with melted scrap management program. Specify technique. (Combustion of natural gas and good combustion practices.) 
SO2: All:
Firing pipeline quality natural gas and good combustion practices. Specify if firing a different fuel. 

Glass:
85% reduction or a performance level of 172 lbs. SO2/ton of glass produced

Electric arc:
0.24 lbs. SO2/ton steel (Combustion of natural gas and good combustion practices.) 
PM: The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. Glass:
Performance level of 1.0 lb PM/ton of glass produced (total PM, including front and back half catch)

Iron/steel metallurgy:
98% reduction, outlet grain loading ≤ 0.0052 gr/dscf if EAF filter and ≤ 0.01 gr/dscf if not EAF filter. Specify technique and numeric value. Maximum of 6% building opacity.

Billet reheat:
Good combustion practices. Maximum of 3% opacity at stack.

Electric arc:
Emission capture system meets ACGIH design. Canopy hood capture of at least 95%. Direct evacuation or fourth hole capture efficiency of at least 99%. Outlet grain loading ≤ 0.0032 gr/dscf front half PM catch; and ≤ 0.0052 gr/dscf for total PM catch. Maximum of 3% opacity at stack, 6% at building.
 (Combustion of natural gas and good combustion practices.) 
MSS: No additional controls required for MSS operations beyond normal operation BACT requirements. No bypassing of controls. Fabric filters should be in good repair with an acceptable pressure drop prior to the start of operation.

Removal of spent filters in such a manner to minimize PM emissions and placing the spent filters in sealable bags or other sealable containers prior to removal from the site. Bags or containers shall be kept closed at all times except when adding spent filters.

Glass:
Limit control device bypass to 144 hours per year for planned maintenance. Uncontrolled emissions must have acceptable impacts.

		0		2		2Pb		4		2-4		2		2Pb		4		2-4		2		2		0		0		0		2		0		0		0		00		00		Pb		0		TFS		7		VDB		7		VDBS		VDBS		7		Renew only		Renew only		LW		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse				LW		Renew only				LWS		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse				4		Cr		4		Hg		PMtotal		0		0		0		PM2.5		0		7		Cr		0.006		0.02		0		0		0.006		0.02		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0						Wichita Mountains National Wildlife		Armstrong		Region 1		Region 14		NRC Bldg., Ste. 1200, 6300 Ocean Dr., Unit 5839, Corpus Christi, TX 78412-5839				Cooker		Coal Loading		Bulk Fuel Terminal: Gasoline		Control: Absorber (I.E., Scrubber)		Renewal Cert Available		Liberty		RenewAmend		Protocol (required for all PSD projects, excluding GHG PSD)		Attach a protocol meeting all requirements listed on the TCEQ website.												10000		Dallas		Ozone		Serious 		Coal cleaning plants (with thermal dryers)		Automobile and Light Duty Truck Surface Coating Operations		NOx														BACT?		1,1‑Dimethyl hydrazine		0		PFCs		FALSE		ERROR:#VALUE!		NOx: All:
Firing pipeline quality natural gas and good combustion practices. Specify if firing a different fuel. Burners with the best NOx performance given the burner configuration and gaseous fuel used. Specify the proposed emission rate (performance is an annual average) and provide justification if NOx>0.01 lb/MMBtu. Cost data must be submitted for SCR if firing rate is > 300 MMBtu/hr and burner is >0.01 lb/MMBtu. CEMS required for 100 MMBtu/hr or greater.

Glass:
Performance level of 1.4 lb/NOx/ton of glass produced.

Billet reheat:
0.01 lb NOX/MMBtu, typically achieved by firing natural gas or LPG fuel and/or low NOX burners. Specify technique. Good combustion practices. 

Electric arc:
Emission capture system meets ACGIH design. Canopy hood capture of at least 95%. Direct evacuation or fourth hole capture efficiency of at least 99%. Outlet grain loading ≤ 0.0032 gr/dscf front half PM catch; and ≤ 0.0052 gr/dscf for total PM catch. Maximum of 3% opacity at stack, 6% at building. (0.1 lb/MMBtu; NOx emission factors ranging from 0.035 lb/MMBtu to 0.0979 lb/MMBtu have been approved as BACT for the control of NOx emissions from vacuum degasser boilers. TPCO proposes to use good combustion practices.  ) 
CO: Good combustion practices. 50 ppmv corrected to 3% O2. (Good combustion practice and combustion of natural gas. 0.0824 lb/MMBtu) 
VOC: All: Firing pipeline quality natural gas and good combustion practices. Specify if firing a different fuel.

Electric arc:
0.35 lbs./ton steel, typically achieved with melted scrap management program. Specify technique. (Combustion of natural gas and good combustion practices.) 
SO2: All:
Firing pipeline quality natural gas and good combustion practices. Specify if firing a different fuel. 

Glass:
85% reduction or a performance level of 172 lbs. SO2/ton of glass produced

Electric arc:
0.24 lbs. SO2/ton steel (Combustion of natural gas and good combustion practices.) 
PM: The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. Glass:
Performance level of 1.0 lb PM/ton of glass produced (total PM, including front and back half catch)

Iron/steel metallurgy:
98% reduction, outlet grain loading ≤ 0.0052 gr/dscf if EAF filter and ≤ 0.01 gr/dscf if not EAF filter. Specify technique and numeric value. Maximum of 6% building opacity.

Billet reheat:
Good combustion practices. Maximum of 3% opacity at stack.

Electric arc:
Emission capture system meets ACGIH design. Canopy hood capture of at least 95%. Direct evacuation or fourth hole capture efficiency of at least 99%. Outlet grain loading ≤ 0.0032 gr/dscf front half PM catch; and ≤ 0.0052 gr/dscf for total PM catch. Maximum of 3% opacity at stack, 6% at building.
 (Combustion of natural gas and good combustion practices.) 
MSS: No additional controls required for MSS operations beyond normal operation BACT requirements. No bypassing of controls. Fabric filters should be in good repair with an acceptable pressure drop prior to the start of operation.

Removal of spent filters in such a manner to minimize PM emissions and placing the spent filters in sealable bags or other sealable containers prior to removal from the site. Bags or containers shall be kept closed at all times except when adding spent filters.

Glass:
Limit control device bypass to 144 hours per year for planned maintenance. Uncontrolled emissions must have acceptable impacts.

		0		2		2Mn		5		2-5		2		2Mn		5		2-5		2		2		0		0		0		2		0		0		0		00		00		Mn		0		VDBS		8		RG		8		SMWV		SMWV		8		Renew only		Renew only		LW		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse				LW		Renew only				LWS		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse				5		Pb		5		Si		PM10 total		0		0		1		HAPS		0		8		Pb		0.04		0.17		0		0		0.04		0.17		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0						Arkansas		Atascosa		Region 13		Region 15		1804 W. Jefferson Ave., Harlingen, TX 78550-5247				Cooler		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse		Bulk Fuel Terminal: Jet Fuel		Control: Adsorption System (Disposable)		FALSE		Montgomery		New/Modified		None (GHG-PSD Only)		An air quality analysis for GHGs (i.e., air dispersion modeling, ambient air monitoring, additional impacts, or Class I area impacts) is not required.												Ton Price:		Denton		Ozone		Serious 		Coke oven batteries		Basic Oxygen Process Furnaces		PM														yes		1,2,4‑Trichlorobenzene		0		Hydrofluorocarbon		FALSE		ERROR:#VALUE!		PM: The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See Additional Notes: (TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. ) 
MSS: Same as normal operation BACT requirements.

		0		2		2Hg		6		2-6		2		2Hg		6		2-6		2		2		0		0		0		2		0		0		0		00		00		Hg		0		SMWV		9		TCR		9		SMWV		AAWV		9		Renew only		Renew only		LW		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse				LW		Renew only				LWS		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse				6		Mn		6		Zn		PMfront half		0		0		2		C6H5CH3		0		9		Mn		0.03		0.15		0		0		0.03		0.15		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0						Colorado		Austin		Region 12		Region 16		707 E. Calton Rd., Ste. 304, Laredo, TX 78041-3887				Cooling Tower		Control: Flare		Bulk Fuel Terminal: Transmix		Control: Adsorption System (Regenerative)		UT-ER Menu		Waller		Renew only																0		El Paso		PM10		Moderate 		Fossil fuel-fired steam electric plants > 250 million BTUs per hour heat input		Beverage Can Surface Coating Industry		PM10														Monitoring?		1,2‑Dibromo‑3‑chloropropane		0		Perfluorocarbon		FALSE		ERROR:#VALUE!		PM: The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See Additional Notes: (TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. ) 
MSS: Same as normal operation BACT requirements.

		0		2		2Si		7		2-7		2		2Si		7		2-7		2		2		0		0		0		2		0		0		0		00		00		Si		0		AAWV		10		IDPSS		10		SMWV		PCLWV		10		Renew only		Renew only		LW		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse				LW		Renew only				LWS		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse				7		Hg		0		NOx		PM10 front half		0		0		3		CH3COOC2H5		0		10		Hg		0.0001		0.0004		0		0		0.0001		0.0004		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0						Kansas		Bailey		Region 2		Region 2		5012 50th St., Ste. 100, Lubbock, TX 79414-3426				Cotton Gin		Control: Vapor Combustor		Cleaning: Railcar		Control: Baghouse, Cartridge Filter System, Bin Vent Filter		RenewAmend				Remove																Total Fee:		Ellis		Ozone		Serious 		Fossil-fuel boilers (or combinations) totaling > 250 million BTUs per hour heat input		Bulk Gasoline Terminals		PM2.5														yes		1,2‑Dichloroethane		0		Hydrofluorocarbons		FALSE		ERROR:#VALUE!		PM: The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See Additional Notes: (TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. ) 
MSS: Same as normal operation BACT requirements.

		0		2		2Zn		8		2-8		2		2Zn		8		2-8		2		2		0		0		0		2		0		0		0		00		00		Zn		0		PCLWV		11		IDPSR1		11		SMWV		HRPPWV		11		Renew only		Renew only		LW		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse				LW		Renew only				LWS		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse				8		Si		0		CO		Cr VI		0		0		0		0		0		11		Si		0.005		0.02		0		0		0.005		0.02		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0						Louisiana		Bandera		Region 13		Region 3		1977 Industrial Blvd., Abilene, TX 79602-7833				Crusher		Cooling Tower		Cleaning: Truck		Control: Oxidizer (Catalytic)						Consolidate																10000		Fort Bend		Ozone		Serious 		Fuel conversion plants		Calciners and Dryers in Mineral Industries		SO2														New line character (for BACT list - do not delete)		1,2‑Dichloropropane		0		Perfluorocarbons		FALSE		ERROR:#VALUE!		PM: The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See Additional Notes: (TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. ) 
MSS: Same as normal operation BACT requirements.

		3		3		3NOx		1		3-1		3		3NOx		1		3-1		3		3		EAF		EBS		EAF Baghouse Stack		3		Renew only		0		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse		EAFControl: Bag Filter/Baghouse		EBSControl: Bag Filter/Baghouse		NOx		0		HRPPWV		12		IDPS1		12		SMWV		HRLDS		12		Renew only		Renew only		LW		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse				LW		Renew only				LWS		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse				9		Zn		0		VOC		HAPS		0		0		0		0		0		12		Zn		0.28		1.23		0		0		0.28		1.23		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0						New Mexico		Bastrop		Region 11		Region 4		2309 Gravel Dr., Fort Worth, TX 76118-6951				Die Cast Machine		Crusher		Control: Absorber		Control: Oxidizer (Thermal)						Renewal																		Freestone		SO2				Glass fiber processing plants		Coal Preparation and Processing Plants		VOC														 
		1,2-Diphenylhydrazine		0		SF6		FALSE		ERROR:#VALUE!		PM: The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See Additional Notes: (TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. ) 
MSS: Same as normal operation BACT requirements.

		0		3		3CO		2		3-2		3		3CO		2		3-2		3		3		0		0		0		3		0		0		0		00		00		CO		0		HRLDS		13		IDPSR2		13		SMWV		ODPSS1		13		Renew only		Renew only		LW		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse				LW		Renew only				LWS		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse				10		NOx		0		SO2				0		0		0		0				13		NOx		44.64		137.24		0		0		44.64		137.24		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0						Oklahoma 		Baylor		Region 3		Region 5		2916 Teague Dr., Tyler, TX 75701-3734				Disperser		Dryer		Control: Adsorption System: Disposable		Control: Particulate Scrubber						Renew																		Galveston		Ozone		Serious 		Hydrofluoric, sulfuric, or nitric acid plants		Crude Oil and Natural Gas Facilities		Pb																1,2‑Epoxybutane		0		CO2 Equivalent		FALSE		ERROR:#VALUE!		PM: The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See Additional Notes: (TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. ) 
MSS: Same as normal operation BACT requirements.

		0		3		3VOC		3		3-3		3		3VOC		3		3-3		3		3		0		0		0		3		0		0		0		00		00		VOC		0		ODPSS1		14		IDPS2		14		SMWV		ODPSS2		14		Renew only		Renew only		LW		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse		MSS		LSTBS		Renew only		LSTBSControl: Bag Filter/Baghouse		LSTBS		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse		PM		11		CO		7		PMtotal				0		0		0		0				14		CO		595.24		1829.82		0		0		595.24		1829.82		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Bee		Region 14		Region 6		401 E. Franklin Ave., Ste. 560, El Paso, TX 79901-1212				Dryer		Engine: Emergency, Diesel		Control: Adsorption System: Regenerative		Cultured Marble - Process						Remove																		Harris		Ozone		Serious 		Iron and steel mills		Crude Oil and Natural Gas Production, Transmission and Distribution		H2S																1,2‑Propylenimine (2‑Methyl aziridine)		0		CO2-Equivalent		FALSE		ERROR:#VALUE!		PM: The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See Additional Notes: (TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. ) 
MSS: Same as normal operation BACT requirements.

		0		3		3SO2		4		3-4		3		3SO2		4		3-4		3		3		0		0		0		3		0		0		0		00		00		SO2		0		ODPSS2		15		IDPSR3		15		SMWV		ODPSR1		15		Renew only		Renew only		LSTBS		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse		PM		LSTBS		Renew only		00		LSTBS		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse		Cd		12		VOC		8		PM10 total				0		0		0		0				15		VOC		44.64		137.24		0		0		44.64		137.24		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Bell		Region 9		Region 7		9900 W. IH-20, Ste. 100, Midland, TX 79706				Engine		Engine: Internal Combustion Engine, Spark Ignited		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse		Degreaser: Cold Solvent Cleaner						Consolidate																		Johnson		Ozone		Serious 		Kraft pulp mills		Electric Generating Units		TRS																1,3‑Butadiene		0		CO2e		FALSE		ERROR:#VALUE!		PM: The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See Additional Notes: (TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. ) 
MSS: Same as normal operation BACT requirements.

		0		3		3PMtotal		5		3-5		3		3PMtotal		5		3-5		3		3		0		0		0		3		0		0		0		00		00		PMtotal		0		ODPSR1		16		ISPSS		16		SMWV		ODPS1		16		Renew only		Renew only		LSTBS		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse		Cd		LSTBS		Renew only		00		LSTBS		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse		Cr		13		SO2		9		PMfront half				0		0		0		0				16		SO2		89.29		274.47		0		0		89.29		274.47		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Bexar		Region 13		Region 8		622 S. Oakes, Ste. K, San Angelo, TX 76903-7035				Engine: Emergency, Diesel		Fugitives: Building		Control: Flare		Degreaser: Conveyorized						ChangeLoc																		Kaufman		Ozone		Serious 		Lime plants		Electric Utility Generating Units		Red. Sulfur & H2S																1,3‑Dichloropropene		0		CO2-e		FALSE		ERROR:#VALUE!		PM: The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See Additional Notes: (TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. ) 
MSS: Same as normal operation BACT requirements.

		0		3		3PM10 total		6		3-6		3		3PM10 total		6		3-6		3		3		0		0		0		3		0		0		0		00		00		PM10 total		0		ODPS1		17		ISPS		17		SMWV		ODPSR2		17		Renew only		Renew only		LSTBS		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse		Cr		LSTBS		Renew only		00		LSTBS		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse		Pb		14		PMtotal		10		PM10 front half				0		0		0		0				17		PMtotal		20.18		88.38		0		0		20.18		88.38		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Blanco		Region 11		Region 9		6801 Sanger Ave., Ste. 2500, Waco, TX 76710-7826				Forehearth		Fugitives: Piping and Equipment Leak		Control: Oxidizer: Catalytic		Degreaser: Hand Wipe						Change of location																		Liberty		Ozone		Serious 		Municipal incinerators capable of charging more than 250 tons of refuse per day		Electric Utility Steam Generating Units		H2SO4																1,3‑Propane sultone		0				FALSE		ERROR:#VALUE!		PM: The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See Additional Notes: (TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. ) 
MSS: Same as normal operation BACT requirements.

		0		3		3PMfront half		7		3-7		3		3PMfront half		7		3-7		3		3		0		0		0		3		0		0		0		00		00		PMfront half		0		ODPSR2		18		ISPSR1		18		SMWV		ODPS2		18		Renew only		Renew only		LSTBS		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse		Pb		LSTBS		Renew only		00		LSTBS		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse		Mn		15		PM10 total		11		Cr VI				0		0		0		0				18		PM10 total		20.18		88.38		0		0		20.18		88.38		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Borden		Region 7								Fugitives: Building		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		Control: Oxidizer: Regenerative Thermal		Degreaser: Open Top Vapor Degreaser																								Montgomery		Ozone		Serious 		Petroleum refineries		Existing Sewage Sludge Incineration Units		Fluoride (excluding HF)																1,4‑Dichlorobenzene (p)		0				FALSE		ERROR:#VALUE!		PM: The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See Additional Notes: (TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. ) 
MSS: Same as normal operation BACT requirements.

		0		3		3PM10 front half		8		3-8		3		3PM10 front half		8		3-8		3		3		0		0		0		3		0		0		0		00		00		PM10 front half		0		ODPS2		19		ISPSR2		19		SMWV		ODPSR3		19		Renew only		Renew only		LSTBS		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse		Mn		LSTBS		Renew only		00		LSTBS		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse		Hg		16		PMfront half		12		HAPS				0		0		0		0				19		PMfront half		15.13		66.28		0		0		15.13		66.28		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Bosque		Region 9								Fugitives: Piping and Equipment Leak		Furnace: ≤ 40 MMBtu/hr		Control: Oxidizer: Thermal		Degreaser: Remote Reservoir Cleaning																								Panola		SO2				Petroleum storage and transfer units with total storage capacity above 300,000 barrels		Ferroalloy Production Facilities		Ozone (as NOx)																1,4‑Dioxane (1,4‑Diethyleneoxide)		0				FALSE		ERROR:#VALUE!		PM: The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See Additional Notes: (TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. ) 
MSS: Same as normal operation BACT requirements.

		0		3		3Cd		9		3-9		3		3Cd		9		3-9		3		3		0		0		0		3		0		0		0		00		00		Cd		0		ODPSR3		20		ISPSR3		20		SMWV		ODPS3		20		Renew only		Renew only		LSTBS		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse		Hg		LSTBS		Renew only		00		LSTBS		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse		Si		17		PM10 front half		0		PM2.5				0		0		0		0				20		PM10 front half		15.13		66.28		0		0		15.13		66.28		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Bowie		Region 5								Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		Heater > 40 MMBtu/hr		Control: Particulate Scrubber		Dryer																								Parker		Ozone		Serious 		Phosphate rock processing plants		Flexible Vinyl and Urethane Coating and Printing		Ozone (as VOC)																1‑Chloro‑2,3‑epoxypropane		0				FALSE		ERROR:#VALUE!		PM: The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See Additional Notes: (TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. ) 
MSS: Same as normal operation BACT requirements.

		0		3		3Cr		10		3-10		3		3Cr		10		3-10		3		3		0		0		0		3		0		0		0		00		00		Cr		0		ODPS3		21		ELSMW		21		SMWV		OSPSS		21		Renew only		Renew only		LSTBS		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse		Si		LSTBS		Renew only		00		LSTBS		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse		Zn		0		0		13		C6H5CH3				0		0		0		0				0		Cd		0.004		0.02		0		0		0.004		0.02		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Brazoria		Region 12								Furnace: ≤ 40 MMBtu/hr		Heater ≤ 40 MMBtu/hr		Control: Vapor Combustor		Engine: Emergency (Diesel)																								Rockwall		Ozone		Serious 		Portland cement plants		Fossil-Fuel-Fired Steam Generators		PM10																2,2,4‑Trimethylpentane		0				FALSE		ERROR:#VALUE!		PM: The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See Additional Notes: (TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. ) 
Cr: See additional notes: (TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. ) 
Cr VI: See additional notes: (TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. ) 
Pb: See additional notes: (TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. ) 
Mn: See additional notes: (TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. ) 
MSS: Same as normal operation BACT requirements.

		0		3		3Pb		11		3-11		3		3Pb		11		3-11		3		3		0		0		0		3		0		0		0		00		00		Pb		0		OSPSS		22		OUSMW		22		SMWV		OSPFST		22		Renew only		Renew only		LSTBS		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse		Zn		LSTBS		Renew only				LSTBS		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse				0		0		14		CH3COOC2H5				0		0		0		0				0		Cr		0.02		0.11		0		0		0.02		0.11		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Brazos		Region 9								Grain Elevator: Loadout		Hopper		Cooling Tower		Fiber Reinforced Plastic (FRP) - Process																								Rusk		SO2				Primary aluminum ore reduction plants		Glass Manufacturing Plants		SO2																2,3,7,8‑Tetrachlorodibenzo‑p‑dioxin		0				FALSE		ERROR:#VALUE!		CO: See Additional Notes: (TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. ) 
VOC: See Additional Notes: (TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. ) 
PM: The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See Additional Notes: (TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. ) 
MSS: Same as normal operation BACT requirements.

		0		3		3Mn		12		3-12		3		3Mn		12		3-12		3		3		0		0		0		3		0		0		0		00		00		Mn		0		OSPFST		23		CC		23		SMWV		OSPS1		23		Renew only		Renew only		LSTBS		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse				LSTBS		Renew only				LSTBS		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse				0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0				0		Pb		0.17		0.74		0		0		0.17		0.74		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Brewster		Region 6								Grinder		Incinerator: Air Curtain		Dryer		Foam Manufacturing																								Tarrant		Ozone		Serious 		Primary copper smelters		Grain Elevators																		2,4,5‑Trichlorophenol		0				FALSE		ERROR:#VALUE!		NOx: See Additional Notes: (TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. ) 
CO: See Additional Notes: (TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. ) 
VOC: See Additional Notes: (TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. ) 
SO2: See Additional Notes: (TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. ) 
PM: The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See Additional Notes: (TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. ) 
MSS: Same as normal operation BACT requirements.

		0		3		3Hg		13		3-13		3		3Hg		13		3-13		3		3		0		0		0		3		0		0		0		00		00		Hg		0		OSPS1		24		EAFB		24		SMWV		OSPSR1		24		Renew only		Renew only		LSTBS		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse				LSTBS		Renew only				LSTBS		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse				0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0				0		Mn		0.15		0.67		0		0		0.15		0.67		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Briscoe		Region 1								Heater > 40 MMBtu/hr		Incinerator: Animal Carcass		Engine: Emergency, Diesel		Furnace																								Titus		SO2				Primary lead smelters		Graphic Arts Industry: Publication Rotogravure Printing		Nonattainment Needed		Baseline filled in (Step 4)		Can Hide Baseline NA		PSD Conditional Formatting										2,4,6‑Trichlorophenol		0				FALSE		ERROR:#VALUE!		CO: See Additional Notes: (TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. ) 
VOC: See Additional Notes: (TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. ) 
MSS: Same as normal operation BACT requirements.

		0		3		3Si		14		3-14		3		3Si		14		3-14		3		3		0		0		0		3		0		0		0		00		00		Si		0		OSPSR1		25		LB		25		SMWV		OSPS2		25		Renew only		Renew only		LSTBS		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse				LSTBS		Renew only				LSTBS		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse				0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0				0		Hg		0.0004		0.002		0		0		0.0004		0.002		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Brooks		Region 15								Heater ≤ 40 MMBtu/hr		Incinerator: Hazardous Waste		Engine: Internal Combustion Engine, Spark Ignited		Heater																								Waller		Ozone		Serious 		Primary zinc smelters		Hospital/Medical/Infectious Waste Incinerators																		2,4‑D (2,4‑Dichlorophenoxyacetic Acid)		0				FALSE		ERROR:#VALUE!		CO: See Additional Notes: (TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. ) 
VOC: See Additional Notes: (TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. ) 
MSS: Same as normal operation BACT requirements.

		0		3		3Zn		15		3-15		3		3Zn		15		3-15		3		3		0		0		0		3		0		0		0		00		00		Zn		0		OSPS2		26		TB		26		SMWV		OSPSR2		26		Renew only		Renew only		LSTBS		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse				LSTBS		Renew only				LSTBS		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse				0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0				0		Si		0.02		0.08		0		0		0.02		0.08		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Brown		Region 3								Hopper		Incinerator: Medical Waste		Fluid Catalytic Cracking Unit		Hopper																								Wise		Ozone		Serious 		Secondary metal production plants		Hot Mix Asphalt Facilities		Can Hide Baseline		In List		Affected Sources		County Selected:										2,4‑Dinitrophenol		0				FALSE		ERROR:#VALUE!		CO: See Additional Notes: (TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. ) 
VOC: See Additional Notes: (TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. ) 
MSS: Same as normal operation BACT requirements.

		4		4		4NOx		1		4-1		4		4NOx		1		4-1		4		4		RHF		RHFS		Rotary Hearth Furnace Stack		4		Renew only		2		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		RHFFurnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		RHFSFurnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		NOx		0		OSPSR2		27		LP		27		SMWV		N6CCT		27		Renew only		Renew only		LSTBS		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse				EAF		Renew only		EAFControl: Bag Filter/Baghouse		EBS		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse		NOx		0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0				0		Zn		1.24		5.45		0		0		1.24		5.45		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Burleson		Region 9								Iron and Steel Ladles/Tundish Prep Area		Incinerator: Municipal Solid Waste		Fugitives: Piping and Equipment Leak		Letdown Tank																														Sintering plants		Incinerators								TRUE										2,4‑Dinitrotoluene		0				FALSE		ERROR:#VALUE!		NOx: See Additional Notes: (TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. ) 
CO: See Additional Notes: (TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. ) 
VOC: See Additional Notes: (TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. ) 
SO2: See Additional Notes: (TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. ) 
PM: The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See Additional Notes: (TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. ) 
MSS: Same as normal operation BACT requirements.

		0		4		4CO		2		4-2		4		4CO		2		4-2		4		4		0		0		0		4		0		0		0		00		00		CO		0		N6CCT		28		TP		28		SMWV		N7CCT		28		Renew only		Renew only		LSTBS		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse		MSS		EAF		Renew only		00		EBS		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse		CO		0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0				0		NOx		44.63		67.91		0		0		44.63		67.91		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Burnet		Region 11								Iron and Steel Mill Mold Shakeout		Kiln: Cement		Furnace		Loading / Unloading: Railcar																														Sulfur recovery plants		Industrial Surface Coating: Large Appliances																		2,4‑Toluene diamine		0				FALSE		ERROR:#VALUE!		NOx: See Additional Notes: (TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. ) 
CO: See Additional Notes: (TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. ) 
VOC: See Additional Notes: (TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. ) 
SO2: See Additional Notes: (TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. ) 
PM: The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See Additional Notes: (TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. ) 
MSS: Same as normal operation BACT requirements.

		0		4		4VOC		3		4-3		4		4VOC		3		4-3		4		4		0		0		0		4		0		0		0		00		00		VOC		0		N7CCT		29		LFTSC		29		SMWV		PPCCT		29		Renew only		Renew only		EAF		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse		NOx		EAF		Renew only		00		EBS		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse		VOC		0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0				0		CO		36.75		55.93		0		0		36.75		55.93		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Caldwell		Region 11								Iron and Steel Mill Scale Processing		Material Handling: Conveyor		Glycol Dehydrator		Loading / Unloading: Tote/Drum																														Taconite ore processing plants		Industrial Surface Coating: Surface Coating of Plastic Parts for Business Machines		NA County:		0		NA Severity		0		NA Pollutant		0						2,4‑Toluene diisocyanate		0				FALSE		ERROR:#VALUE!		NOx: See Additional Notes: (TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. ) 
CO: See Additional Notes: (TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. ) 
VOC: See Additional Notes: (TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. ) 
SO2: See Additional Notes: (TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. ) 
PM: The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See Additional Notes: (TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. ) 
MSS: Same as normal operation BACT requirements.

		0		4		4SO2		4		4-4		4		4SO2		4		4-4		4		4		0		0		0		4		0		0		0		00		00		SO2		0		RSCCT		30		TCM		30		SMWV		SMWTF		30		Renew only		Renew only		EAF		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse		CO		EAF		Renew only		00		EBS		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse		SO2		0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0				0		VOC		2.41		3.66		0		0		2.41		3.66		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Calhoun		Region 14								Kiln: Aluminum Production		Material Handling: Drop Point		Heater		Loading / Unloading: Truck																																Industrial-Commercial-Institutional Steam Generating Units		Step		NOx		VOC		PM10		SO2		Combined		Completed				2-Acetylaminofluorene		0				FALSE		ERROR:#VALUE!		NOx: See Additional Notes: (TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. ) 
CO: See Additional Notes: (TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. ) 
VOC: See Additional Notes: (TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. ) 
SO2: See Additional Notes: (TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. ) 
PM: The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See Additional Notes: (TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. ) 
MSS: Same as normal operation BACT requirements.

		0		4		4PM		5		4-5		4		4PM		5		4-5		4		4		0		0		0		4		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0		PPCCT		31		LF		31		SMWV		CMSCS1		31		Renew only		Renew only		EAF		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse		VOC		EAF		Renew only		00		EBS		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse		PMtotal		0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0				0		SO2		0.26		0.4		0		0		0.26		0.4		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Callahan		Region 3								Kiln: Fiberglass		Material Handling: Product Transfer/Dump		Loading: Drum or Tote		Material Saws																																Kraft Pulp Mills		Step 2																2‑Chloroacetophenone		0				FALSE		ERROR:#VALUE!		PM: The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See Additional Notes: (TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. ) 
Cd: See additional notes: (TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. ) 
Cr: See additional notes: (TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. ) 
Pb: See additional notes: (TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. ) 
Mn: See additional notes: (TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. ) 
Hg: See Additional Notes: (TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. ) 
Si: See additional notes: (TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. ) 
Zn: See additional notes: (TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. ) 
MSS: Same as normal operation BACT requirements.

		0		4		4PM		-1		4--1		4		4PM		-1		4--1		4		4		0		0		0		4		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0		SMWTF		32		IDPAA		32		AAWV		CMSCS2		32		Renew only		Renew only		EAF		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse		SO2		EAF		Renew only		00		EBS		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse		PM10 total		0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0				0		PM		3.33		5.06		0		0		3.33		5.06		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Cameron		Region 15								Lehr		Material Handling: Receiving		Loading: Marine Vessel		Oven																																Lead Smelters (Primary or Secondary)		Step 3																2‑Nitropropane		0				FALSE		ERROR:#VALUE!		PM: The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See Additional Notes: (TPCO proposes to store alloy aggregate in the Alloy Aggregate Warehouse, controlled by a baghouse (EPN AABS) and vent (EPN AAWV) as BACT.) 
MSS: Same as normal operation BACT requirements.

		0		0		0NOx		0		0-0		0		0NOx		0		0-0		5		5		MPF		MPFS		Mandrel Preheat Furnace Stack		5		Remove		3		Furnace: ≤ 40 MMBtu/hr		MPFFurnace: ≤ 40 MMBtu/hr		MPFSFurnace: ≤ 40 MMBtu/hr		NOx		0		RSWTF		33		OUPCLW		33		PCLWV		UVCS1		33		Renew only		Renew only		EAF		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse		PMtotal		EAF		Renew only		00		EBS		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse		PMfront half		0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0				0		PM10		3.33		5.06		0		0		3.33		5.06		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Camp		Region 5								Material Handling: Aggregate		Material Handling: Screen		Loading: Railcar		Painting/Surface Coating (Enclosed)																																Lead-Acid Battery Manufacturing Plants		Step 4																3,3‑Dichlorobenzidene		0				FALSE		ERROR:#VALUE!		CO: See Additional Notes: (Please refer to BACT discussion in the initial permit application for a detailed discussion of various BACT practices for activities conducted within the building.) 
VOC: See Additional Notes: (Please refer to BACT discussion in the initial permit application for a detailed discussion of various BACT practices for activities conducted within the building.) 
PM: The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See Additional Notes: (Please refer to BACT discussion in the initial permit application for a detailed discussion of various BACT practices for activities conducted within the building.) 
MSS: Same as normal operation BACT requirements.

		0		0		0CO		0		0-0		0		0CO		0		0-0		5		5		0		0		0		5		0		0		0		00		00		CO		0		GWTF		34		ELPCLW		34		PCLWV		UVCS2		34		Renew only		Renew only		EAF		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse		PM10 total		EAF		Renew only		00		EBS		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse		PM10 front half		0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0				0		NOx		1.33		5.83		0		0		0		0		TRUE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		0		0								Carson		Region 1								Material Handling: Bin		MSS Activities		Loading: Truck		Painting/Surface Coating (Non-Enclosed / Outdoor)																																Lime Manufacturing Plants		Step 5																3,3‑Dimethoxybenzidine		0				FALSE		ERROR:#VALUE!		PM: The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See Additional Notes: (Please refer to BACT discussion in the initial permit application for a detailed discussion of various BACT practices for activities conducted within the building.) 
MSS: Same as normal operation BACT requirements.

		0		0		0VOC		0		0-0		0		0VOC		0		0-0		5		5		0		0		0		5		0		0		0		00		00		VOC		0		CMSCS1		35		EMPCLW		35		PCLWV		UVCS3		35		Renew only		Renew only		EAF		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse		PMfront half		EAF		Renew only		00		EBS		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse		Cd		0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0				0		CO		1.12		4.9		0		0		0		0		TRUE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		0		0								Cass		Region 5								Material Handling: Chipper		Process Vent		MSS Activities		Printing Press: Flexographic																																Magnetic Tape Coating Facilities		NA Pass																3,3'‑Dimethyl benzidine		0				FALSE		ERROR:#VALUE!		VOC: See Additional Notes: (Please refer to BACT discussion in the initial permit application for a detailed discussion of various BACT practices for activities conducted within the building.) 
PM: The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See Additional Notes: (Please refer to BACT discussion in the initial permit application for a detailed discussion of various BACT practices for activities conducted within the building.) 
MSS: Same as normal operation BACT requirements.

		0		0		0SO2		0		0-0		0		0SO2		0		0-0		5		5		0		0		0		5		0		0		0		00		00		SO2		0		CMSCS2		36		PUPCLW		36		PCLWV		UVCS4		36		Renew only		Renew only		EAF		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse		PM10 front half		EAF		Renew only		00		EBS		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse		Cr		0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0				0		VOC		0.07		0.32		0		0		0		0		TRUE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		0		0								Castro		Region 1								Material Handling: Chopper		Roads		MSS: Compressor Maintenance		Printing Press: Offset/Heatset Lithographic																																Metal Coil Surface Coating																		4,4‑Methylene bis (2‑chloroaniline)		0				FALSE		ERROR:#VALUE!		VOC: See Additional Notes: (Please refer to BACT discussion in the initial permit application for a detailed discussion of various BACT practices for activities conducted within the building.) 
MSS: Same as normal operation BACT requirements.

		0		0		0PM		0		0-0		0		0PM		0		0-0		5		5		0		0		0		5		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0		UVCS1		37		DUPCLW		37		PCLWV		VDSS		37		Renew only		Renew only		EAF		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse		Cd		EAF		Renew only		00		EBS		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse		Pb		0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0				0		SO2		0.01		0.03		0		0		0		0		TRUE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		0		0								Chambers		Region 12								Material Handling: Conveyor		Storage: Silo		MSS: Pipe, Acid		Printing Press: Offset/Non-Heatset Lithographic																																Metallic Mineral Processing Plants																		4,4'‑Methylenedianiline		0				FALSE		ERROR:#VALUE!		VOC: See Additional Notes: (Please refer to BACT discussion in the initial permit application for a detailed discussion of various BACT practices for activities conducted within the building.) 
PM: The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See Additional Notes: (Please refer to BACT discussion in the initial permit application for a detailed discussion of various BACT practices for activities conducted within the building.) 
MSS: Same as normal operation BACT requirements.

		0		0		0PM		0		0-0		0		0PM		0		0-0		5		5		0		0		0		5		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0		UVCS2		38		BCPS2		38		PCLWV		ALL		38		Renew only		Renew only		EAF		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse		Cr		EAF		Renew only		00		EBS		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse		Mn		0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0				0		PM		0.1		0.44		0		0		0		0		TRUE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		0		0								Cherokee		Region 5								Material Handling: Drop Point		Storage: Stockpile		MSS: Pipe, Fuel Gas		Printing Press: Rotogravure																																Municipal Solid Waste Landfills																		4,6‑Dinitro‑o‑ocresol		0				FALSE		ERROR:#VALUE!		PM: The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See Additional Notes: (Please refer to BACT discussion in the initial permit application for a detailed discussion of various BACT practices for activities conducted within the building.) 
MSS: Same as normal operation BACT requirements.

		5		5		5NOx		1		5-1		5		5NOx		1		5-1		6		6		QF		QFS		Quench Furnace Stack		6		Renew only		0		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		QFFurnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		QFSFurnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		NOx		0		UVCS3		39		PSGPCLW		39		PCLWV		QFS2		39		New/Modified		Renew only		EAF		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse		Pb		EAF		Renew only		00		EBS		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse		Hg		0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0				0		PM10		0.1		0.44		0		0		0		0		TRUE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		0		0								Childress		Region 1								Material Handling: Mixing		Storage Tank (1): Fixed roof with capacity < 25 Mgal or TVP < 0.50 psia		MSS: Pipe, Sour Water		Process Piping - Chemical Blending and Repackaging																																Municipal Waste Combustors																		4‑Aminobiphenyl		0				FALSE		ERROR:#VALUE!		VOC: See Additional Notes: (TPCO proposes the use of low VOC coating, high transfer efficiency application equipment, good housekeeping for spills, and storage of waste materials in closed containers as BACT. ) 
PM: The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See Additional Notes: (TPCO proposes the use of low VOC coating, high transfer efficiency application equipment, good housekeeping for spills, and storage of waste materials in closed containers as BACT. ) 
MSS: Same as normal operation BACT requirements.

		0		5		5CO		2		5-2		5		5CO		2		5-2		6		6		0		0		0		6		0		0		0		00		00		CO		0		UVCS4		40		HRL		40		HRPPWV		TFS2		40		Renew Only		Renew only		EAF		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse		Mn		RHF		Renew only		RHFFurnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		RHFS		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		NOx		0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0				0		NOx		6.85		11.89		0		0		6.85		11.89		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Clay		Region 3								Material Handling: Packaging/Bagging		Storage Tank (2): Fixed roof with capacity ≥ 25 Mgal and 0.50 psia < TVP < 11.0 psia		MSS: Pipe, Sulfur		Process Piping - Coating and Ink Manufacturing, Semiconductor, Cm/Frp																																New Residential Hydronic Heaters and Forced-Air Furnaces																		4‑Nitrobiphenyl		0				FALSE		ERROR:#VALUE!		PM: The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See Additional Notes: (Please refer to BACT discussion in the initial permit application for a detailed discussion of various BACT practices for activities conducted within the building.) 
MSS: Same as normal operation BACT requirements.

		0		5		5VOC		3		5-3		5		5VOC		3		5-3		6		6		0		0		0		6		0		0		0		00		00		VOC		0		VDSS		41		ABS1		41		HRPPWV		HTFUG		41		Renew Only		Renew only		EAF		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse		Hg		RHF		Renew only		00		RHFS		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		CO		0		0								0		0								0		CO		5.75		9.99		0		0		5.75		9.99		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Cochran		Region 2								Material Handling: Product Cleaning		Storage Tank (3): Fixed roof with TVP ≥ 11.0 psia		MSS: Pipe, VOC < 0.5 PSIa		Process Tank - Chemical Blending																																New Residential Wood Heaters																		4‑Nitrophenol		0				FALSE				PM: The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See Additional Notes: (Please refer to BACT discussion in the initial permit application for a detailed discussion of various BACT practices for activities conducted within the building.) 
MSS: Same as normal operation BACT requirements.

		0		5		5SO2		4		5-4		5		5SO2		4		5-4		6		6		0		0		0		6		0		0		0		00		00		SO2		0		ALL		42		ABS2		42		HRPPWV		PCFUG		42		Renew Only		Renew only		EAF		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse		MSS		RHF		Renew only		00		RHFS		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		VOC		0		0								0		0								0		VOC		0.38		0.65		0		0		0.38		0.65		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Coke		Region 8								Material Handling: Product Collector/Recapture		Storage Tank (4): Floating roof with TVP <11.0 psia		MSS: Pipe, VOC > 0.5 PSIa		Process Tank - Coating Manufacturing																																New Sewage Sludge Incineration Units																		Acetaldehyde		0				FALSE				PM: The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See Additional Notes: (Please refer to BACT discussion in the initial permit application for a detailed discussion of various BACT practices for activities conducted within the building.) 
MSS: Same as normal operation BACT requirements.

		0		5		5PM		5		5-5		5		5PM		5		5-5		6		6		0		0		0		6		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0		QFS2		43		BPCS1		43		HRPPWV		CS4		43		Renew Only		Renew only		RHF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		NOx		RHF		Renew only		00		RHFS		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		SO2		0		0								0		0								0		SO2		0.04		0.07		0		0		0.04		0.07		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Coleman		Region 3								Material Handling: Product Handling		Turbine: Combined Cycle, Natural Gas		MSS: Pump, Acid		Product Packaging - Coating Mfg.																																Nitric Acid Plants																		Acetamide		0				FALSE				PM: The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See Additional Notes: (Please refer to BACT discussion in the initial permit application for a detailed discussion of various BACT practices for activities conducted within the building.) 
MSS: Same as normal operation BACT requirements.

		0		5		5PM		-1		5--1		5		5PM		-1		5--1		6		6		0		0		0		6		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0		TFS2		44		OUHRW		44		HRPPWV		CS5		44		Renew Only		Renew only		RHF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		CO		RHF		Renew only		00		RHFS		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		PM		0		0								0		0								0		PM		0.52		0.9		0		0		0.52		0.9		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Collin		Region 4								Material Handling: Product Transfer/Dump		Turbine: Simple Cycle, Natural Gas		MSS: Pump, Sour Water		Sand Mill																																Nonmetallic Mineral Processing Plants																		Acetonitrile		0				FALSE				CO: See Additional Notes: (Please refer to BACT discussion in the initial permit application for a detailed discussion of various BACT practices for activities conducted within the building.) 
VOC: See Additional Notes: (Please refer to BACT discussion in the initial permit application for a detailed discussion of various BACT practices for activities conducted within the building.) 
PM: The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See Additional Notes: (Please refer to BACT discussion in the initial permit application for a detailed discussion of various BACT practices for activities conducted within the building.) 
MSS: Same as normal operation BACT requirements.

		6		6		6NOx		1		6-1		6		6NOx		1		6-1		7		7		TF		TFS		Tempering Furnace Stack		7		Renew only		0		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		TFFurnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		TFSFurnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		NOx		0		HTFUG		45		ELHRW		45		HRPPWV		CS6		45		Renew Only		Renew only		RHF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		VOC		RHF		Renew only				RHFS		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				0		0								0		0								0		PM10		0.52		0.9		0		0		0.52		0.9		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Collingsworth		Region 1								Material Handling: Raw Materials				MSS: Pump, Sulfur		Storage Silo																																Onshore Natural Gas Processing Plants (VOC only)																		Acetophenone		0				FALSE				PM: The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See Additional Notes: (Please refer to BACT discussion in the initial permit application for a detailed discussion of various BACT practices for activities conducted within the building.) 
Cr: See additional notes: (Please refer to BACT discussion in the initial permit application for a detailed discussion of various BACT practices for activities conducted within the building.) 
Cr VI: See additional notes: (Please refer to BACT discussion in the initial permit application for a detailed discussion of various BACT practices for activities conducted within the building.) 
Mn: See additional notes: (Please refer to BACT discussion in the initial permit application for a detailed discussion of various BACT practices for activities conducted within the building.) 
MSS: Same as normal operation BACT requirements.

		0		6		6CO		2		6-2		6		6CO		2		6-2		7		7		0		0		0		7		0		0		0		00		00		CO		0		PCFUG		46		EMHRW		46		HRPPWV		PHOS1		46		Renew Only		Renew only		RHF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		SO2		RHF		Renew only				RHFS		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				0		0								0		0								0		NOx		5.71		9.51		0		0		5.71		9.51		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Colorado		Region 12								Material Handling: Receiving				MSS: Pump, VOC < 0.5 PSIa		Storage Tank: Capacity > 1000 Gallons and < 25,000 gal or > 1000 Gallons and TVP < 0.50 PSIa																																Petroleum Dry Cleaners																		Acrolein		0				FALSE				VOC: See Additional Notes: (Please refer to BACT discussion in the initial permit application for a detailed discussion of various BACT practices for activities conducted within the building.) 
PM: The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See Additional Notes: (Please refer to BACT discussion in the initial permit application for a detailed discussion of various BACT practices for activities conducted within the building.) 
MSS: Same as normal operation BACT requirements.

		0		6		6VOC		3		6-3		6		6VOC		3		6-3		7		7		0		0		0		7		0		0		0		00		00		VOC		0		CS4		47		PUHRW		47		HRPPWV		PHOS2		47		Renew Only		Renew only		RHF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		PM		RHF		Renew only				RHFS		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				0		0								0		0								0		CO		4.79		7.99		0		0		4.79		7.99		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Comal		Region 13								Material Handling: Sand				MSS: Pump, VOC > 0.5 PSIa		Storage Tank: Capacity ≤ 1000 Gallons																																Petroleum Refineries																		Acrylamide		0				FALSE				VOC: See Additional Notes: (Please refer to BACT discussion in the initial permit application for a detailed discussion of various BACT practices for activities conducted within the building.) 
MSS: Same as normal operation BACT requirements.

		0		6		6SO2		4		6-4		6		6SO2		4		6-4		7		7		0		0		0		7		0		0		0		00		00		SO2		0		CS5		48		DUHRW		48		HRPPWV		WW		48		Renew Only		Renew only		RHF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				RHF		Renew only				RHFS		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				0		0								0		0								0		VOC		0.31		0.52		0		0		0.31		0.52		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Comanche		Region 3								Material Handling: Sanding				MSS: Valve, Sour Water		Storage Tank: Capacity ≥ 25,000 gal and 0.50 PSIa < TVP < 11.0 PSIa																																Phosphate Fertilizer Industry																		Acrylic acid		0				FALSE				VOC: See Additional Notes: (Please refer to BACT discussion in the initial permit application for a detailed discussion of various BACT practices for activities conducted within the building.) 
PM: The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See Additional Notes: (Please refer to BACT discussion in the initial permit application for a detailed discussion of various BACT practices for activities conducted within the building.) 
MSS: Same as normal operation BACT requirements.

		0		6		6PM		5		6-5		6		6PM		5		6-5		7		7		0		0		0		7		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0		CS6		49		ABS3		49		HRPPWV		WTFPR		49		Renew Only		Renew only		RHF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				RHF		Renew only				RHFS		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				0		0								0		0								0		SO2		0.03		0.06		0		0		0.03		0.06		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Concho		Region 8								Material Handling: Saw				MSS: Valve, Sulfur		Storage Tank: Capacity ≥ 25,000 gal and TVP ≥ 11.0 PSIa																																Phosphate Rock Plants																		Acrylonitrile		0				FALSE				PM: The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See Additional Notes: (Please refer to BACT discussion in the initial permit application for a detailed discussion of various BACT practices for activities conducted within the building.) 
MSS: Same as normal operation BACT requirements.

		0		6		6PM		-1		6--1		6		6PM		-1		6--1		7		7		0		0		0		7		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0		PHOS1		50		PSGHRPPWV		50		HRPPWV				50		New/modified		Renew only		RHF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				RHF		Renew only				RHFS		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				0		0								0		0								0		PM		0.43		0.72		0		0		0.43		0.72		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Cooke		Region 4								Material Handling: Treatment				MSS: Valve, VOC < 0.5 PSIa		Trimming/Hole Punching																																Polymer Manufacturing Industry (VOC only)																		Allyl chloride		0				FALSE				VOC: See Additional Notes: (TPCO proposes the use of low VOC coating, high transfer efficiency application equipment, good housekeeping for spills, and storage of waste materials in closed containers as BACT. ) 
PM: The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See Additional Notes: (TPCO proposes the use of low VOC coating, high transfer efficiency application equipment, good housekeeping for spills, and storage of waste materials in closed containers as BACT. ) 
MSS: Same as normal operation BACT requirements.

		7		7		7NOx		1		7-1		7		7NOx		1		7-1		8		8		VDB		VDBS		VD Boiler Stack		8		Renew only		0		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		VDBFurnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		VDBSFurnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		NOx		0		PHOS2		51		HTR1		51		HRPPWV				51		New/modified		Renew only		RHF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				RHF		Renew only				RHFS		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				0		0								0		0								0		PM10		0.43		0.72		0		0		0.43		0.72		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Coryell		Region 9								Metal Spraying				MSS: Valve, VOC > 0.5 PSIa																																		Polymeric Coating of Supporting Substrates Facilities																		Aniline		0				FALSE				CO: See Additional Notes: (TPCO proposes proper maintenance procedures and operating the unit within the building as BACT.) 
VOC: See Additional Notes: (TPCO proposes proper maintenance procedures and operating the unit within the building as BACT.) 
PM: The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See Additional Notes: (TPCO proposes proper maintenance procedures and operating the unit within the building as BACT.) 
SO2: See Additional Notes: (TPCO proposes proper maintenance procedures and operating the unit within the building as BACT.) 
NOx: See Additional Notes: (TPCO proposes proper maintenance procedures and operating the unit within the building as BACT.) 
MSS: Same as normal operation BACT requirements.

		0		7		7CO		2		7-2		7		7CO		2		7-2		8		8		0		0		0		8		0		0		0		00		00		CO		0		WW		52		HTR2		52		HRPPWV				52		New/modified		Renew only		RHF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				RHF		Renew only				RHFS		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				0		0								0		0								0		NOx		4.01		7.58		0		0		4.01		7.58		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Cottle		Region 3								Metalizing				Petroleum Coke Storage and Transfer - Delayed Cokers																																		Portland Cement Plants																		Antimony		0				FALSE				CO: See Additional Notes: (TPCO proposes proper maintenance procedures and operating the unit within the building as BACT.) 
VOC: See Additional Notes: (TPCO proposes proper maintenance procedures and operating the unit within the building as BACT.) 
PM: The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See Additional Notes: (TPCO proposes proper maintenance procedures and operating the unit within the building as BACT.) 
SO2: See Additional Notes: (TPCO proposes proper maintenance procedures and operating the unit within the building as BACT.) 
NOx: See Additional Notes: (TPCO proposes proper maintenance procedures and operating the unit within the building as BACT.) 
MSS: Same as normal operation BACT requirements.

		0		7		7VOC		3		7-3		7		7VOC		3		7-3		8		8		0		0		0		8		0		0		0		00		00		VOC		0		WTFPR		53		ODPSS1		53		ODPSS1				53		Renew only		Renew only		RHF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				QF		Renew only		QFFurnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		QFS		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		NOx		0		0								0		0								0		CO		3.37		6.37		0		0		3.37		6.37		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Crane		Region 7								Mixer				Polyethylene Facilities																																		Pressure Sensitive Tape and Label Surface Coating Operations																		Aroclors		0				FALSE				PM: The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. Concrete:
Truck drop 99% reduction or 0.01 gr/dscf, suction shroud, minimum 4000 acfm

Rock/aggregate:
70% reduction, typically water sprays 
MSS: Best management practices (conducting system maintenance in a manner which minimizes emissions) employed during handling system maintenance. No bypassing of controls. Suction shroud should be in good repair with minimum flow rate.

		0		7		7SO2		4		7-4		7		7SO2		4		7-4		8		8		0		0		0		8		0		0		0		00		00		SO2		0				54		ODPSS2		54		ODPSS2				54		Renew only		Renew only		RHF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				QF		Renew only		00		QFS		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		CO		0		0								0		0								0		VOC		0.22		0.42		0		0		0.22		0.42		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Crockett		Region 8								MSS Activities				Polypropylene Unit																																		Primary Aluminum Reduction Plants																		Arsenic		0				FALSE				PM: The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. Concrete:
Truck drop 99% reduction or 0.01 gr/dscf, suction shroud, minimum 4000 acfm

Rock/aggregate:
70% reduction, typically water sprays 
MSS: Best management practices (conducting system maintenance in a manner which minimizes emissions) employed during handling system maintenance. No bypassing of controls. Suction shroud should be in good repair with minimum flow rate.

		0		7		7PM		5		7-5		7		7PM		5		7-5		8		8		0		0		0		8		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0				55		ODPSR1		55		ODPSR1				55		Renew only		Renew only		RHF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				QF		Renew only		00		QFS		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		VOC		0		0								0		0								0		SO2		0.02		0.05		0		0		0.02		0.05		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Crosby		Region 2								Oriented Strandboard Mill: Debarker				Process Vent																																		Primary Copper Smelters																		Arsine		0				FALSE				PM: The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. Concrete:
Truck drop 99% reduction or 0.01 gr/dscf, suction shroud, minimum 4000 acfm

Rock/aggregate:
70% reduction, typically water sprays 
MSS: Best management practices (conducting system maintenance in a manner which minimizes emissions) employed during handling system maintenance. No bypassing of controls. Suction shroud should be in good repair with minimum flow rate.

		0		7		7PM		-1		7--1		7		7PM		-1		7--1		8		8		0		0		0		8		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0				56		ODPS1		56		ODPS1				56		Renew only		Renew only		RHF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		MSS		QF		Renew only		00		QFS		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		SO2		0		0								0		0								0		PM		0.3		0.58		0		0		0.3		0.58		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Culberson		Region 6								Oriented Strandboard Mill: Press				SRU: Natural Gas Processing Plant																																		Primary Zinc Smelters																		Asbestos		0				FALSE				PM: The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. Concrete:
Truck drop 99% reduction or 0.01 gr/dscf, suction shroud, minimum 4000 acfm

Rock/aggregate:
70% reduction, typically water sprays 
MSS: Best management practices (conducting system maintenance in a manner which minimizes emissions) employed during handling system maintenance. No bypassing of controls. Suction shroud should be in good repair with minimum flow rate.

		8		8		8PM		1		8-1		8		8PM		1		8-1		9		9		RG		SMWV		Round Grinding		9		Renew only		4		Fugitives: Building		RGFugitives: Building		SMWVFugitives: Building		PM		0				57		ODPSR2		57		ODPSR2				57		Renew only		Renew only		QF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		NOx		QF		Renew only		00		QFS		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		PM		0		0								0		0								0		PM10		0.3		0.58		0		0		0.3		0.58		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Dallam		Region 1								Oriented Strandboard Mill: Trim Process				SRU: Refinery																																		Rubber Tire Manufacturing Industry																		Aziridine		0				FALSE				PM: The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. Concrete:
Truck drop 99% reduction or 0.01 gr/dscf, suction shroud, minimum 4000 acfm

Rock/aggregate:
70% reduction, typically water sprays 
MSS: Best management practices (conducting system maintenance in a manner which minimizes emissions) employed during handling system maintenance. No bypassing of controls. Suction shroud should be in good repair with minimum flow rate.

		0		8		8PM		-1		8--1		8		8PM		-1		8--1		9		9		0		0		0		9		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0				58		ODPS2		58		ODPS2				58		Renew only		Renew only		QF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		CO		QF		Renew only				QFS		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				0		0								0		0								0		PM		0.00000026		0.000001		0		0		0.00000026		0.000001		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Dallas		Region 4								Oven				Storage Tank (1): Fixed roof with capacity < 25,000 gal or TVP < 0.50 psia																																		Secondary Brass and Bronze Production Plants																		Baygon		0				FALSE				PM: The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. Concrete:
Truck drop 99% reduction or 0.01 gr/dscf, suction shroud, minimum 4000 acfm

Rock/aggregate:
70% reduction, typically water sprays 
MSS: Best management practices (conducting system maintenance in a manner which minimizes emissions) employed during handling system maintenance. No bypassing of controls. Suction shroud should be in good repair with minimum flow rate.

		0		9		9PM		1		9-1		9		9PM		1		9-1		10		0		TCR		SMWV		Torch Cutting Removal		10		Renew only		0		Fugitives: Building		TCRFugitives: Building		SMWVFugitives: Building		PM		0				59		ODPSR3		59		ODPSR3				59		Renew only		Renew only		QF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		VOC		QF		Renew only				QFS		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				0		0								0		0								0		PM10		0.00000026		0.000001		0		0		0.00000026		0.000001		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Dawson		Region 7								Process Vent				Storage Tank (2): Fixed roof with capacity ≥ 25,000 gal and 0.50 psia < TVP < 11.0 psia																																		Sewage Treatment Plants																		Benzene		0				FALSE				PM: The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. Concrete:
Truck drop 99% reduction or 0.01 gr/dscf, suction shroud, minimum 4000 acfm

Rock/aggregate:
70% reduction, typically water sprays 
MSS: Best management practices (conducting system maintenance in a manner which minimizes emissions) employed during handling system maintenance. No bypassing of controls. Suction shroud should be in good repair with minimum flow rate.

		0		9		9PM		-1		9--1		9		9PM		-1		9--1		10		0		0		0		0		10		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0				60		ODPS3		60		ODPS3				60		Renew only		Renew only		QF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		SO2		QF		Renew only				QFS		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				0		0								0		0								0		PM		0.0000001		0.0000006		0		0		0.0000001		0.0000006		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Deaf Smith		Region 1								Process: Blending				Storage Tank (3): Fixed roof with TVP ≥ 11.0 psia																																		SO2 Emissions From Onshore Natural Gas Processing																		Benzidine		0				FALSE				PM: The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. Concrete:
Truck drop 99% reduction or 0.01 gr/dscf, suction shroud, minimum 4000 acfm

Rock/aggregate:
70% reduction, typically water sprays 
MSS: Best management practices (conducting system maintenance in a manner which minimizes emissions) employed during handling system maintenance. No bypassing of controls. Suction shroud should be in good repair with minimum flow rate.

		0		10		10PM		1		10-1		10		10PM		1		10-1		11		0		IDPSS		SMWV		Indoor Drop Points, Scrap Steel		11		Renew only		0		Fugitives: Building		IDPSSFugitives: Building		SMWVFugitives: Building		PM		0				61		OSPSS		61		OSPSS				61		Renew only		Renew only		QF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		PM		QF		Renew only				QFS		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				0		0								0		0								0		PM10		0.0000001		0.0000006		0		0		0.0000001		0.0000006		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Delta		Region 5								Process: Casting				Storage Tank (4): Floating roof with TVP <11.0 psia																																		Stationary Combustion Turbines																		Benzotrichloride		0				FALSE				PM: The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. All:
70% reduction, typically achieved with water spray systems. Specify if different.

Rock crusher:
No visible emissions shall leave the property. Visible emissions shall be determined by a standard of no visible emissions exceeding 30 seconds in duration in any six-minute period as determined using EPA TM 22 or equivalent. (Scrap steel consists of larger materials that are not likely to generate significant dust emissions.) 
MSS: No downtime since water sprays at transfer points and on stockpiles should be functioning prior to the start of operation.

		0		10		10PM		-1		10--1		10		10PM		-1		10--1		11		0		0		0		0		11		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0				62		OSPFST		62		OSPFST				62		Renew only		Renew only		QF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				QF		Renew only				QFS		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				0		0								0		0								0		PM		0.0002902318		0.0009674101		0		0		0.0002902318		0.0009674101		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Denton		Region 4								Rendering: Boilers				Storage: Silo																																		Stationary Compression Ignition Internal Combustion Engines																		Benzyl chloride		0				FALSE				PM: The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. All:
70% reduction, typically achieved with water spray systems. Specify if different.

Rock crusher:
No visible emissions shall leave the property. Visible emissions shall be determined by a standard of no visible emissions exceeding 30 seconds in duration in any six-minute period as determined using EPA TM 22 or equivalent. (Material not likely to generate significant dust emissions.) 
MSS: No downtime since water sprays at transfer points and on stockpiles should be functioning prior to the start of operation.

		0		11		11PM		1		11-1		11		11PM		1		11-1		12		0		IDPSR1		SMWV		Indoor Drop Point, spent refractory and other waste storage pile-1		12		Renew only		0		Fugitives: Building		IDPSR1Fugitives: Building		SMWVFugitives: Building		PM		0				63		OSPS1		63		OSPS1				63		Renew only		Renew only		QF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				QF		Renew only				QFS		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				0		0								0		0								0		PM10		0.0001372718		0.0004575588		0		0		0.0001372718		0.0004575588		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								DeWitt		Region 14								Rendering: High- Intensity Odors from Cookers and Pressers				Turbine: Combined Cycle, Natural Gas																																		Stationary Gas Turbines																		Beryllium		0				FALSE				PM: The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. All:
70% reduction, typically achieved with water spray systems. Specify if different.

Rock crusher:
No visible emissions shall leave the property. Visible emissions shall be determined by a standard of no visible emissions exceeding 30 seconds in duration in any six-minute period as determined using EPA TM 22 or equivalent. (Water spray system.) 
MSS: No downtime since water sprays at transfer points and on stockpiles should be functioning prior to the start of operation.

		0		11		11PM		-1		11--1		11		11PM		-1		11--1		12		0		0		0		0		12		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0				64		OSPSR1		64		OSPSR1				64		Renew only		Renew only		QF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				QF		Renew only				QFS		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				0		0								0		0								0		PM		0.0000430038		0.0001619927		0		0		0.0000430038		0.0001619927		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Dickens		Region 2								Rendering: Meal Storage Silo				Turbine: Simple Cycle, Natural Gas																																		Stationary Spark Ignition Internal Combustion Engines																		beta‑Propiolactone		0				FALSE				PM: The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. All:
70% reduction, typically achieved with water spray systems. Specify if different.

Rock crusher:
No visible emissions shall leave the property. Visible emissions shall be determined by a standard of no visible emissions exceeding 30 seconds in duration in any six-minute period as determined using EPA TM 22 or equivalent. (Water spray system.) 
MSS: No downtime since water sprays at transfer points and on stockpiles should be functioning prior to the start of operation.

		0		12		12PM		1		12-1		12		12PM		1		12-1		13		0		IDPS1		SMWV		Indoor Drop Point, slag-1		13		Renew only		0		Fugitives: Building		IDPS1Fugitives: Building		SMWVFugitives: Building		PM		0				65		OSPS2		65		OSPS2				65		Renew only		Renew only		QF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				QF		Renew only				QFS		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				0		0								0		0								0		PM10		0.0000203396		0.0000766182		0		0		0.0000203396		0.0000766182		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Dimmit		Region 16								Roads				Wastewater Facilities																																		Steel Plants: Argon-Oxygen Decarburization Vessels																		Biphenyl		0				FALSE				PM: The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. All:
70% reduction, typically achieved with water spray systems. Specify if different.

Rock crusher:
No visible emissions shall leave the property. Visible emissions shall be determined by a standard of no visible emissions exceeding 30 seconds in duration in any six-minute period as determined using EPA TM 22 or equivalent. (Water spray system.) 
MSS: No downtime since water sprays at transfer points and on stockpiles should be functioning prior to the start of operation.

		0		12		12PM		-1		12--1		12		12PM		-1		12--1		13		0		0		0		0		13		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0				66		OSPSR2		66		OSPSR2				66		Renew only		Renew only		QF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				TF		Renew only		TFFurnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		TFS		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		NOx		0		0								0		0								0		PM		0.0000477481		0.0001485889		0		0		0.0000477481		0.0001485889		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Donley		Region 1								Rock Crusher Work Area																																						Steel Plants: Electric Arc Furnaces																		Bis (2‑ethylhexyl) phthalate		0				FALSE				PM: The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. All:
70% reduction, typically achieved with water spray systems. Specify if different.

Rock crusher:
No visible emissions shall leave the property. Visible emissions shall be determined by a standard of no visible emissions exceeding 30 seconds in duration in any six-minute period as determined using EPA TM 22 or equivalent. (Water spray system.) 
MSS: No downtime since water sprays at transfer points and on stockpiles should be functioning prior to the start of operation.

		0		13		13PM		1		13-1		13		13PM		1		13-1		14		0		IDPSR2		SMWV		Indoor Drop Point, spent refractory and other waste storage pile-2		14		Renew only		0		Fugitives: Building		IDPSR2Fugitives: Building		SMWVFugitives: Building		PM		0				67		N6CCT		67		N6CCT				67		Renew only		Renew only		QF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				TF		Renew only		00		TFS		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		CO		0		0								0		0								0		PM10		0.0000225835		0.0000702785		0		0		0.0000225835		0.0000702785		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Duval		Region 16								Sand Mill																																						Storage Vessels for Petroleum Liquids																		Bis (chloromethyl) ether		0				FALSE				PM: The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. Drift < 0.001% achieved by drift eliminators 
MSS: Same as normal operation BACT requirements.

		0		13		13PM		-1		13--1		13		13PM		-1		13--1		14		0		0		0		0		14		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0				68		N7CCT		68		N7CCT				68		Renew only		Renew only		QF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				TF		Renew only		00		TFS		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		VOC		0		0								0		0								0		PM		0.0004835734		0.0003266942		0		0		0.0004835734		0.0003266942		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Eastland		Region 3								Saturator																																						Sulfuric Acid Plants																		Bromoform		0				FALSE				PM: The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. Drift < 0.001% achieved by drift eliminators 
MSS: Same as normal operation BACT requirements.

		0		14		14PM		1		14-1		14		14PM		1		14-1		15		0		IDPS2		SMWV		Indoor Drop Point, slag-2		15		Renew only		0		Fugitives: Building		IDPS2Fugitives: Building		SMWVFugitives: Building		PM		0				69		PPCCT		69		PPCCT				69		Renew only		Renew only		QF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				TF		Renew only		00		TFS		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		SO2		0		0								0		0								0		PM10		0.0002287172		0.0001545175		0		0		0.0002287172		0.0001545175		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Ector		Region 7								Screen																																						Sulfuric Acid Production Units																		Bromomethane		0				FALSE				PM: The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. Drift < 0.001% achieved by drift eliminators 
MSS: Same as normal operation BACT requirements.

		0		14		14PM		-1		14--1		14		14PM		-1		14--1		15		0		0		0		0		15		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0				70		SMWTF		70		SMWTF				70		Renew only		Renew only		QF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		MSS		TF		Renew only		00		TFS		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		PM		0		0								0		0								0		PM		0.0003870343		0.0012456373		0		0		0.0003870343		0.0012456373		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Edwards		Region 13								Separator/Sorter																																						Surface Coating of Metal Furniture																		Cadmium		0				FALSE				VOC: See additional notes: (Water treatment facilities will utilize best management practices and are expected to be insignificant sources of emissions.) 
PM: The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See additional notes: (Water treatment facilities will utilize best management practices and are expected to be insignificant sources of emissions.) 
MSS: See additional notes: (Water treatment facilities will utilize best management practices and are expected to be insignificant sources of emissions.)

		0		15		15PM		1		15-1		15		15PM		1		15-1		16		0		IDPSR3		SMWV		Indoor Drop Point, spent refractory and other waste storage pile-3		16		Renew only		0		Fugitives: Building		IDPSR3Fugitives: Building		SMWVFugitives: Building		PM		0				71		CMSC		71		CMSCS1				71		Renew only		Renew only		TF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		NOx		TF		Renew only				TFS		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				0		0								0		0								0		PM10		0.0001830567		0.0005891528		0		0		0.0001830567		0.0005891528		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Ellis		Region 4								Sterilization Unit																																						Synthetic Fiber Production Facilities																		Calcium cyanamide		0				FALSE				NOx: See Additional Notes: (TPCO proposes good process operation as BACT.) 
CO: See Additional Notes: (TPCO proposes good process operation as BACT.) 
VOC: Non-halogenated VOCs:
flare, any oxidizer, adsorber, absorber/scrubber, etc. Specify technique. Must meet that control device's approved efficiency.

Halogenated VOC:
Thermal oxidation followed by absorber/scrubber or carbon adsorption. Specify technique. Must meet that control device's approved efficiency. (TPCO proposes good process operation as BACT.) 
PM: The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. 99% reduction or outlet grain loading of 0.01 gr/dscf, typically achieved with fabric filters. Specify technique. (TPCO proposes good process operation as BACT.) 
Pb: See additional notes: (TPCO proposes good process operation as BACT.) 
MSS: Same as normal operation BACT requirements. Fabric filters should be in good repair with an acceptable pressure drop prior to the start of operation.
Removal of spent filters in such a manner to minimize PM emissions and placing the spent filters in sealable bags or other sealable containers prior to removal from the site. Bags or containers shall be kept closed at all times except when adding spent filters.

		0		15		15PM		-1		15--1		15		15PM		-1		15--1		16		0		0		0		0		16		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0				72		UVCS1		72		UVCS1				72		Renew only		Renew only		TF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		CO		TF		Renew only				TFS		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				0		0								0		0								0		PM		0.0000447591		0.0001975674		0		0		0.0000447591		0.0001975674		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								El Paso		Region 6								Storage: Anhydrous Ammonia																																						Synthetic Organic Chemicals Manufacturing Industry (VOC only)																		Captan		0				FALSE				VOC: See additional notes: (TPCO proposes the use of UV coating, high transfer efficiency application equipment, good housekeeping for spills, and storage of waste materials in closed containers as BACT.) 
PM: The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See additional notes: (TPCO proposes the use of UV coating and high transfer efficiency application equipment as BACT.) 
MSS: See additional notes: (Capture of application equipment cleaning solvents.)

		0		16		16PM		1		16-1		16		16PM		1		16-1		17		0		ISPSS		SMWV		Indoor Storage Pile, Scrap steel		17		Renew only		0		Fugitives: Building		ISPSSFugitives: Building		SMWVFugitives: Building		PM		0				73		UVCS2		73		UVCS2				73		Renew only		Renew only		TF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		VOC		TF		Renew only				TFS		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				0		0								0		0								0		PM10		0.0000211698		0.000093444		0		0		0.0000211698		0.000093444		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Erath		Region 4								Storage: Silo																																						Volatile Organic Liquid Storage Vessels																		Carbaryl		0				FALSE				VOC: See additional notes: (TPCO proposes the use of UV coating, high transfer efficiency application equipment, good housekeeping for spills, and storage of waste materials in closed containers as BACT.) 
PM: The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See additional notes: (TPCO proposes the use of UV coating and high transfer efficiency application equipment as BACT.) 
MSS: See additional notes: (Capture of application equipment cleaning solvents.)

		0		16		16PM		-1		16--1		16		16PM		-1		16--1		17		0		0		0		0		17		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0				74		UVCS3		74		UVCS3				74		Renew only		Renew only		TF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		SO2		TF		Renew only				TFS		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				0		0								0		0								0		PM		0.00042		0.002		0		0		0.00042		0.002		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Falls		Region 9								Storage: Stockpile																																						Wool Fiberglass Insulation Manufacturing Plants																		Carbon disulfide		0				FALSE				VOC: See additional notes: (TPCO proposes the use of UV coating, high transfer efficiency application equipment, good housekeeping for spills, and storage of waste materials in closed containers as BACT.) 
PM: The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See additional notes: (TPCO proposes the use of UV coating and high transfer efficiency application equipment as BACT.) 
MSS: See additional notes: (Capture of application equipment cleaning solvents.)

		0		17		17PM		1		17-1		17		17PM		1		17-1		18		0		ISPS		SMWV		Indoor Storage Pile, Slag (if slag is dumped in workshop)		18		Renew only		0		Fugitives: Building		ISPSFugitives: Building		SMWVFugitives: Building		PM		0				75		UVCS4		75		UVCS4				75		New/Modified		Renew only		TF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		PM		TF		Renew only				TFS		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				0		0								0		0								0		PM10		0.00021		0.001		0		0		0.00021		0.001		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Fannin		Region 4								Storage: Tank: Chrome																																																								Carbon tetrachloride		0				FALSE				VOC: See additional notes: (TPCO proposes the use of water based coating, high transfer efficiency application equipment, good housekeeping for spills, and storage of waste materials in closed containers as BACT. Coating booth achieves 85% control efficiency. ) 
PM: The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See additional notes: (TPCO proposes the use of water based coating and high transfer efficiency application equipment as BACT.Coating booth achieves 85% control efficiency. ) 
MSS: See additional notes: (Capture of application equipment cleaning solvents.)

		0		17		17PM		-1		17--1		17		17PM		-1		17--1		18		0		0		0		0		18		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0				76		VD		76		VDSS				76		Renew only		Renew only		TF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				TF		Renew only				TFS		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				0		0								0		0								0		PM		0.0000055		0.000024		0		0		0.0000055		0.000024		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Fayette		Region 11								Wastewater: Lagoon/Pond																																																								Carbonyl sulfide		0				FALSE				NOx: See Additional Notes: (0.005 lb/ton steel; TPCO proposes to use good process operation.) 
CO: See Additional Notes: (0.2 lb/ton steel; Emission factors ranging from 0.005-0.2773 lb/ton steel have been approveed as BACT for the control of CO emissions from vacuum degassers.TPCO proposes to use good process operation.) 
VOC: Non-halogenated VOCs:
flare, any oxidizer, adsorber, absorber/scrubber, etc. Specify technique. Must meet that control device's approved efficiency.

Halogenated VOC:
Thermal oxidation followed by absorber/scrubber or carbon adsorption. Specify technique. Must meet that control device's approved efficiency. (0.0006 lb/ton steel; TPCO proposes to use good process operation.) 
SO2: See Additional Notes: (0.0001 lb/ton steel; TPCO proposes to use good process operation.) 
PM: The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. 99% reduction or outlet grain loading of 0.01 gr/dscf, typically achieved with fabric filters. Specify technique. (0.002 lb/ton steel; Emission factors ranging from 0.0008-0.0144 lb/ton steel have been approveed as BACT for the control of PM emissions from vacuum degassers.TPCO proposes to use good process operation.) 
MSS: Same as normal operation BACT requirements. Fabric filters should be in good repair with an acceptable pressure drop prior to the start of operation.
Removal of spent filters in such a manner to minimize PM emissions and placing the spent filters in sealable bags or other sealable containers prior to removal from the site. Bags or containers shall be kept closed at all times except when adding spent filters.

		0		18		18PM		1		18-1		18		18PM		1		18-1		19		0		ISPSR1		SMWV		Indoor Storage Pile, Spent refractory and other waste-1		19		Renew only		0		Fugitives: Building		ISPSR1Fugitives: Building		SMWVFugitives: Building		PM		0				77		ALL		77		ALL				77		Renew only		Renew only		TF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				TF		Renew only				TFS		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				0		0								0		0								0		PM10		0.00000275		0.000012		0		0		0.00000275		0.000012		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Fisher		Region 3								Zinc Kettle																																																								Catechol		0				FALSE				HAPS: See additional notes: (See unit specific controls.) 
MSS: See additional notes: (See unit specific controls.)

		0		18		18PM		-1		18--1		18		18PM		-1		18--1		19		0		0		0		0		19		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0				78		QFS2		78		QFS2				78		Consolidate		Renew only		TF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				TF		Renew only				TFS		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				0		0								0		0								0		PM		0.000008		0.000035		0		0		0.000008		0.000035		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Floyd		Region 2																																																																Chloramben		0				FALSE				NOx: All:
Firing pipeline quality natural gas and good combustion practices. Specify if firing a different fuel. Burners with the best NOx performance given the burner configuration and gaseous fuel used. Specify the proposed emission rate (performance is an annual average) and provide justification if NOx>0.01 lb/MMBtu. Cost data must be submitted for SCR if firing rate is > 300 MMBtu/hr and burner is >0.01 lb/MMBtu. CEMS required for 100 MMBtu/hr or greater.

Glass:
Performance level of 1.4 lb/NOx/ton of glass produced.

Billet reheat:
0.01 lb NOX/MMBtu, typically achieved by firing natural gas or LPG fuel and/or low NOX burners. Specify technique. Good combustion practices. 

Electric arc:
Emission capture system meets ACGIH design. Canopy hood capture of at least 95%. Direct evacuation or fourth hole capture efficiency of at least 99%. Outlet grain loading ≤ 0.0032 gr/dscf front half PM catch; and ≤ 0.0052 gr/dscf for total PM catch. Maximum of 3% opacity at stack, 6% at building. (0.0980 lb/MMBtu; NOx emission factors ranging from 0.064 lb/MMBtu to 0.64 lb/MMBtu have been approved as BACT for the control of NOx emissions from rolling mill furnaces. TPCO proposes to use good combustion practices.  ) 
CO: Good combustion practices. 50 ppmv corrected to 3% O2. (Good combustion practice and combustion of natural gas. 0.0824 lb/MMBtu) 
SO2: All:
Firing pipeline quality natural gas and good combustion practices. Specify if firing a different fuel. 

Glass:
85% reduction or a performance level of 172 lbs. SO2/ton of glass produced

Electric arc:
0.24 lbs. SO2/ton steel (Combustion of natural gas and good combustion practices.) 
VOC: All: Firing pipeline quality natural gas and good combustion practices. Specify if firing a different fuel.

Electric arc:
0.35 lbs./ton steel, typically achieved with melted scrap management program. Specify technique. (Combustion of natural gas and good combustion practices.) 
PM: The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. Glass:
Performance level of 1.0 lb PM/ton of glass produced (total PM, including front and back half catch)

Iron/steel metallurgy:
98% reduction, outlet grain loading ≤ 0.0052 gr/dscf if EAF filter and ≤ 0.01 gr/dscf if not EAF filter. Specify technique and numeric value. Maximum of 6% building opacity.

Billet reheat:
Good combustion practices. Maximum of 3% opacity at stack.

Electric arc:
Emission capture system meets ACGIH design. Canopy hood capture of at least 95%. Direct evacuation or fourth hole capture efficiency of at least 99%. Outlet grain loading ≤ 0.0032 gr/dscf front half PM catch; and ≤ 0.0052 gr/dscf for total PM catch. Maximum of 3% opacity at stack, 6% at building.
 (Combustion of natural gas and good combustion practices.) 
HAPS: See additional notes: (Combustion of natural gas and good combustion practices.) 
MSS: No additional controls required for MSS operations beyond normal operation BACT requirements. No bypassing of controls. Fabric filters should be in good repair with an acceptable pressure drop prior to the start of operation.

Removal of spent filters in such a manner to minimize PM emissions and placing the spent filters in sealable bags or other sealable containers prior to removal from the site. Bags or containers shall be kept closed at all times except when adding spent filters.

Glass:
Limit control device bypass to 144 hours per year for planned maintenance. Uncontrolled emissions must have acceptable impacts.

		0		19		19PM		1		19-1		19		19PM		1		19-1		20		0		ISPSR2		SMWV		Indoor Storage Pile, Spent refractory and other waste-2		20		Renew only		0		Fugitives: Building		ISPSR2Fugitives: Building		SMWVFugitives: Building		PM		0				79		TFS2		79		TFS2				79		Consolidate		Renew only		TF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				VDB		Renew only		VDBFurnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		VDBS		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		NOx		0		0								0		0								0		PM10		0.000004		0.0000175		0		0		0.000004		0.0000175		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Foard		Region 3																																																																Chlordane		0				FALSE				NOx: All:
Firing pipeline quality natural gas and good combustion practices. Specify if firing a different fuel. Burners with the best NOx performance given the burner configuration and gaseous fuel used. Specify the proposed emission rate (performance is an annual average) and provide justification if NOx>0.01 lb/MMBtu. Cost data must be submitted for SCR if firing rate is > 300 MMBtu/hr and burner is >0.01 lb/MMBtu. CEMS required for 100 MMBtu/hr or greater.

Glass:
Performance level of 1.4 lb/NOx/ton of glass produced.

Billet reheat:
0.01 lb NOX/MMBtu, typically achieved by firing natural gas or LPG fuel and/or low NOX burners. Specify technique. Good combustion practices. 

Electric arc:
Emission capture system meets ACGIH design. Canopy hood capture of at least 95%. Direct evacuation or fourth hole capture efficiency of at least 99%. Outlet grain loading ≤ 0.0032 gr/dscf front half PM catch; and ≤ 0.0052 gr/dscf for total PM catch. Maximum of 3% opacity at stack, 6% at building. (0.0980 lb/MMBtu; NOx emission factors ranging from 0.064 lb/MMBtu to 0.64 lb/MMBtu have been approved as BACT for the control of NOx emissions from rolling mill furnaces. TPCO proposes to use good combustion practices.  ) 
CO: Good combustion practices. 50 ppmv corrected to 3% O2. (Good combustion practice and combustion of natural gas. 0.0824 lb/MMBtu) 
SO2: All:
Firing pipeline quality natural gas and good combustion practices. Specify if firing a different fuel. 

Glass:
85% reduction or a performance level of 172 lbs. SO2/ton of glass produced

Electric arc:
0.24 lbs. SO2/ton steel (Combustion of natural gas and good combustion practices.) 
VOC: All: Firing pipeline quality natural gas and good combustion practices. Specify if firing a different fuel.

Electric arc:
0.35 lbs./ton steel, typically achieved with melted scrap management program. Specify technique. (Combustion of natural gas and good combustion practices.) 
PM: The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. Glass:
Performance level of 1.0 lb PM/ton of glass produced (total PM, including front and back half catch)

Iron/steel metallurgy:
98% reduction, outlet grain loading ≤ 0.0052 gr/dscf if EAF filter and ≤ 0.01 gr/dscf if not EAF filter. Specify technique and numeric value. Maximum of 6% building opacity.

Billet reheat:
Good combustion practices. Maximum of 3% opacity at stack.

Electric arc:
Emission capture system meets ACGIH design. Canopy hood capture of at least 95%. Direct evacuation or fourth hole capture efficiency of at least 99%. Outlet grain loading ≤ 0.0032 gr/dscf front half PM catch; and ≤ 0.0052 gr/dscf for total PM catch. Maximum of 3% opacity at stack, 6% at building.
 (Combustion of natural gas and good combustion practices.) 
HAPS: See additional notes: (Combustion of natural gas and good combustion practices.) 
MSS: No additional controls required for MSS operations beyond normal operation BACT requirements. No bypassing of controls. Fabric filters should be in good repair with an acceptable pressure drop prior to the start of operation.

Removal of spent filters in such a manner to minimize PM emissions and placing the spent filters in sealable bags or other sealable containers prior to removal from the site. Bags or containers shall be kept closed at all times except when adding spent filters.

Glass:
Limit control device bypass to 144 hours per year for planned maintenance. Uncontrolled emissions must have acceptable impacts.

		0		19		19PM		-1		19--1		19		19PM		-1		19--1		20		0		0		0		0		20		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0				80		Regrinding		80		HTFUG				80		Consolidate		Renew only		TF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				VDB		Renew only		00		VDBS		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		CO		0		0								0		0								0		PM		0.0000043		0.000019		0		0		0.0000043		0.000019		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Fort Bend		Region 12																																																																chlorinated camphene		0				FALSE				PM: The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See Additional Notes: (A baghouse is employed pre HTFUG that meets Tier 1 BACT.) 
MSS: Same as normal operation BACT requirements.

		0		20		20PM		1		20-1		20		20PM		1		20-1		21		0		ISPSR3		SMWV		Indoor Storage Pile, Spent refractory and other waste-3		21		Renew only		0		Fugitives: Building		ISPSR3Fugitives: Building		SMWVFugitives: Building		PM		0				81		Marking		81		HTFUG				81		Consolidate		Renew only		TF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				VDB		Renew only		00		VDBS		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		VOC		0		0								0		0								0		PM10		0.00000215		0.0000095		0		0		0.00000215		0.0000095		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Franklin		Region 5																																																																Chlorine		0				FALSE				VOC: See Additional Notes: (Activities conducted within building will be conducted according to best practice. ) 
MSS: Same as normal operation BACT requirements.

		0		20		20PM		-1		20--1		20		20PM		-1		20--1		21		0		0		0		0		21		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0				82		Descaling Baghouse		82		HTFUG				82		Consolidate		Renew only		TF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				VDB		Renew only		00		VDBS		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		SO2		0		0								0		0								0		PM		0.000032		0.00014		0		0		0.000032		0.00014		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Freestone		Region 9																																																																Chloroacetic acid		0				FALSE				PM: The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See Additional Notes: (A baghouse is employed pre HTFUG that meets Tier 1 BACT.) 
MSS: Same as normal operation BACT requirements.

		0		21		21PM		1		21-1		21		21PM		1		21-1		22		0		ELSMW		SMWV		Electrode Steel Making Workshop		22		Renew only		0		Fugitives: Building		ELSMWFugitives: Building		SMWVFugitives: Building		PM		0				83		Electrode Usage		83		HTFUG				83		Consolidate		Renew only		TF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				VDB		Renew only		00		VDBS		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		PM		0		0								0		0								0		PM10		0.000016		0.00007		0		0		0.000016		0.00007		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Frio		Region 13																																																																Chlorobenzene		0				FALSE				PM: The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See Additional Notes: (A baghouse is employed pre HTFUG that meets Tier 1 BACT.) 
HAPS: See additional notes: (Please refer to PM.) 
MSS: Same as normal operation BACT requirements.

		0		21		21PM		-1		21--1		21		21PM		-1		21--1		22		0		0		0		0		22		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0				84		Oil Evaporation		84		HTFUG				84		Consolidate		Renew only		TF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		MSS		VDB		Renew only				VDBS		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				0		0								0		0								0		PM		0.0021		0.0079		0		0		0.0021		0.0079		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Gaines		Region 7																																																																Chlorobenzilate		0				FALSE				CO: See Additional Notes: (Activities conducted within building will be conducted according to best practice. ) 
VOC: See Additional Notes: (Activities conducted within building will be conducted according to best practice. ) 
PM: The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See Additional Notes: (A baghouse is employed pre HTFUG that meets Tier 1 BACT.) 
MSS: Same as normal operation BACT requirements.

		0		21		21Cr		2		21-2		21		21Cr		2		21-2		22		0		0		0		0		22		0		0		0		00		00		Cr		0				85		PI		85		PCFUG				85		Consolidate		Renew only		VDB		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		NOx		VDB		Renew only				VDBS		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				0		0								0		0								0		PM10		0.0021		0.0079		0		0		0.0021		0.0079		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Galveston		Region 12																																																																Chloroethane		0				FALSE				VOC: See Additional Notes: (Activities conducted within building will be conducted according to best practice. ) 
PM: The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See Additional Notes: (Activities conducted within building will be conducted according to best practice. ) 
MSS: Same as normal operation BACT requirements.

		0		21		21Cr VI		3		21-3		21		21Cr VI		3		21-3		22		0		0		0		0		22		0		0		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse		0Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse		0Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse		Cr VI		0				86		PCT		86		PCFUG				86		Consolidate		Renew only		VDB		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		CO		VDB		Renew only				VDBS		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				0		0								0		0								0		Cr		0.00017		0.00064		0		0		0.00017		0.00064		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Garza		Region 2																																																																Chloroform		0				FALSE				PM: The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See Additional Notes: (Activities conducted within building will be conducted according to best practice. ) 
MSS: Same as normal operation BACT requirements.

		0		21		21Pb		4		21-4		21		21Pb		4		21-4		22		0		0		0		0		22		0		0		0		00		00		Pb		0				87		WELD		87		PCFUG				87		Consolidate		Renew only		VDB		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		VOC		VDB		Renew only				VDBS		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				18		Cr VI								0		0								87		Cr VI		0.0019		0.0077		0		0		0.0019		0.0077		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Gillespie		Region 13																																																																Chloromethane		0				FALSE				PM: The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See Additional Notes: (Activities conducted within building will be conducted according to best practice. ) 
HAPS: See additional notes: (Activities conducted within building will be conducted according to best practice. ) 
MSS: Same as normal operation BACT requirements.

		0		21		21Mn		5		21-5		21		21Mn		5		21-5		22		0		0		0		0		22		0		5		Material Handling: Drop Point		0Material Handling: Drop Point		0Material Handling: Drop Point		Mn		0				88		EMPC		88		PCFUG				88		Consolidate		Renew only		VDB		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		SO2		VDB		Renew only				VDBS		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				0		0								0		0								0		Pb		0.000026		0.000099		0		0		0.000026		0.000099		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Glasscock		Region 7																																																																Chloromethyl methyl ether		0				FALSE				VOC: See Additional Notes: (Activities conducted within building will be conducted according to best practice. ) 
PM: The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See Additional Notes: (Activities conducted within building will be conducted according to best practice. ) 
MSS: Same as normal operation BACT requirements.

		0		22		22CO		1		22-1		22		22CO		1		22-1		23		0		OUSMW		SMWV		Oil Usage Steel Making Workshop		23		Renew only		0		Fugitives: Building		OUSMWFugitives: Building		SMWVFugitives: Building		CO		0				89		LUBE		89		PCFUG				89		Consolidate		Renew only		VDB		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		PM		VDB		Renew only				VDBS		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				0		0								0		0								0		Mn		0.00112		0.0043		0		0		0.00112		0.0043		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Goliad		Region 14																																																																Chloroprene		0				FALSE				VOC: See Additional Notes: (Activities conducted within building will be conducted according to best practice. ) 
MSS: Same as normal operation BACT requirements.

		0		22		22VOC		2		22-2		22		22VOC		2		22-2		23		0		0		0		0		23		0		0		Material Handling: Drop Point		0Material Handling: Drop Point		0Material Handling: Drop Point		VOC		0				90		CS4		90		CS4				90		Consolidate		Renew only		VDB		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				VDB		Renew only				VDBS		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				0		0								0		0								0		CO		0.3825		1.6515		0		0		0.3825		1.6515		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Gonzales		Region 14																																																																Chromium		0				FALSE				VOC: See additional notes: (HVLP spray equipment, low VOC paint. Coatings and solvents kept in closed containers, spills cleaned up promptly.) 
PM: The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See additional notes: (Water curtain with 99% control efficiency.) 
C6H5CH3: See additional notes: (HVLP spray equipment, low VOC paint. Coatings and solvents kept in closed containers, spills cleaned up promptly.) 
CH3COOC2H5: See additional notes: (HVLP spray equipment, low VOC paint. Coatings and solvents kept in closed containers, spills cleaned up promptly.) 
MSS: See additional notes: (Solvents kept in closed containers and captured.)

		0		22		22PM		3		22-3		22		22PM		3		22-3		23		0		0		0		0		23		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0				91		CS5		91		CS5				91		Consolidate		Renew only		VDB		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				VDB		Renew only				VDBS		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				0		0								0		0								0		VOC		0.255		1.101		0		0		0.255		1.101		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Gray		Region 1																																																																Cobalt		0				FALSE				VOC: See additional notes: (HVLP spray equipment, low VOC paint. Coatings and solvents kept in closed containers, spills cleaned up promptly.) 
PM: The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See additional notes: (Water curtain with 99% control efficiency.) 
C6H5CH3: See additional notes: (HVLP spray equipment, low VOC paint. Coatings and solvents kept in closed containers, spills cleaned up promptly.) 
CH3COOC2H5: See additional notes: (HVLP spray equipment, low VOC paint. Coatings and solvents kept in closed containers, spills cleaned up promptly.) 
MSS: See additional notes: (Solvents kept in closed containers and captured.)

		0		22		22PM		-1		22--1		22		22PM		-1		22--1		23		0		0		0		0		23		0		0		Material Handling: Drop Point		0Material Handling: Drop Point		0Material Handling: Drop Point		PM		0				92		CS6		92		CS6				92		Consolidate		Renew only		VDB		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				RG		Renew only		RGFugitives: Building		SMWV		Fugitives: Building		PM		0		0								0		0								0		PM		0.0255		0.1101		0		0		0.0255		0.1101		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Grayson		Region 4																																																																Coke Oven Emissions 		0				FALSE				VOC: See additional notes: (HVLP spray equipment, low VOC paint. Coatings and solvents kept in closed containers, spills cleaned up promptly.) 
PM: The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See additional notes: (Water curtain with 99% control efficiency.) 
C6H5CH3: See additional notes: (HVLP spray equipment, low VOC paint. Coatings and solvents kept in closed containers, spills cleaned up promptly.) 
CH3COOC2H5: See additional notes: (HVLP spray equipment, low VOC paint. Coatings and solvents kept in closed containers, spills cleaned up promptly.) 
MSS: See additional notes: (Solvents kept in closed containers and captured.)

		0		23		23NOx		1		23-1		23		23NOx		1		23-1		24		0		CC		SMWV		Continuous Casting		24		Renew only		0		Fugitives: Building		CCFugitives: Building		SMWVFugitives: Building		NOx		0				93		PHOS1		93		PHOS1				93		Consolidate		Renew only		VDB		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				RG		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM10		0.0255		0.1101		0		0		0.0255		0.1101		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Gregg		Region 5																																																																Cresol		0				FALSE				PM: The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See additional notes: (Phosphatizing emissions are expected to be minimal. Best practices will be followed.) 
MSS: See additional notes: (Phosphatizing emissions are expected to be minimal. Best practices will be followed.)

		0		23		23CO		2		23-2		23		23CO		2		23-2		24		0		0		0		0		24		0		0		Material Handling: Drop Point		0Material Handling: Drop Point		0Material Handling: Drop Point		CO		0				94		PHOS2		94		PHOS2				94		Consolidate		Renew only		VDB		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				RG		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		NOx		0.36		1.09		0		0		0.36		1.09		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Grimes		Region 9																																																																Cresylic acid		0				FALSE				PM: The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See additional notes: (Phosphatizing emissions are expected to be minimal. Best practices will be followed.) 
MSS: See additional notes: (Phosphatizing emissions are expected to be minimal. Best practices will be followed.)

		0		23		23VOC		3		23-3		23		23VOC		3		23-3		24		0		0		0		0		24		0		0		0		00		00		VOC		0				95		WW		95		WW				95		Consolidate		Renew only		VDB		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				RG		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		CO		1.16		3.5		0		0		1.16		3.5		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Guadalupe		Region 13																																																																Cumene		0				FALSE				VOC: See additional notes: (Piped conveyance to storage, no biological treatments, VOC emissions minimal and <5 tpy. ) 
PM: The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See additional notes: (Piped conveyance to storage, no biological treatments.) 
MSS: See additional notes: (Piped conveyance to storage, no biological treatments.)

		0		23		23SO2		4		23-4		23		23SO2		4		23-4		24		0		0		0		0		24		0		0		Material Handling: Drop Point		0Material Handling: Drop Point		0Material Handling: Drop Point		SO2		0				96		WTFPR		96		WTFPR				96		New/Modified		Renew only		VDB		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				RG		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		VOC		0.04		0.13		0		0		0.04		0.13		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Hale		Region 2																																																																Cyanide		0				FALSE				VOC: See additional notes: (Water treatment facilities will utilize best management practices and are expected to be insignificant sources of emissions.) 
PM: The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See additional notes: (Water treatment facilities will utilize best management practices and are expected to be insignificant sources of emissions.) 
MSS: See additional notes: (Water treatment facilities will utilize best management practices and are expected to be insignificant sources of emissions.)

		0		23		23PM		5		23-5		23		23PM		5		23-5		24		0		0		0		0		24		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0				0		-1		0		-1				0		-1		Renew only		VDB		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				RG		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		SO2		0.01		0.017		0		0		0.01		0.017		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Hall		Region 1																																																																DDE		0				FALSE				

		0		23		23PM		-1		23--1		23		23PM		-1		23--1		24		0		0		0		0		24		0		0		Material Handling: Drop Point		0Material Handling: Drop Point		0Material Handling: Drop Point		PM		0				0		-1		0		-1				0		-1		Renew only		VDB		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		MSS		RG		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM		0.015		0.044		0		0		0.015		0.044		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Hamilton		Region 9																																																																DEHP		0				FALSE				

		0		24		24CO		1		24-1		24		24CO		1		24-1		25		0		EAFB		SMWV		Electric Arc Furnace Binder		25		Renew only		0		Fugitives: Building		EAFBFugitives: Building		SMWVFugitives: Building		CO		0				0		-1		0		-1				0		-1		Renew only		RG		Fugitives: Building		PM		RG		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM10		0.015		0.044		0		0		0.015		0.044		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Hansford		Region 1 																																																																Diazomethane		0				FALSE				

		0		24		24VOC		2		24-2		24		24VOC		2		24-2		25		0		0		0		0		25		0		0		Material Handling: Drop Point		0Material Handling: Drop Point		0Material Handling: Drop Point		VOC		0				0		-1		0		-1				0		-1		Renew only		RG		Fugitives: Building				RG		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		CO		0.0214		0.0814		0		0		0.0214		0.0814		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Hardeman		Region 3																																																																Dibenzofuran		0				FALSE				

		0		25		25CO		1		25-1		25		25CO		1		25-1		26		0		LB		SMWV		Ladle Binder		26		Renew only		0		Fugitives: Building		LBFugitives: Building		SMWVFugitives: Building		CO		0														0		-1		Renew only		RG		Fugitives: Building				RG		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		VOC		0.0214		0.0814		0		0		0.0214		0.0814		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Hardin		Region 10																																																																Dibromoethane		0				FALSE

		0		25		25VOC		2		25-2		25		25VOC		2		25-2		26		0		0		0		0		26		0		0		Material Handling: Drop Point		0Material Handling: Drop Point		0Material Handling: Drop Point		VOC		0														0		-1		Renew only		RG		Fugitives: Building				RG		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		CO		0.0132		0.0504		0		0		0.0132		0.0504		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Harris		Region 12																																																																Dibutylphthalate		0				FALSE

		0		26		26CO		1		26-1		26		26CO		1		26-1		27		0		TB		SMWV		Tundish Binder		27		Renew only		0		Fugitives: Building		TBFugitives: Building		SMWVFugitives: Building		CO		0														0		-1		Renew only		RG		Fugitives: Building				RG		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		VOC		0.0132		0.0504		0		0		0.0132		0.0504		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Harrison		Region 5																																																																Dichloroethyl ether (Bis[2‑chloroethyl]ether)		0				FALSE

		0		26		26VOC		2		26-2		26		26VOC		2		26-2		27		0		0		0		0		27		0		6		Storage: Stockpile		0Storage: Stockpile		0Storage: Stockpile		VOC		0														0		-1		Renew only		RG		Fugitives: Building				RG		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		CO		0.287		1.092		0		0		0.287		1.092		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Hartley		Region 1																																																																Dichloromethane		0				FALSE

		0		27		27NOx		1		27-1		27		27NOx		1		27-1		28		0		LP		SMWV		Ladle Preheater		28		Renew only		0		Fugitives: Building		LPFugitives: Building		SMWVFugitives: Building		NOx		0														0		-1		Renew only		RG		Fugitives: Building				TCR		Renew only		TCRFugitives: Building		SMWV		Fugitives: Building		PM		0		0								0		0								0		VOC		0.287		1.092		0		0		0.287		1.092		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Haskell		Region 3																																																																Dichlorvos		0				FALSE

		0		27		27CO		2		27-2		27		27CO		2		27-2		28		0		0		0		0		28		0		0		Storage: Stockpile		0Storage: Stockpile		0Storage: Stockpile		CO		0														0		-1		Renew only		RG		Fugitives: Building				TCR		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		NOx		4.95		20.022		0		0		4.95		20.022		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Hays		Region 11																																																																Diethanolamine		0				FALSE

		0		27		27VOC		3		27-3		27		27VOC		3		27-3		28		0		0		0		0		28		0		0		0		00		00		VOC		0														0		-1		Renew only		RG		Fugitives: Building				TCR		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		CO		4.154		16.816		0		0		4.154		16.816		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Hemphill		Region 1																																																																Diethyl sulfate		0				FALSE

		0		27		27SO2		4		27-4		27		27SO2		4		27-4		28		0		0		0		0		28		0		0		Storage: Stockpile		0Storage: Stockpile		0Storage: Stockpile		SO2		0														0		-1		Renew only		RG		Fugitives: Building				TCR		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		VOC		0.27		1.1		0		0		0.27		1.1		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Henderson		Region 5																																																																Dimethyl aminoazobenzene		0				FALSE

		0		27		27PM		5		27-5		27		27PM		5		27-5		28		0		0		0		0		28		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		RG		Fugitives: Building				TCR		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		SO2		0.0297		0.115		0		0		0.0297		0.115		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Hidalgo		Region 15																																																																Dimethyl carbamoyl chloride		0				FALSE

		0		27		27PM		-1		27--1		27		27PM		-1		27--1		28		0		0		0		0		28		0		0		Storage: Stockpile		0Storage: Stockpile		0Storage: Stockpile		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		RG		Fugitives: Building				TCR		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM		0.038		0.152		0		0		0.038		0.152		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Hill		Region 9																																																																Dimethyl formamide		0				FALSE

		0		28		28NOx		1		28-1		28		28NOx		1		28-1		29		0		TP		SMWV		Tundish Preheater		29		Renew only		0		Fugitives: Building		TPFugitives: Building		SMWVFugitives: Building		NOx		0														0		-1		Renew only		RG		Fugitives: Building				TCR		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM10		0.038		0.152		0		0		0.038		0.152		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Hockley		Region 2																																																																Dimethyl phthalate		0				FALSE

		0		28		28CO		2		28-2		28		28CO		2		28-2		29		0		0		0		0		29		0		0		Storage: Stockpile		0Storage: Stockpile		0Storage: Stockpile		CO		0														0		-1		Renew only		RG		Fugitives: Building		MSS		TCR		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		NOx		3.73		5.97		0		0		3.73		5.97		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Hood		Region 4																																																																Dimethyl sulfate		0				FALSE

		0		28		28VOC		3		28-3		28		28VOC		3		28-3		29		0		0		0		0		29		0		0		0		00		00		VOC		0														0		-1		Renew only		TCR		Fugitives: Building		PM		TCR		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		CO		3.134		5.02		0		0		3.134		5.02		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Hopkins		Region 5																																																																Epichlorohydrin		0				FALSE

		0		28		28SO2		4		28-4		28		28SO2		4		28-4		29		0		0		0		0		29		0		0		Storage: Stockpile		0Storage: Stockpile		0Storage: Stockpile		SO2		0														0		-1		Renew only		TCR		Fugitives: Building				TCR		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		VOC		0.21		0.33		0		0		0.21		0.33		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Houston		Region 10																																																																Ethyl acrylate		0				FALSE

		0		28		28PM		5		28-5		28		28PM		5		28-5		29		0		0		0		0		29		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		TCR		Fugitives: Building				TCR		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		SO2		0.02		0.035		0		0		0.02		0.035		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Howard		Region 7																																																																Ethyl benzene		0				FALSE

		0		28		28PM		-1		28--1		28		28PM		-1		28--1		29		0		0		0		0		29		0		7		Cooling Tower		0Cooling Tower		0Cooling Tower		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		TCR		Fugitives: Building				TCR		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM		0.028		0.045		0		0		0.028		0.045		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Hudspeth		Region 6																																																																Ethyl carbamate		0				FALSE

		0		29		29NOx		1		29-1		29		29NOx		1		29-1		30		0		LFTSC		SMWV		Ladle Furnace and Tundish Slag Cutting		30		Renew only		0		Fugitives: Building		LFTSCFugitives: Building		SMWVFugitives: Building		NOx		0														0		-1		Renew only		TCR		Fugitives: Building				TCR		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM10		0.028		0.045		0		0		0.028		0.045		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Hunt		Region 4																																																																Ethyl chloride		0				FALSE

		0		29		29CO		2		29-2		29		29CO		2		29-2		30		0		0		0		0		30		0		0		Cooling Tower		0Cooling Tower		0Cooling Tower		CO		0														0		-1		Renew only		TCR		Fugitives: Building				IDPSS		Renew only		IDPSSFugitives: Building		SMWV		Fugitives: Building		PM		0		0								0		0								0		NOx		0.14		0.18		0		0		0.14		0.18		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Hutchinson		Region 1																																																																Ethylene dibromide		0				FALSE

		0		29		29VOC		3		29-3		29		29VOC		3		29-3		30		0		0		0		0		30		0		0		0		00		00		VOC		0														0		-1		Renew only		TCR		Fugitives: Building				IDPSS		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		CO		0.114		0.15		0		0		0.114		0.15		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Irion		Region 8																																																																Ethylene dichloride		0				FALSE

		0		29		29SO2		4		29-4		29		29SO2		4		29-4		30		0		0		0		0		30		0		0		Cooling Tower		0Cooling Tower		0Cooling Tower		SO2		0														0		-1		Renew only		TCR		Fugitives: Building				IDPSS		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		VOC		0.01		0.01		0		0		0.01		0.01		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Jack		Region 3																																																																Ethylene glycol		0				FALSE

		0		29		29PM		5		29-5		29		29PM		5		29-5		30		0		0		0		0		30		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		TCR		Fugitives: Building				IDPSS		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		SO2		0.00082		0.0011		0		0		0.00082		0.0011		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Jackson		Region 14																																																																Ethylene imine		0				FALSE

		0		29		29PM		-1		29--1		29		29PM		-1		29--1		30		0		0		0		0		30		0		0		Cooling Tower		0Cooling Tower		0Cooling Tower		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		TCR		Fugitives: Building				IDPSS		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM		0.001		0.001		0		0		0.001		0.001		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Jasper		Region 10																																																																Ethylene oxide		0				FALSE

		0		30		30NOx		1		30-1		30		30NOx		1		30-1		31		0		TCM		SMWV		Torch Cutting		31		Renew only		0		Fugitives: Building		TCMFugitives: Building		SMWVFugitives: Building		NOx		0														0		-1		Renew only		TCR		Fugitives: Building				IDPSS		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM10		0.001		0.001		0		0		0.001		0.001		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Jeff Davis		Region 6																																																																Ethylene thiourea		0				FALSE

		0		30		30CO		2		30-2		30		30CO		2		30-2		31		0		0		0		0		31		0		8		Other		0Other		0Other		CO		0														0		-1		Renew only		TCR		Fugitives: Building				IDPSS		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		NOx		2.36		1.76		0		0		2.36		1.76		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Jefferson		Region 10																																																																Ethylidene dichloride		0				FALSE

		0		30		30VOC		3		30-3		30		30VOC		3		30-3		31		0		0		0		0		31		0		0		0		00		00		VOC		0														0		-1		Renew only		TCR		Fugitives: Building				IDPSS		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		CO		1.98		1.48		0		0		1.98		1.48		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Jim Hogg		Region 15																																																																Fine mineral fibers		0				FALSE

		0		30		30SO2		4		30-4		30		30SO2		4		30-4		31		0		0		0		0		31		0		0		0		00		00		SO2		0														0		-1		Renew only		TCR		Fugitives: Building		MSS		IDPSS		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		VOC		0.13		0.1		0		0		0.13		0.1		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Jim Wells		Region 14																																																																Formaldehyde		0				FALSE

		0		30		30PM		5		30-5		30		30PM		5		30-5		31		0		0		0		0		31		0		0		Other		0Other		0Other		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		IDPSS		Fugitives: Building		PM		IDPSS		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		SO2		0.01		0.01		0		0		0.01		0.01		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Johnson		Region 4																																																																Glycol ethers		0				FALSE

		0		30		30PM		-1		30--1		30		30PM		-1		30--1		31		0		0		0		0		31		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		IDPSS		Fugitives: Building				IDPSS		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM		0.018		0.013		0		0		0.018		0.013		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Jones		Region 3																																																																Heptachlor		0				FALSE

		0		0		0NOx		0		0-0		0		0NOx		0		0-0		0		0		EAF		SMWV		Electric Arc Furnace Steel Making Workshop		32		Renew only		0		Fugitives: Building		EAFFugitives: Building		SMWVFugitives: Building		NOx		0														0		-1		Renew only		IDPSS		Fugitives: Building				IDPSS		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM10		0.018		0.013		0		0		0.018		0.013		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Karnes		Region 13																																																																Hexachlorobenzene		0				FALSE

		0		0		0CO		0		0-0		0		0CO		0		0-0		0		0		0		0		0		32		0		0		Other		0Other		0Other		CO		0														0		-1		Renew only		IDPSS		Fugitives: Building				IDPSS		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		NOx		0.004464		0.013724		0		0		0.004464		0.013724		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Kaufman		Region 4																																																																Hexachlorobutadiene		0				FALSE

		0		0		0VOC		0		0-0		0		0VOC		0		0-0		0		0		0		0		0		32		0		0		0		00		00		VOC		0														0		-1		Renew only		IDPSS		Fugitives: Building				IDPSR1		Renew only		IDPSR1Fugitives: Building		SMWV		Fugitives: Building		PM		0		0								0		0								0		CO		0.059524		0.182982		0		0		0.059524		0.182982		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Kendall		Region 13																																																																Hexachlorocyclopentadiene		0				FALSE

		0		0		0SO2		0		0-0		0		0SO2		0		0-0		0		0		0		0		0		32		0		0		0		00		00		SO2		0														0		-1		Renew only		IDPSS		Fugitives: Building				IDPSR1		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		VOC		0.004464		0.013724		0		0		0.004464		0.013724		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Kenedy		Region 15																																																																Hexachloroethane		0				FALSE

		0		0		0PM		0		0-0		0		0PM		0		0-0		0		0		0		0		0		32		0		9		Process Vent		0Process Vent		0Process Vent		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		IDPSS		Fugitives: Building				IDPSR1		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		SO2		0.008929		0.0265		0		0		0.008929		0.0265		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Kent		Region 3																																																																Hexamethylene‑1,6‑diisocyanate		0				FALSE

		0		0		0PM		0		0-0		0		0PM		0		0-0		0		0		0		0		0		32		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		IDPSS		Fugitives: Building				IDPSR1		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM		0.0002018		0.0008838		0		0		0.0002018		0.0008838		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Kerr		Region 13																																																																Hexamethylphosphoramide		0				FALSE

		0		0		0Cd		0		0-0		0		0Cd		0		0-0		0		0		0		0		0		32		0		0		0		00		00		Cd		0														0		-1		Renew only		IDPSS		Fugitives: Building				IDPSR1		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM10		0.0002018		0.0008838		0		0		0.0002018		0.0008838		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Kimble		Region 8																																																																Hexane		0				FALSE

		0		0		0Cr		0		0-0		0		0Cr		0		0-0		0		0		0		0		0		32		0		0		0		00		00		Cr		0														0		-1		Renew only		IDPSS		Fugitives: Building				IDPSR1		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		Cd		0.0000004		0.000002		0		0		0.0000004		0.000002		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								King		Region 2																																																																Hexone		0				FALSE

		0		0		0Pb		0		0-0		0		0Pb		0		0-0		0		0		0		0		0		32		0		0		0		00		00		Pb		0														0		-1		Renew only		IDPSS		Fugitives: Building				IDPSR1		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		Cr		0.000002		0.000011		0		0		0.000002		0.000011		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Kinney		Region 16																																																																Hydrazine		0				FALSE

		0		0		0Mn		0		0-0		0		0Mn		0		0-0		0		0		0		0		0		32		0		0		0		00		00		Mn		0														0		-1		Renew only		IDPSS		Fugitives: Building				IDPSR1		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		Pb		0.000017		0.000074		0		0		0.000017		0.000074		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Kleberg		Region 14																																																																Hydrochloric acid		0				FALSE

		0		0		0Hg		0		0-0		0		0Hg		0		0-0		0		0		0		0		0		32		0		0		Process Vent		0Process Vent		0Process Vent		Hg		0														0		-1		Renew only		IDPSS		Fugitives: Building				IDPSR1		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		Mn		0.000015		0.000067		0		0		0.000015		0.000067		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Knox		Region 3																																																																Hydrofluoric acid		0				FALSE

		0		0		0Si		0		0-0		0		0Si		0		0-0		0		0		0		0		0		32		0		0		0		00		00		Si		0														0		-1		Renew only		IDPSS		Fugitives: Building		MSS		IDPSR1		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		Hg		0.00000004		0.0000002		0		0		0.00000004		0.0000002		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Lamar		Region 5																																																																Hydrogen fluoride		0				FALSE

		0		0		0Zn		0		0-0		0		0Zn		0		0-0		0		0		0		0		0		32		0		0		0		00		00		Zn		0														0		-1		Renew only		IDPSR1		Fugitives: Building		PM		IDPSR1		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		Si		0.000002		0.000007		0		0		0.000002		0.000007		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Lamb		Region 2																																																																Hydroquinone		0				FALSE

		0		31		31PM		1		31-1		31		31PM		1		31-1		32		0		LF		SMWV		Ladle Furnace Steel Making Workshop Vent		33		Renew only		0		Fugitives: Building		LFFugitives: Building		SMWVFugitives: Building		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		IDPSR1		Fugitives: Building				IDPSR1		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		Zn		0.00012		0.000345		0		0		0.00012		0.000345		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Lampasas		Region 9																																																																Iodomethane		0				FALSE

		0		31		31PM		-1		31--1		31		31PM		-1		31--1		32		0		0		0		0		33		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		IDPSR1		Fugitives: Building				IDPSR1		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM		0.0000454		0.0001989		0		0		0.0000454		0.0001989		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								La Salle		Region 16																																																																Isophorone		0				FALSE

		0		31		31Cd		2		31-2		31		31Cd		2		31-2		32		0		0		0		0		33		0		0		0		00		00		Cd		0														0		-1		Renew only		IDPSR1		Fugitives: Building				IDPS1		Renew only		IDPS1Fugitives: Building		SMWV		Fugitives: Building		PM		0		0								0		0								0		PM10		0.0000454		0.0001989		0		0		0.0000454		0.0001989		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Lavaca		Region 14																																																																Lead		0				FALSE

		0		31		31Cr		3		31-3		31		31Cr		3		31-3		32		0		0		0		0		33		0		0		Other		0Other		0Other		Cr		0														0		-1		Renew only		IDPSR1		Fugitives: Building				IDPS1		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		Cd		0.0000001		0.0000004		0		0		0.0000001		0.0000004		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Lee		Region 11																																																																Lindane		0				FALSE

		0		31		31Pb		4		31-4		31		31Pb		4		31-4		32		0		0		0		0		33		0		0		0		00		00		Pb		0														0		-1		Renew only		IDPSR1		Fugitives: Building				IDPS1		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		Cr		0.0000006		0.000002		0		0		0.0000006		0.000002		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Leon		Region 9																																																																Maleic anhydride		0				FALSE

		0		31		31Mn		5		31-5		31		31Mn		5		31-5		32		0		0		0		0		33		0		0		0		00		00		Mn		0														0		-1		Renew only		IDPSR1		Fugitives: Building				IDPS1		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		Pb		0.000004		0.000017		0		0		0.000004		0.000017		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Liberty		Region 12																																																																Manganese		0				FALSE

		0		31		31Hg		6		31-6		31		31Hg		6		31-6		32		0		0		0		0		33		0		0		Other		0Other		0Other		Hg		0														0		-1		Renew only		IDPSR1		Fugitives: Building				IDPS1		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		Mn		0.000003		0.000015		0		0		0.000003		0.000015		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Limestone		Region 9																																																																m‑Cresol		0				FALSE

		0		31		31Si		7		31-7		31		31Si		7		31-7		32		0		0		0		0		33		0		0		0		00		00		Si		0														0		-1		Renew only		IDPSR1		Fugitives: Building				IDPS1		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		Hg		0.00000001		0.00000004		0		0		0.00000001		0.00000004		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Lipscomb		Region 1																																																																MDI		0				FALSE

		0		31		31Zn		8		31-8		31		31Zn		8		31-8		32		0		0		0		0		33		0		0		0		00		00		Zn		0														0		-1		Renew only		IDPSR1		Fugitives: Building				IDPS1		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		Si		0.0000005		0.000002		0		0		0.0000005		0.000002		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Live Oak		Region 14																																																																Mercury		0				FALSE

		9		32		32PM		1		32-1		32		32PM		1		32-1		33		10		IDPAA		AAWV		Alloy Aggregate Warehouse Vent		34		Renew only		0		Fugitives: Building		IDPAAFugitives: Building		AAWVFugitives: Building		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		IDPSR1		Fugitives: Building				IDPS1		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		Zn		0.00002		0.000123		0		0		0.00002		0.000123		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Llano		Region 11																																																																Methanol		0				FALSE

		0		32		32PM		-1		32--1		32		32PM		-1		32--1		33		10		0		0		0		34		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		IDPSR1		Fugitives: Building				IDPS1		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM		0.01		0.01		0		0		0.01		0.01		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Loving		Region 7																																																																Methoxychlor		0				FALSE

		10		33		33CO		1		33-1		33		33CO		1		33-1		34		11		OUPCLW		PCLWV		Oil Usage Premium Connecting Line Workshop		35		Renew only		0		Fugitives: Building		OUPCLWFugitives: Building		PCLWVFugitives: Building		CO		0														0		-1		Renew only		IDPSR1		Fugitives: Building				IDPS1		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM10		0.01		0.01		0		0		0.01		0.01		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Lubbock		Region 2																																																																Methyl bromide		0				FALSE

		0		33		33VOC		2		33-2		33		33VOC		2		33-2		34		11		0		0		0		35		0		0		0		00		00		VOC		0														0		-1		Renew only		IDPSR1		Fugitives: Building		MSS		IDPS1		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		CO		1.27		5.22		0		0		1.27		5.22		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Lynn		Region 2																																																																Methyl chloride		0				FALSE

		0		33		33PM		3		33-3		33		33PM		3		33-3		34		11		0		0		0		35		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		IDPS1		Fugitives: Building		PM		IDPS1		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		VOC		0.846		3.484		0		0		0.846		3.484		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								McCulloch		Region 8																																																																Methyl chloroform		0				FALSE

		0		33		33PM		-1		33--1		33		33PM		-1		33--1		34		11		0		0		0		35		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		IDPS1		Fugitives: Building				IDPS1		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM		0.085		0.348		0		0		0.085		0.348		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								McLennan		Region 9																																																																Methyl hydrazine		0				FALSE

		0		34		34PM		1		34-1		34		34PM		1		34-1		35		0		ELPCLW		PCLWV		Electrode Premium Connecting Line Workshop		36		Renew only		0		Fugitives: Building		ELPCLWFugitives: Building		PCLWVFugitives: Building		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		IDPS1		Fugitives: Building				IDPSR2		Renew only		IDPSR2Fugitives: Building		SMWV		Fugitives: Building		PM		0		0								0		0								0		PM10		0.085		0.348		0		0		0.085		0.348		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								McMullen		Region 16																																																																Methyl iodide		0				FALSE

		0		34		34PM		-1		34--1		34		34PM		-1		34--1		35		0		0		0		0		36		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		IDPS1		Fugitives: Building				IDPSR2		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM		0.000069		0.00026		0		0		0.000069		0.00026		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Madison		Region 9																																																																Methyl isobutyl ketone		0				FALSE

		0		35		35VOC		1		35-1		35		35VOC		1		35-1		36		0		EMPCLW		PCLWV		Emulsion Premium Connecting Line Workshop		37		Renew only		0		Fugitives: Building		EMPCLWFugitives: Building		PCLWVFugitives: Building		VOC		0														0		-1		Renew only		IDPS1		Fugitives: Building				IDPSR2		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM10		0.000067		0.00026		0		0		0.000067		0.00026		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Marion		Region 5																																																																Methyl isocyanate		0				FALSE

		0		35		35PM		2		35-2		35		35PM		2		35-2		36		0		0		0		0		37		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		IDPS1		Fugitives: Building				IDPSR2		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		VOC		0.0261		0.0992		0		0		0.0261		0.0992		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Martin		Region 7																																																																Methyl methacrylate		0				FALSE

		0		35		35PM		-1		35--1		35		35PM		-1		35--1		36		0		0		0		0		37		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		IDPS1		Fugitives: Building				IDPSR2		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM		0.003		0.01		0		0		0.003		0.01		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Mason		Region 8																																																																Methyl tert butyl ether		0				FALSE

		0		36		36VOC		1		36-1		36		36VOC		1		36-1		37		0		PUPCLW		PCLWV		Paint Usage Premium Connecting Line Workshop		38		Renew only		0		Fugitives: Building		PUPCLWFugitives: Building		PCLWVFugitives: Building		VOC		0														0		-1		Renew only		IDPS1		Fugitives: Building				IDPSR2		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM10		0.003		0.01		0		0		0.003		0.01		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Matagorda		Region 12																																																																Methylene chloride		0				FALSE

		0		37		37VOC		1		37-1		37		37VOC		1		37-1		38		0		DUPCLW		PCLWV		Solvent Usage Premium Connecting Line Workshop		39		Renew only		0		Fugitives: Building		DUPCLWFugitives: Building		PCLWVFugitives: Building		VOC		0														0		-1		Renew only		IDPS1		Fugitives: Building				IDPSR2		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		VOC		0.014		0.055		0		0		0.014		0.055		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Maverick		Region 16																																																																Methylene diphenyl diisocyanate		0				FALSE

		0		37		37PM		2		37-2		37		37PM		2		37-2		38		0		0		0		0		39		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		IDPS1		Fugitives: Building				IDPSR2		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		VOC		0.018		0.22		0		0		0.018		0.22		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Medina		Region 13																																																																m‑Xylene		0				FALSE

		0		37		37PM		-1		37--1		37		37PM		-1		37--1		38		0		0		0		0		39		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		IDPS1		Fugitives: Building				IDPSR2		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM		0.002		0.022		0		0		0.002		0.022		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Menard		Region 8																																																																N,N‑Diethyl aniline		0				FALSE

		0		38		38PM		1		38-1		38		38PM		1		38-1		39		0		BCPS2		PCLWV		Billet and Pipe Cutting Saw 2		40		Renew only		0		Fugitives: Building		BCPS2Fugitives: Building		PCLWVFugitives: Building		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		IDPS1		Fugitives: Building				IDPSR2		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM10		0.002		0.022		0		0		0.002		0.022		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Midland		Region 7																																																																N,N‑Dimethylaniline		0				FALSE

		0		38		38PM		-1		38--1		38		38PM		-1		38--1		39		0		0		0		0		40		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		IDPS1		Fugitives: Building				IDPSR2		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM		0.000165		0.000723		0		0		0.000165		0.000723		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Milam		Region 9																																																																Naphthalene		0				FALSE

		0		39		39VOC		1		39-1		39		39VOC		1		39-1		40		0		PSGPCLW		PCLWV		PSG Usage Premium Connecting Line Workshop		41		New/Modified		0		Fugitives: Building		PSGPCLWFugitives: Building		PCLWVFugitives: Building		VOC		0														0		-1		Renew only		IDPS1		Fugitives: Building		MSS		IDPSR2		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM10		0.000165		0.000723		0		0		0.000165		0.000723		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Mills		Region 9																																																																Nickel		0				FALSE

		0		39		39PM		2		39-2		39		39PM		2		39-2		40		0		0		0		0		41		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		IDPSR2		Fugitives: Building		PM		IDPSR2		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								1		VOC								0		VOC		0		0		0		0		0.1768835852		0.52		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		169		VOC								Mitchell		Region 3																																																																Nitrobenzene		0				FALSE

		0		39		39PM		-1		39--1		39		39PM		-1		39--1		40		0		0		0		0		41		0		0		Material Handling: Drop Point		0Material Handling: Drop Point		0Material Handling: Drop Point		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		IDPSR2		Fugitives: Building				IDPS2		Renew only		IDPS2Fugitives: Building		SMWV		Fugitives: Building		PM		0		0								2		PM								0		PM		0		0		0		0		0.005203125		0.0151515		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		170		PM								Montague		Region 3																																																																N‑Nitrosodimethylamine		0				FALSE

		11		40		40PM		1		40-1		40		40PM		1		40-1		41		12		HRL		HRPPWV		Hot Rolling Line		42		Renew Only		0		Fugitives: Building		HRLFugitives: Building		HRPPWVFugitives: Building		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		IDPSR2		Fugitives: Building				IDPS2		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								3		PM10								0		PM10		0		0		0		0		0.0005203125		0.00151515		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		171		PM10								Montgomery		Region 12																																																																N‑Nitrosomorpholine		0				FALSE

		0		40		40PM		-1		40--1		40		40PM		-1		40--1		41		12		0		0		0		42		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		IDPSR2		Fugitives: Building				IDPS2		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM		0.0000425		0.0001861		0		0		0.0000425		0.0001861		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Moore		Region 1																																																																N‑Nitroso‑N‑methylurea		0				FALSE

		0		41		41PM		1		41-1		41		41PM		1		41-1		42		0		ABS1		HRPPWV		Hot rolling dust absorbing system 1		43		Renew Only		0		Fugitives: Building		ABS1Fugitives: Building		HRPPWVFugitives: Building		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		IDPSR2		Fugitives: Building				IDPS2		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM10		0.0000425		0.0001861		0		0		0.0000425		0.0001861		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Morris		Region 5																																																																o‑Anisidine		0				FALSE

		0		41		41PM		-1		41--1		41		41PM		-1		41--1		42		0		0		0		0		43		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		IDPSR2		Fugitives: Building				IDPS2		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM		0.0044407971		0.0194506915		0		0		0.0044407971		0.0194506915		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Motley		Region 2																																																																o‑Cresol		0				FALSE

		0		42		42PM		1		42-1		42		42PM		1		42-1		43		0		ABS2		HRPPWV		Hot rolling dust absorbing system 2		44		Renew Only		0		Fugitives: Building		ABS2Fugitives: Building		HRPPWVFugitives: Building		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		IDPSR2		Fugitives: Building				IDPS2		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM10		0.0044407971		0.0194506915		0		0		0.0044407971		0.0194506915		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Nacogdoches		Region 10																																																																o-Toluidine		0				FALSE

		0		42		42PM		-1		42--1		42		42PM		-1		42--1		43		0		0		0		0		44		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		IDPSR2		Fugitives: Building				IDPS2		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM		0.0044407971		0.0194506915		0		0		0.0044407971		0.0194506915		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Navarro		Region 4																																																																o‑Xylene		0				FALSE

		0		43		43PM		1		43-1		43		43PM		1		43-1		44		0		BPCS1		HRPPWV		Billet and Pipe Cutting Saw 1		45		Renew Only		0		Fugitives: Building		BPCS1Fugitives: Building		HRPPWVFugitives: Building		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		IDPSR2		Fugitives: Building				IDPS2		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM10		0.0044407971		0.0194506915		0		0		0.0044407971		0.0194506915		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Newton		Region 10																																																																Parathion		0				FALSE

		0		43		43PM		-1		43--1		43		43PM		-1		43--1		44		0		0		0		0		45		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		IDPSR2		Fugitives: Building				IDPS2		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM		0.002		0.003		0		0		0.002		0.003		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Nolan		Region 3																																																																p‑Cresol		0				FALSE

		0		44		44CO		1		44-1		44		44CO		1		44-1		45		0		OUHRW		HRPPWV		Oil Usage Hot Rolling Workshop		46		Renew Only		0		Fugitives: Building		OUHRWFugitives: Building		HRPPWVFugitives: Building		CO		0														0		-1		Renew only		IDPSR2		Fugitives: Building				IDPS2		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM10		0.002		0.003		0		0		0.002		0.003		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Nueces		Region 14																																																																Pentachloronitrobenzene		0				FALSE

		0		44		44VOC		2		44-2		44		44VOC		2		44-2		45		0		0		0		0		46		0		0		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse		0Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse		0Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse		VOC		0														0		-1		Renew only		IDPSR2		Fugitives: Building				IDPS2		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		CO		1.44		6.21		0		0		1.44		6.21		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Ochiltree		Region 1																																																																Pentachlorophenol		0				FALSE

		0		44		44PM		3		44-3		44		44PM		3		44-3		45		0		0		0		0		46		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		IDPSR2		Fugitives: Building				IDPS2		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		VOC		0.959		4.14		0		0		0.959		4.14		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Oldham		Region 1																																																																Perchloroethylene		0				FALSE

		0		44		44PM		-1		44--1		44		44PM		-1		44--1		45		0		0		0		0		46		0		0		Material Handling: Drop Point		0Material Handling: Drop Point		0Material Handling: Drop Point		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		IDPSR2		Fugitives: Building		MSS		IDPS2		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM		0.0959		0.414		0		0		0.0959		0.414		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Orange		Region 10																																																																Phenol		0				FALSE

		0		45		45PM		1		45-1		45		45PM		1		45-1		46		0		ELHRW		HRPPWV		Electrode Hot Rolling Workshop		47		Renew Only		0		Fugitives: Building		ELHRWFugitives: Building		HRPPWVFugitives: Building		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		IDPS2		Fugitives: Building		PM		IDPSR3		Renew only		IDPSR3Fugitives: Building		SMWV		Fugitives: Building		PM		0		0								0		0								0		PM10		0.0959		0.414		0		0		0.0959		0.414		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Palo Pinto		Region 4																																																																Phosgene		0				FALSE

		0		45		45PM		-1		45--1		45		45PM		-1		45--1		46		0		0		0		0		47		0		0		Material Handling: Drop Point		0Material Handling: Drop Point		0Material Handling: Drop Point		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		IDPS2		Fugitives: Building				IDPSR3		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM		0.003		0.011		0		0		0.003		0.011		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Panola		Region 5																																																																Phosphine		0				FALSE

		0		45		45Cr		2		45-2		45		45Cr		2		45-2		46		0		0		0		0		47		0		0		0		00		00		Cr		0														0		-1		Renew only		IDPS2		Fugitives: Building				IDPSR3		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM10		0.0029		0.011		0		0		0.0029		0.011		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Parker		Region 4																																																																Phosphorus		0				FALSE

		0		45		45Cr VI		3		45-3		45		45Cr VI		3		45-3		46		0		0		0		0		47		0		0		Material Handling: Drop Point		0Material Handling: Drop Point		0Material Handling: Drop Point		Cr VI		0														0		-1		Renew only		IDPS2		Fugitives: Building				IDPSR3		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		Cr		0.003		0.012		0		0		0.003		0.012		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Parmer		Region 1																																																																Phthalic anhydride		0				FALSE

		0		45		45Mn		4		45-4		45		45Mn		4		45-4		46		0		0		0		0		47		0		0		0		00		00		Mn		0														0		-1		Renew only		IDPS2		Fugitives: Building				IDPSR3		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		Cr VI		0.002		0.008		0		0		0.002		0.008		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Pecos		Region 7																																																																Polychlorinated biphenyls		0				FALSE

		0		46		46VOC		1		46-1		46		46VOC		1		46-1		47		0		EMHRW		HRPPWV		Emulsion Hot Rolling Workshop		48		Renew Only		0		Fugitives: Building		EMHRWFugitives: Building		HRPPWVFugitives: Building		VOC		0														0		-1		Renew only		IDPS2		Fugitives: Building				IDPSR3		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		Mn		0.01		0.006		0		0		0.01		0.006		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Polk		Region 10																																																																Polycyclic Organic Matter		0				FALSE

		0		46		46PM		2		46-2		46		46PM		2		46-2		47		0		0		0		0		48		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		IDPS2		Fugitives: Building				IDPSR3		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		VOC		0.3767		1.433		0		0		0.3767		1.433		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Potter		Region 1																																																																p‑Phenylenediamine		0				FALSE

		0		46		46PM		-1		46--1		46		46PM		-1		46--1		47		0		0		0		0		48		0		0		Material Handling: Drop Point		0Material Handling: Drop Point		0Material Handling: Drop Point		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		IDPS2		Fugitives: Building				IDPSR3		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM		0.03767		0.1433		0		0		0.03767		0.1433		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Presidio		Region 6																																																																Propionaldehyde		0				FALSE

		0		47		47VOC		1		47-1		47		47VOC		1		47-1		48		0		PUHRW		HRPPWV		Paint Usage Hot Rolling Workshop		49		Renew Only		0		Fugitives: Building		PUHRWFugitives: Building		HRPPWVFugitives: Building		VOC		0														0		-1		Renew only		IDPS2		Fugitives: Building				IDPSR3		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM10		0.03767		0.1433		0		0		0.03767		0.1433		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Rains		Region 5																																																																Propoxur		0				FALSE

		0		48		48VOC		1		48-1		48		48VOC		1		48-1		49		0		DUHRW		HRPPWV		Solvent Usage Hot Rolling Workshop		50		Renew Only		0		Fugitives: Building		DUHRWFugitives: Building		HRPPWVFugitives: Building		VOC		0														0		-1		Renew only		IDPS2		Fugitives: Building				IDPSR3		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		VOC		0.262		0.995		0		0		0.262		0.995		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Randall		Region 1																																																																Propylene dichloride		0				FALSE

		0		48		48PM		2		48-2		48		48PM		2		48-2		49		0		0		0		0		50		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		IDPS2		Fugitives: Building				IDPSR3		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		VOC		0.165		0.628		0		0		0.165		0.628		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Reagan		Region 8																																																																Propylene oxide		0				FALSE

		0		48		48PM		-1		48--1		48		48PM		-1		48--1		49		0		0		0		0		50		0		0		Material Handling: Drop Point		0Material Handling: Drop Point		0Material Handling: Drop Point		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		IDPS2		Fugitives: Building				IDPSR3		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM		0.0165		0.0628		0		0		0.0165		0.0628		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Real		Region 13																																																																p‑Xylene		0				FALSE

		0		49		49PM		1		49-1		49		49PM		1		49-1		50		0		ABS3		HRPPWV		Hot rolling dust absorbing system 3		51		Renew Only		0		Fugitives: Building		ABS3Fugitives: Building		HRPPWVFugitives: Building		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		IDPS2		Fugitives: Building				IDPSR3		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM10		0.0165		0.0628		0		0		0.0165		0.0628		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Red River		Region 5																																																																Quinoline		0				FALSE

		0		49		49PM		-1		49--1		49		49PM		-1		49--1		50		0		0		0		0		51		0		0		Material Handling: Drop Point		0Material Handling: Drop Point		0Material Handling: Drop Point		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		IDPS2		Fugitives: Building		MSS		ISPSS		Renew only		ISPSSFugitives: Building		SMWV		Fugitives: Building		PM		0		0								0		0								0		PM		0.0044407971		0.0194506915		0		0		0.0044407971		0.0194506915		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Reeves		Region 7																																																																Quinone		0				FALSE

		0		50		50VOC		1		50-1		50		50VOC		1		50-1		51		0		PSGHRPPWV		HRPPWV		PSG Hot Rolling and Pipe Processing Workshop		52		New/modified		0		Fugitives: Building		PSGHRPPWVFugitives: Building		HRPPWVFugitives: Building		VOC		0														0		-1		Renew only		IDPSR3		Fugitives: Building		PM		ISPSS		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM10		0.0044407971		0.0194506915		0		0		0.0044407971		0.0194506915		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Refugio		Region 14																																																																Quintobenzene		0				FALSE

		0		50		50PM		2		50-2		50		50PM		2		50-2		51		0		0		0		0		52		0		0		Storage: Stockpile		0Storage: Stockpile		0Storage: Stockpile		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		IDPSR3		Fugitives: Building				ISPSS		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		VOC		0		0		0		0		11.115		31.631925		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		VOC								Roberts		Region 1																																																																Radionuclides		0				FALSE

		0		50		50PM		-1		50--1		50		50PM		-1		50--1		51		0		0		0		0		52		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		IDPSR3		Fugitives: Building				ISPSS		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM		0		0		0		0		0.2331		0.93		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		PM								Robertson		Region 9																																																																Radon		0				FALSE

		0		51		51CO		1		51-1		51		51CO		1		51-1		52		0		HTR1		HRPPWV		Diesel Heater 1 		53		New/modified		0		Fugitives: Building		HTR1Fugitives: Building		HRPPWVFugitives: Building		CO		0														0		-1		Renew only		IDPSR3		Fugitives: Building				ISPSS		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM10		0		0		0		0		0.02331		0.09324		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		PM10								Rockwall		Region 4																																																																Selenium		0				FALSE

		0		51		51VOC		2		51-2		51		51VOC		2		51-2		52		0		0		0		0		53		0		0		0		00		00		VOC		0														0		-1		Renew only		IDPSR3		Fugitives: Building				ISPSS		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								4		CO								0		CO		0		0		0		0		0.0082061069		0.0029541985		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		201		CO								Runnels		Region 3																																																																Styrene		0				FALSE

		0		51		51PM		3		51-3		51		51PM		3		51-3		52		0		0		0		0		53		0		0		Storage: Stockpile		0Storage: Stockpile		0Storage: Stockpile		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		IDPSR3		Fugitives: Building				ISPSS		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		VOC		0		0		0		0		0.0003282443		0.0001181679		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		VOC								Rusk		Region 5																																																																Styrene oxide		0				FALSE

		0		51		51SO2		4		51-4		51		51SO2		4		51-4		52		0		0		0		0		53		0		0		0		00		00		SO2		0														0		-1		Renew only		IDPSR3		Fugitives: Building				ISPSS		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM		0		0		0		0		0.0032824427		0.0011816794		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		PM								Sabine		Region 10																																																																Tetrachloroethylene		0				FALSE

		0		51		51NOx		5		51-5		51		51NOx		5		51-5		52		0		0		0		0		53		0		0		Storage: Stockpile		0Storage: Stockpile		0Storage: Stockpile		NOx		0														0		-1		Renew only		IDPSR3		Fugitives: Building				ISPSS		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								5		SO2								0		SO2		0		0		0		0		0.0003495802		0.0001258489		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		204		SO2								San Augustine		Region 10																																																																Titanium tetrachloride		0				FALSE

		0		52		52CO		1		52-1		52		52CO		1		52-1		53		0		HTR2		HRPPWV		Diesel Heater 2		54		New/modified		0		Fugitives: Building		HTR2Fugitives: Building		HRPPWVFugitives: Building		CO		0														0		-1		Renew only		IDPSR3		Fugitives: Building				ISPSS		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								6		NOx								0		NOx		0		0		0		0		0.039389313		0.0141801527		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		205		NOx								San Jacinto		Region 10																																																																Toluene		0				FALSE

		0		52		52VOC		2		52-2		52		52VOC		2		52-2		53		0		0		0		0		54		0		0		Storage: Stockpile		0Storage: Stockpile		0Storage: Stockpile		VOC		0														0		-1		Renew only		IDPSR3		Fugitives: Building				ISPSS		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		CO		0		0		0		0		0.0082061069		0.0029541985		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		CO								San Patricio		Region 14																																																																Toxaphene		0				FALSE

		0		52		52PM		3		52-3		52		52PM		3		52-3		53		0		0		0		0		54		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		IDPSR3		Fugitives: Building				ISPSS		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		VOC		0		0		0		0		0.0003282443		0.0001181679		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		VOC								San Saba		Region 9																																																																Trichloroethylene		0				FALSE

		0		52		52SO2		4		52-4		52		52SO2		4		52-4		53		0		0		0		0		54		0		0		Storage: Stockpile		0Storage: Stockpile		0Storage: Stockpile		SO2		0														0		-1		Renew only		IDPSR3		Fugitives: Building				ISPSS		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM		0		0		0		0		0.0032824427		0.0011816794		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		PM								Schleicher		Region 8																																																																Triethylamine		0				FALSE

		0		52		52NOx		5		52-5		52		52NOx		5		52-5		53		0		0		0		0		54		0		0		0		00		00		NOx		0														0		-1		Renew only		IDPSR3		Fugitives: Building				ISPS		Renew only		ISPSFugitives: Building		SMWV		Fugitives: Building		PM		0		0								0		0								0		SO2		0		0		0		0		0.0003495802		0.0001258489		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		SO2								Scurry		Region 3																																																																Trifluralin		0				FALSE

		12		0		0PM		0		0-0		0		0PM		0		0-0		0		13		HRL		HRLDS		Hot Rolling Line Dedusting Stack		55		New/Modified		0		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse		HRLControl: Bag Filter/Baghouse		HRLDSControl: Bag Filter/Baghouse		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		IDPSR3		Fugitives: Building		MSS		ISPS		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		NOx		0		0		0		0		0.039389313		0.0141801527		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		NOx								Shackelford		Region 3																																																																Urethane		0				FALSE

		0		0		0PM		0		0-0		0		0PM		0		0-0		0		13		0		0		0		55		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		ISPSS		Fugitives: Building		PM		ISPS		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM		4.25		4.25		0		0		2.74		8		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		PM								Shelby		Region 10																																																																Vinyl acetate		0				FALSE

		13		53		53PM		1		53-1		53		53PM		1		53-1		54		14		ODPSS1		ODPSS1		Outdoor  Drop Points, Scrap Steel by Truck 10		56		Renew only		0		Material Handling: Drop Point		ODPSS1Material Handling: Drop Point		ODPSS1Material Handling: Drop Point		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		ISPSS		Fugitives: Building				ISPS		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM10		4.25		4.25		0		0		2.74		8		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		PM10								Sherman		Region 1																																																																Vinyl bromide		0				FALSE

		0		53		53PM		-1		53--1		53		53PM		-1		53--1		54		14		0		0		0		56		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		ISPSS		Fugitives: Building				ISPS		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM		0.03		0.1		0		0		0.03		0.1		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Smith		Region 5																																																																Vinyl chloride		0				FALSE

		14		54		54PM		1		54-1		54		54PM		1		54-1		55		15		ODPSS2		ODPSS2		Outdoor Drop Points, Scrap Steel by Train 4		57		Renew only		0		Material Handling: Drop Point		ODPSS2Material Handling: Drop Point		ODPSS2Material Handling: Drop Point		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		ISPSS		Fugitives: Building				ISPS		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM10		0.01		0.05		0		0		0.01		0.05		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Somervell		Region 4																																																																Vinylidene chloride		0				FALSE

		0		54		54PM		-1		54--1		54		54PM		-1		54--1		55		15		0		0		0		57		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		ISPSS		Fugitives: Building				ISPS		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM		0.03		0.1		0		0		0.03		0.1		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Starr		Region 15																																																																Xylenes		0				FALSE

		15		55		55PM		1		55-1		55		55PM		1		55-1		56		16		ODPSR1		ODPSR1		Outdoor Drop Point Spent Refractory and Other Waste Storage Pile-1 		58		Renew only		0		Material Handling: Drop Point		ODPSR1Material Handling: Drop Point		ODPSR1Material Handling: Drop Point		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		ISPSS		Fugitives: Building				ISPS		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM10		0.01		0.05		0		0		0.01		0.05		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Stephens		Region 3																																																																						FALSE

		0		55		55PM		-1		55--1		55		55PM		-1		55--1		56		16		0		0		0		58		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		ISPSS		Fugitives: Building				ISPS		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM		0.01		0.02		0		0		0.01		0.02		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Sterling		Region 8																																																																						FALSE

		16		56		56PM		1		56-1		56		56PM		1		56-1		57		17		ODPS1		ODPS1		Outdoor Drop Point Slag-1 		59		Renew only		0		Material Handling: Drop Point		ODPS1Material Handling: Drop Point		ODPS1Material Handling: Drop Point		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		ISPSS		Fugitives: Building				ISPS		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM10		0.01		0.01		0		0		0.01		0.01		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Stonewall		Region 3																																																																						FALSE

		0		56		56PM		-1		56--1		56		56PM		-1		56--1		57		17		0		0		0		59		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		ISPSS		Fugitives: Building				ISPS		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM		0.01		0.01		0		0		0.01		0.01		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Sutton		Region 8																																																																						FALSE

		17		57		57PM		1		57-1		57		57PM		1		57-1		58		18		ODPSR2		ODPSR2		Outdoor Drop Point Spent Refractory and Other Waste Storage Pile-2  (5)		60		Renew only		0		Material Handling: Drop Point		ODPSR2Material Handling: Drop Point		ODPSR2Material Handling: Drop Point		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		ISPSS		Fugitives: Building				ISPS		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM10		0.01		0.01		0		0		0.01		0.01		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Swisher		Region 1																																																																						FALSE

		0		57		57PM		-1		57--1		57		57PM		-1		57--1		58		18		0		0		0		60		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		ISPSS		Fugitives: Building				ISPS		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM		0.05		0.03		0		0		0.05		0.03		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Tarrant		Region 4																																																																						FALSE

		18		58		58PM		1		58-1		58		58PM		1		58-1		59		19		ODPS2		ODPS2		Outdoor Drop Point Slag-2*2 		61		Renew only		0		Material Handling: Drop Point		ODPS2Material Handling: Drop Point		ODPS2Material Handling: Drop Point		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		ISPSS		Fugitives: Building				ISPSR1		Renew only		ISPSR1Fugitives: Building		SMWV		Fugitives: Building		PM		0		0								0		0								0		PM10		0.02		0.02		0		0		0.02		0.02		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Taylor		Region 3																																																																						FALSE

		0		58		58PM		-1		58--1		58		58PM		-1		58--1		59		19		0		0		0		61		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		ISPSS		Fugitives: Building				ISPSR1		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM		0.01		0.01		0		0		0.01		0.01		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Terrell		Region 7																																																																						FALSE

		19		59		59PM		1		59-1		59		59PM		1		59-1		60		20		ODPSR3		ODPSR3		Outdoor Drop Point Spent Refractory and Other Waste Storage Pile-3 		62		Renew only		0		Material Handling: Drop Point		ODPSR3Material Handling: Drop Point		ODPSR3Material Handling: Drop Point		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		ISPSS		Fugitives: Building		MSS		ISPSR1		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM10		0.01		0.01		0		0		0.01		0.01		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Terry		Region 2																																																																						FALSE

		0		59		59PM		-1		59--1		59		59PM		-1		59--1		60		20		0		0		0		62		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		ISPS		Fugitives: Building		PM		ISPSR1		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM		0.01		0.02		0		0		0.01		0.02		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Throckmorton		Region 3																																																																						FALSE

		20		60		60PM		1		60-1		60		60PM		1		60-1		61		21		ODPS3		ODPS3		Outdoor Drop Point Slag-3 		63		Renew only		0		Material Handling: Drop Point		ODPS3Material Handling: Drop Point		ODPS3Material Handling: Drop Point		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		ISPS		Fugitives: Building				ISPSR1		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM10		0.01		0.01		0		0		0.01		0.01		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Titus		Region 5																																																																						FALSE

		0		60		60PM		-1		60--1		60		60PM		-1		60--1		61		21		0		0		0		63		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		ISPS		Fugitives: Building				ISPSR1		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM		0.01		0.01		0		0		0.01		0.01		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Tom Green		Region 8																																																																						FALSE

		21		61		61PM		1		61-1		61		61PM		1		61-1		62		22		OSPSS		OSPSS		Outdoor Storage Piles,  Scrap Steel  		64		Renew only		0		Storage: Stockpile		OSPSSStorage: Stockpile		OSPSSStorage: Stockpile		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		ISPS		Fugitives: Building				ISPSR1		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM10		0.01		0.01		0		0		0.01		0.01		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Travis		Region 11																																																																						FALSE

		0		61		61PM		-1		61--1		61		61PM		-1		61--1		62		22		0		0		0		64		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		ISPS		Fugitives: Building				ISPSR1		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM		0.23		1		0		0		0.23		1		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Trinity		Region 10																																																																						FALSE

		22		62		62PM		1		62-1		62		62PM		1		62-1		63		23		OSPFST		OSPFST		Outdoor Storage Pile,  First Sedimentation Tank  		65		Renew only		0		Storage: Stockpile		OSPFSTStorage: Stockpile		OSPFSTStorage: Stockpile		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		ISPS		Fugitives: Building				ISPSR1		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM10		0.11		0.5		0		0		0.11		0.5		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Tyler		Region 10																																																																						FALSE

		0		62		62PM		-1		62--1		62		62PM		-1		62--1		63		23		0		0		0		65		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		ISPS		Fugitives: Building				ISPSR1		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM		0.01		0.01		0		0		0.01		0.01		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Upshur		Region 5																																																																						FALSE

		23		63		63PM		1		63-1		63		63PM		1		63-1		64		24		OSPS1		OSPS1		Outdoor Storage Pile, Slag-1		66		Renew only		0		Storage: Stockpile		OSPS1Storage: Stockpile		OSPS1Storage: Stockpile		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		ISPS		Fugitives: Building				ISPSR1		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM10		0.01		0.01		0		0		0.01		0.01		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Upton		Region 7																																																																						FALSE

		0		63		63PM		-1		63--1		63		63PM		-1		63--1		64		24		0		0		0		66		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		ISPS		Fugitives: Building				ISPSR1		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM		0.06		0.26		0		0		0.06		0.26		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Uvalde		Region 13																																																																						FALSE

		24		64		64PM		1		64-1		64		64PM		1		64-1		65		25		OSPSR1		OSPSR1		Outdoor Storage Pile Spent Refractory and Other Waste-1                    		67		Renew only		0		Storage: Stockpile		OSPSR1Storage: Stockpile		OSPSR1Storage: Stockpile		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		ISPS		Fugitives: Building				ISPSR1		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM10		0.03		0.13		0		0		0.03		0.13		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Val Verde		Region 16																																																																						FALSE

		0		64		64PM		-1		64--1		64		64PM		-1		64--1		65		25		0		0		0		67		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		ISPS		Fugitives: Building				ISPSR2		Renew only		ISPSR2Fugitives: Building		SMWV		Fugitives: Building		PM		0		0								0		0								0		PM		0.23		1		0		0		0.23		1		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Van Zandt		Region 5																																																																						FALSE

		25		65		65PM		1		65-1		65		65PM		1		65-1		66		26		OSPS2		OSPS2		Outdoor Storage Pile, Slag-2  		68		Renew only		0		Storage: Stockpile		OSPS2Storage: Stockpile		OSPS2Storage: Stockpile		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		ISPS		Fugitives: Building				ISPSR2		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM10		0.11		0.5		0		0		0.11		0.5		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Victoria		Region 14																																																																						FALSE

		0		65		65PM		-1		65--1		65		65PM		-1		65--1		66		26		0		0		0		68		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		ISPS		Fugitives: Building				ISPSR2		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM		0.06		0.26		0		0		0.06		0.26		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Walker		Region 12																																																																						FALSE

		26		66		66PM		1		66-1		66		66PM		1		66-1		67		27		OSPSR2		OSPSR2		Outdoor Storage Pile, Spent Refractory and Other Waste-2 		69		Renew only		0		Storage: Stockpile		OSPSR2Storage: Stockpile		OSPSR2Storage: Stockpile		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		ISPS		Fugitives: Building		MSS		ISPSR2		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM10		0.03		0.13		0		0		0.03		0.13		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Waller		Region 12																																																																						FALSE

		0		66		66PM		-1		66--1		66		66PM		-1		66--1		67		27		0		0		0		69		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		ISPSR1		Fugitives: Building		PM		ISPSR2		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM		0.23		1		0		0		0.23		1		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Ward		Region 7																																																																						FALSE

		27		67		67PM		1		67-1		67		67PM		1		67-1		68		28		N6CCT		N6CCT		Contact Cooling Tower No. 6 		70		Renew only		0		Cooling Tower		N6CCTCooling Tower		N6CCTCooling Tower		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		ISPSR1		Fugitives: Building				ISPSR2		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM10		0.11		0.5		0		0		0.11		0.5		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Washington		Region 9																																																																						FALSE

		0		67		67PM		-1		67--1		67		67PM		-1		67--1		68		28		0		0		0		70		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		ISPSR1		Fugitives: Building				ISPSR2		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM		0.03		0.14		0		0		0.03		0.14		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Webb		Region 16																																																																						FALSE

		28		68		68PM		1		68-1		68		68PM		1		68-1		69		29		N7CCT		N7CCT		Contact Cooling Tower No. 7		71		Renew only		0		Cooling Tower		N7CCTCooling Tower		N7CCTCooling Tower		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		ISPSR1		Fugitives: Building				ISPSR2		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM10		0.03		0.14		0		0		0.03		0.14		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Wharton		Region 12																																																																						FALSE

		0		68		68PM		-1		68--1		68		68PM		-1		68--1		69		29		0		0		0		71		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		ISPSR1		Fugitives: Building				ISPSR2		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM		0.02		0.07		0		0		0.02		0.07		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Wheeler		Region 1																																																																						FALSE

		0		0		0PM		0		0-0		0		0PM		0		0-0		70		30		RSCCT		RSCCT		Rolling Steel Contact Cooling Tower 		72		Remove		0		Cooling Tower		RSCCTCooling Tower		RSCCTCooling Tower		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		ISPSR1		Fugitives: Building				ISPSR2		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM10		0.02		0.07		0		0		0.02		0.07		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Wichita		Region 3																																																																						FALSE

		0		0		0PM		0		0-0		0		0PM		0		0-0		70		30		0		0		0		72		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		ISPSR1		Fugitives: Building				ISPSR2		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM		0.03		0.14		0		0		0		0		TRUE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		0		0								Wilbarger		Region 3																																																																						FALSE

		29		69		69PM		1		69-1		69		69PM		1		69-1		71		31		PPCCT		PPCCT		Pipe Processing  Contact Cooling Tower 		73		Renew only		0		Cooling Tower		PPCCTCooling Tower		PPCCTCooling Tower		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		ISPSR1		Fugitives: Building				ISPSR2		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM10		0.03		0.14		0		0		0		0		TRUE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		0		0								Willacy		Region 15																																																																						FALSE

		0		69		69PM		-1		69--1		69		69PM		-1		69--1		71		31		0		0		0		73		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		ISPSR1		Fugitives: Building				ISPSR2		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM		0.03		0.14		0		0		0.03		0.14		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Williamson		Region 11																																																																						FALSE

		30		70		70VOC		1		70-1		70		70VOC		1		70-1		72		32		SMWTF		SMWTF		Steel Making Water Treatment Facility		74		Renew only		0		Other		SMWTFOther		SMWTFOther		VOC		0														0		-1		Renew only		ISPSR1		Fugitives: Building				ISPSR3		Renew only		ISPSR3Fugitives: Building		SMWV		Fugitives: Building		PM		0		0								0		0								0		PM10		0.03		0.14		0		0		0.03		0.14		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Wilson		Region 13																																																																						FALSE

		0		70		70PM		2		70-2		70		70PM		2		70-2		72		32		0		0		0		74		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		ISPSR1		Fugitives: Building				ISPSR3		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		VOC		0.1		0.1		0		0		0.1		0.1		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Winkler		Region 7																																																																						FALSE

		0		70		70PM		-1		70--1		70		70PM		-1		70--1		72		32		0		0		0		74		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		ISPSR1		Fugitives: Building				ISPSR3		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM		0.1		0.1		0		0		0.1		0.1		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Wise		Region 4																																																																						FALSE

		0		0		0VOC		0		0-0		0		0VOC		0		0-0		73		33		RSWTF		RSWTF		Rolling Steel Water Treatment Facility 		75		Remove		0		Other		RSWTFOther		RSWTFOther		VOC		0														0		-1		Renew only		ISPSR1		Fugitives: Building				ISPSR3		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM10		0.1		0.1		0		0		0.1		0.1		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0								Wood		Region 5																																																																						FALSE

		0		0		0PM		0		0-0		0		0PM		0		0-0		73		33		0		0		0		75		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		ISPSR1		Fugitives: Building		MSS		ISPSR3		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		VOC		0.1		0.1		0		0		0		0		TRUE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		0		0								Yoakum		Region 2																																																																						FALSE

		0		0		0PM		0		0-0		0		0PM		0		0-0		73		33		0		0		0		75		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		ISPSR2		Fugitives: Building		PM		ISPSR3		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM		0.1		0.1		0		0		0		0		TRUE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		0		0								Young		Region 3																																																																						FALSE

		0		0		0VOC		0		0-0		0		0VOC		0		0-0		74		34		GWTF		GWTF		Graphite Water Treatment Facility 		76		Remove		0		Other		GWTFOther		GWTFOther		VOC		0														0		-1		Renew only		ISPSR2		Fugitives: Building				ISPSR3		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM10		0.1		0.1		0		0		0		0		TRUE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		0		0								Zapata		Region 16																																																																						FALSE

		0		0		0PM		0		0-0		0		0PM		0		0-0		74		34		0		0		0		76		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		ISPSR2		Fugitives: Building				ISPSR3		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		VOC		0.1		0.1		0		0		0		0		TRUE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		0		0								Zavala		Region 16																																																																						FALSE

		0		0		0PM		0		0-0		0		0PM		0		0-0		74		34		0		0		0		76		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		ISPSR2		Fugitives: Building				ISPSR3		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM		0.1		0.1		0		0		0		0		TRUE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		31		71		71NOx		1		71-1		71		71NOx		1		71-1		75		35		CMSC		CMSCS1		Caster Spray Chamber Stack 1		77		Renew only		0		Process Vent		CMSCProcess Vent		CMSCS1Process Vent		NOx		0														0		-1		Renew only		ISPSR2		Fugitives: Building				ISPSR3		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM10		0.1		0.1		0		0		0		0		TRUE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		71		71CO		2		71-2		71		71CO		2		71-2		75		35		0		0		0		77		0		0		0		00		00		CO		0														0		-1		Renew only		ISPSR2		Fugitives: Building				ISPSR3		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		NOx		0.18		0.55		0		0		0.18		0.55		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		71		71VOC		3		71-3		71		71VOC		3		71-3		75		35		0		0		0		77		0		0		0		00		00		VOC		0														0		-1		Renew only		ISPSR2		Fugitives: Building				ISPSR3		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		CO		0.58		1.75		0		0		0.58		1.75		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		71		71PM		4		71-4		71		71PM		4		71-4		75		35		0		0		0		77		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		ISPSR2		Fugitives: Building				ISPSR3		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		VOC		0.02		0.07		0		0		0.02		0.07		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		71		71PM		-1		71--1		71		71PM		-1		71--1		75		35		0		0		0		77		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		ISPSR2		Fugitives: Building				ELSMW		Renew only		ELSMWFugitives: Building		SMWV		Fugitives: Building		PM		0		0								0		0								0		PM		0.07		0.22		0		0		0.07		0.22		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		71		71Pb		5		71-5		71		71Pb		5		71-5		75		35		0		0		0		77		0		0		0		00		00		Pb		0														0		-1		Renew only		ISPSR2		Fugitives: Building				ELSMW		Renew only		00		SMWV		Fugitives: Building		Cr		0		0								0		0								0		PM10		0.07		0.22		0		0		0.07		0.22		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		32		0		0NOx		0		0-0		0		0NOx		0		0-0		0		36		CMSC		CMSCS2		Caster Spray Chamber Stack 2		78		Renew only		0		Process Vent		CMSCProcess Vent		CMSCS2Process Vent		NOx		0														0		-1		Renew only		ISPSR2		Fugitives: Building				ELSMW		Renew only		0Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse		SMWV		Fugitives: Building		Cr VI		0		0								0		0								0		Pb		0.001		0.002		0		0		0.001		0.002		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		0		0CO		0		0-0		0		0CO		0		0-0		0		36		0		0		0		78		0		0		0		00		00		CO		0														0		-1		Renew only		ISPSR2		Fugitives: Building				ELSMW		Renew only		00		SMWV		Fugitives: Building		Pb		0		0								0		0								0		NOx		0.18		0.55		0		0		0.18		0.55		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		0		0VOC		0		0-0		0		0VOC		0		0-0		0		36		0		0		0		78		0		0		0		00		00		VOC		0														0		-1		Renew only		ISPSR2		Fugitives: Building				ELSMW		Renew only		0Material Handling: Drop Point		SMWV		Fugitives: Building		Mn		0		0								0		0								0		CO		0.58		1.75		0		0		0.58		1.75		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		0		0PM		0		0-0		0		0PM		0		0-0		0		36		0		0		0		78		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		ISPSR2		Fugitives: Building		MSS		ELSMW		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		VOC		0.02		0.07		0		0		0.02		0.07		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		0		0PM		0		0-0		0		0PM		0		0-0		0		36		0		0		0		78		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		ISPSR3		Fugitives: Building		PM		ELSMW		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM		0.07		0.22		0		0		0.07		0.22		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		0		0Pb		0		0-0		0		0Pb		0		0-0		0		36		0		0		0		78		0		0		0		00		00		Pb		0														0		-1		Renew only		ISPSR3		Fugitives: Building				ELSMW		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM10		0.07		0.22		0		0		0.07		0.22		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		33		72		72VOC		1		72-1		72		72VOC		1		72-1		76		37		UVCS1		UVCS1		UV Coating Stack 1		79		Renew only		0		Other		UVCS1Other		UVCS1Other		VOC		0														0		-1		Renew only		ISPSR3		Fugitives: Building				ELSMW		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		Pb		0.001		0.002		0		0		0.001		0.002		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		72		72PM		2		72-2		72		72PM		2		72-2		76		37		0		0		0		79		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		ISPSR3		Fugitives: Building				ELSMW		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		VOC		0.01		0.01		0		0		0.01		0.01		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		72		72PM		-1		72--1		72		72PM		-1		72--1		76		37		0		0		0		79		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		ISPSR3		Fugitives: Building				ELSMW		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM		0.01		0.04		0		0		0.01		0.04		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		34		73		73VOC		1		73-1		73		73VOC		1		73-1		77		38		UVCS2		UVCS2		UV Coating Stack 2		80		Renew only		0		Other		UVCS2Other		UVCS2Other		VOC		0														0		-1		Renew only		ISPSR3		Fugitives: Building				ELSMW		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM10		0.01		0.04		0		0		0.01		0.04		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		73		73PM		2		73-2		73		73PM		2		73-2		77		38		0		0		0		80		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		ISPSR3		Fugitives: Building				ELSMW		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		VOC		0.01		0.01		0		0		0.01		0.01		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		73		73PM		-1		73--1		73		73PM		-1		73--1		77		38		0		0		0		80		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		ISPSR3		Fugitives: Building				OUSMW		Renew only		OUSMWFugitives: Building		SMWV		Fugitives: Building		CO		0		0								0		0								0		PM		0.01		0.04		0		0		0.01		0.04		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		35		74		74VOC		1		74-1		74		74VOC		1		74-1		78		39		UVCS3		UVCS3		UV Coating Stack 3		81		Renew only		0		Other		UVCS3Other		UVCS3Other		VOC		0														0		-1		Renew only		ISPSR3		Fugitives: Building				OUSMW		Renew only		0Material Handling: Drop Point		SMWV		Fugitives: Building		VOC		0		0								0		0								0		PM10		0.01		0.04		0		0		0.01		0.04		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		74		74PM		2		74-2		74		74PM		2		74-2		78		39		0		0		0		81		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		ISPSR3		Fugitives: Building				OUSMW		Renew only		00		SMWV		Fugitives: Building		PM		0		0								0		0								0		VOC		0.01		0.01		0		0		0.01		0.01		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		74		74PM		-1		74--1		74		74PM		-1		74--1		78		39		0		0		0		81		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		ISPSR3		Fugitives: Building				OUSMW		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM		0.01		0.04		0		0		0.01		0.04		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		36		75		75VOC		1		75-1		75		75VOC		1		75-1		79		40		UVCS4		UVCS4		UV Coating Stack 4		82		New/Modified		0		Other		UVCS4Other		UVCS4Other		VOC		0														0		-1		Renew only		ISPSR3		Fugitives: Building				OUSMW		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM10		0.01		0.04		0		0		0.01		0.04		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		75		75PM		2		75-2		75		75PM		2		75-2		79		40		0		0		0		82		0		0		Fugitives: Building		0Fugitives: Building		0Fugitives: Building		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		ISPSR3		Fugitives: Building				OUSMW		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		VOC		0.01		0.01		0		0		1.11		3.39		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		VOC																																																																																FALSE

		0		75		75PM		-1		75--1		75		75PM		-1		75--1		79		40		0		0		0		82		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		ISPSR3		Fugitives: Building		MSS		OUSMW		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM		0.01		0.04		0		0		0.06		0.2		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		PM																																																																																FALSE

		37		76		76NOx		1		76-1		76		76NOx		1		76-1		80		41		VD		VDSS		VD Steam Stack		83		Renew only		0		Process Vent		VDProcess Vent		VDSSProcess Vent		NOx		0														0		-1		Renew only		ELSMW		Fugitives: Building		PM		OUSMW		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM10		0.01		0.04		0		0		0.016		0.0601		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		PM10																																																																																FALSE

		0		76		76CO		2		76-2		76		76CO		2		76-2		80		41		0		0		0		83		0		0		0		00		00		CO		0														0		-1		Renew only		ELSMW		Fugitives: Building		Cr		OUSMW		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		NOx		0.73		2.19		0		0		0.73		2.19		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		76		76VOC		3		76-3		76		76VOC		3		76-3		80		41		0		0		0		83		0		0		0		00		00		VOC		0														0		-1		Renew only		ELSMW		Fugitives: Building		Cr VI		OUSMW		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		CO		29.1		87.43		0		0		29.1		87.43		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		76		76SO2		4		76-4		76		76SO2		4		76-4		80		41		0		0		0		83		0		0		0		00		00		SO2		0														0		-1		Renew only		ELSMW		Fugitives: Building		Pb		OUSMW		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		VOC		0.09		0.26		0		0		0.09		0.26		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		76		76PM		5		76-5		76		76PM		5		76-5		80		41		0		0		0		83		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		ELSMW		Fugitives: Building		Mn		OUSMW		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		SO2		0.02		0.04		0		0		0.02		0.04		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		76		76PM		-1		76--1		76		76PM		-1		76--1		80		41		0		0		0		83		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		ELSMW		Fugitives: Building				OUSMW		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM		0.29		0.87		0		0		0.29		0.87		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		38		77		77HAPS		1		77-1		77		77HAPS		1		77-1		81		42		ALL		ALL		ALL		84		Renew only		0		Other		ALLOther		ALLOther		HAPS		0														0		-1		Renew only		ELSMW		Fugitives: Building				CC		Renew only		CCFugitives: Building		SMWV		Fugitives: Building		NOx		0		0								0		0								0		PM10		0.29		0.87		0		0		0.29		0.87		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		39		78		78NOx		1		78-1		78		78NOx		1		78-1		82		43		QFS2		QFS2		Quench Furnace Stack		85		Consolidate		0		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		QFS2Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		QFS2Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		NOx		0														0		-1		Renew only		ELSMW		Fugitives: Building				CC		Renew only		0Material Handling: Drop Point		SMWV		Fugitives: Building		CO		19		HAPS								0		0								288		HAPS		0.45		1.92		0		0		0.45		1.92		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		78		78CO		2		78-2		78		78CO		2		78-2		82		43		0		0		0		85		0		0		0		00		00		CO		0														0		-1		Renew only		ELSMW		Fugitives: Building				CC		Renew only		00		SMWV		Fugitives: Building		VOC		0		0								0		0								0		NOx		0		0		6.36		11.04		6.36		11.04		TRUE		TRUE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		NOx																																																																																FALSE

		0		78		78SO2		3		78-3		78		78SO2		3		78-3		82		43		0		0		0		85		0		0		0		00		00		SO2		0														0		-1		Renew only		ELSMW		Fugitives: Building				CC		Renew only		0Material Handling: Drop Point		SMWV		Fugitives: Building		SO2		0		0								0		0								0		CO		0		0		5.34		9.27		5.34		9.27		TRUE		TRUE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		CO																																																																																FALSE

		0		78		78VOC		4		78-4		78		78VOC		4		78-4		82		43		0		0		0		85		0		0		0		00		00		VOC		0														0		-1		Renew only		ELSMW		Fugitives: Building				CC		Renew only		00		SMWV		Fugitives: Building		PM		0		0								0		0								0		SO2		0		0		0.04		0.07		0.04		0.07		TRUE		TRUE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		SO2																																																																																FALSE

		0		78		78PM		5		78-5		78		78PM		5		78-5		82		43		0		0		0		85		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		ELSMW		Fugitives: Building				CC		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		VOC		0		0		0.35		0.61		0.35		0.61		TRUE		TRUE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		VOC																																																																																FALSE

		0		78		78PM		-1		78--1		78		78PM		-1		78--1		82		43		0		0		0		85		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		ELSMW		Fugitives: Building				CC		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM		0		0		0.48		0.84		0.48		0.84		TRUE		TRUE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		PM																																																																																FALSE

		0		78		78PM		-1		78--1		78		78PM		-1		78--1		82		43		0		0		0		85		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		ELSMW		Fugitives: Building		MSS		CC		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM10		0		0		0.48		0.84		0.48		0.84		TRUE		TRUE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		PM10																																																																																FALSE

		0		78		78HAPS		6		78-6		78		78HAPS		6		78-6		82		43		0		0		0		85		0		0		0		00		00		HAPS		0														0		-1		Renew only		OUSMW		Fugitives: Building		CO		CC		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				20		PM2.5								7		PM2.5								295		PM2.5		0		0		0.48		0.84		0.48		0.84		TRUE		TRUE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		295		PM2.5																																																																																FALSE

		40		79		79NOx		1		79-1		79		79NOx		1		79-1		83		44		TFS2		TFS2		Tempering Furnace Stack		86		Consolidate		0		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		TFS2Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		TFS2Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		NOx		0														0		-1		Renew only		OUSMW		Fugitives: Building		VOC		CC		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								8		HAPS								0		HAPS		0		0		0.12		0.21		0.12		0.21		TRUE		TRUE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		296		HAPS																																																																																FALSE

		0		79		79CO		2		79-2		79		79CO		2		79-2		83		44		0		0		0		86		0		0		0		00		00		CO		0														0		-1		Renew only		OUSMW		Fugitives: Building		PM		CC		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		NOx		0		0		5.3		8.83		5.3		8.83		TRUE		TRUE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		NOx																																																																																FALSE

		0		79		79SO2		3		79-3		79		79SO2		3		79-3		83		44		0		0		0		86		0		0		Material Handling: Drop Point		0Material Handling: Drop Point		0Material Handling: Drop Point		SO2		0														0		-1		Renew only		OUSMW		Fugitives: Building				CC		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		CO		0		0		4.45		7.42		4.45		7.42		TRUE		TRUE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		CO																																																																																FALSE

		0		79		79VOC		4		79-4		79		79VOC		4		79-4		83		44		0		0		0		86		0		0		0		00		00		VOC		0														0		-1		Renew only		OUSMW		Fugitives: Building				CC		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		SO2		0		0		0.03		0.05		0.03		0.05		TRUE		TRUE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		SO2																																																																																FALSE

		0		79		79PM		5		79-5		79		79PM		5		79-5		83		44		0		0		0		86		0		0		Material Handling: Drop Point		0Material Handling: Drop Point		0Material Handling: Drop Point		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		OUSMW		Fugitives: Building				EAFB		Renew only		EAFBFugitives: Building		SMWV		Fugitives: Building		CO		0		0								0		0								0		VOC		0		0		0.29		0.49		0.29		0.49		TRUE		TRUE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		VOC																																																																																FALSE

		0		79		79PM		-1		79--1		79		79PM		-1		79--1		83		44		0		0		0		86		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		OUSMW		Fugitives: Building				EAFB		Renew only		0Material Handling: Drop Point		SMWV		Fugitives: Building		VOC		0		0								0		0								0		PM		0		0		0.4		0.67		0.4		0.67		TRUE		TRUE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		PM																																																																																FALSE

		0		79		79PM		-1		79--1		79		79PM		-1		79--1		83		44		0		0		0		86		0		0		Material Handling: Drop Point		0Material Handling: Drop Point		0Material Handling: Drop Point		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		OUSMW		Fugitives: Building				EAFB		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM10		0		0		0.4		0.67		0.4		0.67		TRUE		TRUE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		PM10																																																																																FALSE

		0		79		79HAPS		6		79-6		79		79HAPS		6		79-6		83		44		0		0		0		86		0		0		0		00		00		HAPS		0														0		-1		Renew only		OUSMW		Fugitives: Building				EAFB		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM2.5		0		0		0.4		0.67		0.4		0.67		TRUE		TRUE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		PM2.5																																																																																FALSE

		41		80		80PM		1		80-1		80		80PM		1		80-1		84		45		Regrinding		HTFUG		Regrinding		87		Consolidate		0		Fugitives: Building		RegrindingFugitives: Building		HTFUGFugitives: Building		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		OUSMW		Fugitives: Building				EAFB		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		HAPS		0		0		0.01		0.01		0.01		0.01		TRUE		TRUE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		HAPS																																																																																FALSE

		0		80		80PM		-1		80--1		80		80PM		-1		80--1		84		45		0		0		0		87		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		OUSMW		Fugitives: Building				EAFB		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM		0		0		0.5732048767		0.0248021341		0.5732048767		0.0248021341		TRUE		TRUE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		PM																																																																																FALSE

		0		80		80PM		-1		80--1		80		80PM		-1		80--1		84		45		0		0		0		87		0		0		Storage: Stockpile		0Storage: Stockpile		0Storage: Stockpile		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		OUSMW		Fugitives: Building				EAFB		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM10		0		0		0.5732048767		0.0248021341		0.5732048767		0.0248021341		TRUE		TRUE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		PM10																																																																																FALSE

		0		81		81VOC		1		81-1		81		81VOC		1		81-1		85		0		Marking		HTFUG		Marking		88		Consolidate		0		Fugitives: Building		MarkingFugitives: Building		HTFUGFugitives: Building		VOC		0														0		-1		Renew only		OUSMW		Fugitives: Building				EAFB		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM2.5		0		0		0.5732048767		0.0248021341		0.5732048767		0.0248021341		TRUE		TRUE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		PM2.5																																																																																FALSE

		0		82		82PM		1		82-1		82		82PM		1		82-1		86		0		Descaling Baghouse		HTFUG		Descaling Baghouse		89		Consolidate		0		Fugitives: Building		Descaling BaghouseFugitives: Building		HTFUGFugitives: Building		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		OUSMW		Fugitives: Building		MSS		EAFB		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		VOC		0		0		1.81		1.74		1.81		1.74		TRUE		TRUE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		VOC																																																																																FALSE

		0		82		82PM		-1		82--1		82		82PM		-1		82--1		86		0		0		0		0		89		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		CC		Fugitives: Building		NOx		EAFB		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM		0		0		0.2645560969		1.1587557045		0.2645560969		1.1587557045		TRUE		TRUE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		PM																																																																																FALSE

		0		82		82PM		-1		82--1		82		82PM		-1		82--1		86		0		0		0		0		89		0		0		Storage: Stockpile		0Storage: Stockpile		0Storage: Stockpile		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		CC		Fugitives: Building		CO		EAFB		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM10		0		0		0.2645560969		1.1587557045		0.2645560969		1.1587557045		TRUE		TRUE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		PM10																																																																																FALSE

		0		83		83PM		1		83-1		83		83PM		1		83-1		87		0		Electrode Usage		HTFUG		Electrode Usage		90		Consolidate		0		Fugitives: Building		Electrode UsageFugitives: Building		HTFUGFugitives: Building		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		CC		Fugitives: Building		VOC		EAFB		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM2.5		0		0		0.2645560969		1.1587557045		0.2645560969		1.1587557045		TRUE		TRUE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		PM2.5																																																																																FALSE

		0		83		83PM		-1		83--1		83		83PM		-1		83--1		87		0		0		0		0		90		0		0		Storage: Stockpile		0Storage: Stockpile		0Storage: Stockpile		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		CC		Fugitives: Building		SO2		EAFB		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM		0		0		0.123216		0.4692		0.123216		0.4692		TRUE		TRUE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		PM																																																																																FALSE

		0		83		83PM		-1		83--1		83		83PM		-1		83--1		87		0		0		0		0		90		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		CC		Fugitives: Building		PM		LB		Renew only		LBFugitives: Building		SMWV		Fugitives: Building		CO		0		0								0		0								0		PM10		0		0		0.123216		0.4692		0.123216		0.4692		TRUE		TRUE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		PM10																																																																																FALSE

		0		83		83HAPS		2		83-2		83		83HAPS		2		83-2		87		0		0		0		0		90		0		0		Storage: Stockpile		0Storage: Stockpile		0Storage: Stockpile		HAPS		0														0		-1		Renew only		CC		Fugitives: Building				LB		Renew only		0Material Handling: Drop Point		SMWV		Fugitives: Building		VOC		0		0								0		0								0		PM2.5		0		0		0.123216		0.4692		0.123216		0.4692		TRUE		TRUE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		PM2.5																																																																																FALSE

		0		84		84CO		1		84-1		84		84CO		1		84-1		88		0		Oil Evaporation		HTFUG		Oil Evaporation		91		Consolidate		0		Fugitives: Building		Oil EvaporationFugitives: Building		HTFUGFugitives: Building		CO		0														0		-1		Renew only		CC		Fugitives: Building				LB		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		HAPS		0		0		0.0398		0.15		0.0398		0.15		TRUE		TRUE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		HAPS																																																																																FALSE

		0		84		84VOC		2		84-2		84		84VOC		2		84-2		88		0		0		0		0		91		0		0		Storage: Stockpile		0Storage: Stockpile		0Storage: Stockpile		VOC		0														0		-1		Renew only		CC		Fugitives: Building				LB		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		CO		0		0		0.3		1.37		0.3		1.37		TRUE		TRUE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		CO																																																																																FALSE

		0		84		84PM		3		84-3		84		84PM		3		84-3		88		0		0		0		0		91		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		CC		Fugitives: Building				LB		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		VOC		0		0		0.2		0.91		0.2		0.91		TRUE		TRUE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		VOC																																																																																FALSE

		0		84		84PM		-1		84--1		84		84PM		-1		84--1		88		0		0		0		0		91		0		0		Cooling Tower		0Cooling Tower		0Cooling Tower		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		CC		Fugitives: Building				LB		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM		0		0		0.2		0.913		0.2		0.913		TRUE		TRUE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		PM																																																																																FALSE

		0		84		84PM		-1		84--1		84		84PM		-1		84--1		88		0		0		0		0		91		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		CC		Fugitives: Building				LB		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM10		0		0		0.2		0.913		0.2		0.913		TRUE		TRUE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		PM10																																																																																FALSE

		42		85		85VOC		1		85-1		85		85VOC		1		85-1		89		46		PI		PCFUG		Printing and Inspection		92		Consolidate		0		Fugitives: Building		PIFugitives: Building		PCFUGFugitives: Building		VOC		0														0		-1		Renew only		CC		Fugitives: Building				LB		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM2.5		0		0		0.2		0.913		0.2		0.913		TRUE		TRUE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		PM2.5																																																																																FALSE

		0		85		85PM		2		85-2		85		85PM		2		85-2		89		46		0		0		0		92		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		CC		Fugitives: Building				LB		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		VOC		0		0		0.82		2.632225		0.82		2.632225		TRUE		TRUE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		VOC																																																																																FALSE

		0		85		85PM		-1		85--1		85		85PM		-1		85--1		89		46		0		0		0		92		0		0		Cooling Tower		0Cooling Tower		0Cooling Tower		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		CC		Fugitives: Building		MSS		LB		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM		0		0		0.074145		0.26205975		0.074145		0.26205975		TRUE		TRUE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		PM																																																																																FALSE

		0		85		85PM		-1		85--1		85		85PM		-1		85--1		89		46		0		0		0		92		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		EAFB		Fugitives: Building		CO		LB		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM10		0		0		0.074145		0.26205975		0.074145		0.26205975		TRUE		TRUE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		PM10																																																																																FALSE

		0		86		86PM		1		86-1		86		86PM		1		86-1		90		0		PCT		PCFUG		Pipe Cutting and Threading		93		Consolidate		0		Fugitives: Building		PCTFugitives: Building		PCFUGFugitives: Building		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		EAFB		Fugitives: Building		VOC		LB		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM2.5		0		0		0.074145		0.26205975		0.074145		0.26205975		TRUE		TRUE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		PM2.5																																																																																FALSE

		0		86		86PM		-1		86--1		86		86PM		-1		86--1		90		0		0		0		0		93		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		EAFB		Fugitives: Building				LB		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM		0		0		0.3337935		1.33		0.3337935		1.33		TRUE		TRUE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		PM																																																																																FALSE

		0		86		86PM		-1		86--1		86		86PM		-1		86--1		90		0		0		0		0		93		0		0		Other		0Other		0Other		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		EAFB		Fugitives: Building				TB		Renew only		TBFugitives: Building		SMWV		Fugitives: Building		CO		0		0								0		0								0		PM10		0		0		0.3337935		1.33		0.3337935		1.33		TRUE		TRUE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		PM10																																																																																FALSE

		0		87		87PM		1		87-1		87		87PM		1		87-1		91		0		WELD		PCFUG		Welding		94		Consolidate		0		Fugitives: Building		WELDFugitives: Building		PCFUGFugitives: Building		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		EAFB		Fugitives: Building				TB		Renew only		0Storage: Stockpile		SMWV		Fugitives: Building		VOC		0		0								0		0								0		PM2.5		0		0		0.3337935		1.33		0.3337935		1.33		TRUE		TRUE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		PM2.5																																																																																FALSE

		0		87		87PM		-1		87--1		87		87PM		-1		87--1		91		0		0		0		0		94		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		EAFB		Fugitives: Building				TB		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM		0		0		0.000767		0.00308		0.000767		0.00308		TRUE		TRUE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		PM																																																																																FALSE

		0		87		87PM		-1		87--1		87		87PM		-1		87--1		91		0		0		0		0		94		0		0		Other		0Other		0Other		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		EAFB		Fugitives: Building				TB		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM10		0		0		0.000767		0.00308		0.000767		0.00308		TRUE		TRUE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		PM10																																																																																FALSE

		0		87		87HAPS		2		87-2		87		87HAPS		2		87-2		91		0		0		0		0		94		0		0		0		00		00		HAPS		0														0		-1		Renew only		EAFB		Fugitives: Building				TB		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM2.5		0		0		0.000767		0.00308		0.000767		0.00308		TRUE		TRUE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		PM2.5																																																																																FALSE

		0		88		88VOC		1		88-1		88		88VOC		1		88-1		92		0		EMPC		PCFUG		Emulsion Evaporation		95		Consolidate		0		Fugitives: Building		EMPCFugitives: Building		PCFUGFugitives: Building		VOC		0														0		-1		Renew only		EAFB		Fugitives: Building				TB		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		HAPS		0		0		0.000247		0.000992		0.000247		0.000992		TRUE		TRUE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		HAPS																																																																																FALSE

		0		88		88PM		2		88-2		88		88PM		2		88-2		92		0		0		0		0		95		0		0		Other		0Other		0Other		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		EAFB		Fugitives: Building				TB		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		VOC		0		0		0.07		0.2939		0.07		0.2939		TRUE		TRUE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		VOC																																																																																FALSE

		0		88		88PM		-1		88--1		88		88PM		-1		88--1		92		0		0		0		0		95		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		EAFB		Fugitives: Building				TB		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM		0		0		0.07		0.29		0.07		0.29		TRUE		TRUE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		PM																																																																																FALSE

		0		88		88PM		-1		88--1		88		88PM		-1		88--1		92		0		0		0		0		95		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		EAFB		Fugitives: Building				TB		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM10		0		0		0.07		0.29		0.07		0.29		TRUE		TRUE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		PM10																																																																																FALSE

		0		89		89VOC		1		89-1		89		89VOC		1		89-1		93		0		LUBE		PCFUG		Equipment Lubrication		96		Consolidate		0		Fugitives: Building		LUBEFugitives: Building		PCFUGFugitives: Building		VOC		0														0		-1		Renew only		EAFB		Fugitives: Building				TB		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM2.5		0		0		0.07		0.29		0.07		0.29		TRUE		TRUE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		PM2.5																																																																																FALSE

		43		90		90VOC		1		90-1		90		90VOC		1		90-1		94		47		CS4		CS4		Coating Stack No. 1		97		Consolidate		0		Other		CS4Other		CS4Other		VOC		0														0		-1		Renew only		EAFB		Fugitives: Building		MSS		TB		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		VOC		0		0		0.34		1.35		0.34		1.35		TRUE		TRUE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		VOC																																																																																FALSE

		0		90		90PM		2		90-2		90		90PM		2		90-2		94		47		0		0		0		97		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		LB		Fugitives: Building		CO		TB		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		VOC		0		0		2.14		6.74		2.14		6.74		TRUE		TRUE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		VOC																																																																																FALSE

		0		90		90PM		-1		90--1		90		90PM		-1		90--1		94		47		0		0		0		97		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		LB		Fugitives: Building		VOC		TB		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM		0		0		0.01		0.01		0.01		0.01		TRUE		TRUE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		PM																																																																																FALSE

		0		90		90PM		-1		90--1		90		90PM		-1		90--1		94		47		0		0		0		97		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		LB		Fugitives: Building				LP		Renew only		LPFugitives: Building		SMWV		Fugitives: Building		NOx		0		0								0		0								0		PM10		0		0		0.01		0.01		0.01		0.01		TRUE		TRUE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		PM10																																																																																FALSE

		0		90		90C6H5CH3		3		90-3		90		90C6H5CH3		3		90-3		94		47		0		0		0		97		0		0		0		00		00		C6H5CH3		0														0		-1		Renew only		LB		Fugitives: Building				LP		Renew only		0Storage: Stockpile		SMWV		Fugitives: Building		CO		0		0								0		0								0		PM2.5		0		0		0.01		0.01		0.01		0.01		TRUE		TRUE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		PM2.5																																																																																FALSE

		0		90		90CH3COOC2H5		4		90-4		90		90CH3COOC2H5		4		90-4		94		47		0		0		0		97		0		0		0		00		00		CH3COOC2H5		0														0		-1		Renew only		LB		Fugitives: Building				LP		Renew only		00		SMWV		Fugitives: Building		VOC		21		C6H5CH3								9		C6H5CH3								341		C6H5CH3		0		0		0.6		2.38		0.6		2.38		TRUE		TRUE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		341		C6H5CH3																																																																																FALSE

		44		91		91VOC		1		91-1		91		91VOC		1		91-1		95		48		CS5		CS5		Coating Stack No. 2		98		Consolidate		0		Other		CS5Other		CS5Other		VOC		0														0		-1		Renew only		LB		Fugitives: Building				LP		Renew only		0Storage: Stockpile		SMWV		Fugitives: Building		SO2		22		CH3COOC2H5								10		CH3COOC2H5								342		CH3COOC2H5		0		0		0.37		1.43		0.37		1.43		TRUE		TRUE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		342		CH3COOC2H5																																																																																FALSE

		0		91		91PM		2		91-2		91		91PM		2		91-2		95		48		0		0		0		98		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		LB		Fugitives: Building				LP		Renew only		00		SMWV		Fugitives: Building		PM		0		0								0		0								0		VOC		0		0		1.98		6.26		1.98		6.26		TRUE		TRUE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		VOC																																																																																FALSE

		0		91		91PM		-1		91--1		91		91PM		-1		91--1		95		48		0		0		0		98		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		LB		Fugitives: Building				LP		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM		0		0		0.01		0.01		0.01		0.01		TRUE		TRUE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		PM																																																																																FALSE

		0		91		91PM		-1		91--1		91		91PM		-1		91--1		95		48		0		0		0		98		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		LB		Fugitives: Building				LP		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM10		0		0		0.01		0.01		0.01		0.01		TRUE		TRUE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		PM10																																																																																FALSE

		0		91		91C6H5CH3		3		91-3		91		91C6H5CH3		3		91-3		95		48		0		0		0		98		0		0		0		00		00		C6H5CH3		0														0		-1		Renew only		LB		Fugitives: Building				LP		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM2.5		0		0		0.01		0.01		0.01		0.01		TRUE		TRUE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		PM2.5																																																																																FALSE

		0		91		91CH3COOC2H5		4		91-4		91		91CH3COOC2H5		4		91-4		95		48		0		0		0		98		0		0		0		00		00		CH3COOC2H5		0														0		-1		Renew only		LB		Fugitives: Building				LP		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		C6H5CH3		0		0		0.56		2.21		0.56		2.21		TRUE		TRUE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		C6H5CH3																																																																																FALSE

		45		92		92VOC		1		92-1		92		92VOC		1		92-1		96		49		CS6		CS6		Coating Stack No. 3		99		Consolidate		0		Other		CS6Other		CS6Other		VOC		0														0		-1		Renew only		LB		Fugitives: Building				LP		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		CH3COOC2H5		0		0		0.33		1.32		0.33		1.32		TRUE		TRUE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		CH3COOC2H5																																																																																FALSE

		0		92		92PM		2		92-2		92		92PM		2		92-2		96		49		0		0		0		99		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		LB		Fugitives: Building				LP		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		VOC		0		0		1.98		6.26		1.98		6.26		TRUE		TRUE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		VOC																																																																																FALSE

		0		92		92PM		-1		92--1		92		92PM		-1		92--1		96		49		0		0		0		99		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		LB		Fugitives: Building		MSS		LP		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM		0		0		0.01		0.01		0.01		0.01		TRUE		TRUE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		PM																																																																																FALSE

		0		92		92PM		-1		92--1		92		92PM		-1		92--1		96		49		0		0		0		99		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		TB		Fugitives: Building		CO		LP		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM10		0		0		0.01		0.01		0.01		0.01		TRUE		TRUE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		PM10																																																																																FALSE

		0		92		92C6H5CH3		3		92-3		92		92C6H5CH3		3		92-3		96		49		0		0		0		99		0		0		0		00		00		C6H5CH3		0														0		-1		Renew only		TB		Fugitives: Building		VOC		TP		Renew only		TPFugitives: Building		SMWV		Fugitives: Building		NOx		0		0								0		0								0		PM2.5		0		0		0.01		0.01		0.01		0.01		TRUE		TRUE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		PM2.5																																																																																FALSE

		0		92		92CH3COOC2H5		4		92-4		92		92CH3COOC2H5		4		92-4		96		49		0		0		0		99		0		0		0		00		00		CH3COOC2H5		0														0		-1		Renew only		TB		Fugitives: Building				TP		Renew only		0Storage: Stockpile		SMWV		Fugitives: Building		CO		0		0								0		0								0		C6H5CH3		0		0		0.56		2.21		0.56		2.21		TRUE		TRUE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		C6H5CH3																																																																																FALSE

		46		93		93PM		1		93-1		93		93PM		1		93-1		97		50		PHOS1		PHOS1		Phosphatizing Stack No. 1		100		Consolidate		0		Other		PHOS1Other		PHOS1Other		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		TB		Fugitives: Building				TP		Renew only		00		SMWV		Fugitives: Building		VOC		0		0								0		0								0		CH3COOC2H5		0		0		0.33		1.32		0.33		1.32		TRUE		TRUE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		CH3COOC2H5																																																																																FALSE

		0		93		93PM		-1		93--1		93		93PM		-1		93--1		97		50		0		0		0		100		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		TB		Fugitives: Building				TP		Renew only		0Storage: Stockpile		SMWV		Fugitives: Building		SO2		0		0								0		0								0		PM		0		0		0.1		0.1		0.1		0.1		TRUE		TRUE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		PM																																																																																FALSE

		0		93		93PM		-1		93--1		93		93PM		-1		93--1		97		50		0		0		0		100		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		TB		Fugitives: Building				TP		Renew only		00		SMWV		Fugitives: Building		PM		0		0								0		0								0		PM10		0		0		0.1		0.1		0.1		0.1		TRUE		TRUE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		PM10																																																																																FALSE

		47		94		94PM		1		94-1		94		94PM		1		94-1		98		51		PHOS2		PHOS2		Phosphatizing Stack No. 2 		101		Consolidate		0		Other		PHOS2Other		PHOS2Other		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		TB		Fugitives: Building				TP		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM2.5		0		0		0.1		0.1		0.1		0.1		TRUE		TRUE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		PM2.5																																																																																FALSE

		0		94		94PM		-1		94--1		94		94PM		-1		94--1		98		51		0		0		0		101		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		TB		Fugitives: Building				TP		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM		0		0		0.1		0.1		0.1		0.1		TRUE		TRUE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		PM																																																																																FALSE

		0		94		94PM		-1		94--1		94		94PM		-1		94--1		98		51		0		0		0		101		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		TB		Fugitives: Building				TP		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM10		0		0		0.1		0.1		0.1		0.1		TRUE		TRUE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		PM10																																																																																FALSE

		48		95		95VOC		1		95-1		95		95VOC		1		95-1		99		52		WW		WW		Wastewater		102		Consolidate		0		Other		WWOther		WWOther		VOC		0														0		-1		Renew only		TB		Fugitives: Building				TP		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM2.5		0		0		0.1		0.1		0.1		0.1		TRUE		TRUE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		PM2.5																																																																																FALSE

		0		95		95PM		2		95-2		95		95PM		2		95-2		99		52		0		0		0		102		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		TB		Fugitives: Building				TP		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		VOC		0		0		0.1		0.1		0.1		0.1		TRUE		TRUE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		VOC																																																																																FALSE

		0		95		95PM		-1		95--1		95		95PM		-1		95--1		99		52		0		0		0		102		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		TB		Fugitives: Building				TP		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM		0		0		0.1		0.1		0.1		0.1		TRUE		TRUE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		PM																																																																																FALSE

		0		95		95PM		-1		95--1		95		95PM		-1		95--1		99		52		0		0		0		102		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		TB		Fugitives: Building				TP		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM10		0		0		0.1		0.1		0.1		0.1		TRUE		TRUE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		PM10																																																																																FALSE

		49		96		96VOC		1		96-1		96		96VOC		1		96-1		100		53		WTFPR		WTFPR		Water Treatment Facility for Pipe Rolling Mill		103		New/Modified		0		Other		WTFPROther		WTFPROther		VOC		0														0		-1		Renew only		TB		Fugitives: Building		MSS		TP		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		PM2.5		0		0		0.1		0.1		0.1		0.1		TRUE		TRUE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		PM2.5																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		96PM		2		96-2		96		96PM		2		96-2		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		LP		Fugitives: Building		NOx		LFTSC		Renew only		LFTSCFugitives: Building		SMWV		Fugitives: Building		NOx		0		0								0		0								0		VOC		0		0		0		0		0.1		0.1		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		VOC																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		96PM		-1		96--1		96		96PM		-1		96--1		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		PM		0														0		-1		Renew only		LP		Fugitives: Building		CO		LFTSC		Renew only		0Cooling Tower		SMWV		Fugitives: Building		CO		0		0								0		0								0		PM		0		0		0		0		0.1		0.1		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		PM																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		3		0		96		960		3		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		LP		Fugitives: Building		VOC		LFTSC		Renew only		00		SMWV		Fugitives: Building		VOC		0		0								0		0								0		PM10		0		0		0		0		0.1		0.1		TRUE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		PM10																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		LP		Fugitives: Building		SO2		LFTSC		Renew only		0Cooling Tower		SMWV		Fugitives: Building		SO2		0		0								0		0								368		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		LP		Fugitives: Building		PM		LFTSC		Renew only		00		SMWV		Fugitives: Building		PM		0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		LP		Fugitives: Building				LFTSC		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		LP		Fugitives: Building				LFTSC		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		LP		Fugitives: Building				LFTSC		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		LP		Fugitives: Building				LFTSC		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		0Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		0Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		LP		Fugitives: Building				LFTSC		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		LP		Fugitives: Building				LFTSC		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		LP		Fugitives: Building				LFTSC		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		LP		Fugitives: Building				LFTSC		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		LP		Fugitives: Building		MSS		TCM		Renew only		TCMFugitives: Building		SMWV		Fugitives: Building		NOx		0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		TP		Fugitives: Building		NOx		TCM		Renew only		0Other		SMWV		Fugitives: Building		CO		0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		TP		Fugitives: Building		CO		TCM		Renew only		00		SMWV		Fugitives: Building		VOC		0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		TP		Fugitives: Building		VOC		TCM		Renew only		00		SMWV		Fugitives: Building		SO2		0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		Fugitives: Building		0Fugitives: Building		0Fugitives: Building		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		TP		Fugitives: Building		SO2		TCM		Renew only		0Other		SMWV		Fugitives: Building		PM		0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		TP		Fugitives: Building		PM		TCM		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		TP		Fugitives: Building				TCM		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		TP		Fugitives: Building				TCM		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		TP		Fugitives: Building				TCM		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		TP		Fugitives: Building				TCM		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		Fugitives: Building		0Fugitives: Building		0Fugitives: Building		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		TP		Fugitives: Building				TCM		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		TP		Fugitives: Building				TCM		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		TP		Fugitives: Building				TCM		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		TP		Fugitives: Building				LF		Renew only		LFFugitives: Building		SMWV		Fugitives: Building		PM		0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		TP		Fugitives: Building		MSS		LF		Renew only		00		SMWV		Fugitives: Building		Cd		0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		Other		0Other		0Other		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		LFTSC		Fugitives: Building		NOx		LF		Renew only		0Other		SMWV		Fugitives: Building		Cr		0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		LFTSC		Fugitives: Building		CO		LF		Renew only		00		SMWV		Fugitives: Building		Pb		0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		LFTSC		Fugitives: Building		VOC		LF		Renew only		00		SMWV		Fugitives: Building		Mn		0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		LFTSC		Fugitives: Building		SO2		LF		Renew only		0Other		SMWV		Fugitives: Building		Hg		0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		LFTSC		Fugitives: Building		PM		LF		Renew only		00		SMWV		Fugitives: Building		Si		0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		LFTSC		Fugitives: Building				LF		Renew only		00		SMWV		Fugitives: Building		Zn		0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		Other		0Other		0Other		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		LFTSC		Fugitives: Building				LF		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		LFTSC		Fugitives: Building				LF		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		LFTSC		Fugitives: Building				LF		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		LFTSC		Fugitives: Building				LF		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		LFTSC		Fugitives: Building				LF		Renew only				SMWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		LFTSC		Fugitives: Building				IDPAA		Renew only		IDPAAFugitives: Building		AAWV		Fugitives: Building		PM		0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		Other		0Other		0Other		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		LFTSC		Fugitives: Building				IDPAA		Renew only				AAWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		LFTSC		Fugitives: Building		MSS		IDPAA		Renew only				AAWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		TCM		Fugitives: Building		NOx		IDPAA		Renew only				AAWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		TCM		Fugitives: Building		CO		IDPAA		Renew only				AAWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		TCM		Fugitives: Building		VOC		IDPAA		Renew only				AAWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		TCM		Fugitives: Building		SO2		IDPAA		Renew only				AAWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		Other		0Other		0Other		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		TCM		Fugitives: Building		PM		IDPAA		Renew only				AAWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		TCM		Fugitives: Building				IDPAA		Renew only				AAWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		TCM		Fugitives: Building				IDPAA		Renew only				AAWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		Other		0Other		0Other		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		TCM		Fugitives: Building				IDPAA		Renew only				AAWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		TCM		Fugitives: Building				IDPAA		Renew only				AAWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		TCM		Fugitives: Building				IDPAA		Renew only				AAWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		Other		0Other		0Other		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		TCM		Fugitives: Building				OUPCLW		Renew only		OUPCLWFugitives: Building		PCLWV		Fugitives: Building		CO		0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		TCM		Fugitives: Building				OUPCLW		Renew only		00		PCLWV		Fugitives: Building		VOC		0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		TCM		Fugitives: Building				OUPCLW		Renew only		00		PCLWV		Fugitives: Building		PM		0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		TCM		Fugitives: Building		MSS		OUPCLW		Renew only				PCLWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		Other		0Other		0Other		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		LF		Fugitives: Building		PM		OUPCLW		Renew only				PCLWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		LF		Fugitives: Building		Cd		OUPCLW		Renew only				PCLWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		LF		Fugitives: Building		Cr		OUPCLW		Renew only				PCLWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		LF		Fugitives: Building		Pb		OUPCLW		Renew only				PCLWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		LF		Fugitives: Building		Mn		OUPCLW		Renew only				PCLWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		LF		Fugitives: Building		Hg		OUPCLW		Renew only				PCLWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		LF		Fugitives: Building		Si		OUPCLW		Renew only				PCLWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		LF		Fugitives: Building		Zn		OUPCLW		Renew only				PCLWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		LF		Fugitives: Building				OUPCLW		Renew only				PCLWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		LF		Fugitives: Building				ELPCLW		Renew only		ELPCLWFugitives: Building		PCLWV		Fugitives: Building		PM		0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		LF		Fugitives: Building				ELPCLW		Renew only				PCLWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		LF		Fugitives: Building				ELPCLW		Renew only				PCLWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		LF		Fugitives: Building				ELPCLW		Renew only				PCLWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		LF		Fugitives: Building		MSS		ELPCLW		Renew only				PCLWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		IDPAA		Fugitives: Building		PM		ELPCLW		Renew only				PCLWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		IDPAA		Fugitives: Building				ELPCLW		Renew only				PCLWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		IDPAA		Fugitives: Building				ELPCLW		Renew only				PCLWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		IDPAA		Fugitives: Building				ELPCLW		Renew only				PCLWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		IDPAA		Fugitives: Building				ELPCLW		Renew only				PCLWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		IDPAA		Fugitives: Building				ELPCLW		Renew only				PCLWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		IDPAA		Fugitives: Building				ELPCLW		Renew only				PCLWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		IDPAA		Fugitives: Building				ELPCLW		Renew only				PCLWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		IDPAA		Fugitives: Building				EMPCLW		Renew only		EMPCLWFugitives: Building		PCLWV		Fugitives: Building		VOC		0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		IDPAA		Fugitives: Building				EMPCLW		Renew only		00		PCLWV		Fugitives: Building		PM		0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		IDPAA		Fugitives: Building				EMPCLW		Renew only				PCLWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		IDPAA		Fugitives: Building				EMPCLW		Renew only				PCLWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		IDPAA		Fugitives: Building				EMPCLW		Renew only				PCLWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		IDPAA		Fugitives: Building		MSS		EMPCLW		Renew only				PCLWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		OUPCLW		Fugitives: Building		CO		EMPCLW		Renew only				PCLWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		OUPCLW		Fugitives: Building		VOC		EMPCLW		Renew only				PCLWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		OUPCLW		Fugitives: Building		PM		EMPCLW		Renew only				PCLWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		OUPCLW		Fugitives: Building				EMPCLW		Renew only				PCLWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE
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		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		PUPCLW		Fugitives: Building				PSGPCLW		New/Modified		PSGPCLWFugitives: Building		PCLWV		Fugitives: Building		VOC		0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		PUPCLW		Fugitives: Building				PSGPCLW		New/Modified		00		PCLWV		Fugitives: Building		PM		0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		PUPCLW		Fugitives: Building				PSGPCLW		New/Modified				PCLWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		PUPCLW		Fugitives: Building				PSGPCLW		New/Modified				PCLWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		PUPCLW		Fugitives: Building				PSGPCLW		New/Modified				PCLWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		PUPCLW		Fugitives: Building				PSGPCLW		New/Modified				PCLWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		PUPCLW		Fugitives: Building				PSGPCLW		New/Modified				PCLWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		PUPCLW		Fugitives: Building				PSGPCLW		New/Modified				PCLWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		PUPCLW		Fugitives: Building				PSGPCLW		New/Modified				PCLWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		PUPCLW		Fugitives: Building		MSS		PSGPCLW		New/Modified				PCLWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		DUPCLW		Fugitives: Building		VOC		PSGPCLW		New/Modified				PCLWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		DUPCLW		Fugitives: Building		PM		PSGPCLW		New/Modified				PCLWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE
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		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		DUPCLW		Fugitives: Building				HRL		Renew Only				HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		DUPCLW		Fugitives: Building				HRL		Renew Only				HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		DUPCLW		Fugitives: Building				HRL		Renew Only				HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		DUPCLW		Fugitives: Building				HRL		Renew Only				HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		DUPCLW		Fugitives: Building				HRL		Renew Only				HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		DUPCLW		Fugitives: Building				HRL		Renew Only				HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		DUPCLW		Fugitives: Building				HRL		Renew Only				HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		DUPCLW		Fugitives: Building				HRL		Renew Only				HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		DUPCLW		Fugitives: Building		MSS		HRL		Renew Only				HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		BCPS2		Fugitives: Building		PM		HRL		Renew Only				HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		BCPS2		Fugitives: Building				HRL		Renew Only				HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		BCPS2		Fugitives: Building				ABS1		Renew Only		ABS1Fugitives: Building		HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building		PM		0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		BCPS2		Fugitives: Building				ABS1		Renew Only				HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		BCPS2		Fugitives: Building				ABS1		Renew Only				HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		BCPS2		Fugitives: Building				ABS1		Renew Only				HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		BCPS2		Fugitives: Building				ABS1		Renew Only				HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		BCPS2		Fugitives: Building				ABS1		Renew Only				HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		BCPS2		Fugitives: Building				ABS1		Renew Only				HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		BCPS2		Fugitives: Building				ABS1		Renew Only				HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		BCPS2		Fugitives: Building				ABS1		Renew Only				HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		BCPS2		Fugitives: Building				ABS1		Renew Only				HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		BCPS2		Fugitives: Building				ABS1		Renew Only				HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		BCPS2		Fugitives: Building		MSS		ABS1		Renew Only				HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		New/Modified		PSGPCLW		Fugitives: Building		VOC		ABS1		Renew Only				HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE
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		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		New/Modified		PSGPCLW		Fugitives: Building				ABS2		Renew Only				HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE
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		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew Only		ABS2		Fugitives: Building				ELHRW		Renew Only				HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew Only		ABS2		Fugitives: Building				ELHRW		Renew Only				HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew Only		ABS2		Fugitives: Building				ELHRW		Renew Only				HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew Only		ABS2		Fugitives: Building				ELHRW		Renew Only				HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew Only		ABS2		Fugitives: Building				ELHRW		Renew Only				HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew Only		ABS2		Fugitives: Building				ELHRW		Renew Only				HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew Only		ABS2		Fugitives: Building				ELHRW		Renew Only				HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew Only		ABS2		Fugitives: Building				ELHRW		Renew Only				HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew Only		ABS2		Fugitives: Building				EMHRW		Renew Only		EMHRWFugitives: Building		HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building		VOC		0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew Only		ABS2		Fugitives: Building				EMHRW		Renew Only		00		HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building		PM		0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew Only		ABS2		Fugitives: Building		MSS		EMHRW		Renew Only				HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew Only		BPCS1		Fugitives: Building		PM		EMHRW		Renew Only				HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew Only		BPCS1		Fugitives: Building				EMHRW		Renew Only				HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew Only		BPCS1		Fugitives: Building				EMHRW		Renew Only				HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew Only		BPCS1		Fugitives: Building				EMHRW		Renew Only				HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew Only		BPCS1		Fugitives: Building				EMHRW		Renew Only				HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew Only		BPCS1		Fugitives: Building				EMHRW		Renew Only				HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew Only		BPCS1		Fugitives: Building				EMHRW		Renew Only				HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew Only		BPCS1		Fugitives: Building				EMHRW		Renew Only				HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew Only		BPCS1		Fugitives: Building				EMHRW		Renew Only				HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew Only		BPCS1		Fugitives: Building				EMHRW		Renew Only				HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew Only		BPCS1		Fugitives: Building				PUHRW		Renew Only		PUHRWFugitives: Building		HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building		VOC		0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew Only		BPCS1		Fugitives: Building				PUHRW		Renew Only				HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew Only		BPCS1		Fugitives: Building				PUHRW		Renew Only				HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew Only		BPCS1		Fugitives: Building		MSS		PUHRW		Renew Only				HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew Only		OUHRW		Fugitives: Building		CO		PUHRW		Renew Only				HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew Only		OUHRW		Fugitives: Building		VOC		PUHRW		Renew Only				HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew Only		OUHRW		Fugitives: Building		PM		PUHRW		Renew Only				HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew Only		OUHRW		Fugitives: Building				PUHRW		Renew Only				HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew Only		OUHRW		Fugitives: Building				PUHRW		Renew Only				HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew Only		OUHRW		Fugitives: Building				PUHRW		Renew Only				HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew Only		OUHRW		Fugitives: Building				PUHRW		Renew Only				HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew Only		OUHRW		Fugitives: Building				PUHRW		Renew Only				HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew Only		OUHRW		Fugitives: Building				PUHRW		Renew Only				HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew Only		OUHRW		Fugitives: Building				DUHRW		Renew Only		DUHRWFugitives: Building		HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building		VOC		0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew Only		OUHRW		Fugitives: Building				DUHRW		Renew Only		00		HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building		PM		0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew Only		OUHRW		Fugitives: Building				DUHRW		Renew Only				HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew Only		OUHRW		Fugitives: Building				DUHRW		Renew Only				HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew Only		OUHRW		Fugitives: Building		MSS		DUHRW		Renew Only				HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew Only		ELHRW		Fugitives: Building		PM		DUHRW		Renew Only				HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew Only		ELHRW		Fugitives: Building		Cr		DUHRW		Renew Only				HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew Only		ELHRW		Fugitives: Building		Cr VI		DUHRW		Renew Only				HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew Only		ELHRW		Fugitives: Building		Mn		DUHRW		Renew Only				HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew Only		ELHRW		Fugitives: Building				DUHRW		Renew Only				HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew Only		ELHRW		Fugitives: Building				DUHRW		Renew Only				HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew Only		ELHRW		Fugitives: Building				DUHRW		Renew Only				HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew Only		ELHRW		Fugitives: Building				DUHRW		Renew Only				HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew Only		ELHRW		Fugitives: Building				ABS3		Renew Only		ABS3Fugitives: Building		HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building		PM		0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew Only		ELHRW		Fugitives: Building				ABS3		Renew Only				HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew Only		ELHRW		Fugitives: Building				ABS3		Renew Only				HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew Only		ELHRW		Fugitives: Building				ABS3		Renew Only				HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew Only		ELHRW		Fugitives: Building				ABS3		Renew Only				HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew Only		ELHRW		Fugitives: Building		MSS		ABS3		Renew Only				HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew Only		EMHRW		Fugitives: Building		VOC		ABS3		Renew Only				HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew Only		EMHRW		Fugitives: Building		PM		ABS3		Renew Only				HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew Only		EMHRW		Fugitives: Building				ABS3		Renew Only				HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew Only		EMHRW		Fugitives: Building				ABS3		Renew Only				HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew Only		EMHRW		Fugitives: Building				ABS3		Renew Only				HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew Only		EMHRW		Fugitives: Building				ABS3		Renew Only				HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew Only		EMHRW		Fugitives: Building				ABS3		Renew Only				HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew Only		EMHRW		Fugitives: Building				PSGHRPPWV		New/modified		PSGHRPPWVFugitives: Building		HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building		VOC		0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew Only		EMHRW		Fugitives: Building				PSGHRPPWV		New/modified		0Storage: Stockpile		HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building		PM		0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew Only		EMHRW		Fugitives: Building				PSGHRPPWV		New/modified				HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew Only		EMHRW		Fugitives: Building				PSGHRPPWV		New/modified				HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew Only		EMHRW		Fugitives: Building				PSGHRPPWV		New/modified				HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew Only		EMHRW		Fugitives: Building				PSGHRPPWV		New/modified				HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew Only		EMHRW		Fugitives: Building		MSS		PSGHRPPWV		New/modified				HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew Only		PUHRW		Fugitives: Building		VOC		PSGHRPPWV		New/modified				HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew Only		PUHRW		Fugitives: Building				PSGHRPPWV		New/modified				HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew Only		PUHRW		Fugitives: Building				PSGHRPPWV		New/modified				HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew Only		PUHRW		Fugitives: Building				PSGHRPPWV		New/modified				HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew Only		PUHRW		Fugitives: Building				PSGHRPPWV		New/modified				HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew Only		PUHRW		Fugitives: Building				PSGHRPPWV		New/modified				HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew Only		PUHRW		Fugitives: Building				HTR1		New/modified		HTR1Fugitives: Building		HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building		CO		0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew Only		PUHRW		Fugitives: Building				HTR1		New/modified		00		HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building		VOC		0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew Only		PUHRW		Fugitives: Building				HTR1		New/modified		0Storage: Stockpile		HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building		PM		0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew Only		PUHRW		Fugitives: Building				HTR1		New/modified		00		HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building		SO2		0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew Only		PUHRW		Fugitives: Building				HTR1		New/modified		0Storage: Stockpile		HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building		NOx		0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew Only		PUHRW		Fugitives: Building				HTR1		New/modified				HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew Only		PUHRW		Fugitives: Building				HTR1		New/modified				HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew Only		PUHRW		Fugitives: Building		MSS		HTR1		New/modified				HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew Only		DUHRW		Fugitives: Building		VOC		HTR1		New/modified				HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew Only		DUHRW		Fugitives: Building		PM		HTR1		New/modified				HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew Only		DUHRW		Fugitives: Building				HTR1		New/modified				HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew Only		DUHRW		Fugitives: Building				HTR1		New/modified				HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew Only		DUHRW		Fugitives: Building				HTR1		New/modified				HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew Only		DUHRW		Fugitives: Building				HTR2		New/modified		HTR2Fugitives: Building		HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building		CO		0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew Only		DUHRW		Fugitives: Building				HTR2		New/modified		0Storage: Stockpile		HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building		VOC		0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew Only		DUHRW		Fugitives: Building				HTR2		New/modified		00		HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building		PM		0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew Only		DUHRW		Fugitives: Building				HTR2		New/modified		0Storage: Stockpile		HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building		SO2		0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew Only		DUHRW		Fugitives: Building				HTR2		New/modified		00		HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building		NOx		0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew Only		DUHRW		Fugitives: Building				HTR2		New/modified				HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew Only		DUHRW		Fugitives: Building				HTR2		New/modified				HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew Only		DUHRW		Fugitives: Building				HTR2		New/modified				HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew Only		DUHRW		Fugitives: Building		MSS		HTR2		New/modified				HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew Only		ABS3		Fugitives: Building		PM		HTR2		New/modified				HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew Only		ABS3		Fugitives: Building				HTR2		New/modified				HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew Only		ABS3		Fugitives: Building				HTR2		New/modified				HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew Only		ABS3		Fugitives: Building				HTR2		New/modified				HRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew Only		ABS3		Fugitives: Building				ODPSS1		Renew only		ODPSS1Material Handling: Drop Point		ODPSS1		Material Handling: Drop Point		PM		0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew Only		ABS3		Fugitives: Building				ODPSS1		Renew only				ODPSS1		Material Handling: Drop Point				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew Only		ABS3		Fugitives: Building				ODPSS1		Renew only				ODPSS1		Material Handling: Drop Point				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew Only		ABS3		Fugitives: Building				ODPSS1		Renew only				ODPSS1		Material Handling: Drop Point				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew Only		ABS3		Fugitives: Building				ODPSS1		Renew only				ODPSS1		Material Handling: Drop Point				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew Only		ABS3		Fugitives: Building				ODPSS1		Renew only				ODPSS1		Material Handling: Drop Point				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew Only		ABS3		Fugitives: Building				ODPSS1		Renew only				ODPSS1		Material Handling: Drop Point				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew Only		ABS3		Fugitives: Building				ODPSS1		Renew only				ODPSS1		Material Handling: Drop Point				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew Only		ABS3		Fugitives: Building				ODPSS1		Renew only				ODPSS1		Material Handling: Drop Point				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew Only		ABS3		Fugitives: Building		MSS		ODPSS1		Renew only				ODPSS1		Material Handling: Drop Point				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		New/modified		PSGHRPPWV		Fugitives: Building		VOC		ODPSS1		Renew only				ODPSS1		Material Handling: Drop Point				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		New/modified		PSGHRPPWV		Fugitives: Building		PM		ODPSS1		Renew only				ODPSS1		Material Handling: Drop Point				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		New/modified		PSGHRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				ODPSS1		Renew only				ODPSS1		Material Handling: Drop Point				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		New/modified		PSGHRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				ODPSS2		Renew only		ODPSS2Material Handling: Drop Point		ODPSS2		Material Handling: Drop Point		PM		0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		New/modified		PSGHRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				ODPSS2		Renew only				ODPSS2		Material Handling: Drop Point				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		New/modified		PSGHRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				ODPSS2		Renew only				ODPSS2		Material Handling: Drop Point				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		New/modified		PSGHRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				ODPSS2		Renew only				ODPSS2		Material Handling: Drop Point				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		New/modified		PSGHRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				ODPSS2		Renew only				ODPSS2		Material Handling: Drop Point				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		New/modified		PSGHRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				ODPSS2		Renew only				ODPSS2		Material Handling: Drop Point				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		New/modified		PSGHRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				ODPSS2		Renew only				ODPSS2		Material Handling: Drop Point				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		New/modified		PSGHRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				ODPSS2		Renew only				ODPSS2		Material Handling: Drop Point				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		New/modified		PSGHRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				ODPSS2		Renew only				ODPSS2		Material Handling: Drop Point				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		New/modified		PSGHRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				ODPSS2		Renew only				ODPSS2		Material Handling: Drop Point				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		New/modified		PSGHRPPWV		Fugitives: Building		MSS		ODPSS2		Renew only				ODPSS2		Material Handling: Drop Point				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		New/modified		HTR1		Fugitives: Building		CO		ODPSS2		Renew only				ODPSS2		Material Handling: Drop Point				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		New/modified		HTR1		Fugitives: Building		VOC		ODPSS2		Renew only				ODPSS2		Material Handling: Drop Point				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		New/modified		HTR1		Fugitives: Building		PM		ODPSR1		Renew only		ODPSR1Material Handling: Drop Point		ODPSR1		Material Handling: Drop Point		PM		0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		New/modified		HTR1		Fugitives: Building		SO2		ODPSR1		Renew only				ODPSR1		Material Handling: Drop Point				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		New/modified		HTR1		Fugitives: Building		NOx		ODPSR1		Renew only				ODPSR1		Material Handling: Drop Point				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		New/modified		HTR1		Fugitives: Building				ODPSR1		Renew only				ODPSR1		Material Handling: Drop Point				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		New/modified		HTR1		Fugitives: Building				ODPSR1		Renew only				ODPSR1		Material Handling: Drop Point				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		New/modified		HTR1		Fugitives: Building				ODPSR1		Renew only				ODPSR1		Material Handling: Drop Point				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		New/modified		HTR1		Fugitives: Building				ODPSR1		Renew only				ODPSR1		Material Handling: Drop Point				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		New/modified		HTR1		Fugitives: Building				ODPSR1		Renew only				ODPSR1		Material Handling: Drop Point				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		New/modified		HTR1		Fugitives: Building				ODPSR1		Renew only				ODPSR1		Material Handling: Drop Point				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		New/modified		HTR1		Fugitives: Building				ODPSR1		Renew only				ODPSR1		Material Handling: Drop Point				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		New/modified		HTR1		Fugitives: Building				ODPSR1		Renew only				ODPSR1		Material Handling: Drop Point				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		New/modified		HTR1		Fugitives: Building		MSS		ODPSR1		Renew only				ODPSR1		Material Handling: Drop Point				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		New/modified		HTR2		Fugitives: Building		CO		ODPSR1		Renew only				ODPSR1		Material Handling: Drop Point				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		New/modified		HTR2		Fugitives: Building		VOC		ODPS1		Renew only		ODPS1Material Handling: Drop Point		ODPS1		Material Handling: Drop Point		PM		0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		New/modified		HTR2		Fugitives: Building		PM		ODPS1		Renew only				ODPS1		Material Handling: Drop Point				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		New/modified		HTR2		Fugitives: Building		SO2		ODPS1		Renew only				ODPS1		Material Handling: Drop Point				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		New/modified		HTR2		Fugitives: Building		NOx		ODPS1		Renew only				ODPS1		Material Handling: Drop Point				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		New/modified		HTR2		Fugitives: Building				ODPS1		Renew only				ODPS1		Material Handling: Drop Point				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		New/modified		HTR2		Fugitives: Building				ODPS1		Renew only				ODPS1		Material Handling: Drop Point				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		New/modified		HTR2		Fugitives: Building				ODPS1		Renew only				ODPS1		Material Handling: Drop Point				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		New/modified		HTR2		Fugitives: Building				ODPS1		Renew only				ODPS1		Material Handling: Drop Point				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		New/modified		HTR2		Fugitives: Building				ODPS1		Renew only				ODPS1		Material Handling: Drop Point				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		New/modified		HTR2		Fugitives: Building				ODPS1		Renew only				ODPS1		Material Handling: Drop Point				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		New/modified		HTR2		Fugitives: Building				ODPS1		Renew only				ODPS1		Material Handling: Drop Point				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		New/modified		HTR2		Fugitives: Building				ODPS1		Renew only				ODPS1		Material Handling: Drop Point				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		New/modified		HTR2		Fugitives: Building		MSS		ODPS1		Renew only				ODPS1		Material Handling: Drop Point				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		ODPSS1		Material Handling: Drop Point		PM		ODPSR2		Renew only		ODPSR2Material Handling: Drop Point		ODPSR2		Material Handling: Drop Point		PM		0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		ODPSS1		Material Handling: Drop Point				ODPSR2		Renew only				ODPSR2		Material Handling: Drop Point				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		ODPSS1		Material Handling: Drop Point				ODPSR2		Renew only				ODPSR2		Material Handling: Drop Point				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		ODPSS1		Material Handling: Drop Point				ODPSR2		Renew only				ODPSR2		Material Handling: Drop Point				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		ODPSS1		Material Handling: Drop Point				ODPSR2		Renew only				ODPSR2		Material Handling: Drop Point				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		ODPSS1		Material Handling: Drop Point				ODPSR2		Renew only				ODPSR2		Material Handling: Drop Point				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		ODPSS1		Material Handling: Drop Point				ODPSR2		Renew only				ODPSR2		Material Handling: Drop Point				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		ODPSS1		Material Handling: Drop Point				ODPSR2		Renew only				ODPSR2		Material Handling: Drop Point				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		ODPSS1		Material Handling: Drop Point				ODPSR2		Renew only				ODPSR2		Material Handling: Drop Point				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		ODPSS1		Material Handling: Drop Point				ODPSR2		Renew only				ODPSR2		Material Handling: Drop Point				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		ODPSS1		Material Handling: Drop Point				ODPSR2		Renew only				ODPSR2		Material Handling: Drop Point				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		ODPSS1		Material Handling: Drop Point				ODPSR2		Renew only				ODPSR2		Material Handling: Drop Point				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		ODPSS1		Material Handling: Drop Point				ODPSR2		Renew only				ODPSR2		Material Handling: Drop Point				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		ODPSS1		Material Handling: Drop Point		MSS		ODPS2		Renew only		ODPS2Material Handling: Drop Point		ODPS2		Material Handling: Drop Point		PM		0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		ODPSS2		Material Handling: Drop Point		PM		ODPS2		Renew only				ODPS2		Material Handling: Drop Point				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		ODPSS2		Material Handling: Drop Point				ODPS2		Renew only				ODPS2		Material Handling: Drop Point				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE
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		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		UVCS1		Other				ALL		Renew only				ALL		Other				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		UVCS1		Other				QFS2		Consolidate		QFS2Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		QFS2		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		NOx		0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		UVCS1		Other				QFS2		Consolidate		00		QFS2		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		CO		0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		UVCS1		Other				QFS2		Consolidate		00		QFS2		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		SO2		0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		UVCS1		Other				QFS2		Consolidate		00		QFS2		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		VOC		0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		UVCS1		Other				QFS2		Consolidate		00		QFS2		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		PM		0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		UVCS1		Other				QFS2		Consolidate		00		QFS2		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		HAPS		0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		UVCS1		Other		MSS		QFS2		Consolidate				QFS2		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		UVCS2		Other		VOC		QFS2		Consolidate				QFS2		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		UVCS2		Other		PM		QFS2		Consolidate				QFS2		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		UVCS2		Other				QFS2		Consolidate				QFS2		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		UVCS2		Other				QFS2		Consolidate				QFS2		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		UVCS2		Other				QFS2		Consolidate				QFS2		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		UVCS2		Other				QFS2		Consolidate				QFS2		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		UVCS2		Other				TFS2		Consolidate		TFS2Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		TFS2		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		NOx		0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		UVCS2		Other				TFS2		Consolidate		00		TFS2		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		CO		0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		UVCS2		Other				TFS2		Consolidate		0Material Handling: Drop Point		TFS2		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		SO2		0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		UVCS2		Other				TFS2		Consolidate		00		TFS2		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		VOC		0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		UVCS2		Other				TFS2		Consolidate		0Material Handling: Drop Point		TFS2		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		PM		0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		UVCS2		Other				TFS2		Consolidate		00		TFS2		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		HAPS		0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		UVCS2		Other				TFS2		Consolidate				TFS2		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		UVCS2		Other		MSS		TFS2		Consolidate				TFS2		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		UVCS3		Other		VOC		TFS2		Consolidate				TFS2		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		UVCS3		Other		PM		TFS2		Consolidate				TFS2		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		UVCS3		Other				TFS2		Consolidate				TFS2		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		UVCS3		Other				TFS2		Consolidate				TFS2		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		UVCS3		Other				TFS2		Consolidate				TFS2		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		UVCS3		Other				Regrinding		Consolidate		RegrindingFugitives: Building		HTFUG		Fugitives: Building		PM		0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		UVCS3		Other				Regrinding		Consolidate				HTFUG		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		UVCS3		Other				Regrinding		Consolidate				HTFUG		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		UVCS3		Other				Regrinding		Consolidate				HTFUG		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		UVCS3		Other				Regrinding		Consolidate				HTFUG		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		UVCS3		Other				Regrinding		Consolidate				HTFUG		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		UVCS3		Other				Regrinding		Consolidate				HTFUG		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		UVCS3		Other				Regrinding		Consolidate				HTFUG		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		UVCS3		Other		MSS		Regrinding		Consolidate				HTFUG		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		New/Modified		UVCS4		Other		VOC		Regrinding		Consolidate				HTFUG		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		New/Modified		UVCS4		Other		PM		Regrinding		Consolidate				HTFUG		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		New/Modified		UVCS4		Other				Regrinding		Consolidate				HTFUG		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		New/Modified		UVCS4		Other				Regrinding		Consolidate				HTFUG		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		New/Modified		UVCS4		Other				Marking		Consolidate		MarkingFugitives: Building		HTFUG		Fugitives: Building		VOC		0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		New/Modified		UVCS4		Other				Marking		Consolidate				HTFUG		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		New/Modified		UVCS4		Other				Marking		Consolidate				HTFUG		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		New/Modified		UVCS4		Other				Marking		Consolidate				HTFUG		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		New/Modified		UVCS4		Other				Marking		Consolidate				HTFUG		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		New/Modified		UVCS4		Other				Marking		Consolidate				HTFUG		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		New/Modified		UVCS4		Other				Marking		Consolidate				HTFUG		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		New/Modified		UVCS4		Other				Marking		Consolidate				HTFUG		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		New/Modified		UVCS4		Other				Marking		Consolidate				HTFUG		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		New/Modified		UVCS4		Other		MSS		Marking		Consolidate				HTFUG		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		VD		Process Vent		NOx		Marking		Consolidate				HTFUG		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		VD		Process Vent		CO		Marking		Consolidate				HTFUG		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		VD		Process Vent		VOC		Marking		Consolidate				HTFUG		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		VD		Process Vent		SO2		Descaling Baghouse		Consolidate		Descaling BaghouseFugitives: Building		HTFUG		Fugitives: Building		PM		0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		VD		Process Vent		PM		Descaling Baghouse		Consolidate				HTFUG		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		VD		Process Vent				Descaling Baghouse		Consolidate				HTFUG		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		VD		Process Vent				Descaling Baghouse		Consolidate				HTFUG		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		VD		Process Vent				Descaling Baghouse		Consolidate				HTFUG		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		VD		Process Vent				Descaling Baghouse		Consolidate				HTFUG		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		VD		Process Vent				Descaling Baghouse		Consolidate				HTFUG		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		VD		Process Vent				Descaling Baghouse		Consolidate				HTFUG		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		VD		Process Vent				Descaling Baghouse		Consolidate				HTFUG		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		VD		Process Vent				Descaling Baghouse		Consolidate				HTFUG		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		VD		Process Vent		MSS		Descaling Baghouse		Consolidate				HTFUG		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		ALL		Other		HAPS		Descaling Baghouse		Consolidate				HTFUG		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		ALL		Other				Descaling Baghouse		Consolidate				HTFUG		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		ALL		Other				Electrode Usage		Consolidate		Electrode UsageFugitives: Building		HTFUG		Fugitives: Building		PM		0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		ALL		Other				Electrode Usage		Consolidate		0Storage: Stockpile		HTFUG		Fugitives: Building		HAPS		0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		ALL		Other				Electrode Usage		Consolidate				HTFUG		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		ALL		Other				Electrode Usage		Consolidate				HTFUG		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		ALL		Other				Electrode Usage		Consolidate				HTFUG		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		ALL		Other				Electrode Usage		Consolidate				HTFUG		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		ALL		Other				Electrode Usage		Consolidate				HTFUG		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		ALL		Other				Electrode Usage		Consolidate				HTFUG		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		ALL		Other				Electrode Usage		Consolidate				HTFUG		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		ALL		Other				Electrode Usage		Consolidate				HTFUG		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		ALL		Other				Electrode Usage		Consolidate				HTFUG		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Renew only		ALL		Other		MSS		Electrode Usage		Consolidate				HTFUG		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Consolidate		QFS2		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		NOx		Electrode Usage		Consolidate				HTFUG		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Consolidate		QFS2		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		CO		Oil Evaporation		Consolidate		Oil EvaporationFugitives: Building		HTFUG		Fugitives: Building		CO		0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Consolidate		QFS2		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		SO2		Oil Evaporation		Consolidate		0Storage: Stockpile		HTFUG		Fugitives: Building		VOC		0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Consolidate		QFS2		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		VOC		Oil Evaporation		Consolidate		00		HTFUG		Fugitives: Building		PM		0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Consolidate		QFS2		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		PM		Oil Evaporation		Consolidate				HTFUG		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE

		0		96		960		-1		0		96		960		-1		0		100		53		0		0		0		103		0		0		0		00		00		0		1														0		-1		Consolidate		QFS2		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		HAPS		Oil Evaporation		Consolidate				HTFUG		Fugitives: Building				0		0								0		0								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		TRUE		FALSE		0		0																																																																																FALSE
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Baseline

		Press TAB to move input areas. Press UP or DOWN ARROW in column A to read through the document.

		Step 4: Baseline Emission Information

		This sheet compiles baseline emission information for sources in this project for use in the federal applicability determination.

Instructions:
1. Complete all applicable cells. Empty cells will be treated as 0. These values will be compiled into the Federal Applicability sheet.
2. If using baseline emissions in the federal applicabilty determination, attach a printout from Emissions Inventory showing the baseline emission years for the units in the project.

Notes:
1. Baseline emissions years:
   -The baseline period is determined by a consecutive 24-month period and is not required to be on a calendar year basis.
   -You must use the same 24 months for a single pollutant.
   -The selected baseline period must be in the contemporaneous period.
2. Baseline emissions:
   -Enter the average over the baseline period.
   -The values cannot exceed the currently authorized emission rate.
   -The values must be relatively consistent with data from emissions inventory.

		This cell is intentionally blank.

		Emission Point Number (EPN)		CO
(tpy)		NOX
(tpy)		PM
(tpy)		PM10
(tpy)		PM2.5
(tpy)		SO2
(tpy)		VOC
(tpy)		Pb
(tpy)		H2S
(tpy)		TRS
(tpy)		Reduced sulfur compounds (including H2S)
(tpy)		H2SO4
(tpy)		Fluoride (excluding HF)
(tpy)

		Current Sitewide PTE (tpy)		-4.89		-5.80		4.18		3.18		0.00		-0.03		35.11		-5.80		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

		Total Baseline Emissions (tpy)		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

		Baseline Emission Years (e.g. Sep 1992 - Aug 1994)

		LWS

		LSTBS

		EBS

		RHFS

		MPFS

		QFS

		TFS

		VDBS

		SMWV

		AAWV

		PCLWV

		HRPPWV

		HRLDS

		ODPSS1

		ODPSS2

		ODPSR1

		ODPS1

		ODPSR2

		ODPS2

		ODPSR3

		ODPS3

		OSPSS

		OSPFST

		OSPS1

		OSPSR1

		OSPS2

		OSPSR2

		N6CCT

		N7CCT

		RSCCT

		PPCCT

		SMWTF

		RSWTF

		GWTF

		CMSCS1

		CMSCS2

		UVCS1

		UVCS2

		UVCS3

		UVCS4

		VDSS

		ALL

		QFS2

		TFS2

		HTFUG

		PCFUG

		CS4

		CS5

		CS6

		PHOS1

		PHOS2

		WW

		WTFPR
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		ERROR:#REF!
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		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!
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		ERROR:#REF!
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		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!
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		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!
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		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!

		Total Baseline Emissions (tpy)		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

		This cell is intentionally blank.

		Click here to return to the Federal Applicabilty review.

		End of worksheet.
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Technical Review

		Press TAB to move input areas. Press UP or DOWN ARROW in column A to read through the document.

		Technical Review Summary												Notes and Pieces Missing

		This sheet is a summary of representations made in the workbook for this project and will be utilized by the permit reviewer when preparing the Technical Review Summary document. No additional information is required by the applicant.

		This cell left intentionally blank.

		Company				TPCO America Corporation

		Permit Number(s)				ERROR:#NAME?

		Project Type				Minor NSR: Renewal/Amendment, 

		City				Gregory

		County				San Patricio

		Site Name				TPCO America

		RN				

		CN				

		This cell left intentionally blank.

		Project Overview

		This project will serve to renew/amend Permit 86860 and incorporate Permit 100133. Specifically, TPCO requests to: authorize emissions for labelling pipes at EPNs HRPPWV and PCLWV; update coating material at EPN UVCS4; authorize two diesel heaters; update emissions factors, maximum flow rate, stack diameter, and location for EPN HRLDS; remove EPNs MPFS, GWTF, RSWTF, and RSCCT; update locations of emissions points/air compressor building; and update pipe rolling workshop/building dimensions. 

		This cell left intentionally blank.

		Emission Summary

		Pollutant		Current Allowable Emission Rates (tpy)		Consolidated Allowable Emissions (tpy)		Proposed Allowable Emission Rates (tpy)		Project Change in Allowable (tpy)		Project Changes at Major Sources (Baseline Actual to Allowable)* (tpy)

		VOC		158.61		27.39		221.11		35.11		-213.38

		PM		65.56		6.29		76.03		4.18		-78.14

		PM10		63.67		6.29		73.15		3.18		-76.25

		PM2.5		0.00		6.29		6.29		0.00		-12.58

		NOx		272.29		19.87		286.35		-5.80		-312.03

		CO		2047.38		18.06		2060.55		-4.89		-2083.50

		SO2		275.32		0.12		275.41		-0.03		-275.56

		Pb		0.91		0.00		0.91		0.00		-0.91

		Cd		0.0240024		0		0.0240024		0		-0.0240024

		Cr		0.142653		0		0.142653		0		-0.142653

		Mn		0.830382		0		0.830382		0		-0.830382

		Hg		0.00240024		0		0.00240024		0		-0.00240024

		Si		0.100009		0		0.100009		0		-0.100009

		Zn		6.680468		0		6.680468		0		-6.680468

		PMtotal		88.38		0		88.38		0		-88.38

		PM10 total		88.38		0		88.38		0		-88.38

		PMfront half		66.28		0		66.28		0		-66.28

		PM10 front half		66.28		0		66.28		0		-66.28

		Cr VI		0.0157		0		0.0157		0		-0.0157

		HAPS		1.92		0.370992		2.290992		-2.22044604925031E-16		-2.661984

		*Add discussion of netting results if netting is triggered.

		This cell left intentionally blank.

		Is Public Notice Required?						Yes

		This cell left intentionally blank.

		Public Notice Information - 30 TAC Chapter 39 Rules

		Rule Citation		Requirement								Result

		39.403		Small Business Source?								No

		39.603		Pollutants:								PM, PM10, Cd, Cr, Pb, Mn, Hg, Si, Zn, NOx, CO, VOC, SO2, PMtotal, PM10 total, PMfront half, PM10 front half, Cr VI, HAPS, PM2.5

				Is bilingual notice required?								Yes

				Language(s)								Spanish

		This cell left intentionally blank.

		Construction Permit & Amendment Requirements - 30 TAC Chapter 116 Rules

		Rule Citation		Requirement								Result

		116.111(a)(2)(G)		Is the facility expected to perform as represented in the application?								Yes

		116.111(a)(2)(A)(i)		Are emissions from this facility expected to comply with all TCEQ air quality Rules & Regulations, and the intent of the Texas Clean Air Act?								Yes

		116.111(a)(2)(B)		Emissions will be measured using the following method:										Not sure how you want this displayed

		116.111(a)(2)(D)		Applicable NSPS subparts								Subpart A, Subpart AAa, Subpart Dc

		116.111(a)(2)(E) 		Applicable NESHAP subparts								

		116.111(a)(2)(F)		Applicable NESHAP (MACT) for source category subparts								Subpart A, Subpart YYYYY, Subpart HHHHHH

		116.111(a)(2)(H)		Is nonattainment review required?								No		Missing reference

				Is the site located in a nonattainment area?								ERROR:#VALUE!		Missing reference

				Is the site a federal major source for a nonattainment pollutant?								No		Missing reference

				Is the project a federal major source for a nonattainment pollutant by itself?								No		Missing reference

				Is the project a federal major modification for a nonattainment pollutant?								No		Missing reference

				Did the project emission increases for nonattainment pollutant minus the two-year average actual emissions trigger netting?										Can be added later

				Is the contemporaneous increase significant?										Can be added later

				If the contemporaneous increase is significant a nonattainment review is required.										Can be added later

		116.111(a)(2)(I)		Is PSD applicable?								Yes

				Is the site a federal major source (100/250 tons/yr of a non-GHG pollutant)?								No		Missing reference

				Is the project a federal major modification for non-GHG pollutants?								No		Missing reference

				Is the project a federal major source for non-GHG pollutants by itself?										Can be added later

				If yes to either of the two questions above, is the project a GHG major source or major modification (75,000 tpy CO2e)?								ERROR:#VALUE!		Missing reference

				Did project emission increases, without decreases, for pollutant of concern, minus the two-year average actual emissions trigger netting?										Can be added later

				Was the contemporaneous increase significant?										Can be added later

				Is the change excluded by 40 CFR 52.21(b)(2)(iii)?										Can be added later

		116.111(a)(2)(L)		Is Mass Emissions Cap and Trade applicable to the new or modified facilities?								

				If yes, did the proposed facility, group of facilities, or account obtain allowances to operate?								

		116.140 - 141		Permit Fee: $900.00                         Fee Certification: 

		This cell left intentionally blank.

		Federal Applicability

		PSD and GHG PSD Applicability Summary

		Pollutant						Project Increase		Threshold		PSD Review Required?

		CO												Missing reference

		NOx												Missing reference

		PM												Missing reference

		PM10												Missing reference

		PM2.5												Missing reference

		SO2												Missing reference

		Ozone (as VOC)												Missing reference

		Ozone (as NOx)												Missing reference

		Pb												Missing reference

		H2S												Missing reference

		TRS												Missing reference

		Reduced sulfur compounds (including H2S)												Missing reference

		H2SO4												Missing reference

		Fluoride (excluding HF)												Missing reference

		CO2e												Missing reference

		This cell left intentionally blank.

		Nonattainment Applicability Summary

		Pollutant						Project Increase		Threshold		NA Review Required?

		PM10												Missing reference

		SO2												Missing reference

		Ozone (as VOC)												Missing reference

		Ozone (as NOx)												Missing reference

		This cell intentionally left blank

		Offset Summary (for Nonattainment Permits)

		Pollutant						Offset Ratio		Offset Quantity Required (tpy)		Where is the offset coming from?

		PM10												Missing reference

		SO2												Missing reference

		Ozone (as VOC)												Missing reference

		Ozone (as NOx)												Missing reference

		This cell intentionally left blank

		Offset Summary (for Nonattainment Permits doing Retrospective Review)

		Pollutant						Offset Ratio		Offset Quantity Required (tpy)		Where is the offset coming from?

		Ozone (as VOC)												Missing reference

		Ozone (as NOx)												Missing reference

		This cell left intentionally blank.

		Title V Applicability - 30 TAC Chapter 122 Rules

		Rule Citation		Requirement								Result

		122.10(14)(A)		Is the site a major source under FCAA Section 112(b)?								No		Missing reference

				Does the site emit 10 tons or more of any single HAP?								ERROR:#REF!		Missing reference

				Does the site emit 25 tons or more of a combination?								ERROR:#REF!		Missing reference

		122.10(14)(C)		Is the site a federal major source (100/250 tons/yr of a non-GHG pollutant)								ERROR:#REF!		Missing reference

		122.10(14)(D)		Is the site a non-attainment major source?								No		Missing reference

		122.602		Periodic Monitoring (PM) applicability:



		122.604		Compliance Assurance Monitoring (CAM) applicability: 



		This cell left intentionally blank.

		Request for Comments

		Received From		Program/Area Name		Reviewed By/Date		Comments

		Region:

		City:

		County:

		ADMT:

		EB&T:

		Toxicology:

		Compliance:

		Legal:

		Comment resolution and/or unresolved issues:

		This cell left intentionally blank.

		Process/Project Description

		This project will serve to renew/amend Permit 86860 and incorporate Permit 100133. Specifically, TPCO requests to: authorize emissions for labelling pipes at EPNs HRPPWV and PCLWV; update coating material at EPN UVCS4; authorize two diesel heaters; update emissions factors, maximum flow rate, stack diameter, and location for EPN HRLDS; remove EPNs MPFS, GWTF, RSWTF, and RSCCT; update locations of emissions points/air compressor building; and update pipe rolling workshop/building dimensions. 

		This cell left intentionally blank.

		Pollution Prevention, Sources, Controls and BACT- [30 TAC 116.111(a)(2)(C)]

		ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!												Missing reference

		ERROR:#REF!												Missing reference

		ERROR:#REF!												Missing reference

		ERROR:#REF!												Missing reference

		ERROR:#REF!												Missing reference

		ERROR:#REF!												Missing reference

		ERROR:#REF!												Missing reference

		This cell left intentionally blank.

		Impacts Evaluation

		Requirement						Response

		How was impacts evaluated for this project?						VOC: Modeling: screen or refined;  PM: Not applicable;  PM10: Modeling: screen or refined;  Cd: Not applicable;  Cr: Not applicable;  Pb: Not applicable;  Mn: Not applicable;  Hg: Not applicable;  Si: Not applicable;  Zn: Not applicable;  NOx: Modeling: screen or refined;  CO: Modeling: screen or refined;  SO2: Modeling: screen or refined;  PMtotal: Not applicable;  PM10 total: Not applicable;  PMfront half: Not applicable;  PM10 front half: Not applicable;  Cr VI: Not applicable;  HAPS: Not applicable;  

		[§116.111(a)(2)(A)(ii)] Is the site within 3000 feet of any school?						No

		This cell left intentionally blank.

		Permit Concurrence and Related Authorization Actions

		Requirement						Response

		Is the applicant in agreement with special conditions?						0

		End of worksheet
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Netting

		Press tab to move to input areas. Press UP or DOWN ARROW in column A to read through the document.

		Federal Applicability Determination: Netting

		This cell intentionally left blank

		I. Contemporaneous Period

		Proposed Start of Construction:						September 29, 2008

		Proposed Start of Operation:						January 27, 2019

		Contemporaneous Period Start:						September 29, 2003

		Contemporaneous Period End:						January 27, 2019

		This cell intentionally left blank

		Is the source an Electric Generating Unit? Select "Yes" or "No."										No

		This cell intentionally left blank

		II. Creditable Increases & Decreases

		Instructions: Enter creditable increases and decreases that occurred within the contemporaneous period listed above. You may choose a baseline period of any consecutive 24-month period in the 120 months preceding the project. The baseline period must be the same 24-month period for all modified/affect facilities for a given pollutant. Different 24-month periods may be used for different pollutants.

		This cell intentionally left blank

		III. Net Increases Calculation

		Pollutant		Project Emissions Increase (tpy)		Source-Wide Increases (tpy)		Source-Wide Decreases (tpy)		Net Increases (tpy)		Significant Emission Rate

		CO				0		0		0		100

		NOx				0		0		0		40

		Pb				0		0		0		0.6

		PM				0		0		0		25

		PM10				0		0		0		15

		PM2.5				0		0		0		10

		SO2				0		0		0		40

		VOC				0		0		0		40

		This cell intentionally left blank

		Pollutant: CO

		Project #:		Project Name		Project Date (e.g. 1/1/2012)		Start of Emissions Period		FIN		EPN		Permit Number		Baseline Period Start		Baseline Period End		Baseline Actual Emission Rate (tpy)		Project PTE (tpy)		Difference (tpy)		Creditable Decrease or Increase (tpy)

		Project 1:																						0

		Project 2:																						0

		Project 3:																						0

		Project 4:																						0

		Project 5:																						0

		Project 6:																						0

		Project 7:																						0

		Project 8:																						0

		Project 9:																						0

		Project 10:																						0

		Project 11:																						0

		Project 12:																						0

		Project 13:																						0

		Project 14:																						0

		Project 15:																						0

		Project 16:																						0

		Project 17:																						0

		Project 18:																						0

		Project 19:																						0

		Project 20:																						0

		Project 21:																						0

		Project 22:																						0

		Project 23:																						0

		Project 24:																						0

		Project 25:																						0

		Project 26:																						0

		Project 27:																						0

		Project 28:																						0

		Project 29:																						0

		Project 30:																						0

		Project 31:																						0

		Project 32:																						0

		Project 33:																						0

		Project 34:																						0

		Project 35:																						0

		Project 36:																						0

		Project 37:																						0

		Project 38:																						0

		Project 39:																						0

		Project 40:																						0

		Project 41:																						0

		Project 42:																						0

		Project 43:																						0

		Project 44:																						0

		Project 45:																						0

		Project 46:																						0

		Project 47:																						0

		Project 48:																						0

		Project 49:																						0

		Project 50:																						0

		Project 51:																						0

		Project 52:																						0

		Project 53:																						0

		Project 54:																						0

		Project 55:																						0

		Project 56:																						0

		Project 57:																						0

		Project 58:																						0

		Project 59:																						0

		Project 60:																						0

		Project 61:																						0

		Project 62:																						0

		Project 63:																						0

		Project 64:																						0

		Project 65:																						0

		Project 66:																						0

		Project 67:																						0

		Project 68:																						0

		Project 69:																						0

		Project 70:																						0

		Project 71:																						0

		Project 72:																						0

		Project 73:																						0

		Project 74:																						0

		Project 75:																						0

		Project 76:																						0

		Project 77:																						0

		Project 78:																						0

		Project 79:																						0

		Project 80:																						0

		Project 81:																						0

		Project 82:																						0

		Project 83:																						0

		Project 84:																						0

		Project 85:																						0

		Project 86:																						0

		Project 87:																						0

		Project 88:																						0

		Project 89:																						0

		Project 90:																						0

		Project 91:																						0

		Project 92:																						0

		Project 93:																						0

		Project 94:																						0

		Project 95:																						0

		Project 96:																						0

		Project 97:																						0

		Project 98:																						0

		Project 99:																						0

		Project 100:																						0

		Summary of Contemporaneous Changes:																								0

		This cell intentionally left blank

		Pollutant: NOX

		Project #:		Project Name		Project Date (e.g. 1/1/2012)		Start of Emissions Period		FIN		EPN		Permit Number		Baseline Period Start		Baseline Period End		Baseline Actual Emission Rate (tpy)		Project PTE (tpy)		Difference (tpy)		Creditable Decrease or Increase (tpy)

		Project 1:																						0

		Project 2:																						0

		Project 3:																						0

		Project 4:																						0

		Project 5:																						0

		Project 6:																						0

		Project 7:																						0

		Project 8:																						0

		Project 9:																						0

		Project 10:																						0

		Project 11:																						0

		Project 12:																						0

		Project 13:																						0

		Project 14:																						0

		Project 15:																						0

		Project 16:																						0

		Project 17:																						0

		Project 18:																						0

		Project 19:																						0

		Project 20:																						0

		Project 21:																						0

		Project 22:																						0

		Project 23:																						0

		Project 24:																						0

		Project 25:																						0

		Project 26:																						0

		Project 27:																						0

		Project 28:																						0

		Project 29:																						0

		Project 30:																						0

		Project 31:																						0

		Project 32:																						0

		Project 33:																						0

		Project 34:																						0

		Project 35:																						0

		Project 36:																						0

		Project 37:																						0

		Project 38:																						0

		Project 39:																						0

		Project 40:																						0

		Project 41:																						0

		Project 42:																						0

		Project 43:																						0

		Project 44:																						0

		Project 45:																						0

		Project 46:																						0

		Project 47:																						0

		Project 48:																						0

		Project 49:																						0

		Project 50:																						0

		Project 51:																						0

		Project 52:																						0

		Project 53:																						0

		Project 54:																						0

		Project 55:																						0

		Project 56:																						0

		Project 57:																						0

		Project 58:																						0

		Project 59:																						0

		Project 60:																						0

		Project 61:																						0

		Project 62:																						0

		Project 63:																						0

		Project 64:																						0

		Project 65:																						0

		Project 66:																						0

		Project 67:																						0

		Project 68:																						0

		Project 69:																						0

		Project 70:																						0

		Project 71:																						0

		Project 72:																						0

		Project 73:																						0

		Project 74:																						0

		Project 75:																						0

		Project 76:																						0

		Project 77:																						0

		Project 78:																						0

		Project 79:																						0

		Project 80:																						0

		Project 81:																						0

		Project 82:																						0

		Project 83:																						0

		Project 84:																						0

		Project 85:																						0

		Project 86:																						0

		Project 87:																						0

		Project 88:																						0

		Project 89:																						0

		Project 90:																						0

		Project 91:																						0

		Project 92:																						0

		Project 93:																						0

		Project 94:																						0

		Project 95:																						0

		Project 96:																						0

		Project 97:																						0

		Project 98:																						0

		Project 99:																						0

		Project 100:																						0

		Summary of Contemporaneous Changes:																								0

		This cell intentionally left blank

		Pollutant: Pb

		Project #:		Project Name		Project Date (e.g. 1/1/2012)		Start of Emissions Period		FIN		EPN		Permit Number		Baseline Period Start		Baseline Period End		Baseline Actual Emission Rate (tpy)		Project PTE (tpy)		Difference (tpy)		Creditable Decrease or Increase (tpy)

		Project 1:				1/1/12		1/1/02																0

		Project 2:																						0

		Project 3:																						0

		Project 4:																						0

		Project 5:																						0

		Project 6:																						0

		Project 7:																						0

		Project 8:																						0

		Project 9:																						0

		Project 10:																						0

		Project 11:																						0

		Project 12:																						0

		Project 13:																						0

		Project 14:																						0

		Project 15:																						0

		Project 16:																						0

		Project 17:																						0

		Project 18:																						0

		Project 19:																						0

		Project 20:																						0

		Project 21:																						0

		Project 22:																						0

		Project 23:																						0

		Project 24:																						0

		Project 25:																						0

		Project 26:																						0

		Project 27:																						0

		Project 28:																						0

		Project 29:																						0

		Project 30:																						0

		Project 31:																						0

		Project 32:																						0

		Project 33:																						0

		Project 34:																						0

		Project 35:																						0

		Project 36:																						0

		Project 37:																						0

		Project 38:																						0

		Project 39:																						0

		Project 40:																						0

		Project 41:																						0

		Project 42:																						0

		Project 43:																						0

		Project 44:																						0

		Project 45:																						0

		Project 46:																						0

		Project 47:																						0

		Project 48:																						0

		Project 49:																						0

		Project 50:																						0

		Project 51:																						0

		Project 52:																						0

		Project 53:																						0

		Project 54:																						0

		Project 55:																						0

		Project 56:																						0

		Project 57:																						0

		Project 58:																						0

		Project 59:																						0

		Project 60:																						0

		Project 61:																						0

		Project 62:																						0

		Project 63:																						0

		Project 64:																						0

		Project 65:																						0

		Project 66:																						0

		Project 67:																						0

		Project 68:																						0

		Project 69:																						0

		Project 70:																						0

		Project 71:																						0

		Project 72:																						0

		Project 73:																						0

		Project 74:																						0

		Project 75:																						0

		Project 76:																						0

		Project 77:																						0

		Project 78:																						0

		Project 79:																						0

		Project 80:																						0

		Project 81:																						0

		Project 82:																						0

		Project 83:																						0

		Project 84:																						0

		Project 85:																						0

		Project 86:																						0

		Project 87:																						0

		Project 88:																						0

		Project 89:																						0

		Project 90:																						0

		Project 91:																						0

		Project 92:																						0

		Project 93:																						0

		Project 94:																						0

		Project 95:																						0

		Project 96:																						0

		Project 97:																						0

		Project 98:																						0

		Project 99:																						0

		Project 100:																						0

		Summary of Contemporaneous Changes:																								0

		This cell intentionally left blank

		Pollutant: PM

		Project #:		Project Name		Project Date (e.g. 1/1/2012)		Start of Emissions Period		FIN		EPN		Permit Number		Baseline Period Start		Baseline Period End		Baseline Actual Emission Rate (tpy)		Project PTE (tpy)		Difference (tpy)		Creditable Decrease or Increase (tpy)

		Project 1:				1/1/12		1/1/02																0

		Project 2:																						0

		Project 3:																						0

		Project 4:																						0

		Project 5:																						0

		Project 6:																						0

		Project 7:																						0

		Project 8:																						0

		Project 9:																						0

		Project 10:																						0

		Project 11:																						0

		Project 12:																						0

		Project 13:																						0

		Project 14:																						0

		Project 15:																						0

		Project 16:																						0

		Project 17:																						0

		Project 18:																						0

		Project 19:																						0

		Project 20:																						0

		Project 21:																						0

		Project 22:																						0

		Project 23:																						0

		Project 24:																						0

		Project 25:																						0

		Project 26:																						0

		Project 27:																						0

		Project 28:																						0

		Project 29:																						0

		Project 30:																						0

		Project 31:																						0

		Project 32:																						0

		Project 33:																						0

		Project 34:																						0

		Project 35:																						0

		Project 36:																						0

		Project 37:																						0

		Project 38:																						0

		Project 39:																						0

		Project 40:																						0

		Project 41:																						0

		Project 42:																						0

		Project 43:																						0

		Project 44:																						0

		Project 45:																						0

		Project 46:																						0

		Project 47:																						0

		Project 48:																						0

		Project 49:																						0

		Project 50:																						0

		Project 51:																						0

		Project 52:																						0

		Project 53:																						0

		Project 54:																						0

		Project 55:																						0

		Project 56:																						0

		Project 57:																						0

		Project 58:																						0

		Project 59:																						0

		Project 60:																						0

		Project 61:																						0

		Project 62:																						0

		Project 63:																						0

		Project 64:																						0

		Project 65:																						0

		Project 66:																						0

		Project 67:																						0

		Project 68:																						0

		Project 69:																						0

		Project 70:																						0

		Project 71:																						0

		Project 72:																						0

		Project 73:																						0

		Project 74:																						0

		Project 75:																						0

		Project 76:																						0

		Project 77:																						0

		Project 78:																						0

		Project 79:																						0

		Project 80:																						0

		Project 81:																						0

		Project 82:																						0

		Project 83:																						0

		Project 84:																						0

		Project 85:																						0

		Project 86:																						0

		Project 87:																						0

		Project 88:																						0

		Project 89:																						0

		Project 90:																						0

		Project 91:																						0

		Project 92:																						0

		Project 93:																						0

		Project 94:																						0

		Project 95:																						0

		Project 96:																						0

		Project 97:																						0

		Project 98:																						0

		Project 99:																						0

		Project 100:																						0

		Summary of Contemporaneous Changes:																								0

		This cell intentionally left blank

		Pollutant: PM10

		Project #:		Project Name		Project Date (e.g. 1/1/2012)		Start of Emissions Period		FIN		EPN		Permit Number		Baseline Period Start		Baseline Period End		Baseline Actual Emission Rate (tpy)		Project PTE (tpy)		Difference (tpy)		Creditable Decrease or Increase (tpy)

		Project 1:				1/1/12		1/1/02																0

		Project 2:																						0

		Project 3:																						0

		Project 4:																						0

		Project 5:																						0

		Project 6:																						0

		Project 7:																						0

		Project 8:																						0

		Project 9:																						0

		Project 10:																						0

		Project 11:																						0

		Project 12:																						0

		Project 13:																						0

		Project 14:																						0

		Project 15:																						0

		Project 16:																						0

		Project 17:																						0

		Project 18:																						0

		Project 19:																						0

		Project 20:																						0

		Project 21:																						0

		Project 22:																						0

		Project 23:																						0

		Project 24:																						0

		Project 25:																						0

		Project 26:																						0

		Project 27:																						0

		Project 28:																						0

		Project 29:																						0

		Project 30:																						0

		Project 31:																						0

		Project 32:																						0

		Project 33:																						0

		Project 34:																						0

		Project 35:																						0

		Project 36:																						0

		Project 37:																						0

		Project 38:																						0

		Project 39:																						0

		Project 40:																						0

		Project 41:																						0

		Project 42:																						0

		Project 43:																						0

		Project 44:																						0

		Project 45:																						0

		Project 46:																						0

		Project 47:																						0

		Project 48:																						0

		Project 49:																						0

		Project 50:																						0

		Project 51:																						0

		Project 52:																						0

		Project 53:																						0

		Project 54:																						0

		Project 55:																						0

		Project 56:																						0

		Project 57:																						0

		Project 58:																						0

		Project 59:																						0

		Project 60:																						0

		Project 61:																						0

		Project 62:																						0

		Project 63:																						0

		Project 64:																						0

		Project 65:																						0

		Project 66:																						0

		Project 67:																						0

		Project 68:																						0

		Project 69:																						0

		Project 70:																						0

		Project 71:																						0

		Project 72:																						0

		Project 73:																						0

		Project 74:																						0

		Project 75:																						0

		Project 76:																						0

		Project 77:																						0

		Project 78:																						0

		Project 79:																						0

		Project 80:																						0

		Project 81:																						0

		Project 82:																						0

		Project 83:																						0

		Project 84:																						0

		Project 85:																						0

		Project 86:																						0

		Project 87:																						0

		Project 88:																						0

		Project 89:																						0

		Project 90:																						0

		Project 91:																						0

		Project 92:																						0

		Project 93:																						0

		Project 94:																						0

		Project 95:																						0

		Project 96:																						0

		Project 97:																						0

		Project 98:																						0

		Project 99:																						0

		Project 100:																						0

		Summary of Contemporaneous Changes:																								0

		This cell intentionally left blank

		Pollutant: PM2.5

		Project #:		Project Name		Project Date (e.g. 1/1/2012)		Start of Emissions Period		FIN		EPN		Permit Number		Baseline Period Start		Baseline Period End		Baseline Actual Emission Rate (tpy)		Project PTE (tpy)		Difference (tpy)		Creditable Decrease or Increase (tpy)

		Project 1:				1/1/12		1/1/02																0

		Project 2:																						0

		Project 3:																						0

		Project 4:																						0

		Project 5:																						0

		Project 6:																						0

		Project 7:																						0

		Project 8:																						0

		Project 9:																						0

		Project 10:																						0

		Project 11:																						0

		Project 12:																						0

		Project 13:																						0

		Project 14:																						0

		Project 15:																						0

		Project 16:																						0

		Project 17:																						0

		Project 18:																						0

		Project 19:																						0

		Project 20:																						0

		Project 21:																						0

		Project 22:																						0

		Project 23:																						0

		Project 24:																						0

		Project 25:																						0

		Project 26:																						0

		Project 27:																						0

		Project 28:																						0

		Project 29:																						0

		Project 30:																						0

		Project 31:																						0

		Project 32:																						0

		Project 33:																						0

		Project 34:																						0

		Project 35:																						0

		Project 36:																						0

		Project 37:																						0

		Project 38:																						0

		Project 39:																						0

		Project 40:																						0

		Project 41:																						0

		Project 42:																						0

		Project 43:																						0

		Project 44:																						0

		Project 45:																						0

		Project 46:																						0

		Project 47:																						0

		Project 48:																						0

		Project 49:																						0

		Project 50:																						0

		Project 51:																						0

		Project 52:																						0

		Project 53:																						0

		Project 54:																						0

		Project 55:																						0

		Project 56:																						0

		Project 57:																						0

		Project 58:																						0

		Project 59:																						0

		Project 60:																						0

		Project 61:																						0

		Project 62:																						0

		Project 63:																						0

		Project 64:																						0

		Project 65:																						0

		Project 66:																						0

		Project 67:																						0

		Project 68:																						0

		Project 69:																						0

		Project 70:																						0

		Project 71:																						0

		Project 72:																						0

		Project 73:																						0

		Project 74:																						0

		Project 75:																						0

		Project 76:																						0

		Project 77:																						0

		Project 78:																						0

		Project 79:																						0

		Project 80:																						0

		Project 81:																						0

		Project 82:																						0

		Project 83:																						0

		Project 84:																						0

		Project 85:																						0

		Project 86:																						0

		Project 87:																						0

		Project 88:																						0

		Project 89:																						0

		Project 90:																						0

		Project 91:																						0

		Project 92:																						0

		Project 93:																						0

		Project 94:																						0

		Project 95:																						0

		Project 96:																						0

		Project 97:																						0

		Project 98:																						0

		Project 99:																						0

		Project 100:																						0

		Summary of Contemporaneous Changes:																								0

		This cell intentionally left blank

		Pollutant: SO2

		Project #:		Project Name		Project Date (e.g. 1/1/2012)		Start of Emissions Period		FIN		EPN		Permit Number		Baseline Period Start		Baseline Period End		Baseline Actual Emission Rate (tpy)		Project PTE (tpy)		Difference (tpy)		Creditable Decrease or Increase (tpy)

		Project 1:				1/1/12		1/1/02																0

		Project 2:																						0

		Project 3:																						0

		Project 4:																						0

		Project 5:																						0

		Project 6:																						0

		Project 7:																						0

		Project 8:																						0

		Project 9:																						0

		Project 10:																						0

		Project 11:																						0

		Project 12:																						0

		Project 13:																						0

		Project 14:																						0

		Project 15:																						0

		Project 16:																						0

		Project 17:																						0

		Project 18:																						0

		Project 19:																						0

		Project 20:																						0

		Project 21:																						0

		Project 22:																						0

		Project 23:																						0

		Project 24:																						0

		Project 25:																						0

		Project 26:																						0

		Project 27:																						0

		Project 28:																						0

		Project 29:																						0

		Project 30:																						0

		Project 31:																						0

		Project 32:																						0

		Project 33:																						0

		Project 34:																						0

		Project 35:																						0

		Project 36:																						0

		Project 37:																						0

		Project 38:																						0

		Project 39:																						0

		Project 40:																						0

		Project 41:																						0

		Project 42:																						0

		Project 43:																						0

		Project 44:																						0

		Project 45:																						0

		Project 46:																						0

		Project 47:																						0

		Project 48:																						0

		Project 49:																						0

		Project 50:																						0

		Project 51:																						0

		Project 52:																						0

		Project 53:																						0

		Project 54:																						0

		Project 55:																						0

		Project 56:																						0

		Project 57:																						0

		Project 58:																						0

		Project 59:																						0

		Project 60:																						0

		Project 61:																						0

		Project 62:																						0

		Project 63:																						0

		Project 64:																						0

		Project 65:																						0

		Project 66:																						0

		Project 67:																						0

		Project 68:																						0

		Project 69:																						0

		Project 70:																						0

		Project 71:																						0

		Project 72:																						0

		Project 73:																						0

		Project 74:																						0

		Project 75:																						0

		Project 76:																						0

		Project 77:																						0

		Project 78:																						0

		Project 79:																						0

		Project 80:																						0

		Project 81:																						0

		Project 82:																						0

		Project 83:																						0

		Project 84:																						0

		Project 85:																						0

		Project 86:																						0

		Project 87:																						0

		Project 88:																						0

		Project 89:																						0

		Project 90:																						0

		Project 91:																						0

		Project 92:																						0

		Project 93:																						0

		Project 94:																						0

		Project 95:																						0

		Project 96:																						0

		Project 97:																						0

		Project 98:																						0

		Project 99:																						0

		Project 100:																						0

		Summary of Contemporaneous Changes:																								0

		This cell intentionally left blank

		Pollutant: VOCs

		Project #:		Project Name		Project Date (e.g. 1/1/2012)		Start of Emissions Period		FIN		EPN		Permit Number		Baseline Period Start		Baseline Period End		Baseline Actual Emission Rate (tpy)		Project PTE (tpy)		Difference (tpy)		Creditable Decrease or Increase (tpy)

		Project 1:				1/1/12		1/1/02																0

		Project 2:																						0

		Project 3:																						0

		Project 4:																						0

		Project 5:																						0

		Project 6:																						0

		Project 7:																						0

		Project 8:																						0

		Project 9:																						0

		Project 10:																						0

		Project 11:																						0

		Project 12:																						0

		Project 13:																						0

		Project 14:																						0

		Project 15:																						0

		Project 16:																						0

		Project 17:																						0

		Project 18:																						0

		Project 19:																						0

		Project 20:																						0

		Project 21:																						0

		Project 22:																						0

		Project 23:																						0

		Project 24:																						0

		Project 25:																						0

		Project 26:																						0

		Project 27:																						0

		Project 28:																						0

		Project 29:																						0

		Project 30:																						0

		Project 31:																						0

		Project 32:																						0

		Project 33:																						0

		Project 34:																						0

		Project 35:																						0

		Project 36:																						0

		Project 37:																						0

		Project 38:																						0

		Project 39:																						0

		Project 40:																						0

		Project 41:																						0

		Project 42:																						0

		Project 43:																						0

		Project 44:																						0

		Project 45:																						0

		Project 46:																						0

		Project 47:																						0

		Project 48:																						0

		Project 49:																						0

		Project 50:																						0

		Project 51:																						0

		Project 52:																						0

		Project 53:																						0

		Project 54:																						0

		Project 55:																						0

		Project 56:																						0

		Project 57:																						0

		Project 58:																						0

		Project 59:																						0

		Project 60:																						0

		Project 61:																						0

		Project 62:																						0

		Project 63:																						0

		Project 64:																						0

		Project 65:																						0

		Project 66:																						0

		Project 67:																						0

		Project 68:																						0

		Project 69:																						0

		Project 70:																						0

		Project 71:																						0

		Project 72:																						0

		Project 73:																						0

		Project 74:																						0

		Project 75:																						0

		Project 76:																						0

		Project 77:																						0

		Project 78:																						0

		Project 79:																						0

		Project 80:																						0

		Project 81:																						0

		Project 82:																						0

		Project 83:																						0

		Project 84:																						0

		Project 85:																						0

		Project 86:																						0

		Project 87:																						0

		Project 88:																						0

		Project 89:																						0

		Project 90:																						0

		Project 91:																						0

		Project 92:																						0

		Project 93:																						0

		Project 94:																						0

		Project 95:																						0

		Project 96:																						0

		Project 97:																						0

		Project 98:																						0

		Project 99:																						0

		Project 100:																						0

		Summary of Contemporaneous Changes:																								0

		End of Worksheet
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Fees

		Press TAB to move input areas. Press UP or DOWN ARROW in column A to read through the document.

		Estimated Capital Cost and Fee Verification														Applicant Internal Comments

		This sheet determines application fee requirements for projects which require a fee. If you can see the page header, there are questions applicable to your project on this sheet.

Fees are due and payable at the time an application is filed. Required fees must be received before the agency will consider an application to be complete.

For amendment/initial actions: Applications will not be considered for review nor will any time constraints required of TCEQ for application processing begin until a fee is received. (30 TAC § 116.143)

For renewal actions: No fee will be accepted before the permit holder has been notified by the commission that the permit is scheduled for review. 

All permit review fees shall be remitted by check, certified check, electronic funds transfer, or money order payable to the Texas Commission on Environmental Quality (TCEQ) and mailed to the TCEQ, P.O. Box 13088, MC 214, Austin, Texas 78711-3088. The State Treasury will not accept checks drawn on foreign banks. Instructions for online payment through the ePay system can be found at:														All comments must be deleted prior to application submittal.

		https://www3.tceq.texas.gov/epay/

		Instructions:
1. Answer each of the questions in Section I (renewal actions only).
2. Enter the amount of each cost in the associated box. Include estimated cost of equipment and services that would normally be capitalized according to standard and generally accepted corporate financing and accounting procedures (non-renewal actions only).
3. Enter the total annual allowable emissions from the permitted facility to be renewed (renewal actions only).
4. Enter payment information.
5. If applicable, submit the application under the seal of a Texas Licensed P.E.

		Click here to return to Cover Sheet.

		I. General Information - Non-Renewal

		Is this project for new facilities controlled and operated directly by the federal government? (30 TAC § 116.141(b)(1) and 30 TAC § 116.163(a))												No

		Does this project require PSD permitting?

		A fee of $75,000 shall be required if no estimate of capital project cost is included with the permit application. (30 TAC § 116.141(d)) Select "yes" here to use this option. Then skip sections II and III.												No

		Select Application Type								Minor Application

		This cell intentionally left blank

		II. Direct Costs - Non-Renewal

		Type of Cost										Amount

		Process and control equipment not previously owned by the applicant and not currently authorized under this chapter.										$0.00

		Auxiliary equipment, including exhaust hoods, ducting, fans, pumps, piping, conveyors, stacks, storage tanks, waste disposal facilities, and air pollution control equipment specifically needed to meet permit and regulation requirements.										$0.00

		Freight charges.										$0.00

		Site preparation, including demolition, construction of fences, outdoor lighting, road, and parking areas.										$0.00

		Installation, including foundations, erection of supporting structures, enclosures or weather protection, insulation and painting, utilities and connections, process integration, and process control equipment.										$0.00

		Auxiliary buildings, including materials storage, employee facilities, and changes to existing structures.										$0.00

		Ambient air monitoring network.										$0.00

		Sub-Total:										$0.00

		This cell intentionally left blank

		III. Indirect Costs - Non-Renewal

		Type of Cost										Amount

		Final engineering design and supervision, and administrative overhead.										$0.00

		Construction expense, including construction liaison, securing local building permits, insurance, temporary construction facilities, and construction clean-up.										$0.00

		Contractor's fee and overhead.										$0.00

		Sub-Total:										$0.00

		This cell intentionally left blank

		IV. Calculations - Non-Renewal

		For GHG permits: A single PSD fee (calculated on the capital cost of the project per 30 TAC § 116.163) will be required for all of the associated permitting actions for a GHG PSD project. Other NSR permit fees related to the project that have already been remitted to the TCEQ can be subtracted when determining the appropriate fee to submit with the GHG PSD application. Identify these other fees in the GHG PSD permit application.

		In signing the "General" sheet with this fee worksheet attached, I certify that the total estimated capital cost of the project as defined in 30 TAC §116.141 is equal to or less than the above figure. I further state that I have read and understand Texas Water Code § 7.179, which defines Criminal Offenses for certain violations, including intentionally or knowingly making, or causing to be made, false material statements or representations.

		Estimated Capital Cost				Minor Application Fee				Major Application Fee

		Less than $300,000				$900 (minimum fee)				$3,000 (minimum fee)

		$300,000 - $7,500,000				N/A				1.0% of capital cost

		$300,000 - $25,000,000				0.30% of capital cost				N/A

		Greater than $7,500,000				N/A				$75,000 (maximum fee)

		Greater than $25,000,000				$75,000 (maximum fee)				N/A

		This cell intentionally left blank

		Your estimated capital cost:				$0.00		Minimum fee applies.

		Permit Application Fee:						$900.00

		If a fee exemption or reduction applies, describe how this facility qualifies for an exemption or reduction. Include the actual fee amount.

		This cell intentionally left blank

		V. Renewal Fee

		The fee for renewal is based on the total annual allowable emissions from the permitted facility to be renewed. If this project includes an amendment, the amendment permit fee will be calculated separately.

		Enter the total allowable emissions (tons per year).  The total emissions must include those represented in any PBR or standard permits to be incorporated by consolidation into this permit.												3234.429413794

		Permit fee due												$   10,000.00

		This cell intentionally left blank

		VI. Total Fees

		Note: fees can be paid together with one payment or as two separate payments.

		Non-Renewal Fee												$900.00

		Renewal Fee												$   10,000.00

		Total												$10,900.00

		This cell intentionally left blank

		VII. Payment Information

		A. Payment One (required)

		Was the fee paid online?												Yes

		Enter the fee amount:												$10,900.00

		Enter the check, money order, ePay Voucher, or other transaction number:

		Enter the Company name as it appears on the check:

		B. Payment Two (if paying renewal and non-renewal fees separately)

		Was the fee paid online?

		Enter the fee amount:

		Enter the check, money order, ePay Voucher, or other transaction number:

		Enter the Company name as it appears on the check:

		C. Total Paid												$10,900.00

		This cell intentionally left blank

		VIII. Professional Engineer Seal Requirement

		Is the estimated capital cost of the project above $2 million?												No

		Is this project subject to an exemption contained in the Texas Engineering Practice Act (TEPA)? (30 TAC § 116.110(f))

		Is the application required to be submitted under the seal of a Texas licensed P.E.?
Note: an electronic PE seal is acceptable.												No

		Click here to go to the next page.

		End of worksheet
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Impacts

		Press TAB to move input areas. Press UP or DOWN ARROW in column A to read through the document. On this sheet, if a pollutant is not listed in the first column of the table, the remainder of the table is complete.

		Impacts Summary										Applicant Internal Comments

		This sheet provides a summary of how the impacts review was conducted for each pollutant. If you can see the page header, there are questions applicable to your project on this sheet.

Instructions:
1. Ozone, VOC, and all pollutants listed on the Unit Types-Emission Rates sheet are automatically listed below.
2. Select "yes" or "no" to indicate if the project requires PSD review for each pollutant.
3. Select the method used to demonstrate acceptable impacts.
4. Read all notes for additional instructions.
5. Add additional notes if desired such as a short qualitative analysis or other note to your permit reviewer.

Notes:
1. An air quality impacts demonstration is required for all projects with consolidated, new, and/or modified facilities or sources of emissions of air contaminants. Changes to representations, such as stack height, may also require an impacts demonstration.
2. An air quality impacts demonstration may be required for Change of Location requests to demonstrate protection of public health and welfare. (30 TAC § 116.178(f))
3. Modeling is not always required to complete an impacts analysis.										All comments must be deleted prior to application submittal.

		this cell intentionally blank

		Links to help with Impacts Analyses

		MERA guidance				https://www.tceq.texas.gov/assets/public/permitting/air/Guidance/NewSourceReview/mera.pdf

		Modeling website				https://www.tceq.texas.gov/permitting/air/nav/modeling_index.html

		Air Quality Modeling Guidelines				https://www.tceq.texas.gov/assets/public/permitting/air/Modeling/guidance/airquality-mod-guidelines6232.pdf

		PSD protocol guidance				https://www.tceq.texas.gov/assets/public/permitting/air/Modeling/guidance/protocol-checklist.pdf

		GHG permitting guidance				https://www.tceq.texas.gov/permitting/air/guidance/newsourcereview/ghg/ghg-permitting.html

		this cell intentionally blank

		Click here to return to Cover Sheet.

		Pollutant		Does this pollutant require PSD review?		How will you demonstrate that this project meets all applicable requirements?		Notes		Additional Notes (optional)		Applicant Internal Notes

		Ozone						

		VOC		No		Modeling: screen or refined		Attach a completed "Electronic Modeling Evaluation Workbook" (EMEW).

		PM		No		Not applicable		This pollutant is not a part of this project or does not require an impacts analysis.

		PM10		No		Modeling: screen or refined		Attach a completed "Electronic Modeling Evaluation Workbook" (EMEW).

		Cd		No		Not applicable		This pollutant is not a part of this project or does not require an impacts analysis.

		Cr		No		Not applicable		This pollutant is not a part of this project or does not require an impacts analysis.

		Pb		No		Not applicable		This pollutant is not a part of this project or does not require an impacts analysis.

		Mn		No		Not applicable		This pollutant is not a part of this project or does not require an impacts analysis.

		Hg		No		Not applicable		This pollutant is not a part of this project or does not require an impacts analysis.

		Si		No		Not applicable		This pollutant is not a part of this project or does not require an impacts analysis.

		Zn		No		Not applicable		This pollutant is not a part of this project or does not require an impacts analysis.

		NOx		No		Modeling: screen or refined		Attach a completed "Electronic Modeling Evaluation Workbook" (EMEW).

		CO		No		Modeling: screen or refined		Attach a completed "Electronic Modeling Evaluation Workbook" (EMEW).

		SO2		No		Modeling: screen or refined		Attach a completed "Electronic Modeling Evaluation Workbook" (EMEW).

		PMtotal		No		Not applicable		This pollutant is not a part of this project or does not require an impacts analysis.

		PM10 total		No		Not applicable		This pollutant is not a part of this project or does not require an impacts analysis.

		PMfront half		No		Not applicable		This pollutant is not a part of this project or does not require an impacts analysis.

		PM10 front half		No		Not applicable		This pollutant is not a part of this project or does not require an impacts analysis.

		Cr VI		No		Not applicable		This pollutant is not a part of this project or does not require an impacts analysis.

		HAPS		No		Not applicable		This pollutant is not a part of this project or does not require an impacts analysis.

		Click here to go to the next page.

		End of Worksheet
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BACT

		Press TAB to move input areas. Press UP or DOWN ARROW in column A to read through the document. On this sheet, each EPN is listed in 14 consecutive rows. The final row is set aside for Maintenance, Start-up, and Shut-Down (MSS). If no pollutant is listed in a given row, you may move down to the MSS row for that EPN. If an EPN is not listed in the first column of the table, the remainder of the table is complete.

		Best Available Control Technology (BACT)														Applicant Internal Comments

		This sheet provides BACT for each source in the project as listed on the "Unit Type - Emission Rates" sheet.														All comments must be deleted prior to application submittal.

		Instructions for New, Modified, and/or Consolidated Sources
1. Current Tier I BACT is required for all new, modified, and/or consolidated sources, as well as for Change of Locations, (unless conducting a Tier II, Tier III, or LAER analysis).
2. The unit types listed in Unit Type (column C) include all new, modified, and/or consolidated sources as indicated on the "Unit Types - Emission Rates" sheet.
3. The pollutants listed in Pollutant (column D) include those indicated on the "Unit Types - Emission Rates" sheet.
4. Tier I BACT is automatically populated for each unit type and pollutant. If BACT is not yet defined for that unit type or that pollutant, "See additional notes:" will appear and you must propose BACT requirements for TCEQ review.
5. Fully expand the Tier I BACT (column E) by increasing the row heights so all text is visible. (Place the cursor on the bottom of the number line to the far left of the screen, click and drag downward until all text is visible.) 
6. Confirm that you will meet all representations listed on the sheet and any additional attachments by entering or selecting "Yes" in Confirm (column F). If the BACT column lists "See additional notes:", the confirmation column can be left blank.
7. Add additional notes as necessary in Additional Notes (column G), limited to 500 characters or fewer. Examples of when you may have notes include the following:
     - Current Tier I BACT column states "See additional notes:" or requests details;
     - Indicating there is an attached Tier II, Tier III, or LAER analysis;
     - Details about alternative controls you are proposing; and
     - Any additional information relevant to the minimization of emissions.
8. Cap EPNs do not need BACT (leave those rows blank).

Instructions for Renewed Only Sources (not modified with this project):
1. Current Tier I BACT is not required for sources that are only being renewed (not modified). However, units being renewed are required to meet requirements that are economically reasonable and technically practicable given the age of the facility and the impacts of its emissions on the surrounding area.
2. The unit types listed in Unit Type (column C) include all renewed sources too, as indicated on the "Unit Types - Emission Rates" sheet. Each of these sources should list what techniques are utilized to minimize emissions.
3. Follow steps 2 through 8 above.
4. If the source utilizes current Tier I BACT, select confirm.
5. If alternate techniques are used, list the techniques currently used to minimize emissions in the additional notes section.

Notes:
1. Tier II, Tier III, PSD BACT review, and/or LAER analyses require additional justification which must be included in the application as an attachment. 
2. For federal review projects, review the RBLC and provide relevant data in the application. Additional requirements may be identified during the technical review. For additional details on control technology reviews, visit this website:

		https://www.tceq.texas.gov/permitting/air/nav/bact_index.html

		Click here to return to Cover Sheet.

		This cell intentionally blank.

		Plant Type								Current Tier I BACT		Confirm		Additional Notes

										

										

										

										

										

										

		This cell intentionally blank.

		Action Requested		FINs		Unit Type		Pollutant		Current Tier I BACT		Confirm		Additional Notes

		Renew only		LW		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse		PM		The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. Opacity shall not exceed 5% and/or no visible emissions from each stack or vent. 99% reduction or outlet grain loading of 0.01 gr/dscf.		Yes

		Renew only		LW		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse				

		Renew only		LW		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse				

		Renew only		LW		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse				

		Renew only		LW		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse				

		Renew only		LW		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse				

		Renew only		LW		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse				

		Renew only		LW		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse				

		Renew only		LW		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse				

		Renew only		LW		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse				

		Renew only		LW		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse				

		Renew only		LW		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse				

		Renew only		LW		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse				

		Renew only		LW		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse		MSS		Fabric filters should be in good repair with an acceptable pressure drop prior to the start of operation.

Removal of spent filters in such a manner to minimize PM emissions and placing the spent filters in sealable bags or other sealable containers prior to removal from the site. Bags or containers shall be kept closed at all times except when adding spent filters.		Yes

		Renew only		LSTBS		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse		PM		The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. Opacity shall not exceed 5% and/or no visible emissions from each stack or vent. 99% reduction or outlet grain loading of 0.01 gr/dscf.		Yes

		Renew only		LSTBS		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse		Cd		See additional notes:		Yes		Refer to Tier 1 BACT for PM.

		Renew only		LSTBS		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse		Cr		See additional notes:		Yes		Refer to Tier 1 BACT for PM.

		Renew only		LSTBS		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse		Pb		See additional notes:		Yes		Refer to Tier 1 BACT for PM.

		Renew only		LSTBS		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse		Mn		See additional notes:		Yes		Refer to Tier 1 BACT for PM.

		Renew only		LSTBS		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse		Hg		See Additional Notes:		Yes		Refer to Tier 1 BACT for PM.

		Renew only		LSTBS		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse		Si		See additional notes:		Yes		Refer to Tier 1 BACT for PM.

		Renew only		LSTBS		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse		Zn		See additional notes:		Yes		Refer to Tier 1 BACT for PM.

		Renew only		LSTBS		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse				

		Renew only		LSTBS		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse				

		Renew only		LSTBS		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse				

		Renew only		LSTBS		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse				

		Renew only		LSTBS		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse				

		Renew only		LSTBS		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse		MSS		Fabric filters should be in good repair with an acceptable pressure drop prior to the start of operation.

Removal of spent filters in such a manner to minimize PM emissions and placing the spent filters in sealable bags or other sealable containers prior to removal from the site. Bags or containers shall be kept closed at all times except when adding spent filters.		Yes

		Renew only		EAF		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse		NOx		See Additional Notes:		Yes		Use of oxy-fuel burners on the EAF.

		Renew only		EAF		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse		CO		See Additional Notes:		Yes		Good EAF combustion practices and proper operation of the Consteel DEC.

		Renew only		EAF		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse		VOC		See Additional Notes:		Yes		Good combustion and/or process operation for the EAF.

		Renew only		EAF		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse		SO2		See Additional Notes:		Yes		Good process operation and scrap management for the EAF.

		Renew only		EAF		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse		PMtotal		See additional notes:		Yes		Refer to Tier 1 BACT for PM.

		Renew only		EAF		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse		PM10 total		See additional notes:		Yes		Refer to Tier 1 BACT for PM.

		Renew only		EAF		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse		PMfront half		See additional notes:		Yes		Refer to Tier 1 BACT for PM.

		Renew only		EAF		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse		PM10 front half		See additional notes:		Yes		Refer to Tier 1 BACT for PM.

		Renew only		EAF		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse		Cd		See additional notes:		Yes		Refer to Tier 1 BACT for PM.

		Renew only		EAF		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse		Cr		See additional notes:		Yes		Refer to Tier 1 BACT for PM.

		Renew only		EAF		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse		Pb		See additional notes:		Yes		Refer to Tier 1 BACT for PM.

		Renew only		EAF		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse		Mn		See additional notes:		Yes		Refer to Tier 1 BACT for PM.

		Renew only		EAF		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse		Hg		See Additional Notes:		Yes		Refer to Tier 1 BACT for PM.

		Renew only		EAF		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse		MSS		Fabric filters should be in good repair with an acceptable pressure drop prior to the start of operation.

Removal of spent filters in such a manner to minimize PM emissions and placing the spent filters in sealable bags or other sealable containers prior to removal from the site. Bags or containers shall be kept closed at all times except when adding spent filters.		Yes

		Renew only		RHF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		NOx		All:
Firing pipeline quality natural gas and good combustion practices. Specify if firing a different fuel. Burners with the best NOx performance given the burner configuration and gaseous fuel used. Specify the proposed emission rate (performance is an annual average) and provide justification if NOx>0.01 lb/MMBtu. Cost data must be submitted for SCR if firing rate is > 300 MMBtu/hr and burner is >0.01 lb/MMBtu. CEMS required for 100 MMBtu/hr or greater.

Glass:
Performance level of 1.4 lb/NOx/ton of glass produced.

Billet reheat:
0.01 lb NOX/MMBtu, typically achieved by firing natural gas or LPG fuel and/or low NOX burners. Specify technique. Good combustion practices. 

Electric arc:
Emission capture system meets ACGIH design. Canopy hood capture of at least 95%. Direct evacuation or fourth hole capture efficiency of at least 99%. Outlet grain loading ≤ 0.0032 gr/dscf front half PM catch; and ≤ 0.0052 gr/dscf for total PM catch. Maximum of 3% opacity at stack, 6% at building.		No		0.1863 lb/MMBtu; NOx emission factors ranging from 0.064 lb/MMBtu to 0.64 lb/MMBtu have been approved as BACT for the control of NOx emissions from rolling mill furnaces. TPCO proposes to use good combustion practices.  

		Renew only		RHF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		CO		Good combustion practices. 50 ppmv corrected to 3% O2.		No		Good combustion practice and combustion of natural gas. 0.0824 lb/MMBtu

		Renew only		RHF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		VOC		All: Firing pipeline quality natural gas and good combustion practices. Specify if firing a different fuel.

Electric arc:
0.35 lbs./ton steel, typically achieved with melted scrap management program. Specify technique.		Yes		Combustion of natural gas and good combustion practices.

		Renew only		RHF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		SO2		All:
Firing pipeline quality natural gas and good combustion practices. Specify if firing a different fuel. 

Glass:
85% reduction or a performance level of 172 lbs. SO2/ton of glass produced

Electric arc:
0.24 lbs. SO2/ton steel		Yes		Combustion of natural gas and good combustion practices.

		Renew only		RHF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		PM		The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. Glass:
Performance level of 1.0 lb PM/ton of glass produced (total PM, including front and back half catch)

Iron/steel metallurgy:
98% reduction, outlet grain loading ≤ 0.0052 gr/dscf if EAF filter and ≤ 0.01 gr/dscf if not EAF filter. Specify technique and numeric value. Maximum of 6% building opacity.

Billet reheat:
Good combustion practices. Maximum of 3% opacity at stack.

Electric arc:
Emission capture system meets ACGIH design. Canopy hood capture of at least 95%. Direct evacuation or fourth hole capture efficiency of at least 99%. Outlet grain loading ≤ 0.0032 gr/dscf front half PM catch; and ≤ 0.0052 gr/dscf for total PM catch. Maximum of 3% opacity at stack, 6% at building.
		Yes		Combustion of natural gas and good combustion practices.

		Renew only		RHF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				

		Renew only		RHF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				

		Renew only		RHF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				

		Renew only		RHF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				

		Renew only		RHF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				

		Renew only		RHF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				

		Renew only		RHF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				

		Renew only		RHF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				

		Renew only		RHF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		MSS		No additional controls required for MSS operations beyond normal operation BACT requirements. No bypassing of controls. Fabric filters should be in good repair with an acceptable pressure drop prior to the start of operation.

Removal of spent filters in such a manner to minimize PM emissions and placing the spent filters in sealable bags or other sealable containers prior to removal from the site. Bags or containers shall be kept closed at all times except when adding spent filters.

Glass:
Limit control device bypass to 144 hours per year for planned maintenance. Uncontrolled emissions must have acceptable impacts.		Yes

		Renew only		QF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		NOx		All:
Firing pipeline quality natural gas and good combustion practices. Specify if firing a different fuel. Burners with the best NOx performance given the burner configuration and gaseous fuel used. Specify the proposed emission rate (performance is an annual average) and provide justification if NOx>0.01 lb/MMBtu. Cost data must be submitted for SCR if firing rate is > 300 MMBtu/hr and burner is >0.01 lb/MMBtu. CEMS required for 100 MMBtu/hr or greater.

Glass:
Performance level of 1.4 lb/NOx/ton of glass produced.

Billet reheat:
0.01 lb NOX/MMBtu, typically achieved by firing natural gas or LPG fuel and/or low NOX burners. Specify technique. Good combustion practices. 

Electric arc:
Emission capture system meets ACGIH design. Canopy hood capture of at least 95%. Direct evacuation or fourth hole capture efficiency of at least 99%. Outlet grain loading ≤ 0.0032 gr/dscf front half PM catch; and ≤ 0.0052 gr/dscf for total PM catch. Maximum of 3% opacity at stack, 6% at building.		No		0.0980 lb/MMBtu; NOx emission factors ranging from 0.064 lb/MMBtu to 0.64 lb/MMBtu have been approved as BACT for the control of NOx emissions from rolling mill furnaces. TPCO proposes to use good combustion practices.  

		Renew only		QF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		CO		Good combustion practices. 50 ppmv corrected to 3% O2.		No		Good combustion practice and combustion of natural gas. 0.0824 lb/MMBtu

		Renew only		QF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		VOC		All: Firing pipeline quality natural gas and good combustion practices. Specify if firing a different fuel.

Electric arc:
0.35 lbs./ton steel, typically achieved with melted scrap management program. Specify technique.		Yes		Combustion of natural gas and good combustion practices.

		Renew only		QF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		SO2		All:
Firing pipeline quality natural gas and good combustion practices. Specify if firing a different fuel. 

Glass:
85% reduction or a performance level of 172 lbs. SO2/ton of glass produced

Electric arc:
0.24 lbs. SO2/ton steel		Yes		Combustion of natural gas and good combustion practices.

		Renew only		QF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		PM		The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. Glass:
Performance level of 1.0 lb PM/ton of glass produced (total PM, including front and back half catch)

Iron/steel metallurgy:
98% reduction, outlet grain loading ≤ 0.0052 gr/dscf if EAF filter and ≤ 0.01 gr/dscf if not EAF filter. Specify technique and numeric value. Maximum of 6% building opacity.

Billet reheat:
Good combustion practices. Maximum of 3% opacity at stack.

Electric arc:
Emission capture system meets ACGIH design. Canopy hood capture of at least 95%. Direct evacuation or fourth hole capture efficiency of at least 99%. Outlet grain loading ≤ 0.0032 gr/dscf front half PM catch; and ≤ 0.0052 gr/dscf for total PM catch. Maximum of 3% opacity at stack, 6% at building.
		Yes		Combustion of natural gas and good combustion practices.

		Renew only		QF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				

		Renew only		QF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				

		Renew only		QF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				

		Renew only		QF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				

		Renew only		QF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				

		Renew only		QF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				

		Renew only		QF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				

		Renew only		QF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				

		Renew only		QF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		MSS		No additional controls required for MSS operations beyond normal operation BACT requirements. No bypassing of controls. Fabric filters should be in good repair with an acceptable pressure drop prior to the start of operation.

Removal of spent filters in such a manner to minimize PM emissions and placing the spent filters in sealable bags or other sealable containers prior to removal from the site. Bags or containers shall be kept closed at all times except when adding spent filters.

Glass:
Limit control device bypass to 144 hours per year for planned maintenance. Uncontrolled emissions must have acceptable impacts.		Yes

		Renew only		TF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		NOx		All:
Firing pipeline quality natural gas and good combustion practices. Specify if firing a different fuel. Burners with the best NOx performance given the burner configuration and gaseous fuel used. Specify the proposed emission rate (performance is an annual average) and provide justification if NOx>0.01 lb/MMBtu. Cost data must be submitted for SCR if firing rate is > 300 MMBtu/hr and burner is >0.01 lb/MMBtu. CEMS required for 100 MMBtu/hr or greater.

Glass:
Performance level of 1.4 lb/NOx/ton of glass produced.

Billet reheat:
0.01 lb NOX/MMBtu, typically achieved by firing natural gas or LPG fuel and/or low NOX burners. Specify technique. Good combustion practices. 

Electric arc:
Emission capture system meets ACGIH design. Canopy hood capture of at least 95%. Direct evacuation or fourth hole capture efficiency of at least 99%. Outlet grain loading ≤ 0.0032 gr/dscf front half PM catch; and ≤ 0.0052 gr/dscf for total PM catch. Maximum of 3% opacity at stack, 6% at building.		No		0.0980 lb/MMBtu; NOx emission factors ranging from 0.064 lb/MMBtu to 0.64 lb/MMBtu have been approved as BACT for the control of NOx emissions from rolling mill furnaces. TPCO proposes to use good combustion practices.  

		Renew only		TF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		CO		Good combustion practices. 50 ppmv corrected to 3% O2.		No		Good combustion practice and combustion of natural gas. 0.0824 lb/MMBtu

		Renew only		TF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		VOC		All: Firing pipeline quality natural gas and good combustion practices. Specify if firing a different fuel.

Electric arc:
0.35 lbs./ton steel, typically achieved with melted scrap management program. Specify technique.		Yes		Combustion of natural gas and good combustion practices.

		Renew only		TF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		SO2		All:
Firing pipeline quality natural gas and good combustion practices. Specify if firing a different fuel. 

Glass:
85% reduction or a performance level of 172 lbs. SO2/ton of glass produced

Electric arc:
0.24 lbs. SO2/ton steel		Yes		Combustion of natural gas and good combustion practices.

		Renew only		TF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		PM		The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. Glass:
Performance level of 1.0 lb PM/ton of glass produced (total PM, including front and back half catch)

Iron/steel metallurgy:
98% reduction, outlet grain loading ≤ 0.0052 gr/dscf if EAF filter and ≤ 0.01 gr/dscf if not EAF filter. Specify technique and numeric value. Maximum of 6% building opacity.

Billet reheat:
Good combustion practices. Maximum of 3% opacity at stack.

Electric arc:
Emission capture system meets ACGIH design. Canopy hood capture of at least 95%. Direct evacuation or fourth hole capture efficiency of at least 99%. Outlet grain loading ≤ 0.0032 gr/dscf front half PM catch; and ≤ 0.0052 gr/dscf for total PM catch. Maximum of 3% opacity at stack, 6% at building.
		Yes		Combustion of natural gas and good combustion practices.

		Renew only		TF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				

		Renew only		TF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				

		Renew only		TF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				

		Renew only		TF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				

		Renew only		TF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				

		Renew only		TF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				

		Renew only		TF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				

		Renew only		TF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				

		Renew only		TF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		MSS		No additional controls required for MSS operations beyond normal operation BACT requirements. No bypassing of controls. Fabric filters should be in good repair with an acceptable pressure drop prior to the start of operation.

Removal of spent filters in such a manner to minimize PM emissions and placing the spent filters in sealable bags or other sealable containers prior to removal from the site. Bags or containers shall be kept closed at all times except when adding spent filters.

Glass:
Limit control device bypass to 144 hours per year for planned maintenance. Uncontrolled emissions must have acceptable impacts.		Yes

		Renew only		VDB		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		NOx		All:
Firing pipeline quality natural gas and good combustion practices. Specify if firing a different fuel. Burners with the best NOx performance given the burner configuration and gaseous fuel used. Specify the proposed emission rate (performance is an annual average) and provide justification if NOx>0.01 lb/MMBtu. Cost data must be submitted for SCR if firing rate is > 300 MMBtu/hr and burner is >0.01 lb/MMBtu. CEMS required for 100 MMBtu/hr or greater.

Glass:
Performance level of 1.4 lb/NOx/ton of glass produced.

Billet reheat:
0.01 lb NOX/MMBtu, typically achieved by firing natural gas or LPG fuel and/or low NOX burners. Specify technique. Good combustion practices. 

Electric arc:
Emission capture system meets ACGIH design. Canopy hood capture of at least 95%. Direct evacuation or fourth hole capture efficiency of at least 99%. Outlet grain loading ≤ 0.0032 gr/dscf front half PM catch; and ≤ 0.0052 gr/dscf for total PM catch. Maximum of 3% opacity at stack, 6% at building.		No		0.1 lb/MMBtu; NOx emission factors ranging from 0.035 lb/MMBtu to 0.0979 lb/MMBtu have been approved as BACT for the control of NOx emissions from vacuum degasser boilers. TPCO proposes to use good combustion practices.  

		Renew only		VDB		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		CO		Good combustion practices. 50 ppmv corrected to 3% O2.		No		Good combustion practice and combustion of natural gas. 0.0824 lb/MMBtu

		Renew only		VDB		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		VOC		All: Firing pipeline quality natural gas and good combustion practices. Specify if firing a different fuel.

Electric arc:
0.35 lbs./ton steel, typically achieved with melted scrap management program. Specify technique.		Yes		Combustion of natural gas and good combustion practices.

		Renew only		VDB		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		SO2		All:
Firing pipeline quality natural gas and good combustion practices. Specify if firing a different fuel. 

Glass:
85% reduction or a performance level of 172 lbs. SO2/ton of glass produced

Electric arc:
0.24 lbs. SO2/ton steel		Yes		Combustion of natural gas and good combustion practices.

		Renew only		VDB		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		PM		The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. Glass:
Performance level of 1.0 lb PM/ton of glass produced (total PM, including front and back half catch)

Iron/steel metallurgy:
98% reduction, outlet grain loading ≤ 0.0052 gr/dscf if EAF filter and ≤ 0.01 gr/dscf if not EAF filter. Specify technique and numeric value. Maximum of 6% building opacity.

Billet reheat:
Good combustion practices. Maximum of 3% opacity at stack.

Electric arc:
Emission capture system meets ACGIH design. Canopy hood capture of at least 95%. Direct evacuation or fourth hole capture efficiency of at least 99%. Outlet grain loading ≤ 0.0032 gr/dscf front half PM catch; and ≤ 0.0052 gr/dscf for total PM catch. Maximum of 3% opacity at stack, 6% at building.
		Yes		Combustion of natural gas and good combustion practices.

		Renew only		VDB		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				

		Renew only		VDB		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				

		Renew only		VDB		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				

		Renew only		VDB		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				

		Renew only		VDB		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				

		Renew only		VDB		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				

		Renew only		VDB		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				

		Renew only		VDB		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				

		Renew only		VDB		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		MSS		No additional controls required for MSS operations beyond normal operation BACT requirements. No bypassing of controls. Fabric filters should be in good repair with an acceptable pressure drop prior to the start of operation.

Removal of spent filters in such a manner to minimize PM emissions and placing the spent filters in sealable bags or other sealable containers prior to removal from the site. Bags or containers shall be kept closed at all times except when adding spent filters.

Glass:
Limit control device bypass to 144 hours per year for planned maintenance. Uncontrolled emissions must have acceptable impacts.		Yes

		Renew only		RG		Fugitives: Building		PM		The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See Additional Notes:		Yes		TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. 

		Renew only		RG		Fugitives: Building						Yes		TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. 

		Renew only		RG		Fugitives: Building						Yes		TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. 

		Renew only		RG		Fugitives: Building						Yes		TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. 

		Renew only		RG		Fugitives: Building						Yes		TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. 

		Renew only		RG		Fugitives: Building						Yes		TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. 

		Renew only		RG		Fugitives: Building						Yes		TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. 

		Renew only		RG		Fugitives: Building						Yes		TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. 

		Renew only		RG		Fugitives: Building						Yes		TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. 

		Renew only		RG		Fugitives: Building						Yes		TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. 

		Renew only		RG		Fugitives: Building						Yes		TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. 

		Renew only		RG		Fugitives: Building						Yes		TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. 

		Renew only		RG		Fugitives: Building						Yes		TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. 

		Renew only		RG		Fugitives: Building		MSS		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		Yes

		Renew only		TCR		Fugitives: Building		PM		The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See Additional Notes:		Yes		TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. 

		Renew only		TCR		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		TCR		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		TCR		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		TCR		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		TCR		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		TCR		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		TCR		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		TCR		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		TCR		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		TCR		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		TCR		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		TCR		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		TCR		Fugitives: Building		MSS		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		Yes

		Renew only		IDPSS		Fugitives: Building		PM		The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See Additional Notes:		Yes		TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. 

		Renew only		IDPSS		Fugitives: Building						Yes		Please refer to BACT discussion in the initial permit application for a detailed discussion of various BACT practices for activities conducted within the building.

		Renew only		IDPSS		Fugitives: Building						Yes		Please refer to BACT discussion in the initial permit application for a detailed discussion of various BACT practices for activities conducted within the building.

		Renew only		IDPSS		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		IDPSS		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		IDPSS		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		IDPSS		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		IDPSS		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		IDPSS		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		IDPSS		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		IDPSS		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		IDPSS		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		IDPSS		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		IDPSS		Fugitives: Building		MSS		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		Yes

		Renew only		IDPSR1		Fugitives: Building		PM		The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See Additional Notes:		Yes		TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. 

		Renew only		IDPSR1		Fugitives: Building						Yes		Please refer to BACT discussion in the initial permit application for a detailed discussion of various BACT practices for activities conducted within the building.

		Renew only		IDPSR1		Fugitives: Building						Yes		Please refer to BACT discussion in the initial permit application for a detailed discussion of various BACT practices for activities conducted within the building.

		Renew only		IDPSR1		Fugitives: Building						Yes		Please refer to BACT discussion in the initial permit application for a detailed discussion of various BACT practices for activities conducted within the building.

		Renew only		IDPSR1		Fugitives: Building						Yes		Please refer to BACT discussion in the initial permit application for a detailed discussion of various BACT practices for activities conducted within the building.

		Renew only		IDPSR1		Fugitives: Building						Yes		Please refer to BACT discussion in the initial permit application for a detailed discussion of various BACT practices for activities conducted within the building.

		Renew only		IDPSR1		Fugitives: Building						Yes		Please refer to BACT discussion in the initial permit application for a detailed discussion of various BACT practices for activities conducted within the building.

		Renew only		IDPSR1		Fugitives: Building						Yes		Please refer to BACT discussion in the initial permit application for a detailed discussion of various BACT practices for activities conducted within the building.

		Renew only		IDPSR1		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		IDPSR1		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		IDPSR1		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		IDPSR1		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		IDPSR1		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		IDPSR1		Fugitives: Building		MSS		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		Yes

		Renew only		IDPS1		Fugitives: Building		PM		The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See Additional Notes:		Yes		TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. 

		Renew only		IDPS1		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		IDPS1		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		IDPS1		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		IDPS1		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		IDPS1		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		IDPS1		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		IDPS1		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		IDPS1		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		IDPS1		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		IDPS1		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		IDPS1		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		IDPS1		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		IDPS1		Fugitives: Building		MSS		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		Yes

		Renew only		IDPSR2		Fugitives: Building		PM		The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See Additional Notes:		Yes		TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. 

		Renew only		IDPSR2		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		IDPSR2		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		IDPSR2		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		IDPSR2		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		IDPSR2		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		IDPSR2		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		IDPSR2		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		IDPSR2		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		IDPSR2		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		IDPSR2		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		IDPSR2		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		IDPSR2		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		IDPSR2		Fugitives: Building		MSS		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		Yes

		Renew only		IDPS2		Fugitives: Building		PM		The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See Additional Notes:		Yes		TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. 

		Renew only		IDPS2		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		IDPS2		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		IDPS2		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		IDPS2		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		IDPS2		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		IDPS2		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		IDPS2		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		IDPS2		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		IDPS2		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		IDPS2		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		IDPS2		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		IDPS2		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		IDPS2		Fugitives: Building		MSS		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		Yes

		Renew only		IDPSR3		Fugitives: Building		PM		The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See Additional Notes:		Yes		TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. 

		Renew only		IDPSR3		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		IDPSR3		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		IDPSR3		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		IDPSR3		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		IDPSR3		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		IDPSR3		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		IDPSR3		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		IDPSR3		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		IDPSR3		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		IDPSR3		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		IDPSR3		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		IDPSR3		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		IDPSR3		Fugitives: Building		MSS		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		Yes

		Renew only		ISPSS		Fugitives: Building		PM		The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See Additional Notes:		Yes		TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. 

		Renew only		ISPSS		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		ISPSS		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		ISPSS		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		ISPSS		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		ISPSS		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		ISPSS		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		ISPSS		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		ISPSS		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		ISPSS		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		ISPSS		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		ISPSS		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		ISPSS		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		ISPSS		Fugitives: Building		MSS		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		Yes

		Renew only		ISPS		Fugitives: Building		PM		The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See Additional Notes:		Yes		TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. 

		Renew only		ISPS		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		ISPS		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		ISPS		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		ISPS		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		ISPS		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		ISPS		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		ISPS		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		ISPS		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		ISPS		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		ISPS		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		ISPS		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		ISPS		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		ISPS		Fugitives: Building		MSS		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		Yes

		Renew only		ISPSR1		Fugitives: Building		PM		The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See Additional Notes:		Yes		TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. 

		Renew only		ISPSR1		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		ISPSR1		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		ISPSR1		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		ISPSR1		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		ISPSR1		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		ISPSR1		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		ISPSR1		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		ISPSR1		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		ISPSR1		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		ISPSR1		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		ISPSR1		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		ISPSR1		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		ISPSR1		Fugitives: Building		MSS		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		Yes

		Renew only		ISPSR2		Fugitives: Building		PM		The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See Additional Notes:		Yes		TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. 

		Renew only		ISPSR2		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		ISPSR2		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		ISPSR2		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		ISPSR2		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		ISPSR2		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		ISPSR2		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		ISPSR2		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		ISPSR2		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		ISPSR2		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		ISPSR2		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		ISPSR2		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		ISPSR2		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		ISPSR2		Fugitives: Building		MSS		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		Yes

		Renew only		ISPSR3		Fugitives: Building		PM		The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See Additional Notes:		Yes		TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. 

		Renew only		ISPSR3		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		ISPSR3		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		ISPSR3		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		ISPSR3		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		ISPSR3		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		ISPSR3		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		ISPSR3		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		ISPSR3		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		ISPSR3		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		ISPSR3		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		ISPSR3		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		ISPSR3		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		ISPSR3		Fugitives: Building		MSS		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		Yes

		Renew only		ELSMW		Fugitives: Building		PM		The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See Additional Notes:		Yes		TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. 

		Renew only		ELSMW		Fugitives: Building		Cr		See additional notes:		Yes		TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. 

		Renew only		ELSMW		Fugitives: Building		Cr VI		See additional notes:		Yes		TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. 

		Renew only		ELSMW		Fugitives: Building		Pb		See additional notes:		Yes		TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. 

		Renew only		ELSMW		Fugitives: Building		Mn		See additional notes:		Yes		TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. 

		Renew only		ELSMW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		ELSMW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		ELSMW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		ELSMW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		ELSMW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		ELSMW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		ELSMW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		ELSMW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		ELSMW		Fugitives: Building		MSS		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		Yes

		Renew only		OUSMW		Fugitives: Building		CO		See Additional Notes:		Yes		TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. 

		Renew only		OUSMW		Fugitives: Building		VOC		See Additional Notes:		Yes		TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. 

		Renew only		OUSMW		Fugitives: Building		PM		The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See Additional Notes:		Yes		TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. 

		Renew only		OUSMW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		OUSMW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		OUSMW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		OUSMW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		OUSMW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		OUSMW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		OUSMW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		OUSMW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		OUSMW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		OUSMW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		OUSMW		Fugitives: Building		MSS		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		Yes

		Renew only		CC		Fugitives: Building		NOx		See Additional Notes:		Yes		TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. 

		Renew only		CC		Fugitives: Building		CO		See Additional Notes:		Yes		TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. 

		Renew only		CC		Fugitives: Building		VOC		See Additional Notes:		Yes		TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. 

		Renew only		CC		Fugitives: Building		SO2		See Additional Notes:		Yes		TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. 

		Renew only		CC		Fugitives: Building		PM		The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See Additional Notes:		Yes		TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. 

		Renew only		CC		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		CC		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		CC		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		CC		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		CC		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		CC		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		CC		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		CC		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		CC		Fugitives: Building		MSS		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		Yes

		Renew only		EAFB		Fugitives: Building		CO		See Additional Notes:		Yes		TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. 

		Renew only		EAFB		Fugitives: Building		VOC		See Additional Notes:		Yes		TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. 

		Renew only		EAFB		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		EAFB		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		EAFB		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		EAFB		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		EAFB		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		EAFB		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		EAFB		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		EAFB		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		EAFB		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		EAFB		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		EAFB		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		EAFB		Fugitives: Building		MSS		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		Yes

		Renew only		LB		Fugitives: Building		CO		See Additional Notes:		Yes		TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. 

		Renew only		LB		Fugitives: Building		VOC		See Additional Notes:		Yes		TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. 

		Renew only		LB		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		LB		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		LB		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		LB		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		LB		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		LB		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		LB		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		LB		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		LB		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		LB		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		LB		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		LB		Fugitives: Building		MSS		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		Yes

		Renew only		TB		Fugitives: Building		CO		See Additional Notes:		Yes		TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. 

		Renew only		TB		Fugitives: Building		VOC		See Additional Notes:		Yes		TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. 

		Renew only		TB		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		TB		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		TB		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		TB		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		TB		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		TB		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		TB		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		TB		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		TB		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		TB		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		TB		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		TB		Fugitives: Building		MSS		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		Yes

		Renew only		LP		Fugitives: Building		NOx		See Additional Notes:		Yes		TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. 

		Renew only		LP		Fugitives: Building		CO		See Additional Notes:		Yes		TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. 

		Renew only		LP		Fugitives: Building		VOC		See Additional Notes:		Yes		TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. 

		Renew only		LP		Fugitives: Building		SO2		See Additional Notes:		Yes		TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. 

		Renew only		LP		Fugitives: Building		PM		The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See Additional Notes:		Yes		TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. 

		Renew only		LP		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		LP		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		LP		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		LP		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		LP		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		LP		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		LP		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		LP		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		LP		Fugitives: Building		MSS		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		Yes

		Renew only		TP		Fugitives: Building		NOx		See Additional Notes:		Yes		TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. 

		Renew only		TP		Fugitives: Building		CO		See Additional Notes:		Yes		TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. 

		Renew only		TP		Fugitives: Building		VOC		See Additional Notes:		Yes		TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. 

		Renew only		TP		Fugitives: Building		SO2		See Additional Notes:		Yes		TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. 

		Renew only		TP		Fugitives: Building		PM		The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See Additional Notes:		Yes		TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. 

		Renew only		TP		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		TP		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		TP		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		TP		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		TP		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		TP		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		TP		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		TP		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		TP		Fugitives: Building		MSS		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		Yes

		Renew only		LFTSC		Fugitives: Building		NOx		See Additional Notes:		Yes		TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. 

		Renew only		LFTSC		Fugitives: Building		CO		See Additional Notes:		Yes		TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. 

		Renew only		LFTSC		Fugitives: Building		VOC		See Additional Notes:		Yes		TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. 

		Renew only		LFTSC		Fugitives: Building		SO2		See Additional Notes:		Yes		TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. 

		Renew only		LFTSC		Fugitives: Building		PM		The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See Additional Notes:		Yes		TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. 

		Renew only		LFTSC		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		LFTSC		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		LFTSC		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		LFTSC		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		LFTSC		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		LFTSC		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		LFTSC		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		LFTSC		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		LFTSC		Fugitives: Building		MSS		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		Yes

		Renew only		TCM		Fugitives: Building		NOx		See Additional Notes:		Yes		TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. 

		Renew only		TCM		Fugitives: Building		CO		See Additional Notes:		Yes		TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. 

		Renew only		TCM		Fugitives: Building		VOC		See Additional Notes:		Yes		TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. 

		Renew only		TCM		Fugitives: Building		SO2		See Additional Notes:		Yes		TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. 

		Renew only		TCM		Fugitives: Building		PM		The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See Additional Notes:		Yes		TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. 

		Renew only		TCM		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		TCM		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		TCM		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		TCM		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		TCM		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		TCM		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		TCM		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		TCM		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		TCM		Fugitives: Building		MSS		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		Yes

		Renew only		LF		Fugitives: Building		PM		The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See Additional Notes:		Yes		TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. 

		Renew only		LF		Fugitives: Building		Cd		See additional notes:		Yes		TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. 

		Renew only		LF		Fugitives: Building		Cr		See additional notes:		Yes		TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. 

		Renew only		LF		Fugitives: Building		Pb		See additional notes:		Yes		TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. 

		Renew only		LF		Fugitives: Building		Mn		See additional notes:		Yes		TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. 

		Renew only		LF		Fugitives: Building		Hg		See Additional Notes:		Yes		TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. 

		Renew only		LF		Fugitives: Building		Si		See additional notes:		Yes		TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. 

		Renew only		LF		Fugitives: Building		Zn		See additional notes:		Yes		TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building satisfies BACT. 

		Renew only		LF		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		LF		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		LF		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		LF		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		LF		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		LF		Fugitives: Building		MSS		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		Yes

		Renew only		IDPAA		Fugitives: Building		PM		The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See Additional Notes:		Yes		TPCO proposes to store alloy aggregate in the Alloy Aggregate Warehouse, controlled by a baghouse (EPN AABS) and vent (EPN AAWV) as BACT.

		Renew only		IDPAA		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		IDPAA		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		IDPAA		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		IDPAA		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		IDPAA		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		IDPAA		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		IDPAA		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		IDPAA		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		IDPAA		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		IDPAA		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		IDPAA		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		IDPAA		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		IDPAA		Fugitives: Building		MSS		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		Yes

		Renew only		OUPCLW		Fugitives: Building		CO		See Additional Notes:		Yes		Please refer to BACT discussion in the initial permit application for a detailed discussion of various BACT practices for activities conducted within the building.

		Renew only		OUPCLW		Fugitives: Building		VOC		See Additional Notes:		Yes		Please refer to BACT discussion in the initial permit application for a detailed discussion of various BACT practices for activities conducted within the building.

		Renew only		OUPCLW		Fugitives: Building		PM		The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See Additional Notes:		Yes		Please refer to BACT discussion in the initial permit application for a detailed discussion of various BACT practices for activities conducted within the building.

		Renew only		OUPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		OUPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		OUPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		OUPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		OUPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		OUPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		OUPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		OUPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		OUPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		OUPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		OUPCLW		Fugitives: Building		MSS		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		Yes

		Renew only		ELPCLW		Fugitives: Building		PM		The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See Additional Notes:		Yes		Please refer to BACT discussion in the initial permit application for a detailed discussion of various BACT practices for activities conducted within the building.

		Renew only		ELPCLW		Fugitives: Building						Yes		TPCO proposes the use of UV coating and high transfer efficiency application equipment as BACT.

		Renew only		ELPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		ELPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		ELPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		ELPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		ELPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		ELPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		ELPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		ELPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		ELPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		ELPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		ELPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		ELPCLW		Fugitives: Building		MSS		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		Yes

		Renew only		EMPCLW		Fugitives: Building		VOC		See Additional Notes:		Yes		Please refer to BACT discussion in the initial permit application for a detailed discussion of various BACT practices for activities conducted within the building.

		Renew only		EMPCLW		Fugitives: Building		PM		The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See Additional Notes:		Yes		Please refer to BACT discussion in the initial permit application for a detailed discussion of various BACT practices for activities conducted within the building.

		Renew only		EMPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		EMPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		EMPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		EMPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		EMPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		EMPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		EMPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		EMPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		EMPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		EMPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		EMPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		EMPCLW		Fugitives: Building		MSS		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		Yes

		Renew only		PUPCLW		Fugitives: Building		VOC		See Additional Notes:		Yes		Please refer to BACT discussion in the initial permit application for a detailed discussion of various BACT practices for activities conducted within the building.

		Renew only		PUPCLW		Fugitives: Building						Yes		TPCO proposes the use of UV coating and high transfer efficiency application equipment as BACT.Coating booth achieves 85% control efficiency. 

		Renew only		PUPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		PUPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		PUPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		PUPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		PUPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		PUPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		PUPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		PUPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		PUPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		PUPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		PUPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		PUPCLW		Fugitives: Building		MSS		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		Yes

		Renew only		DUPCLW		Fugitives: Building		VOC		See Additional Notes:		Yes		Please refer to BACT discussion in the initial permit application for a detailed discussion of various BACT practices for activities conducted within the building.

		Renew only		DUPCLW		Fugitives: Building		PM		The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See Additional Notes:		Yes		Please refer to BACT discussion in the initial permit application for a detailed discussion of various BACT practices for activities conducted within the building.

		Renew only		DUPCLW		Fugitives: Building						Yes		0.0006 lb/ton steel; TPCO proposes to use good process operation.

		Renew only		DUPCLW		Fugitives: Building						Yes		0.0001 lb/ton steel; TPCO proposes to use good process operation.

		Renew only		DUPCLW		Fugitives: Building						Yes		0.002 lb/ton steel; Emission factors ranging from 0.0008-0.0144 lb/ton steel have been approveed as BACT for the control of PM emissions from vacuum degassers.TPCO proposes to use good process operation.

		Renew only		DUPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		DUPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		DUPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		DUPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		DUPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		DUPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		DUPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		DUPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		DUPCLW		Fugitives: Building		MSS		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		Yes

		Renew only		BCPS2		Fugitives: Building		PM		The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See Additional Notes:		Yes		Please refer to BACT discussion in the initial permit application for a detailed discussion of various BACT practices for activities conducted within the building.

		Renew only		BCPS2		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		BCPS2		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		BCPS2		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		BCPS2		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		BCPS2		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		BCPS2		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		BCPS2		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		BCPS2		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		BCPS2		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		BCPS2		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		BCPS2		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		BCPS2		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew only		BCPS2		Fugitives: Building		MSS		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		Yes

		New/Modified		PSGPCLW		Fugitives: Building		VOC		See Additional Notes:		Yes		TPCO proposes the use of low VOC coating, high transfer efficiency application equipment, good housekeeping for spills, and storage of waste materials in closed containers as BACT. 

		New/Modified		PSGPCLW		Fugitives: Building		PM		The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See Additional Notes:		Yes		TPCO proposes the use of low VOC coating, high transfer efficiency application equipment, good housekeeping for spills, and storage of waste materials in closed containers as BACT. 

		New/Modified		PSGPCLW		Fugitives: Building						Yes		Combustion of natural gas and good combustion practices.

		New/Modified		PSGPCLW		Fugitives: Building						Yes		Combustion of natural gas and good combustion practices.

		New/Modified		PSGPCLW		Fugitives: Building						Yes		Combustion of natural gas and good combustion practices.

		New/Modified		PSGPCLW		Fugitives: Building						Yes		Combustion of natural gas and good combustion practices.

		New/Modified		PSGPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		New/Modified		PSGPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		New/Modified		PSGPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		New/Modified		PSGPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		New/Modified		PSGPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		New/Modified		PSGPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		New/Modified		PSGPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		New/Modified		PSGPCLW		Fugitives: Building		MSS		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		Yes

		Renew Only		HRL		Fugitives: Building		PM		The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See Additional Notes:		Yes		Please refer to BACT discussion in the initial permit application for a detailed discussion of various BACT practices for activities conducted within the building.

		Renew Only		HRL		Fugitives: Building						No		Good combustion practice and combustion of natural gas. 0.0824 lb/MMBtu

		Renew Only		HRL		Fugitives: Building						Yes		Combustion of natural gas and good combustion practices.

		Renew Only		HRL		Fugitives: Building						Yes		Combustion of natural gas and good combustion practices.

		Renew Only		HRL		Fugitives: Building						Yes		Combustion of natural gas and good combustion practices.

		Renew Only		HRL		Fugitives: Building						Yes		Combustion of natural gas and good combustion practices.

		Renew Only		HRL		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew Only		HRL		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew Only		HRL		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew Only		HRL		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew Only		HRL		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew Only		HRL		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew Only		HRL		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew Only		HRL		Fugitives: Building		MSS		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		Yes

		Renew Only		ABS1		Fugitives: Building		PM		The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See Additional Notes:		Yes		Please refer to BACT discussion in the initial permit application for a detailed discussion of various BACT practices for activities conducted within the building.

		Renew Only		ABS1		Fugitives: Building						Yes		A baghouse is employed pre HTFUG that meets Tier 1 BACT.

		Renew Only		ABS1		Fugitives: Building						Yes		Activities conducted within building will be conducted according to best practice. 

		Renew Only		ABS1		Fugitives: Building						Yes		Please refer to PM.

		Renew Only		ABS1		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew Only		ABS1		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew Only		ABS1		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew Only		ABS1		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew Only		ABS1		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew Only		ABS1		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew Only		ABS1		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew Only		ABS1		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew Only		ABS1		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew Only		ABS1		Fugitives: Building		MSS		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		Yes

		Renew Only		ABS2		Fugitives: Building		PM		The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See Additional Notes:		Yes		Please refer to BACT discussion in the initial permit application for a detailed discussion of various BACT practices for activities conducted within the building.

		Renew Only		ABS2		Fugitives: Building						Yes		Activities conducted within building will be conducted according to best practice. 

		Renew Only		ABS2		Fugitives: Building						Yes		Activities conducted within building will be conducted according to best practice. 

		Renew Only		ABS2		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew Only		ABS2		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew Only		ABS2		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew Only		ABS2		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew Only		ABS2		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew Only		ABS2		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew Only		ABS2		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew Only		ABS2		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew Only		ABS2		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew Only		ABS2		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew Only		ABS2		Fugitives: Building		MSS		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		Yes

		Renew Only		BPCS1		Fugitives: Building		PM		The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See Additional Notes:		Yes		Please refer to BACT discussion in the initial permit application for a detailed discussion of various BACT practices for activities conducted within the building.

		Renew Only		BPCS1		Fugitives: Building						Yes		Water curtain with 99% control efficiency.

		Renew Only		BPCS1		Fugitives: Building						Yes		HVLP spray equipment, low VOC paint. Coatings and solvents kept in closed containers, spills cleaned up promptly.

		Renew Only		BPCS1		Fugitives: Building						Yes		HVLP spray equipment, low VOC paint. Coatings and solvents kept in closed containers, spills cleaned up promptly.

		Renew Only		BPCS1		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew Only		BPCS1		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew Only		BPCS1		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew Only		BPCS1		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew Only		BPCS1		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew Only		BPCS1		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew Only		BPCS1		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew Only		BPCS1		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew Only		BPCS1		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew Only		BPCS1		Fugitives: Building		MSS		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		Yes

		Renew Only		OUHRW		Fugitives: Building		CO		See Additional Notes:		Yes		Please refer to BACT discussion in the initial permit application for a detailed discussion of various BACT practices for activities conducted within the building.

		Renew Only		OUHRW		Fugitives: Building		VOC		See Additional Notes:		Yes		Please refer to BACT discussion in the initial permit application for a detailed discussion of various BACT practices for activities conducted within the building.

		Renew Only		OUHRW		Fugitives: Building		PM		The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See Additional Notes:		Yes		Please refer to BACT discussion in the initial permit application for a detailed discussion of various BACT practices for activities conducted within the building.

		Renew Only		OUHRW		Fugitives: Building						Yes		HVLP spray equipment, low VOC paint. Coatings and solvents kept in closed containers, spills cleaned up promptly.

		Renew Only		OUHRW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew Only		OUHRW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew Only		OUHRW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew Only		OUHRW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew Only		OUHRW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew Only		OUHRW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew Only		OUHRW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew Only		OUHRW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew Only		OUHRW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew Only		OUHRW		Fugitives: Building		MSS		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		Yes

		Renew Only		ELHRW		Fugitives: Building		PM		The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See Additional Notes:		Yes		Please refer to BACT discussion in the initial permit application for a detailed discussion of various BACT practices for activities conducted within the building.

		Renew Only		ELHRW		Fugitives: Building		Cr		See additional notes:		Yes		Please refer to BACT discussion in the initial permit application for a detailed discussion of various BACT practices for activities conducted within the building.

		Renew Only		ELHRW		Fugitives: Building		Cr VI		See additional notes:		Yes		Please refer to BACT discussion in the initial permit application for a detailed discussion of various BACT practices for activities conducted within the building.

		Renew Only		ELHRW		Fugitives: Building		Mn		See additional notes:		Yes		Please refer to BACT discussion in the initial permit application for a detailed discussion of various BACT practices for activities conducted within the building.

		Renew Only		ELHRW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew Only		ELHRW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew Only		ELHRW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew Only		ELHRW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew Only		ELHRW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew Only		ELHRW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew Only		ELHRW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew Only		ELHRW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew Only		ELHRW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew Only		ELHRW		Fugitives: Building		MSS		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		Yes

		Renew Only		EMHRW		Fugitives: Building		VOC		See Additional Notes:		Yes		Please refer to BACT discussion in the initial permit application for a detailed discussion of various BACT practices for activities conducted within the building.

		Renew Only		EMHRW		Fugitives: Building		PM		The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See Additional Notes:		Yes		Please refer to BACT discussion in the initial permit application for a detailed discussion of various BACT practices for activities conducted within the building.

		Renew Only		EMHRW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew Only		EMHRW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew Only		EMHRW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew Only		EMHRW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew Only		EMHRW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew Only		EMHRW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew Only		EMHRW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew Only		EMHRW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew Only		EMHRW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew Only		EMHRW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew Only		EMHRW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew Only		EMHRW		Fugitives: Building		MSS		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		Yes

		Renew Only		PUHRW		Fugitives: Building		VOC		See Additional Notes:		Yes		Please refer to BACT discussion in the initial permit application for a detailed discussion of various BACT practices for activities conducted within the building.

		Renew Only		PUHRW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew Only		PUHRW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew Only		PUHRW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew Only		PUHRW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew Only		PUHRW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew Only		PUHRW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew Only		PUHRW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew Only		PUHRW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew Only		PUHRW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew Only		PUHRW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew Only		PUHRW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew Only		PUHRW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew Only		PUHRW		Fugitives: Building		MSS		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		Yes

		Renew Only		DUHRW		Fugitives: Building		VOC		See Additional Notes:		Yes		Please refer to BACT discussion in the initial permit application for a detailed discussion of various BACT practices for activities conducted within the building.

		Renew Only		DUHRW		Fugitives: Building		PM		The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See Additional Notes:		Yes		Please refer to BACT discussion in the initial permit application for a detailed discussion of various BACT practices for activities conducted within the building.

		Renew Only		DUHRW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew Only		DUHRW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew Only		DUHRW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew Only		DUHRW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew Only		DUHRW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew Only		DUHRW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew Only		DUHRW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew Only		DUHRW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew Only		DUHRW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew Only		DUHRW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew Only		DUHRW		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew Only		DUHRW		Fugitives: Building		MSS		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		Yes

		Renew Only		ABS3		Fugitives: Building		PM		The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See Additional Notes:		Yes		Please refer to BACT discussion in the initial permit application for a detailed discussion of various BACT practices for activities conducted within the building.

		Renew Only		ABS3		Fugitives: Building						Yes		Water treatment facilities will utilize best management practices and are expected to be insignificant sources of emissions.

		Renew Only		ABS3		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew Only		ABS3		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew Only		ABS3		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew Only		ABS3		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew Only		ABS3		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew Only		ABS3		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew Only		ABS3		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew Only		ABS3		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew Only		ABS3		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew Only		ABS3		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew Only		ABS3		Fugitives: Building				

		Renew Only		ABS3		Fugitives: Building		MSS		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		Yes

		New/modified		PSGHRPPWV		Fugitives: Building		VOC		See Additional Notes:		Yes		TPCO proposes the use of low VOC coating, high transfer efficiency application equipment, good housekeeping for spills, and storage of waste materials in closed containers as BACT. 

		New/modified		PSGHRPPWV		Fugitives: Building		PM		The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See Additional Notes:		Yes		TPCO proposes the use of low VOC coating, high transfer efficiency application equipment, good housekeeping for spills, and storage of waste materials in closed containers as BACT. 

		New/modified		PSGHRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				

		New/modified		PSGHRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				

		New/modified		PSGHRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				

		New/modified		PSGHRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				

		New/modified		PSGHRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				

		New/modified		PSGHRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				

		New/modified		PSGHRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				

		New/modified		PSGHRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				

		New/modified		PSGHRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				

		New/modified		PSGHRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				

		New/modified		PSGHRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				

		New/modified		PSGHRPPWV		Fugitives: Building		MSS		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		Yes

		New/modified		HTR1		Fugitives: Building		CO		See Additional Notes:		Yes		TPCO proposes proper maintenance procedures and operating the unit within the building as BACT.

		New/modified		HTR1		Fugitives: Building		VOC		See Additional Notes:		Yes		TPCO proposes proper maintenance procedures and operating the unit within the building as BACT.

		New/modified		HTR1		Fugitives: Building		PM		The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See Additional Notes:		Yes		TPCO proposes proper maintenance procedures and operating the unit within the building as BACT.

		New/modified		HTR1		Fugitives: Building		SO2		See Additional Notes:		Yes		TPCO proposes proper maintenance procedures and operating the unit within the building as BACT.

		New/modified		HTR1		Fugitives: Building		NOx		See Additional Notes:		Yes		TPCO proposes proper maintenance procedures and operating the unit within the building as BACT.

		New/modified		HTR1		Fugitives: Building				

		New/modified		HTR1		Fugitives: Building				

		New/modified		HTR1		Fugitives: Building				

		New/modified		HTR1		Fugitives: Building				

		New/modified		HTR1		Fugitives: Building				

		New/modified		HTR1		Fugitives: Building				

		New/modified		HTR1		Fugitives: Building				

		New/modified		HTR1		Fugitives: Building				

		New/modified		HTR1		Fugitives: Building		MSS		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		Yes

		New/modified		HTR2		Fugitives: Building		CO		See Additional Notes:				TPCO proposes proper maintenance procedures and operating the unit within the building as BACT.

		New/modified		HTR2		Fugitives: Building		VOC		See Additional Notes:				TPCO proposes proper maintenance procedures and operating the unit within the building as BACT.

		New/modified		HTR2		Fugitives: Building		PM		The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See Additional Notes:				TPCO proposes proper maintenance procedures and operating the unit within the building as BACT.

		New/modified		HTR2		Fugitives: Building		SO2		See Additional Notes:				TPCO proposes proper maintenance procedures and operating the unit within the building as BACT.

		New/modified		HTR2		Fugitives: Building		NOx		See Additional Notes:				TPCO proposes proper maintenance procedures and operating the unit within the building as BACT.

		New/modified		HTR2		Fugitives: Building				

		New/modified		HTR2		Fugitives: Building				

		New/modified		HTR2		Fugitives: Building				

		New/modified		HTR2		Fugitives: Building				

		New/modified		HTR2		Fugitives: Building				

		New/modified		HTR2		Fugitives: Building				

		New/modified		HTR2		Fugitives: Building				

		New/modified		HTR2		Fugitives: Building				

		New/modified		HTR2		Fugitives: Building		MSS		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		Yes

		Renew only		ODPSS1		Material Handling: Drop Point		PM		The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. Concrete:
Truck drop 99% reduction or 0.01 gr/dscf, suction shroud, minimum 4000 acfm

Rock/aggregate:
70% reduction, typically water sprays		Yes

		Renew only		ODPSS1		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		Renew only		ODPSS1		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		Renew only		ODPSS1		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		Renew only		ODPSS1		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		Renew only		ODPSS1		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		Renew only		ODPSS1		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		Renew only		ODPSS1		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		Renew only		ODPSS1		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		Renew only		ODPSS1		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		Renew only		ODPSS1		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		Renew only		ODPSS1		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		Renew only		ODPSS1		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		Renew only		ODPSS1		Material Handling: Drop Point		MSS		Best management practices (conducting system maintenance in a manner which minimizes emissions) employed during handling system maintenance. No bypassing of controls. Suction shroud should be in good repair with minimum flow rate.		Yes

		Renew only		ODPSS2		Material Handling: Drop Point		PM		The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. Concrete:
Truck drop 99% reduction or 0.01 gr/dscf, suction shroud, minimum 4000 acfm

Rock/aggregate:
70% reduction, typically water sprays		Yes

		Renew only		ODPSS2		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		Renew only		ODPSS2		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		Renew only		ODPSS2		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		Renew only		ODPSS2		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		Renew only		ODPSS2		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		Renew only		ODPSS2		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		Renew only		ODPSS2		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		Renew only		ODPSS2		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		Renew only		ODPSS2		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		Renew only		ODPSS2		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		Renew only		ODPSS2		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		Renew only		ODPSS2		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		Renew only		ODPSS2		Material Handling: Drop Point		MSS		Best management practices (conducting system maintenance in a manner which minimizes emissions) employed during handling system maintenance. No bypassing of controls. Suction shroud should be in good repair with minimum flow rate.		Yes

		Renew only		ODPSR1		Material Handling: Drop Point		PM		The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. Concrete:
Truck drop 99% reduction or 0.01 gr/dscf, suction shroud, minimum 4000 acfm

Rock/aggregate:
70% reduction, typically water sprays		Yes

		Renew only		ODPSR1		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		Renew only		ODPSR1		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		Renew only		ODPSR1		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		Renew only		ODPSR1		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		Renew only		ODPSR1		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		Renew only		ODPSR1		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		Renew only		ODPSR1		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		Renew only		ODPSR1		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		Renew only		ODPSR1		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		Renew only		ODPSR1		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		Renew only		ODPSR1		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		Renew only		ODPSR1		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		Renew only		ODPSR1		Material Handling: Drop Point		MSS		Best management practices (conducting system maintenance in a manner which minimizes emissions) employed during handling system maintenance. No bypassing of controls. Suction shroud should be in good repair with minimum flow rate.		Yes

		Renew only		ODPS1		Material Handling: Drop Point		PM		The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. Concrete:
Truck drop 99% reduction or 0.01 gr/dscf, suction shroud, minimum 4000 acfm

Rock/aggregate:
70% reduction, typically water sprays		Yes

		Renew only		ODPS1		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		Renew only		ODPS1		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		Renew only		ODPS1		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		Renew only		ODPS1		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		Renew only		ODPS1		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		Renew only		ODPS1		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		Renew only		ODPS1		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		Renew only		ODPS1		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		Renew only		ODPS1		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		Renew only		ODPS1		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		Renew only		ODPS1		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		Renew only		ODPS1		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		Renew only		ODPS1		Material Handling: Drop Point		MSS		Best management practices (conducting system maintenance in a manner which minimizes emissions) employed during handling system maintenance. No bypassing of controls. Suction shroud should be in good repair with minimum flow rate.		Yes

		Renew only		ODPSR2		Material Handling: Drop Point		PM		The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. Concrete:
Truck drop 99% reduction or 0.01 gr/dscf, suction shroud, minimum 4000 acfm

Rock/aggregate:
70% reduction, typically water sprays		Yes

		Renew only		ODPSR2		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		Renew only		ODPSR2		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		Renew only		ODPSR2		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		Renew only		ODPSR2		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		Renew only		ODPSR2		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		Renew only		ODPSR2		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		Renew only		ODPSR2		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		Renew only		ODPSR2		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		Renew only		ODPSR2		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		Renew only		ODPSR2		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		Renew only		ODPSR2		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		Renew only		ODPSR2		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		Renew only		ODPSR2		Material Handling: Drop Point		MSS		Best management practices (conducting system maintenance in a manner which minimizes emissions) employed during handling system maintenance. No bypassing of controls. Suction shroud should be in good repair with minimum flow rate.		Yes

		Renew only		ODPS2		Material Handling: Drop Point		PM		The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. Concrete:
Truck drop 99% reduction or 0.01 gr/dscf, suction shroud, minimum 4000 acfm

Rock/aggregate:
70% reduction, typically water sprays		Yes

		Renew only		ODPS2		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		Renew only		ODPS2		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		Renew only		ODPS2		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		Renew only		ODPS2		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		Renew only		ODPS2		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		Renew only		ODPS2		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		Renew only		ODPS2		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		Renew only		ODPS2		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		Renew only		ODPS2		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		Renew only		ODPS2		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		Renew only		ODPS2		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		Renew only		ODPS2		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		Renew only		ODPS2		Material Handling: Drop Point		MSS		Best management practices (conducting system maintenance in a manner which minimizes emissions) employed during handling system maintenance. No bypassing of controls. Suction shroud should be in good repair with minimum flow rate.		Yes

		Renew only		ODPSR3		Material Handling: Drop Point		PM		The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. Concrete:
Truck drop 99% reduction or 0.01 gr/dscf, suction shroud, minimum 4000 acfm

Rock/aggregate:
70% reduction, typically water sprays		Yes

		Renew only		ODPSR3		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		Renew only		ODPSR3		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		Renew only		ODPSR3		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		Renew only		ODPSR3		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		Renew only		ODPSR3		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		Renew only		ODPSR3		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		Renew only		ODPSR3		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		Renew only		ODPSR3		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		Renew only		ODPSR3		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		Renew only		ODPSR3		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		Renew only		ODPSR3		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		Renew only		ODPSR3		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		Renew only		ODPSR3		Material Handling: Drop Point		MSS		Best management practices (conducting system maintenance in a manner which minimizes emissions) employed during handling system maintenance. No bypassing of controls. Suction shroud should be in good repair with minimum flow rate.		Yes

		Renew only		ODPS3		Material Handling: Drop Point		PM		The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. Concrete:
Truck drop 99% reduction or 0.01 gr/dscf, suction shroud, minimum 4000 acfm

Rock/aggregate:
70% reduction, typically water sprays		Yes

		Renew only		ODPS3		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		Renew only		ODPS3		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		Renew only		ODPS3		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		Renew only		ODPS3		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		Renew only		ODPS3		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		Renew only		ODPS3		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		Renew only		ODPS3		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		Renew only		ODPS3		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		Renew only		ODPS3		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		Renew only		ODPS3		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		Renew only		ODPS3		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		Renew only		ODPS3		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		Renew only		ODPS3		Material Handling: Drop Point		MSS		Best management practices (conducting system maintenance in a manner which minimizes emissions) employed during handling system maintenance. No bypassing of controls. Suction shroud should be in good repair with minimum flow rate.		Yes

		Renew only		OSPSS		Storage: Stockpile		PM		The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. All:
70% reduction, typically achieved with water spray systems. Specify if different.

Rock crusher:
No visible emissions shall leave the property. Visible emissions shall be determined by a standard of no visible emissions exceeding 30 seconds in duration in any six-minute period as determined using EPA TM 22 or equivalent.		Yes		Scrap steel consists of larger materials that are not likely to generate significant dust emissions.

		Renew only		OSPSS		Storage: Stockpile				

		Renew only		OSPSS		Storage: Stockpile				

		Renew only		OSPSS		Storage: Stockpile				

		Renew only		OSPSS		Storage: Stockpile				

		Renew only		OSPSS		Storage: Stockpile				

		Renew only		OSPSS		Storage: Stockpile				

		Renew only		OSPSS		Storage: Stockpile				

		Renew only		OSPSS		Storage: Stockpile				

		Renew only		OSPSS		Storage: Stockpile				

		Renew only		OSPSS		Storage: Stockpile				

		Renew only		OSPSS		Storage: Stockpile				

		Renew only		OSPSS		Storage: Stockpile				

		Renew only		OSPSS		Storage: Stockpile		MSS		No downtime since water sprays at transfer points and on stockpiles should be functioning prior to the start of operation.		Yes

		Renew only		OSPFST		Storage: Stockpile		PM		The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. All:
70% reduction, typically achieved with water spray systems. Specify if different.

Rock crusher:
No visible emissions shall leave the property. Visible emissions shall be determined by a standard of no visible emissions exceeding 30 seconds in duration in any six-minute period as determined using EPA TM 22 or equivalent.		Yes		Material not likely to generate significant dust emissions.

		Renew only		OSPFST		Storage: Stockpile				

		Renew only		OSPFST		Storage: Stockpile				

		Renew only		OSPFST		Storage: Stockpile				

		Renew only		OSPFST		Storage: Stockpile				

		Renew only		OSPFST		Storage: Stockpile				

		Renew only		OSPFST		Storage: Stockpile				

		Renew only		OSPFST		Storage: Stockpile				

		Renew only		OSPFST		Storage: Stockpile				

		Renew only		OSPFST		Storage: Stockpile				

		Renew only		OSPFST		Storage: Stockpile				

		Renew only		OSPFST		Storage: Stockpile				

		Renew only		OSPFST		Storage: Stockpile				

		Renew only		OSPFST		Storage: Stockpile		MSS		No downtime since water sprays at transfer points and on stockpiles should be functioning prior to the start of operation.		Yes

		Renew only		OSPS1		Storage: Stockpile		PM		The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. All:
70% reduction, typically achieved with water spray systems. Specify if different.

Rock crusher:
No visible emissions shall leave the property. Visible emissions shall be determined by a standard of no visible emissions exceeding 30 seconds in duration in any six-minute period as determined using EPA TM 22 or equivalent.		Yes		Water spray system.

		Renew only		OSPS1		Storage: Stockpile				

		Renew only		OSPS1		Storage: Stockpile				

		Renew only		OSPS1		Storage: Stockpile				

		Renew only		OSPS1		Storage: Stockpile				

		Renew only		OSPS1		Storage: Stockpile				

		Renew only		OSPS1		Storage: Stockpile				

		Renew only		OSPS1		Storage: Stockpile				

		Renew only		OSPS1		Storage: Stockpile				

		Renew only		OSPS1		Storage: Stockpile				

		Renew only		OSPS1		Storage: Stockpile				

		Renew only		OSPS1		Storage: Stockpile				

		Renew only		OSPS1		Storage: Stockpile				

		Renew only		OSPS1		Storage: Stockpile		MSS		No downtime since water sprays at transfer points and on stockpiles should be functioning prior to the start of operation.		Yes

		Renew only		OSPSR1		Storage: Stockpile		PM		The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. All:
70% reduction, typically achieved with water spray systems. Specify if different.

Rock crusher:
No visible emissions shall leave the property. Visible emissions shall be determined by a standard of no visible emissions exceeding 30 seconds in duration in any six-minute period as determined using EPA TM 22 or equivalent.		Yes		Water spray system.

		Renew only		OSPSR1		Storage: Stockpile				

		Renew only		OSPSR1		Storage: Stockpile				

		Renew only		OSPSR1		Storage: Stockpile				

		Renew only		OSPSR1		Storage: Stockpile				

		Renew only		OSPSR1		Storage: Stockpile				

		Renew only		OSPSR1		Storage: Stockpile				

		Renew only		OSPSR1		Storage: Stockpile				

		Renew only		OSPSR1		Storage: Stockpile				

		Renew only		OSPSR1		Storage: Stockpile				

		Renew only		OSPSR1		Storage: Stockpile				

		Renew only		OSPSR1		Storage: Stockpile				

		Renew only		OSPSR1		Storage: Stockpile				

		Renew only		OSPSR1		Storage: Stockpile		MSS		No downtime since water sprays at transfer points and on stockpiles should be functioning prior to the start of operation.		Yes

		Renew only		OSPS2		Storage: Stockpile		PM		The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. All:
70% reduction, typically achieved with water spray systems. Specify if different.

Rock crusher:
No visible emissions shall leave the property. Visible emissions shall be determined by a standard of no visible emissions exceeding 30 seconds in duration in any six-minute period as determined using EPA TM 22 or equivalent.		Yes		Water spray system.

		Renew only		OSPS2		Storage: Stockpile				

		Renew only		OSPS2		Storage: Stockpile				

		Renew only		OSPS2		Storage: Stockpile				

		Renew only		OSPS2		Storage: Stockpile				

		Renew only		OSPS2		Storage: Stockpile				

		Renew only		OSPS2		Storage: Stockpile				

		Renew only		OSPS2		Storage: Stockpile				

		Renew only		OSPS2		Storage: Stockpile				

		Renew only		OSPS2		Storage: Stockpile				

		Renew only		OSPS2		Storage: Stockpile				

		Renew only		OSPS2		Storage: Stockpile				

		Renew only		OSPS2		Storage: Stockpile				

		Renew only		OSPS2		Storage: Stockpile		MSS		No downtime since water sprays at transfer points and on stockpiles should be functioning prior to the start of operation.		Yes

		Renew only		OSPSR2		Storage: Stockpile		PM		The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. All:
70% reduction, typically achieved with water spray systems. Specify if different.

Rock crusher:
No visible emissions shall leave the property. Visible emissions shall be determined by a standard of no visible emissions exceeding 30 seconds in duration in any six-minute period as determined using EPA TM 22 or equivalent.		Yes		Water spray system.

		Renew only		OSPSR2		Storage: Stockpile				

		Renew only		OSPSR2		Storage: Stockpile				

		Renew only		OSPSR2		Storage: Stockpile				

		Renew only		OSPSR2		Storage: Stockpile				

		Renew only		OSPSR2		Storage: Stockpile				

		Renew only		OSPSR2		Storage: Stockpile				

		Renew only		OSPSR2		Storage: Stockpile				

		Renew only		OSPSR2		Storage: Stockpile				

		Renew only		OSPSR2		Storage: Stockpile				

		Renew only		OSPSR2		Storage: Stockpile				

		Renew only		OSPSR2		Storage: Stockpile				

		Renew only		OSPSR2		Storage: Stockpile				

		Renew only		OSPSR2		Storage: Stockpile		MSS		No downtime since water sprays at transfer points and on stockpiles should be functioning prior to the start of operation.		Yes

		Renew only		N6CCT		Cooling Tower		PM		The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. Drift < 0.001% achieved by drift eliminators		Yes

		Renew only		N6CCT		Cooling Tower				

		Renew only		N6CCT		Cooling Tower				

		Renew only		N6CCT		Cooling Tower				

		Renew only		N6CCT		Cooling Tower				

		Renew only		N6CCT		Cooling Tower				

		Renew only		N6CCT		Cooling Tower				

		Renew only		N6CCT		Cooling Tower				

		Renew only		N6CCT		Cooling Tower				

		Renew only		N6CCT		Cooling Tower				

		Renew only		N6CCT		Cooling Tower				

		Renew only		N6CCT		Cooling Tower				

		Renew only		N6CCT		Cooling Tower				

		Renew only		N6CCT		Cooling Tower		MSS		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		Yes

		Renew only		N7CCT		Cooling Tower		PM		The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. Drift < 0.001% achieved by drift eliminators		Yes

		Renew only		N7CCT		Cooling Tower				

		Renew only		N7CCT		Cooling Tower				

		Renew only		N7CCT		Cooling Tower				

		Renew only		N7CCT		Cooling Tower				

		Renew only		N7CCT		Cooling Tower				

		Renew only		N7CCT		Cooling Tower				

		Renew only		N7CCT		Cooling Tower				

		Renew only		N7CCT		Cooling Tower				

		Renew only		N7CCT		Cooling Tower				

		Renew only		N7CCT		Cooling Tower				

		Renew only		N7CCT		Cooling Tower				

		Renew only		N7CCT		Cooling Tower				

		Renew only		N7CCT		Cooling Tower		MSS		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		Yes

		Renew only		PPCCT		Cooling Tower		PM		The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. Drift < 0.001% achieved by drift eliminators		Yes

		Renew only		PPCCT		Cooling Tower				

		Renew only		PPCCT		Cooling Tower				

		Renew only		PPCCT		Cooling Tower				

		Renew only		PPCCT		Cooling Tower				

		Renew only		PPCCT		Cooling Tower				

		Renew only		PPCCT		Cooling Tower				

		Renew only		PPCCT		Cooling Tower				

		Renew only		PPCCT		Cooling Tower				

		Renew only		PPCCT		Cooling Tower				

		Renew only		PPCCT		Cooling Tower				

		Renew only		PPCCT		Cooling Tower				

		Renew only		PPCCT		Cooling Tower				

		Renew only		PPCCT		Cooling Tower		MSS		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		Yes

		Renew only		SMWTF		Other		VOC		See additional notes:		Yes		Water treatment facilities will utilize best management practices and are expected to be insignificant sources of emissions.

		Renew only		SMWTF		Other		PM		The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See additional notes:		Yes		Water treatment facilities will utilize best management practices and are expected to be insignificant sources of emissions.

		Renew only		SMWTF		Other				

		Renew only		SMWTF		Other				

		Renew only		SMWTF		Other				

		Renew only		SMWTF		Other				

		Renew only		SMWTF		Other				

		Renew only		SMWTF		Other				

		Renew only		SMWTF		Other				

		Renew only		SMWTF		Other				

		Renew only		SMWTF		Other				

		Renew only		SMWTF		Other				

		Renew only		SMWTF		Other				

		Renew only		SMWTF		Other		MSS		See additional notes:		Yes		Water treatment facilities will utilize best management practices and are expected to be insignificant sources of emissions.

		Renew only		CMSC		Process Vent		NOx		See Additional Notes:		Yes		TPCO proposes good process operation as BACT.

		Renew only		CMSC		Process Vent		CO		See Additional Notes:		Yes		TPCO proposes good process operation as BACT.

		Renew only		CMSC		Process Vent		VOC		Non-halogenated VOCs:
flare, any oxidizer, adsorber, absorber/scrubber, etc. Specify technique. Must meet that control device's approved efficiency.

Halogenated VOC:
Thermal oxidation followed by absorber/scrubber or carbon adsorption. Specify technique. Must meet that control device's approved efficiency.		Yes		TPCO proposes good process operation as BACT.

		Renew only		CMSC		Process Vent		PM		The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. 99% reduction or outlet grain loading of 0.01 gr/dscf, typically achieved with fabric filters. Specify technique.		Yes		TPCO proposes good process operation as BACT.

		Renew only		CMSC		Process Vent		Pb		See additional notes:		Yes		TPCO proposes good process operation as BACT.

		Renew only		CMSC		Process Vent				

		Renew only		CMSC		Process Vent				

		Renew only		CMSC		Process Vent				

		Renew only		CMSC		Process Vent				

		Renew only		CMSC		Process Vent				

		Renew only		CMSC		Process Vent				

		Renew only		CMSC		Process Vent				

		Renew only		CMSC		Process Vent				

		Renew only		CMSC		Process Vent		MSS		Same as normal operation BACT requirements. Fabric filters should be in good repair with an acceptable pressure drop prior to the start of operation.
Removal of spent filters in such a manner to minimize PM emissions and placing the spent filters in sealable bags or other sealable containers prior to removal from the site. Bags or containers shall be kept closed at all times except when adding spent filters.		Yes

		Renew only		UVCS1		Other		VOC		See additional notes:		Yes		TPCO proposes the use of UV coating, high transfer efficiency application equipment, good housekeeping for spills, and storage of waste materials in closed containers as BACT.

		Renew only		UVCS1		Other		PM		The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See additional notes:		Yes		TPCO proposes the use of UV coating and high transfer efficiency application equipment as BACT.

		Renew only		UVCS1		Other				

		Renew only		UVCS1		Other				

		Renew only		UVCS1		Other				

		Renew only		UVCS1		Other				

		Renew only		UVCS1		Other				

		Renew only		UVCS1		Other				

		Renew only		UVCS1		Other				

		Renew only		UVCS1		Other				

		Renew only		UVCS1		Other				

		Renew only		UVCS1		Other				

		Renew only		UVCS1		Other				

		Renew only		UVCS1		Other		MSS		See additional notes:		Yes		Capture of application equipment cleaning solvents.

		Renew only		UVCS2		Other		VOC		See additional notes:		Yes		TPCO proposes the use of UV coating, high transfer efficiency application equipment, good housekeeping for spills, and storage of waste materials in closed containers as BACT.

		Renew only		UVCS2		Other		PM		The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See additional notes:		Yes		TPCO proposes the use of UV coating and high transfer efficiency application equipment as BACT.

		Renew only		UVCS2		Other				

		Renew only		UVCS2		Other				

		Renew only		UVCS2		Other				

		Renew only		UVCS2		Other				

		Renew only		UVCS2		Other				

		Renew only		UVCS2		Other				

		Renew only		UVCS2		Other				

		Renew only		UVCS2		Other				

		Renew only		UVCS2		Other				

		Renew only		UVCS2		Other				

		Renew only		UVCS2		Other				

		Renew only		UVCS2		Other		MSS		See additional notes:		Yes		Capture of application equipment cleaning solvents.

		Renew only		UVCS3		Other		VOC		See additional notes:		Yes		TPCO proposes the use of UV coating, high transfer efficiency application equipment, good housekeeping for spills, and storage of waste materials in closed containers as BACT.

		Renew only		UVCS3		Other		PM		The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See additional notes:		Yes		TPCO proposes the use of UV coating and high transfer efficiency application equipment as BACT.

		Renew only		UVCS3		Other				

		Renew only		UVCS3		Other				

		Renew only		UVCS3		Other				

		Renew only		UVCS3		Other				

		Renew only		UVCS3		Other				

		Renew only		UVCS3		Other				

		Renew only		UVCS3		Other				

		Renew only		UVCS3		Other				

		Renew only		UVCS3		Other				

		Renew only		UVCS3		Other				

		Renew only		UVCS3		Other				

		Renew only		UVCS3		Other		MSS		See additional notes:		Yes		Capture of application equipment cleaning solvents.

		New/Modified		UVCS4		Other		VOC		See additional notes:		Yes		TPCO proposes the use of water based coating, high transfer efficiency application equipment, good housekeeping for spills, and storage of waste materials in closed containers as BACT. Coating booth achieves 85% control efficiency. 

		New/Modified		UVCS4		Other		PM		The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See additional notes:		Yes		TPCO proposes the use of water based coating and high transfer efficiency application equipment as BACT.Coating booth achieves 85% control efficiency. 

		New/Modified		UVCS4		Other				

		New/Modified		UVCS4		Other				

		New/Modified		UVCS4		Other				

		New/Modified		UVCS4		Other				

		New/Modified		UVCS4		Other				

		New/Modified		UVCS4		Other				

		New/Modified		UVCS4		Other				

		New/Modified		UVCS4		Other				

		New/Modified		UVCS4		Other				

		New/Modified		UVCS4		Other				

		New/Modified		UVCS4		Other				

		New/Modified		UVCS4		Other		MSS		See additional notes:		Yes		Capture of application equipment cleaning solvents.

		Renew only		VD		Process Vent		NOx		See Additional Notes:		Yes		0.005 lb/ton steel; TPCO proposes to use good process operation.

		Renew only		VD		Process Vent		CO		See Additional Notes:		Yes		0.2 lb/ton steel; Emission factors ranging from 0.005-0.2773 lb/ton steel have been approveed as BACT for the control of CO emissions from vacuum degassers.TPCO proposes to use good process operation.

		Renew only		VD		Process Vent		VOC		Non-halogenated VOCs:
flare, any oxidizer, adsorber, absorber/scrubber, etc. Specify technique. Must meet that control device's approved efficiency.

Halogenated VOC:
Thermal oxidation followed by absorber/scrubber or carbon adsorption. Specify technique. Must meet that control device's approved efficiency.		Yes		0.0006 lb/ton steel; TPCO proposes to use good process operation.

		Renew only		VD		Process Vent		SO2		See Additional Notes:		Yes		0.0001 lb/ton steel; TPCO proposes to use good process operation.

		Renew only		VD		Process Vent		PM		The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. 99% reduction or outlet grain loading of 0.01 gr/dscf, typically achieved with fabric filters. Specify technique.		Yes		0.002 lb/ton steel; Emission factors ranging from 0.0008-0.0144 lb/ton steel have been approveed as BACT for the control of PM emissions from vacuum degassers.TPCO proposes to use good process operation.

		Renew only		VD		Process Vent				

		Renew only		VD		Process Vent				

		Renew only		VD		Process Vent				

		Renew only		VD		Process Vent				

		Renew only		VD		Process Vent				

		Renew only		VD		Process Vent				

		Renew only		VD		Process Vent				

		Renew only		VD		Process Vent				

		Renew only		VD		Process Vent		MSS		Same as normal operation BACT requirements. Fabric filters should be in good repair with an acceptable pressure drop prior to the start of operation.
Removal of spent filters in such a manner to minimize PM emissions and placing the spent filters in sealable bags or other sealable containers prior to removal from the site. Bags or containers shall be kept closed at all times except when adding spent filters.		Yes

		Renew only		ALL		Other		HAPS		See additional notes:		Yes		See unit specific controls.

		Renew only		ALL		Other				

		Renew only		ALL		Other				

		Renew only		ALL		Other				

		Renew only		ALL		Other				

		Renew only		ALL		Other				

		Renew only		ALL		Other				

		Renew only		ALL		Other				

		Renew only		ALL		Other				

		Renew only		ALL		Other				

		Renew only		ALL		Other				

		Renew only		ALL		Other				

		Renew only		ALL		Other				

		Renew only		ALL		Other		MSS		See additional notes:		Yes		See unit specific controls.

		Consolidate		QFS2		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		NOx		All:
Firing pipeline quality natural gas and good combustion practices. Specify if firing a different fuel. Burners with the best NOx performance given the burner configuration and gaseous fuel used. Specify the proposed emission rate (performance is an annual average) and provide justification if NOx>0.01 lb/MMBtu. Cost data must be submitted for SCR if firing rate is > 300 MMBtu/hr and burner is >0.01 lb/MMBtu. CEMS required for 100 MMBtu/hr or greater.

Glass:
Performance level of 1.4 lb/NOx/ton of glass produced.

Billet reheat:
0.01 lb NOX/MMBtu, typically achieved by firing natural gas or LPG fuel and/or low NOX burners. Specify technique. Good combustion practices. 

Electric arc:
Emission capture system meets ACGIH design. Canopy hood capture of at least 95%. Direct evacuation or fourth hole capture efficiency of at least 99%. Outlet grain loading ≤ 0.0032 gr/dscf front half PM catch; and ≤ 0.0052 gr/dscf for total PM catch. Maximum of 3% opacity at stack, 6% at building.		No		0.0980 lb/MMBtu; NOx emission factors ranging from 0.064 lb/MMBtu to 0.64 lb/MMBtu have been approved as BACT for the control of NOx emissions from rolling mill furnaces. TPCO proposes to use good combustion practices.  

		Consolidate		QFS2		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		CO		Good combustion practices. 50 ppmv corrected to 3% O2.		No		Good combustion practice and combustion of natural gas. 0.0824 lb/MMBtu

		Consolidate		QFS2		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		SO2		All:
Firing pipeline quality natural gas and good combustion practices. Specify if firing a different fuel. 

Glass:
85% reduction or a performance level of 172 lbs. SO2/ton of glass produced

Electric arc:
0.24 lbs. SO2/ton steel		Yes		Combustion of natural gas and good combustion practices.

		Consolidate		QFS2		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		VOC		All: Firing pipeline quality natural gas and good combustion practices. Specify if firing a different fuel.

Electric arc:
0.35 lbs./ton steel, typically achieved with melted scrap management program. Specify technique.		Yes		Combustion of natural gas and good combustion practices.

		Consolidate		QFS2		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		PM		The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. Glass:
Performance level of 1.0 lb PM/ton of glass produced (total PM, including front and back half catch)

Iron/steel metallurgy:
98% reduction, outlet grain loading ≤ 0.0052 gr/dscf if EAF filter and ≤ 0.01 gr/dscf if not EAF filter. Specify technique and numeric value. Maximum of 6% building opacity.

Billet reheat:
Good combustion practices. Maximum of 3% opacity at stack.

Electric arc:
Emission capture system meets ACGIH design. Canopy hood capture of at least 95%. Direct evacuation or fourth hole capture efficiency of at least 99%. Outlet grain loading ≤ 0.0032 gr/dscf front half PM catch; and ≤ 0.0052 gr/dscf for total PM catch. Maximum of 3% opacity at stack, 6% at building.
		Yes		Combustion of natural gas and good combustion practices.

		Consolidate		QFS2		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		HAPS		See additional notes:		Yes		Combustion of natural gas and good combustion practices.

		Consolidate		QFS2		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				

		Consolidate		QFS2		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				

		Consolidate		QFS2		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				

		Consolidate		QFS2		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				

		Consolidate		QFS2		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				

		Consolidate		QFS2		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				

		Consolidate		QFS2		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				

		Consolidate		QFS2		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		MSS		No additional controls required for MSS operations beyond normal operation BACT requirements. No bypassing of controls. Fabric filters should be in good repair with an acceptable pressure drop prior to the start of operation.

Removal of spent filters in such a manner to minimize PM emissions and placing the spent filters in sealable bags or other sealable containers prior to removal from the site. Bags or containers shall be kept closed at all times except when adding spent filters.

Glass:
Limit control device bypass to 144 hours per year for planned maintenance. Uncontrolled emissions must have acceptable impacts.		Yes

		Consolidate		TFS2		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		NOx		All:
Firing pipeline quality natural gas and good combustion practices. Specify if firing a different fuel. Burners with the best NOx performance given the burner configuration and gaseous fuel used. Specify the proposed emission rate (performance is an annual average) and provide justification if NOx>0.01 lb/MMBtu. Cost data must be submitted for SCR if firing rate is > 300 MMBtu/hr and burner is >0.01 lb/MMBtu. CEMS required for 100 MMBtu/hr or greater.

Glass:
Performance level of 1.4 lb/NOx/ton of glass produced.

Billet reheat:
0.01 lb NOX/MMBtu, typically achieved by firing natural gas or LPG fuel and/or low NOX burners. Specify technique. Good combustion practices. 

Electric arc:
Emission capture system meets ACGIH design. Canopy hood capture of at least 95%. Direct evacuation or fourth hole capture efficiency of at least 99%. Outlet grain loading ≤ 0.0032 gr/dscf front half PM catch; and ≤ 0.0052 gr/dscf for total PM catch. Maximum of 3% opacity at stack, 6% at building.		No		0.0980 lb/MMBtu; NOx emission factors ranging from 0.064 lb/MMBtu to 0.64 lb/MMBtu have been approved as BACT for the control of NOx emissions from rolling mill furnaces. TPCO proposes to use good combustion practices.  

		Consolidate		TFS2		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		CO		Good combustion practices. 50 ppmv corrected to 3% O2.		No		Good combustion practice and combustion of natural gas. 0.0824 lb/MMBtu

		Consolidate		TFS2		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		SO2		All:
Firing pipeline quality natural gas and good combustion practices. Specify if firing a different fuel. 

Glass:
85% reduction or a performance level of 172 lbs. SO2/ton of glass produced

Electric arc:
0.24 lbs. SO2/ton steel		Yes		Combustion of natural gas and good combustion practices.

		Consolidate		TFS2		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		VOC		All: Firing pipeline quality natural gas and good combustion practices. Specify if firing a different fuel.

Electric arc:
0.35 lbs./ton steel, typically achieved with melted scrap management program. Specify technique.		Yes		Combustion of natural gas and good combustion practices.

		Consolidate		TFS2		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		PM		The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. Glass:
Performance level of 1.0 lb PM/ton of glass produced (total PM, including front and back half catch)

Iron/steel metallurgy:
98% reduction, outlet grain loading ≤ 0.0052 gr/dscf if EAF filter and ≤ 0.01 gr/dscf if not EAF filter. Specify technique and numeric value. Maximum of 6% building opacity.

Billet reheat:
Good combustion practices. Maximum of 3% opacity at stack.

Electric arc:
Emission capture system meets ACGIH design. Canopy hood capture of at least 95%. Direct evacuation or fourth hole capture efficiency of at least 99%. Outlet grain loading ≤ 0.0032 gr/dscf front half PM catch; and ≤ 0.0052 gr/dscf for total PM catch. Maximum of 3% opacity at stack, 6% at building.
		Yes		Combustion of natural gas and good combustion practices.

		Consolidate		TFS2		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		HAPS		See additional notes:		Yes		Combustion of natural gas and good combustion practices.

		Consolidate		TFS2		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				

		Consolidate		TFS2		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				

		Consolidate		TFS2		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				

		Consolidate		TFS2		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				

		Consolidate		TFS2		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				

		Consolidate		TFS2		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				

		Consolidate		TFS2		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				

		Consolidate		TFS2		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		MSS		No additional controls required for MSS operations beyond normal operation BACT requirements. No bypassing of controls. Fabric filters should be in good repair with an acceptable pressure drop prior to the start of operation.

Removal of spent filters in such a manner to minimize PM emissions and placing the spent filters in sealable bags or other sealable containers prior to removal from the site. Bags or containers shall be kept closed at all times except when adding spent filters.

Glass:
Limit control device bypass to 144 hours per year for planned maintenance. Uncontrolled emissions must have acceptable impacts.		Yes

		Consolidate		Regrinding		Fugitives: Building		PM		The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See Additional Notes:		Yes		A baghouse is employed pre HTFUG that meets Tier 1 BACT.

		Consolidate		Regrinding		Fugitives: Building						No		Good combustion practice and combustion of natural gas. 0.0824 lb/MMBtu

		Consolidate		Regrinding		Fugitives: Building						Yes		Combustion of natural gas and good combustion practices.

		Consolidate		Regrinding		Fugitives: Building						Yes		Combustion of natural gas and good combustion practices.

		Consolidate		Regrinding		Fugitives: Building						Yes		Combustion of natural gas and good combustion practices.

		Consolidate		Regrinding		Fugitives: Building						Yes		Combustion of natural gas and good combustion practices.

		Consolidate		Regrinding		Fugitives: Building				

		Consolidate		Regrinding		Fugitives: Building				

		Consolidate		Regrinding		Fugitives: Building				

		Consolidate		Regrinding		Fugitives: Building				

		Consolidate		Regrinding		Fugitives: Building				

		Consolidate		Regrinding		Fugitives: Building				

		Consolidate		Regrinding		Fugitives: Building				

		Consolidate		Regrinding		Fugitives: Building		MSS		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		Yes

		Consolidate		Marking		Fugitives: Building		VOC		See Additional Notes:		Yes		Activities conducted within building will be conducted according to best practice. 

		Consolidate		Marking		Fugitives: Building				

		Consolidate		Marking		Fugitives: Building				

		Consolidate		Marking		Fugitives: Building				

		Consolidate		Marking		Fugitives: Building				

		Consolidate		Marking		Fugitives: Building				

		Consolidate		Marking		Fugitives: Building				

		Consolidate		Marking		Fugitives: Building				

		Consolidate		Marking		Fugitives: Building				

		Consolidate		Marking		Fugitives: Building				

		Consolidate		Marking		Fugitives: Building				

		Consolidate		Marking		Fugitives: Building				

		Consolidate		Marking		Fugitives: Building				

		Consolidate		Marking		Fugitives: Building		MSS		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		Yes

		Consolidate		Descaling Baghouse		Fugitives: Building		PM		The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See Additional Notes:		Yes		A baghouse is employed pre HTFUG that meets Tier 1 BACT.

		Consolidate		Descaling Baghouse		Fugitives: Building				

		Consolidate		Descaling Baghouse		Fugitives: Building				

		Consolidate		Descaling Baghouse		Fugitives: Building				

		Consolidate		Descaling Baghouse		Fugitives: Building				

		Consolidate		Descaling Baghouse		Fugitives: Building				

		Consolidate		Descaling Baghouse		Fugitives: Building				

		Consolidate		Descaling Baghouse		Fugitives: Building				

		Consolidate		Descaling Baghouse		Fugitives: Building				

		Consolidate		Descaling Baghouse		Fugitives: Building				

		Consolidate		Descaling Baghouse		Fugitives: Building				

		Consolidate		Descaling Baghouse		Fugitives: Building				

		Consolidate		Descaling Baghouse		Fugitives: Building				

		Consolidate		Descaling Baghouse		Fugitives: Building		MSS		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		Yes

		Consolidate		Electrode Usage		Fugitives: Building		PM		The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See Additional Notes:		Yes		A baghouse is employed pre HTFUG that meets Tier 1 BACT.

		Consolidate		Electrode Usage		Fugitives: Building		HAPS		See additional notes:		Yes		Please refer to PM.

		Consolidate		Electrode Usage		Fugitives: Building				

		Consolidate		Electrode Usage		Fugitives: Building				

		Consolidate		Electrode Usage		Fugitives: Building				

		Consolidate		Electrode Usage		Fugitives: Building				

		Consolidate		Electrode Usage		Fugitives: Building				

		Consolidate		Electrode Usage		Fugitives: Building				

		Consolidate		Electrode Usage		Fugitives: Building				

		Consolidate		Electrode Usage		Fugitives: Building				

		Consolidate		Electrode Usage		Fugitives: Building				

		Consolidate		Electrode Usage		Fugitives: Building				

		Consolidate		Electrode Usage		Fugitives: Building				

		Consolidate		Electrode Usage		Fugitives: Building		MSS		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		Yes

		Consolidate		Oil Evaporation		Fugitives: Building		CO		See Additional Notes:		Yes		Activities conducted within building will be conducted according to best practice. 

		Consolidate		Oil Evaporation		Fugitives: Building		VOC		See Additional Notes:		Yes		Activities conducted within building will be conducted according to best practice. 

		Consolidate		Oil Evaporation		Fugitives: Building		PM		The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See Additional Notes:		Yes		A baghouse is employed pre HTFUG that meets Tier 1 BACT.

		Consolidate		Oil Evaporation		Fugitives: Building				

		Consolidate		Oil Evaporation		Fugitives: Building				

		Consolidate		Oil Evaporation		Fugitives: Building				

		Consolidate		Oil Evaporation		Fugitives: Building				

		Consolidate		Oil Evaporation		Fugitives: Building				

		Consolidate		Oil Evaporation		Fugitives: Building				

		Consolidate		Oil Evaporation		Fugitives: Building				

		Consolidate		Oil Evaporation		Fugitives: Building				

		Consolidate		Oil Evaporation		Fugitives: Building				

		Consolidate		Oil Evaporation		Fugitives: Building				

		Consolidate		Oil Evaporation		Fugitives: Building		MSS		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		Yes

		Consolidate		PI		Fugitives: Building		VOC		See Additional Notes:		Yes		Activities conducted within building will be conducted according to best practice. 

		Consolidate		PI		Fugitives: Building		PM		The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See Additional Notes:		Yes		Activities conducted within building will be conducted according to best practice. 

		Consolidate		PI		Fugitives: Building				

		Consolidate		PI		Fugitives: Building				

		Consolidate		PI		Fugitives: Building				

		Consolidate		PI		Fugitives: Building				

		Consolidate		PI		Fugitives: Building				

		Consolidate		PI		Fugitives: Building				

		Consolidate		PI		Fugitives: Building				

		Consolidate		PI		Fugitives: Building				

		Consolidate		PI		Fugitives: Building				

		Consolidate		PI		Fugitives: Building				

		Consolidate		PI		Fugitives: Building				

		Consolidate		PI		Fugitives: Building		MSS		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		Yes

		Consolidate		PCT		Fugitives: Building		PM		The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See Additional Notes:		Yes		Activities conducted within building will be conducted according to best practice. 

		Consolidate		PCT		Fugitives: Building				

		Consolidate		PCT		Fugitives: Building				

		Consolidate		PCT		Fugitives: Building				

		Consolidate		PCT		Fugitives: Building				

		Consolidate		PCT		Fugitives: Building				

		Consolidate		PCT		Fugitives: Building				

		Consolidate		PCT		Fugitives: Building				

		Consolidate		PCT		Fugitives: Building				

		Consolidate		PCT		Fugitives: Building				

		Consolidate		PCT		Fugitives: Building				

		Consolidate		PCT		Fugitives: Building				

		Consolidate		PCT		Fugitives: Building				

		Consolidate		PCT		Fugitives: Building		MSS		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		Yes

		Consolidate		WELD		Fugitives: Building		PM		The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See Additional Notes:		Yes		Activities conducted within building will be conducted according to best practice. 

		Consolidate		WELD		Fugitives: Building		HAPS		See additional notes:		Yes		Activities conducted within building will be conducted according to best practice. 

		Consolidate		WELD		Fugitives: Building				

		Consolidate		WELD		Fugitives: Building				

		Consolidate		WELD		Fugitives: Building				

		Consolidate		WELD		Fugitives: Building				

		Consolidate		WELD		Fugitives: Building				

		Consolidate		WELD		Fugitives: Building				

		Consolidate		WELD		Fugitives: Building				

		Consolidate		WELD		Fugitives: Building				

		Consolidate		WELD		Fugitives: Building				

		Consolidate		WELD		Fugitives: Building				

		Consolidate		WELD		Fugitives: Building				

		Consolidate		WELD		Fugitives: Building		MSS		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		Yes

		Consolidate		EMPC		Fugitives: Building		VOC		See Additional Notes:		Yes		Activities conducted within building will be conducted according to best practice. 

		Consolidate		EMPC		Fugitives: Building		PM		The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See Additional Notes:		Yes		Activities conducted within building will be conducted according to best practice. 

		Consolidate		EMPC		Fugitives: Building				

		Consolidate		EMPC		Fugitives: Building				

		Consolidate		EMPC		Fugitives: Building				

		Consolidate		EMPC		Fugitives: Building				

		Consolidate		EMPC		Fugitives: Building				

		Consolidate		EMPC		Fugitives: Building				

		Consolidate		EMPC		Fugitives: Building				

		Consolidate		EMPC		Fugitives: Building				

		Consolidate		EMPC		Fugitives: Building				

		Consolidate		EMPC		Fugitives: Building				

		Consolidate		EMPC		Fugitives: Building				

		Consolidate		EMPC		Fugitives: Building		MSS		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		Yes

		Consolidate		LUBE		Fugitives: Building		VOC		See Additional Notes:		Yes		Activities conducted within building will be conducted according to best practice. 

		Consolidate		LUBE		Fugitives: Building				

		Consolidate		LUBE		Fugitives: Building				

		Consolidate		LUBE		Fugitives: Building				

		Consolidate		LUBE		Fugitives: Building				

		Consolidate		LUBE		Fugitives: Building				

		Consolidate		LUBE		Fugitives: Building				

		Consolidate		LUBE		Fugitives: Building				

		Consolidate		LUBE		Fugitives: Building				

		Consolidate		LUBE		Fugitives: Building				

		Consolidate		LUBE		Fugitives: Building				

		Consolidate		LUBE		Fugitives: Building				

		Consolidate		LUBE		Fugitives: Building				

		Consolidate		LUBE		Fugitives: Building		MSS		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		Yes

		Consolidate		CS4		Other		VOC		See additional notes:		Yes		HVLP spray equipment, low VOC paint. Coatings and solvents kept in closed containers, spills cleaned up promptly.

		Consolidate		CS4		Other		PM		The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See additional notes:		Yes		Water curtain with 99% control efficiency.

		Consolidate		CS4		Other		C6H5CH3		See additional notes:		Yes		HVLP spray equipment, low VOC paint. Coatings and solvents kept in closed containers, spills cleaned up promptly.

		Consolidate		CS4		Other		CH3COOC2H5		See additional notes:		Yes		HVLP spray equipment, low VOC paint. Coatings and solvents kept in closed containers, spills cleaned up promptly.

		Consolidate		CS4		Other				

		Consolidate		CS4		Other				

		Consolidate		CS4		Other				

		Consolidate		CS4		Other				

		Consolidate		CS4		Other				

		Consolidate		CS4		Other				

		Consolidate		CS4		Other				

		Consolidate		CS4		Other				

		Consolidate		CS4		Other				

		Consolidate		CS4		Other		MSS		See additional notes:		Yes		Solvents kept in closed containers and captured.

		Consolidate		CS5		Other		VOC		See additional notes:		Yes		HVLP spray equipment, low VOC paint. Coatings and solvents kept in closed containers, spills cleaned up promptly.

		Consolidate		CS5		Other		PM		The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See additional notes:		Yes		Water curtain with 99% control efficiency.

		Consolidate		CS5		Other		C6H5CH3		See additional notes:		Yes		HVLP spray equipment, low VOC paint. Coatings and solvents kept in closed containers, spills cleaned up promptly.

		Consolidate		CS5		Other		CH3COOC2H5		See additional notes:		Yes		HVLP spray equipment, low VOC paint. Coatings and solvents kept in closed containers, spills cleaned up promptly.

		Consolidate		CS5		Other				

		Consolidate		CS5		Other				

		Consolidate		CS5		Other				

		Consolidate		CS5		Other				

		Consolidate		CS5		Other				

		Consolidate		CS5		Other				

		Consolidate		CS5		Other				

		Consolidate		CS5		Other				

		Consolidate		CS5		Other				

		Consolidate		CS5		Other		MSS		See additional notes:		Yes		Solvents kept in closed containers and captured.

		Consolidate		CS6		Other		VOC		See additional notes:		Yes		HVLP spray equipment, low VOC paint. Coatings and solvents kept in closed containers, spills cleaned up promptly.

		Consolidate		CS6		Other		PM		The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See additional notes:		Yes		Water curtain with 99% control efficiency.

		Consolidate		CS6		Other		C6H5CH3		See additional notes:		Yes		HVLP spray equipment, low VOC paint. Coatings and solvents kept in closed containers, spills cleaned up promptly.

		Consolidate		CS6		Other		CH3COOC2H5		See additional notes:		Yes		HVLP spray equipment, low VOC paint. Coatings and solvents kept in closed containers, spills cleaned up promptly.

		Consolidate		CS6		Other				

		Consolidate		CS6		Other				

		Consolidate		CS6		Other				

		Consolidate		CS6		Other				

		Consolidate		CS6		Other				

		Consolidate		CS6		Other				

		Consolidate		CS6		Other				

		Consolidate		CS6		Other				

		Consolidate		CS6		Other				

		Consolidate		CS6		Other		MSS		See additional notes:		Yes		Solvents kept in closed containers and captured.

		Consolidate		PHOS1		Other		PM		The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See additional notes:		Yes		Phosphatizing emissions are expected to be minimal. Best practices will be followed.

		Consolidate		PHOS1		Other				

		Consolidate		PHOS1		Other				

		Consolidate		PHOS1		Other				

		Consolidate		PHOS1		Other				

		Consolidate		PHOS1		Other				

		Consolidate		PHOS1		Other				

		Consolidate		PHOS1		Other				

		Consolidate		PHOS1		Other				

		Consolidate		PHOS1		Other				

		Consolidate		PHOS1		Other				

		Consolidate		PHOS1		Other				

		Consolidate		PHOS1		Other				

		Consolidate		PHOS1		Other		MSS		See additional notes:		Yes		Phosphatizing emissions are expected to be minimal. Best practices will be followed.

		Consolidate		PHOS2		Other		PM		The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See additional notes:		Yes		Phosphatizing emissions are expected to be minimal. Best practices will be followed.

		Consolidate		PHOS2		Other				

		Consolidate		PHOS2		Other				

		Consolidate		PHOS2		Other				

		Consolidate		PHOS2		Other				

		Consolidate		PHOS2		Other				

		Consolidate		PHOS2		Other				

		Consolidate		PHOS2		Other				

		Consolidate		PHOS2		Other				

		Consolidate		PHOS2		Other				

		Consolidate		PHOS2		Other				

		Consolidate		PHOS2		Other				

		Consolidate		PHOS2		Other				

		Consolidate		PHOS2		Other		MSS		See additional notes:		Yes		Phosphatizing emissions are expected to be minimal. Best practices will be followed.

		Consolidate		WW		Other		VOC		See additional notes:		Yes		Piped conveyance to storage, no biological treatments, VOC emissions minimal and <5 tpy. 

		Consolidate		WW		Other		PM		The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See additional notes:		Yes		Piped conveyance to storage, no biological treatments.

		Consolidate		WW		Other				

		Consolidate		WW		Other				

		Consolidate		WW		Other				

		Consolidate		WW		Other				

		Consolidate		WW		Other				

		Consolidate		WW		Other				

		Consolidate		WW		Other				

		Consolidate		WW		Other				

		Consolidate		WW		Other				

		Consolidate		WW		Other				

		Consolidate		WW		Other				

		Consolidate		WW		Other		MSS		See additional notes:		Yes		Piped conveyance to storage, no biological treatments.

		New/Modified		WTFPR		Other		VOC		See additional notes:		Yes		Water treatment facilities will utilize best management practices and are expected to be insignificant sources of emissions.

		New/Modified		WTFPR		Other		PM		The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See additional notes:		Yes		Water treatment facilities will utilize best management practices and are expected to be insignificant sources of emissions.

		New/Modified		WTFPR		Other				

		New/Modified		WTFPR		Other				

		New/Modified		WTFPR		Other				

		New/Modified		WTFPR		Other				

		New/Modified		WTFPR		Other				

		New/Modified		WTFPR		Other				

		New/Modified		WTFPR		Other				

		New/Modified		WTFPR		Other				

		New/Modified		WTFPR		Other				

		New/Modified		WTFPR		Other				

		New/Modified		WTFPR		Other				

		New/Modified		WTFPR		Other		MSS		See additional notes:		Yes		Water treatment facilities will utilize best management practices and are expected to be insignificant sources of emissions.

										

										

										

										

										

										

										

										

										

										

										

										

										

										

										

										

										

										

										

										

										

										

										

										

										

										

										

										

										

										

										

										

										

										

										

										

										

										

										

										

										

										

										

										

										

										

										

										

										

										

										

										

										

										

										

										

		Click here to go to the next page.

		End of Worksheet



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































&"Arial,Bold"Texas Commission on Environmental Quality
Form PI-1 General Application&11
&10&A	Date: ____________
Permit #: ____________
Company: ____________


Version 4.0	Page &P	


https://www.tceq.texas.gov/permitting/air/nav/bact_index.html

Monitoring

		Press TAB to move input areas. Press UP or DOWN ARROW in column A to read through the document. On this sheet, if a FIN is not listed in the first column of the table, the remainder of the table is complete.												This cell intentionally left blank

		Monitoring												This cell intentionally left blank				Applicant Internal Comments

		This sheet provides the minimum acceptable requirements to demonstrate compliance through monitoring for each pollutant proposed to be emitted from each FIN. This sheet also includes measuring techniques for sources of significant emissions in the project.

Instructions:
1. The unit types listed under Unit Type (column B) include all new, modified, consolidated, and/or renewed sources as indicated on the "Unit Types - Emission Rates" sheet. Each new, modified, consolidated, and/or renewed source must address how compliance will be demonstrated.
2. The pollutants listed in Pollutant (column C) include the pollutants indicated on the "Unit Types - Emission Rates" sheet.

Monitoring (30 TAC § 116.111(a)(2)(G))
3. The minimum acceptable monitoring is automatically populated for each unit type and pollutant.
    - Additional monitoring may be required, particularly for Title V sources, and will be included in the NSR and/or Title V permits.
4. Fully expand the Minimum Monitoring Requirements (column D) by increasing the row heights so all text is visible. (Place the cursor on the bottom of the number line to the far left of the screen, click and drag
    downward until all text is visible.) 
5. Review the monitoring and confirm that you will meet all representations listed on the sheet and any additional attachments by entering or selecting "Yes" in Confirm (column E).
6. Add additional notes as necessary in Additional Notes for Monitoring (column F), limited to 500 characters or fewer. Examples include the following:
     - Proposed monitoring for pollutants or units that list "See additional notes:";
     - Details requested in the populated data; 
     - Alternative monitoring you are proposing; and
     - Any additional information relevant to the minimization of emissions.
7. Cap EPNs do not need monitoring (leave those rows blank).

Measurement of Emissions (30 TAC § 116.111(a)(2)(B))
Note: this section will be greyed out if this project does not require PSD or nonattainment review, as represented on the General sheet.
7. For each pollutant with a project increase greater than the PSD significant emission rate, select the proposed measurement technique using the dropdown (column G).
8. For each pollutant with a project increase less than the PSD significant emission rate: leave blank.
9. If selecting "other", provide details in Additional Notes for Measuring (column H).
10. You may also use the Additional Notes for Measuring (column H) to provide more details on a selection.												This cell intentionally left blank				All comments must be deleted prior to application submittal.

		Click here to return to Cover Sheet.												This cell intentionally left blank

		Important Note: The permit holder shall maintain a copy of the permit along with records containing the information and data sufficient to demonstrate compliance with the permit, including production records and operating hours. All required records must be maintained in a file at the plant site. If, however, the facility normally operates unattended, records shall be maintained at the nearest staffed location within Texas specified in the application. The site must make the records available at the request of personnel from the commission or any air pollution control program having jurisdiction in a timely manner. The applicant must comply with any additional recordkeeping requirements specified in special conditions in the permit. All records must be retained in the file for at least two years following the date that the information or data is obtained. Some permits are required to maintain records for five years. [30 TAC § 116.115(b)(2)(E)]												This cell intentionally left blank

		This cell intentionally left blank

		FIN		Unit Type		Pollutant		Minimum Monitoring Requirements		Confirm		Additional Notes for Monitoring		Proposed Measurement Technique (only complete for pollutants with a project increase above the PSD threshold) 		Additional Notes for Measuring:

		LW		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse		PM		The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. Pressure drop monitoring and/or quarterly visible emissions and/or opacity observations.		Yes

		LW		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse				

		LW		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse				

		LW		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse				

		LW		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse				

		LW		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse				

		LW		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse				

		LW		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse				

		LW		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse				

		LW		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse				

		LW		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse				

		LW		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse				

		LW		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse				

		LSTBS		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse		PM		The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. Pressure drop monitoring and/or quarterly visible emissions and/or opacity observations.		Yes

		LSTBS		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse		Cd		See additional notes:		Yes		Refer to PM requirement.

		LSTBS		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse		Cr		See additional notes:		Yes		Refer to PM requirement.

		LSTBS		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse		Pb		See additional notes:		Yes		Refer to PM requirement.

		LSTBS		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse		Mn		See additional notes:		Yes		Refer to PM requirement.

		LSTBS		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse		Hg		See Additional Notes:		Yes		Refer to PM requirement.

		LSTBS		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse		Si		See additional notes:		Yes		Refer to PM requirement.

		LSTBS		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse		Zn		See additional notes:		Yes		Refer to PM requirement.

		LSTBS		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse				

		LSTBS		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse				

		LSTBS		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse				

		LSTBS		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse				

		LSTBS		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse				

		EAF		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse		NOx		See Additional Notes:		Yes		Initial and ongoing stack sampling will be conducted and exhaust flow rate will be monitored continuously. 

		EAF		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse		CO		See Additional Notes:		Yes		Initial and ongoing stack sampling will be conducted and exhaust flow rate will be monitored continuously. 

		EAF		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse		VOC		See Additional Notes:		Yes		Initial and ongoing stack sampling will be conducted and exhaust flow rate will be monitored continuously. 

		EAF		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse		SO2		See Additional Notes:		Yes		Initial and ongoing stack sampling will be conducted and exhaust flow rate will be monitored continuously. 

		EAF		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse		PMtotal		See additional notes:		Yes		Initial and ongoing stack sampling will be conducted and exhaust flow rate will be monitored continuously. 

		EAF		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse		PM10 total		See additional notes:		Yes		Initial and ongoing stack sampling will be conducted and exhaust flow rate will be monitored continuously. 

		EAF		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse		PMfront half		See additional notes:		Yes		Initial and ongoing stack sampling will be conducted and exhaust flow rate will be monitored continuously. 

		EAF		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse		PM10 front half		See additional notes:		Yes		Initial and ongoing stack sampling will be conducted and exhaust flow rate will be monitored continuously. 

		EAF		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse		Cd		See additional notes:		Yes		Initial and ongoing stack sampling will be conducted and exhaust flow rate will be monitored continuously. 

		EAF		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse		Cr		See additional notes:		Yes		Initial and ongoing stack sampling will be conducted and exhaust flow rate will be monitored continuously. 

		EAF		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse		Pb		See additional notes:		Yes		Initial and ongoing stack sampling will be conducted and exhaust flow rate will be monitored continuously. 

		EAF		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse		Mn		See additional notes:		Yes		Initial and ongoing stack sampling will be conducted and exhaust flow rate will be monitored continuously. 

		EAF		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse		Hg		See Additional Notes:		Yes		Initial and ongoing stack sampling will be conducted and exhaust flow rate will be monitored continuously. 

		RHF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		NOx		<100 MMBtu/hr: provide details. Hour of operation and/or records of fuel usage.

≥100 MMBtu/hr: CEMS. Data collected four times per hour and averaged hourly. 		No		Hours of operation records and/or records of fuel usage.

		RHF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		CO		Hours of operation records, and/or records of fuel usage.		Yes

		RHF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		VOC		Hours of operation records, and/or records of fuel usage.		Yes

		RHF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		SO2		Hours of operation records, and/or records of fuel usage.		Yes

		RHF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		PM		The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. Hours of operation records, and/or records of fuel usage, and/or quarterly opacity monitoring.		Yes

		RHF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				

		RHF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				

		RHF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				

		RHF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				

		RHF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				

		RHF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				

		RHF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				

		RHF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				

		QF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		NOx		<100 MMBtu/hr: provide details. Hour of operation and/or records of fuel usage.

≥100 MMBtu/hr: CEMS. Data collected four times per hour and averaged hourly. 		No		Hours of operation records and/or records of fuel usage.

		QF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		CO		Hours of operation records, and/or records of fuel usage.		Yes

		QF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		VOC		Hours of operation records, and/or records of fuel usage.		Yes

		QF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		SO2		Hours of operation records, and/or records of fuel usage.		Yes

		QF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		PM		The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. Hours of operation records, and/or records of fuel usage, and/or quarterly opacity monitoring.		Yes

		QF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				

		QF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				

		QF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				

		QF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				

		QF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				

		QF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				

		QF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				

		QF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				

		TF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		NOx		<100 MMBtu/hr: provide details. Hour of operation and/or records of fuel usage.

≥100 MMBtu/hr: CEMS. Data collected four times per hour and averaged hourly. 		No		Hours of operation records and/or records of fuel usage.

		TF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		CO		Hours of operation records, and/or records of fuel usage.		Yes

		TF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		VOC		Hours of operation records, and/or records of fuel usage.		Yes

		TF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		SO2		Hours of operation records, and/or records of fuel usage.		Yes

		TF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		PM		The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. Hours of operation records, and/or records of fuel usage, and/or quarterly opacity monitoring.		Yes

		TF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				

		TF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				

		TF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				

		TF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				

		TF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				

		TF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				

		TF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				

		TF		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				

		VDB		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		NOx		<100 MMBtu/hr: provide details. Hour of operation and/or records of fuel usage.

≥100 MMBtu/hr: CEMS. Data collected four times per hour and averaged hourly. 		No		Hours of operation records and/or records of fuel usage.

		VDB		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		CO		Hours of operation records, and/or records of fuel usage.		Yes

		VDB		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		VOC		Hours of operation records, and/or records of fuel usage.		Yes

		VDB		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		SO2		Hours of operation records, and/or records of fuel usage.		Yes

		VDB		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		PM		The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. Hours of operation records, and/or records of fuel usage, and/or quarterly opacity monitoring.		Yes

		VDB		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				

		VDB		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				

		VDB		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				

		VDB		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				

		VDB		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				

		VDB		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				

		VDB		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				

		VDB		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				

		RG		Fugitives: Building		PM		The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		RG		Fugitives: Building						Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		RG		Fugitives: Building						Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		RG		Fugitives: Building						Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		RG		Fugitives: Building						Yes

		RG		Fugitives: Building						Yes		Refer to PM requirement.

		RG		Fugitives: Building						Yes		Refer to PM requirement.

		RG		Fugitives: Building						Yes		Refer to PM requirement.

		RG		Fugitives: Building						Yes		Refer to PM requirement.

		RG		Fugitives: Building						Yes		Refer to PM requirement.

		RG		Fugitives: Building						Yes		Refer to PM requirement.

		RG		Fugitives: Building						Yes		Refer to PM requirement.

		RG		Fugitives: Building						Yes		Refer to PM requirement.

		TCR		Fugitives: Building		PM		The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		TCR		Fugitives: Building				

		TCR		Fugitives: Building				

		TCR		Fugitives: Building				

		TCR		Fugitives: Building				

		TCR		Fugitives: Building				

		TCR		Fugitives: Building				

		TCR		Fugitives: Building				

		TCR		Fugitives: Building				

		TCR		Fugitives: Building				

		TCR		Fugitives: Building				

		TCR		Fugitives: Building				

		TCR		Fugitives: Building				

		IDPSS		Fugitives: Building		PM		The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		IDPSS		Fugitives: Building						Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		IDPSS		Fugitives: Building						Yes

		IDPSS		Fugitives: Building				

		IDPSS		Fugitives: Building				

		IDPSS		Fugitives: Building				

		IDPSS		Fugitives: Building				

		IDPSS		Fugitives: Building				

		IDPSS		Fugitives: Building				

		IDPSS		Fugitives: Building				

		IDPSS		Fugitives: Building				

		IDPSS		Fugitives: Building				

		IDPSS		Fugitives: Building				

		IDPSR1		Fugitives: Building		PM		The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		IDPSR1		Fugitives: Building						Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		IDPSR1		Fugitives: Building						Yes

		IDPSR1		Fugitives: Building						Yes		Refer to PM requirement.

		IDPSR1		Fugitives: Building						Yes		Refer to PM requirement.

		IDPSR1		Fugitives: Building						Yes		Refer to PM requirement.

		IDPSR1		Fugitives: Building						Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		IDPSR1		Fugitives: Building						Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		IDPSR1		Fugitives: Building				

		IDPSR1		Fugitives: Building				

		IDPSR1		Fugitives: Building				

		IDPSR1		Fugitives: Building				

		IDPSR1		Fugitives: Building				

		IDPS1		Fugitives: Building		PM		The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		IDPS1		Fugitives: Building				

		IDPS1		Fugitives: Building				

		IDPS1		Fugitives: Building				

		IDPS1		Fugitives: Building				

		IDPS1		Fugitives: Building				

		IDPS1		Fugitives: Building				

		IDPS1		Fugitives: Building				

		IDPS1		Fugitives: Building				

		IDPS1		Fugitives: Building				

		IDPS1		Fugitives: Building				

		IDPS1		Fugitives: Building				

		IDPS1		Fugitives: Building				

		IDPSR2		Fugitives: Building		PM		The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		IDPSR2		Fugitives: Building				

		IDPSR2		Fugitives: Building				

		IDPSR2		Fugitives: Building				

		IDPSR2		Fugitives: Building				

		IDPSR2		Fugitives: Building				

		IDPSR2		Fugitives: Building				

		IDPSR2		Fugitives: Building				

		IDPSR2		Fugitives: Building				

		IDPSR2		Fugitives: Building				

		IDPSR2		Fugitives: Building				

		IDPSR2		Fugitives: Building				

		IDPSR2		Fugitives: Building				

		IDPS2		Fugitives: Building		PM		The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		IDPS2		Fugitives: Building				

		IDPS2		Fugitives: Building				

		IDPS2		Fugitives: Building				

		IDPS2		Fugitives: Building				

		IDPS2		Fugitives: Building				

		IDPS2		Fugitives: Building				

		IDPS2		Fugitives: Building				

		IDPS2		Fugitives: Building				

		IDPS2		Fugitives: Building				

		IDPS2		Fugitives: Building				

		IDPS2		Fugitives: Building				

		IDPS2		Fugitives: Building				

		IDPSR3		Fugitives: Building		PM		The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		IDPSR3		Fugitives: Building				

		IDPSR3		Fugitives: Building				

		IDPSR3		Fugitives: Building				

		IDPSR3		Fugitives: Building				

		IDPSR3		Fugitives: Building				

		IDPSR3		Fugitives: Building				

		IDPSR3		Fugitives: Building				

		IDPSR3		Fugitives: Building				

		IDPSR3		Fugitives: Building				

		IDPSR3		Fugitives: Building				

		IDPSR3		Fugitives: Building				

		IDPSR3		Fugitives: Building				

		ISPSS		Fugitives: Building		PM		The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		ISPSS		Fugitives: Building				

		ISPSS		Fugitives: Building				

		ISPSS		Fugitives: Building				

		ISPSS		Fugitives: Building				

		ISPSS		Fugitives: Building				

		ISPSS		Fugitives: Building				

		ISPSS		Fugitives: Building				

		ISPSS		Fugitives: Building				

		ISPSS		Fugitives: Building				

		ISPSS		Fugitives: Building				

		ISPSS		Fugitives: Building				

		ISPSS		Fugitives: Building				

		ISPS		Fugitives: Building		PM		The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		ISPS		Fugitives: Building				

		ISPS		Fugitives: Building				

		ISPS		Fugitives: Building				

		ISPS		Fugitives: Building				

		ISPS		Fugitives: Building				

		ISPS		Fugitives: Building				

		ISPS		Fugitives: Building				

		ISPS		Fugitives: Building				

		ISPS		Fugitives: Building				

		ISPS		Fugitives: Building				

		ISPS		Fugitives: Building				

		ISPS		Fugitives: Building				

		ISPSR1		Fugitives: Building		PM		The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		ISPSR1		Fugitives: Building				

		ISPSR1		Fugitives: Building				

		ISPSR1		Fugitives: Building				

		ISPSR1		Fugitives: Building				

		ISPSR1		Fugitives: Building				

		ISPSR1		Fugitives: Building				

		ISPSR1		Fugitives: Building				

		ISPSR1		Fugitives: Building				

		ISPSR1		Fugitives: Building				

		ISPSR1		Fugitives: Building				

		ISPSR1		Fugitives: Building				

		ISPSR1		Fugitives: Building				

		ISPSR2		Fugitives: Building		PM		The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		ISPSR2		Fugitives: Building				

		ISPSR2		Fugitives: Building				

		ISPSR2		Fugitives: Building				

		ISPSR2		Fugitives: Building				

		ISPSR2		Fugitives: Building				

		ISPSR2		Fugitives: Building				

		ISPSR2		Fugitives: Building				

		ISPSR2		Fugitives: Building				

		ISPSR2		Fugitives: Building				

		ISPSR2		Fugitives: Building				

		ISPSR2		Fugitives: Building				

		ISPSR2		Fugitives: Building				

		ISPSR3		Fugitives: Building		PM		The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		ISPSR3		Fugitives: Building				

		ISPSR3		Fugitives: Building				

		ISPSR3		Fugitives: Building				

		ISPSR3		Fugitives: Building				

		ISPSR3		Fugitives: Building				

		ISPSR3		Fugitives: Building				

		ISPSR3		Fugitives: Building				

		ISPSR3		Fugitives: Building				

		ISPSR3		Fugitives: Building				

		ISPSR3		Fugitives: Building				

		ISPSR3		Fugitives: Building				

		ISPSR3		Fugitives: Building				

		ELSMW		Fugitives: Building		PM		The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		ELSMW		Fugitives: Building		Cr		See additional notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		ELSMW		Fugitives: Building		Cr VI		See additional notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		ELSMW		Fugitives: Building		Pb		See additional notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		ELSMW		Fugitives: Building		Mn		See additional notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		ELSMW		Fugitives: Building				

		ELSMW		Fugitives: Building				

		ELSMW		Fugitives: Building				

		ELSMW		Fugitives: Building				

		ELSMW		Fugitives: Building				

		ELSMW		Fugitives: Building				

		ELSMW		Fugitives: Building				

		ELSMW		Fugitives: Building				

		OUSMW		Fugitives: Building		CO		See Additional Notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		OUSMW		Fugitives: Building		VOC		See Additional Notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		OUSMW		Fugitives: Building		PM		The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		OUSMW		Fugitives: Building				

		OUSMW		Fugitives: Building				

		OUSMW		Fugitives: Building				

		OUSMW		Fugitives: Building				

		OUSMW		Fugitives: Building				

		OUSMW		Fugitives: Building				

		OUSMW		Fugitives: Building				

		OUSMW		Fugitives: Building				

		OUSMW		Fugitives: Building				

		OUSMW		Fugitives: Building				

		CC		Fugitives: Building		NOx		See Additional Notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		CC		Fugitives: Building		CO		See Additional Notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		CC		Fugitives: Building		VOC		See Additional Notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		CC		Fugitives: Building		SO2		See Additional Notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		CC		Fugitives: Building		PM		The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		CC		Fugitives: Building				

		CC		Fugitives: Building				

		CC		Fugitives: Building				

		CC		Fugitives: Building				

		CC		Fugitives: Building				

		CC		Fugitives: Building				

		CC		Fugitives: Building				

		CC		Fugitives: Building				

		EAFB		Fugitives: Building		CO		See Additional Notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		EAFB		Fugitives: Building		VOC		See Additional Notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		EAFB		Fugitives: Building				

		EAFB		Fugitives: Building				

		EAFB		Fugitives: Building				

		EAFB		Fugitives: Building				

		EAFB		Fugitives: Building				

		EAFB		Fugitives: Building				

		EAFB		Fugitives: Building				

		EAFB		Fugitives: Building				

		EAFB		Fugitives: Building				

		EAFB		Fugitives: Building				

		EAFB		Fugitives: Building				

		LB		Fugitives: Building		CO		See Additional Notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		LB		Fugitives: Building		VOC		See Additional Notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		LB		Fugitives: Building				

		LB		Fugitives: Building				

		LB		Fugitives: Building				

		LB		Fugitives: Building				

		LB		Fugitives: Building				

		LB		Fugitives: Building				

		LB		Fugitives: Building				

		LB		Fugitives: Building				

		LB		Fugitives: Building				

		LB		Fugitives: Building				

		LB		Fugitives: Building				

		TB		Fugitives: Building		CO		See Additional Notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		TB		Fugitives: Building		VOC		See Additional Notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		TB		Fugitives: Building				

		TB		Fugitives: Building				

		TB		Fugitives: Building				

		TB		Fugitives: Building				

		TB		Fugitives: Building				

		TB		Fugitives: Building				

		TB		Fugitives: Building				

		TB		Fugitives: Building				

		TB		Fugitives: Building				

		TB		Fugitives: Building				

		TB		Fugitives: Building				

		LP		Fugitives: Building		NOx		See Additional Notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		LP		Fugitives: Building		CO		See Additional Notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		LP		Fugitives: Building		VOC		See Additional Notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		LP		Fugitives: Building		SO2		See Additional Notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		LP		Fugitives: Building		PM		The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		LP		Fugitives: Building				

		LP		Fugitives: Building				

		LP		Fugitives: Building				

		LP		Fugitives: Building				

		LP		Fugitives: Building				

		LP		Fugitives: Building				

		LP		Fugitives: Building				

		LP		Fugitives: Building				

		TP		Fugitives: Building		NOx		See Additional Notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		TP		Fugitives: Building		CO		See Additional Notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		TP		Fugitives: Building		VOC		See Additional Notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		TP		Fugitives: Building		SO2		See Additional Notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		TP		Fugitives: Building		PM		The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		TP		Fugitives: Building				

		TP		Fugitives: Building				

		TP		Fugitives: Building				

		TP		Fugitives: Building				

		TP		Fugitives: Building				

		TP		Fugitives: Building				

		TP		Fugitives: Building				

		TP		Fugitives: Building				

		LFTSC		Fugitives: Building		NOx		See Additional Notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		LFTSC		Fugitives: Building		CO		See Additional Notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		LFTSC		Fugitives: Building		VOC		See Additional Notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		LFTSC		Fugitives: Building		SO2		See Additional Notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		LFTSC		Fugitives: Building		PM		The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		LFTSC		Fugitives: Building				

		LFTSC		Fugitives: Building				

		LFTSC		Fugitives: Building				

		LFTSC		Fugitives: Building				

		LFTSC		Fugitives: Building				

		LFTSC		Fugitives: Building				

		LFTSC		Fugitives: Building				

		LFTSC		Fugitives: Building				

		TCM		Fugitives: Building		NOx		See Additional Notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		TCM		Fugitives: Building		CO		See Additional Notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		TCM		Fugitives: Building		VOC		See Additional Notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		TCM		Fugitives: Building		SO2		See Additional Notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		TCM		Fugitives: Building		PM		The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		TCM		Fugitives: Building				

		TCM		Fugitives: Building				

		TCM		Fugitives: Building				

		TCM		Fugitives: Building				

		TCM		Fugitives: Building				

		TCM		Fugitives: Building				

		TCM		Fugitives: Building				

		TCM		Fugitives: Building				

		LF		Fugitives: Building		PM		The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		LF		Fugitives: Building		Cd		See additional notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		LF		Fugitives: Building		Cr		See additional notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		LF		Fugitives: Building		Pb		See additional notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		LF		Fugitives: Building		Mn		See additional notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		LF		Fugitives: Building		Hg		See Additional Notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		LF		Fugitives: Building		Si		See additional notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		LF		Fugitives: Building		Zn		See additional notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		LF		Fugitives: Building				

		LF		Fugitives: Building				

		LF		Fugitives: Building				

		LF		Fugitives: Building				

		LF		Fugitives: Building				

		IDPAA		Fugitives: Building		PM		The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		IDPAA		Fugitives: Building						Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		IDPAA		Fugitives: Building						Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		IDPAA		Fugitives: Building						Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		IDPAA		Fugitives: Building						Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		IDPAA		Fugitives: Building				

		IDPAA		Fugitives: Building				

		IDPAA		Fugitives: Building				

		IDPAA		Fugitives: Building				

		IDPAA		Fugitives: Building				

		IDPAA		Fugitives: Building				

		IDPAA		Fugitives: Building				

		IDPAA		Fugitives: Building				

		OUPCLW		Fugitives: Building		CO		See Additional Notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		OUPCLW		Fugitives: Building		VOC		See Additional Notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		OUPCLW		Fugitives: Building		PM		The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		OUPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		OUPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		OUPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		OUPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		OUPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		OUPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		OUPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		OUPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		OUPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		OUPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		ELPCLW		Fugitives: Building		PM		The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		ELPCLW		Fugitives: Building						Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		ELPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		ELPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		ELPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		ELPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		ELPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		ELPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		ELPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		ELPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		ELPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		ELPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		ELPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		EMPCLW		Fugitives: Building		VOC		See Additional Notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		EMPCLW		Fugitives: Building		PM		The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		EMPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		EMPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		EMPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		EMPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		EMPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		EMPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		EMPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		EMPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		EMPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		EMPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		EMPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		PUPCLW		Fugitives: Building		VOC		See Additional Notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		PUPCLW		Fugitives: Building						Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		PUPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		PUPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		PUPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		PUPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		PUPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		PUPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		PUPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		PUPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		PUPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		PUPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		PUPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		DUPCLW		Fugitives: Building		VOC		See Additional Notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		DUPCLW		Fugitives: Building		PM		The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		DUPCLW		Fugitives: Building						Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		DUPCLW		Fugitives: Building						Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		DUPCLW		Fugitives: Building						Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		DUPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		DUPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		DUPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		DUPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		DUPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		DUPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		DUPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		DUPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		BCPS2		Fugitives: Building		PM		The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		BCPS2		Fugitives: Building				

		BCPS2		Fugitives: Building				

		BCPS2		Fugitives: Building				

		BCPS2		Fugitives: Building				

		BCPS2		Fugitives: Building				

		BCPS2		Fugitives: Building				

		BCPS2		Fugitives: Building				

		BCPS2		Fugitives: Building				

		BCPS2		Fugitives: Building				

		BCPS2		Fugitives: Building				

		BCPS2		Fugitives: Building				

		BCPS2		Fugitives: Building				

		PSGPCLW		Fugitives: Building		VOC		See Additional Notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		PSGPCLW		Fugitives: Building		PM		The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		PSGPCLW		Fugitives: Building						Yes

		PSGPCLW		Fugitives: Building						Yes

		PSGPCLW		Fugitives: Building						Yes

		PSGPCLW		Fugitives: Building						Yes		Hours of operation records and/or records of fuel usage.

		PSGPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		PSGPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		PSGPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		PSGPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		PSGPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		PSGPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		PSGPCLW		Fugitives: Building				

		HRL		Fugitives: Building		PM		The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		HRL		Fugitives: Building						Yes

		HRL		Fugitives: Building						Yes

		HRL		Fugitives: Building						Yes

		HRL		Fugitives: Building						Yes

		HRL		Fugitives: Building						Yes		Hours of operation records and/or records of fuel usage.

		HRL		Fugitives: Building				

		HRL		Fugitives: Building				

		HRL		Fugitives: Building				

		HRL		Fugitives: Building				

		HRL		Fugitives: Building				

		HRL		Fugitives: Building				

		HRL		Fugitives: Building				

		ABS1		Fugitives: Building		PM		The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		ABS1		Fugitives: Building						Yes

		ABS1		Fugitives: Building						Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		ABS1		Fugitives: Building						Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		ABS1		Fugitives: Building				

		ABS1		Fugitives: Building				

		ABS1		Fugitives: Building				

		ABS1		Fugitives: Building				

		ABS1		Fugitives: Building				

		ABS1		Fugitives: Building				

		ABS1		Fugitives: Building				

		ABS1		Fugitives: Building				

		ABS1		Fugitives: Building				

		ABS2		Fugitives: Building		PM		The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		ABS2		Fugitives: Building						Yes

		ABS2		Fugitives: Building						Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		ABS2		Fugitives: Building				

		ABS2		Fugitives: Building				

		ABS2		Fugitives: Building				

		ABS2		Fugitives: Building				

		ABS2		Fugitives: Building				

		ABS2		Fugitives: Building				

		ABS2		Fugitives: Building				

		ABS2		Fugitives: Building				

		ABS2		Fugitives: Building				

		ABS2		Fugitives: Building				

		BPCS1		Fugitives: Building		PM		The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		BPCS1		Fugitives: Building						Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		BPCS1		Fugitives: Building						Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		BPCS1		Fugitives: Building						Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		BPCS1		Fugitives: Building				

		BPCS1		Fugitives: Building				

		BPCS1		Fugitives: Building				

		BPCS1		Fugitives: Building				

		BPCS1		Fugitives: Building				

		BPCS1		Fugitives: Building				

		BPCS1		Fugitives: Building				

		BPCS1		Fugitives: Building				

		BPCS1		Fugitives: Building				

		OUHRW		Fugitives: Building		CO		See Additional Notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		OUHRW		Fugitives: Building		VOC		See Additional Notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		OUHRW		Fugitives: Building		PM		The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		OUHRW		Fugitives: Building						Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		OUHRW		Fugitives: Building				

		OUHRW		Fugitives: Building				

		OUHRW		Fugitives: Building				

		OUHRW		Fugitives: Building				

		OUHRW		Fugitives: Building				

		OUHRW		Fugitives: Building				

		OUHRW		Fugitives: Building				

		OUHRW		Fugitives: Building				

		OUHRW		Fugitives: Building				

		ELHRW		Fugitives: Building		PM		The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		ELHRW		Fugitives: Building		Cr		See additional notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		ELHRW		Fugitives: Building		Cr VI		See additional notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		ELHRW		Fugitives: Building		Mn		See additional notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		ELHRW		Fugitives: Building				

		ELHRW		Fugitives: Building				

		ELHRW		Fugitives: Building				

		ELHRW		Fugitives: Building				

		ELHRW		Fugitives: Building				

		ELHRW		Fugitives: Building				

		ELHRW		Fugitives: Building				

		ELHRW		Fugitives: Building				

		ELHRW		Fugitives: Building				

		EMHRW		Fugitives: Building		VOC		See Additional Notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		EMHRW		Fugitives: Building		PM		The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		EMHRW		Fugitives: Building				

		EMHRW		Fugitives: Building				

		EMHRW		Fugitives: Building				

		EMHRW		Fugitives: Building				

		EMHRW		Fugitives: Building				

		EMHRW		Fugitives: Building				

		EMHRW		Fugitives: Building				

		EMHRW		Fugitives: Building				

		EMHRW		Fugitives: Building				

		EMHRW		Fugitives: Building				

		EMHRW		Fugitives: Building				

		PUHRW		Fugitives: Building		VOC		See Additional Notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		PUHRW		Fugitives: Building				

		PUHRW		Fugitives: Building				

		PUHRW		Fugitives: Building				

		PUHRW		Fugitives: Building				

		PUHRW		Fugitives: Building				

		PUHRW		Fugitives: Building				

		PUHRW		Fugitives: Building				

		PUHRW		Fugitives: Building				

		PUHRW		Fugitives: Building				

		PUHRW		Fugitives: Building				

		PUHRW		Fugitives: Building				

		PUHRW		Fugitives: Building				

		DUHRW		Fugitives: Building		VOC		See Additional Notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		DUHRW		Fugitives: Building		PM		The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		DUHRW		Fugitives: Building				

		DUHRW		Fugitives: Building				

		DUHRW		Fugitives: Building				

		DUHRW		Fugitives: Building				

		DUHRW		Fugitives: Building				

		DUHRW		Fugitives: Building				

		DUHRW		Fugitives: Building				

		DUHRW		Fugitives: Building				

		DUHRW		Fugitives: Building				

		DUHRW		Fugitives: Building				

		DUHRW		Fugitives: Building				

		ABS3		Fugitives: Building		PM		The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		ABS3		Fugitives: Building						Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		ABS3		Fugitives: Building				

		ABS3		Fugitives: Building				

		ABS3		Fugitives: Building				

		ABS3		Fugitives: Building				

		ABS3		Fugitives: Building				

		ABS3		Fugitives: Building				

		ABS3		Fugitives: Building				

		ABS3		Fugitives: Building				

		ABS3		Fugitives: Building				

		ABS3		Fugitives: Building				

		ABS3		Fugitives: Building				

		PSGHRPPWV		Fugitives: Building		VOC		See Additional Notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		PSGHRPPWV		Fugitives: Building		PM		The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		PSGHRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				

		PSGHRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				

		PSGHRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				

		PSGHRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				

		PSGHRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				

		PSGHRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				

		PSGHRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				

		PSGHRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				

		PSGHRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				

		PSGHRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				

		PSGHRPPWV		Fugitives: Building				

		HTR1		Fugitives: Building		CO		See Additional Notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		HTR1		Fugitives: Building		VOC		See Additional Notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		HTR1		Fugitives: Building		PM		The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		HTR1		Fugitives: Building		SO2		See Additional Notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		HTR1		Fugitives: Building		NOx		See Additional Notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		HTR1		Fugitives: Building				

		HTR1		Fugitives: Building				

		HTR1		Fugitives: Building				

		HTR1		Fugitives: Building				

		HTR1		Fugitives: Building				

		HTR1		Fugitives: Building				

		HTR1		Fugitives: Building				

		HTR1		Fugitives: Building				

		HTR2		Fugitives: Building		CO		See Additional Notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		HTR2		Fugitives: Building		VOC		See Additional Notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		HTR2		Fugitives: Building		PM		The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		HTR2		Fugitives: Building		SO2		See Additional Notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		HTR2		Fugitives: Building		NOx		See Additional Notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		HTR2		Fugitives: Building				

		HTR2		Fugitives: Building				

		HTR2		Fugitives: Building				

		HTR2		Fugitives: Building				

		HTR2		Fugitives: Building				

		HTR2		Fugitives: Building				

		HTR2		Fugitives: Building				

		HTR2		Fugitives: Building				

		ODPSS1		Material Handling: Drop Point		PM		The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions and/or opacity observations

Recordkeeping of materials processed		Yes

		ODPSS1		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		ODPSS1		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		ODPSS1		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		ODPSS1		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		ODPSS1		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		ODPSS1		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		ODPSS1		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		ODPSS1		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		ODPSS1		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		ODPSS1		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		ODPSS1		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		ODPSS1		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		ODPSS2		Material Handling: Drop Point		PM		The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions and/or opacity observations

Recordkeeping of materials processed		Yes

		ODPSS2		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		ODPSS2		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		ODPSS2		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		ODPSS2		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		ODPSS2		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		ODPSS2		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		ODPSS2		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		ODPSS2		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		ODPSS2		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		ODPSS2		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		ODPSS2		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		ODPSS2		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		ODPSR1		Material Handling: Drop Point		PM		The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions and/or opacity observations

Recordkeeping of materials processed		Yes

		ODPSR1		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		ODPSR1		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		ODPSR1		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		ODPSR1		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		ODPSR1		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		ODPSR1		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		ODPSR1		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		ODPSR1		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		ODPSR1		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		ODPSR1		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		ODPSR1		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		ODPSR1		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		ODPS1		Material Handling: Drop Point		PM		The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions and/or opacity observations

Recordkeeping of materials processed		Yes

		ODPS1		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		ODPS1		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		ODPS1		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		ODPS1		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		ODPS1		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		ODPS1		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		ODPS1		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		ODPS1		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		ODPS1		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		ODPS1		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		ODPS1		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		ODPS1		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		ODPSR2		Material Handling: Drop Point		PM		The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions and/or opacity observations

Recordkeeping of materials processed		Yes

		ODPSR2		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		ODPSR2		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		ODPSR2		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		ODPSR2		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		ODPSR2		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		ODPSR2		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		ODPSR2		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		ODPSR2		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		ODPSR2		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		ODPSR2		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		ODPSR2		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		ODPSR2		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		ODPS2		Material Handling: Drop Point		PM		The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions and/or opacity observations

Recordkeeping of materials processed		Yes

		ODPS2		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		ODPS2		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		ODPS2		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		ODPS2		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		ODPS2		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		ODPS2		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		ODPS2		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		ODPS2		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		ODPS2		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		ODPS2		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		ODPS2		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		ODPS2		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		ODPSR3		Material Handling: Drop Point		PM		The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions and/or opacity observations

Recordkeeping of materials processed		Yes

		ODPSR3		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		ODPSR3		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		ODPSR3		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		ODPSR3		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		ODPSR3		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		ODPSR3		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		ODPSR3		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		ODPSR3		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		ODPSR3		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		ODPSR3		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		ODPSR3		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		ODPSR3		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		ODPS3		Material Handling: Drop Point		PM		The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions and/or opacity observations

Recordkeeping of materials processed		Yes

		ODPS3		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		ODPS3		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		ODPS3		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		ODPS3		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		ODPS3		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		ODPS3		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		ODPS3		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		ODPS3		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		ODPS3		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		ODPS3		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		ODPS3		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		ODPS3		Material Handling: Drop Point				

		OSPSS		Storage: Stockpile		PM		The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See Additional Notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		OSPSS		Storage: Stockpile				

		OSPSS		Storage: Stockpile				

		OSPSS		Storage: Stockpile				

		OSPSS		Storage: Stockpile				

		OSPSS		Storage: Stockpile				

		OSPSS		Storage: Stockpile				

		OSPSS		Storage: Stockpile				

		OSPSS		Storage: Stockpile				

		OSPSS		Storage: Stockpile				

		OSPSS		Storage: Stockpile				

		OSPSS		Storage: Stockpile				

		OSPSS		Storage: Stockpile				

		OSPFST		Storage: Stockpile		PM		The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See Additional Notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		OSPFST		Storage: Stockpile				

		OSPFST		Storage: Stockpile				

		OSPFST		Storage: Stockpile				

		OSPFST		Storage: Stockpile				

		OSPFST		Storage: Stockpile				

		OSPFST		Storage: Stockpile				

		OSPFST		Storage: Stockpile				

		OSPFST		Storage: Stockpile				

		OSPFST		Storage: Stockpile				

		OSPFST		Storage: Stockpile				

		OSPFST		Storage: Stockpile				

		OSPFST		Storage: Stockpile				

		OSPS1		Storage: Stockpile		PM		The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See Additional Notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		OSPS1		Storage: Stockpile				

		OSPS1		Storage: Stockpile				

		OSPS1		Storage: Stockpile				

		OSPS1		Storage: Stockpile				

		OSPS1		Storage: Stockpile				

		OSPS1		Storage: Stockpile				

		OSPS1		Storage: Stockpile				

		OSPS1		Storage: Stockpile				

		OSPS1		Storage: Stockpile				

		OSPS1		Storage: Stockpile				

		OSPS1		Storage: Stockpile				

		OSPS1		Storage: Stockpile				

		OSPSR1		Storage: Stockpile		PM		The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See Additional Notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		OSPSR1		Storage: Stockpile				

		OSPSR1		Storage: Stockpile				

		OSPSR1		Storage: Stockpile				

		OSPSR1		Storage: Stockpile				

		OSPSR1		Storage: Stockpile				

		OSPSR1		Storage: Stockpile				

		OSPSR1		Storage: Stockpile				

		OSPSR1		Storage: Stockpile				

		OSPSR1		Storage: Stockpile				

		OSPSR1		Storage: Stockpile				

		OSPSR1		Storage: Stockpile				

		OSPSR1		Storage: Stockpile				

		OSPS2		Storage: Stockpile		PM		The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See Additional Notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		OSPS2		Storage: Stockpile				

		OSPS2		Storage: Stockpile				

		OSPS2		Storage: Stockpile				

		OSPS2		Storage: Stockpile				

		OSPS2		Storage: Stockpile				

		OSPS2		Storage: Stockpile				

		OSPS2		Storage: Stockpile				

		OSPS2		Storage: Stockpile				

		OSPS2		Storage: Stockpile				

		OSPS2		Storage: Stockpile				

		OSPS2		Storage: Stockpile				

		OSPS2		Storage: Stockpile				

		OSPSR2		Storage: Stockpile		PM		The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See Additional Notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		OSPSR2		Storage: Stockpile				

		OSPSR2		Storage: Stockpile				

		OSPSR2		Storage: Stockpile				

		OSPSR2		Storage: Stockpile				

		OSPSR2		Storage: Stockpile				

		OSPSR2		Storage: Stockpile				

		OSPSR2		Storage: Stockpile				

		OSPSR2		Storage: Stockpile				

		OSPSR2		Storage: Stockpile				

		OSPSR2		Storage: Stockpile				

		OSPSR2		Storage: Stockpile				

		OSPSR2		Storage: Stockpile				

		N6CCT		Cooling Tower		PM		The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions and/or opacity observations

Recordkeeping of amount of circulating water used in the cooling towers		Yes

		N6CCT		Cooling Tower				

		N6CCT		Cooling Tower				

		N6CCT		Cooling Tower				

		N6CCT		Cooling Tower				

		N6CCT		Cooling Tower				

		N6CCT		Cooling Tower				

		N6CCT		Cooling Tower				

		N6CCT		Cooling Tower				

		N6CCT		Cooling Tower				

		N6CCT		Cooling Tower				

		N6CCT		Cooling Tower				

		N6CCT		Cooling Tower				

		N7CCT		Cooling Tower		PM		The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions and/or opacity observations

Recordkeeping of amount of circulating water used in the cooling towers		Yes

		N7CCT		Cooling Tower				

		N7CCT		Cooling Tower				

		N7CCT		Cooling Tower				

		N7CCT		Cooling Tower				

		N7CCT		Cooling Tower				

		N7CCT		Cooling Tower				

		N7CCT		Cooling Tower				

		N7CCT		Cooling Tower				

		N7CCT		Cooling Tower				

		N7CCT		Cooling Tower				

		N7CCT		Cooling Tower				

		N7CCT		Cooling Tower				

		PPCCT		Cooling Tower		PM		The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions and/or opacity observations

Recordkeeping of amount of circulating water used in the cooling towers		Yes

		PPCCT		Cooling Tower				

		PPCCT		Cooling Tower				

		PPCCT		Cooling Tower				

		PPCCT		Cooling Tower				

		PPCCT		Cooling Tower				

		PPCCT		Cooling Tower				

		PPCCT		Cooling Tower				

		PPCCT		Cooling Tower				

		PPCCT		Cooling Tower				

		PPCCT		Cooling Tower				

		PPCCT		Cooling Tower				

		PPCCT		Cooling Tower				

		SMWTF		Other		VOC		See additional notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		SMWTF		Other		PM		The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See additional notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		SMWTF		Other				

		SMWTF		Other				

		SMWTF		Other				

		SMWTF		Other				

		SMWTF		Other				

		SMWTF		Other				

		SMWTF		Other				

		SMWTF		Other				

		SMWTF		Other				

		SMWTF		Other				

		SMWTF		Other				

		CMSC		Process Vent		NOx		See Additional Notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		CMSC		Process Vent		CO		See Additional Notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		CMSC		Process Vent		VOC		See Additional Notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		CMSC		Process Vent		PM		The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See Additional Notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		CMSC		Process Vent		Pb		See additional notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		CMSC		Process Vent				

		CMSC		Process Vent				

		CMSC		Process Vent				

		CMSC		Process Vent				

		CMSC		Process Vent				

		CMSC		Process Vent				

		CMSC		Process Vent				

		CMSC		Process Vent				

		UVCS1		Other		VOC		See additional notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		UVCS1		Other		PM		The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See additional notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		UVCS1		Other				

		UVCS1		Other				

		UVCS1		Other				

		UVCS1		Other				

		UVCS1		Other				

		UVCS1		Other				

		UVCS1		Other				

		UVCS1		Other				

		UVCS1		Other				

		UVCS1		Other				

		UVCS1		Other				

		UVCS2		Other		VOC		See additional notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		UVCS2		Other		PM		The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See additional notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		UVCS2		Other				

		UVCS2		Other				

		UVCS2		Other				

		UVCS2		Other				

		UVCS2		Other				

		UVCS2		Other				

		UVCS2		Other				

		UVCS2		Other				

		UVCS2		Other				

		UVCS2		Other				

		UVCS2		Other				

		UVCS3		Other		VOC		See additional notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		UVCS3		Other		PM		The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See additional notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		UVCS3		Other				

		UVCS3		Other				

		UVCS3		Other				

		UVCS3		Other				

		UVCS3		Other				

		UVCS3		Other				

		UVCS3		Other				

		UVCS3		Other				

		UVCS3		Other				

		UVCS3		Other				

		UVCS3		Other				

		UVCS4		Other		VOC		See additional notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		UVCS4		Other		PM		The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See additional notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		UVCS4		Other				

		UVCS4		Other				

		UVCS4		Other				

		UVCS4		Other				

		UVCS4		Other				

		UVCS4		Other				

		UVCS4		Other				

		UVCS4		Other				

		UVCS4		Other				

		UVCS4		Other				

		UVCS4		Other				

		VD		Process Vent		NOx		See Additional Notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		VD		Process Vent		CO		See Additional Notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		VD		Process Vent		VOC		See Additional Notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		VD		Process Vent		SO2		See Additional Notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		VD		Process Vent		PM		The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See Additional Notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		VD		Process Vent				

		VD		Process Vent				

		VD		Process Vent				

		VD		Process Vent				

		VD		Process Vent				

		VD		Process Vent				

		VD		Process Vent				

		VD		Process Vent				

		ALL		Other		HAPS		See additional notes:		Yes		Refer to unit specific requirements.

		ALL		Other				

		ALL		Other				

		ALL		Other				

		ALL		Other				

		ALL		Other				

		ALL		Other				

		ALL		Other				

		ALL		Other				

		ALL		Other				

		ALL		Other				

		ALL		Other				

		ALL		Other				

		QFS2		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		NOx		<100 MMBtu/hr: provide details. Hour of operation and/or records of fuel usage.

≥100 MMBtu/hr: CEMS. Data collected four times per hour and averaged hourly. 		No		Hours of operation records and/or records of fuel usage.

		QFS2		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		CO		Hours of operation records, and/or records of fuel usage.		Yes

		QFS2		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		SO2		Hours of operation records, and/or records of fuel usage.		Yes

		QFS2		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		VOC		Hours of operation records, and/or records of fuel usage.		Yes

		QFS2		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		PM		The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. Hours of operation records, and/or records of fuel usage, and/or quarterly opacity monitoring.		Yes

		QFS2		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		HAPS		See additional notes:		Yes		Hours of operation records and/or records of fuel usage.

		QFS2		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				

		QFS2		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				

		QFS2		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				

		QFS2		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				

		QFS2		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				

		QFS2		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				

		QFS2		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				

		TFS2		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		NOx		<100 MMBtu/hr: provide details. Hour of operation and/or records of fuel usage.

≥100 MMBtu/hr: CEMS. Data collected four times per hour and averaged hourly. 		No		Hours of operation records and/or records of fuel usage.

		TFS2		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		CO		Hours of operation records, and/or records of fuel usage.		Yes

		TFS2		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		SO2		Hours of operation records, and/or records of fuel usage.		Yes

		TFS2		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		VOC		Hours of operation records, and/or records of fuel usage.		Yes

		TFS2		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		PM		The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. Hours of operation records, and/or records of fuel usage, and/or quarterly opacity monitoring.		Yes

		TFS2		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		HAPS		See additional notes:		Yes		Hours of operation records and/or records of fuel usage.

		TFS2		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				

		TFS2		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				

		TFS2		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				

		TFS2		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				

		TFS2		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				

		TFS2		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				

		TFS2		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr				

		Regrinding		Fugitives: Building		PM		The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		Regrinding		Fugitives: Building				

		Regrinding		Fugitives: Building				

		Regrinding		Fugitives: Building				

		Regrinding		Fugitives: Building				

		Regrinding		Fugitives: Building				

		Regrinding		Fugitives: Building				

		Regrinding		Fugitives: Building				

		Regrinding		Fugitives: Building				

		Regrinding		Fugitives: Building				

		Regrinding		Fugitives: Building				

		Regrinding		Fugitives: Building				

		Regrinding		Fugitives: Building				

		Marking		Fugitives: Building		VOC		See Additional Notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		Marking		Fugitives: Building				

		Marking		Fugitives: Building				

		Marking		Fugitives: Building				

		Marking		Fugitives: Building				

		Marking		Fugitives: Building				

		Marking		Fugitives: Building				

		Marking		Fugitives: Building				

		Marking		Fugitives: Building				

		Marking		Fugitives: Building				

		Marking		Fugitives: Building				

		Marking		Fugitives: Building				

		Marking		Fugitives: Building				

		Descaling Baghouse		Fugitives: Building		PM		The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		Descaling Baghouse		Fugitives: Building				

		Descaling Baghouse		Fugitives: Building				

		Descaling Baghouse		Fugitives: Building				

		Descaling Baghouse		Fugitives: Building				

		Descaling Baghouse		Fugitives: Building				

		Descaling Baghouse		Fugitives: Building				

		Descaling Baghouse		Fugitives: Building				

		Descaling Baghouse		Fugitives: Building				

		Descaling Baghouse		Fugitives: Building				

		Descaling Baghouse		Fugitives: Building				

		Descaling Baghouse		Fugitives: Building				

		Descaling Baghouse		Fugitives: Building				

		Electrode Usage		Fugitives: Building		PM		The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		Electrode Usage		Fugitives: Building		HAPS		See additional notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		Electrode Usage		Fugitives: Building				

		Electrode Usage		Fugitives: Building				

		Electrode Usage		Fugitives: Building				

		Electrode Usage		Fugitives: Building				

		Electrode Usage		Fugitives: Building				

		Electrode Usage		Fugitives: Building				

		Electrode Usage		Fugitives: Building				

		Electrode Usage		Fugitives: Building				

		Electrode Usage		Fugitives: Building				

		Electrode Usage		Fugitives: Building				

		Electrode Usage		Fugitives: Building				

		Oil Evaporation		Fugitives: Building		CO		See Additional Notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		Oil Evaporation		Fugitives: Building		VOC		See Additional Notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		Oil Evaporation		Fugitives: Building		PM		The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		Oil Evaporation		Fugitives: Building				

		Oil Evaporation		Fugitives: Building				

		Oil Evaporation		Fugitives: Building				

		Oil Evaporation		Fugitives: Building				

		Oil Evaporation		Fugitives: Building				

		Oil Evaporation		Fugitives: Building				

		Oil Evaporation		Fugitives: Building				

		Oil Evaporation		Fugitives: Building				

		Oil Evaporation		Fugitives: Building				

		Oil Evaporation		Fugitives: Building				

		PI		Fugitives: Building		VOC		See Additional Notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		PI		Fugitives: Building		PM		The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		PI		Fugitives: Building				

		PI		Fugitives: Building				

		PI		Fugitives: Building				

		PI		Fugitives: Building				

		PI		Fugitives: Building				

		PI		Fugitives: Building				

		PI		Fugitives: Building				

		PI		Fugitives: Building				

		PI		Fugitives: Building				

		PI		Fugitives: Building				

		PI		Fugitives: Building				

		PCT		Fugitives: Building		PM		The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		PCT		Fugitives: Building				

		PCT		Fugitives: Building				

		PCT		Fugitives: Building				

		PCT		Fugitives: Building				

		PCT		Fugitives: Building				

		PCT		Fugitives: Building				

		PCT		Fugitives: Building				

		PCT		Fugitives: Building				

		PCT		Fugitives: Building				

		PCT		Fugitives: Building				

		PCT		Fugitives: Building				

		PCT		Fugitives: Building				

		WELD		Fugitives: Building		PM		The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		WELD		Fugitives: Building		HAPS		See additional notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		WELD		Fugitives: Building				

		WELD		Fugitives: Building				

		WELD		Fugitives: Building				

		WELD		Fugitives: Building				

		WELD		Fugitives: Building				

		WELD		Fugitives: Building				

		WELD		Fugitives: Building				

		WELD		Fugitives: Building				

		WELD		Fugitives: Building				

		WELD		Fugitives: Building				

		WELD		Fugitives: Building				

		EMPC		Fugitives: Building		VOC		See Additional Notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		EMPC		Fugitives: Building		PM		The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		EMPC		Fugitives: Building				

		EMPC		Fugitives: Building				

		EMPC		Fugitives: Building				

		EMPC		Fugitives: Building				

		EMPC		Fugitives: Building				

		EMPC		Fugitives: Building				

		EMPC		Fugitives: Building				

		EMPC		Fugitives: Building				

		EMPC		Fugitives: Building				

		EMPC		Fugitives: Building				

		EMPC		Fugitives: Building				

		LUBE		Fugitives: Building		VOC		See Additional Notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		LUBE		Fugitives: Building				

		LUBE		Fugitives: Building				

		LUBE		Fugitives: Building				

		LUBE		Fugitives: Building				

		LUBE		Fugitives: Building				

		LUBE		Fugitives: Building				

		LUBE		Fugitives: Building				

		LUBE		Fugitives: Building				

		LUBE		Fugitives: Building				

		LUBE		Fugitives: Building				

		LUBE		Fugitives: Building				

		LUBE		Fugitives: Building				

		CS4		Other		VOC		See additional notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		CS4		Other		PM		The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See additional notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		CS4		Other		C6H5CH3		See additional notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		CS4		Other		CH3COOC2H5		See additional notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		CS4		Other				

		CS4		Other				

		CS4		Other				

		CS4		Other				

		CS4		Other				

		CS4		Other				

		CS4		Other				

		CS4		Other				

		CS4		Other				

		CS5		Other		VOC		See additional notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		CS5		Other		PM		The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See additional notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		CS5		Other		C6H5CH3		See additional notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		CS5		Other		CH3COOC2H5		See additional notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		CS5		Other				

		CS5		Other				

		CS5		Other				

		CS5		Other				

		CS5		Other				

		CS5		Other				

		CS5		Other				

		CS5		Other				

		CS5		Other				

		CS6		Other		VOC		See additional notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		CS6		Other		PM		The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See additional notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		CS6		Other		C6H5CH3		See additional notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		CS6		Other		CH3COOC2H5		See additional notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		CS6		Other				

		CS6		Other				

		CS6		Other				

		CS6		Other				

		CS6		Other				

		CS6		Other				

		CS6		Other				

		CS6		Other				

		CS6		Other				

		PHOS1		Other		PM		The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See additional notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		PHOS1		Other				

		PHOS1		Other				

		PHOS1		Other				

		PHOS1		Other				

		PHOS1		Other				

		PHOS1		Other				

		PHOS1		Other				

		PHOS1		Other				

		PHOS1		Other				

		PHOS1		Other				

		PHOS1		Other				

		PHOS1		Other				

		PHOS2		Other		PM		The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See additional notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		PHOS2		Other				

		PHOS2		Other				

		PHOS2		Other				

		PHOS2		Other				

		PHOS2		Other				

		PHOS2		Other				

		PHOS2		Other				

		PHOS2		Other				

		PHOS2		Other				

		PHOS2		Other				

		PHOS2		Other				

		PHOS2		Other				

		WW		Other		VOC		See additional notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		WW		Other		PM		The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See additional notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		WW		Other				

		WW		Other				

		WW		Other				

		WW		Other				

		WW		Other				

		WW		Other				

		WW		Other				

		WW		Other				

		WW		Other				

		WW		Other				

		WW		Other				

		WTFPR		Other		VOC		See additional notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		WTFPR		Other		PM		The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for PM. See additional notes:		Yes		Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all requirements will be monitored.

		WTFPR		Other				

		WTFPR		Other				

		WTFPR		Other				

		WTFPR		Other				

		WTFPR		Other				

		WTFPR		Other				

		WTFPR		Other				

		WTFPR		Other				

		WTFPR		Other				

		WTFPR		Other				

		WTFPR		Other				

								

								

								

								

								

								

								

								

								

								

								

								

								

								

								

								

								

								

								

								

								

								

								

								

								

								

								

								

								

								

								

								

								

								

								

								

								

								

								

								

								

								

								

								

								

								

								

								

								

								

								

								

		Click to go to the next page.

		End of Worksheet



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































&"Arial,Bold"&18Texas Commission on Environmental Quality
Form PI-1 General Application
&A	Date: ____________
Permit #: ____________
Company: ____________


Version 4.0	Page &P	




Materials

		Application Materials																Applicant Internal Comments

		This sheet provides a list of application materials and how they were submitted to the Air Permits Division. This also provides the preferred order of application materials in the application.

Instructions:
1. Indicate the submittal method and date for each applicable part of the application.
2. Items are greyed out based on responses in this workbook to help guide you. There may be additional items listed below that are not not greyed
    out and are not needed for this application. You can select "not applicable" for those items.
3. If needed, enter additional application materials in Section F.																All comments must be deleted prior to application submittal.

		Click here to return to Cover Sheet.

		This row is intentionally blank.

		Item												How submitted		Date submitted

		A. Administrative Information

		Form PI-1 General Application												STEERS		11/07/2019

		Hard copy of the General sheet with original (ink) signature												Not applicable		10/18/2019

		Professional Engineer Seal												Not applicable

		B. General Information

		Copy of current permit (both Special Conditions and MAERT)												STEERS

		Core Data Form

		Area map												STEERS		11/07/2019

		Plot plan												STEERS		11/07/2019

		Process description												STEERS		11/07/2019

		Process flow diagram												STEERS		11/07/2019

		List of MSS activities

		State regulatory requirements discussion												STEERS		11/07/2019

		C. Federal Applicability

		Summary and project emission increase determination - Tables 1F and 2F												Not applicable

		Netting analysis (if required) - Tables 3F and 4F as needed												Not applicable

		D. Technical Information

		BACT discussion, if additional details are attached												Not applicable

		Monitoring information, if additional details are attached												Not applicable		10/18/2019

		Material Balance (if applicable)												Not applicable

		Calculations												STEERS		11/07/2019

		E. Impacts Analysis

		Qualitative impacts analysis												Not applicable

		MERA analysis												Not applicable

		Electronic Modeling Evaluation Workbook: SCREEN3												Not applicable

		Electronic Modeling Evaluation Workbook: NonSCREEN3												STEERS		11/07/2019

		PSD modeling protocol												Not applicable

		F. Additional Attachments















		End of worksheet.
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Copies

		Press TAB to move input areas. Press UP or DOWN ARROW in column A to read through the document. Note: This worksheet is just text and has no input areas. The text is broken into multiple cells for ease of reading.

		Where to Submit this Application

		This worksheet is for informational purposes only. No data is required and you do not need to print this sheet.
This worksheet provides guidance on where to send copies of the application materials. 

Instructions:
1. Submit application materials as indicated below.
2. Retain a copy for your records.
3. Indicate to whom copies have been sent on the cover letter of any subsequent correspondence.
4. Indicate the assigned permit number(s), RN, CN, and permit reviewer, if known, on all subsequent correspondence.

Note:
1. If submitting through STEERS, the appication materials do not need to be submitted to APD, the TCEQ regional office, or the appropriate local program.

		Click here to return to Cover Sheet.

		Who		Where						When		What

		Air Permits Division Air Permits Initial Review Team (APIRT)		Email the workbook to apirt@tceq.texas.gov following the instructions on the Cover sheet.

Regular, Certified, Priority Mail
MC 161, P.O. Box 13087, Austin, Texas 78711-3087 or

Hand Delivery, Overnight Mail
Mail Code 161, 12100 Park 35 Circle, Building C, Third Floor,
Room 300W, Austin, Texas 78753						All applications, unless submitting through STEERS		Hard copy of the General sheet if original signature is required, electronic full workbook, original Core Data Form if applicable, and electronic (preferred) application attachments

		Financial Administrative Division Revenue Operations Section		Regular, Certified, Priority Mail
MC 214, P.O. Box 13088, Austin, Texas 78711-3088
or
Hand Delivery, Overnight Mail
Mail Code 214, 12100 Park 35 Circle, Building A, Third Floor,
Austin, Texas 78753
Note: The official application cannot be faxed						All applications not using ePay		Fee, copy of the "General" sheet of this workbook, copy of the Core Data Form

		Region 14		NRC Bldg., Ste. 1200, 6300 Ocean Dr., Unit 5839, Corpus Christi, TX 78412-5839						All applications, unless submitting through STEERS		Copies of the workbook, Core Data Form, and all attachments

		Local Air Pollution Control Program(s)		To find your local air pollution control programs go to the link below.						All applications in an area having jurisdiction, unless submitting through STEERS		Copies of the workbook, Core Data Form, and all attachments

		Alabama-Coushatta Tribe of Texas		571 State Park Road 56, 
Livingston, Texas 77351						If the proposed facilities are located within 100 km or less of the Indian Tribal Lands		Copies of the workbook, all attachments, public notice, and affidavit

		Kickapoo Traditional Tribe of Texas		Box HC 1, 9700, 
Eagle Pass, Texas 78852						If the proposed facilities are located within 100 km or less of the Indian Tribal Lands		Copies of the workbook, all attachments, public notice, and affidavit

		Ysleta del Sur Pueblo of Texas		119 S. Old Pueblo Rd., 
El Paso, Texas 79907						If the proposed facilities are located within 100 km or less of the Indian Tribal Lands		Copies of the workbook, all attachments, public notice, and affidavit

		EMD Division Chief International Boundary and Water Commission United States Section		4171 N. Mesa, Suite C-100, 
El Paso, Texas 79902-1441						If new construction is proposed within 100 km of the Rio Grande River		Copies of the workbook and all attachments

		U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
*See note below		For all applications, including any updates, submit via email: R6AirPermitsTX@EPA.gov

For all confidential information, documents with original signature, and readable media/CD/DVD/flash drive:
Environmental Protection Agency, Region 6
Air Permits Section (ARPE)
Renaissance Tower
1201 Elm Street, Suite 500
Dallas, Texas 75270-2102						Federal permit and major
modification applications		Copy of this workbook, Core Data Form, and all attachments

		Federal Land Manager		National Park Service
Air Resources Division
Environmental Protection Specialist
P.O. Box 25287
Denver, CO 80225-0287						PSD applications within 100 km of a National Park Service Class I area boundary (Carlsbad Caverns, Guadalupe Mountains, or Big Bend)		Copy of this workbook, public notice, affidavit, and all attachments

		Federal Land Manager		USFWS, National Wildlife Refuge System
Branch of Air Quality
Meteorologist/Modeler
7333 West Jefferson Avenue, Suite 375
Lakewood, CO 80235-2017						PSD applications within 100 km of a National Wildlife Refuge Class I area boundary (Wichita Mountains)		Copy of this workbook, public notice, affidavit, and all attachments

		Federal Land Manager		USDA Forest Service
National Air Modeling Coordinator
2150A Centre Avenue, Suite 368
Fort Collins, CO 80526-1891						PSD applications within 100 km of a National Wilderness Class I area boundary (Caney Creek)		Copy of this workbook, public notice, affidavit, and all attachments

		Bureau of Land Management: Oklahoma, Texas, Kansas		P.O. Box 27115, 
Santa Fe, NM 87502-0115						PSD applications within 100 km of the Oklahoma border		Copy of this workbook and all attachments

		Oklahoma Department of Environmental Quality		Air Quality Division
P.O. Box 1677
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73101-1677						PSD applications within 100 km of the Oklahoma border		Copy of this workbook and all attachments

		Bureau of Land Management: Eastern States (Arkansas)		7450 Boston Boulevard, 
Springfield, VA 22153-3121						PSD applications within 100 km of the Arkansas border		Copy of this workbook and all attachments

		Arkansas Department of Environmental Quality		Air Division
5301 Northshore Drive
North Little Rock, Arkansas 72118-5317						PSD applications within 100 km of the Arkansas border		Copy of this workbook and all attachments

		Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment		Air Pollution Control Division
4300 Cherry Creek Drive South
Denver, Colorado 80246-1530						PSD applications within 100 km of the Colorado border		Copy of this workbook and all attachments

		The Kansas Department of Health and Environment		Bureau of Air and Radiation – Air Permit Section
Curtis State Office Building
1000 Southwest Jackson, Suite 330
Topeka, Kansas 66612-1366						PSD applications within 100 km of the Kansas border		Copy of this workbook and all attachments

		Louisiana Department of Environmental Quality		Air Permits Division
P.O. Box 4313
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70821-4313						PSD applications within 100 km of the Louisiana border		Copy of this workbook and all attachments

		New Mexico Environmental Department		Air Quality Bureau
525 Camino de los Marquez, Ste 1
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87507-1816						PSD applications within 100 km of the New Mexico border		Copy of this workbook and all attachments

		*Important Note: EPA Region 6 office has requested that all applications, including any updates, submitted to EPA be provided in electronic format via email or as a readable media via CD, DVD, or flash drive by mail. Microsoft Word for text, Excel for spreadsheets, and a searchable Adobe Acrobat (pdf) file are the preferred formats. Do not submit any compressed or zip files, files with an “.exe” extension, or files that contain any confidential information. Do not submit any individual files larger than 10 megabytes via email, and the total size of all attachments cannot exceed 25 megabytes per email. With the exception of any document that requires an original signature or confidential information, no hard copies of the information contained in the application should be submitted to EPA. Any application, including any updates, submitted via email should be submitted to EPA at the link below. Identify the associated permit number when submitting information. Contact Ms. Aimee Wilson (email address below) at (214) 665-7596 if you have any questions pertaining to electronic submittals to the EPA.

		This cell intentionally left blank

		Links

		Destination				Link

		TCEQ Regional Offices				https://www.tceq.texas.gov/agency/directory/region

		Local Air Pollution Control Programs				https://www.tceq.texas.gov/permitting/air/local_programs.html

		EPA Region 6				R6AirPermitsTX@epa.gov

		EPA Electronic Submittals				wilson.aimee@epa.gov

		End of worksheet
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Glossary

		Press TAB to move input areas. Press UP or DOWN ARROW in column A to read through the document.

		Glossary of Terms

		This worksheet is for informational purposes only. No data is required and you do not need to print this sheet.
This sheet provides details for each field within this application.

Tip: Press ctrl+F and type in the base of the word you are looking for, for example "consolidat" to see all the locations consolidating, consolidate, consolidated, etc. are included.

		Click here to return to Cover Sheet.

		Sheet: General

		Term:		Description:

		Amendment		Permit amendments are for modifications to existing permitted facilities that result in a change in method of control, a change in character of emissions, or an increase in emission rate of any air contaminant as noted in 30 TAC Chapter §116.116(b). 

		Area Name		You must indicate the general type of operation, process, equipment or facility. Include numerical designations, if appropriate. Examples are Sulfuric Acid Plant and No. 5 Steam Boiler. Vague names such as Chemical Plant are not acceptable.

		Change of Location		The process of gaining approval and moving a permitted facility and associated sources to a new location in which public notice is required, in accordance with the requirements of Chapter 39 of this title (relating to Public Notice). For more information, see 30 TAC Chapter §116.178

		Company Official Contact		Provide the name, title, mailing address, telephone number, fax number, and e-mail address of the company official contact. The company official must not be a consultant. Please ensure that the e-mail address provided for the company official is the most appropriate to receive time-sensitive correspondence from the TCEQ.

		Company or Legal Name		Permits are issued to either the facility owner or operator, commonly referred to as the applicant or permit holder. List the legal name of the company, corporation, partnership, or person who is applying for the permit. We will verify the legal name with the Texas Secretary of State.

		Customer Reference Number (CN)		The CN is a unique number given to each business, governmental body, association, individual, or other entity that owns, operates, is responsible for, or is affiliated with a regulated entity. We assign the CN when a Core Data Form is initially submitted to the Central Registry.

		Federal Operating Permit		A Federal Operating Permit (FOP) is a legally enforceable document that the TCEQ issues to certain air pollution sources. The 1990 FCAA Amendment includes requirements for states to implement a FOP program. The EPA promulgated these requirements in 40 CFR Part 70 Exit the TCEQ. The TCEQ met these Federal requirements and provided a road map in 30 TAC Chapter 122 to implement the FOP program in Texas. The EPA has delegated the implementation of the FOP program to the TCEQ and continues to maintain oversight of the program.

		Flexible Permit		A flexible permit allows an owner/operator more flexibility in managing the operations by staying under an overall emissions cap or individual emission limitation. The owner/operator is allowed to structure the flexible permit to best serve their needs. Flexible permits follow the same permitting requirements discussed above for NSR permits.

		Greenhouse Gases		GHGs are the aggregate group of six greenhouse gases: carbon dioxide (CO2), nitrous oxide (N2O), methane (CH4), hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs), perfluorocarbons (PFCs), and sulfur hexafluoride (SF6).

		Hazardous Air Pollutant Major Source Permit (FCAA §112g)		112(g) of the FCAA was designed to ensure that emissions of toxic air pollutants (HAPs) do not increase if a facility is constructed or reconstructed before EPA issues a MACT or air toxics regulation for that particular category of sources or facilities. Section 112(g) reviews also apply for MACT standards which have been vacated by the courts and that have not been reestablished by EPA.

		Incorporated by Consolidation		Incorporation by consolidation of PBRs, SPs, and/or SEs is typically voluntary. Units that are consolidated will undergo BACT and impacts review which must be included in the application submittal. When incorporated into the permit, the original authorization is no longer active.

		Incorporated by Reference		Incorporation by reference of certain PBRs, SPs, and/or SEs is mandatory. All PBRs, SPs, and SEs that directly affect the emissions of permitted facilities must, at a minimum, be referenced when a NSR permit is amended or renewed. If these authorizations occur at the permitted site but do not directly affect permitted facilities, it is not required, but at the request of the permit holder they may be referenced. Referencing will not require a best available control technology (BACT) review but may require an impacts review based on commission guidance.

		Latitude		Latitude (in degrees, minutes, and nearest second (DDD:MM:SS)) for the street address or the destination point of the driving directions. Latitude is the angular distance of a location north of the equator and will always be between 25 and 37 degrees north (N) in Texas.

		Longitude		Longitude (in degrees, minutes, and nearest second (DDD:MM:SS)) for the street address or the destination point of the driving directions. Longitude is the angular distance of a location west of the prime meridian and will always be between 93 and 107 degrees west (W) in Texas.

		Major Modification		A major modification is an increase in net emissions that equals or exceeds the Significant Emission Rate (SER) for that pollutant and location.

		Major Source		A major source is a named or un-named source with emissions greater than or equal to major source amounts.

		Minor Construction Permit		New Source Review (NSR) permit application (30 TAC Chapter 116) that does not require major NSR permitting.

		Nonattainment Permit		If the facility is located in a nonattainment area, designated by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, additional permitting requirements may apply. Nonattainment permit review is required if the facility has emissions above the major source threshold for the specific county designated as nonattainment. Nonattainment permitting requires the installation of lowest achievable emission rate control technology and the acquisition of emission reductions to offset the proposed emissions increases.

		Permit Number(s) (if existing)		If the application is for an existing permitted facility, list the current permit number. Please confirm that the permit number is accurate before submitting your application. If this application is for a new facility, leave blank.

		Permit Renewal Application		It is possible to process a renewal application at the same time as an amendment for preconstruction permits under THSC §382.055. A renewal application may accompany a permit amendment application if the permit is within three years of its expiration date and if the permit amendment is subject to public notice requirements. The TCEQ shall provide written notice to the holder of a permit that the permit is scheduled for review.

		Permits by Rule (PBR)		The general requirements and specific PBRs are found in 30 TAC Chapter 106. Note that the facility must meet all the established PBR requirements to claim a PBR.

		Plant-wide Applicability Limit		Permit applicants and holders are allowed the option of establishing a plant wide applicability limit (PAL) for all facilities at a site or a stand-alone process. The PAL would initially be based on actual emissions with a best available control technology (BACT) based limit phased in over an implementation period.

		Portable Facility		A facility authorized by a permit containing special conditions that allow the facility to relocate. Portable facilities are authorized by the TCEQ, Air Permits Division. To be a portable facility, the facility shall not exceed the major source thresholds stated in 40 CFR § 51.166(b)(1) and the permit for that facility is designated with a portable permit number, portable registration number, or portable account number. The portable facility cannot be located at an account that is subject to the requirements for PSD and Nonattainment permits under 30 TAC Chapter 116, Subchapter B.

		Principal Company Product/Business		Briefly describe the business conducted at this Regulated Entity.

		Principal NAICS and SIC Codes		All Regulated Entities should have North American Industrial Classification System (NAICS) or Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) and codes. A Primary NAICS or SIC code is the code that best describes the business conducted at this Regulated Entity.

		Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD) Permit		If the facility is a major stationary source (or construction is a major modification) located in an attainment or unclassifiable area, a PSD permit will be required. PSD review will require additional modeling to determine if the new emissions will have an impact on the surrounding air quality which could affect compliance with the National Ambient Air Quality Standards.

		Regulated Entity Number (RN)		The RN is a unique agency assigned number given to each person, organization, place, or thing that is of environmental interest to us and where regulated activities will occur. The RN is assigned when a Core Data Form is initially submitted to the Central Registry, if the agency has conducted an investigation, or if the agency has issued an enforcement action. The RN replaces existing air account numbers. The RN for portable units is assigned to the unit itself, and that same RN should be used when applying for authorization at a different location.

		Relocation		The appropriate regional office may approve the relocation of a portable facility if the applicant's permit contains current special conditions defining the approval process to move. A relocation application cannot include a modification. No public notice is required for a relocation. A permit holder may request from the Air Permits Division a permit alteration, as defined in 30 TAC §116.116(c)(1)(B) (relating to Changes to Facilities) to update or add relocation instructions. The permit holder may apply for a relocation simultaneously with the alteration.

		Site Location Description: 		If there is no street address, provide written driving directions to the site. Identify the location by distance and direction from well-known landmarks such as major highway intersections.

		Standard Exemptions		Many standard exemptions were codified into 30 Texas Administrative Code Chapter 106 as permits by rule. There are some sites that made a claim prior to this and continue to be authorized by the standard exemption.

		Standard Permits		Standard permits are authorized under 30 TAC Chapter 116, Subchapter F. Owners/operators with facilities that meet the established standard permit criteria may qualify for a standard permit.

		Start of Construction and Operation		You must obtain an air authorization before beginning construction. Construction is broadly interpreted as anything other than site clearance or site preparation. Activities such as land clearing, soil load-bearing tests, leveling of the area, sewers and utility lines, road building, power line installation, fencing, and construction shack building are considered site clearance or preparation. Equipment may be received at a plant site and stored, provided no attempt is made to assemble the equipment or connect it to any electrical, plumbing, or other utility system. All work, such as excavation, form erection, or foundations upon which facilities will rest is considered construction.

		Technical Contact		Provide the name, title, company, mailing address, telephone number, fax number, and e-mail address of the person we should contact for technical questions. This person must have the authority to make binding agreements and representations on behalf of the applicant. This technical contact may be a consultant.

		Texas Secretary of State Charter/Registration Number (if given)		Permits are issued to either the facility owner or operator, commonly referred to as the applicant or permit holder. List the legal name of the company, corporation, partnership, or person who is applying for the permit. We will verify the legal name with the Texas Secretary of State.

		This cell intentionally left blank

		Sheet: Fees

		Term:		Description:

		Capital Cost		Capital costs are fixed, one-time expenses incurred on the purchase of land, buildings, construction, and equipment used in the production of goods or in the rendering of services.

		Fee Exemption/Reduction		If your facility qualifies for a fee exemption, discount, or a reduction in fees, give a description of how the facility qualifies and what the actual fees will be.

		GHG/PSD/Nonattainment Application		If the permit includes a greenhouse gas (GHG), prevention of significant deterioration (PSD), or Nonattainment permit application a different fee structure will apply. Note that these fees are not in addition to the regular permit application fee.
Note: A single PSD fee (calculated on the capital cost of the project per 30 TAC § 116.163) will be required for all of the associated permitting actions for a GHG PSD project. Other NSR permit fees related to the project that have already been remitted to the TCEQ can be subtracted when determining the appropriate fee to submit with the GHG PSD application; please identify these other fees in the GHG PSD permit application.

		Regular Permit		A New Source Review (NSR) minor construction permit application will typically fall into the "Permit Application Fee" structure.

		This cell intentionally left blank

		Sheet: Unit Types - Emission Rates

		Heading:		Description:

		Permit Primary Industry		The permit primary industry falls into one of four categories: Chemical / Energy, Coatings, Combustion, and Mechanical / Agricultural / Construction. One of these industry groups must be chosen for the spreadsheet to function correctly. If you are unsure about which industry group your facility belongs in, see the "Unit Types" sheet for examples of unit types that can be chosen.

		Is this source New/Modified, Not New/Modified, to be removed, or to be consolidated?		For each Emission Point Number (EPN), differentiate what action is occurring with this project: New/Modified, Not New/Modified, Remove (if the source is being removed from the facility), and Consolidate (if permits by rule, standard permits, and/or standard exemptions are being incorporated by consolidation).

		Include these emissions in summary?		Indicate if the emissions represented in the selected row should be included in the summary table. Typically, this will be yes. Some examples of when to select no are if the emissions are part of a cap listed separately or if you are including the worst case emissions of multiple operating scenarios.

		Facility ID Number (FIN)		Associate the EPN to the appropriate facility with a facility identification number (FIN). These numbers can be alphanumeric and maximum of 10 characters. Examples of EPN and/or FIN numbers are, “BOILER1,” “100B1,” “BH1.” If appropriate, a FIN can be the same as the EPN. Abbreviations are acceptable.

		Facility ID Number (FIN) & Emission Point Number (EPN)		Identify each emission point with a unique number for this plant site. The emission point numbers (EPN) must be consistent with the emission point identification used on the plot plan, any previous permits, and “Emissions Inventory Questionnaire.” These numbers can be alphanumeric and maximum of 10 characters. Examples of EPN and/or FIN numbers are, “BOILER1,” “100B1,” “BH1.” If appropriate, a FIN can be the same as the EPN. Abbreviations are acceptable.

		Source Name		Examples of emission point names are; “heater,” “vent,” ‘boiler,” “tank,” “reactor,” “separator,” “baghouse,” or “fugitive.” See the MAERT Example for further examples of the source name.

		Pollutant		List each component or air contaminant name. Examples of component names are; “ETO,” “HCl," "Cl2," "sulfur,” “chrome,” or “NH3.” Abbreviations are acceptable. Note: Certain common pollutants must be listed as follows: "VOC," "PM," "PM10," "PM2.5," "NOx," "CO," "SO2," "Pb," "H2S," "H2SO4," "TRS," "Exempt Solvents," and "Halogenated Solvents." A maximum of 13 pollutants are allowed per FIN, and 19 pollutants total (including eight criteria pollutants).

		Current Short-Term (lb/hr)		If applicable, enter the current emission rate for each pollutant in terms of pounds per hour. Pounds per hour is the maximum short-term emission rate expected to occur in any one-hour period.

		Current Long-Term (tpy)		If applicable, enter the current emission rate for each pollutant in terms of tons per year. Tons per year (tpy) is the annual (any rolling 12 month period) total maximum emissions expected by the facility, taking the process operating schedule into account.

		Consolidated Short-Term (lb/hr)		Enter the currently authorized emission rate for each pollutant that will be consolidated from a Permit by Rule (PBR), standard permit, standard exemption, or other NSR permit in terms of pounds per hour. Pounds per hour is the maximum short-term emission rate expected to occur in any one-hour period.

		Consolidated Long-Term (tpy)		Enter the currently authorized emission rate for each pollutant that will be consolidated from a Permit by Rule (PBR), Standard Permit, standard exemption, or other NSR permit in terms of tons per year. Tons per year (tpy) is the annual (any rolling 12 month period) total maximum emissions expected by the facility, taking the process operating schedule into account.

		Proposed Short-Term (lb/hr)		Enter the proposed emission rate for each pollutant in terms of pounds per hour. Pounds per hour is the maximum short-term emission rate expected to occur in any one-hour period.

		Proposed Long-Term (tpy)		Enter the proposed emission rate for each pollutant in terms of tons per year. Tons per year (tpy) is the annual (any rolling 12 month period) total maximum emissions expected by the facility, taking the process operating schedule into account.

		Short-Term Difference (lb/hr)		This column automatically calculates the difference between the proposed and current short-term emission rates, in terms of pounds per hour.

		Long-Term Difference (tpy)		This column automatically calculates the difference between the proposed and current long-term emission rates, in terms of tons per year.

		Unit Type		Enter or select from the drop-down the type of unit that this EPN, FIN, and source name most accurately represent. For additional reference as to applicable unit type, see the "Unit Types" sheet.

		Unit Type Notes		If you selected "Other" or need to clarify your unit type, use this column to briefly explain the unit type. Note that this is not meant to be a justifications column.

		This cell intentionally left blank

		Sheet: Stack Parameters

		Heading:		Description:

		EPN		This column is an automatically compiled list of all EPNs that must have the emission rates entered. In this sheet, if no EPN was listed, the Facility ID Number (FIN) will be listed instead. For example, if no EPN was given and the FIN was entered as "Stack", this sheet will replace the EPN with "FIN: Stack."

		Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Coordinates of Emission Points: Zone, East (meters), and North (meters)		The applicant must furnish a facility plot plan drawn to scale showing a plant benchmark. Latitude and longitude must be correct and to the nearest second for the benchmark, and the dimension of all emission points with respect to the benchmark as required. This information is essential for the calculation of emission point UTM coordinates. Please show emission point UTM coordinates if known. Use the southwest corner as the emission point coordinate for each area source.

		Building Height (ft)		Enter the height of the building.

		Height Above Ground (ft)		Enter the height of the stack above the ground.

		Stack Exit Diameter (ft)		Enter the diameter for the stack at the exit.

		Velocity (FPS)		Enter the velocity of emissions in actual feet per second.

		Temperature (°F)		Enter the actual temperature if the exit temperature is room temperature or climate controlled. Enter ambient temperature to represent exit temperatures that are the same as the outdoor environment. Flare exit temperatures are not required.

		Fugitives - Length (ft)		For area fugitive sources, enter the dimensions of a rectangle, which will “enclose” all fugitive sources included in this EPN. Length to width ratio should be 10:1 or less. Subdivide larger areas to meet this requirement.

		Fugitives - Width (ft)		Enter the width of the fugitive source area.

		Fugitives - Axis Degrees		Enter the number of degrees the long axis of the fugitive area is offset from north south.

		This cell intentionally left blank

		Sheet: Impacts

		Heading:		Description:

		Pollutant		This column is a list of criteria pollutants and up to 11 other listed contaminants from this project. This list will automatically populate.

		Does this pollutant require PSD review?		If this project requires a PSD Review, select "Yes;" otherwise select "No."

		How will you demonstrate that this project meets all applicable requirements?		If a PSD review is required, a protocol must be included. If a PSD review is not required, another demonstration must be made using one of three approved methods: (1) modeling with an attached, detailed description of how the modeling was conducted; (2) qualitative analysis with an attached, detailed description of how the project meets impacts requirements; or (3) an attached, detailed description explaining why an impacts analysis is not required for this project. This determination is made for each individual pollutant.

		Notes		This field is automatically populated with important notes on how to conduct the impacts analysis, based on your chosen demonstration method.

		Website For Additional Guidance		This field is automatically populated with a link to information most relevant to your chosen demonstration method.

		This cell intentionally left blank

		Sheet: Public Notice

		Heading:		Description:

		Public Notice Applicability Section		This section is designed to help determine if you need public notice.

		Do the facilities handle, load, unload, dry, manufacture, or process grain, seed, legumes, or vegetable fibers (agricultural facilities)?		Indicate if the facilities are considered agricultural facilities under THSC § 382.020. If a facility is considered agricultural, annual emission increases must be compared to the appropriate significant levels for agricultural facilities to determine public notice applicability. (For nonagricultural facilities, annual emission increases must be compared to the appropriate de minimis levels).

		Pollutant		This column is a list of criteria pollutants and up to 11 other listed contaminants from this project. This list will automatically populate.

		Current Long-Term (tpy)		This is an automatically-populated summary of the current emission rate for each pollutant in terms of tons per year.

		Consolidated Emissions (tpy)		This is an automatically-populated summary of consolidated emissions, based on entries under the "Unit Types - Emission Rates" sheet. If the emission was marked "Consolidate," its total will appear in this column instead of the "Current Long-Term (tpy)" column.

		Proposed Long-Term (tpy)		This is an automatically-populated summary of the proposed emission rate for each pollutant in terms of tons per year.

		Project Change in Allowable (tpy)		This column is a total difference between current and long-term emission rates for the pollutant listed to the left.

		PN Threshold		This column is a pollutant-by-pollutant list of PN threshold values to be compared to the Project Change in Allowable.

		Notice required?		If the spreadsheet calculates that public notice is required from the pollutant to the left, the box's message will change from "No" to "Yes."

		Person Responsible for Publishing		This is a designated representative who is responsible for ensuring public notice is properly published in the appropriate newspaper and signs are posted at the facility site. This person will be contacted directly when the TCEQ is ready to authorize public notice for the application.

		Technical Contact		This is the designated representative who will be listed in the public notice as a contact for additional information.

		Public Place		A public place is a location which is owned and operated by public funds (such as libraries, county courthouses, city halls) and cannot be a commercial enterprise.

		Bilingual Program		If an elementary or middle school nearest to the facility is in a school district required by the Texas Education Code to have a bilingual program, a bilingual notice will be required. If there is no bilingual program required in the school nearest the facility, but children who would normally attend those schools are eligible to attend bilingual programs elsewhere in the school district, the bilingual notice will also be required.

		Concrete Batch Plant		All applications for concrete batch plants must complete Section IID, regardless of public notice applicability.

		This cell intentionally left blank

		Sheet: BACT

		Heading:		Description:

		FINs		This tab will automatically populate with the FINs entered on the "Unit Types - Emission Rates" sheet.

		Unit Type		This column will automatically populate with the unit type listed for that FIN in the "Unit Types - Emission Rates" tab.

		Pollutant		This column will automatically populate with the pollutants listed for that FIN in the "Unit Types - Emission Rates" tab, up to 13 pollutants. The last row under each FIN and unit type is marked "MSS" for Maintenance, Startup, and Shutdown operations.

		Tier I BACT		BACT is an emission limitation based on the maximum degree of reduction of each pollutant subject to regulation under the FCAA emitted from or which results from any proposed stationary source. The TCEQ has established Tier I BACT requirements for a number of industry types. The established Tier I requirements will automatically populate for the listed unit type. If one is not listed, or more detail is needed, follow the prompt to add additional detail in the "Additional Notes" column.

		Confirm		Confirm that you have read and agree to comply with each Tier I BACT requirement by entering or selecting "Yes."

		Additional Notes: Enter additional information, if needed		Additional information may be required to clarify the Tier I BACT requirements. Additional analysis is also required for Tier II, Tier III, and LAER proposals.

		This cell intentionally left blank

		Sheet: Monitoring

		Heading:		Description:

		EPN		This column is an automatically compiled list of all EPNs that are new, modified, or consolidated as identified on the "Unit Type-Emission Rates" sheet. This is the primary identifier for each unit type in this sheet.

		Unit Type		This column will automatically populate with the unit type listed for that FIN in the "Unit Types - Emission Rates" tab.

		Pollutant		This column will automatically populate with the pollutants listed for that EPN in the "Unit Types - Emission Rates" sheet, up to 13 pollutants.

		Minimum Monitoring Requirements		Permits must contain adequate monitoring and recordkeeping requirements to demonstrate compliance with the emissions rates for each pollutant emitted from each EPN. This column will automatically populate with the minimum required monitoring for the listed unit type. If one is not listed, or more detail is needed, follow the prompt to add additional detail in the "Additional Notes" column.

		Confirm		Confirm that you have read and agree to comply with each minimum monitoring requirement by entering or selecting "Yes."

		Additional Notes		Describe the methodology of determining facility-specific requirements for the operational limits placed on this facility. Be specific to the EPN/FIN and pollutant listed.

		End of Worksheet
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Acronyms

		Press TAB to move input areas. Press UP or DOWN ARROW in column A to read through the document.

		Acronyms

		This worksheet is for informational purposes only. No data is required and you do not need to print this sheet.
This sheet provides a key to acronyms used throughout this workbook.

		Click here to return to Cover Sheet.

		Acronym		Term

		ADMT		Air Dispersion Modeling Team

		APIRT		Air Permits Initial Review Team

		APWL		Air Pollutant Watch List

		BACT		Best Available Control Technology

		CFR		Code of Federal Regulations

		CN		Customer Number

		EPN		Emission Point Number

		FCAA		Federal Clean Air Act

		FIN		Facility Identification Number

		GHG		Greenhouse Gas

		HAP		Hazardous Air Pollutant

		km		kilometer

		LAER		Lowest Achievable Emission Rate

		lb/hr		pounds per hour

		MACT		Maximum Achievable Control Technology

		MAERT		Maximum Allowable Emission Rate Table

		MSS		Maintenance, Startup, and Shutdown

		NA		Nonattainment

		NAICS		North American Industry Classification System

		NESHAP		National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants

		NSPS		New Source Performance Standard 

		NSR		New Source Review

		PAL		Plantwide Applicability Limit

		PBR		Permit By Rule

		POC		Products of combustion

		PSD		Prevention of Significant Deterioration

		RBLC		RACT/BACT/LAER Clearinghouse

		RN		Regulated Entity Reference Number

		SE		Standard Exemption

		SIC		Standard Industry Classification

		SP		Standard Permit

		TAC		Texas Administrative Code

		TCEQ		Texas Commission on Environmental Quality

		THSC		Texas Health and Safety Code

		TPY		tons per year

		End of Worksheet
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Unit Types

		Press TAB to move input areas. Press UP or DOWN ARROW in column A to read through the document.

		Unit Type Listings

		This worksheet is for informational purposes only. No data is required and you do not need to print this sheet.

The "Unit Types - Emission Rates" sheet requires you to select the unit type for each of the Facility ID Number (FIN) in this permit. The following is a list of all unit types currently included in this application form for your reference. Select "Other" and identify the unit type if it is not listed.

Instructions:
1. Sort by industry type. Click on the arrow in cell A5. Use the checkboxes to select the industry type.
2. Filter for the unit type. Click on the arrow in cell B5. Type what you are looking for in the search box, for example "tank".
3. You may copy the unit type and paste-as-value onto the "Unit Types - Emission Rates" sheet.

		Click here to return to Cover Sheet.

		Industry Type		Unit Type

		Coatings		Abrasive Blasting (Enclosed Booth / Building)

		Coatings		Abrasive Blasting (Non-Enclosed)

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Blowing Still

		Combustion		Boiler: Hazardous Waste

		Chemical/Energy		Boiler: Liquid and Gas Fuel, > 40 MMBtu/hr

		Combustion		Boiler: Liquid and Gas Fuel, > 40 MMBtu/hr

		Chemical/Energy		Boiler: Liquid and Gas Fuel, ≤ 40 MMBtu/hr

		Coatings		Boiler: Liquid and Gas Fuel, ≤ 40 MMBtu/hr

		Combustion		Boiler: Liquid and Gas Fuel, ≤ 40 MMBtu/hr

		Combustion		Boiler: Solid Fuel

		Chemical/Energy		Bulk Fuel Terminal: Diesel

		Chemical/Energy		Bulk Fuel Terminal: Ethanol

		Chemical/Energy		Bulk Fuel Terminal: Gasoline

		Chemical/Energy		Bulk Fuel Terminal: Jet Fuel

		Chemical/Energy		Bulk Fuel Terminal: Transmix

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Chromic Acid Anodizing

		Chemical/Energy		Cleaning: Railcar

		Coatings		Cleaning: Railcar/Truck

		Chemical/Energy		Cleaning: Truck

		Combustion		Coal Loading

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Coal Loading

		Chemical/Energy		Control: Absorber

		Coatings		Control: Absorber (I.E., Scrubber)

		Coatings		Control: Adsorption System (Disposable)

		Coatings		Control: Adsorption System (Regenerative)

		Chemical/Energy		Control: Adsorption System: Disposable

		Chemical/Energy		Control: Adsorption System: Regenerative

		Chemical/Energy		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse

		Combustion		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse

		Coatings		Control: Baghouse, Cartridge Filter System, Bin Vent Filter

		Chemical/Energy		Control: Flare

		Combustion		Control: Flare

		Coatings		Control: Oxidizer (Catalytic)

		Coatings		Control: Oxidizer (Thermal)

		Chemical/Energy		Control: Oxidizer: Catalytic

		Chemical/Energy		Control: Oxidizer: Regenerative Thermal

		Chemical/Energy		Control: Oxidizer: Thermal

		Chemical/Energy		Control: Particulate Scrubber

		Coatings		Control: Particulate Scrubber

		Chemical/Energy		Control: Vapor Combustor

		Combustion		Control: Vapor Combustor

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Cooker

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Cooler

		Chemical/Energy		Cooling Tower

		Combustion		Cooling Tower

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Cooling Tower

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Cotton Gin

		Combustion		Crusher

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Crusher

		Coatings		Cultured Marble - Process

		Coatings		Degreaser: Cold Solvent Cleaner

		Coatings		Degreaser: Conveyorized

		Coatings		Degreaser: Hand Wipe

		Coatings		Degreaser: Open Top Vapor Degreaser

		Coatings		Degreaser: Remote Reservoir Cleaning

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Die Cast Machine

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Disperser

		Chemical/Energy		Dryer

		Coatings		Dryer

		Combustion		Dryer

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Dryer

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Engine

		Coatings		Engine: Emergency (Diesel)

		Chemical/Energy		Engine: Emergency, Diesel

		Combustion		Engine: Emergency, Diesel

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Engine: Emergency, Diesel

		Chemical/Energy		Engine: Internal Combustion Engine, Spark Ignited

		Combustion		Engine: Internal Combustion Engine, Spark Ignited

		Coatings		Fiber Reinforced Plastic (FRP) - Process

		Chemical/Energy		Fluid Catalytic Cracking Unit

		Coatings		Foam Manufacturing

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Forehearth

		Combustion		Fugitives: Building

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Fugitives: Building

		Chemical/Energy		Fugitives: Piping and Equipment Leak

		Combustion		Fugitives: Piping and Equipment Leak

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Fugitives: Piping and Equipment Leak

		Chemical/Energy		Furnace

		Coatings		Furnace

		Combustion		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

		Combustion		Furnace: ≤ 40 MMBtu/hr

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Furnace: ≤ 40 MMBtu/hr

		Chemical/Energy		Glycol Dehydrator

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Grain Elevator: Loadout

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Grinder

		Chemical/Energy		Heater

		Coatings		Heater

		Combustion		Heater > 40 MMBtu/hr

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Heater > 40 MMBtu/hr

		Combustion		Heater ≤ 40 MMBtu/hr

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Heater ≤ 40 MMBtu/hr

		Coatings		Hopper

		Combustion		Hopper

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Hopper

		Combustion		Incinerator: Air Curtain

		Combustion		Incinerator: Animal Carcass

		Combustion		Incinerator: Hazardous Waste

		Combustion		Incinerator: Medical Waste

		Combustion		Incinerator: Municipal Solid Waste

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Iron and Steel Ladles/Tundish Prep Area

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Iron and Steel Mill Mold Shakeout

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Iron and Steel Mill Scale Processing

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Kiln: Aluminum Production

		Combustion		Kiln: Cement

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Kiln: Fiberglass

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Lehr

		Coatings		Letdown Tank

		Coatings		Loading / Unloading: Railcar

		Coatings		Loading / Unloading: Tote/Drum

		Coatings		Loading / Unloading: Truck

		Chemical/Energy		Loading: Drum or Tote

		Chemical/Energy		Loading: Marine Vessel

		Chemical/Energy		Loading: Railcar

		Chemical/Energy		Loading: Truck

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Material Handling: Aggregate

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Material Handling: Bin

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Material Handling: Chipper

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Material Handling: Chopper

		Combustion		Material Handling: Conveyor

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Material Handling: Conveyor

		Combustion		Material Handling: Drop Point

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Material Handling: Drop Point

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Material Handling: Mixing

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Material Handling: Packaging/Bagging

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Material Handling: Product Cleaning

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Material Handling: Product Collector/Recapture

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Material Handling: Product Handling

		Combustion		Material Handling: Product Transfer/Dump

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Material Handling: Product Transfer/Dump

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Material Handling: Raw Materials

		Combustion		Material Handling: Receiving

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Material Handling: Receiving

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Material Handling: Sand

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Material Handling: Sanding

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Material Handling: Saw

		Combustion		Material Handling: Screen

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Material Handling: Treatment

		Coatings		Material Saws

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Metal Spraying

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Metalizing

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Mixer

		Chemical/Energy		MSS Activities

		Combustion		MSS Activities

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		MSS Activities

		Chemical/Energy		MSS: Compressor Maintenance

		Chemical/Energy		MSS: Pipe, Acid

		Chemical/Energy		MSS: Pipe, Fuel Gas

		Chemical/Energy		MSS: Pipe, Sour Water

		Chemical/Energy		MSS: Pipe, Sulfur

		Chemical/Energy		MSS: Pipe, VOC < 0.5 PSIa

		Chemical/Energy		MSS: Pipe, VOC > 0.5 PSIa

		Chemical/Energy		MSS: Pump, Acid

		Chemical/Energy		MSS: Pump, Sour Water

		Chemical/Energy		MSS: Pump, Sulfur

		Chemical/Energy		MSS: Pump, VOC < 0.5 PSIa

		Chemical/Energy		MSS: Pump, VOC > 0.5 PSIa

		Chemical/Energy		MSS: Valve, Sour Water

		Chemical/Energy		MSS: Valve, Sulfur

		Chemical/Energy		MSS: Valve, VOC < 0.5 PSIa

		Chemical/Energy		MSS: Valve, VOC > 0.5 PSIa

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Oriented Strandboard Mill: Debarker

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Oriented Strandboard Mill: Press

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Oriented Strandboard Mill: Trim Process

		Coatings		Oven

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Oven

		Coatings		Painting/Surface Coating (Enclosed)

		Coatings		Painting/Surface Coating (Non-Enclosed / Outdoor)

		Chemical/Energy		Petroleum Coke Storage and Transfer - Delayed Cokers

		Chemical/Energy		Polyethylene Facilities

		Chemical/Energy		Polypropylene Unit

		Coatings		Printing Press: Flexographic

		Coatings		Printing Press: Offset/Heatset Lithographic

		Coatings		Printing Press: Offset/Non-Heatset Lithographic

		Coatings		Printing Press: Rotogravure

		Coatings		Process Piping - Chemical Blending and Repackaging

		Coatings		Process Piping - Coating and Ink Manufacturing, Semiconductor, Cm/Frp

		Coatings		Process Tank - Chemical Blending

		Coatings		Process Tank - Coating Manufacturing

		Chemical/Energy		Process Vent

		Combustion		Process Vent

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Process Vent

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Process: Blending

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Process: Casting

		Coatings		Product Packaging - Coating Mfg.

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Rendering: Boilers

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Rendering: High- Intensity Odors from Cookers and Pressers

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Rendering: Meal Storage Silo

		Combustion		Roads

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Roads

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Rock Crusher Work Area

		Coatings		Sand Mill

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Sand Mill

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Saturator

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Screen

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Separator/Sorter

		Chemical/Energy		SRU: Natural Gas Processing Plant

		Chemical/Energy		SRU: Refinery

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Sterilization Unit

		Coatings		Storage Silo

		Chemical/Energy		Storage Tank (1): Fixed roof with capacity < 25,000 gal or TVP < 0.50 psia

		Chemical/Energy		Storage Tank (2): Fixed roof with capacity ≥ 25,000 gal and 0.50 psia < TVP < 11.0 psia

		Chemical/Energy		Storage Tank (3): Fixed roof with TVP ≥ 11.0 psia

		Chemical/Energy		Storage Tank (4): Floating roof with TVP <11.0 psia

		Coatings		Storage Tank: Capacity > 1000 Gallons and < 25,000 gal or > 1000 Gallons and TVP < 0.50 PSIa

		Coatings		Storage Tank: Capacity ≤ 1000 Gallons

		Coatings		Storage Tank: Capacity ≥ 25,000 gal and 0.50 PSIa < TVP < 11.0 PSIa

		Coatings		Storage Tank: Capacity ≥ 25,000 gal and TVP ≥ 11.0 PSIa

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Storage: Anhydrous Ammonia

		Chemical/Energy		Storage: Silo

		Combustion		Storage: Silo

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Storage: Silo

		Combustion		Storage: Stockpile

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Storage: Stockpile

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Storage: Tank: Chrome

		Coatings		Trimming/Hole Punching

		Chemical/Energy		Turbine: Combined Cycle, Natural Gas

		Combustion		Turbine: Combined Cycle, Natural Gas

		Chemical/Energy		Turbine: Simple Cycle, Natural Gas

		Combustion		Turbine: Simple Cycle, Natural Gas

		Chemical/Energy		Wastewater Facilities

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Wastewater: Lagoon/Pond

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Zinc Kettle

		End of Worksheet
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BlankTable

		Press TAB to move input areas. Press UP or DOWN ARROW in column A to read through the document.

		Blank: Unit Types and Emission Rates																				Internal Comments

		This sheet is an optional tool to help you organize your sources before entering them onto the Unit Types-Emission Rates sheet. It is not required and does not need to be printed.

Instructions:
1. Enter the data following the instructions on the Unit Types-Emission Rates sheet.
2. Select the data in cell A6 through J(whatever the last row is that you are using).
3. Right click using your mouse and select copy.
4. Select cell C9 on the Unit Types-Emission Rates sheet. Tip: make sure it's the first cell under the "Facility ID Number" column.
5. Right click using your mouse and select "Paste as Values".
6. Complete the remaining areas on the Unit Types-Emission Rates sheet.

Note: Applicants who have established calculation workbooks could copy-paste this sheet into their existing workbooks as a summary sheet. Then they can copy and "paste as values" to the Unit Types-Emission Rates sheet when preparing an application using the steps above.																				All internal comments must be submitted prior to application submittal.

		Click here to return to Cover Sheet.

		Facility ID Number (FIN)		Emission Point Number (EPN)		Source Name		Pollutant		Current Short-Term (lb/hr)		Current Long-Term (tpy)		Consolidated Short-Term (lb/hr)		Consolidated Long-Term (tpy)		Proposed Short-Term (lb/hr)		Proposed Long-Term (tpy)









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































		End of worksheet
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Summary

		Press TAB to move input areas. Press UP or DOWN ARROW in column A to read through the document.																														This cell left intentionally blank.

		Project Summary																														This cell left intentionally blank.

		This sheet is a summary of representations made in the workbook for this project. No additional information is required by the applicant.																														This cell left intentionally blank.

		This cell left intentionally blank.																														This cell left intentionally blank.

		Project Description																														This cell left intentionally blank.

		This project will serve to renew/amend Permit 86860 and incorporate Permit 100133. Specifically, TPCO requests to: authorize emissions for labelling pipes at EPNs HRPPWV and PCLWV; update coating material at EPN UVCS4; authorize two diesel heaters; update emissions factors, maximum flow rate, stack diameter, and location for EPN HRLDS; remove EPNs MPFS, GWTF, RSWTF, and RSCCT; update locations of emissions points/air compressor building; and update pipe rolling workshop/building dimensions. 																														This cell left intentionally blank.

		This cell left intentionally blank.																														This cell left intentionally blank.

		Contact Data														This cell left intentionally blank.		Application contains confidential information?												No		This cell left intentionally blank.

		Company				TPCO America Corporation										This cell left intentionally blank.		This cell left intentionally blank.														This cell left intentionally blank.

		Responsible official				Mr.  JoAdrian Vara 										This cell left intentionally blank.		Project Timing														This cell left intentionally blank.

		Phone				361-271-1478										This cell left intentionally blank.		Projected Start of Construction						NA								This cell left intentionally blank.

		Email				joadrianv@tpcoamerica.com										This cell left intentionally blank.		Projected Start of Operation						NA								This cell left intentionally blank.

		Technical contact				Mr. Thomas Haney 										This cell left intentionally blank.		This cell left intentionally blank.														This cell left intentionally blank.

		Phone				361-232-5881										This cell left intentionally blank.		Project Emission Summary (tpy)														This cell left intentionally blank.

		Email				thomas.haney@ghd.com										This cell left intentionally blank.		Pollutant		Current (tpy)		Consolidated Emissions (tpy)				Proposed (tpy)				Project Change in Allowable (tpy)		This cell left intentionally blank.

		This cell left intentionally blank.														This cell left intentionally blank.		VOC		158.61		27.39				221.11				35.11		This cell left intentionally blank.

		Permit and Action Type Requested														This cell left intentionally blank.		PM		65.56		6.29				76.03				4.18		This cell left intentionally blank.

		Permit Type						Action Type				Permit Number				This cell left intentionally blank.		PM10		63.67		6.29				73.15				3.18		This cell left intentionally blank.

		Minor NSR						Renewal/Amendment				86860				This cell left intentionally blank.		PM2.5		0.00		6.29				6.29				0.00		This cell left intentionally blank.

		Special Permit						Not applicable								This cell left intentionally blank.		NOx		272.29		19.87				286.35				-5.80		This cell left intentionally blank.

		De Minimis						Not applicable								This cell left intentionally blank.		CO		2047.38		18.06				2060.55				-4.89		This cell left intentionally blank.

		Flexible						Not applicable								This cell left intentionally blank.		SO2		275.32		0.12				275.41				-0.03		This cell left intentionally blank.

		PSD						Not applicable								This cell left intentionally blank.		Pb		0.91		0.00				0.91				0.00		This cell left intentionally blank.

		Nonattainment						Not applicable								This cell left intentionally blank.		Cd		0.02		0.00				0.02				0.00		This cell left intentionally blank.

		HAP Major Source [FCAA § 112(g)]						Not applicable								This cell left intentionally blank.		Cr		0.14		0.00				0.14				0.00		This cell left intentionally blank.

		PAL						Not applicable								This cell left intentionally blank.		Mn		0.83		0.00				0.83				0.00		This cell left intentionally blank.

		GHG PSD						Not applicable								This cell left intentionally blank.		Hg		0.00		0.00				0.00				0.00		This cell left intentionally blank.

		This cell left intentionally blank.														This cell left intentionally blank.		Si		0.10		0.00				0.10				0.00		This cell left intentionally blank.

		Fees														This cell left intentionally blank.		Zn		6.68		0.00				6.68				0.00		This cell left intentionally blank.

		Non-Renewal fee						$900.00								This cell left intentionally blank.		PMtotal		88.38		0.00				88.38				0.00		This cell left intentionally blank.

		Renewal fee						$10,000.00								This cell left intentionally blank.		PM10 total		88.38		0.00				88.38				0.00		This cell left intentionally blank.

		Total Fee						$10,900.00								This cell left intentionally blank.		PMfront half		66.28		0.00				66.28				0.00		This cell left intentionally blank.

		This cell left intentionally blank.														This cell left intentionally blank.		PM10 front half		66.28		0.00				66.28				0.00		This cell left intentionally blank.

		Miscellaneous														This cell left intentionally blank.		Cr VI		0.02		0.00				0.02				0.00		This cell left intentionally blank.

		Renewal certification selected?						No								This cell left intentionally blank.		HAPS		1.92		0.37				2.29				-0.00		This cell left intentionally blank.

		TCEQ Region						Region 14								This cell left intentionally blank.		This cell left intentionally blank.														This cell left intentionally blank.

		RN						RN106224447								This cell left intentionally blank.		Federal Applicability														This cell left intentionally blank.

		CN						CN603957036								This cell left intentionally blank.		County				San Patricio										This cell left intentionally blank.

		Title V site?						Yes								This cell left intentionally blank.		County classification (as of 9/23/2019)				attainment or unclassified for all pollutants										This cell left intentionally blank.

		Industry group						Mechanical / Agricultural / Construction								This cell left intentionally blank.		Ozone classification requested for this project				attainment or unclassified for all pollutants										This cell left intentionally blank.

		Public notice required?						Yes								This cell left intentionally blank.		Pollutants requiring PSD review														This cell left intentionally blank.

		This cell left intentionally blank.														This cell left intentionally blank.		Pollutants requiring NA review														This cell left intentionally blank.

		Air Pollutant Watch List														This cell left intentionally blank.		This cell left intentionally blank.														This cell left intentionally blank.

		Is this facility located in an APWL area AND this application includes that pollutant?												No		This cell left intentionally blank.		Impacts														This cell left intentionally blank.

		APWL pollutants														This cell left intentionally blank.		No impacts required				PM, Cd, Cr, Pb, Mn, Hg, Si, Zn, PMtotal, PM10 total, PMfront half, PM10 front half, Cr VI, HAPS, 										This cell left intentionally blank.

		This cell left intentionally blank.														This cell left intentionally blank.		Qualitative analysis														This cell left intentionally blank.

		Disaster Review														This cell left intentionally blank.		MERA analysis														This cell left intentionally blank.

		Any air contaminants for which a disaster review is required?												No		This cell left intentionally blank.		Modeling				VOC, PM10, NOx, CO, SO2, 										This cell left intentionally blank.

		Disaster review pollutants														This cell left intentionally blank.		PSD Protocol														This cell left intentionally blank.

		end of worksheet														This cell left intentionally blank.		This cell left intentionally blank.

																		This cell left intentionally blank.
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BACT-Monitoring Hidden

		Recently updated (4/15/2019): Added Boilers back for all Industry Groups
(2/20/2019): Removed Rendering (MAC), added Rendering: Boilers, Rendering: Meal Storage Silo, and Rendering: High-Intensity Odors…
				Tier I BACT Requirements																												Minimum Monitoring Requirements

		Industry Group		Unit Type		MSS		PM		VOC		Exempt Solvents		NOx		SO2		CO		NH3		H2S		H2SO4		Hg		HCl		EtO		Sulfur		PM		VOC		Exempt Solvents		NOx		SO2		CO		NH3		H2S		H2SO4		Hg		HCl		EtO		Sulfur

		Chemical/Energy		Boiler: Liquid and Gas Fuel, > 40 MMBtu/hr		Minimizing the duration of these activities and operating the facility in accordance with best management practices and good air pollution control practices		Less than 5% opacity. Good combustion practices.		Good combustion practices.		See Additional Notes:		Specify fuel type(s) to be fired.

When firing natural gas:
0.01 lb/MMBtu achieved by 

When firing plant fuel gas: 0.015 lb/MMBtu achieved 

Note: plant fuel gas may contain up to 75% natural gas. Specifics: <50% H2; > 920 Btu/dscf.

Emission limits typically achieved using dry-low NOx combustors, limiting fuel consumption, SCR, and/or water or steam injection. Specify technique(s).

Fuel oil firing limited to 760 hours/yr.		Firing low sulfur fuel and good combustion practices.		50 ppmv at 3% O2 achieved by good combustion practices, oxidation catalyst, and/or maintenance of the boiler. Specify technique(s).		10 ppmvd at 3% O2 achieved by controlling the NH3 injection system to minimize NH3 slip.		Firing low sulfur fuel.		Firing low sulfur fuel.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		totalizing fuel flow meter record monthly,
fuel analysis for heating value every six month,
visible emission/opacity observations daily for major sources and quarterly for minor sources.

>100 MMBtu/hr: 
continuous flow meter average hourly, 
CO and O2 CEMS		totalizing fuel flow meter record monthly 
fuel analysis for heating value every six month
CEMS. Data collected four times per hour and averaged hourly. 

>100 MMBtu/hr: 
continuous flow meter average hourly, 
CO and O2 CEMS		See Additional Notes:		totalizing fuel flow meter record monthly 
fuel analysis for heating value every six month
CEMS. Data collected four times per hour and averaged hourly. 

>100 MMBtu/hr: 
continuous flow meter average hourly, 
NOx and O2 CEMS		totalizing fuel flow meter record monthly 
fuel analysis for heating value and total sulfur every six month
visible emission/opacity observations

Refinery:
Continuous H2S monitoring of fuel gas

		totalizing fuel flow meter record monthly 
fuel analysis for heating value every six month
visible emission/opacity observations

>100 MMBtu/hr: 
continuous flow meter average hourly, 
CO and O2 CEMS		SCR and NSCR:
ammonia CEMS or NOx monitor across the catalyst
continuous flow meter average hourly, 
O2 CEMS

		totalizing fuel flow meter record monthly 
fuel analysis for heating value and total sulfur every six month

Refinery:
Continuous H2S monitoring of fuel gas		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Chemical/Energy		Boiler: Liquid and Gas Fuel, ≤ 40 MMBtu/hr		Minimizing the duration of these activities and operating the facility in accordance with best management practices and good air pollution control practices		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		visible emission observations, opacity observations, fuel usage monitoring, and recordkeeping.		fuel usage monitoring, and recordkeeping.		See Additional Notes:		fuel usage monitoring, and recordkeeping.		fuel usage monitoring, and recordkeeping.		fuel usage monitoring, and recordkeeping.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Chemical/Energy		Bulk Fuel Terminal: Diesel		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		See Additional Notes:		Submerged fill. 0.6 saturation factor (1.0 if dedicated vapor balance)		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		When terminaled and loaded simultaneous with gasoline or higher volatility material that must be controlled the material may be controlled with a device than can emit PM. Quarterly visible emission checks, followed by an opacity observation if visible emissions are observed.		Fill and withdrawal rates, and throughput monitoring hourly and monthly. If loaded with high volatility material and controlled, specific monitoring of control device and capture system is associated with device used and design of capture system. MSS requires accounting emission potential in the application and monitoring of occurrences, monthly.		See Additional Notes:		When terminaled and loaded simultaneous with gasoline or higher volatility material that must be controlled the material may be controlled. Specific monitoring of control device and capture system is associated with device used and design of capture system.		When terminaled and loaded simultaneous with gasoline or higher volatility material that must be controlled the material may be controlled. Specific monitoring of control device and capture system is associated with device used and design of capture system.		When terminaled and loaded simultaneous with gasoline or higher volatility material that must be controlled the material may be controlled. Specific monitoring of control device and capture system is associated with device used and design of capture system.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Chemical/Energy		Bulk Fuel Terminal: Ethanol		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		See Additional Notes:		Annual truck leak checking per NSPS XX with low back pressure. 98.7% collection efficiency.

In addition, specify control technique:
1. VRU, VCU, or flare meeting 40 CFR 60.18. 10 mg VOC/liter (0.083 lb VOC/1000 gal) fuel loaded

2. Carbon adsorption. 10 mg VOC/liter (0.083 lb VOC/1000 gal) fuel loaded

3. Submerged fill. 0.6 saturation factor (1.0 if dedicated vapor balance)		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		For control devices emitting PM, quarterly visible emission checks, followed by an opacity observation if visible emissions are observed.		Fill and withdrawal rates, and throughput monitoring hourly and monthly. Specific monitoring of control device and capture system is associated with device used and design of capture system. Controlled transport vessel loading requires monitoring of the vessels vapor tightness certification. MSS requires measurement of degassed tanks vapor concentration before opening to the atmosphere. Liquids residual must be checked, adjusted with measured diluent inputs, or measured to show low volatility achieved before opening to the atmosphere. 		See Additional Notes:		Specific monitoring of control device and capture system is associated with device used and design of capture system.		Specific monitoring of control device and capture system is associated with device used and design of capture system.		Specific monitoring of control device and capture system is associated with device used and design of capture system.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Chemical/Energy		Bulk Fuel Terminal: Gasoline		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		See Additional Notes:		Annual truck leak checking per NSPS XX with low back pressure. 98.7% collection efficiency.

In addition, specify control technique:
1. VRU, VCU, or flare meeting 40 CFR 60.18. 10 mg VOC/liter (0.083 lb VOC/1000 gal) fuel loaded

2. Carbon adsorption. 10 mg VOC/liter (0.083 lb VOC/1000 gal) fuel loaded

3. Submerged fill. 0.6 saturation factor (1.0 if dedicated vapor balance)		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		For control devices emitting PM, quarterly visible emission checks, followed by an opacity observation if visible emissions are observed.		Fill and withdrawal rates, and throughput monitoring hourly and monthly. Monthly monitoring of gasoline RVP. Specific monitoring of control device and capture system is associated with device used and design of capture system. Controlled transport vessel loading requires monitoring of the vessels vapor tightness certification. MSS requires measurement of degassed tanks vapor concentration before opening to the atmosphere. Liquids residual must be checked, adjusted with measured diluent inputs, or measured to show low volatility achieved before opening to the atmosphere. 		See Additional Notes:		Specific monitoring of control device and capture system is associated with device used and design of capture system.		Specific monitoring of control device and capture system is associated with device used and design of capture system.		Specific monitoring of control device and capture system is associated with device used and design of capture system.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Chemical/Energy		Bulk Fuel Terminal: Jet Fuel		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		See Additional Notes:		Submerged fill. 0.6 saturation factor (1.0 if dedicated vapor balance)		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Where control device can emit PM, quarterly visible emission checks, followed by an opacity observation if visible emissions are observed.		Fill and withdrawal rates, and throughput monitoring hourly and monthly. Specific monitoring of control device and capture system is associated with device used and design of capture system. Controlled transport vessel loading requires monitoring of the vessels vapor tightness certification. MSS requires measurement of degassed tanks vapor concentration before opening to the atmosphere. Liquids residual must be checked, adjusted with measured diluent inputs, or measured to show low volatility achieved before opening to the atmosphere. 		See Additional Notes:		Specific monitoring of control device and capture system is associated with device used and design of capture system.		Specific monitoring of control device and capture system is associated with device used and design of capture system.		Specific monitoring of control device and capture system is associated with device used and design of capture system.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Chemical/Energy		Bulk Fuel Terminal: Transmix		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		See Additional Notes:		Submerged fill. 0.6 saturation factor (1.0 dedicated vapor balance). Annual Truck leak checking per NSPS XX with low back pressure if vp > 0.5 psia. 98.7% collection efficiency. Appropriate DRE for selected control device. Specify control device and DRE.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Where control device can emit PM, quarterly visible emission checks, followed by an opacity observation if visible emissions are observed.		Fill and withdrawal rates, and throughput monitoring hourly and monthly. Specific monitoring of control device and capture system is associated with device used and design of capture system. Controlled transport vessel loading requires monitoring of the vessels vapor tightness certification. MSS requires measurement of degassed tanks vapor concentration before opening to the atmosphere. Liquids residual must be checked, adjusted with measure diluent inputs or measured. 		See Additional Notes:		Specific monitoring of control device and capture system is associated with device used and design of capture system.		Specific monitoring of control device and capture system is associated with device used and design of capture system.		Specific monitoring of control device and capture system is associated with device used and design of capture system.		See Additional Notes:		For crude oils, condensates and other product that contain hydrogen sulfide. Concentration of H2S in liquids and in vapors above stored liquids measured annually and when material handled changes. 		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Chemical/Energy		Cleaning: Railcar		If VOC vp > 0.5 psia: same as normal operation BACT requirements.		See Additional Notes:		If VOC vp>0.5 psia: De-gas/depressurize to a control device. De-heel prior to cleaning. Connect to control device. Control device DRE requirements: 99% for scrubber, 98% for flare, 99.9% for incinerator. For carbon adsorption, specify breakthrough. Specify technique.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Chemical/Energy		Cleaning: Truck		If VOC vp > 0.5 psia: same as normal operation BACT requirements.		See Additional Notes:		If VOC vp>0.5 psia: De-gas/depressurize to a control device. De-heel prior to cleaning. Connect to vacuum system, then to control device. Control device DRE requirements: 99% for scrubber, 98% for flare, 99.9% for incinerator. For carbon adsorption, breakthrough of 20-100 ppm. Specify technique.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Chemical/Energy		Control: Absorber		Acidic gas or soluble hydrocarbon: Same as normal operation BACT requirements except as listed below.

Specify applicable requirement below:

1. Absorber draining, VOC <0.5 psia: Send liquid to a closed drain system. Degas to atmosphere. Deheel all remaining liquids within a reasonable amount of time.

2: Absorber draining, VOC >0.5 psia: Route to appropriate control device. Control must be maintained until the VOC concentration is less than 34,000 ppmv as methane (or equivalent for non-VOCs). The process equipment or storage vessels shall be depressurized to the control device prior to degassing. The facilities shall be degassed using good engineering practice to ensure air contaminants are removed from the system through the control device to the extent allowed by process equipment or storage vessel design.

3. Absorber draining, acid: Neutralize acid with caustic and drain to the sewer		See Additional Notes:		Acidic or basic gas, or soluble hydrocarbon: 99% recovery or 5-10 ppmv in vent for acid gases, 99% for carbon compounds		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Visible emissions monitoring quarterly.		Gas to liquid ratio checked hourly, usually reduced to liquid circulation rate where maximum gas flow assumed at all times, measured at the standard instrument frequency and recorded hourly.

Water Absorbers: Monitor specific gravity and exhaust temperature continuously recording six minute averages (not required for once through absorbers. Purge or water addition rates may be substituted for specific gravity where maximum potential loading is understood.

Caustic Absorbers: Monitor pH or equivalent recording every minute.

Batch Absorbers: Measure caustic strength before each purge.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Gas to liquid ratio checked hourly, usually reduced to liquid circulation rate where maximum gas flow assumed at all times, measured at the standard instrument frequency and recorded hourly.

Water Absorbers: Monitor specific gravity and exhaust temperature continuously recording six minute averages (not required for once through absorbers. Purge or water addition rates may be substituted for specific gravity where maximum potential loading is understood.

Caustic Absorbers: Monitor pH or equivalent recording every minute.

Batch Absorbers: Measure caustic strength before each purge.		See Additional Notes:		Gas to liquid ratio checked hourly, usually reduced to liquid circulation rate where maximum gas flow assumed at all times, measured at the standard instrument frequency and recorded hourly.

Water Absorbers: Monitor specific gravity and exhaust temperature continuously recording six minute averages (not required for once through absorbers. Purge or water addition rates may be substituted for specific gravity where maximum potential loading is understood.

Caustic Absorbers: Monitor pH or equivalent recording every minute.

Batch Absorbers: Measure caustic strength before each purge.		See Additional Notes:		Gas to liquid ratio checked hourly, usually reduced to liquid circulation rate where maximum gas flow assumed at all times, measured at the standard instrument frequency and recorded hourly.

Water Absorbers: Monitor specific gravity and exhaust temperature continuously recording six minute averages (not required for once through absorbers. Purge or water addition rates may be substituted for specific gravity where maximum potential loading is understood.

Caustic Absorbers: Monitor pH or equivalent recording every minute.

Batch Absorbers: Measure caustic strength before each purge.		See Additional Notes:		Gas to liquid ratio checked hourly, usually reduced to liquid circulation rate where maximum gas flow assumed at all times, measured at the standard instrument frequency and recorded hourly.

Water Absorbers: Monitor specific gravity and exhaust temperature continuously recording six minute averages (not required for once through absorbers. Purge or water addition rates may be substituted for specific gravity where maximum potential loading is understood.

Caustic Absorbers: Monitor pH or equivalent recording every minute.

Batch Absorbers: Measure caustic strength before each purge.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Chemical/Energy		Control: Adsorption System: Disposable		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		See Additional Notes:		Minimum of two carbon canisters in series; continuous emissions monitor (CEM) and recorder before the last canister, but periodic monitoring before the last canister may be acceptable for single compound or low use rate systems. Breakthrough concentration 20-100 ppm based on vendor representations for specific compounds.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		VOC concentration measured at a frequency equivalent to between 20 and 30 percent of the minimum potential saturation time. Visual inspection for carbon build up around the stack weekly.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Chemical/Energy		Control: Adsorption System: Regenerative		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		See Additional Notes:		Minimum of two carbon canisters in parallel; continuous emissions monitor (CEM) on the carbon bed outlet vent(s), monitor for vacuum during regeneration. Breakthrough concentration 20-100 ppm based on vendor representations for specific compounds; automatic alarm if breakthrough is approached; automatic shutdown if breakthrough occurs.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		VOC CEMS with recording one minute average concentrations. Visual inspection for carbon build up around the stack weekly. Vacuum pressure during each regeneration cycle, if compliance issues noted. 		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Chemical/Energy		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		0.01 gr/dscf. Monitoring will be required.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Pressure drop monitoring of the dust collectors. Quarterly visible emissions observations.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Chemical/Energy		Control: Flare		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		See Additional Notes:		VOC: Meets 40 CFR 60.18. Destruction Efficiency: 99% for certain compounds up to three carbons, 98% otherwise. No flaring of halogenated compounds is allowed. Flow monitor required. Composition or BTU analyzer may be required.		Non-VOC: Case by case. Flow monitor will be required. Composition or BTU analyzer may be required.		Provide emission factor used and reference.		Provide emission factor used and reference.		Provide emission factor used and reference.		Non-VOC: case by case. Flow monitor will be required. Composition or BTU analyzer may be required.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Pilot flame presence monitored continuously. Waste gas flow and composition monitored continuously (measured at the instrument's capability or every 15 minutes, which ever is less), with hourly averages recorded. A Btu analyzer may be substituted for the composition analyzer where the composition is understood. 		See Additional Notes:		Pilot flame presence monitored continuously. Waste gas flow and composition monitored continuously (measured at the instrument's capability or every 15 minutes, which ever is less), with hourly averages recorded. A Btu analyzer may be substituted for the composition analyzer where the composition is understood. 		Pilot flame presence monitored continuously. Waste gas flow and composition monitored continuously (measured at the instrument's capability or every 15 minutes, which ever is less), with hourly averages recorded. A Btu analyzer may be substituted for the composition analyzer where the composition is understood. 		Pilot flame presence monitored continuously. Waste gas flow and composition monitored continuously (measured at the instrument's capability or every 15 minutes, which ever is less), with hourly averages recorded. A Btu analyzer may be substituted for the composition analyzer where the composition is understood. 		Pilot flame presence monitored continuously. Waste gas flow and composition monitored continuously (measured at the instrument's capability or every 15 minutes, which ever is less), with hourly averages recorded. A Btu analyzer may be substituted for the composition analyzer where the composition is understood. 		Pilot flame presence monitored continuously. Waste gas flow and composition monitored continuously (measured at the instrument's capability or every 15 minutes, which ever is less), with hourly averages recorded. A Btu analyzer may be substituted for the composition analyzer where the composition is understood. 		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Pilot flame presence monitored continuously. Waste gas flow and composition monitored continuously (measured at the instrument's capability or every 15 minutes, which ever is less), with hourly averages recorded. A Btu analyzer may be substituted for the composition analyzer where the composition is understood. 		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Chemical/Energy		Control: Oxidizer: Catalytic		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		See Additional Notes:		98% destruction or 20 ppmv outlet concentration at 3% oxygen on exhaust VOC.

Monitor bed temperature, perform initial test. CEMS if > 2 tpy VOC emissions.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Visible emissions check quarterly		Continuous Inlet and  Exhaust Temperature monitoring and recorded as a six minute average.  Waste gas flow monitor or operation record that provides flow by design.		See Additional Notes:		Waste gas flow monitor or operation record that provides flow by design.		Waste gas flow monitor or operation record that provides flow by design.		Waste gas flow monitor or operation record that provides flow by design.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Chemical/Energy		Control: Oxidizer: Regenerative Thermal		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.

		See Additional Notes:		99% destruction or 10 ppmv outlet concentration at 3% oxygen on exhaust VOC. 

Monitor bed temperature. Perform initial test.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Visible emissions check quarterly		Continuous Exhaust Temperature and Oxygen concentration monitoring and recorded as a six minute average.  Waste gas flow monitor or operation record that provides flow by design.		See Additional Notes:		Waste gas flow monitor or operation record that provides flow by design.		Waste gas flow monitor or operation record that provides flow by design.		Waste gas flow monitor or operation record that provides flow by design.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Chemical/Energy		Control: Oxidizer: Thermal		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		See Additional Notes:		99.9 DRE or 10 ppmv at 3% oxygen on exhaust VOC.

Monitor chamber exit temperature, perform initial test. CEMS if > 10 tpy VOC emissions or if toxicity is a concern.		See Additional Notes:		Low NOX burners (0.06 lb/MMBtu or less). Specify details.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Visible emissions check quarterly		Continuous Exhaust Temperature and Oxygen concentration monitoring and recorded as a six minute average. Waste gas flow monitor or operation record that provides flow by design.		See Additional Notes:		Waste gas flow monitor or operation record that provides flow by design.		Waste gas flow monitor or operation record that provides flow by design.		Waste gas flow monitor or operation record that provides flow by design.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Chemical/Energy		Control: Particulate Scrubber		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		0.01 gr/dscf exit maximum		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Gas to Liquid flow rate ratio or where gas flow is constant Liquid flow to scrubber / circulation rate hourly. Fresh and/or waste liquid rate hourly. Pressure differential continuously. Opacity or Visible emissions check daily.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Chemical/Energy		Control: Vapor Combustor		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		See Additional Notes:		99% destruction efficiency. Monitor temperature. Perform initial test.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Continuous Exhaust Temperature Monitoring recorded in six minute averages. Visible emissions monitoring quarterly.		Continuous Exhaust Temperature Monitoring recorded in six minute averages. Waste gas flow monitor or operation record that provides flow by design.		See Additional Notes:		Continuous Exhaust Temperature Monitoring recorded in six minute averages.  Waste gas flow monitor or operation record that provides flow by design. 		Continuous Exhaust Temperature Monitoring recorded in six minute averages. Waste gas flow monitor or operation record that provides flow by design.		Continuous Exhaust Temperature Monitoring recorded in six minute averages.  Waste gas flow monitor or operation record that provides flow by design.		See Additional Notes:		Continuous Exhaust Temperature Monitoring recorded in six minute averages. 		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Chemical/Energy		Cooling Tower		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		Drift < 0.001% achieved by drift eliminators		Non-contact design. Monthly monitoring of VOC in water per Appendix P or approved equivalent (assume all VOC stripped out). Repair identified leaks as soon as possible, but before next scheduled shutdown, or shutdown triggered by 0.08 ppmw cooling water VOC concentration.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Cooling water circulation rate measured hourly unless maximum circulation rate assumed.

Large (>50,000 gpm circulation rate): Total Dissolved Solids (TDS) in the cooling water daily then reduced to weekly and quarterly with daily conductivity measurement that is correlated.

Small (<50,000 gpm circulation rate): Total Dissolved Solids (TDS) in the cooling water measured weekly.		VOC concentration in the cooling water by TCEQ stripping method or approved equivalent monthly. Cooling water circulation rate measured hourly unless maximum circulation rate assumed.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Chemical/Energy		Dryer		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Quarterly visible emission checks, followed by an opacity observation if visible emissions are observed.

Continuously monitor the natural gas firing rate and the raw material feed rate.		Continuously monitor the natural gas firing rate and the raw material feed rate.		See Additional Notes:		Continuously monitor the natural gas firing rate.		Continuously monitor the natural gas firing rate.		Continuously monitor the natural gas firing rate.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Chemical/Energy		Engine: Emergency, Diesel		Minimize duration and occurrence of MSS activities.		Meeting the requirements of 40 CFR Part 60, Subpart IIII. Firing ultra-low sulfur diesel fuel (no more than 15 ppm sulfur by weight). Limited to 100 hrs./yr. of non-emergency operation. Have a non-resettable runtime meter.

No visible emissions shall leave the property. Visible emissions shall be determined by a standard of no visible emissions exceeding 30 seconds in duration in any six-minute period as determined using EPA TM 22 or equivalent
		Meeting the requirements of 40 CFR Part 60, Subpart IIII. Firing ultra-low sulfur diesel fuel (no more than 15 ppm sulfur by weight). Limited to 100 hrs./yr. of non-emergency operation. Have a non-resettable runtime meter.
		See Additional Notes:		Meeting the requirements of 40 CFR Part 60, Subpart IIII. Firing ultra-low sulfur diesel fuel (no more than 15 ppm sulfur by weight). Limited to 100 hrs./yr. of non-emergency operation. Have a non-resettable runtime meter.
		Meeting the requirements of 40 CFR Part 60, Subpart IIII. Firing ultra-low sulfur diesel fuel (no more than 15 ppm sulfur by weight). Limited to 100 hrs./yr. of non-emergency operation. Have a non-resettable runtime meter.
		Meeting the requirements of 40 CFR Part 60, Subpart IIII. Firing ultra-low sulfur diesel fuel (no more than 15 ppm sulfur by weight). Limited to 100 hrs./yr. of non-emergency operation. Have a non-resettable runtime meter.
		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Monitor and record hours of operation		Monitor and record hours of operation		See Additional Notes:		Monitor and record hours of operation		Monitor and record hours of operation		Monitor and record hours of operation		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Chemical/Energy		Engine: Internal Combustion Engine, Spark Ignited		Minimize duration and occurrence of MSS activities.

NOx and CO: provide case-by-case analysis.

Pipelines: VOC in compressor, suction line, and discharge line may be vented.		Good combustion practices. Limited to firing fuels which meet the requirements of 40 CFR § 80.510(c).

No visible emissions shall leave the property. Visible emissions shall be determined by a standard of no visible emissions exceeding 30 seconds in duration in any six-minute period as determined using EPA TM 22 or equivalent		1.0 g/bhp-hr achieved through good combustion practices.		See Additional Notes:		1.0 g/bhp-hr for engines less than 500 hp, 0.5 g/bhp-hr for engines greater than or equal to 500 hp. 0.7 g/bhp-hr is acceptable with vendor guarantee. Achieved through good combustion practices. Provide detail about engine size and numeric value.

Rich burn engine: catalytic converter required and no liquid fuel allowed except for a limited number of backup hours. Provide detail of fuel and number of hours requested.		Good combustion practices. Limited to firing fuels which meet the requirements of 40 CFR § 80.510(c).		3.0 g/hp-hr achieved through good combustion practices.		See Additional Notes:		Good combustion practices. Limited to firing fuels which meet the requirements of 40 CFR § 80.510(c).		Good combustion practices. Limited to firing fuels which meet the requirements of 40 CFR § 80.510(c).		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Monitor and record startups, shutdowns, maintenance and hours of operation. Monitor and record visible emissions daily for a major source, quarterly for a minor source.		Monitor and record startups, shutdowns, maintenance and hours of operation.		See Additional Notes:		Monitor and record startups, shutdowns, maintenance and hours of operation.		Monitor and record startups, shutdowns, maintenance and hours of operation. Record sulfur content of fuel provided from supplier or measure and record fuel sulfur content.		Monitor and record startups, shutdowns, maintenance and hours of operation.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Chemical/Energy		Fluid Catalytic Cracking Unit		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		Includes condensable PM. 1 lb/1000 lbs. of coke burned off. Opacity is limited to 15-20% over a 6-minute average period.		<10 ppmv exit concentration.		See Additional Notes:		Short term limit: 200 ppmv, one hour average corrected to 0% oxygen.

Annual emission limit: 100 ppmv, corrected to 0% oxygen.		Short term limit: 300 ppmv, one hour average, corrected to 0% oxygen.

Annual emission limit: 100 ppmv, corrected to 0% oxygen.		500 ppmv maximum hourly concentration.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Continuous Opacity Monitor, or differential pressure across wet scrubber with daily opacity readings		CPMS for Coke Burn, CEMS for CO and O2 		See Additional Notes:		CEMS for NOx and O2, Flow monitoring or calculation		CEMS for SO2 and O2, Flow monitoring or calculation		CEMS for CO and O2, Flow monitoring or calculation		See Additional Notes:		CEMS for SO2 and O2, Flow monitoring or calculation		CEMS for SO2 and O2, Flow monitoring or calculation		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Chemical/Energy		Fugitives: Piping and Equipment Leak		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		See Additional Notes:		Specify which is applicable:
1. Uncontrolled VOC emissions < 10 tpy: none

2. 10 tpy < uncontrolled VOC emissions < 25 tpy: 28M leak detection and repair program. 75% credit for 28M.

3. Uncontrolled VOC emissions > 25 tpy: 28VHP leak detection and repair program. 97% credit for valves, 85% for pumps and compressors.

4. VOC vp < 0.002 psia: no inspection required, no fugitive emissions expected.

For emissions of approved odorous compounds (chlorine, ammonia, hydrogen sulfide, hydrogen cyanide and mercaptans only): AVO inspection twice per shift. Appropriate credit for AVO program.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		 AVO inspection twice per shift. Appropriate credit for AVO program.		 AVO inspection twice per shift. Appropriate credit for AVO program.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		 AVO inspection twice per shift. Appropriate credit for AVO program.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Use EPA Method 21 to monitor for leaks from seals on pumps, compressors, agitator and valve seals on piping components in light liquid and gas VOC service quarterly. Gas or hydraulic check new and a replaced connectors prior to returning to service, or monitor with Method 21 within 15 days of returning to service. Leak detection and repair (LDAR) Program 28M has a leak definition where repair action is required at 10,000 ppmv. LDAR Program 28 VHP has a leak definition where repair action is required at 500 ppmv for valves and connectors and 2000 ppmv for pumps, compressors and agitators. Check connectors weekly using audio, visual or olfactory (AVO) senses to observe leaks. Record results and corrective action taken.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Look for leaks twice per shift using audio, visual or olfactory (AVO) senses to observe leaks. Record results and corrective action taken.		Look for leaks twice per shift using audio, visual or olfactory (AVO) senses to observe leaks. Record results and corrective action taken.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Look for leaks twice per shift using audio, visual or olfactory (AVO) senses to observe leaks. Record results and corrective action taken.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Chemical/Energy		Furnace		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Burners with the best NOx performance given the burner configuration and gaseous fuel used. Specify the proposed emission rate (performance is an annual average) and provide justification if NOx>0.01 lb/MMBtu. Cost data must be submitted for SCR if firing rate is > 300 MMBtu/hr and burner is >0.01 lb/MMBtu.		See Additional Notes:		50 ppmv corrected to 3% O2		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Quarterly visible emission checks, followed by an opacity observation if visible emissions are observed.

Continuously monitor the fuel firing rates. Periodic monitoring of fuel composition and heating value, if and when varied.		Continuously monitor the fuel firing rates. Periodic monitoring of fuel composition and heating value, if and when varied.		See Additional Notes:		<100 MMBtu/hr: Continuously monitor the fuel firing rates. Periodic monitoring of fuel composition and heating value, if and when varied. Data used with stack testing results.
≥100 MMBtu/hr: Continuously monitor the fuel firing rates. Periodic monitoring of fuel composition and heating value, if and when varied. CEMS. Data collected four times per hour and averaged hourly. 		Continuously monitor the fuel firing rates. Periodic monitoring of fuel composition and heating value, if and when varied.
Refinery requires continuous monitoring of H2S in fuel, except where low sulfur content by design is established.		<100 MMBtu/hr: Continuously monitor the fuel firing rates. Periodic monitoring of fuel composition and heating value, if and when varied. Data used with stack testing results.
≥100 MMBtu/hr: Continuously monitor the fuel firing rates. Periodic monitoring of fuel composition and heating value, if and when varied. CEMS. Data collected four times per hour and averaged hourly. 		SCR requires continuous monitoring for slip reduced to an hourly average.		Refinery requires continuous monitoring of H2S in fuel, except where low sulfur content by design is established.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Chemical/Energy		Glycol Dehydrator		Same as normal operation BACT requirements, except as listed below.

Specify option:
1. Glycol dehydrator draining, VOC <0.5 psia: Send liquid to a closed drain system. Degas to atmosphere. Deheel all remaining liquids within a reasonable amount of time.

2. Glycol dehydrator draining, VOC >0.5 psia at 95⁰F: Route to appropriate control device. Control must be maintained until the VOC concentration is less than 34,000 ppmv as methane (or equivalent for non-VOCs). The process equipment or storage vessels shall be depressurized to the control device prior to degassing. The facilities shall be degassed using good engineering practice to ensure air contaminants are removed from the system through the control device to the extent allowed by process equipment or storage vessel design.		See Additional Notes:		Route reboiler stills vent to a flare with 98% DRE or a firebox with 99+% DRE. Specify technique.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Chemical/Energy		Heater		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		Maximum opacity 5%		Firing pipeline quality natural gas and good combustion practices. Specify if firing a different fuel.		See Additional Notes:		Burners with the best NOx performance given the burner configuration and gaseous fuel used. Specify the proposed emission rate (performance is an annual average) and provide justification if NOx>0.01 lb/MMBtu.

Cost data must be submitted for SCR if firing rate is > 300 MMBtu/hr and burner is >0.01 lb/MMBtu.

CEMS required for 100 MMBtu/hr or greater.		Maximum 0.6% sulfur content any liquid fuel or 5 grains for pipeline quality sweet natural gas. Provide details.		50 ppmv corrected to 3% O2		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Quarterly visible emission checks, followed by an opacity observation if visible emissions are observed.

Continuously monitor the fuel firing rates. Periodic monitoring of fuel composition and heating value, if and when varied.		Continuously monitor the fuel firing rates. Periodic monitoring of fuel composition and heating value, if and when varied.		See Additional Notes:		<100 MMBtu/hr: Continuously monitor the fuel firing rates. Periodic monitoring of fuel composition and heating value, if and when varied. Data used with stack testing results.
≥100 MMBtu/hr: Continuously monitor the fuel firing rates. Periodic monitoring of fuel composition and heating value, if and when varied. CEMS. Data collected four times per hour and averaged hourly. 		Continuously monitor the fuel firing rates. Periodic monitoring of fuel composition and heating value, if and when varied.  SO2  and O2 CEMS if a major source.
Refinery requires continuous monitoring of H2S in fuel, except where low sulfur content by design is established.		<100 MMBtu/hr: Continuously monitor the fuel firing rates. Periodic monitoring of fuel composition and heating value, if and when varied. Data used with stack testing results.
≥100 MMBtu/hr: Continuously monitor the fuel firing rates. Periodic monitoring of fuel composition and heating value, if and when varied. CEMS. Data collected four times per hour and averaged hourly. 		SCR requires continuous monitoring for slip reduced to an hourly average.		Refinery requires continuous monitoring of H2S in fuel, except where low sulfur content by design is established.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Chemical/Energy		Loading: Drum or Tote		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		See Additional Notes:		Specify vapor pressure.

1. VP<0.5 psia: submerged filling (lance fill)

2. Vp > 0.5 psi: submerged loading of drums shall be performed within a total enclosure or within a partial enclosure designed and operated with a capture velocity of at least 200 fpm (if outside, 300 fpm to 500 fpm) at the drum vent. The enclosure shall be designed and operated consistent with the specifications in Industrial Ventilation: A Manual of Recommended Practice.		Specify vapor pressure.

1. VP<0.5 psia: submerged filling (lance fill)

2. Vp > 0.5 psi: submerged loading of drums shall be performed within a total enclosure or within a partial enclosure designed and operated with a capture velocity of at least 200 fpm (if outside, 300 fpm to 500 fpm) at the drum vent. The enclosure shall be designed and operated consistent with the specifications in Industrial Ventilation: A Manual of Recommended Practice.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Hourly volume filled for each product.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Chemical/Energy		Loading: Marine Vessel		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		See Additional Notes:		VOC >= 0.5 psia: Route to VOC control device and meet the specific control device requirements.

Vessel leak testing: the marine vessel must pass an annual vapor tightness test as specified in 40 CFR §63.565(c) or 40 CFR §61.304(f).

During loading of inerted marine vessels, the owner or operator of the marine terminal or of the marine vessel shall conduct AVO checks for leaks once every 8 hours for on-shore equipment and on board the vessel. The pressure at the vapor collection connection and the loading rate must be monitored and recorded. See Marine Terminal Guidance dated September 21, 2016 for emission factors for ship-side emissions. Federal Coast Guard Regulation require ocean-going vessels to be inerted. Therefore, ocean-going vessels cannot use vacuum loading.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		

Temperature and Hourly volume loaded for each product.
Observation for connection leaks. .
Where vapor routed to control, copy of annual vessel vapor tightness certification. 
Where 99% or greater capture claimed AVO check of vessel tanks for leaks and pressure monitoring of cargo tank. Vacuum monitoring for 100% capture, not required for pressure vessel loading. 
Ship loading testing required for non vacuum >99% capture claims.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Volume of each product loaded each hour with knowledge of H2S content.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Chemical/Energy		Loading: Railcar		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		See Additional Notes:		Specify option:
1. VOC vp < 0.5 psia: submerged or bottom loading. No splash loading.

2. VOC ≥ 0.5 psia: Route to VOC control device and meet the specific control device requirements. 100% collection efficiency of pressure-rated cars ensured by Department of Transportation Testing. Hard piped or bolted connections, dry lock design. Hard piping loading arms and/or pressure-rated chemical transfer hoses. 		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Temperature and Hourly volume loaded for each product.
Observation for connection leaks.
Where vapor routed to control copy of annual vapor tightness certification.
Vacuum monitoring for 100% capture, not required for pressure vessel loading.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Chemical/Energy		Loading: Truck		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		See Additional Notes:		Specify option:
1. VOC vp < 0.5 psia: submerged or bottom loading. No splash loading.

2. VOC vp ≥ 0.5 psia: route to VOC control device and meet the specific control device requirements. 98.7% collection efficiency for annual NSPS XX leak check.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Observation for connection leaks.
Where vapor routed to control: copy of annual vapor tightness certification.
Vacuum monitoring for 100% capture, not required for pressure vessel loading.
Where specific liquids loaded and the maximum physical pumping rate of the system and maximum throughput for each liquid is specified: throughput of each liquid loaded.  
Where loading rate is operator controlled and/or specific liquid throughputs are variable: Timing and throughput, record of properties (temperature, vapor pressure and molecular weight) of each liquid loaded.  Temperature of liquid loaded not required where liquids loaded from unheated tanks which receive liquids at or below ambient temperatures.
Note: Records updated monthly, including 12 month rolling data.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Chemical/Energy		MSS: Compressor Maintenance		VOC: Send material to the flare knockout drum to separate into vapors, light liquids, and heavy liquids. Route the vapors back through the process to be recovered before going to the flare using the recovery compressors, where available. Route vapors to flare. Route liquids to slop drums or strippers. Drain any remaining liquid to a pan, then pump to a vacuum truck or put in a closed container. Alternative: Steam material to the enclosed sewer. Collect hydrocarbons in the unit sump, to be pumped to the slop tanks and recycled. If any fluid remains, steam or drain it to a pan then pump the material to a vacuum truck or put in a closed container. 		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Chemical/Energy		MSS: Pipe, Acid		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Neutralize acid with caustic and drain to the sewer. 		Neutralize acid with caustic and drain to the sewer. 		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		application dependent, monitor number of events monthly		See Additional Notes:		application dependent, monitor number of events monthly		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Chemical/Energy		MSS: Pipe, Fuel Gas		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Purge fuel gas, natural gas, and LNG to the furnace and/or waste heat boiler.		Purge fuel gas, natural gas, and LNG to the furnace and/or waste heat boiler.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Requirement dependent on application representation for low VOC content possible no requirements apply. Potential requirements include vapor concentration measurement prior to opening to atmosphere may be required and/or emission potential may be recalculated. Each measurement and/or number of events monthly must be monitored. Must monitor open ended lines for leaks if open more than 72 hours without cap, blind flange or plug. 		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Chemical/Energy		MSS: Pipe, Sour Water		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Route sour water to the sour water unit. Alternative 1: Pump sour water to sour water strippers. Alternative 2: Send sour water to a frac tank. Verify that there are no emissions from frac tanks. 		Route sour water to the sour water unit. Alternative 1: Pump sour water to sour water strippers. Alternative 2: Send sour water to a frac tank. Verify that there are no emissions from frac tanks. 		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		application dependent, monitor number of events monthly		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Chemical/Energy		MSS: Pipe, Sulfur		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Clear sulfur to pits or sump.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Chemical/Energy		MSS: Pipe, VOC < 0.5 PSIa		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Send to a closed drain system. Drain any remaining liquid to a pan, then pump to a vacuum truck or put in a closed container.		Send to a closed drain system. Drain any remaining liquid to a pan, then pump to a vacuum truck or put in a closed container.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Emission potential precalculated in application, monitoring of number of events, monthly. Must monitor open ended lines for leaks if open more than 72 hours without cap, blind flange or plug. 		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Chemical/Energy		MSS: Pipe, VOC > 0.5 PSIa		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Send material to the flare knockout drum to separate into vapors, light liquids, and heavy liquids. Route the vapors back through the process to be recovered before going to the flare using the recovery compressors, where available. Route vapors to flare. Route liquids to slop drums or strippers. Drain any remaining liquid to a pan, then pump to a vacuum truck or put in a closed container. Alternative 1: Drain material to a recovery tank that is vented to the flare. Drain any remaining liquid to a pan, then pump the material to a vacuum truck or put in a closed container. Alternative 2: Send the material to the refinery slop drums to be recovered. Drain any remaining liquid to a pan, then pump the material to a vacuum truck or put in a closed container.		Send material to the flare knockout drum to separate into vapors, light liquids, and heavy liquids. Route the vapors back through the process to be recovered before going to the flare using the recovery compressors, where available. Route vapors to flare. Route liquids to slop drums or strippers. Drain any remaining liquid to a pan, then pump to a vacuum truck or put in a closed container. Alternative 1: Drain material to a recovery tank that is vented to the flare. Drain any remaining liquid to a pan, then pump the material to a vacuum truck or put in a closed container. Alternative 2: Send the material to the refinery slop drums to be recovered. Drain any remaining liquid to a pan, then pump the material to a vacuum truck or put in a closed container.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Requirement dependent on application representation. Vapor concentration measurement prior to opening to atmosphere may be required and/or emission potential may be recalculated. Each measurement and/or number of events monthly must be monitored. Must monitor open ended lines for leaks if open more than 72 hours without cap, blind flange or plug. 		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Chemical/Energy		MSS: Pump, Acid		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		 Pump/Pipe: Neutralize acid with caustic and drain to the sewer. 		 Pump/Pipe: Neutralize acid with caustic and drain to the sewer. 		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		application dependent, monitor number of events monthly		See Additional Notes:		application dependent, monitor number of events monthly		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Chemical/Energy		MSS: Pump, Sour Water		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Route sour water to the sour water unit. Alternative 1: Pump sour water to sour water strippers. 		Route sour water to the sour water unit. Alternative 1: Pump sour water to sour water strippers. 		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		application dependent, monitor number of events monthly		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Chemical/Energy		MSS: Pump, Sulfur		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Clear sulfur to pits or sump.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Chemical/Energy		MSS: Pump, VOC < 0.5 PSIa		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Send to a closed drain system. Drain any remaining liquid to a pan, then pump to a vacuum truck or put in a closed container. 		Send to a closed drain system. Drain any remaining liquid to a pan, then pump to a vacuum truck or put in a closed container. 		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Emission potential precalculated in application, monitoring of number of events, monthly. Must monitor open ended lines for leaks if open more than 72 hours without cap, blind flange or plug. 		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Chemical/Energy		MSS: Pump, VOC > 0.5 PSIa		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Send material to the flare knockout drum to separate into vapors, light liquids, and heavy liquids. Vapors are routed to flare. Liquids go to slop drums or strippers. Drain any remaining liquid it to a pan then pump to a vacuum truck or put in a closed container. Alternative 1: Send the material to the refinery slop drums to be recovered. If there is any remaining liquid in the system, drain it to a pan then pump to a vacuum truck or put in a closed container. Alternative 2: Drain to a recovery tank that is vented to the flare. Drain any remaining liquid to a pan then pump to a vacuum truck or put in a closed container. Alternative 3: Steam material to the enclosed sewer. Collect hydrocarbons in the unit sump, to be pumped to the slop tanks and recycled. If any liquids remain, steam or drain to a pan, then pump to vacuum truck or put in closed container.		Send material to the flare knockout drum to separate into vapors, light liquids, and heavy liquids. Vapors are routed to flare. Liquids go to slop drums or strippers. Drain any remaining liquid it to a pan then pump to a vacuum truck or put in a closed container. Alternative 1: Send the material to the refinery slop drums to be recovered. If there is any remaining liquid in the system, drain it to a pan then pump to a vacuum truck or put in a closed container. Alternative 2: Drain to a recovery tank that is vented to the flare. Drain any remaining liquid to a pan then pump to a vacuum truck or put in a closed container. Alternative 3: Steam material to the enclosed sewer. Collect hydrocarbons in the unit sump, to be pumped to the slop tanks and recycled. If any liquids remain, steam or drain to a pan, then pump to vacuum truck or put in closed container.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Requirement dependent on application representation. Vapor concentration measurement prior to opening to atmosphere may be required and/or emission potential may be recalculated. Each measurement and/or number of events monthly must be monitored. Must monitor open ended lines for leaks if open more than 72 hours without cap, blind flange or plug. 		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Chemical/Energy		MSS: Valve, Sour Water		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Route sour water to the sour water unit. Alternative 1: Pump sour water to sour water strippers. Alternative 2: Send sour water to a frac tank. Verify that there are no emissions from frac tanks. 		Route sour water to the sour water unit. Alternative 1: Pump sour water to sour water strippers. Alternative 2: Send sour water to a frac tank. Verify that there are no emissions from frac tanks. 		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		application dependent, monitor number of events monthly		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Chemical/Energy		MSS: Valve, Sulfur		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Clear sulfur to pits or sump.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Chemical/Energy		MSS: Valve, VOC < 0.5 PSIa		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Send to a closed drain system. Drain any remaining liquid to a pan, then pump to a vacuum truck or put in a closed container. 		Send to a closed drain system. Drain any remaining liquid to a pan, then pump to a vacuum truck or put in a closed container. 		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Emission potential precalculated in application, monitoring of number of events, monthly. Must monitor open ended lines for leaks if open more than 72 hours without cap, blind flange or plug. 		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Chemical/Energy		MSS: Valve, VOC > 0.5 PSIa		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Send material to the flare knockout drum to separate into vapors, light liquids, and heavy liquids. Route the vapors back through the process to be recovered before going to the flare using the recovery compressors, where available. Route vapors to flare. Route liquids to slop drums or strippers. Drain any remaining liquid to a pan, then pump to a vacuum truck or put in a closed container. Alternative 1: Send the material to the refinery slop drums to be recovered. Verify that there are no emissions from sending the material back to the process to be recovered. If there is any remaining liquid in the system, drain it to a pan, then pump to a vacuum truck or put in a closed container. Alternative 2: Steam material to the enclosed sewer. Collect hydrocarbons in the unit sump, to be pumped to the slop tanks and recycled. If any fluid remains, steam or drain it to a pan then pump the material to a vacuum truck or put in a closed container.		Send material to the flare knockout drum to separate into vapors, light liquids, and heavy liquids. Route the vapors back through the process to be recovered before going to the flare using the recovery compressors, where available. Route vapors to flare. Route liquids to slop drums or strippers. Drain any remaining liquid to a pan, then pump to a vacuum truck or put in a closed container. Alternative 1: Send the material to the refinery slop drums to be recovered. Verify that there are no emissions from sending the material back to the process to be recovered. If there is any remaining liquid in the system, drain it to a pan, then pump to a vacuum truck or put in a closed container. Alternative 2: Steam material to the enclosed sewer. Collect hydrocarbons in the unit sump, to be pumped to the slop tanks and recycled. If any fluid remains, steam or drain it to a pan then pump the material to a vacuum truck or put in a closed container.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Requirement dependent on application representation. Vapor concentration measurement prior to opening to atmosphere may be required and/or emission potential may be recalculated. Each measurement and/or number of events monthly must be monitored. Must monitor open ended lines for leaks if open more than 72 hours without cap, blind flange or plug. 		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Chemical/Energy		Petroleum Coke Storage and Transfer - Delayed Cokers		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		Decoker blowdown sent to control. Keep coke piles wet (8% moisture). 70% credit for water sprays on coke piles.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		visible emission/opacity observations daily for major sources and quarterly for minor sources.
Moisture content check or assurance procedure
		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Chemical/Energy		Polyethylene Facilities		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		0.01 gr/scf achieved with a baghouse		Control or recycle all waste gas streams upstream of extruder. Uncontrolled VOC < 80 lb/MMlb for low pressure HDPE. Provide a case-by-case analysis for high pressure LDPE.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		visible emission/opacity observations daily for major sources and quarterly for minor sources.
Differential pressure on PM control devices
		Product production rate 
pellet VOC residual monitoring
Front end of process has VOC recycle and control so monitoring consistent with control utilized.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Chemical/Energy		Polypropylene Unit		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		0.01 gr/scf achieved with a baghouse		VOC < 80 lb/MMlb of polypropylene. All waste streams sent to flare with 98% DRE.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		visible emission/opacity observations daily for major sources and quarterly for minor sources.
Differential pressure on PM control devices
		Product production rate 
pellet VOC residual monitoring
Front end of process has VOC recycle and control so monitoring consistent with control utilized.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Chemical/Energy		Process Vent		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		< 0.01 gr/scf		Non-halogenated VOCs: flare, any oxidizer, adsorber, absorber/scrubber, etc. Specify technique. Must meet that control device's approved efficiency.

Halogenated VOC: Thermal oxidation followed by absorber/scrubber carbon adsorption. Specify technique. Must meet that control device's approved efficiency.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Production rate or flow
and differential pressure across PM control devices
		Production rate or flow as appropriate
Monitoring consistent with Control Device		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Production rate or flow as appropriate
Monitoring consistent with Control Device		Production rate or flow as appropriate		Production rate or flow as appropriate

		Chemical/Energy		SRU: Natural Gas Processing Plant		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Specify applicable option:
1. Sulfur > 50 LTPD: SRU and Tail Gas Cleanup Unit (TGCU). 99.8% sulfur recovery. 75% redundant sulfur capacity.
2. 20 LTPD < sulfur < 50 LTPD: SRU and TGCU. 98.5% sulfur recovery. 75% redundant sulfur capacity.
3. 0.3 LTPD < sulfur: SRU or other technologies (specify). 96% sulfur recovery. 75% redundant sulfur capacity.
4. Flare: meet applicable flare requirements.		Quarterly visible emission checks, followed by an opacity observation if visible emissions are observed.		Incinerator Exhaust O2 CEMS reduced to a 6 minute average. Continuous Temperature and flow monitoring; temperature reduced to a 6 minute average, flow measured at least every 15 minutes reduced to and hourly average. 		See Additional Notes:		Incinerator Exhaust O2 CEMS reduced to a 6 minute average. Continuous Temperature and flow monitoring; temperature reduced to a 6 minute average, flow measured at least every 15 minutes reduced to and hourly average. 		Incinerator Exhaust SO2 and O2 CEMS; SO2 averaged hourly, O2 reduced to a 6 minute average. Continuous Temperature and flow monitoring; temperature reduced to a 6 minute average, flow measured at least every 15 minutes reduced to and hourly average. 
daily sulfur production 		Incinerator Exhaust O2 CEMS reduced to a 6 minute average. Continuous Temperature and flow monitoring; temperature reduced to a 6 minute average, flow measured at least every 15 minutes reduced to and hourly average. 
CO CEMS if >75tpy CO		Periodic monitoring for ammonia in acid gas feed to first catalyst bed, frequency based on variability of system.		Incinerator Exhaust O2 CEMS reduced to a 6 minute average. Continuous Temperature and flow monitoring; temperature reduced to a 6 minute average, flow measured at least every 15 minutes reduced to and hourly average. 		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Quarterly visible emission checks, followed by an opacity observation if visible emissions are observed.

		Chemical/Energy		SRU: Refinery		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Specify applicable option:
1. Sulfur > 10 LTPD: SRU and TGCU. 99.8% sulfur recovery. A minimum of 3 days excess storage capacity for water retention in case of SRU outage. 3 day online sour water separation period for sour water. 75% redundant sulfur capacity.
2. Sulfur < 10 LTPD: SRU. 96% sulfur recovery. A minimum of 3 days excess storage capacity for water retention in case of SRU outage. 3 day online sour water separation period for sour water. 75% redundant sulfur capacity.		Quarterly visible emission checks, followed by an opacity observation if visible emissions are observed.		Incinerator Exhaust O2 CEMS reduced to a 6 minute average. Continuous Temperature and flow monitoring; temperature reduced to a 6 minute average, flow measured at least every 15 minutes reduced to and hourly average. 		See Additional Notes:		Incinerator Exhaust O2 CEMS reduced to a 6 minute average. Continuous Temperature and flow monitoring; temperature reduced to a 6 minute average, flow measured at least every 15 minutes reduced to and hourly average. 		Incinerator Exhaust SO2 and O2 CEMS; SO2 averaged hourly, O2 reduced to a 6 minute average. Continuous Temperature and flow monitoring; temperature reduced to a 6 minute average, flow measured at least every 15 minutes reduced to an hourly average. 
daily sulfur production		Incinerator Exhaust O2 CEMS reduced to a 6 minute average. Continuous Temperature and flow monitoring; temperature reduced to a 6 minute average, flow measured at least every 15 minutes reduced to an hourly average. 
CO CEMS if >75tpy CO		Periodic monitoring for ammonia in acid gas feed to first catalyst bed, frequency based on variability of system.		Incinerator Exhaust O2 CEMS reduced to a 6 minute average. Continuous Temperature and flow monitoring; temperature reduced to a 6 minute average, flow measured at least every 15 minutes reduced to an hourly average. 		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Quarterly visible emission checks, followed by an opacity observation if visible emissions are observed.

		Chemical/Energy		Storage Tank (1): Fixed roof with capacity < 25,000 gal or TVP < 0.50 psia		Same as normal operation BACT requirements except as listed below.

Fixed roof tank draining:
VOC: Send liquid to a covered vessel. If there is any standing liquid within the tank, and the tank is opened to the atmosphere or ventilated, the vapor stream must be controlled until there is no standing liquid or the VOC vapor pressure is less than 0.02 psia. Control device must meet BACT.
Acid: Drain to covered vessel. If there is any standing liquid within the tank, and the tank is opened to the atmosphere or ventilated, the vapor stream must be controlled until there is no standing liquid or the acid vapor pressure is less than 0.02 psia. Control device must meet BACT.
		See Additional Notes:		Fixed roof with submerged fill. Uninsulated exterior surfaces exposed to the sun shall be white or aluminum.		Fixed roof with submerged fill. Uninsulated exterior surfaces exposed to the sun shall be white or aluminum.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Stored material and throughput		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Chemical/Energy		Storage Tank (2): Fixed roof with capacity ≥ 25,000 gal and 0.50 psia < TVP < 11.0 psia		Same as normal operation BACT requirements except as listed below.

Fixed roof tank draining:
VOC: Send liquid to a covered vessel. If there is any standing liquid within the tank, and the tank is opened to the atmosphere or ventilated, the vapor stream must be controlled until there is no standing liquid or the VOC vapor pressure is less than 0.02 psia. Control device must meet BACT.
Acid: Drain to covered vessel. If there is any standing liquid within the tank, and the tank is opened to the atmosphere or ventilated, the vapor stream must be controlled until there is no standing liquid or the acid vapor pressure is less than 0.02 psia. Control device must meet BACT.		See Additional Notes:		Fixed roof with submerged fill. Uninsulated exterior surfaces exposed to the sun shall be white or aluminum. Vent to control. Specify control and efficiency.		Fixed roof with submerged fill. Uninsulated exterior surfaces exposed to the sun shall be white or aluminum. Vent to control. Specify control and efficiency.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Throughput for each material handled, hourly or monthly depending on emission potential permitted. Continuous temperature monitoring when material received or tank is heated or chilled above or bellow ambient temperatures.
Specific monitoring of control device and capture system is associated with device used and design of capture system.
MSS requires measurement of degassed tanks vapor concentration before opening to the atmosphere. Liquids residual must be checked, adjusted with measure diluent inputs or measured. 		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Periodic monitoring for ammonia concentration in liquid and or vapor, as applicable.		Periodic measurement of H2S in liquid and vapor space above liquid annually or within 60 days of change in material stored. Where H2S is present.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Periodic monitoring for hydrochloric acid concentration in liquid and or vapor, as applicable.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Chemical/Energy		Storage Tank (3): Fixed roof with TVP ≥ 11.0 psia		Same as normal operation BACT requirements except as listed below.

Fixed roof tank draining:
VOC: Send liquid to a covered vessel. If there is any standing liquid within the tank, and the tank is opened to the atmosphere or ventilated, the vapor stream must be controlled until there is no standing liquid or the VOC vapor pressure is less than 0.02 psia. Control device must meet BACT.
Acid: Drain to covered vessel. If there is any standing liquid within the tank, and the tank is opened to the atmosphere or ventilated, the vapor stream must be controlled until there is no standing liquid or the acid vapor pressure is less than 0.02 psia. Control device must meet BACT.
		See Additional Notes:		Vent to control. Specify control and efficiency.		Vent to control. Specify control and efficiency.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Dependent on control device employed, apply where PM emission potential exists (e.g. combustion, water scrubbing, etc.) Quarterly visible emission checks, followed by an opacity observation if visible emissions are observed.		Throughput for each material handled, hourly or monthly depending on emission potential permitted. Continuous temperature monitoring when material received or tank is heated of chilled above or bellow ambient temperatures.
Specific monitoring of control device and capture system is associated with device used and design of capture system.
MSS requires measurement of the following: degassed tanks vapor concentration before opening to atmosphere; forced ventilation rate, if ventilation exceeds 1 hour; presence and amount of residual liquid; amount of liquid diluent, if added to reduce concentration of residual liquids.		See Additional Notes:		Specific monitoring of control device and capture system is associated with device used and design of capture system.		Specific monitoring of control device and capture system is associated with device used and design of capture system.		Specific monitoring of control device and capture system is associated with device used and design of capture system.		Specific monitoring of control device and capture system is associated with device used and design of capture system.		Periodic measurement of H2S in liquid and vapor space above liquid annually or within 60 days of change in material stored. Where H2S is present. 
Specific monitoring of control device and capture system is associated with device used and design of capture system.		Specific monitoring of control device and capture system is associated with device used and design of capture system.		See Additional Notes:		Specific monitoring of control device and capture system is associated with device used and design of capture system.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Chemical/Energy		Storage Tank (4): Floating roof with TVP <11.0 psia		Unless specified below, route to appropriate control device when degassing. Control must be maintained until the VOC concentration is less than 10,000 ppmv VOC (or equivalent for non-VOCs). If there is any standing liquid within the tank, and the tank is opened to the atmosphere or ventilated, the vapor stream must be controlled until there is no standing liquid or the VOC vapor pressure is less than 0.02 psia. Route to control device during roof refloating if emissions from filling tanks without degassing and cleaning is > 5tpy. In this case, if controlling through fixed roof vent, route to control device during entire tank refill. New tanks must be designed to be drain dry with connections to control vapors under a landed roof. Commence under-roof degassing within 24 hours of landing. Degas every 24 hours unless no standing liquid in tank or vapor pressure of liquid in tank has a VOC partial pressure <0.02 psi.

Floating roof tank landings at bulk gasoline terminals: May land roof without control for two landings per tank per year when required for Reid Vapor Pressure changes.

Floating roof tank landing, change of service: May land roof without control for a change of service (incompatible liquids) if total site change of service tank landing emissions are less than 5 tpy.		See Additional Notes:		Specify tank type.
1. Internal floating roof: Uninsulated exterior surfaces exposed to the sun shall be white or aluminum. Drain dry design (new tanks only).
Specify seals: Alternative 1: Primary seal mechanical or liquid mounted.
Alternative 2: Primary seal vapor mounted and secondary seal rim mounted.

2. External floating roof: Uninsulated exterior surfaces exposed to the sun shall be white or aluminum. Slotted guide pole fittings must have gasketed cover and at least two of the following (specify selection): wiper, float, or sleeve. Specify seals: Primary seal mechanical or liquid mounted, secondary seal rim mounted. Drain dry design (new tanks only).
		Specify tank type.
1. Internal floating roof: Uninsulated exterior surfaces exposed to the sun shall be white or aluminum. Drain dry design (new tanks only).
Specify seals: Alternative 1: Primary seal mechanical or liquid mounted.
Alternative 2: Primary seal vapor mounted and secondary seal rim mounted.

2. External floating roof: Uninsulated exterior surfaces exposed to the sun shall be white or aluminum. Slotted guide pole fittings must have gasketed cover and at least two of the following (specify selection): wiper, float, or sleeve. Specify seals: Primary seal mechanical or liquid mounted, secondary seal rim mounted. Drain dry design (new tanks only).
		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Monitor and record throughput by material stored to record a monthly average. Monitor and record the monthly average temperature for each material stored if material or tank is heated.		Monitor and record throughput by material stored to record a monthly average. Monitor and record the monthly average temperature for each material stored if material or tank is heated.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Monitor H2S concentration in crude oil and oil vapor annually or within 60 days of changing the oil, whichever is more frequent.		Monitor and record throughput by material stored to record a monthly average. Monitor and record the monthly average temperature for each material stored if material or tank is heated.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Chemical/Energy		Storage: Silo		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		visible emission/opacity observations daily for major sources and quarterly for minor sources.
Differential pressure on PM control devices
		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Chemical/Energy		Turbine: Combined Cycle, Natural Gas		Minimizing the duration of MSS activities and minimizing the amount of time the turbine is outside the performance mode where the controls can be used. Operating the facility in accordance with best management practices and good air pollution control practices.		Good combustion practices. Fuel limited to firing pipeline quality natural gas.		2 ppmvd at 15% O2 if no duct burner, 4 ppmvd with duct burner. Achieved through good combustion practices.		See Additional Notes:		2.0 ppmvd at 15% O2, 24-hour average, typically achieved with dry low NOX burner, water/steam injection, limiting fuel consumption, or SCR. Specify numeric value and proposed technique.		Good combustion practices. Fuel limited to firing pipeline quality natural gas (low sulfur fuel). Sulfur content of fuel will not exceed 5 grains per 100 scf on an hourly basis and 1 gr/100 scf on an annual basis.		2-4 ppmvd at 15% O2, typically achieved with good combustion practices and/or oxidation catalyst. Specify numeric value and control technique. A detailed analysis is required if >4 ppmvd is proposed.		7-10 ppmvd at 15% O, achieved by controlling the ammonia injection system to minimize ammonia slip		Good combustion practices. Fuel limited to firing pipeline quality natural gas (low sulfur fuel). Sulfur content of fuel will not exceed 5 grains per 100 scf on an hourly basis and 1 gr/100 scf on an annual basis.		Good combustion practices. Fuel limited to firing pipeline quality natural gas (low sulfur fuel). Sulfur content of fuel will not exceed 5 grains per 100 scf on an hourly basis and 1 gr/100 scf on an annual basis.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Quarterly visible emission observations to demonstrate compliance with opacity requirements.

Continuous fuel flow monitor data used to calculate emission rate. Data collected four times per hour and averaged hourly. 		Continuous fuel flow monitor data used to calculate emission rate. Data collected four times per hour and averaged hourly. 		See Additional Notes:		CEMS. Data collected four times per hour and averaged hourly. 		Continuous fuel flow monitor data used to calculate emission rate. Data collected four times per hour and averaged hourly. 		CEMS. Data collected four times per hour and averaged hourly. 		Monthly AVO inspections of the ventilation ductwork. 		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Chemical/Energy		MSS Activities		Not required since this is a MSS unit type.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Blasting material and usage.
Paint spray type and usage.
Combustion firing rates.
Differential pressure across PM control devices.		Requirement dependent on application representation. Vapor concentration measurement prior to opening to atmosphere may be required and/or emission potential may be recalculated. Each measurement and/or number of events monthly must be monitored. Must monitor open ended lines for leaks if open more than 72 hours without cap, blind flange or plug. Where add on control is used for purge, monitoring consistent with device used and flow and firing rates monitored or potential calculated.		See Additional Notes:		Where add on control is used for purge, monitoring consistent with device used and flow and firing rates monitored or potential calculated.		Where add on control is used for purge, monitoring consistent with device used and flow and firing rates monitored or potential calculated.		Requirement dependent on application representation. Vapor concentration measurement prior to opening to atmosphere may be required and/or emission potential may be recalculated. Each measurement and/or number of events monthly must be monitored. Must monitor open ended lines for leaks if open more than 72 hours without cap, blind flange or plug. Where add on control is used for purge, monitoring consistent with device used and flow and firing rates monitored or potential calculated.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Chemical/Energy		Turbine: Simple Cycle, Natural Gas		Minimizing the duration of MSS activities and operating the facility in accordance with best management practices and good air pollution control practices.		Good combustion practices. Fuel limited to firing pipeline quality natural gas.		2 ppmvd at 15% O2 achieved through good combustion practices.		See Additional Notes:		5.0 to 9.0 ppmvd at 15% O2, typically achieved with dry low NOX burner, water/steam injection, limiting fuel consumption, or SCR. Specify numeric value and proposed technique.		Good combustion practices. Fuel limited to firing pipeline quality natural gas (low sulfur fuel). Sulfur content of fuel will not exceed 2 to 5 grains per 100 scf on an hourly basis and 0.5 to 1 gr/100 scf on an annual basis.		9-25 ppmvd at 15% O2, typically achieved with good combustion practices and/or oxidation catalyst. Specify numeric value and control technique. A detailed analysis is required if >9 ppmvd is proposed.		7-10 ppmvd at 15% O, achieved by controlling the ammonia injection system to minimize ammonia slip		Good combustion practices. Fuel limited to firing pipeline quality natural gas (low sulfur fuel). Sulfur content of fuel will not exceed 5 grains per 100 scf on an hourly basis and 1 gr/100 scf on an annual basis.		Good combustion practices. Fuel limited to firing pipeline quality natural gas (low sulfur fuel). Sulfur content of fuel will not exceed 5 grains per 100 scf on an hourly basis and 1 gr/100 scf on an annual basis.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Quarterly visible emission observations to demonstrate compliance with opacity requirements.

Continuous fuel flow monitor data used to calculate emission rate. Data collected four times per hour and averaged hourly. 		Continuously monitor the fuel firing rates. Periodic monitoring of fuel composition and heating value, if and when varied.		See Additional Notes:		<100 MMBtu/hr: Continuously monitor the fuel firing rates. Periodic monitoring of fuel composition and heating value, if and when varied. Data used with stack testing results.
≥100 MMBtu/hr: Continuously monitor the fuel firing rates. Periodic monitoring of fuel composition and heating value, if and when varied. CEMS. Data collected four times per hour and averaged hourly. 		Continuously monitor the fuel firing rates. Periodic monitoring of fuel composition and heating value, if and when varied.		<100 MMBtu/hr: Continuously monitor the fuel firing rates. Periodic monitoring of fuel composition and heating value, if and when varied. Data used with stack testing results.
≥100 MMBtu/hr: Continuously monitor the fuel firing rates. Periodic monitoring of fuel composition and heating value, if and when varied. CEMS. Data collected four times per hour and averaged hourly. 		SCR requires continuous monitoring for slip reduced to an hourly average.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Chemical/Energy		Wastewater Facilities		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		See Additional Notes:		Applicable for organics and inorganics.

Uncontrolled site-wide wastewater emissions < 5 tpy VOC: Piped and covered conveyance to storage or biological treatment.

Uncontrolled site-wide wastewater emissions > 5 tpy VOC: stripped gases from pretreatment routed to a control device, collection system hard piped/covered conveyance to biological treatment unit vented to a control device, wastewater treatment system must be at least 90 percent efficient.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Daily Flow into treatment plant. 
Quarterly AVO check of water seal where site wastewater emissions >5tpy 
For Activated Sludge Biological Treatment, daily mixed liquor suspended solids (MLSS)
Monthly wastewater concentration of all air contaminants entering treatment plant.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Daily Flow into treatment plant. 
Quarterly AVO check of water seal where site wastewater emissions >5tpy 
For Activated Sludge Biological Treatment, daily mixed liquor suspended solids (MLSS)
Monthly wastewater concentration of all air contaminants entering treatment plant.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Coatings		Abrasive Blasting (Enclosed Booth / Building)		Removal of spent filters in such a manner to minimize PM emissions and placing the spent filters in sealable bags or other sealable containers prior to removal from the site.

Bags or containers shall be kept closed at all times except when adding spent filters.

Collection and removal of spent or waste abrasive blast media in such a manner to minimize emissions and placing the waste in covered containers prior to removal from the site.		Use of a filter control device such as a baghouse or cartridge filter system with an outlet grain loading of ≤ 0.002 grains/dry standard cubic foot or an efficiency of at least 99.9%.

Opacity shall not exceed 5% and/or no visible emissions from each stack or vent.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Recordkeeping of blast media usage and hours of operation on a (daily, monthly) basis
Quarterly visible emission observations/opacity measurements and record keeping
Monthly AVO Inspections of capture system
Pressure drop monitoring across the filters.
Record pressure drop measurement at least once per day.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Coatings		Abrasive Blasting (Non-Enclosed)		Collection and removal of spent or waste abrasive blast media in such a manner to minimize emissions and placing the waste in covered containers prior to removal from the site.		Use of low dusting abrasives (coal slag, copper slag, nickel slag, steel grit, steel shot, or other media with a free silica content of less than 1.0%). Specify material proposed.

Use of shrouds is highly recommended to meet state/federal PM standards and effects review. Shroud material shade factor shall be 85% or greater.

Good housekeeping for spills.

There shall be no visible emissions crossing the property line. 

Installation of an enclosure equipped with a ventilation and PM control system may be required if the operation can reasonable be conducted within a structure with a volume of 100,000 cubic feet or less. Provide details about operation size.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Recordkeeping of blast media usage and hours of operation on a (daily, monthly) basis
Quarterly visible emissions observations and recordkeeping		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Coatings		Boiler: Liquid and Gas Fuel, ≤ 40 MMBtu/hr		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		Firing pipeline quality sweet natural gas and good combustion practices.

Opacity shall not exceed 5% and/or no visible emissions from each stack or vent.		Firing pipeline quality sweet natural gas and good combustion practices.		See Additional Notes:		Firing pipeline quality sweet natural gas and good combustion practices.		Firing pipeline quality sweet natural gas and good combustion practices.		Firing pipeline quality sweet natural gas and good combustion practices.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Quarterly visible emission observations/opacity measurements and record keeping
Fuel usage monitoring and recordkeeping		Fuel usage monitoring and recordkeeping		See Additional Notes:		Fuel usage monitoring and recordkeeping		Fuel usage monitoring and recordkeeping
Records of sulfur content of fuel		Fuel usage monitoring and recordkeeping		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Coatings		Cleaning: Railcar/Truck		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		See Additional Notes:		De-gas/depressurize to a control device. De-heel prior to cleaning. Connect to a control device, 99% DRE for a scrubber, 98% for a flare, or 99.9% for an incinerator. Specify technique.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Recordkeeping of # of railcars/trucks cleaned, material cleaned, time cleaned, molecular weight of material, vapor molecular weight, and starting pressure.		Recordkeeping of # of railcars/trucks cleaned, material cleaned, time cleaned, molecular weight of material, vapor molecular weight, and starting pressure.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Coatings		Control: Absorber (I.E., Scrubber)		Same as normal operation BACT requirements except as listed below.

Acid:
Neutralize acid with caustic and drain to the sewer

Absorber draining, VOC <0.5 psia:
Send liquid to a closed drain system. Degas to atmosphere. Deheel all remaining liquids within a reasonable amount of time.

Absorber draining, VOC >0.5 psia:
Route to appropriate control device. Control must be maintained until the VOC concentration is less than 34,000 ppmv as methane (or equivalent for non-VOCs). The process equipment or storage vessels shall be depressurized to the control device prior to degassing. The facilities shall be degassed using good engineering practice to ensure air contaminants are removed from the system through the
control device to the extent allowed by process equipment or storage vessel design.

Semiconductor, inorganic compounds:
Limiting process operation while the control device is down for planned maintenance to no more than 120 hours per year in total. Impacts for criteria pollutants and individual species must be acceptable during control device bypass.		See Additional Notes:		Acidic or basic gas, or soluble hydrocarbon: 99% recovery or 5-10 ppmv in vent for acid gases, 99% for carbon compounds

Semiconductor, inorganic compounds:
Collecting and venting inorganic emissions to an add-on control device may be required if inorganic emissions are greater than 1 tpy (site-wide). The absorption device must achieve an efficiency of at least 99% or greater based on vendor representations for specific compounds. 		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Quarterly visible emission observations/opacity measurements and record keeping.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Continuous monitoring and records of pH readings. Monitor and record recirculation rate of scrubber solution.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Coatings		Control: Adsorption System (Disposable)		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		See Additional Notes:		Minimum of two carbon canisters in series; continuous emissions monitor (CEM) and recorder before the last canister, but periodic monitoring before the last canister may be acceptable for single compound or low use rate systems. Provide details.

Breakthrough concentration 20-100 ppm based on vendor representations for specific compounds.

Semiconductors:
Collecting and venting organic emissions to an add-on control device may be required if organic emissions are greater than 50 tpy (site-wide). The adsorption device must achieve an organic exhaust breakthrough concentration of no more than 20 – 100 ppmv based on vendor representations for specific compounds.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		VOC concentration measured at a frequency equivalent to between 20 and 30 percent of the minimum potential saturation time. Visual inspection for carbon build up around the stack weekly.		VOC concentration measured at a frequency equivalent to between 20 and 30 percent of the minimum potential saturation time. Visual inspection for carbon build up around the stack weekly.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Coatings		Control: Adsorption System (Regenerative)		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		See Additional Notes:		Minimum of two carbon canisters in parallel; CEM on the carbon bed outlet vent(s), monitor for vacuum during regeneration.

Breakthrough concentration 20-100 ppm based on vendor representations for specific compounds; automatic alarm if breakthrough is approached; automatic shutdown if breakthrough occurs.

Semiconductors:
Collecting and venting organic emissions to an add-on control device may be required if organic emissions are greater than 50 tpy (site-wide). The adsorption device must achieve an organic exhaust breakthrough concentration of no more than 20 – 100 ppmv based on vendor representations for specific compounds.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		VOC CEMS with recording one minute average concentrations. Visual inspection for carbon build up around the stack weekly. Vacuum pressure during each regeneration cycle, if compliance issues noted.		VOC CEMS with recording one minute average concentrations. Visual inspection for carbon build up around the stack weekly. Vacuum pressure during each regeneration cycle, if compliance issues noted.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Coatings		Control: Baghouse, Cartridge Filter System, Bin Vent Filter		Fabric filters should be in good repair with an acceptable pressure drop prior to the start of operation.

Removal of spent filters in such a manner to minimize PM emissions and placing the spent filters in sealable bags or other sealable containers prior to removal from the site. Bags or containers shall be kept closed at all times except when adding spent filters.		Specify Industry Type:

Abrasive Blasting, Coating and Ink Manufacturing - Outlet grain loading of ≤ 0.002 grains/dry standard cubic foot or an efficiency of at least 99.9%. Opacity shall not exceed 5% and/or no visible emissions from each stack or vent. Specify technique.

Surface Coating, Cultured Marble, FRP - Use of dry filters with a control efficiency of 99% or greater in the grinding booths/room.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Continuous pressure drop monitoring across the filters.
Daily records of pressure drop measurements.
Quarterly visible emission observations/opacity measurements and record keeping.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Coatings		Control: Oxidizer (Catalytic)		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		See Additional Notes:		98% destruction of 20 ppmv outlet concentration at 3% oxygen on exhaust VOC. Specify option selected.

Monitor bed temperature, perform initial test.

Semiconductor:
Collecting and venting organic emissions to an add-on control device may be required if organic emissions are greater than 50 tpy (site-wide). The thermal control device with a rotor concentrator must achieve an overall efficiency of at least 95% or greater. The thermal control device without a rotor concentrator must achieve an efficiency of at least 98% or greater.		98% destruction of 20 ppmv outlet concentration at 3% oxygen on exhaust VOC. Specify option selected.

Monitor bed temperature, perform initial test.

Semiconductor:
Collecting and venting organic emissions to an add-on control device may be required if organic emissions are greater than 50 tpy (site-wide). The thermal control device with a rotor concentrator must achieve an overall efficiency of at least 95% or greater. The thermal control device without a rotor concentrator must achieve an efficiency of at least 98% or greater.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Continuous temperature monitoring of the catalytic thermal oxidizer combustion chamber. Four data points collected per hour (3-hour average). Material usage data used to calculate emissions.		Continuous temperature monitoring of the catalytic thermal oxidizer combustion chamber. Four data points collected per hour (3-hour average). Material usage data used to calculate emissions.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Coatings		Control: Oxidizer (Thermal)		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.

Coating/Semiconductor/FRP/Printing operations:
Maintenance: Limiting process operation while the thermal control device is down for planned maintenance. Impacts for criteria pollutants and individual species must be acceptable during control device bypass. Limited to 120 hours of control device bypass.

Startup/shutdown: Venting ductwork and control device to atmosphere to eliminate explosive conditions prior to start of control device operation. Control device shall be in normal operation and at the appropriate temperature prior to start of process operation. Control device shall remain in normal operation at least 30 minutes after the completion of the surface coating operation prior to shutdown.

		See Additional Notes:		Specify Industry Type:

98% destruction efficiency or greater.

Semiconductor - The thermal control device with a rotor concentrator must achieve an overall efficiency of at least 95% or greater. The thermal control device without a rotor concentrator must achieve an efficiency of at least 98% or greater.		Specify Industry Type:

98% destruction efficiency or greater.

Semiconductor - The thermal control device with a rotor concentrator must achieve an overall efficiency of at least 95% or greater. The thermal control device without a rotor concentrator must achieve an efficiency of at least 98% or greater.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Recordkeeping of natural gas and coating usage on. Data used to calculate emissions.
Quarterly Visible emission check/opacity measurements.		Continuous temperature monitoring of the TO combustion chamber. Four data points collected per hour (3-hour average). Recordkeeping of material usage. Material usage data used to calculate emissions.		Continuous temperature monitoring of the TO combustion chamber. Four data points collected per hour (3-hour average). Recordkeeping of material usage. Material usage data used to calculate emissions.		Recordkeeping of natural gas and coating usage on (daily, monthly) basis. Data used to calculate emissions. 		Recordkeeping of natural gas and coating usage on (daily, monthly) basis. Data used to calculate emissions. 		Recordkeeping of natural gas and coating usage on (daily, monthly) basis. Data used to calculate emissions. 		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Coatings		Control: Particulate Scrubber		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		Outlet grain loading of ≤ 0.01 gr/dscf exit maximum.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Monitor and record recirculation rate of scrubber solution.
Monitor and record fresh water supply flowrate to scrubber. Monitor and record differential pressure across scrubber.
Quarterly visible emission observations/opacity measurements and record keeping. 		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Coatings		Cultured Marble - Process		Fugitive Components: Audio, visual, and olfactory (AVO) inspection and maintenance plan with walk through to identify leaking components and repair of leaks as soon as practicable. Identify leaking components on inspection record with repairs completed as soon as practicable or within 15 days. Purging of piping and components to remove as much liquid as practicable before repairs or replacements are initiated. Liquids from leaks and absorbent materials are stored in closed containers until removal from the site or sent to a solvent recovery system at the site.

Solvent Storage Tank Cleaning: Removal of as much of the remaining liquid as practicable. The remaining heel in the storage tank shall be less than one-half inch at the deepest point before degassing and venting to the atmosphere may begin. Degassing of storage tanks with a heel greater than one-half inch shall be evaluated on a case-by-case basis.

Resin Storage Tank Cleaning: Removal of as much of the remaining liquid as practicable. Solvent or monomer concentration in the tank head space must be less than 10,000 ppm prior to venting the tank to the atmosphere. Tank venting through the thermal control device or spray booth stacks during degassing may be necessary to achieve acceptable impacts.

Cleanup of Overspray using Solvents: Capture of cleaning solvents when practicable and limit solvent usage through a site-specific solvent management plan. Solvents are stored in closed containers until removal from the site or sent to a solvent recovery system at the site.

Cleanup of Overspray using Mechanical Methods: Removal of overspray in such a manner to minimize PM emissions and placing the waste in sealable bags or other sealable containers prior to removal from the site. Bags or containers shall be kept closed at all times except when adding waste.

Filter Replacement: Removal of spent filters in such a manner to minimize PM emissions and placing the spent filters in sealable bags or other sealable containers prior to removal from the site. Bags or containers shall be kept closed at all times except when adding spent filters.		Use of dry filters with a control efficiency of 99% or greater in the grinding booths or rooms. 

Opacity shall not exceed 5% and/or no visible emissions from each stack or vent.		Use of resins and gelcoats that meet the monomer limitations in 40 CFR Part 63, Subpart WWWW. Use proper ventilation design to minimize styrene odor. 100% capture of monomer emissions to minimize fugitive emissions.

Use high transfer efficiency spray application equipment. Airless, HVLP spray equipment, fluid impingement technology, non-atomized application equipment, brushes, or rollers. Implementation of ACMA controlled spray techniques, including operator training, spray gun calibration and the use of overspray containment flanges on molds may be required to achieve acceptable impacts.

Collecting and venting VOC and exempt solvent to an add-on control device may be required for operations with VOC and exempt solvent emissions greater than 60 tpy. Efficiency of thermal control device is 98% or greater. Provide details.

Good housekeeping and best management practices. Acetone replacement compounds should have a vapor pressure less than 1.0 mmHg at 40⁰C. Aqueous cleaners should have a VOC content less than 5.0% by weight. See applicable 40 CFR Part 63 requirements regardless of whether the requirements are directly applicable.		Use of resins and gelcoats that meet the monomer limitations in 40 CFR Part 63, Subpart WWWW. Use proper ventilation design to minimize styrene odor. 100% capture of monomer emissions to minimize fugitive emissions.

Use high transfer efficiency spray application equipment. Airless, HVLP spray equipment, fluid impingement technology, non-atomized application equipment, brushes, or rollers. Implementation of ACMA controlled spray techniques, including operator training, spray gun calibration and the use of overspray containment flanges on molds may be required to achieve acceptable impacts.

Collecting and venting VOC and exempt solvent to an add-on control device may be required for operations with VOC and exempt solvent emissions greater than 60 tpy. Efficiency of thermal control device is 98% or greater. Provide details.

Good housekeeping and best management practices. Acetone replacement compounds should have a vapor pressure less than 1.0 mmHg at 40⁰C. Aqueous cleaners should have a VOC content less than 5.0% by weight. See applicable 40 CFR Part 63 requirements regardless of whether the requirements are directly applicable.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Recordkeeping of material usage (daily, monthly) basis. VOC content of resins used also recorded.		Recordkeeping of material usage (daily, monthly) basis. ES content of solvents used also recorded.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Coatings		Degreaser: Cold Solvent Cleaner		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		See Additional Notes:		Rule required facility design. See applicable 30 TAC § 115 and/or 40 CFR Part 63 requirements (e.g. units equipped with a rigid cover, internal parts drainage capability, a freeboard ratio ≥ 0.7, and work practices to minimize solvent drag out)

Good housekeeping and best management practices. See applicable 30 TAC § 115 and/or 40 CFR Part 63 requirements.		Rule required facility design. See applicable 30 TAC § 115 and/or 40 CFR Part 63 requirements (e.g. units equipped with a rigid cover, internal parts drainage capability, a freeboard ratio ≥ 0.7, and work practices to minimize solvent drag out)

Good housekeeping and best management practices. See applicable 30 TAC § 115 and/or 40 CFR Part 63 requirements.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Recordkeeping of solvent usage on (daily, monthly) basis. Data used to calculate emissions.		Recordkeeping of solvent usage on (daily, monthly) basis. Data used to calculate emissions.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Coatings		Degreaser: Conveyorized		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		See Additional Notes:		Rule required facility design. See applicable 30 TAC § 115 and/or 40 CFR Part 63 requirements (e.g. units equipped with a refrigerated chiller, drying tunnel, or parts tumbling, automatic sump heat shutoff(s), entrance and exit silhouettes, and rigid downtime covers).

Good housekeeping and best management practices. See applicable 30 TAC § 115 and/or 40 CFR Part 63 requirements.		Rule required facility design. See applicable 30 TAC § 115 and/or 40 CFR Part 63 requirements (e.g. units equipped with a refrigerated chiller, drying tunnel, or parts tumbling, automatic sump heat shutoff(s), entrance and exit silhouettes, and rigid downtime covers).

Good housekeeping and best management practices. See applicable 30 TAC § 115 and/or 40 CFR Part 63 requirements.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Recordkeeping of solvent usage on (daily, monthly) basis. Data used to calculate emissions.		Recordkeeping of solvent usage on (daily, monthly) basis. Data used to calculate emissions.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Coatings		Degreaser: Hand Wipe		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		See Additional Notes:		Good housekeeping and best management practices. See applicable 30 TAC § 115 and/or 40 CFR Part 63 requirements.		Good housekeeping and best management practices. See applicable 30 TAC § 115 and/or 40 CFR Part 63 requirements.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Recordkeeping of solvent usage on (daily, monthly) basis. Data used to calculate emissions.		Recordkeeping of solvent usage on (daily, monthly) basis. Data used to calculate emissions.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Coatings		Degreaser: Open Top Vapor Degreaser		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		See Additional Notes:		Rule required facility design. See applicable 30 TAC § 115 and/or 40 CFR Part 63 requirements (e.g. units equipped with a rigid cover, internal parts drainage capability, automatic sump heat shutoff(s), spray safety switch, and work practices to minimize solvent drag out.

Units with an opening ≥ 10 ft squared: use of a powered cover, a freeboard ratio ≥ 0.75, a refrigerated chiller, and an enclosed design, or a carbon adsorption system. Provide details.

Good housekeeping and best management practices. See applicable 30 TAC § 115 and/or 40 CFR Part 63 requirements.		Rule required facility design. See applicable 30 TAC § 115 and/or 40 CFR Part 63 requirements (e.g. units equipped with a rigid cover, internal parts drainage capability, automatic sump heat shutoff(s), spray safety switch, and work practices to minimize solvent drag out.

Units with an opening ≥ 10 ft squared: use of a powered cover, a freeboard ratio ≥ 0.75, a refrigerated chiller, and an enclosed design, or a carbon adsorption system. Provide details.

Good housekeeping and best management practices. See applicable 30 TAC § 115 and/or 40 CFR Part 63 requirements.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Recordkeeping of solvent usage on (daily, monthly) basis. Data used to calculate emissions.		Recordkeeping of solvent usage on (daily, monthly) basis. Data used to calculate emissions.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Coatings		Degreaser: Remote Reservoir Cleaning		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		See Additional Notes:		Use of low vapor pressure solvents, aqueous solutions. Solvent vapor pressure shall be less than 0.6 psia at 100⁰F.

The solvent drain area shall be less than 16 square inches.

If a solvent spray is used, it must be a solid fluid stream and not a fine atomized or shower type spray.

Good housekeeping and best management practices. See applicable 30 TAC § 115 and/or 40 CFR Part 63 requirements.		Use of low vapor pressure solvents, aqueous solutions. Solvent vapor pressure shall be less than 0.6 psia at 100⁰F.

The solvent drain area shall be less than 16 square inches.

If a solvent spray is used, it must be a solid fluid stream and not a fine atomized or shower type spray.

Good housekeeping and best management practices. See applicable 30 TAC § 115 and/or 40 CFR Part 63 requirements.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Recordkeeping of solvent usage on (daily, monthly) basis. Data used to calculate emissions.		Recordkeeping of solvent usage on (daily, monthly) basis. Data used to calculate emissions.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Coatings		Dryer		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		Firing pipeline quality sweet natural gas and good combustion practices.

Opacity shall not exceed 5% and/or no visible emissions from each stack or vent.		Firing pipeline quality sweet natural gas and good combustion practices.		Firing pipeline quality sweet natural gas and good combustion practices.		Firing pipeline quality sweet natural gas and good combustion practices. Specify if firing alternate fuel.		Firing pipeline quality sweet natural gas and good combustion practices.		Firing pipeline quality sweet natural gas and good combustion practices.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Quarterly visible emission observations/opacity measurements and record keeping

Continuously monitor the natural gas firing rate and the raw material feed rate.		Fuel usage monitoring and recordkeeping		See Additional Notes:		Fuel usage monitoring and recordkeeping		Fuel usage monitoring and recordkeeping
Records of sulfur content of fuel		Fuel usage monitoring and recordkeeping		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Coatings		Engine: Emergency (Diesel)		Minimize duration and occurrence of MSS activities.		Meeting the requirements of 40 CFR Part 60, Subpart IIII. Firing ultra-low sulfur diesel fuel (no more than 15 ppm sulfur by weight). Limited to 100 hrs./yr. of non-emergency operation. Have a non-resettable runtime meter.

No visible emissions shall leave the property. Visible emissions shall be determined by a standard of no visible emissions exceeding 30 seconds in duration in any six-minute period as determined using EPA TM 22 or equivalent
		Meeting the requirements of 40 CFR Part 60, Subpart IIII. Firing ultra-low sulfur diesel fuel (no more than 15 ppm sulfur by weight). Limited to 100 hrs./yr. of non-emergency operation. Have a non-resettable runtime meter.
		See Additional Notes:		Meeting the requirements of 40 CFR Part 60, Subpart IIII. Firing ultra-low sulfur diesel fuel (no more than 15 ppm sulfur by weight). Limited to 100 hrs./yr. of non-emergency operation. Have a non-resettable runtime meter.
		Meeting the requirements of 40 CFR Part 60, Subpart IIII. Firing ultra-low sulfur diesel fuel (no more than 15 ppm sulfur by weight). Limited to 100 hrs./yr. of non-emergency operation. Have a non-resettable runtime meter.
		Meeting the requirements of 40 CFR Part 60, Subpart IIII. Firing ultra-low sulfur diesel fuel (no more than 15 ppm sulfur by weight). Limited to 100 hrs./yr. of non-emergency operation. Have a non-resettable runtime meter.
		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Monitor and record hours of operation.		Monitor and record hours of operation.		See Additional Notes:		Monitor and record hours of operation.		Monitor and record hours of operation.		Monitor and record hours of operation.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Coatings		Fiber Reinforced Plastic (FRP) - Process		Fugitive Components: Audio, visual, and olfactory (AVO) inspection and maintenance plan with walk through to identify leaking components and repair of leaks as soon as practicable. Identify leaking components on inspection record with repairs completed as soon as practicable or within 15 days. Purging of piping and components to remove as much liquid as practicable before repairs or replacements are initiated. Liquids from leaks and absorbent materials are stored in closed containers until removal from the site or sent to a solvent recovery system at the site.

Solvent Storage Tank Cleaning: Removal of as much of the remaining liquid as practicable. The remaining heel in the storage tank shall be less than one-half inch at the deepest point before degassing and venting to the atmosphere may begin. Degassing of storage tanks with a heel greater than one-half inch shall be evaluated on a case-by-case basis.

Resin Storage Tank Cleaning: Removal of as much of the remaining liquid as practicable. Solvent or monomer concentration in the tank head space must be less than 10,000 ppm prior to venting the tank to the atmosphere. Tank venting through the thermal control device or spray booth stacks during degassing may be necessary to achieve acceptable impacts.

Cleanup of Overspray using Solvents: Capture of cleaning solvents when practicable and limit solvent usage through a site-specific solvent management plan. Solvents are stored in closed containers until removal from the site or sent to a solvent recovery system at the site.

Cleanup of Overspray using Mechanical Methods: Removal of overspray in such a manner to minimize PM emissions and placing the waste in sealable bags or other sealable containers prior to removal from the site. Bags or containers shall be kept closed at all times except when adding waste.

Filter Replacement: Removal of spent filters in such a manner to minimize PM emissions and placing the spent filters in sealable bags or other sealable containers prior to removal from the site. Bags or containers shall be kept closed at all times except when adding spent filters.		Use of dry filters with a control efficiency of 99% or greater in the grinding booths or rooms. 

Opacity shall not exceed 5% and/or no visible emissions from each stack or vent.		Use of resins and gelcoats that meet the monomer limitations in 40 CFR Part 63, Subparts WWWW or VVVV.

Use proper ventilation design to minimize styrene odor. 100% capture of monomer emissions to minimize fugitive emissions.

Use high transfer efficiency spray application equipment. Airless, HVLP spray equipment, fluid impingement technology, non-atomized application equipment, brushes, or rollers. Implementation of ACMA controlled spray techniques, including operator training, spray gun calibration and the use of overspray containment flanges on molds may be required to achieve acceptable impacts.

Collecting and venting VOC and exempt solvent to an add-on control device may be required for operations with VOC and exempt solvent emissions greater than 60 tpy. Efficiency of thermal control device is 98% or greater. Provide details.

Good housekeeping and best management practices. Acetone replacement compounds should have a vapor pressure less than 1.0 mmHg at 40⁰C. Aqueous cleaners should have a VOC content less than 5.0% by weight. See applicable 40 CFR Part 63 requirements regardless of whether the requirements are directly applicable.		Use of resins and gelcoats that meet the monomer limitations in 40 CFR Part 63, Subparts WWWW or VVVV.

Use proper ventilation design to minimize styrene odor. 100% capture of monomer emissions to minimize fugitive emissions.

Use high transfer efficiency spray application equipment. Airless, HVLP spray equipment, fluid impingement technology, non-atomized application equipment, brushes, or rollers. Implementation of ACMA controlled spray techniques, including operator training, spray gun calibration and the use of overspray containment flanges on molds may be required to achieve acceptable impacts.

Collecting and venting VOC and exempt solvent to an add-on control device may be required for operations with VOC and exempt solvent emissions greater than 60 tpy. Efficiency of thermal control device is 98% or greater. Provide details.

Good housekeeping and best management practices. Acetone replacement compounds should have a vapor pressure less than 1.0 mmHg at 40⁰C. Aqueous cleaners should have a VOC content less than 5.0% by weight. See applicable 40 CFR Part 63 requirements regardless of whether the requirements are directly applicable.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Recordkeeping of material usage (daily, monthly) basis. VOC content of resins used also recorded.		Recordkeeping of material usage (daily, monthly) basis. ES content of solvents used also recorded.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Coatings		Foam Manufacturing		Same as normal operation BACT requirements, except where noted below.

Filters, Dust Collection System: Removal of spent filters in such a manner to minimize PM emissions and placing the spent filters in sealable bags or other sealable containers prior to removal from the site. Bags or containers shall be kept closed at all times except when adding spent filters.

Storage Tank Degassing: Removal of as much of the remaining liquid as practicable. The remaining heel in the storage tank shall be less than one-half inch at the deepest point before degassing and venting to the atmosphere may begin. Degassing of storage tanks with a heel greater than one-half inch shall be evaluated on a case by case basis.

Fugitive Components: Audio, visible and olfactory (AVO) inspection and maintenance plan with daily walk through to identify leaking components and repair of leaks as soon as practicable. Good housekeeping for spills. Identify leaking components on daily inspection record with repairs completed as soon as practicable or within 15 days. Purging of piping and components to remove as much liquid as practicable before repairs or replacements are initiated. Liquids from leaks and absorbent materials are stored in closed containers until removal from the site or sent to a solvent recovery system at the site.

Thermal Control Device: Venting ductwork and control device to atmosphere to eliminate explosive atmospheres prior to start of control device operation. Control device shall be in normal operation and at the appropriate temperature prior to start of process operation. Control device shall remain in normal operation at least 30 minutes after the completion of the manufacturing operation before shutdown. Minimize the duration of the control device startup and shutdown consistent with good operating practices.
		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Recordkeeping of material throughput and hours of operation on a (daily, monthly) basis. Vapor pressure and molecular weight of material recorded.		Recordkeeping of material throughput and hours of operation on a (daily, monthly) basis. Vapor pressure and molecular weight of material recorded.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Coatings		Furnace		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		Firing pipeline quality natural gas and good combustion practices. Specify if firing a different fuel.		Firing pipeline quality natural gas and good combustion practices. Specify if firing a different fuel. 		See Additional Notes:		Firing pipeline quality natural gas and good combustion practices. Specify if firing a different fuel. 

Burners with the best NOx performance given the burner configuration and gaseous fuel used.		Firing pipeline quality natural gas and good combustion practices. Specify if firing a different fuel.		50 ppmv corrected to 3% O2.

Good combustion practices. 		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Fuel usage monitoring on a monthly basis and recordkeeping
Quarterly visible emission observations/opacity measurements and record keeping		Fuel usage monitoring on a monthly basis and recordkeeping		See Additional Notes:		Fuel usage monitoring on a monthly basis and recordkeeping		Fuel usage monitoring on a monthly basis and recordkeeping
Records of sulfur content of fuel		Fuel usage monitoring on a monthly basis and recordkeeping		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Coatings		Heater		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		Firing pipeline quality sweet natural gas and good combustion practices.

Opacity shall not exceed 5% and/or no visible emissions from each stack or vent.		Firing pipeline quality sweet natural gas and good combustion practices.		See Additional Notes:		Firing pipeline quality sweet natural gas and good combustion practices. Specify if firing alternate fuel.		Firing pipeline quality sweet natural gas and good combustion practices.		Firing pipeline quality sweet natural gas and good combustion practices.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Fuel usage monitoring on a monthly basis and recordkeeping
Quarterly visible emission observations/opacity measurements and record keeping		Fuel usage monitoring on a monthly basis and recordkeeping		See Additional Notes:		Fuel usage monitoring on a monthly basis and recordkeeping		Fuel usage monitoring on a monthly basis and recordkeeping
Records of sulfur content of fuel		Fuel usage monitoring on a monthly basis and recordkeeping		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Coatings		Hopper		Removal of spent filters in such a manner to minimize PM emissions and placing the spent filters in sealable bags or other sealable containers prior to removal from the site.

Bags or containers shall be kept closed at all times except when adding spent filters.		Equipped with a filter control device such as a baghouse, cartridge filter system, or bin vent filter. Outlet grain loading of ≤ 0.002 gr/dscf or an efficiency of at least 99.9%. Specify technique.

Good housekeeping for spills.

Opacity shall not exceed 5% and/or no visible emissions from each stack or vent.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Recordkeeping of material throughput
Quarterly visible emission observations/opacity measurements and record keeping
Pressure drop monitoring across the filters.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Coatings		Letdown Tank		Cleanup by mechanical means: removal of solids buildup on the interior by scraping or chiseling. The ventilation and control systems shall be operating. Bags or containers of waste material shall be kept closed at all times except when adding waste.

Cleanup using solvents: collection and removal of the remaining product and the storage of wash water or wash solvents in closed containers for reuse or disposal. During cleanup the ventilation and control systems shall be operating. Containers shall be kept closed at all times except when adding liquids.		See Additional Notes:		Tanks shall be covered and sampling ports and hatches shall be kept closed except for removal of samples and addition of materials.

Permanent rigid covers shall be in good repair at all times and free from cracks, holes, or other defects. All seals on access ports and hatches must be in good repair.

Good housekeeping and best management practices. See applicable 40 CFR Part 63 requirements.		Tanks shall be covered and sampling ports and hatches shall be kept closed except for removal of samples and addition of materials.

Permanent rigid covers shall be in good repair at all times and free from cracks, holes, or other defects. All seals on access ports and hatches must be in good repair.

Good housekeeping and best management practices. See applicable 40 CFR Part 63 requirements.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Recordkeeping of material throughput and hours of operation on a (daily, monthly) basis.
		Recordkeeping of material throughput and hours of operation on a (daily, monthly) basis.
Records of vapor pressure and molecular weight of each material.		Recordkeeping of material throughput and hours of operation on a (daily, monthly) basis.
Records of vapor pressure and molecular weight of each material.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Coatings		Loading / Unloading: Railcar		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		See Additional Notes:		Specify option:

VOC vp < 0.5 psia @95⁰F: submerged or bottom loading. No splash loading. Although no emissions credit will be given, vapor balanced loading may also be helpful to achieve acceptable off-property impacts.

VOC ≥ 0.5 psia @95⁰F: chemical blending sites: Pressure-rated railcars and Department of Transportation Testing. Collecting and venting of emissions to an add-on device may be required if the VOC and exempt solvent emissions at the site are ≥ 60 tpy. Efficiency of thermal control device is 98% or greater. Specify if this is applicable and efficiency.		Specify option:

VOC vp < 0.5 psia @95⁰F: submerged or bottom loading. No splash loading. Although no emissions credit will be given, vapor balanced loading may also be helpful to achieve acceptable off-property impacts.

VOC ≥ 0.5 psia @95⁰F: chemical blending sites: Pressure-rated railcars and Department of Transportation Testing. Collecting and venting of emissions to an add-on device may be required if the VOC and exempt solvent emissions at the site are ≥ 60 tpy. Efficiency of thermal control device is 98% or greater. Specify if this is applicable and efficiency.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Recordkeeping of amount of material loaded/unloaded and hours of loading/ unloading on a daily basis.
Records of vapor pressure and molecular weight of material.		Recordkeeping of amount of material loaded/unloaded and hours of loading/ unloading on a daily basis
Records of vapor pressure and molecular weight of material.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Coatings		Loading / Unloading: Tote/Drum		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		See Additional Notes:		Specify vapor pressure.

VP<0.5_psia@95⁰F:
Submerged filling (lance fill). Good housekeeping for spills.

VP≥0.5_psia@95⁰F:
Submerged filling (lance fill). Good housekeeping for spills.

Collecting and venting of emissions to an add-on device may be required if the VOC and exempt solvent emissions at the site are ≥ 60 tpy. Efficiency of thermal control device is 98% or greater. Specify if this is applicable and efficiency.
		Specify vapor pressure.

VP<0.5_psia@95⁰F:
Submerged filling (lance fill). Good housekeeping for spills.

VP≥0.5_psia@95⁰F:
Submerged filling (lance fill). Good housekeeping for spills.

Collecting and venting of emissions to an add-on device may be required if the VOC and exempt solvent emissions at the site are ≥ 60 tpy. Efficiency of thermal control device is 98% or greater. Specify if this is applicable and efficiency.
		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Recordkeeping of amount of material (or product) loaded/unloaded and hours of loading/ unloading on a daily basis.
Records of vapor pressure and molecular weight of material.		Recordkeeping of amount of material (or product) loaded/unloaded and hours of loading/ unloading on a daily basis.
Records of vapor pressure and molecular weight of material.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Coatings		Loading / Unloading: Truck		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		See Additional Notes:		Specify option:

VOC vp < 0.5 psia @ 95⁰F: submerged filling or bottom loading. No splash loading. Although no emissions credit will be given, vapor balanced loading may also be helpful to achieve acceptable off-property impacts.

VOC vp ≥ 0.5 psia @ 95⁰F, chemical blending site: submerged filling or bottom loading. No splash loading. Although no emission credit will be given, vapor balanced loading may also be helpful to achieve acceptable off-property impacts. 98.7% collection efficiency for annual NSPS XX leak check. Collecting and venting of emissions to an add-on device may be required if the VOC and exempt solvent emissions at the site are ≥ 60 tpy. Efficiency of thermal control device is 98% or greater. Specify if this is applicable and efficiency.
		Specify option:

VOC vp < 0.5 psia @ 95⁰F: submerged filling or bottom loading. No splash loading. Although no emissions credit will be given, vapor balanced loading may also be helpful to achieve acceptable off-property impacts.

VOC vp ≥ 0.5 psia @ 95⁰F, chemical blending site: submerged filling or bottom loading. No splash loading. Although no emission credit will be given, vapor balanced loading may also be helpful to achieve acceptable off-property impacts. 98.7% collection efficiency for annual NSPS XX leak check. Collecting and venting of emissions to an add-on device may be required if the VOC and exempt solvent emissions at the site are ≥ 60 tpy. Efficiency of thermal control device is 98% or greater. Specify if this is applicable and efficiency.
		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Recordkeeping of amount of material loaded/ unloaded and hours of loading/ unloading on a daily basis. Vapor pressure and molecular weight of material recorded.		Recordkeeping of amount of material loaded/ unloaded and hours of loading/ unloading on a daily basis. Vapor pressure and molecular weight of material recorded.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Coatings		Material Saws		Dust Collection System: Removal of spent filters in such a manner to minimize PM emissions and placing the spent filters in sealable bags or other sealable containers prior to removal from the site. Bags or containers shall be kept closed at all times except when adding spent filters.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Quarterly visible emission observations/opacity measurements and record keeping.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Coatings		Oven		See Additional Notes:		Firing of pipeline quality sweet natural gas and good combustion practices.		Firing pipeline quality sweet natural gas and good combustion practices.		See Additional Notes:		Firing pipeline quality sweet natural gas and good combustion practices.		Firing pipeline quality sweet natural gas and good combustion practices.		Firing pipeline quality sweet natural gas and good combustion practices.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Quarterly visible emission observations/opacity measurements and record keeping.
Fuel usage monitoring and recordkeeping		material usage recordkeeping
Fuel usage monitoring and recordkeeping		material usage recordkeeping		Fuel usage monitoring and recordkeeping		Fuel usage monitoring and recordkeeping
Records of sulfur content of fuel		Fuel usage monitoring and recordkeeping		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Coatings		Painting/Surface Coating (Enclosed)		All waste coatings and solvents are stored in closed containers until removal from the site or sent to a solvent recovery system at the site.

Removal of spent filters in such a manner to minimize PM emissions and placing the spent filters in sealable bags or other sealable containers prior to removal from the site. Bags or containers shall be kept closed at all times except when adding spent filters.

Line flushing for application systems with a central coating distribution system: Collecting as much VOC and exempt solvent as practicable in containers.

Coating application cleanup: Capture of application equipment cleanup solvents and limit solvent usage through a site-specific solvent management plan.

Cleanup of overspray from surfaces using solvents: Capture of cleaning solvents when practicable and limit solvent usage through a site-specific solvent management plan. Solvents are stored in closed containers until removal from the site or sent to a solvent recovery system at the site.

Booth filter pad replacement: Removal of spent filters in such a manner to minimize PM emissions and placing the spent filters in sealable bags or other sealable containers prior to removal from the site. Bags or containers shall be kept closed at all times except when adding spent filters.

Water wash system maintenance: Sludge is stored in closed containers until removal from the site. Containers shall be kept closed at all times except when adding sludge.		Use of high transfer efficiency application equipment: airless, air-assisted airless, or electrostatic high-volume low-pressure spray equipment or brushes, rollers, dipping, and/or flow coating. Please specify which application type(s).

Dry or water wash filters with a control efficiency of 99% or greater.

Opacity shall not exceed 5% and/or there shall be no visible emission from each stack or vent.		Use of high transfer efficiency application equipment: airless, air-assisted airless, or electrostatic high-volume low-pressure spray equipment or brushes, rollers, dipping, and/or flow coating. Please specify which application type(s).

Use of 30 TAC §115.453 or 115.421 (as applicable) compliant coatings. Alternate controls as specified in 30 TAC §115,454 or 115.423 may be used to meet the applicable VOC content limits.

Good housekeeping and best management practices. See applicable 30 TAC §115 and/or 40 CFR Part 63 requirements.

Collecting and venting VOC and exempt solvent to an add-on control device may be required if the combined VOC and exempt solvent emissions in total ≥ 60 tpy (site-wide) for manual operations and ≥ 30 tpy (site-wide) for automated operations. Efficiency of thermal control device is 98% or greater. Provide details of site and, if applicable, control device.		Use of high transfer efficiency application equipment: airless, air-assisted airless, or electrostatic high-volume low-pressure spray equipment or brushes, rollers, dipping, and/or flow coating. Please specify which application type(s).

Use of 30 TAC §115.453 or 115.421 (as applicable) compliant coatings. Alternate controls as specified in 30 TAC §115,454 or 115.423 may be used to meet the applicable VOC content limits.

Good housekeeping and best management practices. See applicable 30 TAC §115 and/or 40 CFR Part 63 requirements.

Collecting and venting VOC and exempt solvent to an add-on control device may be required if the combined VOC and exempt solvent emissions in total ≥ 60 tpy (site-wide) for manual operations and ≥ 30 tpy (site-wide) for automated operations. Efficiency of thermal control device is 98% or greater. Provide details of site and, if applicable, control device.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Recordkeeping of material usage.
Quarterly visible emission observations/opacity measurements and record keeping
Pressure drop monitoring across the filters.
Record pressure drop measurement at least once per day.		Recordkeeping of material usage (daily, monthly) basis. VOC content of coatings used also recorded.		Recordkeeping of material usage (daily, monthly) basis. VOC content of coatings used also recorded.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Coatings		Painting/Surface Coating (Non-Enclosed / Outdoor)		Startup and shutdown emissions are already included in the emission estimates for both hourly and annual emissions for the coating operations and abrasive blasting operations. The short term emission rates are no higher than normal operations and the emission control techniques for normal operations are considered acceptable for startup and shutdown. Emissions from filter replacement are limited through the use of work practices that limit the emissions of captured particulate matter. 		Use of high transfer efficiency application equipment: airless, air-assisted airless, or electrostatic high-volume low-pressure spray equipment or brushes, rollers, dipping, and/or flow coating. Please specify which application type(s).

Good housekeeping and best management practices. See applicable 30 TAC §115 and/or 40 CFR Part 63 requirements.

Installation of an enclosure equipped with a ventilation and PM control system may be required if the operation can reasonably be conducted within a structure of 100,000 cubic feet or less.

There shall be no visible emissions crossing the property line.

Although no emission credit will be given, use of shrouds is highly recommended to meet state/federal PM standards and health effects review. Shroud material shade factor should be 85% or greater.		Use of 30 TAC §115.453 or 115.421 (as applicable) compliant coatings. Alternate controls as specified in 30 TAC §115,454 or 115.423 may be used to meet the applicable VOC content limits.

Use of high transfer efficiency application equipment: airless, air-assisted airless, or electrostatic high-volume low-pressure spray equipment or brushes, rollers, dipping, and/or flow coating. Please specify which application type(s).

Good housekeeping and best management practices. See applicable 30 TAC §115 and/or 40 CFR Part 63 requirements.

Installation of an enclosure equipped with a ventilation and PM control system may be required if the operation can reasonably be conducted within a structure of 100,000 cubic feet or less.		Use of 30 TAC §115.453 or 115.421 (as applicable) compliant coatings. Alternate controls as specified in 30 TAC §115.454 or 115.423 may be used to meet the applicable VOC content limits.

Use of high transfer efficiency application equipment: airless, air-assisted airless, or electrostatic high-volume low-pressure spray equipment or brushes, rollers, dipping, and/or flow coating. Please specify which application type(s).

Good housekeeping and best management practices. See applicable 30 TAC §115 and/or 40 CFR Part 63 requirements.

Installation of an enclosure equipped with a ventilation and PM control system may be required if the operation can reasonably be conducted within a structure of 100,000 cubic feet or less.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Recordkeeping of material usage and hours of operation on a (daily, monthly) basis
Quarterly visible emissions observations and recordkeeping		Recordkeeping of material usage and hours of operation on a (daily, monthly) basis		Recordkeeping of material usage and hours of operation on a (daily, monthly) basis		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Coatings		Printing Press: Flexographic		Limiting process operation while the control device is down for planned maintenance to no more than 120 hours per year in total. Impacts for criteria pollutants and individual species must be acceptable during control device bypass.

Control device shall be in normal operation and at the appropriate temperature prior to start of process operation. Control device shall remain in normal operation at least 30 minutes after the completion of the printing operation before shutdown.		See Additional Notes:		Inks must meet the requirements of 30 TAC §115.432(c) unless otherwise specified by the rule for named counties. Alternate controls, as specified in 30 TAC §115.433, may be used to meet this requirement.

Collecting and venting VOC emissions to an add-on control device may be required if VOC emissions are greater than 40 tpy (site-wide). Thermal control device must achieve an efficiency of at least 98% or greater. Opacity shall not exceed 5% and/or no visible emissions.

Good housekeeping and best management practices. See 30 TAC §115.432(d) requirements.		Inks must meet the requirements of 30 TAC §115.432(c) unless otherwise specified by the rule for named counties. Alternate controls, as specified in 30 TAC §115.433, may be used to meet this requirement.

Collecting and venting VOC emissions to an add-on control device may be required if VOC emissions are greater than 40 tpy (site-wide). Thermal control device must achieve an efficiency of at least 98% or greater. Opacity shall not exceed 5% and/or no visible emissions.

Good housekeeping and best management practices. See 30 TAC §115.432(d) requirements.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Recordkeeping of material usage and hours of operation on a (daily, monthly) basis. VOC content of materials used recorded.		Recordkeeping of material usage and hours of operation on a (daily, monthly) basis. ES content of materials used recorded.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Coatings		Printing Press: Offset/Heatset Lithographic		Limiting process operation while the control device is down for planned maintenance to no more than 120 hours per year in total. Impacts for criteria pollutants and individual species must be acceptable during control device bypass.

Control device shall be in normal operation and at the appropriate temperature prior to start of process operation. Control device shall remain in normal operation at least 30 minutes after the completion of the printing operation before shutdown.		See Additional Notes:		Fountain solutions must meet the requirements of 30 TAC §115.442(b)(4) for major sources or §115.442(c)(4) for minor sources unless otherwise specified by the rule for named counties.

Cleaning solutions, including blanket wash, must meet the requirements of 30 TAC §115.442(b)(1) for major sources or 30 TAC §115.442(c)(1) for minor sources unless otherwise specified by the rule for named counties.

Collecting and venting VOC emissions to an add-on control device may be required if VOC emissions are greater than 25 tpy (site-wide). Thermal control device must achieve an efficiency of at least 98% or greater. Opacity shall not exceed 5% and/or no visible emissions.

Good housekeeping and best management practices. Storage of waste material, spent solvents, and soiled shop towels in normally closed containers that are located near the process equipment or workstations.		Fountain solutions must meet the requirements of 30 TAC §115.442(b)(4) for major sources or §115.442(c)(4) for minor sources unless otherwise specified by the rule for named counties.

Cleaning solutions, including blanket wash, must meet the requirements of 30 TAC §115.442(b)(1) for major sources or 30 TAC §115.442(c)(1) for minor sources unless otherwise specified by the rule for named counties.

Collecting and venting VOC emissions to an add-on control device may be required if VOC emissions are greater than 25 tpy (site-wide). Thermal control device must achieve an efficiency of at least 98% or greater. Opacity shall not exceed 5% and/or no visible emissions.

Good housekeeping and best management practices. Storage of waste material, spent solvents, and soiled shop towels in normally closed containers that are located near the process equipment or workstations.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Recordkeeping of material usage and hours of operation on a (daily, monthly) basis. VOC content of materials used recorded.		Recordkeeping of material usage and hours of operation on a (daily, monthly) basis. ES content of materials used recorded.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Coatings		Printing Press: Offset/Non-Heatset Lithographic		Limiting process operation while the control device is down for planned maintenance to no more than 120 hours per year in total. Impacts for criteria pollutants and individual species must be acceptable during control device bypass.

Control device shall be in normal operation and at the appropriate temperature prior to start of process operation. Control device shall remain in normal operation at least 30 minutes after the completion of the printing operation before shutdown.		See Additional Notes:		Fountain solutions must meet the requirements of 30 TAC §115.442(b)(2) or §115.442(b)(3) for major sources or §115.442(c)(2) or §115.442(c)(3) for minor sources unless otherwise specified by the rule for named counties.

Cleaning solutions, including blanket wash, must meet the requirements of 30 TAC §115.442(b)(1) for major sources or 30 TAC §115.442(c)(1) for minor sources unless otherwise specified by the rule for named counties.

Good housekeeping and best management practices. Storage of waste material, spent solvents, and soiled shop towels in normally closed containers that are located near the process equipment or workstations.		Fountain solutions must meet the requirements of 30 TAC §115.442(b)(2) or §115.442(b)(3) for major sources or §115.442(c)(2) or §115.442(c)(3) for minor sources unless otherwise specified by the rule for named counties.

Cleaning solutions, including blanket wash, must meet the requirements of 30 TAC §115.442(b)(1) for major sources or 30 TAC §115.442(c)(1) for minor sources unless otherwise specified by the rule for named counties.

Good housekeeping and best management practices. Storage of waste material, spent solvents, and soiled shop towels in normally closed containers that are located near the process equipment or workstations.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Recordkeeping of material throughput and hours of operation on a (daily, monthly) basis		Recordkeeping of material throughput and hours of operation on a (daily, monthly) basis		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Coatings		Printing Press: Rotogravure		Limiting process operation while the control device is down for planned maintenance to no more than 120 hours per year in total. Impacts for criteria pollutants and individual species must be acceptable during control device bypass.

Control device shall be in normal operation and at the appropriate temperature prior to start of process operation. Control device shall remain in normal operation at least 30 minutes after the completion of the printing operation before shutdown.		See Additional Notes:		Inks must meet the requirements of 30 TAC §115.432(c) unless otherwise specified by the rule for named counties. Alternate controls, as specified in 30 TAC §115.433, may be used to meet this requirement.

Collecting and venting VOC emissions to an add-on control device may be required if VOC emissions are greater than 25 tpy (site-wide). Thermal control device must achieve an efficiency of at least 98% or greater. Opacity shall not exceed 5% and/or no visible emissions.

Good housekeeping and best management practices. 30 TAC §115.432(d) requirements regardless of whether the requirements are directly applicable.		Inks must meet the requirements of 30 TAC §115.432(c) unless otherwise specified by the rule for named counties. Alternate controls, as specified in 30 TAC §115.433, may be used to meet this requirement.

Collecting and venting VOC emissions to an add-on control device may be required if VOC emissions are greater than 25 tpy (site-wide). Thermal control device must achieve an efficiency of at least 98% or greater. Opacity shall not exceed 5% and/or no visible emissions.

Good housekeeping and best management practices. 30 TAC §115.432(d) requirements regardless of whether the requirements are directly applicable.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Recordkeeping of material usage and hours of operation on a (daily, monthly) basis. VOC content of materials used recorded.		Recordkeeping of material usage and hours of operation on a (daily, monthly) basis. ES content of materials used recorded.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Coatings		Process Piping - Chemical Blending and Repackaging		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		See Additional Notes:		Specify which is applicable:

1. Uncontrolled VOC emissions < 10 tpy: none

2. 10 tpy < uncontrolled VOC emissions < 25 tpy: 28M leak detection and repair program. 75% credit for 28M.

3. Uncontrolled VOC emissions > 25 tpy: 28VHP leak detection and repair program. 97% credit for valves, 85% for pumps and compressors.

4. VOC vp < 0.002 psia: no inspection required, no fugitive emissions expected.

For emissions of approved odorous compounds (NH3, Cl2, H2S, etc.): AVO inspection twice per shift. Appropriate credit for AVO program.		Specify which is applicable:

1. Uncontrolled VOC emissions < 10 tpy: none

2. 10 tpy < uncontrolled VOC emissions < 25 tpy: 28M leak detection and repair program. 75% credit for 28M.

3. Uncontrolled VOC emissions > 25 tpy: 28VHP leak detection and repair program. 97% credit for valves, 85% for pumps and compressors.

4. VOC vp < 0.002 psia: no inspection required, no fugitive emissions expected.

For emissions of approved odorous compounds (NH3, Cl2, H2S, etc.): AVO inspection twice per shift. Appropriate credit for AVO program.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		AVO inspection twice per shift		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		<10 tpy - Records of component count.

≥10 tpy - Submit case-by-case analysis.		<10 tpy - Records of component count.

≥10 tpy - Submit case-by-case analysis.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Coatings		Process Piping - Coating and Ink Manufacturing, Semiconductor, Cm/Frp		Audio, visual, and olfactory (AVO) inspection and maintenance plan with daily walk through to identify leaking components and repair of leaks as soon as practicable. Good housekeeping for spills.

Identify leaking components on daily inspection record with repairs completed as soon as practicable or within 15 days. Purging of piping and components to remove as much liquid as practicable before repairs or replacements are initiated. Liquids from leaks and absorbent materials are stored in closed containers until removal from the site or sent to a solvent recovery system at the site.		See Additional Notes:		The use of hard piping to the greatest extent practicable to eliminate manual transfers of materials. Allowances may be made for small specialty batches.

There shall be no leaks as determined by audio, visual, and olfactory (AVO) inspections.		The use of hard piping to the greatest extent practicable to eliminate manual transfers of materials. Allowances may be made for small specialty batches.

There shall be no leaks as determined by audio, visual, and olfactory (AVO) inspections.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		<10 tpy - Records of component count.

≥10 tpy - Submit case-by-case analysis.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Coatings		Process Tank - Chemical Blending		Cleanup by mechanical means: removal of solids buildup on the interior by scraping or chiseling. The ventilation and control systems shall be operating. Bags or containers of waste material shall be kept closed at all times except when adding waste.

Fabric filters should be in good repair with an acceptable pressure drop prior to the start of operation.

Removal of spent filters in such a manner to minimize PM emissions and placing the spent filters in sealable bags or other sealable containers prior to removal from the site. Bags or containers shall be kept closed at all times except when adding spent filters.

Cleanup using solvents: collection and removal of the remaining product and the storage of wash water or wash solvents in closed containers for reuse or disposal. During cleanup the ventilation and control systems shall be operating. Containers shall be kept closed at all times except when adding liquids.		See Additional Notes:		Submerged filling or bottom loading meeting the requirements specified in 30 TAC § 101.1(101).

Good housekeeping for spills.

Collecting and venting VOC/exempt solvent emissions to an add-on control device with a destruction efficiency of 98% or greater may be required if the VOC and exempt solvent emissions at the site are ≥ 60 tpy.		Submerged filling or bottom loading meeting the requirements specified in 30 TAC § 101.1(101).

Good housekeeping for spills.

Collecting and venting VOC/exempt solvent emissions to an add-on control device with a destruction efficiency of 98% or greater may be required if the VOC and exempt solvent emissions at the site are ≥ 60 tpy.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Recordkeeping of material throughput and hours of operation on a (daily, monthly) basis.		Recordkeeping of material throughput and hours of operation on a (daily, monthly) basis. Vapor pressure and molecular weight of material recorded.		Recordkeeping of material throughput and hours of operation on a (daily, monthly) basis. Vapor pressure and molecular weight of material recorded.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Coatings		Process Tank - Coating Manufacturing		Cleanup by mechanical means: removal of solids buildup on the interior by scraping or chiseling. The ventilation and control systems shall be operating. Bags or containers of waste material shall be kept closed at all times except when adding waste.

Fabric filters should be in good repair with an acceptable pressure drop prior to the start of operation.

Removal of spent filters in such a manner to minimize PM emissions and placing the spent filters in sealable bags or other sealable containers prior to removal from the site. Bags or containers shall be kept closed at all times except when adding spent filters.

Cleanup using solvents: collection and removal of the remaining product and the storage of wash water or wash solvents in closed containers for reuse or disposal. During cleanup the ventilation and control systems shall be operating. Containers shall be kept closed at all times except when adding liquids.		The use of a filter system such as a baghouse or cartridge filter for all units with an outlet grain loading of ≤ 0.002 g/dscf or an efficiency of at least 99.9%. Specify technique.

Good housekeeping and best management practices. See applicable 30 TAC §115 and/or 40 CFR Part 63 requirements.

Opacity shall not exceed 5% and/or no visible emissions from each stack or vent unless otherwise specified in 40 CFR Part 63.


		≤200 gallon capacity:
Have a local capture/collection system in use during charging. A rigid cover with a minimum clearance for the shaft shall be in place during mixing operations except of the addition of materials and sample removal. Permanent or temporary rigid covers shall be in good repair at all times and free from cracks, holes, and shall maintain contact with the rim of the vessel.

> 200 gallon capacity:
Have a dedicated capture/collection system in use during charging and mixing. A permanent tightly fitting rigid cover with a minimum clearance for the shaft shall be in place during charging and mixing. Permanent rigid covers shall be in good repair at all times and free from cracks, holes, and other defects. All seals on access ports and hatches must be in good repair.

Minimize the amount of cleaning solvent used and reuse or recycle solvent. Waste coatings and cleaning solvents shall be captured and placed in closed containers or storage tanks until used in a subsequent batch, recycled, or removed from the site.

Good housekeeping and best management practices. See applicable 30 TAC §115 and/or 40 CFR Part 63 requirements.

Collecting and venting VOC and exempt solvent to an add-on control device may be required if the combined VOC and exempt solvent emissions in total ≥ 60 tpy (Site-wide). efficiency of thermal control device is 98% or greater. Provide details of site and, if applicable, control device.		≤200 gallon capacity:
Have a local capture/collection system in use during charging. A rigid cover with a minimum clearance for the shaft shall be in place during mixing operations except of the addition of materials and sample removal. Permanent or temporary rigid covers shall be in good repair at all times and free from cracks, holes, and shall maintain contact with the rim of the vessel.

> 200 gallon capacity:
Have a dedicated capture/collection system in use during charging and mixing. A permanent tightly fitting rigid cover with a minimum clearance for the shaft shall be in place during charging and mixing. Permanent rigid covers shall be in good repair at all times and free from cracks, holes, and other defects. All seals on access ports and hatches must be in good repair.

Minimize the amount of cleaning solvent used and reuse or recycle solvent. Waste coatings and cleaning solvents shall be captured and placed in closed containers or storage tanks until used in a subsequent batch, recycled, or removed from the site.

Good housekeeping and best management practices. See applicable 30 TAC §115 and/or 40 CFR Part 63 requirements.

Collecting and venting VOC and exempt solvent to an add-on control device may be required if the combined VOC and exempt solvent emissions in total ≥ 60 tpy (Site-wide). efficiency of thermal control device is 98% or greater. Provide details of site and, if applicable, control device.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Recordkeeping of material throughput and hours of operation on a (daily, monthly) basis.
		Recordkeeping of material throughput and hours of operation on a (daily, monthly) basis.
Records of vapor pressure and molecular weight of each material.		Recordkeeping of material throughput and hours of operation on a (daily, monthly) basis.
Records of vapor pressure and molecular weight of each material.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Coatings		Product Packaging - Coating Mfg.		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		See Additional Notes:		Packaging operations shall have a local capture/collection system in use during container filling which will achieve 100% capture of emissions to minimize fugitive emissions.

Good housekeeping and best management practices. See applicable 40 CFR Part 63 requirements.		Packaging operations shall have a local capture/collection system in use during container filling which will achieve 100% capture of emissions to minimize fugitive emissions.

Good housekeeping and best management practices. See applicable 40 CFR Part 63 requirements.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Recordkeeping of amount of material (or product) loaded/unloaded and hours of loading/ unloading on a daily basis.
Records of vapor pressure and molecular weight of material.		Recordkeeping of amount of material (or product) loaded/unloaded and hours of loading/ unloading on a daily basis.
Records of vapor pressure and molecular weight of material.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Coatings		Sand Mill		Fabric filters should be in good repair with an acceptable pressure drop prior to the start of operation.

Removal of spent filters in such a manner to minimize PM emissions and placing the spent filters in sealable bags or other sealable containers prior to removal from the site. Bags or containers shall be kept closed at all times except when adding spent filters.		Sand mills shall be totally enclosed.

≤200 gallon capacity:
Have a local capture/collection system in use during charging. A rigid cover with a minimum clearance for the shaft shall be in place during mixing operations except of the addition of materials and sample removal. Permanent or temporary rigid covers shall be in good repair at all times and free from cracks, holes, and shall maintain contact with the rim of the vessel.

> 200 gallon capacity:
Have a dedicated capture/collection system in use during charging and mixing. A permanent tightly fitting rigid cover with a minimum clearance for the shaft shall be in place during charging and mixing. Permanent rigid covers shall be in good repair at all times and free from cracks, holes, and other defects. All seals on access ports and hatches must be in good repair.

Outlet grain loading of ≤ 0.002 g/dscf or an efficiency of at least 99.9% achieved by using a filter system such as a baghouse or cartridge filter for all units. Specify control device.

Good housekeeping and best management practices. See applicable 30 TAC §115 and/or 40 CFR Part 63 requirements.

Opacity shall not exceed 5% and/or no visible emissions from each stack or vent unless otherwise specified in 40 CFR Part 63.


		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Recordkeeping of product throughput and hours of operation.
Quarterly visible emission observations/opacity measurements and record keeping.
		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Coatings		Storage Silo		Removal of spent filters in such a manner to minimize PM emissions and placing the spent filters in sealable bags or other sealable containers prior to removal from the site.

Bags or containers shall be kept closed at all times except when adding spent filters.		Equipped with a filter control device such as a baghouse, cartridge filter system, or bin vent filter. Outlet grain loading of ≤ 0.002 gr/dscf or an efficiency of at least 99.9%. Specify technique.

Good housekeeping for spills.

Opacity shall not exceed 5% and/or no visible emissions from each stack or vent.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Recordkeeping of material throughput
vent filter differential pressure is monitored when the hoppers are being filled to demonstrate that the filters are operating as required
Quarterly visible emission observations/opacity measurements 		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Coatings		Storage Tank: Capacity > 1000 Gallons and < 25,000 gal or > 1000 Gallons and TVP < 0.50 PSIa		Degassing storage tanks prior to cleaning and inspection. Removal of as much of the remaining liquid as practicable. The remaining heel in the storage tank shall be less than one-half inch at the deepest point before degassing and venting to the atmosphere may begin. Degassing of storage tanks with a heel greater than one-half inch shall be evaluated on a case-by-case basis.

Best management practices (minimizing spills, cleaning spills promptly) during maintenance. No additional controls required for startup and shutdown operations if normally required controls are employed. No bypass of controls.

Fixed roof tank draining:
VOC: Send liquid to a covered vessel. If there is any standing liquid within the tank, and the tank is opened to the atmosphere or ventilated, the vapor stream must be controlled until there is no standing liquid or the VOC vapor pressure is less than 0.02 psia. Control device must meet BACT.

Acid: Drain to covered vessel. If there is any standing liquid within the tank, and the tank is opened to the atmosphere or ventilated, the vapor stream must be controlled until there is no standing liquid or the acid vapor pressure is less than 0.02 psia. Control device must meet BACT.

Foam manufacturing, semiconductors, solvent/coating/ink tank degassing prior to cleaning and inspection:
Removal of as much of the remaining liquid as practicable. The remaining heel in the storage tank shall be less than one-half inch at the deepest point before degassing and venting to the atmosphere may begin. Provide case-by-case analysis if requesting to degas with a heel greater than one-half inch.

Resin tank degassing prior to cleaning and inspection:
Removal of as much of the remaining liquid as practicable. Solvent or monomer concentration in the tank head space must be less thank 10,ooo ppm prior to venting the tank to the atmosphere. Tank venting through the thermal control device spray booth stacks during degassing may be necessary to achieve acceptable impacts.

		See Additional Notes:		Designed for submerged fill which meets the requirements specified in 30 TAC § 101.1(101). Although no emissions credit will be given, vapor balanced loading may also be helpful to achieve acceptable off-property impacts. 

Outdoor storage tanks shall be white or aluminum-colored. 

Collecting and venting VOC/exempt solvent emissions to an add-on control device with a control efficiency of 98% or greater may be required if the VOC and exempt solvent emissions at the site are ≥ 60 tpy.		Designed for submerged fill which meets the requirements specified in 30 TAC § 101.1(101). Although no emissions credit will be given, vapor balanced loading may also be helpful to achieve acceptable off-property impacts. 

Outdoor storage tanks shall be white or aluminum-colored. 

Collecting and venting VOC/exempt solvent emissions to an add-on control device with a control efficiency of 98% or greater may be required if the VOC and exempt solvent emissions at the site are ≥ 60 tpy.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Recordkeeping of amount of material loaded and hours of loading on a daily basis. Vapor pressure and molecular weight of material recorded.		Recordkeeping of amount of material loaded and hours of loading on a daily basis. Vapor pressure and molecular weight of material recorded.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Coatings		Storage Tank: Capacity ≤ 1000 Gallons		Degassing storage tanks prior to cleaning and inspection. Removal of as much of the remaining liquid as practicable. The remaining heel in the storage tank shall be less than one-half inch at the deepest point before degassing and venting to the atmosphere may begin. Degassing of storage tanks with a heel greater than one-half inch shall be evaluated on a case-by-case basis.

Best management practices (minimizing spills, cleaning spills promptly) during maintenance. No additional controls required for startup and shutdown operations if normally required controls are employed. No bypass of controls.

Fixed roof tank draining:
VOC: Send liquid to a covered vessel. If there is any standing liquid within the tank, and the tank is opened to the atmosphere or ventilated, the vapor stream must be controlled until there is no standing liquid or the VOC vapor pressure is less than 0.02 psia. Control device must meet BACT.

Acid: Drain to covered vessel. If there is any standing liquid within the tank, and the tank is opened to the atmosphere or ventilated, the vapor stream must be controlled until there is no standing liquid or the acid vapor pressure is less than 0.02 psia. Control device must meet BACT.

Foam manufacturing, semiconductors, solvent/coating/ink tank degassing prior to cleaning and inspection:
Removal of as much of the remaining liquid as practicable. The remaining heel in the storage tank shall be less than one-half inch at the deepest point before degassing and venting to the atmosphere may begin. Provide case-by-case analysis if requesting to degas with a heel greater than one-half inch.

Resin tank degassing prior to cleaning and inspection:
Removal of as much of the remaining liquid as practicable. Solvent or monomer concentration in the tank head space must be less thank 10,ooo ppm prior to venting the tank to the atmosphere. Tank venting through the thermal control device spray booth stacks during degassing may be necessary to achieve acceptable impacts.

		See Additional Notes:		Outdoor fixed roof storage tanks shall be white or aluminum-colored.

No controls required.

Although no emission credit will be given, vapor balanced loading may also be helpful to achieve acceptable off-property impacts.		Outdoor fixed roof storage tanks shall be white or aluminum-colored.

No controls required.

Although no emission credit will be given, vapor balanced loading may also be helpful to achieve acceptable off-property impacts.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Recordkeeping of amount of material loaded and hours of loading on a daily basis. Vapor pressure and molecular weight of material recorded.		Recordkeeping of amount of material loaded and hours of loading on a daily basis. Vapor pressure and molecular weight of material recorded.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Coatings		Storage Tank: Capacity ≥ 25,000 gal and 0.50 PSIa < TVP < 11.0 PSIa		Best management practices (minimizing spills, cleaning spills promptly) during maintenance. No additional controls required for startup and shutdown operations if normally required controls are employed. No bypass of controls.

Fixed roof tank draining:
VOC: Send liquid to a covered vessel. If there is any standing liquid within the tank, and the tank is opened to the atmosphere or ventilated, the vapor stream must be controlled until there is no standing liquid or the VOC vapor pressure is less than 0.02 psia. Control device must meet BACT.

Acid: Drain to covered vessel. If there is any standing liquid within the tank, and the tank is opened to the atmosphere or ventilated, the vapor stream must be controlled until there is no standing liquid or the acid vapor pressure is less than 0.02 psia. Control device must meet BACT.

Foam manufacturing, semiconductors, solvent/coating/ink tank degassing prior to cleaning and inspection:
Removal of as much of the remaining liquid as practicable. The remaining heel in the storage tank shall be less than one-half inch at the deepest point before degassing and venting to the atmosphere may begin. Provide case-by-case analysis if requesting to degas with a heel greater than one-half inch.

Resin tank degassing prior to cleaning and inspection:
Removal of as much of the remaining liquid as practicable. Solvent or monomer concentration in the tank head space must be less thank 10,ooo ppm prior to venting the tank to the atmosphere. Tank venting through the thermal control device spray booth stacks during degassing may be necessary to achieve acceptable impacts.

		See Additional Notes:		Specify tank type:

Internal floating roof (IFR). White or aluminum uninsulated exterior surfaces exposed to the sun. 
Specify Option:
Option 1: Primary seal - mechanical or liquid mounted.
Option 2: Primary seal - vapor mounted and secondary seal - rim mounted.
Drain dry design (new tanks only).

External floating roof (EFR). White or aluminum uninsulated exterior surfaces exposed to the sun. Slotted guide pole fittings must have gasketed cover, and at least 2 of the following – wiper, float, or sleeve. Primary seal - mechanical or liquid mounted and secondary seal - rim mounted.
Drain dry design (new tanks only).

Equipped with a submerged fill pipe which meets the requirements specified in 30 TAC §101.1(101).

Although no emission credit will be given, vapor balanced loading may also be helpful to achieve acceptable off-property impacts.		Specify tank type:

Internal floating roof (IFR). White or aluminum uninsulated exterior surfaces exposed to the sun. 
Specify Option:
Option 1: Primary seal - mechanical or liquid mounted.
Option 2: Primary seal - vapor mounted and secondary seal - rim mounted.
Drain dry design (new tanks only).

External floating roof (EFR). White or aluminum uninsulated exterior surfaces exposed to the sun. Slotted guide pole fittings must have gasketed cover, and at least 2 of the following – wiper, float, or sleeve. Primary seal - mechanical or liquid mounted and secondary seal - rim mounted.
Drain dry design (new tanks only).

Equipped with a submerged fill pipe which meets the requirements specified in 30 TAC §101.1(101).

Although no emission credit will be given, vapor balanced loading may also be helpful to achieve acceptable off-property impacts.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Recordkeeping of amount of material loaded and hours of loading on a daily basis. Vapor pressure and molecular weight of material recorded.		Recordkeeping of amount of material loaded and hours of loading on a daily basis. Vapor pressure and molecular weight of material recorded.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Coatings		Storage Tank: Capacity ≥ 25,000 gal and TVP ≥ 11.0 PSIa		Degassing storage tanks prior to cleaning and inspection. Removal of as much of the remaining liquid as practicable. The remaining heel in the storage tank shall be less than one-half inch at the deepest point before degassing and venting to the atmosphere may begin. Degassing of storage tanks with a heel greater than one-half inch shall be evaluated on a case-by-case basis.

Best management practices (minimizing spills, cleaning spills promptly) during maintenance. No additional controls required for startup and shutdown operations if normally required controls are employed. No bypass of controls.

Fixed roof tank draining:
VOC: Send liquid to a covered vessel. If there is any standing liquid within the tank, and the tank is opened to the atmosphere or ventilated, the vapor stream must be controlled until there is no standing liquid or the VOC vapor pressure is less than 0.02 psia. Control device must meet BACT.

Acid: Drain to covered vessel. If there is any standing liquid within the tank, and the tank is opened to the atmosphere or ventilated, the vapor stream must be controlled until there is no standing liquid or the acid vapor pressure is less than 0.02 psia. Control device must meet BACT.

Foam manufacturing, semiconductors, solvent/coating/ink tank degassing prior to cleaning and inspection:
Removal of as much of the remaining liquid as practicable. The remaining heel in the storage tank shall be less than one-half inch at the deepest point before degassing and venting to the atmosphere may begin. Provide case-by-case analysis if requesting to degas with a heel greater than one-half inch.

Resin tank degassing prior to cleaning and inspection:
Removal of as much of the remaining liquid as practicable. Solvent or monomer concentration in the tank head space must be less thank 10,ooo ppm prior to venting the tank to the atmosphere. Tank venting through the thermal control device spray booth stacks during degassing may be necessary to achieve acceptable impacts.

		See Additional Notes:		Vent to a control. Specify control and efficiency.

Equipped with a submerged fill pipe which meets the requirements specified in 30 TAC §101.1(101).

 Although no emission credit will be given, vapor balanced loading may also be helpful to achieve acceptable off-property impacts.		Vent to a control. Specify control and efficiency.

Equipped with a submerged fill pipe which meets the requirements specified in 30 TAC §101.1(101).

Although no emission credit will be given, vapor balanced loading may also be helpful to achieve acceptable off-property impacts.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Recordkeeping of amount of material loaded and hours of loading on a daily basis. Vapor pressure and molecular weight of material recorded.		Recordkeeping of amount of material loaded and hours of loading on a daily basis. Vapor pressure and molecular weight of material recorded.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Coatings		Trimming/Hole Punching		Removal of spent filters in such a manner to minimize PM emissions and placing the spent filters in sealable bags or other sealable containers prior to removal from the site. Bags or containers shall be kept closed at all times except when adding spent filters. 		Use of a filter control device such as a baghouse or cartridge filter system with an outlet grain loading of ≤ 0.002 grains/dry standard cubic foot or an efficiency of at least 99.9%.

Opacity shall not exceed 5% and/or no visible emissions from each stack or vent.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Quarterly visible emission observations/opacity measurements and record keeping.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Combustion		Boiler: Hazardous Waste		Minimizing the duration of these activities and operating the facility in accordance with best management practices and good air pollution control practices		Meet 30 TAC 335 and 40 CFR 63 Subpart EEE		Meet 30 TAC 335 and 40 CFR 63 Subpart EEE		Meet 30 TAC 335 and 40 CFR 63 Subpart EEE		Meet 30 TAC 335 and 40 CFR 63 Subpart EEE		Meet 30 TAC 335 and 40 CFR 63 Subpart EEE		Meet 30 TAC 335 and 40 CFR 63 Subpart EEE		Meet 30 TAC 335 and 40 CFR 63 Subpart EEE		Meet 30 TAC 335 and 40 CFR 63 Subpart EEE		Meet 30 TAC 335 and 40 CFR 63 Subpart EEE		Meet 30 TAC 335 and 40 CFR 63 Subpart EEE		Meet 30 TAC 335 and 40 CFR 63 Subpart EEE		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		As required by 30 TAC 335 and 40 CFR 63 Subpart EEE		As required by 30 TAC 335 and 40 CFR 63 Subpart EEE		As required by 30 TAC 335 and 40 CFR 63 Subpart EEE		As required by 30 TAC 335 and 40 CFR 63 Subpart EEE		As required by 30 TAC 335 and 40 CFR 63 Subpart EEE		As required by 30 TAC 335 and 40 CFR 63 Subpart EEE		As required by 30 TAC 335 and 40 CFR 63 Subpart EEE		As required by 30 TAC 335 and 40 CFR 63 Subpart EEE		As required by 30 TAC 335 and 40 CFR 63 Subpart EEE		As required by 30 TAC 335 and 40 CFR 63 Subpart EEE		As required by 30 TAC 335 and 40 CFR 63 Subpart EEE		As required by 30 TAC 335 and 40 CFR 63 Subpart EEE		As required by 30 TAC 335 and 40 CFR 63 Subpart EEE

		Combustion		Boiler: Liquid and Gas Fuel, > 40 MMBtu/hr		Minimizing the duration of these activities and operating the facility in accordance with best management practices and good air pollution control practices		Less than 5% opacity. Good combustion practices.		Good combustion practices.		See Additional Notes:		Specify fuel type(s) to be fired.

When firing natural gas: 0.01 lb/MMBtu

When firing plant fuel gas: 0.015 lb/MMBtu

Note: plant fuel gas may contain up to 75% natural gas. Specifics: <50% H2; > 920 Btu/dscf.

Emission limits typically achieved using dry-low NOx combustors, limiting fuel consumption, SCR, and/or water or steam injection. Specify technique(s).

Fuel oil firing limited to 760 hours/yr.		Firing pipeline quality natural gas

When firing fuel gas, fuel must contain no more than 10 grains of total sulfur per 100 dry standard cubic feet.

When firing liquid fuel, fuel must contain no more than 0.05% sulfur by weight with a limit of 720hrs/yr.

Good combustion practices.		50 ppmv at 3% O2 achieved by good combustion practices, oxidation catalyst, and/or maintenance of the boiler. Specify technique(s).		10 ppmvd at 3% O2 achieved by controlling the NH3 injection system to minimize NH3 slip.		Firing pipeline quality natural gas

When firing fuel gas, fuel must contain no more than 10 grains of total sulfur per 100 dry standard cubic feet.

When firing liquid fuel, fuel must contain no more than 0.05% sulfur by weight with a limit of 720hrs/yr.

Good combustion practices.		Firing pipeline quality natural gas

When firing fuel gas, fuel must contain no more than 10 grains of total sulfur per 100 dry standard cubic feet.

When firing liquid fuel, fuel must contain no more than 0.05% sulfur by weight with a limit of 720hrs/yr.

Good combustion practices.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		totalizing fuel flow meter record monthly,
fuel analysis for heating value every six month,
visible emission/opacity observations daily for major sources and quarterly for minor sources.

>100 MMBtu/hr: 
continuous flow meter average hourly, 
CO and O2 CEMS		totalizing fuel flow meter record monthly 
fuel analysis for heating value every six month
CEMS. Data collected four times per hour and averaged hourly. 

>100 MMBtu/hr: 
continuous flow meter average hourly, 
CO and O2 CEMS		See Additional Notes:		totalizing fuel flow meter record monthly 
fuel analysis for heating value every six month
CEMS. Data collected four times per hour and averaged hourly. 

>100 MMBtu/hr: 
continuous flow meter average hourly, 
NOx and O2 CEMS		totalizing fuel flow meter record monthly 
fuel analysis for heating value and total sulfur every six month
visible emission/opacity observations

Refinery:
Continuous H2S monitoring of fuel gas

		totalizing fuel flow meter record monthly 
fuel analysis for heating value every six month
visible emission/opacity observations

>100 MMBtu/hr: 
continuous flow meter average hourly, 
CO and O2 CEMS,		SCR and NSCR:
ammonia CEMS or NOx monitor across the catalyst
continuous flow meter average hourly, 
O2 CEMS

		As required by 30 TAC 335 and 40 CFR 63 Subpart EEE		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Combustion		Boiler: Liquid and Gas Fuel, ≤ 40 MMBtu/hr		Minimizing the duration of these activities and operating the facility in accordance with best management practices and good air pollution control practices		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		visible emission observations, opacity observations, fuel usage monitoring, and recordkeeping.		fuel usage monitoring, and recordkeeping.		Not applicable for this unit and fuel type		fuel usage monitoring, and recordkeeping.		fuel usage monitoring, and recordkeeping.		fuel usage monitoring, and recordkeeping.		Assuming SCR / SNCR are not present, not applicable for this unit and fuel type		SO2 monitoring, calculations, and recordkeeping		SO2 monitoring, calculations, and recordkeeping		Not applicable for this unit and fuel type		Not applicable for this unit and fuel type		Not applicable for this unit and fuel type		SO2 monitoring, calculations, and recordkeeping

		Combustion		Boiler: Solid Fuel		Minimizing the duration of these activities and operating the facility in accordance with best management practices and good air pollution control practices		Filterable PM will be controlled using fabric filters (baghouses), cyclone separator and/or electrostatic precipitator. Provide details of technology to be utilized.

Biomass: increasing the residence time, providing sufficiently high combustion temperatures, and using a fuel with high organic content. The filterable and total PM emission limits are 0.012 lb/MMBtu and 0.025 lb/MMBtu, respectively. 

Any other fuel type: Case by case analysis required.



		Biomass: ideal combustion practices including high temperatures, adequate excess air and residence time, and optimal fuel/air mixing during combustion. The system design for the fluidized bed boiler provides the operating environment required to facilitate complete combustion to achieve a VOC emission rate not exceeding 0.01 lb/MMBtu, and averaging not more than 0.008 lb/MMBtu on an annual basis.

Any other fuel type: Case by case analysis required.		See Additional Notes:		Biomass: A hybrid SNCR/SCR system will reduce NOX emissions to less than 0.075 lb/MMBtu on a 30 day and annual rolling average.

Any other fuel type: Case by case analysis required.		Biomass: low sulfur content ranging from 0.01% to 0.03% by weight to limit the level of SO2 emissions from the boiler. Additional control of emissions will be achieved through the use of dry sorbent injection as needed. These techniques will control SO2 emissions to less than 0.025 lb/MMBtu

Any other fuel type: Case by case analysis required.

		Biomass:
good combustion practices including high temperatures, adequate excess air and residence time, and optimal fuel/air mixing during combustion. These techniques will minimize CO emissions to a level of 0.075 lb/MMBtu on a 30-day rolling average and 0.30 lb/MMBtu as an hourly maximum. Use of an Oxidation catalyst will minimize CO emissions to 0.075 lb/MMBtu.

Any other fuel type: Case by case analysis required.		Biomass: use of operational instrumentation systems to limit the aqueous ammonia injection rate such that the 30-day rolling average NH3 slip emissions from the SNCR/SCR system will not exceed 15 ppmvd at 7% oxygen.

Any other fuel type: Case by case analysis required.		See Additional Notes:		Biomass: fuels have low sulfur content ranging from 0.01% to 0.03% by weight which limits the level of H2SO4 emissions from the boiler. Additional control of emissions will be achieved through the use of dry sorbent injection as needed to control H2SO4 emissions to less than 0.001 lb/MMBtu.

Any other fuel type: Case by case analysis required.		See Additional Notes:		Biomass: Dry sorbent injection will be used as needed to control the emissions of hydrogen chloride to 0.02 lb/MMBtu

Any other fuel type: Case by case analysis required.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Annual stack sampling. (timeframe) fuel records. Continuous opacity monitoring system.		Records of fuel usage on a (continuous? Hourly?) basis used to calculate emission rates.		Not applicable for this unit and fuel type		CEMS. Data collected four times per hour and averaged hourly. 		Record keeping, including records of fuel usage and annual stack sampling		CEMS. Data collected four times per hour and averaged hourly. 		CEMS or dual stream NOX CEMS. Data collected four times per hour and averaged hourly.		SO2 monitoring, calculations, and recordkeeping		Record keeping, including records of fuel usage		As required by 40 CFR 63, Subpart UUUUU.  CEMS/Stack testing/Sorbent trap		Annual stack sampling and fuel records		Not applicable for this unit and fuel type		Fuel sulfur content, SO2 monitoring, calculations, and recordkeeping

		Combustion		Coal Loading		Same as normal operation BACT requirements. Fabric filters should be in good repair with an acceptable pressure drop prior to the start of operation.

Removal of spent filters in such a manner to minimize PM emissions and placing the spent filters in sealable bags or other sealable containers prior to removal from the site. Bags or containers shall be kept closed at all times except when adding spent filters.		70% reduction- Storage pile load-in, stockpiles, and roads: Typically achieved by water sprays

85% reduction-Transfer points : typically achieved by foam and/or surfactant.

90% reduction-Receiving and unloading : typically achieved by foam 
sprays and enclosures

Conveying :typically enclosed (50 -90% reduction); chemical 
sprays (80 - 90% reduction); full enclosure (90+ %)
 
Crushing : typically enclosed

Screening : typically enclosed; partial enclosure and water sprays

95% reduction -Loading: typically achieved by chemical wetting and enclosure, chemical wetting and choke feeding, or fabric filter on silo. Specify technique.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		calculated as sulfur, per dry standard cubic foot and good combustion practices.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions and/or opacity observations and recordkeeping of throughput.		Not applicable for this unit and process material.		Not applicable for this unit and process material.		Not applicable for this unit and process material.		Not applicable for this unit and process material.		Not applicable for this unit and process material.		Not applicable for this unit and process material.		Not applicable for this unit and process material.		Not applicable for this unit and process material.		Not applicable for this unit and process material.		Not applicable for this unit and process material.		Not applicable for this unit and process material.		Not applicable for this unit and process material.

		Combustion		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse		Fabric filters should be in good repair with an acceptable pressure drop prior to the start of operation.

Removal of spent filters in such a manner to minimize PM emissions and placing the spent filters in sealable bags or other sealable containers prior to removal from the site. Bags or containers shall be kept closed at all times except when adding spent filters.		Opacity shall not exceed 5% and/or no visible emissions from each stack or vent. 99% reduction or outlet grain loading of 0.01 gr/dscf, typically achieved with fabric filters. Specify technique.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Pressure drop monitoring of the dust collectors. Quarterly visible emissions observations.		Not applicable for this unit and process material.		Not applicable for this unit and process material.		Not applicable for this unit and process material.		May apply depending on source being controlled, if so, engineering calculations.		Not applicable for this unit and process material.		Not applicable for this unit and process material.		Not applicable for this unit and process material.		May apply depending on source being controlled, if so, engineering calculations.		May apply depending on source being controlled, if so, engineering calculations.		May apply depending on source being controlled, if so, engineering calculations.		Not applicable for this unit and process material.		May apply depending on source being controlled, if so, engineering calculations.

		Combustion		Control: Flare		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		See Additional Notes:		Meets requirement of 40 CFR 60.18. Destruction Efficiency: 99% for certain compounds up to three carbons, 98% otherwise. No flaring of halogenated compounds is allowed. Flow monitor required. Composition or BTU analyzer may be required.		See Additional Notes:		Provide proposal and justification.

Flow monitor will be required. Composition or BTU analyzer may be required.		Provide proposal and justification.

Flow monitor will be required. Composition or BTU analyzer may be required.		Provide proposal and justification. Flow monitor will be required. Composition or BTU analyzer may be required.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		No PM authorized from flares.  Quarterly visible emission checks, followed by an opacity observation if visible emissions are observed.		Pilot flame shall be monitored by a thermocouple or the flare tip monitored by infrared monitor or ultraviolet monitor.

Quarterly visible emission checks, followed by an opacity observation if visible emissions are observed.

Continuously monitor the natural gas firing rate and the raw material feed rate.		Not applicable if VOC destruction is achieved.  See VOC monitoring.		Pilot flame shall be monitored by a thermocouple or the flare tip monitored by infrared monitor or ultraviolet monitor.		Continuously monitor the fuel flow. Periodic monitoring of fuel composition and heating value, if and when varied.
Refinery requires continuous monitoring of H2S in fuel, except where low sulfur content by design is established.		Pilot flame shall be monitored by a thermocouple or the flare tip monitored by infrared monitor or ultraviolet monitor.		May apply depending on source being controlled, if so, fuel composition, heating value, and engineering calculations.		Continuously monitor the fuel flow. Periodic monitoring of fuel composition and heating value, if and when varied.
Refinery requires continuous monitoring of H2S in fuel, except where low sulfur content by design is established.		Continuously monitor the fuel flow. Periodic monitoring of fuel composition and heating value, if and when varied.
Refinery requires continuous monitoring of H2S in fuel, except where low sulfur content by design is established.		May apply depending on source being controlled, if so, engineering calculations.		May apply depending on source being controlled, if so, engineering calculations.		May apply depending on source being controlled, if so, engineering calculations.		Continuously monitor the fuel flow. Periodic monitoring of fuel composition and heating value, if and when varied.
Refinery requires continuous monitoring of H2S in fuel, except where low sulfur content by design is established.

		Combustion		Control: Vapor Combustor		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		See Additional Notes:		99% destruction efficiency. Monitor temperature. Perform initial test.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Quarterly visible emission checks, followed by an opacity observation if visible emissions are observed.  		Pilot flame shall be monitored by a thermocouple or the flare tip monitored by infrared monitor or ultraviolet monitor. 

Temperature measurement device shall be installed, calibrated or have a calibration check performed and maintained according to manufacturer's specifications to monitor the combustion chamber temperature.		Not applicable if VOC destruction is achieved.  See VOC monitoring.		Stack sampling, fuel usage monitoring, and recordkeeping.		Fuel sulfur limit and recordkeeping.		Stack sampling, fuel usage monitoring, and recordkeeping.		May apply depending on source being controlled, if so, fuel composition, heating value, and engineering calculations.		Fuel sulfur limit and recordkeeping.		Fuel sulfur limit and recordkeeping.		May apply depending on source being controlled, if so, engineering calculations.		May apply depending on source being controlled, if so, engineering calculations.		May apply depending on source being controlled, if so, engineering calculations.		Fuel sulfur limit and recordkeeping.

		Combustion		Cooling Tower		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		Drift < 0.001% achieved by drift eliminators		Non-contact design.

Monthly monitoring of VOC in water per Appendix P or approved equivalent (assume all VOC stripped out)

Repair identified leaks as soon as possible, but before next scheduled shutdown, or shutdown triggered by 0.08 ppmw cooling water VOC concentration		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		One of the following may be used for monitoring: 
1. sampled at least once per day for total dissolved solids (TDS); or 
2. TDS monitoring may be reduced to weekly if conductivity is monitored daily and TDS is calculated using a ratio of TDS-to-conductivity (in ppmw per μmho/cm or ppmw/siemens). The ratio of TDS-to-conductivity shall be determined by concurrently monitoring TDS and conductivity on a weekly basis. or
3. TDS monitoring may be reduced to quarterly if conductivity is monitored daily and TDS is calculated using a correlation factor established for each cooling tower. The correlation factor shall be the average of nine consecutive weekly TDS-to-conductivity ratios determined using No. 2 above provided the highest ratio is not more than 10% larger than the smallest ratio.

The permit holder shall validate the TDS-to-conductivity correlation factor once each calendar quarter. If the ratio of concurrently sampled TDS and conductivity is more than 10% higher or lower than the established factor, the permit holder shall increase TDS monitoring to weekly until a new correlation factor can be established.		Existing Cooling Tower: Monitored monthly with for leakage from heat exchangers in accordance with the requirements of the TCEQ Sampling Procedures Manual, Appendix P or another air stripping method approved by TCEQ.

New Cooling Tower: Monitored monthly with an air an air stripping system meeting the requirements of the TCEQ Sampling Procedures Manual, Appendix P or an approved equivalent sampling method.		See VOC monitoring.		Not applicable for this unit and media.		Not applicable for this unit and media.		Not applicable for this unit and media.		May apply depending on process stream and water replacement method.  If so, water/VOC throughput and engineering calculations.		Not applicable for this unit and media.		May apply depending on process stream and water replacement method.  If so, water/VOC throughput and engineering calculations.		Not applicable for this unit and media.		May apply depending on process stream and water replacement method.  If so, water/VOC throughput and engineering calculations.		May apply depending on process stream and water replacement method.  If so, water/VOC throughput and engineering calculations.		Not applicable for this unit and media.

		Combustion		Crusher		No downtime since water sprays shall be operational and in good repair prior to the start of operations. Opacity requirements same as normal operation BACT requirements.		Coal: 90% reduction, typically enclosed

70% reduction at inlet and outlet of all crushers, at all screens and material transfer 
points, Typically water sprays

70% reduction
All stockpiles and active work 
areas – typically water spray 
systems

0.05 g/dscm or 7% opacity
Any stack emissions unless using a wet scrubber. Establish pressure of gas stream 
and scrubbing liquid flow rate 
during initial performance test. (NSPS)

10% opacity if constructed, modified, or reconstructed prior to 4/22/2008;
7% opacity if constructed, modified, or reconstructed on or after 4/22/2008
-Any transfer point on belt 
conveyors or any screen (NSPS)

 15% opacity if constructed, modified, or reconstructed prior to 4/22/2008;
12% opacity if constructed, modified, or reconstructed on or after 4/22/2008 - Any crusher with no capture system 
(NSPS)

No visible emissions shall leave the property. Visible emissions shall be determined by a standard of no visible emissions exceeding 30 seconds in duration in any six
-minute 
period as determined using EPA TM 22 or equivalent - From the crusher, screens, engine/generator, transfer points on belt conveyors, material storage or feed bins, stockpiles, internal roads, or work areas.

		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		If using liquid fuel, it shall have a maximum 0.3% sulfur content.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions and/or opacity observations and recordkeeping of materials processed.		Not applicable for this unit and process material.		Not applicable for this unit and process material.		Not applicable for this unit and process material.		Not applicable for this unit and process material.		Not applicable for this unit and process material.		Not applicable for this unit and process material.		Not applicable for this unit and process material.		Not applicable for this unit and process material.		See PM monitoring.		Not applicable for this unit and process material.		Not applicable for this unit and process material.		Fuel sulfur limit and recordkeeping.

		Combustion		Dryer		No additional controls required for MSS operations beyond normal operation BACT requirements. No bypassing of controls. Fabric filters should be in good repair with an acceptable pressure drop prior to the start of operation.

Removal of spent filters in such a manner to minimize PM emissions and placing the spent filters in sealable bags or other sealable containers prior to removal from the site. Bags or containers shall be kept closed at all times except when adding spent filters.		Firing pipeline quality sweet natural gas and good combustion practices.		Firing pipeline quality sweet natural gas and good combustion practices.		Firing pipeline quality sweet natural gas and good combustion practices.		Firing pipeline quality sweet natural gas and good combustion practices. Specify if firing alternate fuel.		Firing pipeline quality sweet natural gas and good combustion practices.		Firing pipeline quality sweet natural gas and good combustion practices.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Quarterly visible emission checks, followed by an opacity observation if visible emissions are observed.

Continuously monitor the natural gas firing rate and the raw material feed rate.		Stack sampling if other than natural gas AP42 factor initially represented.  Continuously monitor the natural gas firing rate and the raw material feed rate.		Not applicable for natural gas fired dryer.		Stack sampling, fuel usage monitoring, and recordkeeping.  If heater > 100 MMBtu/hr, CEMS required.		Stack sampling if other than natural gas 5 gr S/100 dscf factor initially represented.  Continuously monitor the natural gas firing rate and the raw material feed rate.		Stack sampling, fuel usage monitoring, and recordkeeping.		May be applicable if SCR/SNCR are present, if so, CEMS if heater > 100 MMBtu/hr		Stack sampling if other than natural gas 5 gr S/100 dscf factor initially represented.  Continuously monitor the natural gas firing rate and the raw material feed rate.		Stack sampling if other than natural gas 5 gr S/100 dscf factor initially represented.  Continuously monitor the natural gas firing rate and the raw material feed rate.		Not applicable for natural gas fired dryer.		Not applicable for natural gas fired dryer.		Not applicable for natural gas fired dryer.		Fuel sulfur content, SO2 monitoring, calculations, and recordkeeping

		Combustion		Engine: Emergency, Diesel		Minimize duration and occurrence of MSS activities.		Meeting the requirements of 40 CFR Part 60, Subpart IIII. Firing ultra-low sulfur diesel fuel (no more than 15 ppm sulfur by weight). Limited to 100 hrs./yr. of non-emergency operation. Have a non-resettable runtime meter.

No visible emissions shall leave the property. Visible emissions shall be determined by a standard of no visible emissions exceeding 30 seconds in duration in any six-minute period as determined using EPA TM 22 or equivalent
		Meeting the requirements of 40 CFR Part 60, Subpart IIII. Firing ultra-low sulfur diesel fuel (no more than 15 ppm sulfur by weight). Limited to 100 hrs./yr. of non-emergency operation. Have a non-resettable runtime meter.
		See Additional Notes:		Meeting the requirements of 40 CFR Part 60, Subpart IIII. Firing ultra-low sulfur diesel fuel (no more than 15 ppm sulfur by weight). Limited to 100 hrs./yr. of non-emergency operation. Have a non-resettable runtime meter.
		Meeting the requirements of 40 CFR Part 60, Subpart IIII. Firing ultra-low sulfur diesel fuel (no more than 15 ppm sulfur by weight). Limited to 100 hrs./yr. of non-emergency operation. Have a non-resettable runtime meter.
		Meeting the requirements of 40 CFR Part 60, Subpart IIII. Firing ultra-low sulfur diesel fuel (no more than 15 ppm sulfur by weight). Limited to 100 hrs./yr. of non-emergency operation. Have a non-resettable runtime meter.
		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Quarterly visible emission checks, followed by an opacity observation if visible emissions are observed.		Fuel usage monitoring, and recordkeeping.		Not applicable for this unit and fuel type		Use of portable analyzer designed to measure the concentration in parts per million by volume.		Records of fuel delivery indicating date and quantity of fuel delivered shall be maintained by the holder of this permit. If the fuel is designated ultra low sulfur diesel (ULSD) on the receipt, this is acceptable as showing compliance with sulfur limitations		Use of portable analyzer designed to measure the concentration in parts per million by volume.		May be applicable if SCR/SNCR are present, then use portable analyzer or CEMS.		Records of fuel delivery indicating date and quantity of fuel delivered shall be maintained by the holder of this permit. If the fuel is designated ultra low sulfur diesel (ULSD) on the receipt, this is acceptable as showing compliance with sulfur limitations		Records of fuel delivery indicating date and quantity of fuel delivered shall be maintained by the holder of this permit. If the fuel is designated ultra low sulfur diesel (ULSD) on the receipt, this is acceptable as showing compliance with sulfur limitations		Not applicable for this unit and fuel type		Not applicable for this unit and fuel type		Not applicable for this unit and fuel type		Records of fuel delivery indicating date and quantity of fuel delivered shall be maintained by the holder of this permit. If the fuel is designated ultra low sulfur diesel (ULSD) on the receipt, this is acceptable as showing compliance with sulfur limitations

		Combustion		Engine: Internal Combustion Engine, Spark Ignited		Minimize duration and occurrence of MSS activities.

NOx and CO: provide case-by-case analysis.

Pipelines: VOC in compressor, suction line, and discharge line may be vented.		Good combustion practices. Limited to firing fuels which meet the requirements of 40 CFR § 72.2 or 80.1604.

No visible emissions shall leave the property. Visible emissions shall be determined by a standard of no visible emissions exceeding 30 seconds in duration in any six-minute period as determined using EPA TM 22 or equivalent.		1.0 g/bhp-hr achieved through good combustion practices.		See Additional Notes:		1.0 g/bhp-hr for engines less than 500 hp, 0.5 g/bhp-hr for engines greater than or equal to 500 hp.  0.7 g/bhp-hr is acceptable with vendor guarantee.  Achieved through good combustion practices.  Provide detail about engine size and numeric value.

Rich burn engine: catalytic converter required and no liquid fuel allowed except for a limited number of backup hours.  Provide detail of fuel and number of hours requested.		Good combustion practices. Limited to firing fuels which meet the requirements of 40 CFR § 72.2 or 80.1604.		3.0 g/hp-hr achieved through good combustion practices.		See Additional Notes:		Good combustion practices. Limited to firing fuels which meet the requirements of 40 CFR § 72.2 or 80.1604.		Good combustion practices. Limited to firing fuels which meet the requirements of 40 CFR § 72.2 or 80.1604.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Quarterly visible emission checks, followed by an opacity observation if visible emissions are observed.

Continuously monitor the natural gas firing rate and the raw material feed rate.		Stack sampling if other than natural gas AP42 factor initially represented.  Continuously monitor the natural gas firing rate and the raw material feed rate.		Not applicable for this unit and fuel type.		Stack sampling, fuel usage monitoring, and recordkeeping.		Stack sampling if other than natural gas 5 gr S/100 dscf factor initially represented.  Continuously monitor the natural gas firing rate and the raw material feed rate.		Stack sampling, fuel usage monitoring, and recordkeeping.		May be applicable if SCR/SNCR are present, then use portable analyzer or CEMS.		Stack sampling if other than natural gas 5 gr S/100 dscf factor initially represented.  Continuously monitor the natural gas firing rate and the raw material feed rate.		Stack sampling if other than natural gas 5 gr S/100 dscf factor initially represented.  Continuously monitor the natural gas firing rate and the raw material feed rate.		Not applicable for natural gas fired spark ignited engine.		Not applicable for natural gas fired spark ignited engine.		Not applicable for natural gas fired spark ignited engine.		Fuel sulfur content, SO2 monitoring, calculations, and recordkeeping

		Combustion		Fugitives: Building		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions and/or opacity observations and recordkeeping of materials processed.		May be applicable depending on process.  If so, confirm with yearly engineering calculations.		May be applicable depending on process.  If so, confirm with yearly engineering calculations.		Not applicable for this unit type and process.		Not applicable for this unit type and process.		Not applicable for this unit type and process.		Not applicable for this unit type and process.		Not applicable for this unit type and process.		Not applicable for this unit type and process.		Not applicable for this unit type and process.		Not applicable for this unit type and process.		Not applicable for this unit type and process.		Not applicable for this unit type and process.

		Combustion		Fugitives: Piping and Equipment Leak		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.  Best management practices (BMPs) will be used to minimize emissions, including using proper design of fuel delivery and handling, good air pollution control practices, and safe operating practices.  Estimate fugitive emissions of sources such as natural gas, diesel, and ammonia.  Leak detection and repair program as required for minimizing VOC leaks.		See Additional Notes:		Provide details about applicable option:
1. Uncontrolled VOC emissions < 10 tpy - no control required
2. 10 tpy < uncontrolled VOC emissions < 25 tpy - 28M LDAR program. 75% credit.
3. Uncontrolled VOC emissions > 25 tpy - 28VHP LDAR program. 97% credit for valves, 85% for pumps and compressors.
4. VOC vapor pressure < 0.002 psia - no inspection required, no fugitive emissions expected.

For emissions of chlorine and other approved odorous compounds: AVO inspection twice per shift.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		AVO inspection		AVO inspection twice per shift		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Fugitive Programs (i.e. AVO, 28VHP, 28MID, etc.)		Fugitive Programs (i.e. AVO, 28VHP, 28MID, etc.)		May be applicable depending on process.  If so, use VOC fugitive program.		Not applicable for this unit type and process.		Not applicable for this unit type and process.		Not applicable for this unit type and process.		May be applicable depending on process.  If so, use AVO fugitive program.		Not applicable for this unit type and process.		Not applicable for this unit type and process.		Not applicable for this unit type and process.		Not applicable for this unit type and process.		Not applicable for this unit type and process.		Not applicable for this unit type and process.

		Combustion		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		No additional controls required for MSS operations beyond normal operation BACT requirements. No bypassing of controls. Fabric filters should be in good repair with an acceptable pressure drop prior to the start of operation.

Removal of spent filters in such a manner to minimize PM emissions and placing the spent filters in sealable bags or other sealable containers prior to removal from the site. Bags or containers shall be kept closed at all times except when adding spent filters.		Firing pipeline quality natural gas and good combustion practices. Specify if firing a different fuel.
		Firing pipeline quality natural gas and good combustion practices. Specify if firing a different fuel.		See Additional Notes:		Firing pipeline quality natural gas and good combustion practices. Specify if firing a different fuel. Burners with the best NOx performance given the burner configuration and gaseous fuel used. Specify the proposed emission rate (performance is an annual average) and provide justification if NOx>0.01 lb/MMBtu. Cost data must be submitted for SCR if firing rate is > 300 MMBtu/hr and burner is >0.01 lb/MMBtu. CEMS required for 100 MMBtu/hr or greater.		Firing pipeline quality natural gas and good combustion practices. Specify if firing a different fuel.		Good combustion practices. 50 ppmv corrected to 3% O2.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Quarterly visible emission checks, followed by an opacity observation if visible emissions are observed.

Continuously monitor the natural gas firing rate and the raw material feed rate.		Stack sampling if other than natural gas AP42 factor initially represented.  Continuously monitor the natural gas firing rate and the raw material feed rate.		Not applicable for natural gas fired furnace.		Stack sampling, fuel usage monitoring, and recordkeeping.  If furnace > 100 MMBtu/hr, CEMS required.		Stack sampling if other than natural gas 5 gr S/100 dscf factor initially represented.  Continuously monitor the natural gas firing rate and the raw material feed rate.		Stack sampling, fuel usage monitoring, and recordkeeping.		May be applicable if SCR/SNCR are present, if so, CEMS if furnace > 100 MMBtu/hr		Stack sampling if other than natural gas 5 gr S/100 dscf factor initially represented.  Continuously monitor the natural gas firing rate and the raw material feed rate.		Stack sampling if other than natural gas 5 gr S/100 dscf factor initially represented.  Continuously monitor the natural gas firing rate and the raw material feed rate.		Not applicable for natural gas fired furnace.		Not applicable for natural gas fired furnace.		Not applicable for natural gas fired furnace.		Fuel sulfur content, SO2 monitoring, calculations, and recordkeeping

		Combustion		Furnace: ≤ 40 MMBtu/hr		No additional controls required for MSS operations beyond normal operation BACT requirements. No bypassing of controls. Fabric filters should be in good repair with an acceptable pressure drop prior to the start of operation.

Removal of spent filters in such a manner to minimize PM emissions and placing the spent filters in sealable bags or other sealable containers prior to removal from the site. Bags or containers shall be kept closed at all times except when adding spent filters.		Firing pipeline quality natural gas and good combustion practices. Specify if firing a different fuel.		Firing pipeline quality natural gas and good combustion practices. Specify if firing a different fuel. 		See Additional Notes:		Firing pipeline quality natural gas and good combustion practices. Specify if firing a different fuel. Burners with the best NOx performance given the burner configuration and gaseous fuel used. Specify the proposed emission rate (performance is an annual average) and provide justification if NOx>0.01 lb/MMBtu.		Firing pipeline quality natural gas and good combustion practices. Specify if firing a different fuel.		Good combustion practices. 50 ppmv corrected to 3% O2.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Quarterly visible emission checks, followed by an opacity observation if visible emissions are observed.
		Stack sampling if other than natural gas AP42 factor initially represented.  Fuel usage monitoring and recordkeeping		Not applicable for natural gas fired furnace.		Stack sampling, fuel usage monitoring, and recordkeeping.  		Stack sampling if other than natural gas 5 gr S/100 dscf factor initially represented.  Fuel usage monitoring and recordkeeping.		Stack sampling, fuel usage monitoring, and recordkeeping.		May be applicable if SCR/SNCR are present		Stack sampling if other than natural gas 5 gr S/100 dscf factor initially represented.  Fuel usage monitoring and recordkeeping.		Stack sampling if other than natural gas 5 gr S/100 dscf factor initially represented.  Fuel usage monitoring and recordkeeping.		Not applicable for natural gas fired furnace.		Not applicable for natural gas fired furnace.		Not applicable for natural gas fired furnace.		Fuel sulfur content, SO2 monitoring, calculations, and recordkeeping

		Combustion		Heater > 40 MMBtu/hr		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		Maximum opacity 5%		Firing pipeline quality natural gas and good combustion practices. Specify if firing a different fuel.		See Additional Notes:		Burners with the best NOx performance given the burner configuration and gaseous fuel used. Specify the proposed emission rate (performance is an annual average) and provide justification if NOx>0.01 lb/MMBtu.

Cost data must be submitted for SCR if firing rate is > 300 MMBtu/hr and burner is >0.01 lb/MMBtu.

CEMS required for 100 MMBtu/hr or greater.		Maximum 0.6% sulfur content any liquid fuel or 5 grains for pipeline quality sweet natural gas. Provide details.		50 ppmv corrected to 3% O2		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Quarterly visible emission checks, followed by an opacity observation if visible emissions are observed.

Continuously monitor the natural gas firing rate and the raw material feed rate.		Stack sampling if other than natural gas AP42 factor initially represented.  Continuously monitor the natural gas firing rate and the raw material feed rate.		Not applicable for natural gas fired furnace.		<100 MMBtu/hr: provide details.

≥100 MMBtu/hr: CEMS. Data collected four times per hour and averaged hourly. 		Stack sampling if other than natural gas 5 gr S/100 dscf factor initially represented.  Continuously monitor the natural gas firing rate and the raw material feed rate.		Stack sampling, fuel usage monitoring, and recordkeeping.		May be applicable if SCR/SNCR are present, if so, CEMS if heater > 100 MMBtu/hr		Stack sampling if other than natural gas 5 gr S/100 dscf factor initially represented.  Continuously monitor the natural gas firing rate and the raw material feed rate.		Stack sampling if other than natural gas 5 gr S/100 dscf factor initially represented.  Continuously monitor the natural gas firing rate and the raw material feed rate.		Not applicable for natural gas fired heater.		Not applicable for natural gas fired heater.		Not applicable for natural gas fired heater.		Fuel sulfur content, SO2 monitoring, calculations, and recordkeeping

		Combustion		Heater ≤ 40 MMBtu/hr		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		Maximum opacity 5%		Firing pipeline quality natural gas and good combustion practices. Specify if firing a different fuel.		See Additional Notes:		Burners with the best NOx performance given the burner configuration and gaseous fuel used. Specify the proposed emission rate (performance is an annual average) and provide justification if NOx>0.01 lb/MMBtu.		Maximum 0.6% sulfur content any liquid fuel or 5 grains for pipeline quality sweet natural gas. Provide details.		50 ppmv corrected to 3% O2		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Quarterly visible emission checks, followed by an opacity observation if visible emissions are observed.
		Stack sampling if other than natural gas AP42 factor initially represented.  Fuel usage monitoring and recordkeeping		Not applicable for natural gas fired furnace.		Stack sampling, fuel usage monitoring, and recordkeeping.  		Stack sampling if other than natural gas 5 gr S/100 dscf factor initially represented.  Fuel usage monitoring and recordkeeping.		Stack sampling, fuel usage monitoring, and recordkeeping.		May be applicable if SCR/SNCR are present		Stack sampling if other than natural gas 5 gr S/100 dscf factor initially represented.  Fuel usage monitoring and recordkeeping.		Stack sampling if other than natural gas 5 gr S/100 dscf factor initially represented.  Fuel usage monitoring and recordkeeping.		Not applicable for natural gas fired heater.		Not applicable for natural gas fired heater.		Not applicable for natural gas fired heater.		Fuel sulfur content, SO2 monitoring, calculations, and recordkeeping

		Combustion		Hopper		Removal of spent filters in such a manner to minimize PM emissions and placing the spent filters in sealable bags or other sealable containers prior to removal from the site. Bags or containers shall be kept closed at all times except when adding spent filters.		Hoppers shall be equipped with a filter control device such as a baghouse, cartridge filter system or bin vent filter. Outlet grain loading of ≤ 0.002 grains/dry standard cubic foot or an efficiency of at least 99.9%		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Differential pressure across control device shall be continuously monitored and recorded at least once an hour.		Not applicable for this unit and media.		Not applicable for this unit and media.		Not applicable for this unit and media.		Not applicable for this unit and media.		Not applicable for this unit and media.		Not applicable for this unit and media.		Not applicable for this unit and media.		If applicable, Differential pressure across control device shall be continuously monitored and recorded at least once an hour.		If applicable, Differential pressure across control device shall be continuously monitored and recorded at least once an hour.		Not applicable for this unit and media.		Not applicable for this unit and media.		Not applicable for this unit and media.

		Combustion		Incinerator: Air Curtain		Maintenance activities will be authorized either by PBR or De Minimis. Combustion emission factors used when developing the normal operation emission rates include enough conservatism to account for incidental increases that could occur during startup and shutdown.		Good combustion practices and work practices, operational limitations.		Good combustion practices and work practices, operational limitations.		See Additional Notes:		Good combustion practices and work practices, operational limitations.		Good combustion practices and work practices, operational limitations.		Good combustion practices and work practices, operational limitations.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Quarterly visible emission observations to demonstrate compliance with opacity requirements.		Records of quantity and type of material incinerated and the hours of operation will be used to calculate rates.		Not applicable for this unit and media.		Records of quantity and type of material incinerated and the hours of operation will be used to calculate hourly and annual emission rates.		Records of quantity and type of material incinerated and the hours of operation will be used to calculate hourly and annual emission rates.		Records of quantity and type of material incinerated and the hours of operation will be used to calculate hourly and annual emission rates.		If applicable, Records of quantity and type of material incinerated and the hours of operation will be used to calculate hourly and annual emission rates.		If applicable, Records of quantity and type of material incinerated and the hours of operation will be used to calculate hourly and annual emission rates.		If applicable, Records of quantity and type of material incinerated and the hours of operation will be used to calculate hourly and annual emission rates.		If applicable, Records of quantity and type of material incinerated and the hours of operation will be used to calculate hourly and annual emission rates.		If applicable, Records of quantity and type of material incinerated and the hours of operation will be used to calculate hourly and annual emission rates.		If applicable, Records of quantity and type of material incinerated and the hours of operation will be used to calculate hourly and annual emission rates.		If applicable, Records of quantity and type of material incinerated and the hours of operation will be used to calculate hourly and annual emission rates.

		Combustion		Incinerator: Animal Carcass		Operating the facility the facility in accordance with best management practices and good air pollution control practices.		Secondary chamber temperature of at least 1600⁰F. Gas residence time greater than 0.5 seconds.		Secondary chamber temperature of at least 1600⁰F. Gas residence time greater than 0.5 seconds.		See Additional Notes:		Secondary chamber temperature of at least 1600⁰F. Gas residence time greater than 0.5 seconds.		Secondary chamber temperature of at least 1600⁰F. Gas residence time greater than 0.5 seconds.		Secondary chamber temperature of at least 1600⁰F. Gas residence time greater than 0.5 seconds.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Continuous temperature monitoring. Four data points collected per hour. Data used to calculate emissions.

Continuous opacity monitor required if operating at night (otherwise hours of operation limited to 1 hour after sunrise to 1 hour before sunset)		Continuous temperature monitoring. Four data points collected per hour. Data used to calculate emission rates.		Not applicable for this unit and media.		Continuous temperature monitoring. Four data points collected per hour. Data used to calculate emission rates.		Continuous temperature monitoring. Four data points collected per hour. Data used to calculate emission rates.		Continuous temperature monitoring. Four data points collected per hour. Data used to calculate emission rates.		May be applicable if SCR/SNCR are present		Not applicable for this unit and media.		Not applicable for this unit and media.		If applicable, Continuous temperature monitoring. Four data points collected per hour. Data used to calculate emissions.		Not applicable for this unit and media.		Not applicable for this unit and media.		Not applicable for this unit and media.

		Combustion		Incinerator: Hazardous Waste		Waste may not be added after startup until secondary chamber reaches 1800 degrees. Shutdown may not commence until all waste in the primary chamber is consumed.		Must meet the standards for 40 CFR Part 63-Subpart EEE.		Must meet the standards for 40 CFR Part 63-Subpart EEE.		See Additional Notes:		Must meet the standards for 40 CFR Part 63-Subpart EEE.		Must meet the standards for 40 CFR Part 63-Subpart EEE.		Must meet the standards for 40 CFR Part 63-Subpart EEE.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Must meet the standards for 40 CFR Part 63-Subpart EEE.		Must meet the standards for 40 CFR Part 63-Subpart EEE.		Must meet the standards for 40 CFR Part 63-Subpart EEE.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		As required by 40 CFR 63 Subpart EEE		As required by 40 CFR 63 Subpart EEE		As required by 40 CFR 63 Subpart EEE		As required by 40 CFR 63 Subpart EEE		As required by 40 CFR 63 Subpart EEE		As required by 40 CFR 63 Subpart EEE		As required by 40 CFR 63 Subpart EEE		As required by 40 CFR 63 Subpart EEE		As required by 40 CFR 63 Subpart EEE		As required by 40 CFR 63 Subpart EEE		As required by 40 CFR 63 Subpart EEE		As required by 40 CFR 63 Subpart EEE		As required by 40 CFR 63 Subpart EEE

		Combustion		Incinerator: Medical Waste		Waste may not be added after startup until secondary chamber reaches 1800 degrees. Shutdown may not commence until all waste in the primary chamber is consumed.		Specify technique:
1. dry scrubber: 0.015 gr/dscf at 7% O2 (front and back halves)
2. wet scrubber: 0.020 gr/dscf at 7% O2 (front and back halves)

Secondary chamber temperature of at least 1800˚ F. Provide detail.

Minimum of 1 second retention time. Provide detail.		Secondary chamber temperature of at least 1800˚ F. Provide detail.

Minimum of 1 second retention time. Provide detail.		See Additional Notes:		Secondary chamber temperature of at least 1800˚ F. Provide detail.

Minimum of 1 second retention time. Provide detail.		20-50 ppmvd at 7% O2 or 80% reduction, typically achieved with a dry or wet scrubber. Specify technique and numeric value.

Secondary chamber temperature of at least 1800˚ F. Provide detail.

Minimum of 1 second retention time. Provide detail.		50 ppmvd at 7% O2. Specify technique.

Secondary chamber temperature of at least 1800˚ F. Provide detail.

Minimum of 1 second retention time. Provide detail.		See Additional Notes:		Secondary chamber temperature of at least 1800˚ F. Provide detail.

Minimum of 1 second retention time. Provide detail.		Secondary chamber temperature of at least 1800˚ F. Provide detail.

Minimum of 1 second retention time. Provide detail.		See Additional Notes:		Specify technique:
1. dry scrubber: 97% reduction by weight
2. wet scrubber: 99% reduction by weight

Secondary chamber temperature of at least 1800˚ F. Provide detail.

Minimum of 1 second retention time. Provide detail.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Continuous temperature (every  minute) monitoring.  Automatic recording of date/time/charge weight.  Other monitoring as required by 40 CFR 60 Subpart Ec.		May be applicable depending on materials incinerated.  If so, confirm with yearly engineering calculations.		Not applicable for this unit.		Continuous temperature (every  minute) monitoring.  Automatic recording of date/time/charge weight.  Other monitoring as required by 40 CFR 60 Subpart Ec.		Continuous temperature (every  minute) monitoring.  Automatic recording of date/time/charge weight.  Other monitoring as required by 40 CFR 60 Subpart Ec.		Continuous temperature (every  minute) monitoring.  Automatic recording of date/time/charge weight.  Other monitoring as required by 40 CFR 60 Subpart Ec.		May be applicable depending on materials incinerated.  If so, confirm with yearly engineering calculations.		Not applicable for this unit.		Not applicable for this unit.		Continuous temperature (every  minute) monitoring.  Automatic recording of date/time/charge weight.  Other monitoring as required by 40 CFR 60 Subpart Ec.		Continuous temperature (every  minute) monitoring.  Automatic recording of date/time/charge weight.  Other monitoring as required by 40 CFR 60 Subpart Ec.		May be applicable depending on materials incinerated.  If so, confirm with yearly engineering calculations.		Not applicable for this unit.

		Combustion		Incinerator: Municipal Solid Waste		Waste may not be added after startup until secondary chamber reaches 1800 degrees. Shutdown may not commence until all waste in the primary chamber is consumed.		manufacturer's specifications, and operated as necessary to maintain the minimum		Secondary chamber temperature of at least 1800˚ F. Provide detail. Minimum of 1 second retention time. Provide detail.		See Additional Notes:		Secondary chamber temperature of at least 1800˚ F. Provide detail. Minimum of 1 second retention time. Provide detail.		30 ppmvd at 7% O2 or 80% reduction, typically achieved with a dry or wet scrubber. Specify technique. Secondary chamber temperature of at least 1800˚ F. Minimum of 1 second retention time.		50 ppmvd at 7% O2. Specify technique.

Secondary chamber temperature of at least 1800˚ F. Provide detail.

Minimum of 1 second retention time. Provide detail.		See Additional Notes:		Secondary chamber temperature of at least 1800˚ F. Provide detail.

Minimum of 1 second retention time. Provide detail.		Secondary chamber temperature of at least 1800˚ F. Provide detail.

Minimum of 1 second retention time. Provide detail.		See Additional Notes:		25 ppmvd at 7% O2 or 95% reduction, typically achieved with a dry or wet scrubber. Specify technique.

Secondary chamber temperature of at least 1800˚ F. Provide detail.

Minimum of 1 second retention time. Provide detail.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Stack testing, visible opacity checks, as required by 40 CFR 60 Subpart AAAA or 40 CFR 60 Subchapter E as applicable.		Stack testing, further monitoring as required by 40 CFR 60 Subpart AAAA or 40 CFR 60 Subchapter E as applicable.		Not applicable for this unit.		CEMS as required by 40 CFR 60, Subpart AAAA (small units) or 40 CFR 60 Subchapter E (large units)		CEMS as required by 40 CFR 60, Subpart AAAA (small units) or 40 CFR 60 Subchapter E (large units)		CEMS as required by 40 CFR 60, Subpart AAAA (small units) or 40 CFR 60 Subchapter E (large units)		Not applicable for this unit.		Not applicable for this unit.		See PM monitoring.		Stack testing, further monitoring as required by 40 CFR 60 Subpart AAAA or 40 CFR 60 Subchapter E as applicable.		Stack testing, further monitoring as required by 40 CFR 60 Subpart AAAA or 40 CFR 60 Subchapter E as applicable.		Stack testing, further monitoring as required by 40 CFR 60 Subpart AAAA or 40 CFR 60 Subchapter E as applicable.		Not applicable for this unit.

		Combustion		Kiln: Cement		Fabric filters should be in good repair with an acceptable pressure drop prior to the start of operation.

ESP shall be brought up to manufacturer's suggested temperature and maintained at that temperature for a duration of time specified by manufacturer before being placed into service.

Cyclones shall be maintained according to manufacturer's specifications.		Fabric filter, ESP, wet scrubber, or cyclone. Specify technique.

For Portland Cement: PM shall be limited to 0.02 lb/ton clinker.

For Lime: 0.10 lb/tons stone feed (tsf) 

Must meet the limits of 40 CFR 63 Subpart LLL.		Good combustion practices or oxidizers. 

Total Hydrocarbons limited to 24 ppmvd at 7% O2.		See Additional Notes:		Dry low NOX combustors, NSCR, or water/steam injection. Specify technique. These controls will limit NOx to 1.5 lb/ton clinker on a 30-day rolling average.

Must meet the limits of 40 CFR 60 Subpart F.		Firing low sulfur fuel and/or scrubber. Specify technique. SO2 shall be limited to 0.4 lb/ton clinker on a 30-day rolling average.

Must meet the limits of 40 CFR 60 Subpart F.		Good combustion practices or oxidation catalyst. Specify technique.		Control of ammonia injection system to minimize ammonia slip.		Firing low sulfur fuel and/or scrubber. Specify technique.		Firing low sulfur fuel and/or scrubber. Specify technique.		Activated carbon injection and/or sorbent injection. Specify technique. Hg shall be limited to 21 lb/MM tons clinker.

Must meet the limits of 40 CFR 63 Subpart LLL.		Limited to 3 ppmvd at 7% O2.

Must meet the limits of 40 CFR 63 Subpart LLL.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		COMS or CPMS. Data collected four times per hour and averaged hourly.

Quarterly visible emission observations to demonstrate compliance with opacity requirements.		Records of daily production used to calculate emission rates.		See Additional Notes:		CEMS. Data collected four times per hour and averaged hourly. 		Records of daily production used to calculate emission rates.		CEMS. Data collected four times per hour and averaged hourly. 		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Combustion		Material Handling: Conveyor		Best management practices (conducting system maintenance in a manner which minimizes emissions) employed during handling system maintenance. No bypassing of controls. Fabric filters should be in good repair with an acceptable pressure drop prior to the start of operation.

Removal of spent filters in such a manner to minimize PM emissions and placing the spent filters in sealable bags or other sealable containers prior to removal from the site. Bags or containers shall be kept closed at all times except when adding spent filters.		Coal handling:
90% reduction, typically enclosed (50-90% reduction); chemical sprays (80-90% reduction; or full enclosure (90+%). Specify technique.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Differential pressure across control device shall be continuously monitored and recorded at least once an hour.
Monthly visible emission observations per EPA Method 22 to demonstrate compliance with opacity requirements.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Combustion		Material Handling: Drop Point		Best management practices (conducting system maintenance in a manner which minimizes emissions) employed during handling system maintenance. No bypassing of controls. Suction shroud should be in good repair with minimum flow rate.		99% reduction or 0.01 gr/dscf, suction shroud, minimum 4000 acfm.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Differential pressure across control device shall be continuously monitored and recorded at least once an hour.
Monthly visible emission observations per EPA Method 22 to demonstrate compliance with opacity requirements.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Combustion		Material Handling: Product Transfer/Dump		Best management practices (conducting system maintenance in a manner which minimizes emissions) employed during handling system maintenance. No bypassing of controls. Fabric filters should be in good repair with an acceptable pressure drop prior to the start of operation.

Removal of spent filters in such a manner to minimize PM emissions and placing the spent filters in sealable bags or other sealable containers prior to removal from the site. Bags or containers shall be kept closed at all times except when adding spent filters.		All:
70% reduction, typically achieved with water sprays. Wet material (1.5% moisture minimum) 50% reduction; enclosure methods, dependent upon ratio of openings in enclosure 50-90%; fabric filter baghouses require 0.1 gr/dscf (99% reduction). Specify technique.

Specify type.
1. Pneumatic:
99% reduction, outlet grain loading ≤ 0.01 gr/dscf. Typically achieved with a baghouse. Specify technique.
2. Mechanical:
Enclosed conveying or equivalent. Specify.

Coal handling: 85% reduction, typically achieved with foam and/or surfactant		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Differential pressure across control device shall be continuously monitored and recorded at least once an hour.
Monthly visible emission observations per EPA Method 22 to demonstrate compliance with opacity requirements.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Combustion		Material Handling: Receiving		Best management practices (conducting system maintenance in a manner which minimizes emissions) employed during handling system maintenance. No bypassing of controls. Suction shroud should be in good repair with minimum flow rate.

Removal of spent filters in such a manner to minimize PM emissions and placing the spent filters in sealable bags or other sealable containers prior to removal from the site. Bags or containers shall be kept closed at all times except when adding spent filters.		Barge:
Grain elevator: 90% reduction, typically achieved by choke feeding at gravity receiving pits. Specify technique.

Gravity: 90% reduction. Typically achieved by choke feeding. Specify technique.

Pneumatic: 99% reduction, outlet grain loading ≤ 0.01 gr/dscf. Typically achieved with a baghouse. Specify technique.

Rail:
Coal: 90% reduction, typically foam sprays and enclosures		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Differential pressure across control device shall be continuously monitored and recorded at least once an hour.
Monthly visible emission observations per EPA Method 22 to demonstrate compliance with opacity requirements.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Combustion		Material Handling: Screen		Best management practices (conducting system maintenance in a manner which minimizes emissions) employed during handling system maintenance. No bypassing of controls.		Coal:
90% reduction, typically enclosed or partial enclosure and water sprays. Specify technique.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Differential pressure across control device shall be continuously monitored and recorded at least once an hour.
Monthly visible emission observations per EPA Method 22 to demonstrate compliance with opacity requirements.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Combustion		MSS Activities		Use of good air pollution control practices and safe operating practices.

Limiting the frequency and duration of activities.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Yearly emissions estimate check via calculations.  Visible opacity checks.		Yearly emissions estimate checks via calculations.		Recordkeeping.		Yearly emissions check via calculations and/or monitoring.		Yearly emissions check via calculations and/or monitoring.		Yearly emissions check via calculations and/or monitoring.		If applicable, yearly emissions check via calculations and/or monitoring.		If applicable, yearly emissions check via calculations and/or monitoring.		If applicable, yearly emissions check via calculations and/or monitoring.		If applicable, yearly emissions check via calculations and/or monitoring.		If applicable, yearly emissions check via calculations and/or monitoring.		Normally not applicable for this unit type.		If applicable, yearly emissions check via calculations.

		Combustion		Process Vent		Same as normal operation BACT requirements. Fabric filters should be in good repair with an acceptable pressure drop prior to the start of operation.
Removal of spent filters in such a manner to minimize PM emissions and placing the spent filters in sealable bags or other sealable containers prior to removal from the site. Bags or containers shall be kept closed at all times except when adding spent filters.		99% reduction or outlet grain loading of 0.01 gr/dscf, typically achieved with fabric filters. Specify technique.		Non-halogenated VOCs:
flare, any oxidizer, adsorber, absorber/scrubber, etc. Specify technique. Must meet that control device's approved efficiency.

Halogenated VOC:
Thermal oxidation followed by absorber/scrubber or carbon adsorption. Specify technique. Must meet that control device's approved efficiency.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Differential pressure across control device shall be continuously monitored and recorded at least once an hour.
Monthly visible emission observations per EPA Method 22 to demonstrate compliance with opacity requirements.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Combustion		Roads		Best management practices (roads are watered, traffic and speed are reduced) employed during maintenance, no additional controls required for startup and shutdown operations beyond normal operation BACT requirements. No bypassing of controls.		All: No visible emissions shall leave the property. Visible emissions shall be determined by a standard of no visible emissions exceeding 30 seconds in duration in any six-minute period as determined using EPA TM 22 or equivalent.

Coal plant: 70% reduction, typically achieved with water sprays. Specify technique.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Monthly visible emission observations per EPA Method 22 to demonstrate compliance with opacity requirements.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Combustion		Storage: Silo		Best management practices (minimizing spills, cleaning spills promptly, and using low volatility cleaning materials) during maintenance. No additional controls required for startup and shutdown operations if normally required controls are employed. No bypassing of controls. Fabric filters should be in good repair with an acceptable pressure drop prior to the start of operation.

Removal of spent filters in such a manner to minimize PM emissions and placing the spent filters in sealable bags or other sealable containers prior to removal from the site. Bags or containers shall be kept closed at all times except when adding spent filters.		99% reduction or outlet grain loading of 0.01 gr/dscf (combined front and back half), typically achieved with fabric filters. Specify if different.

Maximum opacity of 5%. (1% from asphalt mineral handling.)

No visible emissions shall leave the property from the silo loading. Visible emissions shall be determined by a standard of no visible emissions exceeding 30 seconds in duration in any six-minute period as determined using EPA TM 22 or equivalent.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Differential pressure across control device shall be continuously monitored and recorded at least once an hour.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Combustion		Storage: Stockpile		No downtime since water sprays at transfer points and on stockpiles should be functioning prior to the start of operation.		All:
70% reduction, typically achieved with water spray systems. Specify if different.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Monthly visible emission observations per EPA Method 22 to demonstrate compliance with opacity requirements.		Not applicable for this unit type.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Combustion		Turbine: Combined Cycle, Natural Gas		Minimizing the duration of MSS activities and minimizing the amount of time the turbine is outside the performance mode where the controls can be used. Operating the facility in accordance with best management practices and good air pollution control practices.		Good combustion practices. Fuel limited to firing pipeline quality natural gas.		2 ppmvd at 15% O2 if no duct burner, 4 ppmvd with duct burner. Achieved through good combustion practices.		See Additional Notes:		2.0 ppmvd at 15% O2, 24-hour average, typically achieved with dry low NOX burner, water/steam injection, limiting fuel consumption, or SCR. Specify numeric value and proposed technique.		Good combustion practices. Fuel limited to firing pipeline quality natural gas (low sulfur fuel). Sulfur content of fuel will not exceed 5 grains per 100 scf on an hourly basis and 1 gr/100 scf on an annual basis.		2-4 ppmvd at 15% O2, typically achieved with good combustion practices and/or oxidation catalyst. Specify numeric value and control technique. A detailed analysis is required if >4 ppmvd is proposed.		7-10 ppmvd at 15% O, achieved by controlling the ammonia injection system to minimize ammonia slip		See Additional Notes:		Good combustion practices. Fuel limited to firing pipeline quality natural gas (low sulfur fuel). Sulfur content of fuel will not exceed 5 grains per 100 scf on an hourly basis and 1 gr/100 scf on an annual basis.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Quarterly visible emission observations to demonstrate compliance with opacity requirements.

Continuous fuel flow monitor data used to calculate emission rate. Data collected four times per hour and averaged hourly. 		Continuous fuel flow monitor data used to calculate emission rate. Data collected four times per hour and averaged hourly. 		Not applicable for this unit type.		CEMS. Data collected four times per hour and averaged hourly. 		Continuous fuel flow monitor data used to calculate emission rate. Data collected four times per hour and averaged hourly. 		CEMS. Data collected four times per hour and averaged hourly. 		Monthly AVO inspections of the ventilation ductwork. 		Not applicable for this unit type.		If this pollutant is applicable, quarterly visible emission observations to demonstrate compliance with opacity requirements.

Continuous fuel flow monitor data used to calculate emission rate. Data collected four times per hour and averaged hourly. 		Not applicable for this unit type.		Not applicable for this unit type.		Not applicable for this unit type.		Fuel sulfur records.

		Combustion		Turbine: Simple Cycle, Natural Gas		Minimizing the duration of MSS activities and operating the facility in accordance with best management practices and good air pollution control practices.		Good combustion practices. Fuel limited to firing pipeline quality natural gas.		2 ppmvd at 15% O2 achieved through good combustion practices.		See Additional Notes:		5.0 to 9.0 ppmvd at 15% O2, typically achieved with dry low NOX burner, water/steam injection, limiting fuel consumption, or SCR. Specify numeric value and proposed technique.		Good combustion practices. Fuel limited to firing pipeline quality natural gas (low sulfur fuel). Sulfur content of fuel will not exceed 2 to 5 grains per 100 scf on an hourly basis and 0.5 to 1 gr/100 scf on an annual basis.		9-25 ppmvd at 15% O2, typically achieved with good combustion practices and/or oxidation catalyst. Specify numeric value and control technique. A detailed analysis is required if >9 ppmvd is proposed.		7-10 ppmvd at 15% O, achieved by controlling the ammonia injection system to minimize ammonia slip		See Additional Notes:		Good combustion practices. Fuel limited to firing pipeline quality natural gas (low sulfur fuel). Sulfur content of fuel will not exceed 5 grains per 100 scf on an hourly basis and 1 gr/100 scf on an annual basis.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Quarterly visible emission observations to demonstrate compliance with opacity requirements.

Continuous fuel flow monitor data used to calculate emission rate. Data collected four times per hour and averaged hourly. 		Continuous fuel flow monitor data used to calculate emission rate. Data collected four times per hour and averaged hourly. 		Not applicable for this unit type.		CEMS. Data collected four times per hour and averaged hourly. 		Continuous fuel flow monitor data used to calculate emission rate. Data collected four times per hour and averaged hourly. 		CEMS. Data collected four times per hour and averaged hourly. 		If this pollutant is applicable, monthly AVO inspections of the ventilation ductwork. 		Not applicable for this unit type.		If this pollutant is applicable, quarterly visible emission observations to demonstrate compliance with opacity requirements.

Continuous fuel flow monitor data used to calculate emission rate. Data collected four times per hour and averaged hourly. 		Not applicable for this unit type.		Not applicable for this unit type.		Not applicable for this unit type.		Fuel sulfur records.

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Blowing Still		Best management practices (minimizing spills, cleaning spills promptly, and using low volatility cleaning materials) during maintenance. No additional controls required for startup and shutdown operations if normally required controls are employed. No bypassing of controls.		Asphalt processing:
Specify which option applies:
1. 0.67 kg/Mg from still when catalyst is used (NSPS requirement)
2. 0.71 kg/Mg from still when No. 6 fuel oil is fired in the afterburner and when a catalyst is used (NSPS requirement)
3. 0.60 kg/Mg from still when catalyst is not used (NSPS requirement)
4. 0.64 kg/Mg from still hen No. 6 fuel oil is fired in the afterburner and when a catalyst is not used (NSPS requirement)

0% opacity, unless using fuel oil in the afterburner (NSPS requirement). Provide details.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Recordkeeping of throughput.		Recordkeeping of throughput.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Chromic Acid Anodizing		See Additional Notes:		Use of a fume suppressant in the anodizing tank (MACT Standard per 40 CFR Subpart N).

Chrome:
Use of a fume suppressant in the anodizing tank (MACT Standard per 40 CFR Subpart N)		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions and/or opacity observations

Recordkeeping of differential pressure in mist eliminator

Recordkeeping of rectifier changes 		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Coal Loading		Same as normal operation BACT requirements. Fabric filters should be in good repair with an acceptable pressure drop prior to the start of operation.

Removal of spent filters in such a manner to minimize PM emissions and placing the spent filters in sealable bags or other sealable containers prior to removal from the site. Bags or containers shall be kept closed at all times except when adding spent filters.		95% reduction typically achieved by chemical wetting and enclosure, chemical wetting and choke feeding, or fabric filter on silo. Specify technique.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions and/or opacity observations and recordkeeping of throughput.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse		Fabric filters should be in good repair with an acceptable pressure drop prior to the start of operation.

Removal of spent filters in such a manner to minimize PM emissions and placing the spent filters in sealable bags or other sealable containers prior to removal from the site. Bags or containers shall be kept closed at all times except when adding spent filters.		Opacity shall not exceed 5% and/or no visible emissions from each stack or vent. 99% reduction or outlet grain loading of 0.01 gr/dscf.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Pressure drop monitoring and/or quarterly visible emissions and/or opacity observations.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Cooker		See Additional Notes:		No established BACT. Specify controls.		No established BACT. Specify controls.		See Additional Notes:		No established BACT. Specify controls.		No established BACT. Specify controls.		No established BACT. Specify controls.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions and/or opacity observations

Recordkeeping of materials processed		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Cooler		See Additional Notes:		Feed mill: Pellet cooler shall be vented through a high efficiency cyclone which has a cone length at least twice the diameter of the cyclone.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Cooling Tower		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		Drift < 0.001% achieved by drift eliminators		Non-contact design.

Monthly monitoring of VOC in water per Appendix P or approved equivalent (assume all VOC stripped out)

Repair identified leaks as soon as possible, but before next scheduled shutdown, or shutdown triggered by 0.08 ppmw cooling water VOC concentration		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions and/or opacity observations

Recordkeeping of amount of circulating water used in the cooling towers		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Cotton Gin		See Additional Notes:		The battery condensers and lint cleaner condensers are controlled with small-mesh screens. All other fan exhausts are controlled with high-efficiency cyclones. 		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Recordkeeping of annual throughputs for cotton processed 		Recordkeeping of annual throughputs for cotton processed 		See Additional Notes:		Recordkeeping of annual throughputs for cotton processed 		Recordkeeping of annual throughputs for cotton processed 		Recordkeeping of annual throughputs for cotton processed 		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Crusher		No downtime since water sprays shall be operational and in good repair prior to the start of operations. Opacity requirements same as normal operation BACT requirements.		Rock:
70% reduction at inlet and outlet, typically achieved with water sprays. Specify technique. For opacity, refer to NSPS OOO. No visible emissions shall leave the property. Visible emissions shall be determined by a standard of no visible emissions exceeding 30 seconds in duration in any six-minute period as determined using EPA TM 22 or equivalent.

Coal:
90% reduction, typically enclosed		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions and/or opacity observations and recordkeeping of materials processed.
		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Die Cast Machine		See Additional Notes:		No established BACT. Specify controls.		No established BACT. Specify controls.		See Additional Notes:		No established BACT. Specify controls.		No established BACT. Specify controls.		No established BACT. Specify controls.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions and/or opacity observations

Recordkeeping of material throughput		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Disperser		Fabric filters should be in good repair with an acceptable pressure drop prior to the start of operation.

Removal of spent filters in such a manner to minimize PM emissions and placing the spent filters in sealable bags or other sealable containers prior to removal from the site. Bags or containers shall be kept closed at all times except when adding spent filters.		Outlet grain loading of ≤ 0.002 g/dscf or an efficiency of at least 99.9% achieved by using a filter system such as a baghouse or cartridge filter for all units. Specify technique.

Good housekeeping and best management practices. See applicable 30 TAC §115 and/or 40 CFR Part 63 requirements.

Opacity shall not exceed 5% and/or no visible emissions from each stack or vent unless otherwise specified in 40 CFR Part 63.


		All:
Sand mills shall be totally enclosed.

Good housekeeping and best management practices. See applicable 30 TAC §115 and/or 40 CFR Part 63 requirements.

Minimize the amount of cleaning solvent used and reuse or recycle solvent. Waste coatings and cleaning solvents shall be captured and placed in closed containers or storage tanks until used in a subsequent batch, recycled, or removed from the site.

Collecting and venting VOC and exempt solvent to an add-on control device may be required if the combined VOC and exempt solvent emissions in total ≥ 60 tpy (Site-wide). efficiency of thermal control device is 98% or greater. Provide details of site and, if applicable, control device.

≤200 gallon capacity:
Have a local capture/collection system in use during charging. A rigid cover with a minimum clearance for the shaft shall be in place during mixing operations except of the addition of materials and sample removal. Permanent or temporary rigid covers shall be in good repair at all times and free from cracks, holes, and shall maintain contact with the rim of the vessel.

> 200 gallon capacity:
Have a dedicated capture/collection system in use during charging and mixing. A permanent tightly fitting rigid cover with a minimum clearance for the shaft shall be in place during charging and mixing. Permanent rigid covers shall be in good repair at all times and free from cracks, holes, and other defects. All seals on access ports and hatches must be in good repair.
		Have a local capture/collection system in use during charging. A rigid cover with a minimum clearance for the shaft shall be in place during mixing operations except of the addition of materials and sample removal. Permanent or temporary rigid covers shall be in good repair at all times and free from cracks, holes, and shall maintain contact with the rim of the vessel.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Dryer		No additional controls required for MSS operations beyond normal operation BACT requirements. No bypassing of controls. Fabric filters should be in good repair with an acceptable pressure drop prior to the start of operation.

Removal of spent filters in such a manner to minimize PM emissions and placing the spent filters in sealable bags or other sealable containers prior to removal from the site. Bags or containers shall be kept closed at all times except when adding spent filters.

Oriented strand board mill:
Dryer feed must be shut down immediately when associated bypass damper opens. There shall be no more than 5 total dryer bypasses per hour, 10 per day, and 1,000 per year.		Firing pipeline quality sweet natural gas and good combustion practices. Specify if other fuel.

Industrial Sand Plant:
99% reduction, at least <0.01 gr/dscf outlet grain loading. Specify efficiency and control method.

Waferized dryer:
95% reduction, typically achieved with wet ESP or multiclones followed by RTO or RCO. Specify technique.

Asphalt plant:
All drum dryers shall meet at least a front half outlet grain loading of 0.01 gr/dscf and a combined (front half and back half) total outlet grain loading of 0.04 gr/dscf, typically achieved with fabric filter baghouses. Specify technique. Maximum opacity 5%. Mechanism required to eliminate scorching when using recycled asphalt products

If using reclaimed industrial oil: Shall meet all standards specified in 40 CFR Part 279, Standard for the Management of Used Oil (antimony: 180 ppm, arsenic: 3 ppm, beryllium 1 ppm, cadmium: 2 ppm, chromium: 9ppm, mercury: 37 ppm, selenium 75 ppm, thallium: 37 ppm, vanadium: 18 ppm, lead: 100 ppm, nickel: 5 ppm, total halogens: 1000 ppm)		Firing pipeline quality sweet natural gas and good combustion practices. Specify if other fuel.

Waferized dryer:
90% reduction, typically achieved through RTC or RCO

Asphalt plant:
0.032 lbs./ton of asphalt produced

Ceramic manufacturing:
Scrubbers with 95% DRE		See Additional Notes:		Firing pipeline quality sweet natural gas and good combustion practices. Specify if firing alternate fuel.

Grain elevator drying: Column type dryers with outlet perforations no greater than 0.094 inches in diameter or equivalent (NSPS requirement). Please specify technique.

Iron/Steel dryer:
0.01 lb NOX/MMBtu, typically achieved by firing natural gas or LPG fuel. Specify technique.		Firing pipeline quality sweet natural gas and good combustion practices.

Asphalt plant:
Maximum 0.6% sulfur content any liquid fuel or 5 grains for pipeline quality sweet natural gas. Provide details.		Firing pipeline quality sweet natural gas and good combustion practices.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Quarterly visible emission checks, followed by an opacity observation if visible emissions are observed and/or continuously monitor the natural gas firing rate and/or the raw material feed rate. Temperature records for asphalt dryers.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Engine		See Additional Notes:		Pipeline quality natural gas		Pipeline quality natural gas, specify if other fuel		See Additional Notes:		Pipeline quality natural gas, specify if other fuel		Pipeline quality natural gas, specify if other fuel

Concrete/Rock:
Liquid fuel with a sulfur content of no more than 0.0015 percent by weight.		Pipeline quality natural gas, specify if other fuel		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions and/or opacity observations

Recordkeeping of hours of operation and/or fuel usage		Recordkeeping of hours of operation and/or fuel usage		See Additional Notes:		Recordkeeping of hours of operation and/or fuel usage		Recordkeeping of hours of operation and/or fuel usage		Recordkeeping of hours of operation and/or fuel usage		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Engine: Emergency, Diesel		Minimize duration and occurrence of MSS activities.		Meeting the requirements of 40 CFR Part 60, Subpart IIII. Firing ultra-low sulfur diesel fuel (no more than 15 ppm sulfur by weight). Limited to 100 hrs./yr. of non-emergency operation. Have a non-resettable runtime meter.

No visible emissions shall leave the property. Visible emissions shall be determined by a standard of no visible emissions exceeding 30 seconds in duration in any six-minute period as determined using EPA TM 22 or equivalent
		Meeting the requirements of 40 CFR Part 60, Subpart IIII. Firing ultra-low sulfur diesel fuel (no more than 15 ppm sulfur by weight). Limited to 100 hrs./yr. of non-emergency operation. Have a non-resettable runtime meter.
		See Additional Notes:		Meeting the requirements of 40 CFR Part 60, Subpart IIII. Firing ultra-low sulfur diesel fuel (no more than 15 ppm sulfur by weight). Limited to 100 hrs./yr. of non-emergency operation. Have a non-resettable runtime meter.
		Meeting the requirements of 40 CFR Part 60, Subpart IIII. Firing ultra-low sulfur diesel fuel (no more than 15 ppm sulfur by weight). Limited to 100 hrs./yr. of non-emergency operation. Have a non-resettable runtime meter.
		Meeting the requirements of 40 CFR Part 60, Subpart IIII. Firing ultra-low sulfur diesel fuel (no more than 15 ppm sulfur by weight). Limited to 100 hrs./yr. of non-emergency operation. Have a non-resettable runtime meter.
		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions and/or opacity observations

Recordkeeping of hours of operation		Recordkeeping of hours of operation		See Additional Notes:		Recordkeeping of hours of operation		Recordkeeping of hours of operation		Recordkeeping of hours of operation		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Forehearth		See Additional Notes:		Firing pipeline quality sweet natural gas and good combustion practices.		Firing pipeline quality sweet natural gas and good combustion practices.		See Additional Notes:		Firing pipeline quality sweet natural gas and good combustion practices.		Firing pipeline quality sweet natural gas and good combustion practices.		Firing pipeline quality sweet natural gas and good combustion practices.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions and/or opacity observations		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Fugitives: Building		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Fugitives: Piping and Equipment Leak		Same as normal operation BACT requirements, except where noted below.

Pump/pipe/valve maintenance, sulfur: Clear sulfur to pits or sump. 

Pump/pipe/valve maintenance, sour water: Route sour water to the sour water unit. Pump/valve alternative 1: Pump sour water to sour water strippers. Pipe/valve alternative 2: Send sour water to a frac tank. Verify that there are no emissions from frac tanks. 

Pump maintenance, VOC <0.5 psia: Send to a closed drain system. Drain any remaining liquid to a pan, then pump to a vacuum truck or put in a closed container. Pump alternative: Drain to an absorbent pad and properly dispose of it.

Pump maintenance, VOC >0.5 psia: Send material to the flare knockout drum to separate into vapors, light liquids, and heavy liquids. Vapors are routed to flare. Liquids go to slop drums or strippers. Drain any remaining liquid it to a pan then pump to a vacuum truck or put in a closed container. Alternative 1: Send the material to the refinery slop drums to be recovered. If there is any remaining liquid in the system, drain it to a pan then pump to a vacuum truck or put in a closed container. Alternative 2: Drain to a recovery tank that is vented to the flare. Drain any remaining liquid to a pan then pump to a vacuum truck or put in a closed container. Alternative 3: Steam material to the enclosed sewer. Collect hydrocarbons in the unit sump, to be pumped to the slop tanks and recycled. If any liquids remain, steam or drain to a pan, then pump to vacuum truck or put in closed container.

Pipe/valve maintenance, VOC >0.5 psia: Send material to the flare knockout drum to separate into vapors, light liquids, and heavy liquids. Route the vapors back through the process to be recovered before going to the flare using the recovery compressors, where available. Route vapors to flare. Route liquids to slop drums or strippers. Drain any remaining liquid to a pan, then pump to a vacuum truck or put in a closed container. Pipe Alternative 1: Drain material to a recovery tank that is vented to the flare. Drain any remaining liquid to a pan, then pump the material to a vacuum truck or put in a closed container. Pipe Alternative 2: Send the material to the refinery slop drums to be recovered. Drain any remaining liquid to a pan, then pump the material to a vacuum truck or put in a closed container. Valve alternative 1: Send the material to the refinery slop drums to be recovered. Verify that there are no emissions from sending the material back to the process to be recovered. If there is any remaining liquid in the system, drain it to a pan, then pump to a vacuum truck or put in a closed container. Valve Alternative 2: Steam material to the enclosed sewer. Collect hydrocarbons in the unit sump, to be pumped to the slop tanks and recycled. If any fluid remains, steam or drain it to a pan then pump the material to a vacuum truck or put in a closed container.

Pump/pipe maintenance, acid: Neutralize acid with caustic and drain to the sewer. 

Pipe maintenance, fuel gas: Purge fuel gas, natural gas, and LNG to the furnace and/or waste heat boiler. 		See Additional Notes:		Provide details about applicable option:
1. Uncontrolled VOC emissions < 10 tpy - no control required
2. 10 tpy < uncontrolled VOC emissions < 25 tpy - 28M LDAR program. 75% credit.
3. Uncontrolled VOC emissions > 25 tpy - 28VHP LDAR program. 97% credit for valves, 85% for pumps and compressors.
4. VOC vapor pressure < 0.002 psia - no inspection required, no fugitive emissions expected.

For emissions of chlorine and other approved odorous compounds: AVO inspection twice per shift.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		AVO inspection twice per shift		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		AVO checks on daily, 4-hour, or other intervals.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr		No additional controls required for MSS operations beyond normal operation BACT requirements. No bypassing of controls. Fabric filters should be in good repair with an acceptable pressure drop prior to the start of operation.

Removal of spent filters in such a manner to minimize PM emissions and placing the spent filters in sealable bags or other sealable containers prior to removal from the site. Bags or containers shall be kept closed at all times except when adding spent filters.

Glass:
Limit control device bypass to 144 hours per year for planned maintenance. Uncontrolled emissions must have acceptable impacts.		Glass:
Performance level of 1.0 lb PM/ton of glass produced (total PM, including front and back half catch)

Iron/steel metallurgy:
98% reduction, outlet grain loading ≤ 0.0052 gr/dscf if EAF filter and ≤ 0.01 gr/dscf if not EAF filter. Specify technique and numeric value. Maximum of 6% building opacity.

Billet reheat:
Good combustion practices. Maximum of 3% opacity at stack.

Electric arc:
Emission capture system meets ACGIH design. Canopy hood capture of at least 95%. Direct evacuation or fourth hole capture efficiency of at least 99%. Outlet grain loading ≤ 0.0032 gr/dscf front half PM catch; and ≤ 0.0052 gr/dscf for total PM catch. Maximum of 3% opacity at stack, 6% at building.
		All: Firing pipeline quality natural gas and good combustion practices. Specify if firing a different fuel.

Electric arc:
0.35 lbs./ton steel, typically achieved with melted scrap management program. Specify technique.		See Additional Notes:		All:
Firing pipeline quality natural gas and good combustion practices. Specify if firing a different fuel. Burners with the best NOx performance given the burner configuration and gaseous fuel used. Specify the proposed emission rate (performance is an annual average) and provide justification if NOx>0.01 lb/MMBtu. Cost data must be submitted for SCR if firing rate is > 300 MMBtu/hr and burner is >0.01 lb/MMBtu. CEMS required for 100 MMBtu/hr or greater.

Glass:
Performance level of 1.4 lb/NOx/ton of glass produced.

Billet reheat:
0.01 lb NOX/MMBtu, typically achieved by firing natural gas or LPG fuel and/or low NOX burners. Specify technique. Good combustion practices. 

Electric arc:
Emission capture system meets ACGIH design. Canopy hood capture of at least 95%. Direct evacuation or fourth hole capture efficiency of at least 99%. Outlet grain loading ≤ 0.0032 gr/dscf front half PM catch; and ≤ 0.0052 gr/dscf for total PM catch. Maximum of 3% opacity at stack, 6% at building.		All:
Firing pipeline quality natural gas and good combustion practices. Specify if firing a different fuel. 

Glass:
85% reduction or a performance level of 172 lbs. SO2/ton of glass produced

Electric arc:
0.24 lbs. SO2/ton steel		Good combustion practices. 50 ppmv corrected to 3% O2.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Hours of operation records, and/or records of fuel usage, and/or quarterly opacity monitoring.		Hours of operation records, and/or records of fuel usage.		See Additional Notes:		<100 MMBtu/hr: provide details. Hour of operation and/or records of fuel usage.

≥100 MMBtu/hr: CEMS. Data collected four times per hour and averaged hourly. 		Hours of operation records, and/or records of fuel usage.		Hours of operation records, and/or records of fuel usage.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Furnace: ≤ 40 MMBtu/hr		No additional controls required for MSS operations beyond normal operation BACT requirements. No bypassing of controls. Fabric filters should be in good repair with an acceptable pressure drop prior to the start of operation.

Removal of spent filters in such a manner to minimize PM emissions and placing the spent filters in sealable bags or other sealable containers prior to removal from the site. Bags or containers shall be kept closed at all times except when adding spent filters.

Glass:
Limit control device bypass to 144 hours per year for planned maintenance. Uncontrolled emissions must have acceptable impacts.		Glass:
Performance level of 1.0 lb PM/ton of glass produced (total PM, including front and back half catch)

Iron/steel metallurgy:
98% reduction, outlet grain loading ≤ 0.0052 gr/dscf if EAF filter and ≤ 0.01 gr/dscf if not EAF filter. Specify technique and numeric value. Maximum of 6% building opacity.

Billet reheat:
Good combustion practices. Maximum of 3% opacity at stack.

Electric arc:
Emission capture system meets ACGIH design. Canopy hood capture of at least 95%. Direct evacuation or fourth hole capture efficiency of at least 99%. Outlet grain loading ≤ 0.0032 gr/dscf front half PM catch; and ≤ 0.0052 gr/dscf for total PM catch. Maximum of 3% opacity at stack, 6% at building.		All:
Firing pipeline quality natural gas and good combustion practices. Specify if firing a different fuel. 

Electric arc:
0.35 lbs./ton steel, typically achieved with melted scrap management program. Specify technique.		See Additional Notes:		All:
Firing pipeline quality natural gas and good combustion practices. Specify if firing a different fuel. Burners with the best NOx performance given the burner configuration and gaseous fuel used. Specify the proposed emission rate (performance is an annual average) and provide justification if NOx>0.01 lb/MMBtu.

Glass:
Performance level of 1.4 lb/NOx/ton of glass produced

Billet reheat:
0.01 lb NOX/MMBtu, typically achieved by firing natural gas or LPG fuel and/or low NOX burners. Specify technique. Good combustion practices.

Electric arc:
Emission capture system meets ACGIH design. Canopy hood capture of at least 95%. Direct evacuation or fourth hole capture efficiency of at least 99%. Outlet grain loading ≤ 0.0032 gr/dscf front half PM catch; and ≤ 0.0052 gr/dscf for total PM catch. Maximum of 3% opacity at stack, 6% at building.		All:
Firing pipeline quality natural gas and good combustion practices. Specify if firing a different fuel. 

Glass:
85% reduction or a performance level of 172 lbs. SO2/ton of glass produced.

Electric arc:
0.24 lbs. SO2/ton steel.		Good combustion practices. 50 ppmv corrected to 3% O2.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions and/or opacity observations

Recordkeeping of hours of operation and/or gas usage		Recordkeeping of hours of operation and/or gas usage		See Additional Notes:		Recordkeeping of hours of operation and/or gas usage		Recordkeeping of hours of operation and/or gas usage		Recordkeeping of hours of operation and/or gas usage		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Grain Elevator: Loadout		See Additional Notes:		
Drop socks on all loadout spouts or equivalent		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions and/or opacity observations

Recordkeeping of materials processed		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Grinder		Removal of spent filters in such a manner to minimize PM emissions and placing the spent filters in sealable bags or other sealable containers prior to removal from the site. Bags or containers shall be kept closed at all times except when adding spent filters.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions and/or opacity observations

Recordkeeping of materials processed		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Heater > 40 MMBtu/hr		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		Maximum opacity 5%		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Burners with the best NOx performance given the burner configuration and gaseous fuel used. Specify the proposed emission rate (performance is an annual average) and provide justification if NOx>0.01 lb/MMBtu.

Cost data must be submitted for SCR if firing rate is > 300 MMBtu/hr and burner is >0.01 lb/MMBtu.

CEMS required for 100 MMBtu/hr or greater.		Maximum 0.6% sulfur content any liquid fuel or 5 grains for pipeline quality sweet natural gas. Provide details.		50 ppmv corrected to 3% O2		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		≥100 MMBtu/hr: CEMS. Data collected four times per hour and averaged hourly. 

<100 MMBtu/hr: Please specify.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Heater ≤ 40 MMBtu/hr		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		Maximum opacity 5%		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Burners with the best NOx performance given the burner configuration and gaseous fuel used. Specify the proposed emission rate (performance is an annual average) and provide justification if NOx>0.01 lb/MMBtu.		Maximum 0.6% sulfur content any liquid fuel or 5 grains for pipeline quality sweet natural gas. Provide details.		50 ppmv corrected to 3% O2		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions and/or opacity observations

Recordkeeping of hours of operation and/or gas usage		Recordkeeping of hours of operation and/or gas usage		See Additional Notes:		Recordkeeping of hours of operation and/or gas usage		Recordkeeping of hours of operation and/or gas usage		Recordkeeping of hours of operation and/or gas usage		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Hopper		Removal of spent filters in such a manner to minimize PM emissions and placing the spent filters in sealable bags or other sealable containers prior to removal from the site. Bags or containers shall be kept closed at all times except when adding spent filters.		Aggregate: 70% reduction, typically achieved using water sprays. 

Cement/flyash: enclosed and vented to a fabric filter baghouse with outlet grain loading ≤0.01 gr/dscf, 99% reduction.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions and/or opacity observations

Recordkeeping of materials processed		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Iron and Steel Ladles/Tundish Prep Area		Best management practices (maintenance is conducted indoors, roads are watered, traffic and speed are reduced) employed during maintenance, no additional controls required for startup and shutdown operations beyond normal operation BACT requirements. No bypassing of controls. Fabric filters should be in good repair with an acceptable pressure drop prior to the start of operation.

Removal of spent filters in such a manner to minimize PM emissions and placing the spent filters in sealable bags or other sealable containers prior to removal from the site. Bags or containers shall be kept closed at all times except when adding spent filters.		99% reduction, outlet grain loading ≤ 0.01 gr/dscf unless routed to EAF filter. Specify technique. 5% opacity on stack		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions and/or opacity observations
		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Iron and Steel Mill Mold Shakeout		Best management practices (maintenance is conducted indoors, roads are watered, traffic and speed are reduced) employed during maintenance, no additional controls required for startup and shutdown operations beyond normal operation BACT requirements. No bypassing of controls.		Use of a fume suppressant in the anodizing tank (MACT Standard per 40 CFR Subpart N)		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions and/or opacity observations

Recordkeeping of materials processed		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Iron and Steel Mill Scale Processing		Best management practices (maintenance is conducted indoors, roads are watered, traffic and speed are reduced) employed during maintenance, no additional controls required for startup and shutdown operations beyond normal operation BACT requirements. No bypassing of controls.		70% reduction, outlet grain loading ≤ 0.01 gr/dscf, typically achieved by minimizing handling steps, and using water sprays at transfer points, dump puts, stockpiles, and conveyors. Specify technique.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions and/or opacity observations

Recordkeeping of materials processed		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Kiln: Aluminum Production		See Additional Notes:		No established BACT. Specify controls.		No established BACT. Specify controls.		See Additional Notes:		No established BACT. Specify controls.		No established BACT. Specify controls.		No established BACT. Specify controls.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Kiln: Fiberglass		See Additional Notes:		Performance level of 1.0 lb PM/ton of glass produced (total PM, including front and back half catch)		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Lehr		Best management practices (maintenance is conducted indoors, roads are watered, traffic and speed are reduced) employed during maintenance, no additional controls required for startup and shutdown operations beyond normal operation BACT requirements. No bypassing of controls.		Firing pipeline quality sweet natural gas and good combustion practices.		Firing pipeline quality sweet natural gas and good combustion practices.		See Additional Notes:		Firing pipeline quality sweet natural gas and good combustion practices.		Firing pipeline quality sweet natural gas and good combustion practices.		Firing pipeline quality sweet natural gas and good combustion practices.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions and/or opacity observations		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Material Handling: Aggregate		Best management practices (conducting system maintenance in a manner which minimizes emissions) employed during handling system maintenance. No bypassing of controls. Opacity requirement same as normal operation BACT requirements.

No downtime since: fabric filters should be in good repair with an acceptable pressure drop prior to the start of operations, all aggregate should be prewashed, suction shroud for truck drop point should be in good repair with minimum flow rate.		Concrete batch plant:
70% reduction, all aggregate material prewashed prior to delivery

Rock/aggregate handling:
70% reduction, typically water sprays		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions and/or opacity observations

Recordkeeping of materials processed		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Material Handling: Bin		Best management practices (conducting system maintenance in a manner which minimizes emissions) employed during handling system maintenance. No bypassing of controls.		Rock/aggregate:
70% reduction, typically water sprays		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions and/or opacity observations

Recordkeeping of materials processed		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Material Handling: Chipper		Best management practices (conducting system maintenance in a manner which minimizes emissions) employed during handling system maintenance. No bypassing of controls.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions and/or opacity observations

Recordkeeping of materials processed		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Material Handling: Chopper		Best management practices (conducting system maintenance in a manner which minimizes emissions) employed during handling system maintenance. No bypassing of controls.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions and/or opacity observations

Recordkeeping of materials processed		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Material Handling: Conveyor		Best management practices (conducting system maintenance in a manner which minimizes emissions) employed during handling system maintenance. No bypassing of controls. Fabric filters should be in good repair with an acceptable pressure drop prior to the start of operation.

Removal of spent filters in such a manner to minimize PM emissions and placing the spent filters in sealable bags or other sealable containers prior to removal from the site. Bags or containers shall be kept closed at all times except when adding spent filters.		Grain elevator:
Mechanical conveying: enclosed conveying or equivalent. Pneumatic conveying: 99% reduction, outlet grain loading ≤ 0.01 gr/dscf. Typically achieved with a baghouse. Specify technique.

Iron and steel raw materials:
99% reduction, outlet grain loading ≤ 0.01 gr/dscf, typically achieved when dry powdery materials are conveyed by pneumatic or enclosed system and stored in silos with emissions exhausted to a fabric filter. Provide technique. Maximum of 5% opacity at stack

Coal handling:
90% reduction, typically enclosed (50-90% reduction); chemical sprays (80-90% reduction; or full enclosure (90+%). Specify technique.

Rock/aggregate:
70% reduction, typically water sprays		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions and/or opacity observations

Recordkeeping of materials processed		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Material Handling: Drop Point		Best management practices (conducting system maintenance in a manner which minimizes emissions) employed during handling system maintenance. No bypassing of controls. Suction shroud should be in good repair with minimum flow rate.		Concrete:
Truck drop 99% reduction or 0.01 gr/dscf, suction shroud, minimum 4000 acfm

Rock/aggregate:
70% reduction, typically water sprays		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions and/or opacity observations

Recordkeeping of materials processed		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Material Handling: Mixing		Best management practices (conducting system maintenance in a manner which minimizes emissions) employed during handling system maintenance. No bypassing of controls. Suction shroud should be in good repair with minimum flow rate.		Dry bulk fertilizer:
enclosed mixing

Concrete batch plant:
99% reduction or 0.01 gr/dscf, suction shroud, minimum 4000 acfm. Specify efficiency.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions and/or opacity observations

Recordkeeping of materials processed		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Material Handling: Packaging/Bagging		Best management practices (conducting system maintenance in a manner which minimizes emissions) employed during handling system maintenance. No bypassing of controls.		See Additional Notes:		Good housekeeping for spills and best management practices. See applicable 30 TAC §115 and/or 40 CFR Part 63 requirements.

Packaging operations shall have a local capture/collection system in use during container filling. 100% capture of emissions to minimize fugitive emissions.

Collecting and venting of emissions to an add-on device may be required if the VOC and exempt solvent emissions at the site are ≥ 60 tpy. Efficiency of thermal control device is 98% or greater. Specify if this is applicable and efficiency.		Vent emissions through control device. Specify technique.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions and/or opacity observations

Recordkeeping of materials processed		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Material Handling: Product Cleaning		Best management practices (conducting system maintenance in a manner which minimizes emissions) employed during handling system maintenance. No bypassing of controls.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions and/or opacity observations

Recordkeeping of materials processed		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Material Handling: Product Collector/Recapture		Best management practices (conducting system maintenance in a manner which minimizes emissions) employed during handling system maintenance. No bypassing of controls.		Iron and steel scrap:
70% reduction, typically achieved when transfer to charge bucket conducted indoors or partial enclosure is enclosed, i.e. three sides. Specify technique.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions and/or opacity observations

Recordkeeping of materials processed		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Material Handling: Product Handling		Best management practices (conducting system maintenance in a manner which minimizes emissions) employed during handling system maintenance. No bypassing of controls.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions and/or opacity observations

Recordkeeping of materials processed		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Material Handling: Product Transfer/Dump		Best management practices (conducting system maintenance in a manner which minimizes emissions) employed during handling system maintenance. No bypassing of controls. Fabric filters should be in good repair with an acceptable pressure drop prior to the start of operation.

Removal of spent filters in such a manner to minimize PM emissions and placing the spent filters in sealable bags or other sealable containers prior to removal from the site. Bags or containers shall be kept closed at all times except when adding spent filters.		Aggregate:
70% reduction, typically achieved with water sprays.

Concrete:
Fabric filter baghouses require 0.01 gr/dscf (99% reduction). Specify technique.

Specify type.
1. Pneumatic:
99% reduction, outlet grain loading ≤ 0.01 gr/dscf. Typically achieved with a baghouse. Specify technique.
2. Mechanical:
Enclosed conveying or equivalent, dependent on raw material. Specify.

Industry specific requirements:
Rock crusher:
70% reduction at inlet and outlet, typically achieved with water sprays. See NSPS for opacity requirements. No visible emissions shall leave the property. Visible emissions shall be determined by a standard of no visible emissions exceeding 30 seconds in duration in any six-minute period as determined using EPA TM 22 or equivalent.

Coal handling:
85% reduction, typically achieved with foam and/or surfactant		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions and/or opacity observations

Recordkeeping of materials processed		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Material Handling: Raw Materials		Best management practices (conducting system maintenance in a manner which minimizes emissions) employed during handling system maintenance. No bypassing of controls. Fabric filters should be in good repair with an acceptable pressure drop prior to the start of operation.

Removal of spent filters in such a manner to minimize PM emissions and placing the spent filters in sealable bags or other sealable containers prior to removal from the site. Bags or containers shall be kept closed at all times except when adding spent filters.

Iron/Steel:
Best management practices (maintenance is conducted indoors, roads are watered, traffic and speed are reduced) employed during maintenance, no additional controls required for startup and shutdown operations beyond normal operation BACT requirements. No bypassing of controls.
		99% reduction, outlet grain loading ≤ 0.01 gr/dscf. Typically achieved with a baghouse. Please specify if other technique. Dependent on raw materials.

Iron/Steel:
99% reduction, outlet grain loading ≤ 0.01 gr/dscf, typically achieved when dry powdery materials are conveyed by pneumatic or enclosed system and stored in silos with emissions exhausted to a fabric filter. Provide technique. Maximum of 5% opacity at stack.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions and/or opacity observations

Recordkeeping of materials processed		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Material Handling: Receiving		Best management practices (conducting system maintenance in a manner which minimizes emissions) employed during handling system maintenance. No bypassing of controls. Suction shroud should be in good repair with minimum flow rate.

Removal of spent filters in such a manner to minimize PM emissions and placing the spent filters in sealable bags or other sealable containers prior to removal from the site. Bags or containers shall be kept closed at all times except when adding spent filters.		
Grain elevator:90% reduction, typically achieved by choke feeding at gravity receiving pits. Specify technique.

Gravity:90% reduction. Typically achieved by choke feeding. Specify technique.

Pneumatic: 99% reduction, outlet grain loading ≤ 0.01 gr/dscf. Typically achieved with a baghouse. Specify technique.


Coal: 90% reduction, typically foam sprays and enclosures		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions and/or opacity observations

Recordkeeping of materials processed		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Material Handling: Sand		Best management practices (conducting system maintenance in a manner which minimizes emissions) employed during handling system maintenance. No bypassing of controls. Fabric filters should be in good repair with an acceptable pressure drop prior to the start of operation.

		Iron/steel site: core sand:
100% capture, outlet grain loading ≤ 0.01 gr/dscf, typically achieved by receiving, conveying, and storing in a closed system exhausted to a fabric filter. Specify technique.

Iron/steel site: green sand:
90% reduction, outlet grain loading ≤ 0.01 gr/dscf, typically achieved by minimizing handling, storing indoors using a bin or partial enclosure, i.e. three-sided enclosure, and using moisture as appropriate. Specify technique. 5% opacity on stack

Iron/steel site: reclamation:
50% reduction, typically achieved by enclosure/within building. Specify technique.

Proppant Sand plant:
Material in the wet plant shall have 70% reduction. Material in dry plant shall be enclosed and vented to a control device with an outlet grain loading of ≤0.01 gr/dscf.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions and/or opacity observations

Recordkeeping of materials processed		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Material Handling: Sanding		Best management practices (conducting system maintenance in a manner which minimizes emissions) employed during handling system maintenance. No bypassing of controls.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions and/or opacity observations

Recordkeeping of materials processed		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Material Handling: Saw		Best management practices (conducting system maintenance in a manner which minimizes emissions) employed during handling system maintenance. No bypassing of controls.

Oriented strand board mills:
Sawline must be shut down within 30 minutes of when the bypass damper opens. There shall be no more than 90 minutes of bypass operations per day and 100 hours per year.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions and/or opacity observations

Recordkeeping of materials processed		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Material Handling: Treatment		Best management practices (conducting system maintenance in a manner which minimizes emissions) employed during handling system maintenance. No bypassing of controls.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions and/or opacity observations

Recordkeeping of materials processed		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Metal Spraying		Best management practices (conducting maintenance indoors and conducting housekeeping to minimize re-entrainment of settled PM) during maintenance. No additional controls required for startup and shutdown operations beyond normal operation BACT requirements. No bypassing of controls.

Removal of spent filters in such a manner to minimize PM emissions and placing the spent filters in sealable bags or other sealable containers prior to removal from the site. Bags or containers shall be kept closed at all times except when adding spent filters.		Emission capture system meets ACGIH design and achieves 100% capture of emissions, 99% reduction and an outlet grain loading ≤ 0.01 gr/dscf, 5% opacity at stack, no visible emissions from building, and 70-90% removal efficiency for water curtain. Specify technique. Operations conducted inside a building, booth, or enclosure with emissions venting to a control device (typically a baghouse). When compounds sprayed have low toxicity, and/or the facility is in a remote location, limited use of a water curtain may be considered.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions and/or opacity observations

Daily records of the type of rod and/or powder being sprayed

Monthly records of the amount (in lbs.) of rod and/or powder being sprayed

Records of actual hours sprayed, summarized monthly.

Records of daily cartridge filter system pressure drop readings.
		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Metalizing		Best management practices (conducting maintenance indoors and conducting housekeeping to minimize re-entrainment of settled PM) during maintenance. No additional controls required for startup and shutdown operations beyond normal operation BACT requirements. No bypassing of controls.

Removal of spent filters in such a manner to minimize PM emissions and placing the spent filters in sealable bags or other sealable containers prior to removal from the site. Bags or containers shall be kept closed at all times except when adding spent filters.		Emission capture system meets ACGIH design and achieves 100% capture of emissions, 99% reduction and an outlet grain loading ≤ 0.01 gr/dscf, 5% opacity at stack, no visible emissions from building, and 70-90% removal efficiency for water curtain. Specify technique. Operations conducted inside a building, booth, or enclosure with emissions venting to a control device (typically a baghouse). When compounds sprayed have low toxicity, and/or the facility is in a remote location, limited use of a water curtain may be considered.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions and/or opacity observations

Daily records of the type of rod and/or powder being sprayed

Monthly records of the amount (in lbs.) of rod and/or powder being sprayed

Records of actual hours sprayed, summarized monthly.

Records of daily cartridge filter system pressure drop readings.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Mixer		See Additional Notes:		No established BACT. Specify controls.		No established BACT. Specify controls.		See Additional Notes:		No established BACT. Specify controls.		No established BACT. Specify controls.		No established BACT. Specify controls.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		MSS Activities		No established BACT. Specify controls.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Recordkeeping of MSS activities		Recordkeeping of MSS activities		See Additional Notes:		Recordkeeping of MSS activities		Recordkeeping of MSS activities		Recordkeeping of MSS activities		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Oriented Strandboard Mill: Debarker		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions and/or opacity observations

Recordkeeping of materials processed		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Oriented Strandboard Mill: Press		See Additional Notes:		95% reduction, typically achieved through RTO or RCO		90% reduction, typically achieved through RTO or RCO		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions and/or opacity observations

Recordkeeping of materials processed		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Oriented Strandboard Mill: Trim Process		Removal of spent filters in such a manner to minimize PM emissions and placing the spent filters in sealable bags or other sealable containers prior to removal from the site. Bags or containers shall be kept closed at all times except when adding spent filters. Fabric filters should be in good repair with an acceptable pressure drop prior to the start of operation.		0.01 gr/dscf, typically achieved with fabric filter. Specify efficiency.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions and/or opacity observations

Recordkeeping of materials processed		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Oven		See Additional Notes:		Firing pipeline quality sweet natural gas and good combustion practices.		Firing pipeline quality sweet natural gas and good combustion practices.

Bakeries:
Catalytic oxidizer shall have a VOC destruction efficiency of at least 90 percent		See Additional Notes:		Firing pipeline quality sweet natural gas and good combustion practices.		Firing pipeline quality sweet natural gas and good combustion practices.		Firing pipeline quality sweet natural gas and good combustion practices.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		quarterly visible emissions observations		material usage recordkeeping

Record oxidizer temperature 4 times per hour.		material usage recordkeeping		See Additional Notes:		material usage recordkeeping		material usage recordkeeping		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Process Vent		Same as normal operation BACT requirements. Fabric filters should be in good repair with an acceptable pressure drop prior to the start of operation.
Removal of spent filters in such a manner to minimize PM emissions and placing the spent filters in sealable bags or other sealable containers prior to removal from the site. Bags or containers shall be kept closed at all times except when adding spent filters.		99% reduction or outlet grain loading of 0.01 gr/dscf, typically achieved with fabric filters. Specify technique.		Non-halogenated VOCs:
flare, any oxidizer, adsorber, absorber/scrubber, etc. Specify technique. Must meet that control device's approved efficiency.

Halogenated VOC:
Thermal oxidation followed by absorber/scrubber or carbon adsorption. Specify technique. Must meet that control device's approved efficiency.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Process: Blending		See Additional Notes:		Polyphosphate blender:
stack emissions opacity of not more than five percent averaged over a six-minute period		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Polyphosphate blending:
All valves, connectors, and hoses maintained in leak-proof condition at all times
Polyphosphate blender equipped in such a manner as to prevent unauthorized access
		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		quarterly visible emissions observations

material usage recordkeeping		Operating parameters recorded at four-hour intervals while the polyphosphate blender is in operation. 

material usage recordkeeping		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Polyphosphate blending:
Audio, visual, and olfactory (AVO) checks within the operating area once per day at each site during operation of polyphosphate blender to monitor potential NH3 leakage.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Process: Casting		Best management practices (maintenance is conducted indoors, roads are watered, traffic and speed are reduced) employed during maintenance, no additional controls required for startup and shutdown operations beyond normal operation BACT requirements. No bypassing of controls. Fabric filters should be in good repair with an acceptable pressure drop prior to the start of operation.

Removal of spent filters in such a manner to minimize PM emissions and placing the spent filters in sealable bags or other sealable containers prior to removal from the site. Bags or containers shall be kept closed at all times except when adding spent filters.		Iron/steel:
Outlet grain loading of ≤ 0.0052 if EAF fabric filter, ≤ 0.01 gr/dscf if not EAF filter. Typically achieved by hood capture and exhaust to a fabric filter; and no roof vents above the casting deck area. Specify filter type, technique, and numeric value.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions and/or opacity observations

Recordkeeping of materials processed		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Rendering: Boilers		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		Natural gas, Biogas, Biodiesel, Tallow/yellow grease. The tallow/yellow grease shall meet the requirements specified in Title 21 CFR § 509.		Natural gas, Biogas, Biodiesel, Tallow/yellow grease. The tallow/yellow grease shall meet the requirements specified in Title 21 CFR § 509.		See Additional Notes:		Natural gas, Biogas, Biodiesel, Tallow/yellow grease. The tallow/yellow grease shall meet the requirements specified in Title 21 CFR § 509.		Natural gas, Biogas, Biodiesel, Tallow/yellow grease. The tallow/yellow grease shall meet the requirements specified in Title 21 CFR § 509.		Natural gas, Biogas, Biodiesel, Tallow/yellow grease. The tallow/yellow grease shall meet the requirements specified in Title 21 CFR § 509.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions and/or opacity observations and records of fuel usage for each type of fuel.		Records of fuel usage for each type of fuel.		See Additional Notes:		Records of fuel usage for each type of fuel.		Records of fuel usage for each type of fuel.		Records of fuel usage for each type of fuel.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Rendering: Meal Storage Silo		Fabric filters should be in good repair with an acceptable pressure drop prior to the start of operation.

Removal of spent filters in such a manner to minimize PM emissions and placing the spent filters in sealable bags or other sealable containers prior to removal from the site. Bags or containers shall be kept closed at all times except when adding spent filters.		A baghouse designed to meet an outlet grain loading of not more than 0.01 grains/dry standard cubic foot.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions and/or opacity observations		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Rendering: High- Intensity Odors from Cookers and Pressers		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		Odor: Building under negative pressure and air streams routed to a condenser or venturi scrubber followed by two packed bed or two packed tower scrubbers.  The scrubbers may use sodium hydroxide, chlorine dioxide, or sodium hypochlorite, maintain a pH of 11 and 10 ppm residual chlorine concentration, and maintain 30 room air changes per hour on the cooking room. Instead of the above, the air stream may be routed to a condenser/venturi scrubber followed by the boiler firebox for incineration when the boiler is on high fire only. The temperature of vapors entering a packed bed or packed tower scrubber cannot exceed 130 Degrees Fahrenheit; accepted chemicals are chlorine dioxide, sodium hypochlorite, sodium hydroxide and ActXone		Odor: Building under negative pressure and air streams routed to a condenser or venturi scrubber followed by two packed bed or two packed tower scrubbers.  The scrubbers may use sodium hydroxide, chlorine dioxide, or sodium hypochlorite, maintain a pH of 11 and 10 ppm residual chlorine concentration, and maintain 30 room air changes per hour on the cooking room. Instead of the above, the air stream may be routed to a condenser/venturi scrubber followed by the boiler firebox for incineration when the boiler is on high fire only. The temperature of vapors entering a packed bed or packed tower scrubber cannot exceed 130 Degrees Fahrenheit; accepted chemicals are chlorine dioxide, sodium hypochlorite, sodium hydroxide and ActXone		See Additional Notes:		Odor: Building under negative pressure and air streams routed to a condenser or venturi scrubber followed by two packed bed or two packed tower scrubbers.  The scrubbers may use sodium hydroxide, chlorine dioxide, or sodium hypochlorite, maintain a pH of 11 and 10 ppm residual chlorine concentration, and maintain 30 room air changes per hour on the cooking room. Instead of the above, the air stream may be routed to a condenser/venturi scrubber followed by the boiler firebox for incineration when the boiler is on high fire only. The temperature of vapors entering a packed bed or packed tower scrubber cannot exceed 130 Degrees Fahrenheit; accepted chemicals are chlorine dioxide, sodium hypochlorite, sodium hydroxide and ActXone		Odor: Building under negative pressure and air streams routed to a condenser or venturi scrubber followed by two packed bed or two packed tower scrubbers.  The scrubbers may use sodium hydroxide, chlorine dioxide, or sodium hypochlorite, maintain a pH of 11 and 10 ppm residual chlorine concentration, and maintain 30 room air changes per hour on the cooking room. Instead of the above, the air stream may be routed to a condenser/venturi scrubber followed by the boiler firebox for incineration when the boiler is on high fire only. The temperature of vapors entering a packed bed or packed tower scrubber cannot exceed 130 Degrees Fahrenheit; accepted chemicals are chlorine dioxide, sodium hypochlorite, sodium hydroxide and ActXone		Odor: Building under negative pressure and air streams routed to a condenser or venturi scrubber followed by two packed bed or two packed tower scrubbers.  The scrubbers may use sodium hydroxide, chlorine dioxide, or sodium hypochlorite, maintain a pH of 11 and 10 ppm residual chlorine concentration, and maintain 30 room air changes per hour on the cooking room. Instead of the above, the air stream may be routed to a condenser/venturi scrubber followed by the boiler firebox for incineration when the boiler is on high fire only. The temperature of vapors entering a packed bed or packed tower scrubber cannot exceed 130 Degrees Fahrenheit; accepted chemicals are chlorine dioxide, sodium hypochlorite, sodium hydroxide and ActXone		See Additional Notes:		Odor: Building under negative pressure and air streams routed to a condenser or venturi scrubber followed by two packed bed or two packed tower scrubbers.  The scrubbers may use sodium hydroxide, chlorine dioxide, or sodium hypochlorite, maintain a pH of 11 and 10 ppm residual chlorine concentration, and maintain 30 room air changes per hour on the cooking room. Instead of the above, the air stream may be routed to a condenser/venturi scrubber followed by the boiler firebox for incineration when the boiler is on high fire only. The temperature of vapors entering a packed bed or packed tower scrubber cannot exceed 130 Degrees Fahrenheit; accepted chemicals are chlorine dioxide, sodium hypochlorite, sodium hydroxide and ActXone		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Provide method and frequency of odor monitoring.		Provide method and frequency of odor monitoring.		See Additional Notes:		Provide method and frequency of odor monitoring.		Provide method and frequency of odor monitoring.		Provide method and frequency of odor monitoring.		See Additional Notes:		Provide method and frequency of odor monitoring.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Roads		Best management practices (roads are watered, traffic and speed are reduced) employed during maintenance, no additional controls required for startup and shutdown operations beyond normal operation BACT requirements. No bypassing of controls.		All: No visible emissions shall leave the property. Visible emissions shall be determined by a standard of no visible emissions exceeding 30 seconds in duration in any six-minute period as determined using EPA TM 22 or equivalent.

All: 70% reduction, typically achieved with water sprays. Specify technique.

Iron/steel plant: Main plant roads, and high traffic areas and parking areas to be paved and cleaned as necessary. Low traffic roads, slag storage, and processing areas to be watered and/or treated with dust suppressant as necessary.

Permanent concrete batch plant:
All in-plant roads and traffic areas associated with the operation of the concrete batch plant to be paved with a cohesive hard surface that can be cleaned by sweeping or washing.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		BMPs: Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions.

Recordkeeping of road cleaning, application of road dust control, or road maintenance for dust control		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Rock Crusher Work Area		See Additional Notes:		70% reduction, typically achieved with water sprays. Specify technique. No visible emissions shall leave the property. Visible emissions shall be determined by a standard of no visible emissions exceeding 30 seconds in duration in any six-minute period as determined using EPA TM 22 or equivalent.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		BMPs: Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions and/or opacity observations		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Sand Mill		Fabric filters should be in good repair with an acceptable pressure drop prior to the start of operation.

Removal of spent filters in such a manner to minimize PM emissions and placing the spent filters in sealable bags or other sealable containers prior to removal from the site. Bags or containers shall be kept closed at all times except when adding spent filters.		All:
Outlet grain loading of ≤ 0.002 g/dscf or an efficiency of at least 99.9% achieved by using a filter system such as a baghouse or cartridge filter for all units. Specify technique.

Good housekeeping and best management practices. See applicable 30 TAC §115 and/or 40 CFR Part 63 requirements.

Opacity shall not exceed 5% and/or no visible emissions from each stack or vent unless otherwise specified in 40 CFR Part 63.

Iron/steel rolling mill:
70% reduction, typically achieved when operation is conducted inside a building and water sprays are used for mill scale cooling and collection


		All:
Sand mills shall be totally enclosed.

Good housekeeping and best management practices. See applicable 30 TAC §115 and/or 40 CFR Part 63 requirements.

Minimize the amount of cleaning solvent used and reuse or recycle solvent. Waste coatings and cleaning solvents shall be captured and placed in closed containers or storage tanks until used in a subsequent batch, recycled, or removed from the site.

Collecting and venting VOC and exempt solvent to an add-on control device may be required if the combined VOC and exempt solvent emissions in total ≥ 60 tpy (Site-wide). efficiency of thermal control device is 98% or greater. Provide details of site and, if applicable, control device.

≤200 gallon capacity:
Have a local capture/collection system in use during charging. A rigid cover with a minimum clearance for the shaft shall be in place during mixing operations except of the addition of materials and sample removal. Permanent or temporary rigid covers shall be in good repair at all times and free from cracks, holes, and shall maintain contact with the rim of the vessel.

> 200 gallon capacity:
Have a dedicated capture/collection system in use during charging and mixing. A permanent tightly fitting rigid cover with a minimum clearance for the shaft shall be in place during charging and mixing. Permanent rigid covers shall be in good repair at all times and free from cracks, holes, and other defects. All seals on access ports and hatches must be in good repair.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions and/or opacity observations

Recordkeeping of materials processed		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Saturator		Best management practices (minimizing spills, cleaning spills promptly, and using low volatility cleaning materials) during maintenance. No additional controls required for startup and shutdown operations if normally required controls are employed. No bypassing of controls.

Removal of spent filters in such a manner to minimize PM emissions and placing the spent filters in sealable bags or other sealable containers prior to removal from the site. Bags or containers shall be kept closed at all times except when adding spent filters.		99% reduction, outlet grain loading ≤ 0.01 gr/dscf, typically achieved with a baghouse. Specify technique.

0.04 kg/Mg of asphalt shingle or mineral-surfaced roll roofing (NSPS requirement)

0.40 kg/Mg of saturated felt or smooth-surfaced roll roofing (NSPS requirement)

Opacity ≤ 20%. No visible emissions from capture system.
		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Screen		Best management practices (conducting system maintenance in a manner which minimizes emissions) employed during handling system maintenance. No bypassing of controls.		Rock crusher:
70% reduction at inlet and outlet, typically achieved with water sprays. See NSPS OOO for opacity. No visible emissions shall leave the property. Visible emissions shall be determined by a standard of no visible emissions exceeding 30 seconds in duration in any six-minute period as determined using EPA TM 22 or equivalent.

Coal:
90% reduction, typically enclosed or partial enclosure and water sprays. Specify technique.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions and/or opacity observations

Recordkeeping of materials processed		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Separator/Sorter		See Additional Notes:		No established BACT. Specify controls.		No established BACT. Specify controls.		See Additional Notes:		No established BACT. Specify controls.		No established BACT. Specify controls.		No established BACT. Specify controls.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Sterilization Unit		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.

		See Additional Notes:		99.0% reduction of ETO with wet scrubber, catalytic oxidizer, or condenser

Meets MACT 40 CFR 63, Part O		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		99.0% reduction of ETO with wet scrubber, catalytic oxidizer, or condenser

Meets MACT 40 CFR 63, Part O		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Weekly recordkeeping of the level of the scrubber liquor in the acid-water scrubber liquor recirculation tank

Recordkeeping of sterilization gas usage		See Additional Notes:

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Storage: Anhydrous Ammonia		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		A mitigation plan that describes the methods and procedures used to reduce the risk of a catastrophic release of NH3 

A contingency plan that describes the corrective actions and the actions used to notify persons in the immediate area of a sudden release of NH3

When transferring NH3, all vapors are vented back to the host tank and never to the atmosphere

When relieving pressure, all vapors from hoses and connectors are bled to an adequate volume of water

Barrier(s) around permanent storage tanks to prevent vehicular collisions with the tank

Baseline Controls as specified in EPA Prevention Reference Manual: Chemical Specific, Vol. 11, Control of Accidental Releases of Ammonia, EPA/600/8-87/034k

All valves, connectors, and hoses maintained in leak proof condition at all times

Each permanent storage tank equipped in such a manner as to prevent unauthorized operation

Upon detection of leak(s); leak isolation and repair or use of a leak collection/containment system if leak(s) cannot be repaired immediately



		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Audio, visual, and olfactory (AVO) checks for NH3 leaks within the operating area and within the nurse tank storage area shall be made once per day during normal business hours		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Storage: Silo		Best management practices (minimizing spills, cleaning spills promptly, and using low volatility cleaning materials) during maintenance. No additional controls required for startup and shutdown operations if normally required controls are employed. No bypassing of controls. Fabric filters should be in good repair with an acceptable pressure drop prior to the start of operation.

Removal of spent filters in such a manner to minimize PM emissions and placing the spent filters in sealable bags or other sealable containers prior to removal from the site. Bags or containers shall be kept closed at all times except when adding spent filters.		99% reduction or outlet grain loading of 0.01 gr/dscf (combined front and back half), typically achieved with fabric filters. Specify if different.

Maximum opacity of 5%. (1% from asphalt mineral handling.)

No visible emissions shall leave the property from the silo loading. Visible emissions shall be determined by a standard of no visible emissions exceeding 30 seconds in duration in any six-minute period as determined using EPA TM 22 or equivalent.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Storage: Stockpile		No downtime since water sprays at transfer points and on stockpiles should be functioning prior to the start of operation.		All:
70% reduction, typically achieved with water spray systems. Specify if different.

Rock crusher:
No visible emissions shall leave the property. Visible emissions shall be determined by a standard of no visible emissions exceeding 30 seconds in duration in any six-minute period as determined using EPA TM 22 or equivalent.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Storage: Tank: Chrome		See Additional Notes:		Emissions captured and exhausted to a control device or fume suppressant applied to chromic acid plating solution. Good house keeping for spills. (MACT Standard per 40 CFR 63 Subpart N). This represent BACT for chrome emissions as well.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions and/or opacity observations		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Wastewater: Lagoon/Pond		Same as normal operation BACT requirements.		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		The flare pilot flame shall be monitored by a thermocouple or an infrared monitor.

Records of hours of operation for the lagoon Flare 

Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions and/or opacity observations		The flare pilot flame shall be monitored by a thermocouple or an infrared monitor.

Records of hours of operation for the lagoon Flare 		See Additional Notes:		The flare pilot flame shall be monitored by a thermocouple or an infrared monitor.

Records of hours of operation for the lagoon Flare 		The flare pilot flame shall be monitored by a thermocouple or an infrared monitor.

Records of hours of operation for the lagoon Flare 		The flare pilot flame shall be monitored by a thermocouple or an infrared monitor.

Records of hours of operation for the lagoon Flare 		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:

		Mechanical/Agricultural/Construction		Zinc Kettle		No additional controls required for MSS operations beyond normal operation BACT requirements. No bypassing of controls. Fabric filters should be in good repair with an acceptable pressure drop prior to the start of operation.

Removal of spent filters in such a manner to minimize PM emissions and placing the spent filters in sealable bags or other sealable containers prior to removal from the site. Bags or containers shall be kept closed at all times except when adding spent filters.		Emission capture system (typically fabric filter or lime precoated bags) meets ACGIH design, 99% reduction of emissions and an outlet grain loading ≤ 0.01 gr/dscf. Please specify technique.

5% opacity at stack

Separate ammonia chloride preflux tank		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions and/or opacity observations

Recordkeeping of material throughput		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:		See Additional Notes:
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Texas Commission on Environmental Quality
Form PI-1 General Application
Unit Types - Emission Rates

Date: 11/7/2019
Permit #: 86860

Company: TPCO America

Action Requested 
(only 1 action per FIN)

Include these 
emissions in 
annual (tpy) 
summary?

Facility ID 
Number (FIN)

Emission Point 
Number (EPN) Source Name Pollutant

Current Short-
Term (lb/hr)

Current Long-
Term (tpy)

Consolidated
Current Short-
Term (lb/hr)

Consolidated 
Current Long-
Term (tpy)

Proposed Short-
Term (lb/hr)

Proposed Long-
Term (tpy)

Short-Term 
Difference 
(lb/hr)

Long-Term 
Difference (tpy)

Unit Type (Used for reviewing BACT and 
Monitoring Requirements)

Unit Type Notes (only if 
"other" unit type in 
Column O)

Renew only Yes LW LWS
Lime Warehouse and 
Alloy Aggregate 
Baghouse Stack

PM 5.98 26.17 5.98 26.17 0 0 Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse

PM10 5.98 26.17 5.98 26.17 0 0

Renew only Yes LSTBS LSTBS LF and Stock Tank  
Baghouse Stack PM 4.54 19.89 4.54 19.89 0 0 Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse

PM10 4.54 19.89 4.54 19.89 0 0
Cd 0.001 0.004 0.001 0.004 0 0
Cr 0.006 0.02 0.006 0.02 0 0
Pb 0.04 0.17 0.04 0.17 0 0
Mn 0.03 0.15 0.03 0.15 0 0
Hg 0.0001 0.0004 0.0001 0.0004 0 0
Si 0.005 0.02 0.005 0.02 0 0
Zn 0.28 1.23 0.28 1.23 0 0

Renew only Yes EAF EBS EAF Baghouse Stack NOx 44.64 137.24 44.64 137.24 0 0 Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse
CO 595.24 1829.82 595.24 1829.82 0 0
VOC 44.64 137.24 44.64 137.24 0 0
SO2 89.29 274.47 89.29 274.47 0 0
PMtotal 20.18 88.38 20.18 88.38 0 0
PM10 total 20.18 88.38 20.18 88.38 0 0
PMfront half 15.13 66.28 15.13 66.28 0 0
PM10 front half 15.13 66.28 15.13 66.28 0 0
Cd 0.004 0.02 0.004 0.02 0 0
Cr 0.02 0.11 0.02 0.11 0 0
Pb 0.17 0.74 0.17 0.74 0 0
Mn 0.15 0.67 0.15 0.67 0 0
Hg 0.0004 0.002 0.0004 0.002 0 0
Si 0.02 0.08 0.02 0.08 0 0
Zn 1.24 5.45 1.24 5.45 0 0

Renew only Yes RHF RHFS Rotary Hearth Furnace 
Stack NOx 44.63 67.91 44.63 67.91 0 0 Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

CO 36.75 55.93 36.75 55.93 0 0
VOC 2.41 3.66 2.41 3.66 0 0
SO2 0.26 0.4 0.26 0.4 0 0
PM 3.33 5.06 3.33 5.06 0 0
PM10 3.33 5.06 3.33 5.06 0 0

Remove Yes MPF MPFS Mandrel Preheat 
Furnace Stack NOx 1.33 5.83 -1.33 -5.83 Furnace: ≤ 40 MMBtu/hr

CO 1.12 4.9 -1.12 -4.9
VOC 0.07 0.32 -0.07 -0.32
SO2 <0.01 0.03 -0.01 -0.03
PM 0.1 0.44 -0.1 -0.44
PM10 0.1 0.44 -0.1 -0.44

Renew only Yes QF QFS Quench Furnace Stack NOx 6.85 11.89 6.85 11.89 0 0 Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

CO 5.75 9.99 5.75 9.99 0 0
VOC 0.38 0.65 0.38 0.65 0 0
SO2 0.04 0.07 0.04 0.07 0 0
PM 0.52 0.9 0.52 0.9 0 0
PM10 0.52 0.9 0.52 0.9 0 0

Renew only Yes TF TFS Tempering Furnace 
Stack NOx 5.71 9.51 5.71 9.51 0 0 Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

CO 4.79 7.99 4.79 7.99 0 0
VOC 0.31 0.52 0.31 0.52 0 0
SO2 0.03 0.06 0.03 0.06 0 0
PM 0.43 0.72 0.43 0.72 0 0
PM10 0.43 0.72 0.43 0.72 0 0

Renew only Yes VDB VDBS VD Boiler Stack NOx 4.01 7.58 4.01 7.58 0 0 Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr
CO 3.37 6.37 3.37 6.37 0 0
VOC 0.22 0.42 0.22 0.42 0 0
SO2 0.02 0.05 0.02 0.05 0 0
PM 0.3 0.58 0.3 0.58 0 0
PM10 0.3 0.58 0.3 0.58 0 0

Renew only Yes RG SMWV Round Grinding PM 0.00000026 0.000001 0.00000026 0.000001 0 0 Fugitives: Building
PM10 0.00000026 0.000001 0.00000026 0.000001 0 0

Renew only Yes TCR SMWV Torch Cutting 
Removal PM 0.0000001 0.0000006 0.0000001 0.0000006 0 0 Fugitives: Building

PM10 0.0000001 0.0000006 0.0000001 0.0000006 0 0

Renew only Yes IDPSS SMWV Indoor Drop Points, 
Scrap Steel PM 0.000290232 0.00096741 0.000290232 0.00096741 0 0 Fugitives: Building

PM10 0.000137272 0.000457559 0.000137272 0.000457559 0 0

Renew only Yes IDPSR1 SMWV

Indoor Drop Point, 
spent refractory and 
other waste storage 
pile-1

PM 4.30038E-05 0.000161993 4.30038E-05 0.000161993 0 0 Fugitives: Building

PM10 2.03396E-05 7.66182E-05 2.03396E-05 7.66182E-05 0 0

Renew only Yes IDPS1 SMWV Indoor Drop Point, 
slag-1 PM 4.77481E-05 0.000148589 4.77481E-05 0.000148589 0 0 Fugitives: Building

PM10 2.25835E-05 7.02785E-05 2.25835E-05 7.02785E-05 0 0

this cell is intentionally left blank

This cell intentionally left blank
Mechanical / Agricultural / ConstructionPermit primary industry (must be selected for workbook to function)
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Number (FIN)

Emission Point 
Number (EPN) Source Name Pollutant

Current Short-
Term (lb/hr)

Current Long-
Term (tpy)

Consolidated
Current Short-
Term (lb/hr)

Consolidated 
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Monitoring Requirements)

Unit Type Notes (only if 
"other" unit type in 
Column O)

Renew only Yes IDPSR2 SMWV

Indoor Drop Point, 
spent refractory and 
other waste storage 
pile-2

PM 0.000483573 0.000326694 0.000483573 0.000326694 0 0 Fugitives: Building

PM10 0.000228717 0.000154518 0.000228717 0.000154518 0 0

Renew only Yes IDPS2 SMWV Indoor Drop Point, 
slag-2 PM 0.000387034 0.001245637 0.000387034 0.001245637 0 0 Fugitives: Building

PM10 0.000183057 0.000589153 0.000183057 0.000589153 0 0

Renew only Yes IDPSR3 SMWV

Indoor Drop Point, 
spent refractory and 
other waste storage 
pile-3

PM 4.47591E-05 0.000197567 4.47591E-05 0.000197567 0 0 Fugitives: Building

PM10 2.11698E-05 9.3444E-05 2.11698E-05 9.3444E-05 0 0

Renew only Yes ISPSS SMWV Indoor Storage Pile, 
Scrap steel PM 0.00042 0.002 0.00042 0.002 0 0 Fugitives: Building

PM10 0.00021 0.001 0.00021 0.001 0 0

Renew only Yes ISPS SMWV
Indoor Storage Pile, 
Slag (if slag is dumped 
in workshop)

PM 0.0000055 0.000024 0.0000055 0.000024 0 0 Fugitives: Building

PM10 0.00000275 0.000012 0.00000275 0.000012 0 0

Renew only Yes ISPSR1 SMWV
Indoor Storage Pile, 
Spent refractory and 
other waste-1

PM 0.000008 0.000035 0.000008 0.000035 0 0 Fugitives: Building

PM10 0.000004 0.0000175 0.000004 0.0000175 0 0

Renew only Yes ISPSR2 SMWV
Indoor Storage Pile, 
Spent refractory and 
other waste-2

PM 0.0000043 0.000019 0.0000043 0.000019 0 0 Fugitives: Building

PM10 0.00000215 0.0000095 0.00000215 0.0000095 0 0

Renew only Yes ISPSR3 SMWV
Indoor Storage Pile, 
Spent refractory and 
other waste-3

PM 0.000032 0.00014 0.000032 0.00014 0 0 Fugitives: Building

PM10 0.000016 0.00007 0.000016 0.00007 0 0

Renew only Yes ELSMW SMWV Electrode Steel Making 
Workshop PM 0.0021 0.0079 0.0021 0.0079 0 0 Fugitives: Building

PM10 0.0021 0.0079 0.0021 0.0079 0 0
Cr 0.00017 0.00064 0.00017 0.00064 0 0
Cr VI 0.0019 0.0077 0.0019 0.0077 0 0
Pb 0.000026 0.000099 0.000026 0.000099 0 0
Mn 0.00112 0.0043 0.00112 0.0043 0 0

Renew only Yes OUSMW SMWV Oil Usage Steel 
Making Workshop CO 0.3825 1.6515 0.3825 1.6515 0 0 Fugitives: Building

VOC 0.255 1.101 0.255 1.101 0 0
PM 0.0255 0.1101 0.0255 0.1101 0 0
PM10 0.0255 0.1101 0.0255 0.1101 0 0

Renew only Yes CC SMWV Continuous Casting NOx 0.36 1.09 0.36 1.09 0 0 Fugitives: Building
CO 1.16 3.5 1.16 3.5 0 0
VOC 0.04 0.13 0.04 0.13 0 0
SO2 0.01 0.017 0.01 0.017 0 0
PM 0.015 0.044 0.015 0.044 0 0
PM10 0.015 0.044 0.015 0.044 0 0

Renew only Yes EAFB SMWV Electric Arc Furnace 
Binder CO 0.0214 0.0814 0.0214 0.0814 0 0 Fugitives: Building

VOC 0.0214 0.0814 0.0214 0.0814 0 0
Renew only Yes LB SMWV Ladle Binder CO 0.0132 0.0504 0.0132 0.0504 0 0 Fugitives: Building

VOC 0.0132 0.0504 0.0132 0.0504 0 0
Renew only Yes TB SMWV Tundish Binder CO 0.287 1.092 0.287 1.092 0 0 Fugitives: Building

VOC 0.287 1.092 0.287 1.092 0 0
Renew only Yes LP SMWV Ladle Preheater NOx 4.95 20.022 4.95 20.022 0 0 Fugitives: Building

CO 4.154 16.816 4.154 16.816 0 0
VOC 0.27 1.1 0.27 1.1 0 0
SO2 0.0297 0.115 0.0297 0.115 0 0
PM 0.038 0.152 0.038 0.152 0 0
PM10 0.038 0.152 0.038 0.152 0 0

Renew only Yes TP SMWV Tundish Preheater NOx 3.73 5.97 3.73 5.97 0 0 Fugitives: Building
CO 3.134 5.02 3.134 5.02 0 0
VOC 0.21 0.33 0.21 0.33 0 0
SO2 0.02 0.035 0.02 0.035 0 0
PM 0.028 0.045 0.028 0.045 0 0
PM10 0.028 0.045 0.028 0.045 0 0

Renew only Yes LFTSC SMWV Ladle Furnace and 
Tundish Slag Cutting NOx 0.14 0.18 0.14 0.18 0 0 Fugitives: Building

CO 0.114 0.15 0.114 0.15 0 0
VOC 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0 0
SO2 0.00082 0.0011 0.00082 0.0011 0 0
PM 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0 0
PM10 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0 0

Renew only Yes TCM SMWV Torch Cutting NOx 2.36 1.76 2.36 1.76 0 0 Fugitives: Building
CO 1.98 1.48 1.98 1.48 0 0
VOC 0.13 0.1 0.13 0.1 0 0
SO2 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0 0
PM 0.018 0.013 0.018 0.013 0 0
PM10 0.018 0.013 0.018 0.013 0 0
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Unit Type Notes (only if 
"other" unit type in 
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Renew only Yes EAF SMWV
Electric Arc Furnace 
Steel Making 
Workshop

NOx 0.004464 0.013724 0.004464 0.013724 0 0 Fugitives: Building

CO 0.059524 0.182982 0.059524 0.182982 0 0
VOC 0.004464 0.013724 0.004464 0.013724 0 0
SO2 0.008929 0.0265 0.008929 0.0265 0 0
PM 0.0002018 0.0008838 0.0002018 0.0008838 0 0
PM10 0.0002018 0.0008838 0.0002018 0.0008838 0 0
Cd 0.0000004 0.000002 0.0000004 0.000002 0 0
Cr 0.000002 0.000011 0.000002 0.000011 0 0
Pb 0.000017 0.000074 0.000017 0.000074 0 0
Mn 0.000015 0.000067 0.000015 0.000067 0 0
Hg 0.00000004 0.0000002 0.00000004 0.0000002 0 0
Si 0.000002 0.000007 0.000002 0.000007 0 0
Zn 0.00012 0.000345 0.00012 0.000345 0 0

Renew only Yes LF SMWV
Ladle Furnace Steel 
Making Workshop 
Vent

PM 0.0000454 0.0001989 0.0000454 0.0001989 0 0 Fugitives: Building

PM10 0.0000454 0.0001989 0.0000454 0.0001989 0 0
Cd 0.0000001 0.0000004 0.0000001 0.0000004 0 0
Cr 0.0000006 0.000002 0.0000006 0.000002 0 0
Pb 0.000004 0.000017 0.000004 0.000017 0 0
Mn 0.000003 0.000015 0.000003 0.000015 0 0
Hg 0.00000001 0.00000004 0.00000001 0.00000004 0 0
Si 0.0000005 0.000002 0.0000005 0.000002 0 0
Zn 0.00002 0.000123 0.00002 0.000123 0 0

Renew only Yes IDPAA AAWV Alloy Aggregate 
Warehouse Vent PM <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0 0 Fugitives: Building

PM10 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0 0

Renew only Yes OUPCLW PCLWV
Oil Usage Premium 
Connecting Line 
Workshop

CO 1.27 5.22 1.27 5.22 0 0 Fugitives: Building

VOC 0.846 3.484 0.846 3.484 0 0
PM 0.085 0.348 0.085 0.348 0 0
PM10 0.085 0.348 0.085 0.348 0 0

Renew only Yes ELPCLW PCLWV
Electrode Premium 
Connecting Line 
Workshop

PM 0.000069 0.00026 0.000069 0.00026 0 0 Fugitives: Building

PM10 0.000067 0.00026 0.000067 0.00026 0 0

Renew only Yes EMPCLW PCLWV
Emulsion Premium 
Connecting Line 
Workshop

VOC 0.0261 0.0992 0.0261 0.0992 0 0 Fugitives: Building

PM 0.003 0.01 0.003 0.01 0 0
PM10 0.003 0.01 0.003 0.01 0 0

Renew only Yes PUPCLW PCLWV
Paint Usage Premium 
Connecting Line 
Workshop

VOC 0.014 0.055 0.014 0.055 0 0 Fugitives: Building

Renew only Yes DUPCLW PCLWV
Solvent Usage 
Premium Connecting 
Line Workshop

VOC 0.018 0.22 0.018 0.22 0 0 Fugitives: Building

PM 0.002 0.022 0.002 0.022 0 0
PM10 0.002 0.022 0.002 0.022 0 0

Renew only Yes BCPS2 PCLWV Billet and Pipe Cutting 
Saw 2 PM 0.000165 0.000723 0.000165 0.000723 0 0 Fugitives: Building

PM10 0.000165 0.000723 0.000165 0.000723 0 0

New/Modified Yes PSGPCLW PCLWV
PSG Usage Premium 
Connecting Line 
Workshop

VOC 0.176883585 0.52 0.1769 0.52 Fugitives: Building

PM 0.005203125 0.0151515 0.0053 0.0152
PM10 0.000520313 0.00151515 0.0006 0.0016

Renew Only Yes HRL HRPPWV Hot Rolling Line PM 0.0000425 0.0001861 0.0000425 0.0001861 0 0 Fugitives: Building
PM10 0.0000425 0.0001861 0.0000425 0.0001861 0 0

Renew Only Yes ABS1 HRPPWV Hot rolling dust 
absorbing system 1 PM 0.004440797 0.019450691 0.004440797 0.019450691 0 0 Fugitives: Building

PM10 0.004440797 0.019450691 0.004440797 0.019450691 0 0

Renew Only Yes ABS2 HRPPWV Hot rolling dust 
absorbing system 2 PM 0.004440797 0.019450691 0.004440797 0.019450691 0 0 Fugitives: Building

PM10 0.004440797 0.019450691 0.004440797 0.019450691 0 0

Renew Only Yes BPCS1 HRPPWV Billet and Pipe Cutting 
Saw 1 PM 0.002 0.003 0.002 0.003 0 0 Fugitives: Building

PM10 0.002 0.003 0.002 0.003 0 0

Renew Only Yes OUHRW HRPPWV Oil Usage Hot Rolling 
Workshop CO 1.44 6.21 1.44 6.21 0 0 Fugitives: Building

VOC 0.959 4.14 0.959 4.14 0 0
PM 0.0959 0.414 0.0959 0.414 0 0
PM10 0.0959 0.414 0.0959 0.414 0 0

Renew Only Yes ELHRW HRPPWV Electrode Hot Rolling 
Workshop PM 0.003 0.011 0.003 0.011 0 0 Fugitives: Building

PM10 0.0029 0.011 0.0029 0.011 0 0
Cr 0.003 0.012 0.003 0.012 0 0
Cr VI 0.002 0.008 0.002 0.008 0 0
Mn 0.01 0.006 0.01 0.006 0 0
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Renew Only Yes EMHRW HRPPWV Emulsion Hot Rolling 
Workshop VOC 0.3767 1.433 0.3767 1.433 0 0 Fugitives: Building

PM 0.03767 0.1433 0.03767 0.1433 0 0
PM10 0.03767 0.1433 0.03767 0.1433 0 0

Renew Only Yes PUHRW HRPPWV Paint Usage Hot 
Rolling Workshop VOC 0.262 0.995 0.262 0.995 0 0 Fugitives: Building

Renew Only Yes DUHRW HRPPWV Solvent Usage Hot 
Rolling Workshop VOC 0.165 0.628 0.165 0.628 0 0 Fugitives: Building

PM 0.0165 0.0628 0.0165 0.0628 0 0
PM10 0.0165 0.0628 0.0165 0.0628 0 0

Renew Only Yes ABS3 HRPPWV Hot rolling dust 
absorbing system 3 PM 0.004440797 0.019450691 0.004440797 0.019450691 0 0 Fugitives: Building

PM10 0.004440797 0.019450691 0.004440797 0.019450691 0 0

New/modified Yes PSGHRPPWV HRPPWV
PSG Hot Rolling and 
Pipe Processing 
Workshop

VOC 11.115 31.631925 11.115 31.632 Fugitives: Building

PM 0.2331 0.93 0.2331 0.93
PM10 0.02331 0.09324 0.0234 0.0933

New/modified Yes HTR1 HRPPWV Diesel Heater 1 CO 0.008206107 0.002954198 0.0083 0.003 Fugitives: Building
VOC 0.000328244 0.000118168 0.0004 0.0002
PM 0.003282443 0.001181679 0.0033 0.0012
SO2 0.00034958 0.000125849 0.0004 0.0002
NOx 0.039389313 0.014180153 0.0394 0.0142

New/modified Yes HTR2 HRPPWV Diesel Heater 2 CO 0.008206107 0.002954198 0.0083 0.003 Fugitives: Building
VOC 0.000328244 0.000118168 0.0004 0.0002
PM 0.003282443 0.001181679 0.0033 0.0012
SO2 0.00034958 0.000125849 0.0004 0.0002
NOx 0.039389313 0.014180153 0.0394 0.0142

New/Modified Yes HRL HRLDS Hot Rolling Line 
Dedusting Stack PM 4.25 4.25 2.74 8 -1.51 3.75 Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse

PM10 4.25 4.25 2.74 8 -1.51 3.75

Renew only Yes ODPSS1 ODPSS1
Outdoor  Drop Points, 
Scrap Steel by Truck 
10

PM 0.03 0.1 0.03 0.1 0 0 Material Handling: Drop Point

PM10 0.01 0.05 0.01 0.05 0 0

Renew only Yes ODPSS2 ODPSS2 Outdoor Drop Points, 
Scrap Steel by Train 4 PM 0.03 0.1 0.03 0.1 0 0 Material Handling: Drop Point

PM10 0.01 0.05 0.01 0.05 0 0

Renew only Yes ODPSR1 ODPSR1

Outdoor Drop Point 
Spent Refractory and 
Other Waste Storage 
Pile-1 

PM <0.01 0.02 <0.01 0.02 0 0 Material Handling: Drop Point

PM10 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0 0

Renew only Yes ODPS1 ODPS1 Outdoor Drop Point 
Slag-1 PM <0.01 0.01 <0.01 0.01 0 0 Material Handling: Drop Point

PM10 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0 0

Renew only Yes ODPSR2 ODPSR2

Outdoor Drop Point 
Spent Refractory and 
Other Waste Storage 
Pile-2  (5)

PM 0.05 0.03 0.05 0.03 0 0 Material Handling: Drop Point

PM10 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0 0

Renew only Yes ODPS2 ODPS2 Outdoor Drop Point 
Slag-2*2 PM <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0 0 Material Handling: Drop Point

PM10 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0 0

Renew only Yes ODPSR3 ODPSR3

Outdoor Drop Point 
Spent Refractory and 
Other Waste Storage 
Pile-3 

PM <0.01 0.02 <0.01 0.02 0 0 Material Handling: Drop Point

PM10 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0 0

Renew only Yes ODPS3 ODPS3 Outdoor Drop Point 
Slag-3 PM <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0 0 Material Handling: Drop Point

PM10 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0 0

Renew only Yes OSPSS OSPSS Outdoor Storage Piles,  
Scrap Steel  PM 0.23 1 0.23 1 0 0 Storage: Stockpile

PM10 0.11 0.5 0.11 0.5 0 0

Renew only Yes OSPFST OSPFST
Outdoor Storage Pile,  
First Sedimentation 
Tank  

PM <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0 0 Storage: Stockpile

PM10 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0 0

Renew only Yes OSPS1 OSPS1 Outdoor Storage Pile, 
Slag-1 PM 0.06 0.26 0.06 0.26 0 0 Storage: Stockpile

PM10 0.03 0.13 0.03 0.13 0 0

Renew only Yes OSPSR1 OSPSR1
Outdoor Storage Pile 
Spent Refractory and 
Other Waste-1               

PM 0.23 1 0.23 1 0 0 Storage: Stockpile

PM10 0.11 0.5 0.11 0.5 0 0

Renew only Yes OSPS2 OSPS2 Outdoor Storage Pile, 
Slag-2  PM 0.06 0.26 0.06 0.26 0 0 Storage: Stockpile

PM10 0.03 0.13 0.03 0.13 0 0
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Renew only Yes OSPSR2 OSPSR2
Outdoor Storage Pile, 
Spent Refractory and 
Other Waste-2 

PM 0.23 1 0.23 1 0 0 Storage: Stockpile

PM10 0.11 0.5 0.11 0.5 0 0

Renew only Yes N6CCT N6CCT Contact Cooling Tower 
No. 6 PM 0.03 0.14 0.03 0.14 0 0 Cooling Tower

PM10 0.03 0.14 0.03 0.14 0 0

Renew only Yes N7CCT N7CCT Contact Cooling Tower 
No. 7 PM 0.02 0.07 0.02 0.07 0 0 Cooling Tower

PM10 0.02 0.07 0.02 0.07 0 0

Remove Yes RSCCT RSCCT Rolling Steel Contact 
Cooling Tower PM 0.03 0.14 -0.03 -0.14 Cooling Tower

PM10 0.03 0.14 -0.03 -0.14

Renew only Yes PPCCT PPCCT Pipe Processing  
Contact Cooling Tower PM 0.03 0.14 0.03 0.14 0 0 Cooling Tower

PM10 0.03 0.14 0.03 0.14 0 0

Renew only Yes SMWTF SMWTF Steel Making Water 
Treatment Facility VOC 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0 0 Other

PM 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0 0
PM10 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0 0

Remove Yes RSWTF RSWTF Rolling Steel Water 
Treatment Facility VOC 0.1 0.1 -0.1 -0.1 Other

PM 0.1 0.1 -0.1 -0.1
PM10 0.1 0.1 -0.1 -0.1

Remove Yes GWTF GWTF Graphite Water 
Treatment Facility VOC 0.1 0.1 -0.1 -0.1 Other

PM 0.1 0.1 -0.1 -0.1
PM10 0.1 0.1 -0.1 -0.1

Renew only Yes CMSC CMSCS1 Caster Spray Chamber 
Stack 1 NOx 0.18 0.55 0.18 0.55 0 0 Process Vent

CO 0.58 1.75 0.58 1.75 0 0
VOC 0.02 0.07 0.02 0.07 0 0
PM 0.07 0.22 0.07 0.22 0 0
PM10 0.07 0.22 0.07 0.22 0 0
Pb 0.001 0.002 0.001 0.002 0 0

Renew only Yes CMSC CMSCS2 Caster Spray Chamber 
Stack 2 NOx 0.18 0.55 0.18 0.55 0 0 Process Vent

CO 0.58 1.75 0.58 1.75 0 0
VOC 0.02 0.07 0.02 0.07 0 0
PM 0.07 0.22 0.07 0.22 0 0
PM10 0.07 0.22 0.07 0.22 0 0
Pb 0.001 0.002 0.001 0.002 0 0

Renew only Yes UVCS1 UVCS1 UV Coating Stack 1 VOC <0.01 0.01 <0.01 0.01 0 0 Other
PM 0.01 0.04 0.01 0.04 0 0
PM10 0.01 0.04 0.01 0.04 0 0

Renew only Yes UVCS2 UVCS2 UV Coating Stack 2 VOC <0.01 0.01 <0.01 0.01 0 0 Other
PM 0.01 0.04 0.01 0.04 0 0
PM10 0.01 0.04 0.01 0.04 0 0

Renew only Yes UVCS3 UVCS3 UV Coating Stack 3 VOC <0.01 0.01 <0.01 0.01 0 0 Other
PM 0.01 0.04 0.01 0.04 0 0
PM10 0.01 0.04 0.01 0.04 0 0

New/Modified Yes UVCS4 UVCS4 UV Coating Stack 4 VOC <0.01 0.01 1.11 3.39 1.1 3.38 Other
PM 0.01 0.04 0.06 0.2 0.05 0.16
PM10 0.01 0.04 0.016 0.0601 0.006 0.0201

Renew only Yes VD VDSS VD Steam Stack NOx 0.73 2.19 0.73 2.19 0 0 Process Vent
CO 29.1 87.43 29.1 87.43 0 0
VOC 0.09 0.26 0.09 0.26 0 0
SO2 0.02 0.04 0.02 0.04 0 0
PM 0.29 0.87 0.29 0.87 0 0
PM10 0.29 0.87 0.29 0.87 0 0

Renew only Yes ALL ALL ALL HAPS 0.45 1.92 0.45 1.92 0 0 Other

Consolidate Yes QFS2 QFS2 Quench Furnace Stack NOx 6.36 11.04 6.36 11.04 0 0 Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

CO 5.34 9.27 5.34 9.27 0 0
SO2 0.04 0.07 0.04 0.07 0 0
VOC 0.35 0.61 0.35 0.61 0 0
PM 0.48 0.84 0.48 0.84 0 0
PM10 0.48 0.84 0.48 0.84 0 0
PM2.5 0.48 0.84 0.48 0.84 0 0
HAPS 0.12 0.21 0.12 0.21 0 0

Consolidate Yes TFS2 TFS2 Tempering Furnace 
Stack NOx 5.3 8.83 5.3 8.83 0 0 Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

CO 4.45 7.42 4.45 7.42 0 0
SO2 0.03 0.05 0.03 0.05 0 0
VOC 0.29 0.49 0.29 0.49 0 0
PM 0.4 0.67 0.4 0.67 0 0
PM10 0.4 0.67 0.4 0.67 0 0
PM2.5 0.4 0.67 0.4 0.67 0 0
HAPS <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0 0

Consolidate Yes Regrinding HTFUG Regrinding PM 0.573204877 0.024802134 0.573204877 0.024802134 0 0 Fugitives: Building
PM10 0.573204877 0.024802134 0.573204877 0.024802134 0 0
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Texas Commission on Environmental Quality
Form PI-1 General Application
Unit Types - Emission Rates

Date: 11/7/2019
Permit #: 86860

Company: TPCO America

Action Requested 
(only 1 action per FIN)

Include these 
emissions in 
annual (tpy) 
summary?

Facility ID 
Number (FIN)

Emission Point 
Number (EPN) Source Name Pollutant

Current Short-
Term (lb/hr)

Current Long-
Term (tpy)

Consolidated
Current Short-
Term (lb/hr)

Consolidated 
Current Long-
Term (tpy)

Proposed Short-
Term (lb/hr)

Proposed Long-
Term (tpy)

Short-Term 
Difference 
(lb/hr)

Long-Term 
Difference (tpy)

Unit Type (Used for reviewing BACT and 
Monitoring Requirements)

Unit Type Notes (only if 
"other" unit type in 
Column O)

PM2.5 0.573204877 0.024802134 0.573204877 0.024802134 0 0
Consolidate Yes Marking HTFUG Marking VOC 1.81 1.74 1.81 1.74 0 0 Fugitives: Building

Consolidate Yes Descaling 
Baghouse HTFUG Descaling Baghouse PM 0.264556097 1.158755704 0.264556097 1.158755704 0 0 Fugitives: Building

PM10 0.264556097 1.158755704 0.264556097 1.158755704 0 0
PM2.5 0.264556097 1.158755704 0.264556097 1.158755704 0 0

Consolidate Yes Electrode Usage HTFUG Electrode Usage PM 0.123216 0.4692 0.123216 0.4692 0 0 Fugitives: Building
PM10 0.123216 0.4692 0.123216 0.4692 0 0
PM2.5 0.123216 0.4692 0.123216 0.4692 0 0
HAPS 0.0398 0.15 0.0398 0.15 0 0

Consolidate Yes Oil Evaporation HTFUG Oil Evaporation CO 0.3 1.37 0.3 1.37 0 0 Fugitives: Building
VOC 0.2 0.91 0.2 0.91 0 0
PM 0.2 0.913 0.2 0.913 0 0
PM10 0.2 0.913 0.2 0.913 0 0
PM2.5 0.2 0.913 0.2 0.913 0 0

Consolidate Yes PI PCFUG Printing and Inspection VOC 0.82 2.632225 0.82 2.632225 0 0 Fugitives: Building

PM 0.074145 0.26205975 0.074145 0.26205975 0 0
PM10 0.074145 0.26205975 0.074145 0.26205975 0 0
PM2.5 0.074145 0.26205975 0.074145 0.26205975 0 0

Consolidate Yes PCT PCFUG Pipe Cutting and 
Threading PM 0.3337935 1.33 0.3337935 1.33 0 0 Fugitives: Building

PM10 0.3337935 1.33 0.3337935 1.33 0 0
PM2.5 0.3337935 1.33 0.3337935 1.33 0 0

Consolidate Yes WELD PCFUG Welding PM 0.000767 0.00308 0.000767 0.00308 0 0 Fugitives: Building
PM10 0.000767 0.00308 0.000767 0.00308 0 0
PM2.5 0.000767 0.00308 0.000767 0.00308 0 0
HAPS 0.000247 0.000992 0.000247 0.000992 0 0

Consolidate Yes EMPC PCFUG Emulsion Evaporation VOC 0.07 0.2939 0.07 0.2939 0 0 Fugitives: Building

PM 0.07 0.29 0.07 0.29 0 0
PM10 0.07 0.29 0.07 0.29 0 0
PM2.5 0.07 0.29 0.07 0.29 0 0

Consolidate Yes LUBE PCFUG Equipment Lubrication VOC 0.34 1.35 0.34 1.35 0 0 Fugitives: Building

Consolidate Yes CS4 CS4 Coating Stack No. 1 VOC 2.14 6.74 2.14 6.74 0 0 Other
PM <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0 0
PM10 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0 0
PM2.5 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0 0
C6H5CH3 0.6 2.38 0.6 2.38 0 0
CH3COOC2H5 0.37 1.43 0.37 1.43 0 0

Consolidate Yes CS5 CS5 Coating Stack No. 2 VOC 1.98 6.26 1.98 6.26 0 0 Other
PM <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0 0
PM10 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0 0
PM2.5 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0 0
C6H5CH3 0.56 2.21 0.56 2.21 0 0
CH3COOC2H5 0.33 1.32 0.33 1.32 0 0

Consolidate Yes CS6 CS6 Coating Stack No. 3 VOC 1.98 6.26 1.98 6.26 0 0 Other
PM <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0 0
PM10 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0 0
PM2.5 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0 0
C6H5CH3 0.56 2.21 0.56 2.21 0 0
CH3COOC2H5 0.33 1.32 0.33 1.32 0 0

Consolidate Yes PHOS1 PHOS1 Phosphatizing Stack 
No. 1 PM 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0 0 Other

PM10 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0 0
PM2.5 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0 0

Consolidate Yes PHOS2 PHOS2 Phosphatizing Stack 
No. 2 PM 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0 0 Other

PM10 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0 0
PM2.5 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0 0

Consolidate Yes WW WW Wastewater VOC 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0 0 Other
PM 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0 0
PM10 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0 0
PM2.5 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0 0

New/Modified Yes WTFPR WTFPR
Water Treatment 
Facility for Pipe 
Rolling Mill

VOC 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 Other

PM 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
PM10 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1

0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
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Susan Hoelscher

Subject: FW: Request for Additional Information - TEDA TPCO America Permit 86860
Attachments: 11197849Moody-1CC-20200129.pdf; 11197849-Moody-1-Response to Notice of 

Deficiency-FINAL.pdf; 20200130_ApplicationWorkbook_TPCO_86860.xlsx; 
20835-1.15.2020.xlsx

Importance: High

CompleteRepository: 11197849
Description: TPCO - America Portland Texas
JobNo: 11197849
OperatingCentre: 5621
RepoEmail: 11197849@ghd.com
RepoType: Project

 

From: Thomas Haney  
Sent: Wednesday, January 29, 2020 1:15 PM 
To: 'Bill Moody' <bill.moody@tceq.texas.gov> 
Cc: RFCAIR14 <rfcair14@tceq.texas.gov>; JOADRIANV@TPCOAMERICA.COM; 'Daniel Trevino' 
<danielt@tpcoamerica.com>; 'Eric Lopez' <ericl@tpcoamerica.com>; Susan Hoelscher <Susan.Hoelscher@ghd.com>; 
Sagar Chitre <Sagar.Chitre@ghd.com>; Manuel Bautista <Manuel.Bautista@ghd.com>; Chris Dick 
<Christopher.Dick@ghd.com>; Harland Beadle <Harland.Beadle@ghd.com> 
Subject: RE: Request for Additional Information ‐ TEDA TPCO America Permit 86860 
 
Mr. Moody, 
 
Please see the attached responses to your request for additional information and the initial review of the EMEW. Hard 
copies will be mailed out today to you and Region 14. An updated PI‐1 and EMEW are also attached, as noted in the 
responses. Modeling files will follow via FTP. 
 
Do not hesitate to contact me directly with any additional requests, questions, or comments.  

Thanks, 

Thomas Haney, EIT 
  
 
GHD 
Proudly employee owned 
T: +1 361 232 5881| M: +1 361 800 3620| E: thomas.haney @ghd.com 
1712 South Staples Street Corpus Christi Texas 78404 USA | www.ghd.com 

Connect  

                

WATER | ENERGY & RESOURCES | ENVIRONMENT | PROPERTY & BUILDINGS | TRANSPORTATION 
 
Please consider our environment before printing this email. 
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From: Bill Moody <bill.moody@tceq.texas.gov>  
Sent: Monday, December 16, 2019 10:29 AM 
To: JOADRIANV@TPCOAMERICA.COM; Thomas Haney <Thomas.Haney@ghd.com> 
Cc: RFCAIR14 <rfcair14@tceq.texas.gov> 
Subject: Request for Additional Information ‐ TEDA TPCO America Permit 86860 
 
See attached for a request for additional information regarding the amendment/renewal for Permit 86860. Please 
respond within 45 days of this email. 
 
Thanks, 
‐Bill 
 
Bill Moody, P.E. 
Mechanical / Coatings Section 
Air Permits Division / TCEQ 
(512) 239‐1859   
Bill.Moody@tceq.texas.gov 
 
How are we doing?  Fill out our online customer satisfaction survey at www.tceq.texas.gov/customersurvey 
 

 
 
_____________________  
This e-mail has been scanned for viruses 



GHD 
1712 S. Staples Street Corpus Christi Texas 78404 USA 
T 361 232 4228  W www.ghd.com 

January 29, 2020 Reference No. 11197849 

Texas Commission on Environmental Quality 
Office of Air 
Air Permits Division, MC-163 
Mr. Bill Moody, P.E.  
P.O. Box 13087 
Austin, Texas 78711-3087 

Dear Mr. Moody: 

Re: Permit Amendment and Renewal 
Permit Number: 86860 
Pipe Manufacturing Steel Minimill 
Gregory, San Patricio County 
Regulated Entity Number: RN106224447 
Customer Reference Number: CN603957036 

On behalf of TPCO America Corporation (TPCO), GHD Services, Inc. (GHD) is submitting responses to 
your additional information requests regarding the above-referenced amendment and renewal. Attached, 
please find the original request with added responses, followed by all ancillary attachments.   

We appreciate your prompt attention to this matter. Please contact Mr. Joadrian Vara, EHS Manager, or 
me with any questions or requests for additional information regarding this response. Mr. Vara is available 
by email at joadrianv@tpcoamerica.com or by phone at (361) 271-1478. I am available by email at 
thomas.haney@ghd.com or by phone at (361) 232-5881. 

Sincerely, 

GHD 

Thomas Haney, EIT 
Project Manager

TH/1 

Encl. 

cc: Texas Commission on Environmental Quality, Air Section Manager, Corpus Christi Regional 
Office, NRC Bldg. Ste. 1200, 6300 Ocean Dr., Unit 5839, Corpus Christi, Texas 78412-5839 

http://www.ghd.com/
mailto:joadrianv@tpcoamerica.com
mailto:thomas.haney@ghd.com


Jon Niermann, Chairman 

Emily Lindley, Commissioner 

Bobby Janecka, Commissioner 

Toby Baker, Executive Director 

TEXAS COMMISSION ON ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY 
Protecting Texas by Reducing and Preventing Pollution 

P.O. Box 13087   •   Austin, Texas 78711-3087   •   512-239-1000   •   tceq.texas.gov 

How is our customer service?  tceq.texas.gov/customersurvey 
printed on recycled paper 

December 16, 2019 
MR. JOADRIAN VARA 
EHS MANAGER 
TEDA TPCO AMERICA CORPORATION 
5431 HIGHWAY 35 
GREGORY TX  78359-2003 

Re: Permit Amendment and Renewal 
Permit Number: 86860 
Pipe Manufacturing Steel Minimill 
Gregory, San Patricio County 
Regulated Entity Number: RN106224447 
Customer Reference Number: CN603957036 

Dear Mr. Vara: 

Upon evaluation of the above-referenced amendment and renewal, we have determined that your 
applications are deficient and TEDA TPCO America Corporation must provide additional information to 
ensure that the requirements for obtaining a permit amendment and renewal are met. Please furnish the 
following information within 45 days: 

1. During renewal of an air permit, emissions of particulate matter equal to or less than 2.5 microns in 
diameter (PM2.5) must be quantified for all applicable sources. Please submit an updated PI-1 
Workbook with emissions of PM2.5 quantified for all applicable sources along with explanations and/
or calculations for how the emissions were quantified.
PM2.5 has been quantified for all applicable sources. An updated PI-1 Workbook was submitted, via 
email, with the existing emissions of PM2.5 quantified for all applicable sources. PM2.5 has always 
been emitted by the applicable sources. Previously, PM2.5 was considered to be a subset of 
authorized PM10 emissions. PM2.5 was assumed to be equal to PM10 for all applicable sources.

2. Compliance Assurance Monitoring (CAM) must be incorporated for each applicable source in 
renewals and affected sources in amendments according to the memo for CAM Incorporation into 
New Source Review (NSR) Permits. The Hot Rolling Line Dedusting Stack (Emission Point Number 
[EPN] HRLDS) appears to be potentially subject to CAM. Please address CAM for the sources 
exhausting at EPN HRLDS and if subject, provide the proposed method to comply with CAM. 
Opacity of emissions will be monitored by a certified observer, for at least one, six-minute period in 
accordance with Title 40 Code of Federal Regulations Part 60 (40 CFR Part 60), Appendix A, Test 
Method 9. Opacity and visible emissions as indicators of particulate emissions is consistent with 
EPA, "Compliance Assurance Monitoring (CAM) Technical Guidance Document", August 1998 and 
with TCEQ, "Compliance Assurance Monitoring", April 2009.

3. Please submit Safety Data Sheets (SDS) for PSG, MEK, and Quaker Coat 317 Clear Semiblack in 
order to verify the component concentrations and chemical properties.
Please see the attached SDS.

https://www.tceq.texas.gov/assets/public/permitting/air/memos/cam_in_nsr_memo.pdf
https://www.tceq.texas.gov/assets/public/permitting/air/memos/cam_in_nsr_memo.pdf
https://www.tceq.texas.gov/assets/public/permitting/air/memos/cam_in_nsr_memo.pdf
https://www.tceq.texas.gov/assets/public/permitting/air/memos/cam_in_nsr_memo.pdf
https://www.tceq.texas.gov/assets/public/permitting/air/Guidance/NewSourceReview/bact/bact-coatings.xlsx
https://www.tceq.texas.gov/assets/public/permitting/air/Guidance/NewSourceReview/bact/bact-coatings.xlsx
https://www.tceq.texas.gov/assets/public/permitting/air/Guidance/NewSourceReview/bact/bact-coatings.xlsx
https://www.tceq.texas.gov/assets/public/permitting/air/Guidance/NewSourceReview/bact/bact-coatings.xlsx
https://www.tceq.texas.gov/assets/public/permitting/air/Guidance/NewSourceReview/bact/bact-coatings.xlsx


Mr. Joadrian Vara 
Page 2 
December 16, 2019 

Re: Permit Number:  86860 

4. A Best Available Control Technology (BACT) demonstration must be provided for new or modified 
sources.

a. The BACT tab of the PI-1 Workbook refers to the BACT demonstration from the initial 
application for EPNs HRPPWV and PCLWV. However, the affected sources must meet current 
BACT. Please provide a BACT demonstration that satisfies current BACT according to the 
Current Tier I BACT Requirements for Coatings Sources spreadsheet for EPNs HRPPWV and 
PCLWV.
Please refer to the updated PI-1 Workbook, submitted via email, for a BACT discussion.
b. The BACT tab of the PI-1 Workbook includes a BACT demonstration for the application of 
Quaker Coat 317 Clear Semiblack at EPN UVCS4. However, the proposed BACT appears to be 
inconsistent with current BACT for enclosed coating operations. Please provide a BACT 
demonstration that satisfies current BACT according to the Current Tier I BACT Requirements for 
Coatings Sources spreadsheet for EPN UVCS4.
Please refer to the updated PI-1 Workbook, submitted via email, for a BACT discussion.
c. The two new diesel heaters will exhaust at EPN HRPPWV. The BACT tab of the PI-1 
Workbook refers to the BACT demonstration from the initial application for EPN HRPPWV. 
However, the BACT demonstration in the initial application does not address diesel heaters. 
Please provide a BACT demonstration that satisfies current BACT for diesel heaters.
Please refer to the updated PI-1 Workbook, submitted via email, for a BACT discussion.

5. Please provide the basis for the emission rates for the Water Treatment Facility for Pipe Rolling 
Mill (EPN WTFPR). The basis for the emission rates was not included in the calculations.
As emissions from the Water Treatment Facility for Pipe Rolling Mill (EPN WTFPR) are expected to 
be negligible, and consistent with other previously and currently authorized water treatment facilities 
at the site, the emissions are conservatively assumed to be 0.1 lb/hr and 0.1 tpy.
6. Please provide a TCEQ Table 6 for the diesel fueled heaters. Table 6 was not included in the 
application.
Please see the attached TCEQ Table 6s for the diesel fueled heaters.
7. The Unit Types – Emission Rates tab of the PI-1 Workbook submitted with the application is 
missing the Facility Identification Number (FIN) for each of the sources/EPNs. Please submit a PI-1 
Workbook with FIN(s) listed for each source/EPN.
FINs for each source/EPN are included in the Unit Types -- Emissions Rates tab of the updated PI-1 
Workbook, submitted via email.
8. An initial review was conducted of the Electronic Modeling Evaluation Workbook (EMEW). See 
attached for the results. Please address the comments in the final modeling submittal. Comments 
have been addressed under separate cover.
9. The current material flexibility condition in Permit 86860 (special condition 27) is not current 
boilerplate and will be replaced with the current boilerplate. However, the current boilerplate requires 
unit impact multipliers (UIM) for each source that will be authorized to use the material flexibility 
provisions. Please provide UIMs for each source to be included in the material flexibility condition.
Unit Impact Multipliers were provided in the EMEW, for sources that were modified during this 
permitting action. However, as this action did not warrant site-wide modeling, please refer to the 
enclosed pages from the previously conducted site-wide modeling for UIMs for each source.

https://www.tceq.texas.gov/assets/public/permitting/air/Forms/NewSourceReview/Tables/10163tbl.pdf
https://www.tceq.texas.gov/agency/directory/region/reglist.html
https://www.tceq.texas.gov/agency/directory/region/reglist.html
http://www.tceq.texas.gov/permitting/air/local_programs.html
http://www.tceq.texas.gov/permitting/air/local_programs.html


Mr. Joadrian Vara 
Page 3 
December 16, 2019 

Re: Permit Number:  86860

Bill Moody, P.E. 
Air Permits Division 
Texas Commission on Environmental Quality 

Enclosure 

cc: Air Section Manager, Region 14 - Corpus Christi 

Project Number:  308722 

Thank you for your cooperation in this matter. If you have any questions, please contact me at (512) 239-1859, or 
write to the TCEQ, Office of Air, Air Permits Division, MC-163, P.O. Box 13087, Austin, Texas 78711-3087. 
Sincerely, 

After receipt of all the additional information, we will continue the review of your applications. If the 
information furnished in response to this notice results in the need for further clarification or additional 
information, we will notify you. Please note that the applicant TEDA TPCO America Corporation is 
required to furnish all information to demonstrate that the facility or source will comply with all applicable 
federal and state rules and statutes. 

Failure to submit all of the requested information within 45 days of the date of this notification 
may result in a voidance of your application. Following a voidance, the permit fee will be retained for 
180 days. If you still wish to pursue the project following the voidance, you will need to submit an entirely 
new application. The new application will be subject to the state and federal rules and regulations in place 
at the time of submittal. If public notice was required in the original application, you may be required to 
republish the notice. You do not need to submit additional fees with the new application if the project 
scope has not increased and the original fee was correct. 

In addition, please ensure that a copy of the submitted information is also sent to the applicable Texas 
Commission on Environmental Quality (TCEQ) regional office and any local air pollution control 
program(s) with jurisdiction. Please note that the cover letter for your submission should indicate that a 
copy has been sent to the regional office [and local air pollution control program(s), if applicable]. Lists of 
the TCEQ regional offices and local air pollution control programs are available at: 

https://www.tceq.texas.gov/agency/directory/region/reglist.html 
and 

www.tceq.texas.gov/permitting/air/local_programs.html, respectively. 

If a new application is not submitted within 180 days from the date of the voidance, you will forfeit the 
original permit fee. 
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Date of issue: 25/11/2016 

  

Safety Data Sheet 

 
 

1. Identification of the substance/mixture and of the company/undertaking 

  Product identifier: 

    Product name: Eco Color Paint PSG White 

    Product code(SDS NO): TM256_E1-3 

  Details of the supplier of the safety data sheet 

    Manufacturer/Supplier: MARKTEC CORPORATION 

    Address: 17-35,OMORI-NISHI, 4-Chome, OTA-Ku, TOKYO 143-0015 JAPAN 

    Telephone number: +81-3-3762-4453 

    FAX: +81-3-3768-3958 

 

 

2. Hazards identification 

  GHS classification and label elements of the product 

  Classification of the substance or mixture 

    PHYSICAL HAZARDS 

      Flammable liquids: Category 2 

    HEALTH HAZARDS 

      Serious eye damage/eye irritation: Category 1 

      Reproductive toxicity: Category 1B 

    (Note) GHS classification without description: Not applicable/Out of classification/Not 

    classifiable 

  Label elements 

   
    Signal word: Danger 

    HAZARD STATEMENT 

      Highly flammable liquid and vapor 

      Causes serious eye damage 

      May damage fertility or the unborn child 

    PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENT 

      Prevention 

        Avoid release to the environment. 

        Keep away from heat/sparks/open flames/hot surfaces. - No smoking. 

        Keep container tightly closed. 

        Ground/bond container and receiving equipment. 

        Use explosion-proof electrical/ventilating/lighting equipment. 

        Use only non-sparking tools. 

        Take precautionary measures against static discharge. 

        Avoid breathing dust/fume/gas/mist/vapors/spray. 

        Use only outdoors or in a well-ventilated area. 

        Use personal protective equipment as required. 

        Wear protective gloves and face protection. 

        Wear eye protection/face protection. 

        Use personal protective equipment as required. 

        Do not eat, drink or smoke when using this product. 

      Response 

        In case of fire: Use appropriate media other than water for extinction. 
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        Get medical advice/attention if you feel unwell. 

        IF exposed or concerned: Get medical advice/attention. 

        Immediately call a POISON CENTER or doctor/physician. 

        IF ON SKIN: Wash with plenty of soap and water. 

        IF ON SKIN (or hair): Take off immediately all contaminated clothing. Rinse skin with 

        water/shower. 

        Wash contaminated clothing before reuse. 

        IF IN EYES: Rinse cautiously with water for several minutes. Remove contact lenses, if 

        present and easy to do. Continue rinsing. 

      Storage 

        Store in a well-ventilated place. Keep container tightly closed. Keep cool. 

      Disposal 

        Dispose of contents/container in accordance with local/national regulation. 

  Physical and Chemical hazards 

        Highly flammable liquid. Vapor/air mixture may explode. 

 

 

3. Composition/information on ingredients 

  Substance/Mixture: 

    Mixture 

     

Ingredient name Content(%) CAS No. 

Ethyl alcohol 35 - 45 64-17-5 

Glycol based solvent 25 - 35 Registered 

Resin 10 - 20 Registered 

Titanium dioxide 1 - 10 13463-67-7 

1-Propanol 1 - 10 71-23-8 

Trixylenyl phosphate 1 - 5 25155-23-1 

2-Propanol < 5 67-63-0 

 

    Note : The figures shown above are not the specifications of the product. 

 

 

4. First-aid measures 

  Descriptions of first-aid measures 

    General measures 

        Get medical attention/advice if you feel unwell. 

        IF exposed or concerned: Get medical attention/advice. 

        Immediately call a POISON CENTER or doctor/physician. 

    IF INHALED 

        Remove person to fresh air and keep comfortable for breathing. 

        Call a POISON CENTER or doctor/physician if you feel unwell. 

    IF ON SKIN（or hair） 

        Take off immediately all contaminated clothing. Rinse skin with water/shower. 

        Wash with plenty of soap and water. 

        If skin irritation or rash occurs: Get medical advice/attention. 

    IF IN EYES 

        Rinse cautiously with water for several minutes. Remove contact lenses, if present and easy 

        to do. Continue rinsing. 

        Do not let the victim rub his eyes. 

        If eye irritation persists: Get medical advice/attention. 

    IF SWALLOWED 

        Rinse mouth. Do NOT induce vomiting. 

        Immediately call a POISON CENTER or doctor/physician. 
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5. Fire-fighting measures 

  Extinguishing media 

    Suitable extinguishing media 

        In case of fire, use foam, alcohol-resistant foam, dry powder, CO2. 

 

 

6. Accidental release measures 

  Personnel precautions, protective equipment and emergency procedures 

        Keep unauthorized personnel away. 

        Ventilate area after material pick up is complete. 

        Wear proper protective equipment. 

        Be careful not to slip on spilled area. 

        Eliminate all sources of ignition and ventilate the area. 

  Environmental precautions 

        Prevent spills from entering sewers, watercourses or low areas. 

  Methods and materials for containment and cleaning up 

        Sweep up, place in a bag and hold for waste disposal. 

        Absorb or cover with dry earth, sand or other non-combustible material and transfer to 

        containers. 

  Preventive measures for secondary accident 

        ELIMINATE all ignition sources (no smoking, flares, sparks or flames in immediate area). 

        Prevent entry into waterways, sewers, basements or confined areas. 

 

 

7. Handling and storage 

  Precautions for safe handling 

    Preventive measures 

      (Exposure Control for handling personnel) 

        Do not breathe dust/fume/gas/mist/vapors/spray. 

      (Protective measures against fire & explosion) 

        Keep away from heat/sparks/open flames/hot surfaces. - No smoking. 

        Ground/bond container and receiving equipment. 

        Use explosion-proof electrical/ventilating/lighting equipment. 

        Use only non-sparking tools. 

        Take precautionary measures against static discharge. 

    Exhaust/ventilator 

        Exhaust/ventilator should be available. 

    Safety treatments 

        Avoid contact with skin. 

        Avoid contact with eyes. 

        Vapors may cause dizziness or suffocation. 

    Safety Measures/Incompatibility 

        Use only outdoors or in a well-ventilated area. 

        Wear protective gloves/eye protection/face protection. 

        Wear eye protection/face protection. 

        Use personal protective equipment as required. 

  Conditions for safe storage, including any incompatibilities 

    Recommendation for storage 

        Store in a well-ventilated place. Keep container tightly closed. Keep cool. 
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8. Exposure controls/personal protection 

  Control parameters 

    Adopted value 

        (Titanium dioxide) 

        ACGIH(1992) TWA: 10mg/m3 (LRT irr) 

        (Ethyl alcohol) 

        ACGIH(2008) STEL: 1000ppm (URT irr) 

        (2-Propanol) 

        ACGIH(2001) TWA: 200ppm 

                    STEL: 400ppm (Eye & URT irr; CNS impair) 

        (1-Propanol) 

        ACGIH(2006) TWA: 100ppm (Eye & URT irr) 

  Exposure controls 

    Appropriate engineering controls 

        Do not use in areas without adequate ventilation. 

    Individual protection measures 

    Respiratory protection 

        In case of inadequate ventilation wear respiratory protection. 

    Hand protection 

        Wear protective gloves. 

    Eye protection 

        Wear eye/face protection. 

    Safety and Health measures 

        Wash … thoroughly after handling. 

        Do not eat, drink or smoke when using this product. 

        Take off contaminated clothing and wash it before reuse. 

        Wash hands thoroughly after handling. 

 

 

9. Physical and Chemical Properties 

  Information on basic physical and chemical properties 

  Physical properties 

    Appearance: Liquid 

    Color: White 

    Odor: Alcoholic odor 

  Phase change temperature 

    Initial Boiling Point/Boiling point: 78℃ 

    Flash point: 4.5℃ 

    Specific gravity/Density: 0.93g/cm3(15℃) 

 

 

10. Stability and Reactivity 

  Chemical stability 

        Stable under normal storage/handling conditions. 

  Possibility of hazardous reactions 

        Vapors may catch fire and explode. 

  Incompatible materials 

        Strong acids, Strong bases, Oxidizing agents, Strong oxidizing agents 

  Hazardous decomposition products 

        Carbon oxides 
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11. Toxicological Information 

  Information on toxicological effects 

  No Acute toxicity data available 

  No Irritant properties data available 

  No Allergenic and sensitizing effects data available 

  No Mutagenic effects data available 

  Carcinogenicity 

        (Titanium dioxide) 

        IARC-Gr.2B : Possibly carcinogenic to humans 

        (Ethyl alcohol) 

        IARC-Gr.1 : Carcinogenic to humans 

        (2-Propanol) 

        IARC-Gr.3 : Not Classifiable as a Human Carcinogen 

        (Ethyl alcohol) 

        ACGIH-A3(2008) : Confirmed Animal Carcinogen with Unknown Relevance to Humans 

        (1-Propanol) 

        ACGIH-A4(2006) : Not Classifiable as a Human Carcinogen 

        (2-Propanol) 

        ACGIH-A4(2001) : Not Classifiable as a Human Carcinogen 

        (Titanium dioxide) 

        ACGIH-A4(1992) : Not Classifiable as a Human Carcinogen 

  No Teratogenic effects data available 

  No reproductive toxicity data available 

  No STOT-single/repeated exposure data available 

  No Aspiration hazard data available 

  Additional data 

  There are no data available on the preparation itself. 

 

 

12. Ecological Information 

  Toxicity 

  No Aquatic toxicity data available 

  Water solubility 

        (Glycol based solvent) 

        miscible (ICSC, 2004) 

        (Titanium dioxide) 

        none (HSDB, 2004) 

        (Trixylenyl phosphate) 

        0.000089 g/100 ml (PHYSPROP Database, 2005) 

        (Ethyl alcohol) 

        miscible (ICSC, 2000) 

        (2-Propanol) 

        In water, infinitely soluble (25 C) (HSDB, 2013) 

        (1-Propanol) 

        100 g/100 ml (PHYSPROP Database, 2005) 

  Persistence and degradability 

        (Ethyl alcohol) 

        Degrade rapidly (BOD_Degradation : 89% (Registered chemicals data check & review, Japan, 

        1993)) 

        (2-Propanol) 

        Degrade rapidly (Degradation : 86% (Registered chemicals data check & review, 1993)) 

        (Trixylenyl phosphate) 

        BOD_Degradation : 0% (Registered chemicals data check & review, Japan) 
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  Bioaccumulative potential 

        (Trixylenyl phosphate) 

        BCF=466.4 (Check & Review, Japan) 

        (Ethyl alcohol) 

        log Pow=-0.32 (ICSC, 2000) 

        (2-Propanol) 

        log Pow=0.05 (ICSC, 1999) 

        (1-Propanol) 

        log Pow=0.25 (ICSC, 1999) 

        (Glycol based solvent) 

        log Pow=-0.21 (ICSC, 2004) 

  No Mobility in soil data available 

  Ozone depleting chemical data not available 

  Additional information 

  There are no data available on the preparation itself. 

 

 

13. Disposal considerations 

  Waste treatment methods 

        Avoid release to the environment (- if this is not the intended use). 

        Dispose of contents/container in accordance with local/national regulation. 

 

 

14. Transport Information 

  UN No, UN CLASS 

    UN number: 1263 

    UN proper shipping name: 

        Paint 

    Transport hazard class(es): 3 

    Packing group: II 

  ERG GUIDE NO.: 127 

  Transport in bulk according to Annex II of MARPOL73/78 and IBC Code 

        Noxious Liquid ; Cat. X 

        Trixylenyl phosphate 

        Noxious Liquid ; Cat. Y 

        1-Propanol 

        Noxious Liquid ; Cat. Z 

        Titanium dioxide; Ethyl alcohol; 2-Propanol 

 

 

15. Regulatory Information 

  Other regulatory information 

        Regulatory information with regard to this substance in your country or in your region 

        should be examined by your own responsibility. 

        Regulatory information in this section are limited to intentional ingredient(s) and/or 

        impurities informed by supplier(s). 

 

 

16. Other information 

  Reference Book 

        Globally Harmonized System of classification and labelling of chemicals, (5th ed., 2013), UN 

        Recommendations on the TRANSPORT OF DANGEROUS GOODS 18th edit., 2013 UN 

        Classification, labelling and packaging of substances and mixtures (table3-1 ECNO6182012) 

        2012 EMERGENCY RESPONSE GUIDEBOOK(US DOT) 
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        2016 TLVs and BEIs. (ACGIH) 

        http://monographs.iarc.fr/ENG/Classification/index.php 

        Supplier's data/information 

  General Disclaimer 

        To the best of our knowledge, the information contained here in is accurate. However, we 

        assumes any liability whatsoever for the accuracy or completeness of the information 

        contained herein. Final determination of suitability of any material is the sole 

        responsibility of user. All material may present unknown hazards and should be used in 

        caution. Although certain hazards are described herein, we can not guarantee that these are 

        the only hazards which exist. 

        This information contained in this data sheet represents the best information currently 

        available to us. However, no warranty is made with respect to its completeness and we 

        assume no liability resulting from its use. It are advised to make their own tests to 

        determinate the safety and suitability of each such product or combination for their own 

        purposes. 

        The GHS classification data given here is based on current EU official data (EU CLP published in 

        01.06.2015). 
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Klean Strip Methyl Ethyl Ketone MEKProduct Name:
W. M. BarrCompany Name:
2105 Channel Avenue
Memphis, TN  38113

3E  24 Hour Emergency ContactEmergency Contact: (800)451-8346
W.M. Barr Customer ServiceInformation: (800)398-3892

(901)775-0100
Phone Number:

Paint, stain, and varnish thinning.Intended Use:

www.wmbarr.comWeb site address:

CME71, GME71, QME71Synonyms:

1.  PRODUCT AND COMPANY IDENTIFICATION

This product is regulated by the United States Consumer Product Safety Commission
and is subject to certain labeling requirements under the Federal Hazardous Substances
Act. These requirements differ from the classification criteria and hazard information
required for safety data sheets (SDS). The product label also includes other important
information, including directions for use, and should always be read in its entirety prior to
using the product.

Additional Information

2.  HAZARDS IDENTIFICATION

P233: Keep container tightly closed.
P210: Keep away from heat/sparks/open flames/hot surfaces. - No smoking.
P280: Wear protective gloves/protective clothing/eye protection/face protection.
P240: Ground/bond container and receiving equipment.
P241: Use explosion-proof electrical/ventilating/lighting equipment.
P243: Take precautionary measures against static discharge.
P242: Use only non-sparking tools.
P264: Wash hands thoroughly after handling.
P261: Avoid breathing gas/mist/vapours/spray.
P271: Use only outdoors or in a well-ventilated area.

GHS Precaution Phrases:

P370+378: In case of fire, use dry chemical to extinguish.
P303+361+353: IF ON SKIN (or hair): Remove/take off immediately all contaminated
clothing. Rinse skin with water/shower.
P305+351+338: IF IN EYES: Rinse cautiously with water for several minutes. Remove
contact lenses, if present and easy to do. Continue rinsing.
P337+313: If eye irritation persists, get medical advice/attention.
P304+340: IF INHALED: Remove victim to fresh air and keep at rest in a position
comfortable for breathing.
P312: Call a POISON CENTER/doctor if you feel unwell.

GHS Response Phrases:

P403+235: Store in cool/well-ventilated place.
P501: Dispose of contents/container according to local, state and federal regulations.

GHS Storage and Disposal
Phrases:

H225: Highly flammable liquid and vapor.
H319: Causes serious eye irritation.
H336: May cause drowsiness or dizziness.

GHS Hazard Phrases:

Flammable Liquids, Category 2
Serious Eye Damage/Eye Irritation, Category 2A
Specific Target Organ Toxicity (single exposure), Category 3

DangerGHS Signal Word:

Licensed to W.M. Barr and Company:   MIRS MSDS, (c) A V Systems, Inc. GHS format
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P403+233: Store container tightly closed in well-ventilated place - if product is as volatile
as to generate hazardous atmosphere.
P405: Store locked up.

Hazard Rating System: Instability

Special Hazard

Health

Flammability
HEALTH
FLAMMABILITY
REACTIVITY
PPE

1
3

X

1
3

0

NFPA:HMIS:
This material is classified as hazardous under OSHA regulations.OSHA Regulatory Status:

 None known.Medical Conditions Generally
Aggravated By Exposure:

 Inhalation Acute Exposure Effects:
Vapor harmful.  May cause dizziness, headache, watering of eyes, irritation of respiratory
tract, drowsiness, nausea, and numbness in fingers, arms, and legs.

Skin Contact Acute Exposure Effects:
May cause drying of skin, and numbness in fingers and arms. Liquid is absorbed readily.

Eye Contact Acute Exposure Effects:
This material is an eye irritant.  May cause irritation and pain, conjunctivitis of eyes,
burns, corneal ulcerations of the eye, stinging, redness, and tearing.  Vapors or mist can
irritate eyes.

Ingestion Acute Exposure Effects:
Harmful if swallowed.  May cause dizziness, headache, nausea, and irritation of mouth,
throat, and stomach.

Chronic Exposure Effects:
Reports have associated repeated and prolonged overexposure to solvents with
neurological and other physiological damage.  May cause weakness, fatigue, skin
irritation, and numbness in hands and feet.

Potential Health Effects
(Acute and Chronic):

CAS # Hazardous Components (Chemical Name)

3.  COMPOSITION/INFORMATION ON INGREDIENTS
Concentration RTECS #

     78-93-3 Methyl ethyl ketone  {MEK;  2-Butanone} 99.0 -100.0 % EL6475000

4.  FIRST AID MEASURES
Inhalation:
If user experiences breathing difficulty, move to air free of vapors.  Administer oxygen or
artificial respiration until medical assistance can be rendered.

Skin Contact:
Irritation may result.  Immediately wash with soap and water.

Eye Contact:
Immediately flush with water, remove any contact lenses, continue flushing with water for
at least 15 minutes, then get medical  attention.

Ingestion:
Call you local poison control center, hospital emergency room, or physician immediately
for instructions.

Emergency and First Aid
Procedures:
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 Call your local poison control center for further information.Note to Physician:

5.  FIRE FIGHTING MEASURES

Flash Pt: 25.00 F    Method Used:   Setaflash Closed Cup (Rapid Setaflash)

Self-contained respiratory protection should be provided for fire fighters fighting fires in
buildings or confined areas. Storage containers exposed to fire should be kept cool with
water spay to prevent pressure build-up.  Stay away from heads of containers that have
been exposed to intense heat or flame.

Fire Fighting Instructions:

No data available.Flammable Properties and
Hazards:

Autoignition Pt: 759.00 F
Explosive Limits: LEL:    1.8 %        at   77.0 F          UEL:    11.5 %       at   77.0 F

OSHA Class IB

Use carbon dioxide, dry powder, or foam.Suitable Extinguishing Media:

6.  ACCIDENTAL RELEASE MEASURES
Cleanup:
Keep unnecessary people away; isolate hazard area and deny entry.  Stay upwind, out
of low areas, and ventilate closed spaces before entering.  Shut off ignition sources;
keep flares, smoking or flames out of hazard area.

Small Spills:
Take up liquid with sand, earth or other noncombustible absorbent material and place in
a plastic container where applicable.

Large Spills:
Dike far ahead of spill for later disposal.

Steps To Be Taken In Case
Material Is Released Or
Spilled:

7.  HANDLING AND STORAGE
Read carefully all cautions and directions on product label before use.  Since empty
container retains residue, follow all label warnings even after container is empty.
Dispose of empty container according to all regulations.  Do not reuse this container.

Precautions To Be Taken in
Handling:

 Keep container tightly closed when not in use.  Store in a cool, dry place.  Do not store
near flames or at elevated temperatures.

Precautions To Be Taken in
Storing:

8.  EXPOSURE CONTROLS/PERSONAL PROTECTION

OSHA TWA ACGIH TWACAS # Partial Chemical Name Other Limits

PEL:  200 ppm TLV:  200 ppm
STEL: 300 ppm

     78-93-3 Methyl ethyl ketone  {MEK;
2-Butanone}

No data.

For OSHA controlled work place and other regular users --Use only with adequate
ventilation under engineered air control systems designed to prevent exceeding
appropriate TLV.  For occasional use, where engineered air control is not feasible, use
properly maintained and properly fitted NIOSH approved respirator for organic solvent
vapors.  A dust mask does not provided protection against vapors.

Respiratory Equipment
(Specify Type):

Safety glasses, chemical goggles or face shields are recommended to safeguard against
potential eye contact, irritation, or injury.  Contact lenses should not be worn while
working with chemicals.

Eye Protection:

Wear gloves resistant to MEK.  Consult with your safety supplier for the proper gloveProtective Gloves:
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material depending on your specific use and conditions.  Gloves contaminated with
product should be discarded.  Promptly remove clothing that becomes soiled with
product.
 Various application methods can dictate the use of additional protective safety
equipment, such as impermeable aprons, etc., to minimize exposure.  Before reuse,
thoroughly clean any clothing or protective  equipment that has been contaminated by
prior use. Discard any  clothing or other protective equipment that cannot be
decontaminated, such as gloves or shoes.

Other Protective Clothing:

Use process enclosures, local exhaust ventilation, or other engineering controls to
control airborne levels below recommended exposure limits.

Use only with adequate ventilation to prevent buildup of vapors. Do not use in areas
where vapors can accumulate and concentrate, such as basements, bathrooms or small
enclosed areas.  Whenever possible, use outdoors in an open air area.  If using indoors
open all windows and doors and maintain a cross ventilation of moving fresh air across
the work area.  If strong odor is noticed or you experience slight dizziness, headache,
nausea or eye-watering -- STOP -- ventilation is inadequate. Leave area immediately
and move to fresh air.

Engineering Controls
(Ventilation etc.):

A source of clean water should be available  in the work area for flushing eyes and skin.
Do not eat, drink,  or smoke in the work area.  Wash hands thoroughly after use.

Work/Hygienic/Maintenance
Practices:

9.  PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL PROPERTIES
Physical States: [   ] Gas       [ X ] Liquid       [   ] Solid

Melting Point: No data.
Boiling Point: 175.00 F
Autoignition Pt: 759.00 F
Flash Pt: 25.00 F    Method Used:   Setaflash Closed Cup (Rapid Setaflash)
Explosive Limits: LEL:    1.8 %        at   77.0 F          UEL:    11.5 %       at   77.0 F
Specific Gravity (Water = 1):   0.8
Density:   6.689 LB/GL   at   77.0 F

Characteristic ketone odor.Appearance and Odor:

Vapor Pressure (vs. Air or
mm Hg):

  83 MM HG   at   75.0 F

Vapor Density (vs. Air = 1): < 1
Evaporation Rate: > 1
Solubility in Water:   Partially
Percent Volatile: 99.999 % by weight.
VOC / Volume: 825.0000 G/L
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10. STABILITY AND REACTIVITY

No data available.Conditions To Avoid -
Instability:

Unstable [    ]       Stable [ X ]Stability:

Incompatible with strong oxidizing agents, strong caustics, and hydrogen peroxide.Incompatibility - Materials To
Avoid:

 Decomposition may produce carbon monoxide and oxides of carbon.Hazardous Decomposition Or
Byproducts:

Will occur [    ]       Will not occur [ X ]Possibility of Hazardous
Reactions:

No data available.Conditions To Avoid -
Hazardous Reactions:

CAS # Hazardous Components (Chemical Name) NTP

11. TOXICOLOGICAL INFORMATION
Refer to section 2 for acute and chronic effects.Toxicological Information:

IARC ACGIH OSHA

CAS# 78-93-3: 
Standard Draize Test, Eyes, Human, 350.0 PPM.
Result:
Behavioral: Anticonvulsant.
- Journal of Industrial Hygiene and Toxicology, Vol/p/yr: 25,282, 1943

     78-93-3 Methyl ethyl ketone  {MEK;  2-Butanone} n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.

No data available.

12. ECOLOGICAL INFORMATION

Dispose in accordance with local, state, and federal regulations.Waste Disposal Method:

13. DISPOSAL CONSIDERATIONS

14. TRANSPORT INFORMATION

Methyl ethyl ketoneDOT Proper Shipping Name:
3                        FLAMMABLE LIQUIDDOT Hazard Class:
UN1193UN/NA Number: IIPacking Group:

LAND TRANSPORT (US DOT):

The supplier may apply one of the following exceptions: Combustible Liquid, Consumer
Commodity, Limited Quantity, Viscous Liquid, Does Not Sustain Combustion, or others,
as allowed under 49CFR Hazmat Regulations.  Please consult 49CFR Subchapter C to
ensure that subsequent shipments comply with these exceptions.

Additional Transport
Information:
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CAS # Hazardous Components (Chemical Name)

15. REGULATORY INFORMATION

S. 302 (EHS) S. 304 RQ S. 313 (TRI)

EPA SARA (Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act of 1986) Lists

     78-93-3 Methyl ethyl ketone  {MEK;  2-Butanone} No Yes 5000 LB No

[X] Yes  [  ] No    Acute (immediate) Health Hazard
[  ] Yes  [X] No    Chronic (delayed) Health Hazard
[X] Yes  [  ] No    Fire Hazard
[  ] Yes  [X] No    Sudden Release of Pressure Hazard
[  ] Yes  [X] No    Reactive Hazard

This material meets the EPA
'Hazard Categories' defined
for SARA Title III Sections
311/312 as indicated:

CAS # Hazardous Components (Chemical Name) Other US EPA or State Lists
     78-93-3 Methyl ethyl ketone  {MEK;  2-Butanone} CAA HAP,ODC: No;  CWA NPDES: No;  TSCA: Yes -

Inventory;  CA PROP.65: No

16. OTHER INFORMATION

No data available.Additional Information About
This Product:

The information contained herein is presented in good faith and believed to be accurate
as of the effective date shown above. This information is furnished without warranty of
any kind. Employers should use this information only as a supplement to other
information gathered by them and must make independent determination of suitability
and completeness of information from all sources to assure proper use of these
materials and the safety and health of employees.  Any use of this data and information
must be determined by the user to be in accordance with applicable federal, state and
local laws and regulations.

Company Policy or
Disclaimer:

04/15/2015Revision Date:
W.M. Barr EHS Department     (901)775-0100Preparer Name:
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1. IDENTIFICATION1. IDENTIFICATION1. IDENTIFICATION1. IDENTIFICATION1. IDENTIFICATION1. IDENTIFICATION

Product identifier Product identifier Product identifier Product identifier Product identifier Product identifier 
Product Name:Product Name:Product Name:Product Name:Product Name:Product Name: QUAKERCOATÒ 317 CLEAR SEMIBLACK
Product code:Product code:Product code:Product code:Product code:Product code: 015203-01

Other means of identification  Other means of identification  Other means of identification  Other means of identification  Other means of identification  Other means of identification  
SynonymsSynonymsSynonymsSynonymsSynonymsSynonyms No information available

Application Application Application Application Application Application 
Recommended UseRecommended UseRecommended UseRecommended UseRecommended UseRecommended Use Coatings; Corrosion Preventive
Uses advised againstUses advised againstUses advised againstUses advised againstUses advised againstUses advised against For industrial use only

Supplier/Manufacturer: Supplier/Manufacturer: Supplier/Manufacturer: Supplier/Manufacturer: Supplier/Manufacturer: Supplier/Manufacturer: 

2. HAZARDS IDENTIFICATION2. HAZARDS IDENTIFICATION2. HAZARDS IDENTIFICATION2. HAZARDS IDENTIFICATION2. HAZARDS IDENTIFICATION2. HAZARDS IDENTIFICATION

Classification Classification Classification Classification Classification Classification 

OSHA Regulatory StatusOSHA Regulatory StatusOSHA Regulatory StatusOSHA Regulatory StatusOSHA Regulatory StatusOSHA Regulatory Status
This chemical is considered hazardous by the 2012 OSHA Hazard Communication Standard (29 CFR 1910.1200)

Skin corrosion/irritation Category 2
Serious eye damage/eye irritation Category 2A
Chronic aquatic toxicity Category 3

Label Elements Label Elements Label Elements Label Elements Label Elements Label Elements 

Emergency OverviewEmergency OverviewEmergency OverviewEmergency OverviewEmergency OverviewEmergency Overview

Supplier:Supplier:Supplier:Supplier:Supplier:Supplier:
Quaker Chemical Corporation
Quaker Park One
901 Hector Street
Conshohocken, PA 19428
610-832-4000
E-mail: she@quakerchem.com

Emergency telephone number:Emergency telephone number:Emergency telephone number:Emergency telephone number:Emergency telephone number:Emergency telephone number:
* 24 HOUR TRANSPORTATION:
**CHEMTREC: 1-800-424-9300
+703-527-3887  (Call collect outside of US)
* 24 HOUR EMERGENCY HEALTH & SAFETY:
**QUAKER CHEMICAL CORPORATION: (800) 523-7010
(Within US only) Outside of US call (703) 527-3887

WARNINGWARNINGWARNINGWARNINGWARNINGWARNING

Hazard StatementsHazard StatementsHazard StatementsHazard StatementsHazard StatementsHazard Statements
Causes skin irritation
Causes serious eye irritation
Harmful to aquatic life with long lasting effects

_______________________________________________________________________________________
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Precautionary Statements - PreventionPrecautionary Statements - PreventionPrecautionary Statements - PreventionPrecautionary Statements - PreventionPrecautionary Statements - PreventionPrecautionary Statements - Prevention
Wash face, hands and any exposed skin thoroughly after handling
Wear protective gloves/protective clothing/eye protection/face protection
Avoid release to the environment

Precautionary Statements - ResponsePrecautionary Statements - ResponsePrecautionary Statements - ResponsePrecautionary Statements - ResponsePrecautionary Statements - ResponsePrecautionary Statements - Response
Specific treatment (see First Aid)
IF IN EYES: Rinse cautiously with water for several minutes. Remove contact lenses, if present and easy to do. Continue
rinsing If eye irritation persists: Get medical advice/attention
IF ON SKIN: Wash with plenty of water and soap If skin irritation occurs: Get medical advice/attention Take off
contaminated clothing and wash it before reuse

Precautionary Statements - DisposalPrecautionary Statements - DisposalPrecautionary Statements - DisposalPrecautionary Statements - DisposalPrecautionary Statements - DisposalPrecautionary Statements - Disposal
Dispose of contents/container to an approved waste disposal plant

Hazards not otherwise classified (HNOC)Hazards not otherwise classified (HNOC)Hazards not otherwise classified (HNOC)Hazards not otherwise classified (HNOC)Hazards not otherwise classified (HNOC)Hazards not otherwise classified (HNOC)
None known

Other InformationOther InformationOther InformationOther InformationOther InformationOther Information
May be harmful if swallowed. Harmful to aquatic life.

Unknown acute toxicityUnknown acute toxicityUnknown acute toxicityUnknown acute toxicityUnknown acute toxicityUnknown acute toxicity 0% of the mixture consists of ingredient(s) of unknown toxicity

3. COMPOSITION/INFORMATION ON INGREDIENTS3. COMPOSITION/INFORMATION ON INGREDIENTS3. COMPOSITION/INFORMATION ON INGREDIENTS3. COMPOSITION/INFORMATION ON INGREDIENTS3. COMPOSITION/INFORMATION ON INGREDIENTS3. COMPOSITION/INFORMATION ON INGREDIENTS

Chemical NameChemical NameChemical NameChemical NameChemical NameChemical Name CAS No.CAS No.CAS No.CAS No.CAS No.CAS No. Weight-%Weight-%Weight-%Weight-%Weight-%Weight-%
Ethylene glycol monobutyl ether 111-76-2 15 - 20%

Ammonia 7664-41-7 <1%

The exact percentage (concentration) of composition has been withheld as a trade secret.

4. FIRST AID MEASURES4. FIRST AID MEASURES4. FIRST AID MEASURES4. FIRST AID MEASURES4. FIRST AID MEASURES4. FIRST AID MEASURES

General advice:General advice:General advice:General advice:General advice:General advice: Show this safety data sheet to the doctor in attendance. Remove contaminated
clothing and shoes. Wash contaminated clothing before re-use. Wash off with soap
and water. If symptoms persist, call a physician

Eye contact:Eye contact:Eye contact:Eye contact:Eye contact:Eye contact: Rinse immediately with plenty of water, also under the eyelids, for at least 15 minutes.
If symptoms persist, call a physician.

Skin contact:Skin contact:Skin contact:Skin contact:Skin contact:Skin contact: Remove and wash contaminated clothing before re-use. Wash off immediately with
soap and plenty of water. If symptoms persist, call a physician.

Appearance  Appearance  Appearance  Appearance  Appearance  Appearance  Black Physical State  Physical State  Physical State  Physical State  Physical State  Physical State  Liquid Odor  Odor  Odor  Odor  Odor  Odor  Typical
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Ingestion:Ingestion:Ingestion:Ingestion:Ingestion:Ingestion: If swallowed, seek medical advice immediately and show this container or label. Do
not induce vomiting without medical advice. Never give anything by mouth to an
unconscious person

Inhalation:Inhalation:Inhalation:Inhalation:Inhalation:Inhalation: Move to fresh air in case of accidental inhalation of vapors. If not breathing, give
artificial respiration. If breathing is difficult, give oxygen. Consult a physician.

Note to physician:Note to physician:Note to physician:Note to physician:Note to physician:Note to physician: Treat symptomatically.

Medical conditionMedical conditionMedical conditionMedical conditionMedical conditionMedical condition
aggravated by exposure:aggravated by exposure:aggravated by exposure:aggravated by exposure:aggravated by exposure:aggravated by exposure:

Dermatitis.

5. FIRE-FIGHTING MEASURES5. FIRE-FIGHTING MEASURES5. FIRE-FIGHTING MEASURES5. FIRE-FIGHTING MEASURES5. FIRE-FIGHTING MEASURES5. FIRE-FIGHTING MEASURES

Suitable extinguishing media:Suitable extinguishing media:Suitable extinguishing media:Suitable extinguishing media:Suitable extinguishing media:Suitable extinguishing media: Use dry chemical, CO2, water spray or `alcohol` foam. Do not use water with full jet.

Specific hazards:Specific hazards:Specific hazards:Specific hazards:Specific hazards:Specific hazards: Do not allow material to contaminate ground water system.

Special protective equipment forSpecial protective equipment forSpecial protective equipment forSpecial protective equipment forSpecial protective equipment forSpecial protective equipment for
fire-fighters:fire-fighters:fire-fighters:fire-fighters:fire-fighters:fire-fighters:

As in any fire, wear self-contained breathing apparatus pressure-demand,
MSHA/NIOSH (approved or equivalent) and full protective gear

Specific methods:Specific methods:Specific methods:Specific methods:Specific methods:Specific methods: Water mist may be used to cool closed containers

6. ACCIDENTAL RELEASE MEASURES6. ACCIDENTAL RELEASE MEASURES6. ACCIDENTAL RELEASE MEASURES6. ACCIDENTAL RELEASE MEASURES6. ACCIDENTAL RELEASE MEASURES6. ACCIDENTAL RELEASE MEASURES

Personal precautions:Personal precautions:Personal precautions:Personal precautions:Personal precautions:Personal precautions: Ensure adequate ventilation. Do not breathe vapour/dust. Use personal protective
equipment. Avoid contact with skin, eyes and clothing. Wash thoroughly after handling.

Environmental precautions:Environmental precautions:Environmental precautions:Environmental precautions:Environmental precautions:Environmental precautions: Do not flush into surface water or sanitary sewer system. Prevent further leakage or
spillage if safe to do so.

Methods for cleaning up:Methods for cleaning up:Methods for cleaning up:Methods for cleaning up:Methods for cleaning up:Methods for cleaning up: Soak up with inert absorbent material (e.g. sand, silica gel, acid binder, universal
binder, sawdust). Sweep up and shovel into suitable containers for disposal.

7. HANDLING AND STORAGE7. HANDLING AND STORAGE7. HANDLING AND STORAGE7. HANDLING AND STORAGE7. HANDLING AND STORAGE7. HANDLING AND STORAGE

Handling  Handling  Handling  Handling  Handling  Handling  

TechnicalTechnicalTechnicalTechnicalTechnicalTechnical
measures/precautions:measures/precautions:measures/precautions:measures/precautions:measures/precautions:measures/precautions:

Provide sufficient air exchange and/or exhaust in work rooms.

Safe handling advice:Safe handling advice:Safe handling advice:Safe handling advice:Safe handling advice:Safe handling advice: In case of insufficient ventilation, wear suitable respiratory equipment. Do not breathe
vapors or spray mist. Wear personal protective equipment. Avoid contact with skin and
eyes. Wash thoroughly after handling.

Storage  Storage  Storage  Storage  Storage  Storage  

Technical measures/storageTechnical measures/storageTechnical measures/storageTechnical measures/storageTechnical measures/storageTechnical measures/storage
conditions:conditions:conditions:conditions:conditions:conditions:

Store at room temperature in the original container.
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Incompatible products:Incompatible products:Incompatible products:Incompatible products:Incompatible products:Incompatible products: Strong oxidizing agents

Safe storage temperature:Safe storage temperature:Safe storage temperature:Safe storage temperature:Safe storage temperature:Safe storage temperature: 40 - 100 ° F

Shelf life:Shelf life:Shelf life:Shelf life:Shelf life:Shelf life: 12 months

8. EXPOSURE CONTROLS/PERSONAL PROTECTION8. EXPOSURE CONTROLS/PERSONAL PROTECTION8. EXPOSURE CONTROLS/PERSONAL PROTECTION8. EXPOSURE CONTROLS/PERSONAL PROTECTION8. EXPOSURE CONTROLS/PERSONAL PROTECTION8. EXPOSURE CONTROLS/PERSONAL PROTECTION

Chemical NameChemical NameChemical NameChemical NameChemical NameChemical Name ACGIH Exposure LimitsACGIH Exposure LimitsACGIH Exposure LimitsACGIH Exposure LimitsACGIH Exposure LimitsACGIH Exposure Limits OSHA TWA (final)OSHA TWA (final)OSHA TWA (final)OSHA TWA (final)OSHA TWA (final)OSHA TWA (final) NIOSH - Pocket GuideNIOSH - Pocket GuideNIOSH - Pocket GuideNIOSH - Pocket GuideNIOSH - Pocket GuideNIOSH - Pocket Guide
Ethylene glycol monobutyl ether 20 ppm (TWA) 50 ppm

240 mg/m3

5 ppm (TWA)
24 mg/m3 (TWA)

Ammonia 25 ppm (TWA)
35 ppm (STEL)

50 ppm
35 mg/m3

25 ppm (TWA)
18 mg/m3 (TWA)
35 ppm (STEL)

27 mg/m3 (STEL)

Engineering measures:Engineering measures:Engineering measures:Engineering measures:Engineering measures:Engineering measures: Ensure adequate ventilation

Personal Protective Equipment: Personal Protective Equipment: Personal Protective Equipment: Personal Protective Equipment: Personal Protective Equipment: Personal Protective Equipment: 

General:General:General:General:General:General: Provide easy access to eyewash/safety shower facilities.

Respiratory protection:Respiratory protection:Respiratory protection:Respiratory protection:Respiratory protection:Respiratory protection: If engineering controls do not maintain airborne concentrations to a level which is
adequate to protect worker health, respiratory protection may be required. Contact
your site safety representative for proper respirator selection.

Eye protection:Eye protection:Eye protection:Eye protection:Eye protection:Eye protection: Wear safety glasses with side shields (or goggles)

Hand protection:Hand protection:Hand protection:Hand protection:Hand protection:Hand protection: Wear chemical-resistant gloves as appropriate for the risk of exposure.  Contact your
safety department for specific recommendations

Skin and body protection:Skin and body protection:Skin and body protection:Skin and body protection:Skin and body protection:Skin and body protection: Wear protective clothing and appropriate footwear necessary for the risk of exposure.
Contact your health and safety department for specific recommendations

Hygiene measures:Hygiene measures:Hygiene measures:Hygiene measures:Hygiene measures:Hygiene measures: Handle in accordance with sound chemical hygiene practices. Wear the appropriate
PPE. Avoid contact with skin, eyes and clothing. Remove and wash contaminated
clothing before re-use. Do not eat, drink, or smoke while using chemicals.

9. PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL PROPERTIES9. PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL PROPERTIES9. PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL PROPERTIES9. PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL PROPERTIES9. PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL PROPERTIES9. PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL PROPERTIES

Physical StatePhysical StatePhysical StatePhysical StatePhysical StatePhysical State Liquid

AppearanceAppearanceAppearanceAppearanceAppearanceAppearance Black

OdorOdorOdorOdorOdorOdor Typical
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Odor ThresholdOdor ThresholdOdor ThresholdOdor ThresholdOdor ThresholdOdor Threshold No information available

pH concentrate:pH concentrate:pH concentrate:pH concentrate:pH concentrate:pH concentrate: 8.5

pH DilutionpH DilutionpH DilutionpH DilutionpH DilutionpH Dilution No information available

Melting/freezing pointMelting/freezing pointMelting/freezing pointMelting/freezing pointMelting/freezing pointMelting/freezing point No information available

Boiling Point/RangeBoiling Point/RangeBoiling Point/RangeBoiling Point/RangeBoiling Point/RangeBoiling Point/Range 100  °C  /  212  °F

Flash PointFlash PointFlash PointFlash PointFlash PointFlash Point >  93.33  °C  /  >  200  °F

MethodMethodMethodMethodMethodMethod Cleveland closed cup

Evaporation rateEvaporation rateEvaporation rateEvaporation rateEvaporation rateEvaporation rate No information available

Flammability Limits in AirFlammability Limits in AirFlammability Limits in AirFlammability Limits in AirFlammability Limits in AirFlammability Limits in Air
upper flammability limitupper flammability limitupper flammability limitupper flammability limitupper flammability limitupper flammability limit No information available
lower flammability limitlower flammability limitlower flammability limitlower flammability limitlower flammability limitlower flammability limit No information available

VOC Content Product (lb/gal)VOC Content Product (lb/gal)VOC Content Product (lb/gal)VOC Content Product (lb/gal)VOC Content Product (lb/gal)VOC Content Product (lb/gal) 1.18

VOC Content Product (g/L)VOC Content Product (g/L)VOC Content Product (g/L)VOC Content Product (g/L)VOC Content Product (g/L)VOC Content Product (g/L) 141

VOC less water and exempt (lb/gal)VOC less water and exempt (lb/gal)VOC less water and exempt (lb/gal)VOC less water and exempt (lb/gal)VOC less water and exempt (lb/gal)VOC less water and exempt (lb/gal) 3.30

VOC less water and exempt (g/L)VOC less water and exempt (g/L)VOC less water and exempt (g/L)VOC less water and exempt (g/L)VOC less water and exempt (g/L)VOC less water and exempt (g/L) 396

HAP Content Product (g/L):HAP Content Product (g/L):HAP Content Product (g/L):HAP Content Product (g/L):HAP Content Product (g/L):HAP Content Product (g/L): 0

HAP Content Product (lb/gal)HAP Content Product (lb/gal)HAP Content Product (lb/gal)HAP Content Product (lb/gal)HAP Content Product (lb/gal)HAP Content Product (lb/gal) 0

Solids (% w/w):Solids (% w/w):Solids (% w/w):Solids (% w/w):Solids (% w/w):Solids (% w/w): 22.9

Solids (% v/v):Solids (% v/v):Solids (% v/v):Solids (% v/v):Solids (% v/v):Solids (% v/v): 20.0

Vapor pressureVapor pressureVapor pressureVapor pressureVapor pressureVapor pressure No information available

Vapor densityVapor densityVapor densityVapor densityVapor densityVapor density No information available

Specific Gravity (g/cc, 15 C)Specific Gravity (g/cc, 15 C)Specific Gravity (g/cc, 15 C)Specific Gravity (g/cc, 15 C)Specific Gravity (g/cc, 15 C)Specific Gravity (g/cc, 15 C) 1.023

Bulk Density (lb/gal, 15 C)Bulk Density (lb/gal, 15 C)Bulk Density (lb/gal, 15 C)Bulk Density (lb/gal, 15 C)Bulk Density (lb/gal, 15 C)Bulk Density (lb/gal, 15 C) 8.54

Water SolubilityWater SolubilityWater SolubilityWater SolubilityWater SolubilityWater Solubility Soluble in water

Solubility in other solventsSolubility in other solventsSolubility in other solventsSolubility in other solventsSolubility in other solventsSolubility in other solvents No information available

Partition coefficient: n-octanol/waterPartition coefficient: n-octanol/waterPartition coefficient: n-octanol/waterPartition coefficient: n-octanol/waterPartition coefficient: n-octanol/waterPartition coefficient: n-octanol/water No information available
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Autoignition temperatureAutoignition temperatureAutoignition temperatureAutoignition temperatureAutoignition temperatureAutoignition temperature No information available

Decomposition TemperatureDecomposition TemperatureDecomposition TemperatureDecomposition TemperatureDecomposition TemperatureDecomposition Temperature No information available

Kinematic viscosityKinematic viscosityKinematic viscosityKinematic viscosityKinematic viscosityKinematic viscosity 30  sec, Zahn Cup #2

Dynamic viscosityDynamic viscosityDynamic viscosityDynamic viscosityDynamic viscosityDynamic viscosity No information available

Molecular WeightMolecular WeightMolecular WeightMolecular WeightMolecular WeightMolecular Weight No information available

10. STABILITY AND REACTIVITY10. STABILITY AND REACTIVITY10. STABILITY AND REACTIVITY10. STABILITY AND REACTIVITY10. STABILITY AND REACTIVITY10. STABILITY AND REACTIVITY

Stability:Stability:Stability:Stability:Stability:Stability: Stable under recommended storage conditions.

Conditions to avoid:Conditions to avoid:Conditions to avoid:Conditions to avoid:Conditions to avoid:Conditions to avoid: Heat, flames and sparks.

Materials to avoid:Materials to avoid:Materials to avoid:Materials to avoid:Materials to avoid:Materials to avoid: Strong oxidizing agents.

Hazardous decomposition products:Hazardous decomposition products:Hazardous decomposition products:Hazardous decomposition products:Hazardous decomposition products:Hazardous decomposition products:None under normal use.

Hazardous Polymerization:Hazardous Polymerization:Hazardous Polymerization:Hazardous Polymerization:Hazardous Polymerization:Hazardous Polymerization: No information available.

11. TOXICOLOGICAL INFORMATION11. TOXICOLOGICAL INFORMATION11. TOXICOLOGICAL INFORMATION11. TOXICOLOGICAL INFORMATION11. TOXICOLOGICAL INFORMATION11. TOXICOLOGICAL INFORMATION

No toxicological information is available on the product.  Data obtained on components are summarized below.

Information on likely routes of exposure  Information on likely routes of exposure  Information on likely routes of exposure  Information on likely routes of exposure  Information on likely routes of exposure  Information on likely routes of exposure  

InhalationInhalationInhalationInhalationInhalationInhalation May cause irritation of respiratory tract.

Eye ContactEye ContactEye ContactEye ContactEye ContactEye Contact Irritating to eyes.

Skin ContactSkin ContactSkin ContactSkin ContactSkin ContactSkin Contact Irritating to skin.

IngestionIngestionIngestionIngestionIngestionIngestion Ingestion may cause gastrointestinal irritation, nausea, vomiting and diarrhea.

Chemical NameChemical NameChemical NameChemical NameChemical NameChemical Name LD50 OralLD50 OralLD50 OralLD50 OralLD50 OralLD50 Oral LD50 DermalLD50 DermalLD50 DermalLD50 DermalLD50 DermalLD50 Dermal LC50 InhalationLC50 InhalationLC50 InhalationLC50 InhalationLC50 InhalationLC50 Inhalation
Ethylene glycol monobutyl ether = 470 mg/kg  ( Rat )

Oral LD50 Rat 470 mg/kg
(Source: NLM_CIP)

= 99 mg/kg  ( Rabbit )
Dermal LD50 Rabbit 99

mg/kg (Source:
JAPAN_GHS)

= 450 ppm  ( Rat ) 4 h
Inhalation LC50 Rat 450

ppm 4 h (Source:
NLM_CIP)

Ammonia = 350 mg/kg  ( Rat )
Oral LD50 Rat 350 mg/kg
(aqueous solution, Source:

OECD_SIDS)

- = 2000 ppm  ( Rat ) 4 h
Inhalation LC50 Rat

2000 ppm 4 h (Source:
NLM_CIP)

Delayed and immediate effects as well as chronic effects from short and long-term exposure  Delayed and immediate effects as well as chronic effects from short and long-term exposure  Delayed and immediate effects as well as chronic effects from short and long-term exposure  Delayed and immediate effects as well as chronic effects from short and long-term exposure  Delayed and immediate effects as well as chronic effects from short and long-term exposure  Delayed and immediate effects as well as chronic effects from short and long-term exposure  

CarcinogenicityCarcinogenicityCarcinogenicityCarcinogenicityCarcinogenicityCarcinogenicity The table below indicates whether each agency has listed any ingredient as a
carcinogen
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Chemical NameChemical NameChemical NameChemical NameChemical NameChemical Name IARC CarcinogensIARC CarcinogensIARC CarcinogensIARC CarcinogensIARC CarcinogensIARC Carcinogens NTPNTPNTPNTPNTPNTP OSHA -OSHA -OSHA -OSHA -OSHA -OSHA -
Select CarcinogensSelect CarcinogensSelect CarcinogensSelect CarcinogensSelect CarcinogensSelect Carcinogens

Ethylene glycol monobutyl ether Group 3 Not listed Not listed
Ammonia Not listed Not listed Not listed

SensitizationSensitizationSensitizationSensitizationSensitizationSensitization No information available.

Mutagenic effects:Mutagenic effects:Mutagenic effects:Mutagenic effects:Mutagenic effects:Mutagenic effects: No information available.

Reproductive ToxicityReproductive ToxicityReproductive ToxicityReproductive ToxicityReproductive ToxicityReproductive Toxicity No information available.

Developmental ToxicityDevelopmental ToxicityDevelopmental ToxicityDevelopmental ToxicityDevelopmental ToxicityDevelopmental Toxicity No information available.

TeratogenicTeratogenicTeratogenicTeratogenicTeratogenicTeratogenic No information available.

Specific target organ systemicSpecific target organ systemicSpecific target organ systemicSpecific target organ systemicSpecific target organ systemicSpecific target organ systemic
toxicity (single exposure)toxicity (single exposure)toxicity (single exposure)toxicity (single exposure)toxicity (single exposure)toxicity (single exposure)

No information available.

Specific target organ systemicSpecific target organ systemicSpecific target organ systemicSpecific target organ systemicSpecific target organ systemicSpecific target organ systemic
toxicity (repeated exposure)toxicity (repeated exposure)toxicity (repeated exposure)toxicity (repeated exposure)toxicity (repeated exposure)toxicity (repeated exposure)

No information available.

Aspiration hazardAspiration hazardAspiration hazardAspiration hazardAspiration hazardAspiration hazard Based on viscosity and/or components, not expected to be an aspiration hazard.

Additional information on toxicological effectsAdditional information on toxicological effectsAdditional information on toxicological effectsAdditional information on toxicological effectsAdditional information on toxicological effectsAdditional information on toxicological effects
No information available

12. ECOLOGICAL INFORMATION12. ECOLOGICAL INFORMATION12. ECOLOGICAL INFORMATION12. ECOLOGICAL INFORMATION12. ECOLOGICAL INFORMATION12. ECOLOGICAL INFORMATION

Harmful to aquatic life

Chemical NameChemical NameChemical NameChemical NameChemical NameChemical Name Ecotoxicity - Fish SpeciesEcotoxicity - Fish SpeciesEcotoxicity - Fish SpeciesEcotoxicity - Fish SpeciesEcotoxicity - Fish SpeciesEcotoxicity - Fish Species
Data:Data:Data:Data:Data:Data:

Ecotoxicity - FreshwaterEcotoxicity - FreshwaterEcotoxicity - FreshwaterEcotoxicity - FreshwaterEcotoxicity - FreshwaterEcotoxicity - Freshwater
Algae Data:Algae Data:Algae Data:Algae Data:Algae Data:Algae Data:

Ecotoxicity - Water FleaEcotoxicity - Water FleaEcotoxicity - Water FleaEcotoxicity - Water FleaEcotoxicity - Water FleaEcotoxicity - Water Flea
Data:Data:Data:Data:Data:Data:

Ethylene glycol monobutyl ether = 1490 mg/L LC50 =
2950 mg/L LC50

>1000mg/L EC50 (Daphnia magna -
24h) = 1698 - 1940

mg/L
EC50 (Daphnia magna -

48h) = 1000 mg/L
Ammonia = 0.44 mg/L LC50  0.26 -

4.6 mg/L LC50 = 1.17
mg/L LC50  0.73 - 2.35
mg/L LC50 = 5.9 mg/L

LC50 > 1.5 mg/L LC50 =
1.19 mg/L LC50

=25.4mg/L LC50 (Daphnia magna -
48h) = 25.4 mg/L

19.29% of the mixture consists of components(s) of unknown hazards to the aquatic environment

Persistence and DegradabilityPersistence and DegradabilityPersistence and DegradabilityPersistence and DegradabilityPersistence and DegradabilityPersistence and Degradability No information available.

BioaccumulationBioaccumulationBioaccumulationBioaccumulationBioaccumulationBioaccumulation No information available.

Chemical NameChemical NameChemical NameChemical NameChemical NameChemical Name Octanol/water partition coefficientOctanol/water partition coefficientOctanol/water partition coefficientOctanol/water partition coefficientOctanol/water partition coefficientOctanol/water partition coefficient
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Ethylene glycol monobutyl ether 0.81
Ammonia -1.14

Mobility:Mobility:Mobility:Mobility:Mobility:Mobility: No data available

Ozone:Ozone:Ozone:Ozone:Ozone:Ozone: No data available

13. DISPOSAL CONSIDERATIONS13. DISPOSAL CONSIDERATIONS13. DISPOSAL CONSIDERATIONS13. DISPOSAL CONSIDERATIONS13. DISPOSAL CONSIDERATIONS13. DISPOSAL CONSIDERATIONS

Waste from residues/unusedWaste from residues/unusedWaste from residues/unusedWaste from residues/unusedWaste from residues/unusedWaste from residues/unused
products:products:products:products:products:products:

Waste disposal must be in accordance with appropriate Federal, State, and local
regulations. This product, if unaltered by use, may be disposed of by treatment at a
permitted facility or as advised by your local hazardous waste regulatory authority.

Contaminated packaging:Contaminated packaging:Contaminated packaging:Contaminated packaging:Contaminated packaging:Contaminated packaging: Do not re-use empty containers

Methods for cleaning up:Methods for cleaning up:Methods for cleaning up:Methods for cleaning up:Methods for cleaning up:Methods for cleaning up: Soak up with inert absorbent material (e.g. sand, silica gel, acid binder, universal
binder, sawdust) Sweep up and shovel into suitable containers for disposal

14. TRANSPORT INFORMATION14. TRANSPORT INFORMATION14. TRANSPORT INFORMATION14. TRANSPORT INFORMATION14. TRANSPORT INFORMATION14. TRANSPORT INFORMATION

U. S. DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION:  U. S. DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION:  U. S. DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION:  U. S. DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION:  U. S. DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION:  U. S. DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION:  
Proper shipping name:Proper shipping name:Proper shipping name:Proper shipping name:Proper shipping name:Proper shipping name: Not regulated

TDG (CANADA):  TDG (CANADA):  TDG (CANADA):  TDG (CANADA):  TDG (CANADA):  TDG (CANADA):  
Proper shipping name:Proper shipping name:Proper shipping name:Proper shipping name:Proper shipping name:Proper shipping name: Not regulated

IMDG/IMO:  IMDG/IMO:  IMDG/IMO:  IMDG/IMO:  IMDG/IMO:  IMDG/IMO:  
Proper shipping name:Proper shipping name:Proper shipping name:Proper shipping name:Proper shipping name:Proper shipping name: Not regulated

IATA/ICAO:  IATA/ICAO:  IATA/ICAO:  IATA/ICAO:  IATA/ICAO:  IATA/ICAO:  
Proper shipping name:Proper shipping name:Proper shipping name:Proper shipping name:Proper shipping name:Proper shipping name: Not regulated

15. REGULATORY INFORMATION15. REGULATORY INFORMATION15. REGULATORY INFORMATION15. REGULATORY INFORMATION15. REGULATORY INFORMATION15. REGULATORY INFORMATION

Federal Regulations Federal Regulations Federal Regulations Federal Regulations Federal Regulations Federal Regulations 

OSHA Hazard CommunicationOSHA Hazard CommunicationOSHA Hazard CommunicationOSHA Hazard CommunicationOSHA Hazard CommunicationOSHA Hazard Communication
Standard:Standard:Standard:Standard:Standard:Standard:

This product is considered to be hazardous under the OSHA Hazard Communication
Standard.

CERCLA/SARA Information: CERCLA/SARA Information: CERCLA/SARA Information: CERCLA/SARA Information: CERCLA/SARA Information: CERCLA/SARA Information: 

SARA (311, 312) hazard class:SARA (311, 312) hazard class:SARA (311, 312) hazard class:SARA (311, 312) hazard class:SARA (311, 312) hazard class:SARA (311, 312) hazard class: See GHS Classification in Section 2 for hazard class information.

Chemical NameChemical NameChemical NameChemical NameChemical NameChemical Name Hazardous SubstancesHazardous SubstancesHazardous SubstancesHazardous SubstancesHazardous SubstancesHazardous Substances
and RQsand RQsand RQsand RQsand RQsand RQs

Extremely HazardousExtremely HazardousExtremely HazardousExtremely HazardousExtremely HazardousExtremely Hazardous
Substances and TPQsSubstances and TPQsSubstances and TPQsSubstances and TPQsSubstances and TPQsSubstances and TPQs

SARA 313 EmissionSARA 313 EmissionSARA 313 EmissionSARA 313 EmissionSARA 313 EmissionSARA 313 Emission
ReportingReportingReportingReportingReportingReporting

Ethylene glycol monobutyl ether Not listed Not listed 1.0 %
Ammonia 100 lb 500 lb 1.0 %
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Clean Air and Clean Water Acts: Clean Air and Clean Water Acts: Clean Air and Clean Water Acts: Clean Air and Clean Water Acts: Clean Air and Clean Water Acts: Clean Air and Clean Water Acts: 

Chemical NameChemical NameChemical NameChemical NameChemical NameChemical Name Hazardous AirHazardous AirHazardous AirHazardous AirHazardous AirHazardous Air
PollutantsPollutantsPollutantsPollutantsPollutantsPollutants

CWA - HazardousCWA - HazardousCWA - HazardousCWA - HazardousCWA - HazardousCWA - Hazardous
SubstancesSubstancesSubstancesSubstancesSubstancesSubstances

CWA - ToxicCWA - ToxicCWA - ToxicCWA - ToxicCWA - ToxicCWA - Toxic
PollutantsPollutantsPollutantsPollutantsPollutantsPollutants

CWA - PriorityCWA - PriorityCWA - PriorityCWA - PriorityCWA - PriorityCWA - Priority
PollutantsPollutantsPollutantsPollutantsPollutantsPollutants

Ethylene glycol monobutyl ether Exempt Not listed Not listed Not listed
Ammonia Not listed Listed Not listed Not listed

U.S. STATE REGULATIONS (RTK): U.S. STATE REGULATIONS (RTK): U.S. STATE REGULATIONS (RTK): U.S. STATE REGULATIONS (RTK): U.S. STATE REGULATIONS (RTK): U.S. STATE REGULATIONS (RTK): 

Chemical NameChemical NameChemical NameChemical NameChemical NameChemical Name CaliforniaCaliforniaCaliforniaCaliforniaCaliforniaCalifornia
Proposition 65Proposition 65Proposition 65Proposition 65Proposition 65Proposition 65

PARTKPARTKPARTKPARTKPARTKPARTK MI CriticalMI CriticalMI CriticalMI CriticalMI CriticalMI Critical
MaterialsMaterialsMaterialsMaterialsMaterialsMaterials

NJRTKNJRTKNJRTKNJRTKNJRTKNJRTK MARTKMARTKMARTKMARTKMARTKMARTK

Ethylene glycol
monobutyl ether

Not Listed Present
Environmental

hazard

Not Listed 0275 3138 Present

Ammonia Not Listed Environmental
hazard

Not Listed 0084 Extraordinarily
hazardous

California Proposition 65 Status:  California Proposition 65 Status:  California Proposition 65 Status:  California Proposition 65 Status:  California Proposition 65 Status:  California Proposition 65 Status:  May contain trace amounts of listed chemicals: Carbon black

CANADIAN REGULATIONS: CANADIAN REGULATIONS: CANADIAN REGULATIONS: CANADIAN REGULATIONS: CANADIAN REGULATIONS: CANADIAN REGULATIONS: 

Chemical NameChemical NameChemical NameChemical NameChemical NameChemical Name CEPA Schedule ICEPA Schedule ICEPA Schedule ICEPA Schedule ICEPA Schedule ICEPA Schedule I Challenge SubstancesChallenge SubstancesChallenge SubstancesChallenge SubstancesChallenge SubstancesChallenge Substances
Ethylene glycol monobutyl ether Listed Not listed

Ammonia Listed Not listed

INVENTORY STATUS: INVENTORY STATUS: INVENTORY STATUS: INVENTORY STATUS: INVENTORY STATUS: INVENTORY STATUS: 

United States TSCA  Inventory:United States TSCA  Inventory:United States TSCA  Inventory:United States TSCA  Inventory:United States TSCA  Inventory:United States TSCA  Inventory: This product complies with TSCA

Canada DSL/NDSL Inventory ListCanada DSL/NDSL Inventory ListCanada DSL/NDSL Inventory ListCanada DSL/NDSL Inventory ListCanada DSL/NDSL Inventory ListCanada DSL/NDSL Inventory List At least one component is not listed on the DSL or NDSL

16. OTHER INFORMATION16. OTHER INFORMATION16. OTHER INFORMATION16. OTHER INFORMATION16. OTHER INFORMATION16. OTHER INFORMATION

Sources of key data used to compileSources of key data used to compileSources of key data used to compileSources of key data used to compileSources of key data used to compileSources of key data used to compile
the data sheet:the data sheet:the data sheet:the data sheet:the data sheet:the data sheet:

Material safety data sheets of the ingredients.

Prepared by:Prepared by:Prepared by:Prepared by:Prepared by:Prepared by: Quaker Chemical Corporation -Safety, Health and Environmental Affairs Group - US

Revision Date:Revision Date:Revision Date:Revision Date:Revision Date:Revision Date: 02/21/2018
Reason for revision:Reason for revision:Reason for revision:Reason for revision:Reason for revision:Reason for revision: This data sheet contains changes from the previous version in section(s) 9.

Personal protection recommendations should be reviewed by purchasers.  Workplace conditions are important factors inPersonal protection recommendations should be reviewed by purchasers.  Workplace conditions are important factors inPersonal protection recommendations should be reviewed by purchasers.  Workplace conditions are important factors inPersonal protection recommendations should be reviewed by purchasers.  Workplace conditions are important factors inPersonal protection recommendations should be reviewed by purchasers.  Workplace conditions are important factors inPersonal protection recommendations should be reviewed by purchasers.  Workplace conditions are important factors in
specifying adequate protection.specifying adequate protection.specifying adequate protection.specifying adequate protection.specifying adequate protection.specifying adequate protection.

_______________________________________________________________________________________

015203-01 015203-01 015203-01 015203-01 015203-01 015203-01 -  QUAKERCOATQUAKERCOATQUAKERCOATQUAKERCOATQUAKERCOATQUAKERCOATÒ 317 317 317 317 317 317
CLEAR SEMIBLACKCLEAR SEMIBLACKCLEAR SEMIBLACKCLEAR SEMIBLACKCLEAR SEMIBLACKCLEAR SEMIBLACK

 9 9 9 9 9 9 /  /  /  /  /  / 101010101010 Revision Date:  Revision Date:  Revision Date:  Revision Date:  Revision Date:  Revision Date:  02/21/2018

DisclaimerDisclaimerDisclaimerDisclaimerDisclaimerDisclaimer
This product's safety information is provided to assist our customers in assessing compliance with
safety/health/environmental regulations.  The information contained herein is based on data available to us and is believed
to be accurate.  However, no warranty of merchantability, fitness for any use, or any other warranty is expressed or implied
regarding the accuracy of this data, the results to be obtained from the use thereof, or the hazards connected with the use
of the product.  Since the use of this product is within the exclusive control of the user, it is the user's obligation to
determine the conditions for safe use of the product.  Such conditions should comply with all regulations concerning the
product.  The company referenced in this Safety Data Sheet assumes no liability for any injury or damage, direct or
consequential, resulting from the use of this product unless such injury or damage is attributable to the gross negligence of



such company.

End of Safety Data SheetEnd of Safety Data SheetEnd of Safety Data SheetEnd of Safety Data SheetEnd of Safety Data SheetEnd of Safety Data Sheet

_______________________________________________________________________________________

015203-01 015203-01 015203-01 015203-01 015203-01 015203-01 -  QUAKERCOATQUAKERCOATQUAKERCOATQUAKERCOATQUAKERCOATQUAKERCOATÒ 317 317 317 317 317 317
CLEAR SEMIBLACKCLEAR SEMIBLACKCLEAR SEMIBLACKCLEAR SEMIBLACKCLEAR SEMIBLACKCLEAR SEMIBLACK

101010101010 /  /  /  /  /  / 101010101010 Revision Date:  Revision Date:  Revision Date:  Revision Date:  Revision Date:  Revision Date:  02/21/2018



TCEQ-10163 (APDG 6196v2, Revised 06/16) Table 6 
This form is for use by facilities subject to air quality permit requirements and 
may be revised periodically. Page 1 of 2 

Texas Commission on Environmental Quality 
Table 6 

Boilers and Heaters 

 

Equipment Information 

Type of Device: Diesel Heater 

Manufacturer: Mi-T-M Model Number: MH-0215-0M10 

Emission Point Number (EPN) (from Flow Diagram): HRPPWV (FINs HTR1 and HTR2) 

Fuel Characteristics (choose applicable fuel characteristics, or revise from typical values shown) 

Fuel Type Hours Use Per 
Year 

Fuel Sulfur Content 
and Units 

Higher Heating Value 
and Units 

 Natural Gas 8760 2 gr / 100 dscf 1020 Btu/scf 

 No. 2 Fuel Oil  760  131 MMBtu/1000 gal 

 Propane   91.5 MMBtu/1000 gal 

 Plant Fuel Gas    

 Landfill Gas    

 Other:     

Fuel Firing Rate 

Design Maximum: 0.2 Units (MMBtu/hr is preferred): MMBtu/hr 

Stack Parameters (not required if represented on page 2 of Table 1(a)) 

Stack Diameter (ft):  Stack Height (ft): 

Stack gas velocity  at maximum fuel flow rate (ft/second): 

Stack Gas Temperature (°F): Exhaust (scfm*): 

Exhaust Air Flow and Excess Air 

Exhaust Air Flow (scfm*): 670 

Percentage of Excess Air: 

Control Device (if present) 

Add on Control Device (type, description): 

 

  



TCEQ-10163 (APDG 6196v2, Revised 06/16) Table 6 
This form is for use by facilities subject to air quality permit requirements and 
may be revised periodically. Page 2 of 2 

Texas Commission on Environmental Quality 
Table 6 

Boilers and Heaters 

 

Characteristics of Output:  Outlet Concentrations to be used as Emission Factors (confirm applicable fuel 
characteristics, revise from typical values shown, or enter applicable value) 

Material Chemical Composition of Exit Gas Released 
(% by volume) 

 NOx 24 lb/Mgal 

 CO 5.0 lb/Mgal 

 VOC 0.2 lb/Mgal 

 Formaldehyde (should be subset of VOC)  

 SO2 0.21 lb/Mgal 

 PM/PM10/PM2.5 2.0 lb/Mgal 

 Others (such as Ammonia):  10 ppmvd at 3% O2** 

Attach an explanation on how temperature, air flow rate, excess air or other operating variables are controlled. 

* Standard Conditions: 68°F, 14.7 psia 

** Values shown are typical for natural gas fired boilers; confirm with your vendor. 
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Texas Commission on Environmental Quality
Form PI-1 General Application

General

Date: 11/7/2019
Permit #: 86860

Company: TPCO America

Version 4.0 Page 1

I agree

ZIP Code: 78404

First Name: Thomas

1712 South Staples Street
Address Line 2:

361-232-5881

D. Assigned Numbers 

CN603957036
Enter the CN. The CN is a unique number given to each business, governmental 
body, association, individual, or other entity that owns, operates, is responsible for, 
or is affiliated with a regulated entity.

Telephone Number:
Fax Number:
Email Address: thomas.haney@ghd.com

The CN and RN below are assigned when a Core Data Form is initially submitted to the Central Registry. The RN is 
also assigned if the agency has conducted an investigation or if the agency has issued an enforcement action. If 
these numbers have not yet been assigned, leave these questions blank and include a Core Data Form with your 
application submittal. See Section VI.B. below for additional information.

I. Applicant Information

Texas Secretary of State Charter/Registration 
Number (if given):

C. Technical Contact Information: This person must have the authority to make binding agreements and 
representations on behalf of the applicant and may be a consultant. Additional technical contact(s) can be 
provided in a cover letter.

A. Company Information

B. Company Official Contact Information: must not be a consultant
Prefix (Mr., Ms., Dr., etc.): Mr. 
First Name: JoAdrian
Last Name: Vara
Title: EHS Manager

Permits are issued to either the facility owner or operator, commonly referred to as the applicant or permit holder. 
List the legal name of the company, corporation, partnership, or person who is applying for the permit. We will verify 
the legal name with the Texas Secretary of State at (512) 463-5555 or at:

Company or Legal Name: TPCO America Corporation

Mailing Address: 5431 Highway 35

City:

ZIP Code:

Gregory

Last Name:

City: Corpus Christi
State: Texas 

Company or Legal Name: GHD Service, Inc.

361-885-7862
Email Address: joadrianv@tpcoamerica.com

Address Line 2:

Haney
Title:

State:

361-271-1478
Fax Number:

https://www.sos.state.tx.us

Engineer

Mailing Address:

Prefix (Mr., Ms., Dr., etc.): Mr.

78359
Telephone Number:

Texas

I acknowledge that I am submitting an authorized TCEQ application workbook and any 
necessary attachments. Except for inputting the requested data and adjusting row height 
and column width, I have not changed the TCEQ application workbook in any way, including 
but not limited to changing formulas, formatting, content, or protections.

https://www.sos.state.tx.us/


Texas Commission on Environmental Quality
Form PI-1 General Application

General

Date: 11/7/2019
Permit #: 86860

Company: TPCO America

Version 4.0 Page 2

No

Not applicable

86860

Select from the drop-down the type of action being requested for each permit type. If that permit type does not 
apply, you MUST select "Not applicable".

Provide all assigned permit numbers relevant for the project. Leave blank if the permit number has not yet been 
assigned.

https://www.tceq.texas.gov/permitting/air/guidance/authorize.html

Renewal/Amendment

Permit Type

A. Permit and Action Type (multiple may be selected, leave no blanks)

Special Permit: Not applicable, Amendment, 
Renewal,  Renewal Certification, 
Renewal/Amendment, Alteration, Extension to 
Start of Construction

III. Permit Information

De Minimis: Not applicable, Initial Not applicable

Not applicable

PSD: Not applicable, Initial, Major Modification

This cell intentionally left blank

Minor NSR (can be a Title V major source): Not 
applicable, Initial, Amendment, Renewal, 
Renewal Certification, Renewal/Amendment, 
Relocation/Alteration, Change of Location, 
Alteration, Extension to Start of Construction

Additional information regarding the different NSR authorizations can be found at:

RN106224447

Nonattainment: Not applicable, Initial, Major 
Modification

Flexible: Not applicable, Initial, Amendment, 
Renewal,  Renewal Certification, 
Renewal/Amendment, Alteration, Extension to 
Start of Construction

Not applicable

Action Type Requested
(do not leave blank)

Does the applicant have unpaid delinquent fees and/or penalties owed to the TCEQ?
This form will not be processed until all delinquent fees and/or penalties owed to the TCEQ or the 
Office of the Attorney General on behalf of the TCEQ are paid in accordance with the Delinquent 
Fee and Penalty Protocol. For more information regarding Delinquent Fees and Penalties, go to the 
TCEQ Web site at:
https://www.tceq.texas.gov/agency/financial/fees/delin

II. Delinquent Fees and Penalties
This cell intentionally left blank

Not applicable

Permit Number (if assigned)

Enter the RN. The RN is a unique agency assigned number given to each person, 
organization, place, or thing that is of environmental interest to us and where 
regulated activities will occur. The RN replaces existing air account numbers. The 
RN for portable units is assigned to the unit itself, and that same RN should be 
used when applying for authorization at a different location.

HAP Major Source [FCAA § 112(g)]: Not 
applicable, Initial, Major Modification
PAL: Not applicable, Initial, Amendment, 
Renewal, Renewal/Amendment, Alteration
GHG PSD: Not applicable, Initial, Major 
Modification, Voluntary Update

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

https://www.tceq.texas.gov/permitting/air/guidance/authorize.html
https://www.tceq.texas.gov/agency/financial/fees/delin


Texas Commission on Environmental Quality
Form PI-1 General Application

General

Date: 11/7/2019
Permit #: 86860

Company: TPCO America

Version 4.0 Page 3

No

Yes

D. Incorporation of Standard Permits, Standard Exemptions, and/or Permits By Rule (PBR)

E. Associated Federal Operating Permits

No

Will NSR permits be consolidated into this permit with this action?

No

Include all sources from consolidated permits in this surviving Form PI-1 General Application. If the permit to be 
consolidated into this one has a renewal date in six years or less, submit a separate Form PI-1 General Application 
for that permit's renewal.

Will this permit be consolidated into another NSR permit with this action?

To ensure protectiveness, previously issued authorizations (standard permits, standard exemptions, or PBRs) 
including those for MSS, are incorporated into a permit either by consolidation or by reference. At the time of 
renewal and/or amendment, consolidation (in some cases) may be voluntary and referencing is mandatory. More 
guidance regarding incorporation can be found in 30 TAC § 116.116(d)(2), 30 TAC § 116.615(3) and in this memo:

https://www.tceq.texas.gov/assets/public/permitting/air/memos/pbr_spc06.pdf

If Yes, list the permit numbers to be consolidated. 100133

C. Consolidating NSR Permits

How are/will MSS activities for sources associated 
with this project be authorized? This permit

Are there any standard permits, standard exemptions, or PBRs to 
be incorporated by reference?

Are there any PBR, standard exemptions, or standard permits 
associated to be incorporated by consolidation? Note: Emission 
calculations, a BACT analysis, and an impacts analysis must be 
attached to this application at the time of submittal for any 
authorization to be incorporated by consolidation.

B.  MSS Activities

http://www.tceq.texas.gov/assets/public/permitting/air/memos/pbr_spc06.pdf


Texas Commission on Environmental Quality
Form PI-1 General Application

General

Date: 11/7/2019
Permit #: 86860

Company: TPCO America

Version 4.0 Page 4

Yes

No

No

Gregory

No

TPCO America

5431 Highway 35

Pipe Manufacturing

78359

Street Address:

097:16:11

Site Location Description: If there is no street 
address, provide written driving directions to the 
site. Identify the location by distance and direction 
from well-known landmarks such as major 
highway intersections.

A. Location
IV. Facility Location and General Information

TCEQ Region Region 14

027:55:12

Use USGS maps, county maps prepared by the Texas Department of Transportation, or an online software 
application such as Google Earth to find the latitude and longitude.

San Patricio

Area Name: Must indicate the general type of 
operation, process, equipment or facility. Include 
numerical designations, if appropriate. Examples 
are Sulfuric Acid Plant and No. 5 Steam Boiler. 
Vague names such as Chemical Plant are not 
acceptable.

County attainment status as of Sept. 23, 2019

Is a SOP or GOP review pending for this source, area, or site?

3660

This cell intentionally left blank

Is this a project for a lead smelter, concrete crushing facility, and/or a hazardous waste 
management facility?

County: Enter the county where the facility is 
physically located. 

attainment or unclassified for all pollutants

B. General Information

Is this facility located at a site required to obtain a site operating permit (SOP) or general 
operating permit (GOP)?

If required to obtain a SOP or GOP, list all 
associated permit number(s). If no associated 
permit number has been assigned yet, enter 
"TBD":

Site Name:

Are there any schools located within 3,000 feet of 
the site boundary?

City: If the address is not located in a city, then 
enter the city or town closest to the facility, even if 
it is not in the same county as the facility.
ZIP Code: Include the ZIP Code of the physical 
facility site, not the ZIP Code of the applicant's 
mailing address. 

Longitude (in degrees, minutes, and nearest 
second (DDD:MM:SS)) for the street address or 
the destination point of the driving directions. 
Longitude is the angular distance of a location 
west of the prime meridian and will always be 
between 93 and 107 degrees west (W) in Texas.

Latitude (in degrees, minutes, and nearest second 
(DDD:MM:SS)) for the street address or the 
destination point of the driving directions. Latitude 
is the angular distance of a location north of the 
equator and will always be between 25 and 37 
degrees north (N) in Texas.



Texas Commission on Environmental Quality
Form PI-1 General Application

General

Date: 11/7/2019
Permit #: 86860

Company: TPCO America

Version 4.0 Page 5

No

Yes

No

This cell intentionally left blank

C. Enforcement Projects
Projected Start of Operation:

Representative J.M. Lozano

3312Principal SIC code:

District: 21

B. Project Timing

A. Description
V. Project Information

43District:
State Representative:

This cell intentionally left blank

VI. Application Materials

A. Confidential Application Materials
Is confidential information submitted with this application?

https://www.naics.com/sic-codes-industry-drilldown/

Principal Company Product/Business:

Authorization must be obtained for many projects before beginning construction. Construction is broadly interpreted 
as anything other than site clearance or site preparation. Enter the date as "Month Date, Year" (e.g. July 4, 1776).

Will sources in this project be authorized to operate 8760 hours per year?

This project will serve to renew/amend Permit 86860 and incorporate Permit 
100133. Specifically, TPCO requests to: authorize emissions for labelling pipes 
at EPNs HRPPWV and PCLWV; update coating material at EPN UVCS4; 
authorize two diesel heaters; update emissions factors, maximum flow rate, stack 
diameter, and location for EPN HRLDS; remove EPNs MPFS, GWTF, RSWTF, 
and RSCCT; update locations of emissions points/air compressor building; and 
update pipe rolling workshop/building dimensions. 

Is this application in response to, or related to, an agency investigation, notice of violation, or 
enforcement action?

NA

Provide a brief description of the 
project that is requested. (Limited 
to 500 characters). 

A list of SIC codes can be found at:

All representations regarding construction plans and operation procedures contained in the permit application shall 
be conditions upon which the permit is issued. (30 TAC § 116.116)

State Senator:

NAICS codes and conversions between NAICS and SIC Codes are available at:

Senator Judith Zaffirini

https://www.census.gov/eos/www/naics/

E. State Senator and Representative for this site

https://wrm.capitol.texas.gov/
This information can be found at (note, the website is not compatible to Internet Explorer):

D. Industry Type
Pipe Manufacturing

C. Portable Facility

331111Principal NAICS code:

Permanent

D. Operating Schedule

Projected Start of Construction: NA

Permanent or portable facility?

https://www.naics.com/sic-codes-industry-drilldown/
http://www.census.gov/eos/www/naics/
https://fyi.capitol.texas.gov/Home.aspx


Texas Commission on Environmental Quality
Form PI-1 General Application

General

Date: 11/7/2019
Permit #: 86860

Company: TPCO America

Version 4.0 Page 6

No

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

N/A

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

N/A

N/A

Is the area map a current map with a true north arrow, an accurate scale, the entire plant property, 
the location of the property relative to prominent geographical features including, but not limited to, 
highways, roads, streams, and significant landmarks such as buildings, residences, schools, parks, 
hospitals, day care centers, and churches?

Are emission rates and associated calculations for planned MSS facilities and related activities 
attached?

D. Is a plot plan attached?
Does your plot plan clearly show a north arrow, an accurate scale, all property lines, all emission 
points, buildings, tanks, process vessels, other process equipment, and two bench mark locations?

Does your plot plan identify all emission points on the affected property, including all emission 
points authorized by other air authorizations, construction permits, PBRs, special permits, and 
standard permits?
Did you include a table of emission points indicating the authorization type and authorization 
identifier, such as a permit number, registration number, or rule citation under which each emission 
point is currently authorized?
E. Is a process flow diagram attached?
Is the process flow diagram sufficiently descriptive so the permit reviewer can determine the raw 
materials to be used in the process; all major processing steps and major equipment items; 
individual emission points associated with each process step; the location and identification of all 
emission abatement devices; and the location and identification of all waste streams (including 
wastewater streams that may have associated air emissions)?
F. Is a process description attached?
Does the process description emphasize where the emissions are generated, why the emissions 
must be generated, what air pollution controls are used (including process design features that 
minimize emissions), and where the emissions enter the atmosphere?

G. Are detailed calculations attached? Calculations must be provided for each source with 
new or changing emission rates. For example, a new source, changing emission factors, 
decreasing emissions, consolidated sources, etc. You do not need to submit calculations for 
sources which are not changing emission rates with this project. Please note: the preferred 
format is an electronic workbook (such as Excel) with all formulas viewable for review. It can 
be emailed with the submittal of this application workbook.

Does the process description also explain how the facility or facilities will be operating when the 
maximum possible emissions are produced?

C. Is a current area map attached?

Does the map show a 3,000-foot radius from the property boundary?

https://www.tceq.texas.gov/assets/public/permitting/centralregistry/10400.docx
B. Is the Core Data Form (Form 10400) attached?

H. Is a material balance (Table 2, Form 10155) attached?

https://www.tceq.texas.gov/assets/public/permitting/centralregistry/10400.docx


Texas Commission on Environmental Quality
Form PI-1 General Application

General

Date: 11/7/2019
Permit #: 86860

Company: TPCO America

Version 4.0 Page 7

N/A

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

Name:

Signature:

Date:

The signature below confirms that I have knowledge of the facts included in this application and that these 
facts are true and correct to the best of my knowledge and belief. I further state that to the best of my 
knowledge and belief, the project for which application is made will not in any way violate any provision of 
the Texas Water Code (TWC), Chapter 7; the Texas Health and Safety Code, Chapter 382; the Texas Clean 
Air Act (TCAA); the air quality rules of the Texas Commission on Environmental Quality; or any local 
governmental ordinance or resolution enacted pursuant to the TCAA. I further state that I understand my 
signature indicates that this application meets all applicable nonattainment, prevention of significant 
deterioration, or major source of hazardous air pollutant permitting requirements. The signature further 
signifies awareness that intentionally or knowingly making or causing to be made false material statements 
or representations in the application is a criminal offense subject to criminal penalties. 

JoAdrian Vara

Original signature is required.
November 7, 2019

VII. Signature

J. Is a discussion of state regulatory requirements attached, addressing 30 TAC Chapters 
101, 111, 112, 113, 115, and 117?
For all applicable chapters, does the discussion include how the facility will comply with the 
requirements of the chapter?
For all not applicable chapters, does the discussion include why the chapter is not applicable?
K. Are all other required tables, calculations, and descriptions attached?

I. Is a list of MSS activities attached?

This cell intentionally left blank

The owner or operator of the facility must apply for authority to construct. The appropriate company official (owner, 
plant manager, president, vice president, or environmental director) must sign all copies of the application. The 
applicant’s consultant cannot sign the application. Important Note: Signatures must be original in ink, not 
reproduced by photocopy, fax, or other means, and must be received before any permit is issued.
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N/A

Yes

No

No

No

Yes
Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Is the facility being operated in accordance with all requirements and conditions of the existing 
permit, including representations in the application for permit to construct and subsequent 
amendments, and any previously granted renewal, unless otherwise authorized for a qualified 
facility?

Have any qualified facility changes under 30 TAC § 116.116(e) occurred since originally issued or 
last renewed?

Construction of a new emission source?
The emission of new chemical species or a change in character of emissions?

Are there any permit actions pending before the TCEQ?

I. Type of Permit Renewal and Associated Actions

This cell intentionally left blank

A. Current Operations

B. Changes Made Since Last Amendment or Renewal
Have any of the following changes been made to or proposed for the facilities covered by this permit since it was 
last amended or renewed and are not currently authorized by a PBR, standard permit, or other authorization? 

       

Do all dockside vessel emissions associated with the facility comply with all rules and regulations of 
the commission and with the intent of the TCAA, including protection of the health and property of 
the public and minimization of emissions to the extent possible, consistent with good air pollution 
practices? (30 TAC § 116.311(a)(1))

Have emission factors changed since the last permitting action?

If "yes" to any question in Section B above is selected, a concurrent permit amendment is required before 
the permit can be renewed.

An increase in emission rates on a short term or annual basis? (This includes increases of a criteria 
pollutant as well as increases of a chemical species.)
A change in the method of emission control if the emission control is a source itself, such as a 
thermal oxidizer or flare?
Are new pollutants being added in the renewal process, not currently listed in the permit?

If applicable, list applicable 
subparts you will demonstrate 
compliance with (e.g. Subpart M)

Subpart A, Subpart AAa, Subpart Dc

B. Title 40 CFR Part 61

II. Federal Regulatory Questions
Indicate if any of the following requirements apply to the proposed facility. Note that some federal regulations apply 
to minor sources. Enter all applicable Subparts.
A. Title 40 CFR Part 60
Do NSPS subpart(s) apply to a 
facility in this application? Yes
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C. Title 40 CFR Part 63

Do NESHAP subpart(s) apply to a 
facility in this application? No

Do MACT subpart(s) apply to a 
facility in this application? Yes

If applicable, list applicable 
subparts  you will demonstrate 
compliance with (e.g. Subpart 
VVVV)

Subpart A, Subpart YYYYY, Subpart HHHHHH

This cell intentionally left blank
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This cell intentionally left blank

NoIs this a project for a concrete batch plant?
E. Concrete Batch Plants
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Yes

No

No

No

https://www.tceq.texas.gov/toxicology/apwl/apwl.html
Is the proposed facility located in a watch list area?

D. Mass Emissions Cap and Trade

Does this project require an impacts analysis?

Is this facility located at a site within the Houston/Galveston nonattainment area (Brazoria, 
Chambers, Fort Bend, Galveston, Harris, Liberty, Montgomery, and Waller Counties)?

This cell intentionally left blank

IX. Emissions Review
A. Impacts Analysis
Any change that results in an increase in off-property concentrations of air contaminants requires an air quality 
impacts demonstration. Information regarding the air quality impacts demonstration must be provided with the 
application and show compliance with all state and federal requirements. Detailed requirements for the information 
necessary to make the demonstration are listed on the Impacts sheet of this workbook.

B. Disaster Review
If the proposed facility will handle sufficient quantities of certain chemicals which, if released accidentally, would 
cause off-property impacts that could be immediately dangerous to life and health, a disaster review analysis may 
be required as part of the application. Contact the appropriate NSR permitting section for assistance at (512) 239-
1250. Additional Guidance can be found at:
https://www.tceq.texas.gov/assets/public/permitting/air/Guidance/NewSourceReview/disrev-factsheet.pdf
Does this application involve any air contaminants for which a disaster review is required?

C. Air Pollutant Watch List
Certain areas of the state have concentrations of specific pollutants that are of concern. The TCEQ has designated 
these portions of the state as watch list areas. Location of a facility in a watch list area could result in additional 
restrictions on emissions of the affected air pollutant(s) or additional permit requirements. The location of the areas 
and pollutants of interest can be found at:

http://www.tceq.texas.gov/toxicology/apwl/apwl.html
https://www.tceq.texas.gov/assets/public/permitting/air/Guidance/NewSourceReview/disrev-factsheet.pdf
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Action Requested (only 
1 action per FIN)

Include these 
emissions in 
annual (tpy) 
summary?

Facility ID 
Number (FIN)

Emission Point 
Number (EPN) Source Name Pollutant

Current Short-
Term (lb/hr)

Current Long-
Term (tpy)

Consolidated
Current Short-
Term (lb/hr)

Consolidated 
Current Long-
Term (tpy)

Proposed 
Short-Term 
(lb/hr)

Proposed Long-
Term (tpy)

Short-Term 
Difference 
(lb/hr)

Long-Term 
Difference (tpy)

Unit Type (Used for reviewing BACT and 
Monitoring Requirements)

Unit Type Notes (only if "other" unit type in Column 
O)

Renew only Yes LW LWS
Lime Warehouse and 
Alloy Aggregate 
Baghouse Stack

PM 5.98 26.17 5.98 26.17 0 0 Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse

PM10 5.98 26.17 5.98 26.17 0 0
PM2.5 5.98 26.17 5.98 26.17 0 0

Renew only Yes LSTBS LSTBS LF and Stock Tank  
Baghouse Stack PM 4.54 19.89 4.54 19.89 0 0 Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse

PM10 4.54 19.89 4.54 19.89 0 0
PM2.5 4.54 19.89 4.54 19.89 0 0
Cd 0.001 0.004 0.001 0.004 0 0
Cr 0.006 0.02 0.006 0.02 0 0
Pb 0.04 0.17 0.04 0.17 0 0
Mn 0.03 0.15 0.03 0.15 0 0
Hg 0.0001 0.0004 0.0001 0.0004 0 0
Si 0.005 0.02 0.005 0.02 0 0
Zn 0.28 1.23 0.28 1.23 0 0

Renew only Yes EAF EBS EAF Baghouse Stack NOx 44.64 137.24 44.64 137.24 0 0 Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse
CO 595.24 1829.82 595.24 1829.82 0 0
VOC 44.64 137.24 44.64 137.24 0 0
SO2 89.29 274.47 89.29 274.47 0 0
PMtotal 20.18 88.38 20.18 88.38 0 0
PM10 total 20.18 88.38 20.18 88.38 0 0
PM2.5 20.18 88.38 20.18 88.38 0 0
PMfront half 15.13 66.28 15.13 66.28 0 0
PM10 front half 15.13 66.28 15.13 66.28 0 0
Cd 0.004 0.02 0.004 0.02 0 0
Cr 0.02 0.11 0.02 0.11 0 0
Pb 0.17 0.74 0.17 0.74 0 0
Mn 0.15 0.67 0.15 0.67 0 0
Hg 0.0004 0.002 0.0004 0.002 0 0
Si 0.02 0.08 0.02 0.08 0 0
Zn 1.24 5.45 1.24 5.45 0 0

Renew only Yes RHF RHFS Rotary Hearth Furnace 
Stack NOx 44.63 67.91 44.63 67.91 0 0 Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

CO 36.75 55.93 36.75 55.93 0 0
VOC 2.41 3.66 2.41 3.66 0 0
SO2 0.26 0.4 0.26 0.4 0 0
PM 3.33 5.06 3.33 5.06 0 0
PM10 3.33 5.06 3.33 5.06 0 0
PM2.5 3.33 5.06 3.33 5.06 0 0

Remove Yes MPF MPFS Mandrel Preheat 
Furnace Stack NOx 1.33 5.83 -1.33 -5.83 Furnace: ≤ 40 MMBtu/hr

CO 1.12 4.9 -1.12 -4.9
VOC 0.07 0.32 -0.07 -0.32
SO2 <0.01 0.03 -0.01 -0.03
PM 0.1 0.44 -0.1 -0.44
PM10 0.1 0.44 -0.1 -0.44

Renew only Yes QF QFS Quench Furnace Stack NOx 6.85 11.89 6.85 11.89 0 0 Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

CO 5.75 9.99 5.75 9.99 0 0
VOC 0.38 0.65 0.38 0.65 0 0
SO2 0.04 0.07 0.04 0.07 0 0
PM 0.52 0.9 0.52 0.9 0 0
PM10 0.52 0.9 0.52 0.9 0 0
PM2.5 0.52 0.9 0.52 0.9 0 0

Renew only Yes TF TFS Tempering Furnace 
Stack NOx 5.71 9.51 5.71 9.51 0 0 Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

CO 4.79 7.99 4.79 7.99 0 0
VOC 0.31 0.52 0.31 0.52 0 0
SO2 0.03 0.06 0.03 0.06 0 0
PM 0.43 0.72 0.43 0.72 0 0
PM10 0.43 0.72 0.43 0.72 0 0
PM2.5 0.43 0.72 0.43 0.72 0 0

Renew only Yes VDB VDBS VD Boiler Stack NOx 4.01 7.58 4.01 7.58 0 0 Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr
CO 3.37 6.37 3.37 6.37 0 0
VOC 0.22 0.42 0.22 0.42 0 0
SO2 0.02 0.05 0.02 0.05 0 0
PM 0.3 0.58 0.3 0.58 0 0
PM10 0.3 0.58 0.3 0.58 0 0
PM2.5 0.3 0.58 0.3 0.58 0 0

Renew only Yes RG SMWV Round Grinding PM 0.00000026 0.000001 0.00000026 0.000001 0 0 Fugitives: Building
PM10 0.00000026 0.000001 0.00000026 0.000001 0 0
PM2.5 0.00000026 0.000001 0.00000026 0.000001 0 0

Renew only Yes TCR SMWV Torch Cutting Removal PM 0.0000001 0.0000006 0.0000001 0.0000006 0 0 Fugitives: Building

PM10 0.0000001 0.0000006 0.0000001 0.0000006 0 0
PM2.5 0.0000001 0.0000006 0.0000001 0.0000006 0 0

Renew only Yes IDPSS SMWV Indoor Drop Points, 
Scrap Steel PM 0.000290232 0.00096741 0.000290232 0.00096741 0 0 Fugitives: Building

PM10 0.000137272 0.000457559 0.000137272 0.000457559 0 0
PM2.5 0.000137272 0.000457559 0.000137272 0.000457559 0 0

Renew only Yes IDPSR1 SMWV

Indoor Drop Point, 
spent refractory and 
other waste storage pile
1

PM 4.30038E-05 0.000161993 4.30038E-05 0.000161993 0 0 Fugitives: Building

PM10 2.03396E-05 7.66182E-05 2.03396E-05 7.66182E-05 0 0
PM2.5 2.03396E-05 7.66182E-05 2.03396E-05 7.66182E-05 0 0

Renew only Yes IDPS1 SMWV Indoor Drop Point, slag-
1 PM 4.77481E-05 0.000148589 4.77481E-05 0.000148589 0 0 Fugitives: Building

this cell is intentionally left blank

This cell intentionally left blank
Mechanical / Agricultural / ConstructionPermit primary industry (must be selected for workbook to function)
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Action Requested (only 
1 action per FIN)

Include these 
emissions in 
annual (tpy) 
summary?

Facility ID 
Number (FIN)

Emission Point 
Number (EPN) Source Name Pollutant

Current Short-
Term (lb/hr)

Current Long-
Term (tpy)

Consolidated
Current Short-
Term (lb/hr)

Consolidated 
Current Long-
Term (tpy)

Proposed 
Short-Term 
(lb/hr)

Proposed Long-
Term (tpy)

Short-Term 
Difference 
(lb/hr)

Long-Term 
Difference (tpy)

Unit Type (Used for reviewing BACT and 
Monitoring Requirements)

Unit Type Notes (only if "other" unit type in Column 
O)

PM10 2.25835E-05 7.02785E-05 2.25835E-05 7.02785E-05 0 0
PM2.5 2.25835E-05 7.02785E-05 2.25835E-05 7.02785E-05 0 0

Renew only Yes IDPSR2 SMWV

Indoor Drop Point, 
spent refractory and 
other waste storage pile
2

PM 0.000483573 0.000326694 0.000483573 0.000326694 0 0 Fugitives: Building

PM10 0.000228717 0.000154518 0.000228717 0.000154518 0 0
PM2.5 0.000228717 0.000154518 0.000228717 0.000154518 0 0

Renew only Yes IDPS2 SMWV Indoor Drop Point, slag-
2 PM 0.000387034 0.001245637 0.000387034 0.001245637 0 0 Fugitives: Building

PM10 0.000183057 0.000589153 0.000183057 0.000589153 0 0
PM2.5 0.000183057 0.000589153 0.000183057 0.000589153 0 0

Renew only Yes IDPSR3 SMWV

Indoor Drop Point, 
spent refractory and 
other waste storage pile
3

PM 4.47591E-05 0.000197567 4.47591E-05 0.000197567 0 0 Fugitives: Building

PM10 2.11698E-05 0.000093444 2.11698E-05 0.000093444 0 0
PM2.5 2.11698E-05 0.000093444 2.11698E-05 0.000093444 0 0

Renew only Yes ISPSS SMWV Indoor Storage Pile, 
Scrap steel PM 0.00042 0.002 0.00042 0.002 0 0 Fugitives: Building

PM10 0.00021 0.001 0.00021 0.001 0 0
PM2.5 0.00021 0.001 0.00021 0.001 0 0

Renew only Yes ISPS SMWV
Indoor Storage Pile, 
Slag (if slag is dumped 
in workshop)

PM 0.0000055 0.000024 0.0000055 0.000024 0 0 Fugitives: Building

PM10 0.00000275 0.000012 0.00000275 0.000012 0 0
PM2.5 0.00000275 0.000012 0.00000275 0.000012 0 0

Renew only Yes ISPSR1 SMWV
Indoor Storage Pile, 
Spent refractory and 
other waste-1

PM 0.000008 0.000035 0.000008 0.000035 0 0 Fugitives: Building

PM10 0.000004 0.0000175 0.000004 0.0000175 0 0
PM2.5 0.000004 0.0000175 0.000004 0.0000175 0 0

Renew only Yes ISPSR2 SMWV
Indoor Storage Pile, 
Spent refractory and 
other waste-2

PM 0.0000043 0.000019 0.0000043 0.000019 0 0 Fugitives: Building

PM10 0.00000215 0.0000095 0.00000215 0.0000095 0 0
PM2.5 0.00000215 0.0000095 0.00000215 0.0000095 0 0

Renew only Yes ISPSR3 SMWV
Indoor Storage Pile, 
Spent refractory and 
other waste-3

PM 0.000032 0.00014 0.000032 0.00014 0 0 Fugitives: Building

PM10 0.000016 0.00007 0.000016 0.00007 0 0
PM2.5 0.000016 0.00007 0.000016 0.00007 0 0

Renew only Yes ELSMW SMWV Electrode Steel Making 
Workshop PM 0.0021 0.0079 0.0021 0.0079 0 0 Fugitives: Building

PM10 0.0021 0.0079 0.0021 0.0079 0 0
PM2.5 0.0021 0.0079 0.0021 0.0079 0 0
Cr 0.00017 0.00064 0.00017 0.00064 0 0
Cr VI 0.0019 0.0077 0.0019 0.0077 0 0
Pb 0.000026 0.000099 0.000026 0.000099 0 0
Mn 0.00112 0.0043 0.00112 0.0043 0 0

Renew only Yes OUSMW SMWV Oil Usage Steel Making 
Workshop CO 0.3825 1.6515 0.3825 1.6515 0 0 Fugitives: Building

VOC 0.255 1.101 0.255 1.101 0 0
PM 0.0255 0.1101 0.0255 0.1101 0 0
PM10 0.0255 0.1101 0.0255 0.1101 0 0
PM2.5 0.0255 0.1101 0.0255 0.1101 0 0

Renew only Yes CC SMWV Continuous Casting NOx 0.36 1.09 0.36 1.09 0 0 Fugitives: Building
CO 1.16 3.5 1.16 3.5 0 0
VOC 0.04 0.13 0.04 0.13 0 0
SO2 0.01 0.017 0.01 0.017 0 0
PM 0.015 0.044 0.015 0.044 0 0
PM10 0.015 0.044 0.015 0.044 0 0
PM2.5 0.015 0.044 0.015 0.044 0 0

Renew only Yes EAFB SMWV Electric Arc Furnace 
Binder CO 0.0214 0.0814 0.0214 0.0814 0 0 Fugitives: Building

VOC 0.0214 0.0814 0.0214 0.0814 0 0
Renew only Yes LB SMWV Ladle Binder CO 0.0132 0.0504 0.0132 0.0504 0 0 Fugitives: Building

VOC 0.0132 0.0504 0.0132 0.0504 0 0
Renew only Yes TB SMWV Tundish Binder CO 0.287 1.092 0.287 1.092 0 0 Fugitives: Building

VOC 0.287 1.092 0.287 1.092 0 0
Renew only Yes LP SMWV Ladle Preheater NOx 4.95 20.022 4.95 20.022 0 0 Fugitives: Building

CO 4.154 16.816 4.154 16.816 0 0
VOC 0.27 1.1 0.27 1.1 0 0
SO2 0.0297 0.115 0.0297 0.115 0 0
PM 0.038 0.152 0.038 0.152 0 0
PM10 0.038 0.152 0.038 0.152 0 0
PM2.5 0.038 0.152 0.038 0.152 0 0

Renew only Yes TP SMWV Tundish Preheater NOx 3.73 5.97 3.73 5.97 0 0 Fugitives: Building
CO 3.134 5.02 3.134 5.02 0 0
VOC 0.21 0.33 0.21 0.33 0 0
SO2 0.02 0.035 0.02 0.035 0 0
PM 0.028 0.045 0.028 0.045 0 0
PM10 0.028 0.045 0.028 0.045 0 0
PM2.5 0.028 0.045 0.028 0.045 0 0

Renew only Yes LFTSC SMWV Ladle Furnace and 
Tundish Slag Cutting NOx 0.14 0.18 0.14 0.18 0 0 Fugitives: Building

CO 0.114 0.15 0.114 0.15 0 0
VOC 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0 0
SO2 0.00082 0.0011 0.00082 0.0011 0 0
PM 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0 0
PM10 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0 0
PM2.5 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0 0
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Action Requested (only 
1 action per FIN)

Include these 
emissions in 
annual (tpy) 
summary?

Facility ID 
Number (FIN)

Emission Point 
Number (EPN) Source Name Pollutant

Current Short-
Term (lb/hr)

Current Long-
Term (tpy)

Consolidated
Current Short-
Term (lb/hr)

Consolidated 
Current Long-
Term (tpy)

Proposed 
Short-Term 
(lb/hr)

Proposed Long-
Term (tpy)

Short-Term 
Difference 
(lb/hr)

Long-Term 
Difference (tpy)

Unit Type (Used for reviewing BACT and 
Monitoring Requirements)

Unit Type Notes (only if "other" unit type in Column 
O)

Renew only Yes TCM SMWV Torch Cutting NOx 2.36 1.76 2.36 1.76 0 0 Fugitives: Building
CO 1.98 1.48 1.98 1.48 0 0
VOC 0.13 0.1 0.13 0.1 0 0
SO2 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0 0
PM 0.018 0.013 0.018 0.013 0 0
PM10 0.018 0.013 0.018 0.013 0 0
PM2.5 0.018 0.013 0.018 0.013 0 0

Renew only Yes EAF SMWV
Electric Arc Furnace 
Steel Making 
Workshop

NOx 0.004464 0.013724 0.004464 0.013724 0 0 Fugitives: Building

CO 0.059524 0.182982 0.059524 0.182982 0 0
VOC 0.004464 0.013724 0.004464 0.013724 0 0
SO2 0.008929 0.0265 0.008929 0.0265 0 0
PM 0.0002018 0.0008838 0.0002018 0.0008838 0 0
PM10 0.0002018 0.0008838 0.0002018 0.0008838 0 0
PM2.5 0.0002018 0.0008838 0.0002018 0.0008838 0 0
Cd 0.0000004 0.000002 0.0000004 0.000002 0 0
Cr 0.000002 0.000011 0.000002 0.000011 0 0
Pb 0.000017 0.000074 0.000017 0.000074 0 0
Mn 0.000015 0.000067 0.000015 0.000067 0 0
Hg 0.00000004 0.0000002 0.00000004 0.0000002 0 0
Si 0.000002 0.000007 0.000002 0.000007 0 0
Zn 0.00012 0.000345 0.00012 0.000345 0 0

Renew only Yes LF SMWV Ladle Furnace Steel 
Making Workshop Vent PM 0.0000454 0.0001989 0.0000454 0.0001989 0 0 Fugitives: Building

PM10 0.0000454 0.0001989 0.0000454 0.0001989 0 0
PM2.5 0.0000454 0.0001989 0.0000454 0.0001989 0 0
Cd 0.0000001 0.0000004 0.0000001 0.0000004 0 0
Cr 0.0000006 0.000002 0.0000006 0.000002 0 0
Pb 0.000004 0.000017 0.000004 0.000017 0 0
Mn 0.000003 0.000015 0.000003 0.000015 0 0
Hg 0.00000001 0.00000004 0.00000001 0.00000004 0 0
Si 0.0000005 0.000002 0.0000005 0.000002 0 0
Zn 0.00002 0.000123 0.00002 0.000123 0 0

Renew only Yes IDPAA AAWV Alloy Aggregate 
Warehouse Vent PM <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0 0 Fugitives: Building

PM10 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0 0
PM2.5 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0 0

Renew only Yes OUPCLW PCLWV
Oil Usage Premium 
Connecting Line 
Workshop

CO 1.27 5.22 1.27 5.22 0 0 Fugitives: Building

VOC 0.846 3.484 0.846 3.484 0 0
PM 0.085 0.348 0.085 0.348 0 0
PM10 0.085 0.348 0.085 0.348 0 0
PM2.5 0.085 0.348 0.085 0.348 0 0

Renew only Yes ELPCLW PCLWV
Electrode Premium 
Connecting Line 
Workshop

PM 0.000069 0.00026 0.000069 0.00026 0 0 Fugitives: Building

PM10 0.000067 0.00026 0.000067 0.00026 0 0
PM2.5 0.000067 0.00026 0.000067 0.00026 0 0

Renew only Yes EMPCLW PCLWV
Emulsion Premium 
Connecting Line 
Workshop

VOC 0.0261 0.0992 0.0261 0.0992 0 0 Fugitives: Building

PM 0.003 0.01 0.003 0.01 0 0
PM10 0.003 0.01 0.003 0.01 0 0
PM2.5 0.003 0.01 0.003 0.01 0 0

Renew only Yes PUPCLW PCLWV
Paint Usage Premium 
Connecting Line 
Workshop

VOC 0.014 0.055 0.014 0.055 0 0 Fugitives: Building

Renew only Yes DUPCLW PCLWV
Solvent Usage 
Premium Connecting 
Line Workshop

VOC 0.018 0.22 0.018 0.22 0 0 Fugitives: Building

PM 0.002 0.022 0.002 0.022 0 0
PM10 0.002 0.022 0.002 0.022 0 0
PM2.5 0.002 0.022 0.002 0.022 0 0

Renew only Yes BCPS2 PCLWV Billet and Pipe Cutting 
Saw 2 PM 0.000165 0.000723 0.000165 0.000723 0 0 Fugitives: Building

PM10 0.000165 0.000723 0.000165 0.000723 0 0
PM2.5 0.000165 0.000723 0.000165 0.000723 0 0

New/Modified Yes PSGPCLW PCLWV
PSG Usage Premium 
Connecting Line 
Workshop

VOC 0.176883585 0.52 0.1769 0.52 Fugitives: Building

PM 0.005203125 0.0151515 0.0053 0.0152
PM10 0.000520313 0.00151515 0.0006 0.0016
PM2.5 0.000520313 0.00151515 0.0006 0.0016

Renew Only Yes HRL HRPPWV Hot Rolling Line PM 0.0000425 0.0001861 0.0000425 0.0001861 0 0 Fugitives: Building
PM10 0.0000425 0.0001861 0.0000425 0.0001861 0 0
PM2.5 0.0000425 0.0001861 0.0000425 0.0001861 0 0

Renew Only Yes ABS1 HRPPWV Hot rolling dust 
absorbing system 1 PM 0.004440797 0.019450691 0.004440797 0.019450691 0 0 Fugitives: Building

PM10 0.004440797 0.019450691 0.004440797 0.019450691 0 0
PM2.5 0.004440797 0.019450691 0.004440797 0.019450691 0 0

Renew Only Yes ABS2 HRPPWV Hot rolling dust 
absorbing system 2 PM 0.004440797 0.019450691 0.004440797 0.019450691 0 0 Fugitives: Building

PM10 0.004440797 0.019450691 0.004440797 0.019450691 0 0
PM2.5 0.004440797 0.019450691 0.004440797 0.019450691 0 0

Renew Only Yes BPCS1 HRPPWV Billet and Pipe Cutting 
Saw 1 PM 0.002 0.003 0.002 0.003 0 0 Fugitives: Building

PM10 0.002 0.003 0.002 0.003 0 0
PM2.5 0.002 0.003 0.002 0.003 0 0
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Unit Types - Emission Rates

Date: 11/7/2019
Permit #: 86860

Company: TPCO America

Action Requested (only 
1 action per FIN)

Include these 
emissions in 
annual (tpy) 
summary?

Facility ID 
Number (FIN)

Emission Point 
Number (EPN) Source Name Pollutant

Current Short-
Term (lb/hr)

Current Long-
Term (tpy)

Consolidated
Current Short-
Term (lb/hr)

Consolidated 
Current Long-
Term (tpy)

Proposed 
Short-Term 
(lb/hr)

Proposed Long-
Term (tpy)

Short-Term 
Difference 
(lb/hr)

Long-Term 
Difference (tpy)

Unit Type (Used for reviewing BACT and 
Monitoring Requirements)

Unit Type Notes (only if "other" unit type in Column 
O)

Renew Only Yes OUHRW HRPPWV Oil Usage Hot Rolling 
Workshop CO 1.44 6.21 1.44 6.21 0 0 Fugitives: Building

VOC 0.959 4.14 0.959 4.14 0 0
PM 0.0959 0.414 0.0959 0.414 0 0
PM10 0.0959 0.414 0.0959 0.414 0 0
PM2.5 0.0959 0.414 0.0959 0.414 0 0

Renew Only Yes ELHRW HRPPWV Electrode Hot Rolling 
Workshop PM 0.003 0.011 0.003 0.011 0 0 Fugitives: Building

PM10 0.0029 0.011 0.0029 0.011 0 0
PM2.5 0.0029 0.011 0.0029 0.011 0 0
Cr 0.003 0.012 0.003 0.012 0 0
Cr VI 0.002 0.008 0.002 0.008 0 0
Mn 0.01 0.006 0.01 0.006 0 0

Renew Only Yes EMHRW HRPPWV Emulsion Hot Rolling 
Workshop VOC 0.3767 1.433 0.3767 1.433 0 0 Fugitives: Building

PM 0.03767 0.1433 0.03767 0.1433 0 0
PM10 0.03767 0.1433 0.03767 0.1433 0 0
PM2.5 0.03767 0.1433 0.03767 0.1433 0 0

Renew Only Yes PUHRW HRPPWV Paint Usage Hot Rolling
Workshop VOC 0.262 0.995 0.262 0.995 0 0 Fugitives: Building

Renew Only Yes DUHRW HRPPWV Solvent Usage Hot 
Rolling Workshop VOC 0.165 0.628 0.165 0.628 0 0 Fugitives: Building

PM 0.0165 0.0628 0.0165 0.0628 0 0
PM10 0.0165 0.0628 0.0165 0.0628 0 0
PM2.5 0.0165 0.0628 0.0165 0.0628 0 0

Renew Only Yes ABS3 HRPPWV Hot rolling dust 
absorbing system 3 PM 0.004440797 0.019450691 0.004440797 0.019450691 0 0 Fugitives: Building

PM10 0.004440797 0.019450691 0.004440797 0.019450691 0 0
PM2.5 0.004440797 0.019450691 0.004440797 0.019450691 0 0

New/modified Yes PSGHRPPWV HRPPWV
PSG Hot Rolling and 
Pipe Processing 
Workshop

VOC 11.115 31.631925 11.115 31.632 Fugitives: Building

PM 0.2331 0.93 0.2331 0.93
PM10 0.02331 0.09324 0.0234 0.0933
PM2.5 0.02331 0.09324 0.0234 0.0933

New/modified Yes HTR1 HRPPWV Diesel Heater 1 CO 0.008206107 0.002954198 0.0083 0.003 Fugitives: Building
VOC 0.000328244 0.000118168 0.0004 0.0002
PM 0.003282443 0.001181679 0.0033 0.0012
PM10 0.003282443 0.001181679 0.0033 0.0012
PM2.5 0.003282443 0.001181679 0.0033 0.0012
SO2 0.00034958 0.000125849 0.0004 0.0002
NOx 0.039389313 0.014180153 0.0394 0.0142

New/modified Yes HTR2 HRPPWV Diesel Heater 2 CO 0.008206107 0.002954198 0.0083 0.003 Fugitives: Building
VOC 0.000328244 0.000118168 0.0004 0.0002
PM 0.003282443 0.001181679 0.0033 0.0012
PM10 0.003282443 0.001181679 0.0033 0.0012
PM2.5 0.003282443 0.001181679 0.0033 0.0012
SO2 0.00034958 0.000125849 0.0004 0.0002
NOx 0.039389313 0.014180153 0.0394 0.0142

New/Modified Yes HRL HRLDS Hot Rolling Line 
Dedusting Stack PM 4.25 4.25 2.74 8 -1.51 3.75 Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse

PM10 4.25 4.25 2.74 8 -1.51 3.75
PM2.5 4.25 4.25 2.74 8 -1.51 3.75

Renew only Yes ODPSS1 ODPSS1
Outdoor  Drop Points, 
Scrap Steel by Truck 
10

PM 0.03 0.1 0.03 0.1 0 0 Material Handling: Drop Point

PM10 0.01 0.05 0.01 0.05 0 0
PM2.5 0.01 0.05 0.01 0.05 0 0

Renew only Yes ODPSS2 ODPSS2 Outdoor Drop Points, 
Scrap Steel by Train 4 PM 0.03 0.1 0.03 0.1 0 0 Material Handling: Drop Point

PM10 0.01 0.05 0.01 0.05 0 0
PM2.5 0.01 0.05 0.01 0.05 0 0

Renew only Yes ODPSR1 ODPSR1

Outdoor Drop Point 
Spent Refractory and 
Other Waste Storage 
Pile-1 

PM <0.01 0.02 <0.01 0.02 0 0 Material Handling: Drop Point

PM10 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0 0
PM2.5 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0 0

Renew only Yes ODPS1 ODPS1 Outdoor Drop Point 
Slag-1 PM <0.01 0.01 <0.01 0.01 0 0 Material Handling: Drop Point

PM10 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0 0
PM2.5 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0 0

Renew only Yes ODPSR2 ODPSR2

Outdoor Drop Point 
Spent Refractory and 
Other Waste Storage 
Pile-2  (5)

PM 0.05 0.03 0.05 0.03 0 0 Material Handling: Drop Point

PM10 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0 0
PM2.5 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0 0

Renew only Yes ODPS2 ODPS2 Outdoor Drop Point 
Slag-2*2 PM <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0 0 Material Handling: Drop Point

PM10 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0 0
PM2.5 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0 0

Renew only Yes ODPSR3 ODPSR3

Outdoor Drop Point 
Spent Refractory and 
Other Waste Storage 
Pile-3 

PM <0.01 0.02 <0.01 0.02 0 0 Material Handling: Drop Point

PM10 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0 0
PM2.5 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0 0

Renew only Yes ODPS3 ODPS3 Outdoor Drop Point 
Slag-3 PM <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0 0 Material Handling: Drop Point

PM10 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0 0
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Texas Commission on Environmental Quality
Form PI-1 General Application
Unit Types - Emission Rates

Date: 11/7/2019
Permit #: 86860

Company: TPCO America

Action Requested (only 
1 action per FIN)

Include these 
emissions in 
annual (tpy) 
summary?

Facility ID 
Number (FIN)

Emission Point 
Number (EPN) Source Name Pollutant

Current Short-
Term (lb/hr)

Current Long-
Term (tpy)

Consolidated
Current Short-
Term (lb/hr)

Consolidated 
Current Long-
Term (tpy)

Proposed 
Short-Term 
(lb/hr)

Proposed Long-
Term (tpy)

Short-Term 
Difference 
(lb/hr)

Long-Term 
Difference (tpy)

Unit Type (Used for reviewing BACT and 
Monitoring Requirements)

Unit Type Notes (only if "other" unit type in Column 
O)

PM2.5 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0 0

Renew only Yes OSPSS OSPSS Outdoor Storage Piles,  
Scrap Steel  PM 0.23 1 0.23 1 0 0 Storage: Stockpile

PM10 0.11 0.5 0.11 0.5 0 0
PM2.5 0.11 0.5 0.11 0.5 0 0

Renew only Yes OSPFST OSPFST
Outdoor Storage Pile,  
First Sedimentation 
Tank  

PM <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0 0 Storage: Stockpile

PM10 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0 0
PM2.5 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0 0

Renew only Yes OSPS1 OSPS1 Outdoor Storage Pile, 
Slag-1 PM 0.06 0.26 0.06 0.26 0 0 Storage: Stockpile

PM10 0.03 0.13 0.03 0.13 0 0
PM2.5 0.03 0.13 0.03 0.13 0 0

Renew only Yes OSPSR1 OSPSR1
Outdoor Storage Pile 
Spent Refractory and 
Other Waste-1               

PM 0.23 1 0.23 1 0 0 Storage: Stockpile

PM10 0.11 0.5 0.11 0.5 0 0
PM2.5 0.11 0.5 0.11 0.5 0 0

Renew only Yes OSPS2 OSPS2 Outdoor Storage Pile, 
Slag-2  PM 0.06 0.26 0.06 0.26 0 0 Storage: Stockpile

PM10 0.03 0.13 0.03 0.13 0 0
PM2.5 0.03 0.13 0.03 0.13 0 0

Renew only Yes OSPSR2 OSPSR2
Outdoor Storage Pile, 
Spent Refractory and 
Other Waste-2 

PM 0.23 1 0.23 1 0 0 Storage: Stockpile

PM10 0.11 0.5 0.11 0.5 0 0
PM2.5 0.11 0.5 0.11 0.5 0 0

Renew only Yes N6CCT N6CCT Contact Cooling Tower 
No. 6 PM 0.03 0.14 0.03 0.14 0 0 Cooling Tower

PM10 0.03 0.14 0.03 0.14 0 0
PM2.5 0.03 0.14 0.03 0.14 0 0

Renew only Yes N7CCT N7CCT Contact Cooling Tower 
No. 7 PM 0.02 0.07 0.02 0.07 0 0 Cooling Tower

PM10 0.02 0.07 0.02 0.07 0 0
PM2.5 0.02 0.07 0.02 0.07 0 0

Remove Yes RSCCT RSCCT Rolling Steel Contact 
Cooling Tower PM 0.03 0.14 -0.03 -0.14 Cooling Tower

PM10 0.03 0.14 -0.03 -0.14

Renew only Yes PPCCT PPCCT Pipe Processing  
Contact Cooling Tower PM 0.03 0.14 0.03 0.14 0 0 Cooling Tower

PM10 0.03 0.14 0.03 0.14 0 0
PM2.5 0.03 0.14 0.03 0.14 0 0

Renew only Yes SMWTF SMWTF Steel Making Water 
Treatment Facility VOC 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0 0 Other Water Treatment Facility

PM 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0 0
PM10 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0 0
PM2.5 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0 0

Remove Yes RSWTF RSWTF Rolling Steel Water 
Treatment Facility VOC 0.1 0.1 -0.1 -0.1 Other Water Treatment Facility

PM 0.1 0.1 -0.1 -0.1
PM10 0.1 0.1 -0.1 -0.1

Remove Yes GWTF GWTF Graphite Water 
Treatment Facility VOC 0.1 0.1 -0.1 -0.1 Other Water Treatment Facility

PM 0.1 0.1 -0.1 -0.1
PM10 0.1 0.1 -0.1 -0.1

Renew only Yes CMSC CMSCS1 Caster Spray Chamber 
Stack 1 NOx 0.18 0.55 0.18 0.55 0 0 Process Vent

CO 0.58 1.75 0.58 1.75 0 0
VOC 0.02 0.07 0.02 0.07 0 0
PM 0.07 0.22 0.07 0.22 0 0
PM10 0.07 0.22 0.07 0.22 0 0
PM2.5 0.07 0.22 0.07 0.22 0 0
Pb 0.001 0.002 0.001 0.002 0 0

Renew only Yes CMSC CMSCS2 Caster Spray Chamber 
Stack 2 NOx 0.18 0.55 0.18 0.55 0 0 Process Vent

CO 0.58 1.75 0.58 1.75 0 0
VOC 0.02 0.07 0.02 0.07 0 0
PM 0.07 0.22 0.07 0.22 0 0
PM10 0.07 0.22 0.07 0.22 0 0
PM2.5 0.07 0.22 0.07 0.22 0 0
Pb 0.001 0.002 0.001 0.002 0 0

Renew only Yes UVCS1 UVCS1 UV Coating Stack 1 VOC <0.01 0.01 <0.01 0.01 0 0 Other Coating Stack
PM 0.01 0.04 0.01 0.04 0 0
PM10 0.01 0.04 0.01 0.04 0 0
PM2.5 0.01 0.04 0.01 0.04 0 0

Renew only Yes UVCS2 UVCS2 UV Coating Stack 2 VOC <0.01 0.01 <0.01 0.01 0 0 Other Coating Stack
PM 0.01 0.04 0.01 0.04 0 0
PM10 0.01 0.04 0.01 0.04 0 0
PM2.5 0.01 0.04 0.01 0.04 0 0

Renew only Yes UVCS3 UVCS3 UV Coating Stack 3 VOC <0.01 0.01 <0.01 0.01 0 0 Other Coating Stack
PM 0.01 0.04 0.01 0.04 0 0
PM10 0.01 0.04 0.01 0.04 0 0
PM2.5 0.01 0.04 0.01 0.04 0 0

New/Modified Yes UVCS4 UVCS4 UV Coating Stack 4 VOC <0.01 0.01 1.11 3.39 1.1 3.38 Other Coating Stack
PM 0.01 0.04 0.06 0.2 0.05 0.16
PM10 0.01 0.04 0.016 0.0601 0.006 0.0201
PM2.5 0.01 0.04 0.016 0.0601 0.006 0.0201

Renew only Yes VD VDSS VD Steam Stack NOx 0.73 2.19 0.73 2.19 0 0 Process Vent
CO 29.1 87.43 29.1 87.43 0 0
VOC 0.09 0.26 0.09 0.26 0 0
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Texas Commission on Environmental Quality
Form PI-1 General Application
Unit Types - Emission Rates

Date: 11/7/2019
Permit #: 86860

Company: TPCO America

Action Requested (only 
1 action per FIN)

Include these 
emissions in 
annual (tpy) 
summary?

Facility ID 
Number (FIN)

Emission Point 
Number (EPN) Source Name Pollutant

Current Short-
Term (lb/hr)

Current Long-
Term (tpy)

Consolidated
Current Short-
Term (lb/hr)

Consolidated 
Current Long-
Term (tpy)

Proposed 
Short-Term 
(lb/hr)

Proposed Long-
Term (tpy)

Short-Term 
Difference 
(lb/hr)

Long-Term 
Difference (tpy)

Unit Type (Used for reviewing BACT and 
Monitoring Requirements)

Unit Type Notes (only if "other" unit type in Column 
O)

SO2 0.02 0.04 0.02 0.04 0 0
PM 0.29 0.87 0.29 0.87 0 0
PM10 0.29 0.87 0.29 0.87 0 0
PM2.5 0.29 0.87 0.29 0.87 0 0

Renew only Yes ALL ALL ALL HAPS 0.45 1.92 0.45 1.92 0 0 Other Total HAPS

Consolidate Yes QFS2 QFS2 Quench Furnace Stack NOx 6.36 11.04 6.36 11.04 0 0 Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

CO 5.34 9.27 5.34 9.27 0 0
SO2 0.04 0.07 0.04 0.07 0 0
VOC 0.35 0.61 0.35 0.61 0 0
PM 0.48 0.84 0.48 0.84 0 0
PM10 0.48 0.84 0.48 0.84 0 0
PM2.5 0.48 0.84 0.48 0.84 0 0
HAPS 0.12 0.21 0.12 0.21 0 0

Consolidate Yes TFS2 TFS2 Tempering Furnace 
Stack NOx 5.3 8.83 5.3 8.83 0 0 Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

CO 4.45 7.42 4.45 7.42 0 0
SO2 0.03 0.05 0.03 0.05 0 0
VOC 0.29 0.49 0.29 0.49 0 0
PM 0.4 0.67 0.4 0.67 0 0
PM10 0.4 0.67 0.4 0.67 0 0
PM2.5 0.4 0.67 0.4 0.67 0 0
HAPS <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0 0

Consolidate Yes Regrinding HTFUG Regrinding PM 0.573204877 0.024802134 0.573204877 0.024802134 0 0 Fugitives: Building
PM10 0.573204877 0.024802134 0.573204877 0.024802134 0 0
PM2.5 0.573204877 0.024802134 0.573204877 0.024802134 0 0

Consolidate Yes Marking HTFUG Marking VOC 1.81 1.74 1.81 1.74 0 0 Fugitives: Building

Consolidate Yes Descaling 
Baghouse HTFUG Descaling Baghouse PM 0.264556097 1.158755704 0.264556097 1.158755704 0 0 Fugitives: Building

PM10 0.264556097 1.158755704 0.264556097 1.158755704 0 0
PM2.5 0.264556097 1.158755704 0.264556097 1.158755704 0 0

Consolidate Yes Electrode Usage HTFUG Electrode Usage PM 0.123216 0.4692 0.123216 0.4692 0 0 Fugitives: Building
PM10 0.123216 0.4692 0.123216 0.4692 0 0
PM2.5 0.123216 0.4692 0.123216 0.4692 0 0
HAPS 0.0398 0.15 0.0398 0.15 0 0

Consolidate Yes Oil Evaporation HTFUG Oil Evaporation CO 0.3 1.37 0.3 1.37 0 0 Fugitives: Building
VOC 0.2 0.91 0.2 0.91 0 0
PM 0.2 0.913 0.2 0.913 0 0
PM10 0.2 0.913 0.2 0.913 0 0
PM2.5 0.2 0.913 0.2 0.913 0 0

Consolidate Yes PI PCFUG Printing and Inspection VOC 0.82 2.632225 0.82 2.632225 0 0 Fugitives: Building

PM 0.074145 0.26205975 0.074145 0.26205975 0 0
PM10 0.074145 0.26205975 0.074145 0.26205975 0 0
PM2.5 0.074145 0.26205975 0.074145 0.26205975 0 0

Consolidate Yes PCT PCFUG Pipe Cutting and 
Threading PM 0.3337935 1.33 0.3337935 1.33 0 0 Fugitives: Building

PM10 0.3337935 1.33 0.3337935 1.33 0 0
PM2.5 0.3337935 1.33 0.3337935 1.33 0 0

Consolidate Yes WELD PCFUG Welding PM 0.000767 0.00308 0.000767 0.00308 0 0 Fugitives: Building
PM10 0.000767 0.00308 0.000767 0.00308 0 0
PM2.5 0.000767 0.00308 0.000767 0.00308 0 0
HAPS 0.000247 0.000992 0.000247 0.000992 0 0

Consolidate Yes EMPC PCFUG Emulsion Evaporation VOC 0.07 0.2939 0.07 0.2939 0 0 Fugitives: Building

PM 0.07 0.29 0.07 0.29 0 0
PM10 0.07 0.29 0.07 0.29 0 0
PM2.5 0.07 0.29 0.07 0.29 0 0

Consolidate Yes LUBE PCFUG Equipment Lubrication VOC 0.34 1.35 0.34 1.35 0 0 Fugitives: Building

Consolidate Yes CS4 CS4 Coating Stack No. 1 VOC 2.14 6.74 2.14 6.74 0 0 Other Coating Stack
PM <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0 0
PM10 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0 0
PM2.5 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0 0
C6H5CH3 0.6 2.38 0.6 2.38 0 0
CH3COOC2H5 0.37 1.43 0.37 1.43 0 0

Consolidate Yes CS5 CS5 Coating Stack No. 2 VOC 1.98 6.26 1.98 6.26 0 0 Other Coating Stack
PM <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0 0
PM10 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0 0
PM2.5 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0 0
C6H5CH3 0.56 2.21 0.56 2.21 0 0
CH3COOC2H5 0.33 1.32 0.33 1.32 0 0

Consolidate Yes CS6 CS6 Coating Stack No. 3 VOC 1.98 6.26 1.98 6.26 0 0 Other Coating Stack
PM <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0 0
PM10 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0 0
PM2.5 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0 0
C6H5CH3 0.56 2.21 0.56 2.21 0 0
CH3COOC2H5 0.33 1.32 0.33 1.32 0 0

Consolidate Yes PHOS1 PHOS1 Phosphatizing Stack 
No. 1 PM 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0 0 Other Phosphatizing Stack

PM10 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0 0
PM2.5 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0 0

Consolidate Yes PHOS2 PHOS2 Phosphatizing Stack 
No. 2 PM 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0 0 Other Phosphatizing Stack

PM10 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0 0
PM2.5 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0 0

Consolidate Yes WW WW Wastewater VOC 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0 0 Other Water Treatment Facility
PM 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0 0
PM10 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0 0
PM2.5 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0 0
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Company: TPCO America

Action Requested (only 
1 action per FIN)

Include these 
emissions in 
annual (tpy) 
summary?

Facility ID 
Number (FIN)

Emission Point 
Number (EPN) Source Name Pollutant

Current Short-
Term (lb/hr)

Current Long-
Term (tpy)

Consolidated
Current Short-
Term (lb/hr)

Consolidated 
Current Long-
Term (tpy)

Proposed 
Short-Term 
(lb/hr)

Proposed Long-
Term (tpy)

Short-Term 
Difference 
(lb/hr)

Long-Term 
Difference (tpy)

Unit Type (Used for reviewing BACT and 
Monitoring Requirements)

Unit Type Notes (only if "other" unit type in Column 
O)

New/Modified Yes WTFPR WTFPR
Water Treatment 
Facility for Pipe Rolling 
Mill

VOC 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 Other Water Treatment Facility

PM 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
PM10 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
PM2.5 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
PM2.5 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1

0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
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EPN
Included in 
EMEW?

UTM Coordinates

Zone
East 
(Meters)

North 
(Meters)

Building
Height (ft)

Height 
Above 
Ground (ft)

Stack Exit 
Diameter 
(ft)

Velocity 
(FPS)

Temperature 
(°F)

Fugitives - 
Length (ft)

Fugitives - 
Width (ft)

Fugitives - 
Axis 
Degrees

LWS Yes
LSTBS Yes
EBS Yes
RHFS Yes
MPFS Yes
QFS Yes
TFS Yes
VDBS Yes
SMWV Yes
AAWV Yes
PCLWV Yes
HRPPWV Yes
HRLDS Yes
ODPSS1 Yes
ODPSS2 Yes
ODPSR1 Yes
ODPS1 Yes
ODPSR2 Yes
ODPS2 Yes
ODPSR3 Yes
ODPS3 Yes
OSPSS Yes
OSPFST Yes
OSPS1 Yes
OSPSR1 Yes
OSPS2 Yes
OSPSR2 Yes
N6CCT Yes
N7CCT Yes
RSCCT Yes
PPCCT Yes
SMWTF Yes
RSWTF Yes
GWTF Yes
CMSCS1 Yes
CMSCS2 Yes
UVCS1 Yes
UVCS2 Yes
UVCS3 Yes
UVCS4 Yes
VDSS Yes
ALL Yes
QFS2 Yes
TFS2 Yes
HTFUG Yes

Emission Point Discharge Parameters
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Stack Parameters

Date: 11/7/2019
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EPN
Included in 
EMEW?

UTM Coordinates

Zone
East 
(Meters)

North 
(Meters)

Building
Height (ft)

Height 
Above 
Ground (ft)

Stack Exit 
Diameter 
(ft)

Velocity 
(FPS)

Temperature 
(°F)

Fugitives - 
Length (ft)

Fugitives - 
Width (ft)

Fugitives - 
Axis 
Degrees

PCFUG Yes
CS4 Yes
CS5 Yes
CS6 Yes
PHOS1 Yes
PHOS2 Yes
WW Yes
WTFPR Yes
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Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

I. Public Notice Applicability

For public notice applicability, the agency does not include consolidation or incorporation of any previously authorized facility or 
activity (PBR, standard permits, etc.), changes to permitted allowable emission rates when exclusively due to changes to 
standardized emission factors, or reductions in emissions which are not enforceable through the amended permit. Thus, the total 
emissions increase would be the sum of emissions increases under the amended permit and the emissions decreases under the 
amended permit for each air contaminant.

The table below will generate emission increases based on the values represented on the "Unit Types - Emission Rates" sheet. 
Use the "yes" and "no" options in column B of the "Unit Types - Emission Rates" worksheet to indicate if a unit's proposed change 
of emissions should be included in these totals.

Notes:
1. Emissions of PM, PM10, and/or PM2.5 may have been previously quantified and authorized as PM, PM10,and/or PM2.5. 
These emissions will be speciated based on current guidance and policy to demonstrate compliance with current standards and 
public notice requirements may change during the permit review.

2. All renewals require public notice.

A. Application Type

B. Project Increases and Public Notice Thresholds (for Initial and Amendment Projects)

NoDo the facilities handle, load, unload, dry, manufacture, or process grain, seed, legumes, or 
vegetable fibers (agricultural facilities)?

Is this an application for a minor permit amendment?
Is there any change in character of emissions in this application (a new criteria pollutant or a new VOC or PM 
species)?
Is there a new air contaminant in this application?

Is this an application for a renewal?

This row is optional. If you do not think 
the table below accurately represents 
public notice applicability increases for 
your project, provide discussion here 
(1000 characters).

Calculated project change for HAPS should be zero (0). "<" were removed in order to 
remove calculation errors. Please note that TPCO wishes for "<" to remain in the 
MAERT.
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Pollutant Current Long-
Term (tpy)

Consolidated 
Emissions (tpy)

Proposed Long-
Term (tpy)

Project Change 
in Allowable 
(tpy)

PN 
Threshold

Notice 
required?

VOC 158.61 27.39 221.11 35.11 5 Yes
PM 65.56 6.29 76.03 4.18 5 No
PM10 63.67 6.29 73.15 3.19 5 No
PM2.5 151.27 6.29 161.63 4.07 5 No
NOx 272.29 19.87 286.35 -5.80 5 No
CO 2047.38 18.06 2060.55 -4.89 50 No
SO2 275.32 0.12 275.41 -0.03 10 No
Pb 0.91 0.00 0.91 0.00 0.6 No
Cd 0.0240024 0 0.0240024 0 5 No
Cr 0.142653 0 0.142653 0 5 No
Mn 0.830382 0 0.830382 0 5 No
Hg 0.00240024 0 0.00240024 0 5 No
Si 0.100009 0 0.100009 0 5 No
Zn 6.680468 0 6.680468 0 5 No
PMtotal 88.38 0 88.38 0 5 No
PM10 total 88.38 0 88.38 0 5 No
PMfront half 66.28 0 66.28 0 5 No
PM10 front half 66.28 0 66.28 0 5 No
Cr VI 0.0157 0 0.0157 0 5 No
HAPS 1.92 0.370992 2.290992 -2.22045E-16 5 No

This cell intentionally left blank

C. Is public notice required for this project as represented in this workbook?
If no, proceed to Section III Small Business Classification.
Note: public notice applicability for this project may change throughout the technical review.

Yes

First Name:

D. Are any HAPs to be authorized/re-authorized with this project? The category "HAPs" must 
be specifically listed in the public notice if the project authorizes (reauthorizes for renewals) any 
HAP pollutants.

Complete this section if public notice is required (determined in the above section) or if you are not sure if public notice is 
required.

Mr.
JoAdrian
Vara
EHS Manager

Yes

II. Public Notice Information

A. Contact Information
Enter the contact information for the person responsible for publishing. This is a designated representative who is responsible 
for ensuring public notice is properly published in the appropriate newspaper and signs are posted at the facility site. This person 
will be contacted directly when the TCEQ is ready to authorize public notice for the application.
Prefix (Mr., Ms., Dr., etc.):

Last Name:
Title:
Company Name: TPCO America Corporation

* Notice is required for PM, PM10, and PM2.5 if one of these pollutants is above the threshold.
** Notice of a GHG action is determined by action type. Initial and major modification always require notice. Voluntary updates 
require a consolidated notice if there is a change to BACT. Project emission increases of CO2e (CO2 equivalent) are not relevant 
for determining public notice of GHG permit actions.
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Mailing Address:
Address Line 2:

ZIP Code:
County:

2400 Memorial Pkwy

Company Name:

ZIP Code:
Telephone Number:
Fax Number:
Email Address:

Mr.
Thomas

78359

joadrianv@tpcoamerica.com

Engineer

78404
361-232-5881

ZIP Code:

361-271-1478
361-885-7862

City:

Enter the contact information for the Technical Contact. This is the designated representative who will be listed in the public 
notice as a contact for additional information.

B. Public place
Place a copy of the full application (including all of this workbook and all attachments) at a public place in the county where the 
facilities are or will be located. You must state where in the county the application will be available for public review and comment. 
The location must be a public place and described in the notice. A public place is a location which is owned and operated by 
public funds (such as libraries, county courthouses, city halls) and cannot be a commercial enterprise. You are required to pre-
arrange this availability with the public place indicated below. The application must remain available from the first day of 
publication through the designated comment period.

If this is an application for a PSD, nonattainment, or FCAA §112(g) permit, the public place must have internet access available 
for the public as required in 30 TAC § 39.411(f)(3). 

If the application is submitted to the agency with information marked as Confidential, you are required to indicate which specific 
portions of the application are not being made available to the public. These portions of the application must be accompanied with 
the following statement: Any request for portions of this application that are marked as confidential must be submitted in 
writing, pursuant to the Public Information Act, to the TCEQ Public Information Coordinator, MC 197, P.O. Box 13087, 
Austin, Texas 78711-3087.

Mailing Address:
Address Line 2:
City:
State:

5431 Highway 35

Gregory
Texas

GHD Services, Inc.

thomas.haney@ghd.com

State:

Yes

City: Portland
78374
San Patricio

Bell Whittington Public Library
Physical Address:

Haney

Prefix (Mr., Ms., Dr., etc.):

Last Name:

Address Line 2:

First Name:

Has the public place granted authorization to place the application for public 
viewing and copying?

Title:

Corpus Christi
Texas

1712 South Staples Street

Telephone Number:

Email Address:
Fax Number:

Name of Public Place:
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C. Alternate Language Publication
In some cases, public notice in an alternate language is required. If an elementary or middle school nearest to the facility is in a 
school district required by the Texas Education Code to have a bilingual program, a bilingual notice will be required. If there is no 
bilingual program required in the school nearest the facility, but children who would normally attend those schools are eligible to 
attend bilingual programs elsewhere in the school district, the bilingual notice will also be required. If it is determined that alternate 
language notice is required, you are responsible for ensuring that the publication in the alternate language is complete and 
accurate in that language.

YesIs a bilingual program required by the Texas Education Code in the School 
District?

If yes to either question above, list which language(s) are required by the 
bilingual program?

Yes

This cell intentionally left blank

Spanish

Are the children who attend either the elementary school or the middle school 
closest to your facility eligible to be enrolled in a bilingual program provided by 
the district?
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No

No

Complete this section to determine small business classification. If a small business requests a permit, agency rules (30 TAC § 
39.603(f)(1)(A)) allow for alternative public notification requirements if all of the following criteria are met. If these requirements are 
met, public notice does not have to include publication of the prominent (12 square inch) newspaper notice.

III. Small Business Classification

Small business classification:

Does the company (including parent companies and subsidiary companies) have fewer than 100 employees or 
less than $6 million in annual gross receipts?
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Determination:

No

Pollutant Project Increase Threshold PSD Review Required?

CO -4.89 100 No

NOx -5.80 40 No

PM 4.18 25 No

PM10 3.19 15 No

PM2.5 4.07 10 No

SO2 -0.03 40 No

Ozone (as VOC) 35.11 40 No

Ozone (as NOx) -5.80 40 No

Pb

H2S

TRS

Reduced sulfur compounds (including H2S)

H2SO4

Fluoride (excluding HF)

CO2e
This cell intentionally left blank

I.  County Classification

This project will be located in an area that is in attainment or unclassified for all 
pollutants. Nonattainment review is not required.

San Patricio

II. PSD and GHG PSD Applicability Summary
This cell intentionally left blank

County (completed for you from your response on the General sheet)

Does the project require retrospective review? No

This project will be located in an area that is in attainment for ozone as of 
Sept. 23, 2019. Select from the drop-down list to the right if you would like 
the project to be reviewed under a different classification.

Is netting required for the PSD analysis for this project?
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No

No

I. General Information - Non-Renewal

II. Direct Costs - Non-Renewal
This cell intentionally left blank

Is this project for new facilities controlled and operated directly by the federal government? 
(30 TAC § 116.141(b)(1) and 30 TAC § 116.163(a))

A fee of $75,000 shall be required if no estimate of capital project cost is included with the 
permit application. (30 TAC § 116.141(d)) Select "yes" here to use this option. Then skip 
sections II and III.

Select Application Type Minor Application

Installation, including foundations, erection of supporting structures, enclosures 
or weather protection, insulation and painting, utilities and connections, process 
integration, and process control equipment.

$0.00

Type of Cost Amount
Process and control equipment not previously owned by the applicant and not 
currently authorized under this chapter. $0.00

Auxiliary equipment, including exhaust hoods, ducting, fans, pumps, piping, 
conveyors, stacks, storage tanks, waste disposal facilities, and air pollution 
control equipment specifically needed to meet permit and regulation 
requirements.

$0.00

Freight charges. $0.00
Site preparation, including demolition, construction of fences, outdoor lighting, 
road, and parking areas. $0.00

Auxiliary buildings, including materials storage, employee facilities, and changes 
to existing structures. $0.00

For GHG permits: A single PSD fee (calculated on the capital cost of the project per 30 TAC § 116.163) will 
be required for all of the associated permitting actions for a GHG PSD project. Other NSR permit fees 
related to the project that have already been remitted to the TCEQ can be subtracted when determining the 
appropriate fee to submit with the GHG PSD application. Identify these other fees in the GHG PSD permit 
application.

Ambient air monitoring network. $0.00
Sub-Total: $0.00

Sub-Total: $0.00

This cell intentionally left blank

III. Indirect Costs - Non-Renewal
Type of Cost Amount
Final engineering design and supervision, and administrative overhead. $0.00
Construction expense, including construction liaison, securing local building 
permits, insurance, temporary construction facilities, and construction clean-up. $0.00

Contractor's fee and overhead. $0.00

This cell intentionally left blank

IV. Calculations - Non-Renewal
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$0.00

3297.475052

 $   10,000.00 

$900.00
 $   10,000.00 

$10,900.00

Yes
$10,900.00

Enter the check, money order, ePay Voucher, or other transaction 
number:
Enter the Company name as it appears on the check:

Enter the fee amount:
Was the fee paid online?

In signing the "General" sheet with this fee worksheet attached, I certify that the total estimated 
capital cost of the project as defined in 30 TAC §116.141 is equal to or less than the above figure. I 
further state that I have read and understand Texas Water Code § 7.179, which defines Criminal 
Offenses for certain violations, including intentionally or knowingly making, or causing to be made, 
false material statements or representations.

This cell intentionally left blank

Your estimated capital cost: Minimum fee applies.
Permit Application Fee: $900.00

This cell intentionally left blank

VII. Payment Information

This cell intentionally left blank

This cell intentionally left blank

VI. Total Fees
Note: fees can be paid together with one payment or as two separate payments.
Non-Renewal Fee
Renewal Fee
Total

Permit fee due

V. Renewal Fee
The fee for renewal is based on the total annual allowable emissions from the permitted facility to be 
renewed. If this project includes an amendment, the amendment permit fee will be calculated separately.

Enter the total allowable emissions (tons per year).  The total emissions must include those 
represented in any PBR or standard permits to be incorporated by consolidation into this 
permit.

Greater than $25,000,000 $75,000 (maximum fee)

Less than $300,000 $900 (minimum fee)
$300,000 - $7,500,000 N/A
$300,000 - $25,000,000 0.30% of capital cost
Greater than $7,500,000 N/A

Estimated Capital Cost Minor Application Fee

B. Payment Two (if paying renewal and non-renewal fees separately)

A. Payment One (required)

Was the fee paid online?
Enter the fee amount:
Enter the check, money order, ePay Voucher, or other transaction 
number:
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$10,900.00

No

No

This cell intentionally left blank

VIII. Professional Engineer Seal Requirement

C. Total Paid
Enter the Company name as it appears on the check:

Is the estimated capital cost of the project above $2 million?

Is the application required to be submitted under the seal of a Texas licensed P.E.?
Note: an electronic PE seal is acceptable.
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Pollutant
Does this pollutant 
require PSD 
review?

How will you demonstrate that this 
project meets all applicable 
requirements?

Notes Additional Notes (optional)

VOC No Modeling: screen or refined Attach a completed "Electronic Modeling Evaluation Workbook" (EMEW).

PM No Not applicable This pollutant is not a part of this project or does not require an impacts 
analysis.

PM10 No Modeling: screen or refined Attach a completed "Electronic Modeling Evaluation Workbook" (EMEW).

PM2.5 No Not applicable This pollutant is not a part of this project or does not require an impacts 
analysis.

Cd No Not applicable This pollutant is not a part of this project or does not require an impacts 
analysis.

Cr No Not applicable This pollutant is not a part of this project or does not require an impacts 
analysis.

Pb No Not applicable This pollutant is not a part of this project or does not require an impacts 
analysis.

Mn No Not applicable This pollutant is not a part of this project or does not require an impacts 
analysis.

Hg No Not applicable This pollutant is not a part of this project or does not require an impacts 
analysis.

Si No Not applicable This pollutant is not a part of this project or does not require an impacts 
analysis.

Zn No Modeling: screen or refined Attach a completed "Electronic Modeling Evaluation Workbook" (EMEW).

NOx No Modeling: screen or refined Attach a completed "Electronic Modeling Evaluation Workbook" (EMEW).

CO No Modeling: screen or refined Attach a completed "Electronic Modeling Evaluation Workbook" (EMEW).

SO2 No Not applicable This pollutant is not a part of this project or does not require an impacts 
analysis.

PMtotal No Not applicable This pollutant is not a part of this project or does not require an impacts 
analysis.
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Pollutant
Does this pollutant 
require PSD 
review?

How will you demonstrate that this 
project meets all applicable 
requirements?

Notes Additional Notes (optional)

PM10 total No Not applicable This pollutant is not a part of this project or does not require an impacts 
analysis.

PMfront half No Not applicable This pollutant is not a part of this project or does not require an impacts 
analysis.

PM10 front half No Not applicable This pollutant is not a part of this project or does not require an impacts 
analysis.

Cr VI No Not applicable This pollutant is not a part of this project or does not require an impacts 
analysis.
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Current Tier I BACT Confirm Additional Notes

Action Requested FINs Unit Type Pollutant Current Tier I BACT Confirm Additional Notes

Renew only LW Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse PM
The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. Opacity shall not exceed 5% and/or no visible emissions from each stack or vent. 
99% reduction or outlet grain loading of 0.01 gr/dscf.

Yes

Renew only LW Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse

Renew only LW Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse

Renew only LW Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse

Renew only LW Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse

Renew only LW Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse

Renew only LW Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse

Renew only LW Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse

Renew only LW Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse

Renew only LW Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse

Renew only LW Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse

Renew only LW Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse

Renew only LW Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse

Renew only LW Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse MSS

Fabric filters should be in good repair with an acceptable pressure drop prior to the 
start of operation.

Removal of spent filters in such a manner to minimize PM emissions and placing the 
spent filters in sealable bags or other sealable containers prior to removal from the 
site. Bags or containers shall be kept closed at all times except when adding spent 
filters.

Yes

Renew only LSTBS Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse PM
The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. Opacity shall not exceed 5% and/or no visible emissions from each stack or vent. 
99% reduction or outlet grain loading of 0.01 gr/dscf.

Yes

Renew only LSTBS Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse Cd See additional notes: Yes Refer to Tier 1 BACT for PM.
Renew only LSTBS Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse Cr See additional notes: Yes Refer to Tier 1 BACT for PM.
Renew only LSTBS Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse Pb See additional notes: Yes Refer to Tier 1 BACT for PM.
Renew only LSTBS Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse Mn See additional notes: Yes Refer to Tier 1 BACT for PM.
Renew only LSTBS Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse Hg See Additional Notes: Yes Refer to Tier 1 BACT for PM.
Renew only LSTBS Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse Si See additional notes: Yes Refer to Tier 1 BACT for PM.
Renew only LSTBS Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse Zn See additional notes: Yes Refer to Tier 1 BACT for PM.
Renew only LSTBS Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse

Renew only LSTBS Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse

Renew only LSTBS Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse

Renew only LSTBS Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse

Renew only LSTBS Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse

Renew only LSTBS Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse MSS

Fabric filters should be in good repair with an acceptable pressure drop prior to the 
start of operation.

Removal of spent filters in such a manner to minimize PM emissions and placing the 
spent filters in sealable bags or other sealable containers prior to removal from the 
site. Bags or containers shall be kept closed at all times except when adding spent 
filters.

Yes

Renew only EAF Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse NOx See Additional Notes: Yes Use of oxy-fuel burners on the EAF.
Renew only EAF Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse CO See Additional Notes: Yes Good EAF combustion practices and proper operation of the Consteel 

DEC.
Renew only EAF Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse VOC See Additional Notes: Yes Good combustion and/or process operation for the EAF.
Renew only EAF Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse SO2 See Additional Notes: Yes Good process operation and scrap management for the EAF.
Renew only EAF Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse PMtotal See additional notes: Yes Refer to Tier 1 BACT for PM.
Renew only EAF Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse PM10 total See additional notes: Yes Refer to Tier 1 BACT for PM.

Renew only EAF Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse PM
The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. Opacity shall not exceed 5% and/or no visible emissions from each stack or vent. 
99% reduction or outlet grain loading of 0.01 gr/dscf.

Yes Refer to Tier 1 BACT for PM.

Renew only EAF Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse PMfront half See additional notes: Yes Refer to Tier 1 BACT for PM.
Renew only EAF Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse PM10 front half See additional notes: Yes Refer to Tier 1 BACT for PM.
Renew only EAF Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse Cd See additional notes: Yes Refer to Tier 1 BACT for PM.

This cell intentionally blank.

Plant Type
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Action Requested FINs Unit Type Pollutant Current Tier I BACT Confirm Additional Notes
Renew only EAF Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse Cr See additional notes: Yes Refer to Tier 1 BACT for PM.
Renew only EAF Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse Pb See additional notes: Yes Refer to Tier 1 BACT for PM.
Renew only EAF Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse Mn See additional notes: Yes Refer to Tier 1 BACT for PM.

Renew only EAF Control: Bag Filter/Baghouse MSS

Fabric filters should be in good repair with an acceptable pressure drop prior to the 
start of operation.

Removal of spent filters in such a manner to minimize PM emissions and placing the 
spent filters in sealable bags or other sealable containers prior to removal from the 
site. Bags or containers shall be kept closed at all times except when adding spent 
filters.

Yes

Renew only RHF Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr NOx

All:
Firing pipeline quality natural gas and good combustion practices. Specify if firing a 
different fuel. Burners with the best NOx performance given the burner configuration 
and gaseous fuel used. Specify the proposed emission rate (performance is an annual 
average) and provide justification if NOx>0.01 lb/MMBtu. Cost data must be submitted 
for SCR if firing rate is > 300 MMBtu/hr and burner is >0.01 lb/MMBtu. CEMS required 
for 100 MMBtu/hr or greater.

Glass:
Performance level of 1.4 lb/NOx/ton of glass produced.

Billet reheat:
0.01 lb NOX/MMBtu, typically achieved by firing natural gas or LPG fuel and/or low 
NOX burners. Specify technique. Good combustion practices. 

Electric arc:
Emission capture system meets ACGIH design. Canopy hood capture of at least 95%. 
Direct evacuation or fourth hole capture efficiency of at least 99%. Outlet grain loading 
≤ 0.0032 gr/dscf front half PM catch; and ≤ 0.0052 gr/dscf for total PM catch. Maximum 
of 3% opacity at stack, 6% at building.

No

0.1863 lb/MMBtu; NOx emission factors ranging from 0.064 lb/MMBtu to 
0.64 lb/MMBtu have been approved as BACT for the control of NOx 
emissions from rolling mill furnaces. TPCO proposes to use good 
combustion practices.  

Renew only RHF Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr CO Good combustion practices. 50 ppmv corrected to 3% O2. No Good combustion practice and combustion of natural gas. 0.0824 
lb/MMBtu

Renew only RHF Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr VOC

All: Firing pipeline quality natural gas and good combustion practices. Specify if firing a 
different fuel.

Electric arc:
0.35 lbs./ton steel, typically achieved with melted scrap management program. Specify 
technique.

Yes Combustion of natural gas and good combustion practices.

Renew only RHF Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr SO2

All:
Firing pipeline quality natural gas and good combustion practices. Specify if firing a 
different fuel. 

Glass:
85% reduction or a performance level of 172 lbs. SO2/ton of glass produced

Electric arc:
0.24 lbs. SO2/ton steel

Yes Combustion of natural gas and good combustion practices.
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Action Requested FINs Unit Type Pollutant Current Tier I BACT Confirm Additional Notes

Renew only RHF Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr PM

The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. Glass:
Performance level of 1.0 lb PM/ton of glass produced (total PM, including front and 
back half catch)

Iron/steel metallurgy:
98% reduction, outlet grain loading ≤ 0.0052 gr/dscf if EAF filter and ≤ 0.01 gr/dscf if 
not EAF filter. Specify technique and numeric value. Maximum of 6% building opacity.

Billet reheat:
Good combustion practices. Maximum of 3% opacity at stack.

Electric arc:
Emission capture system meets ACGIH design. Canopy hood capture of at least 95%. 
Direct evacuation or fourth hole capture efficiency of at least 99%. Outlet grain loading 
≤ 0.0032 gr/dscf front half PM catch; and ≤ 0.0052 gr/dscf for total PM catch. Maximum 
of 3% opacity at stack, 6% at building.

Yes Combustion of natural gas and good combustion practices.

Renew only RHF Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

Renew only RHF Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

Renew only RHF Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

Renew only RHF Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

Renew only RHF Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

Renew only RHF Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

Renew only RHF Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

Renew only RHF Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

Renew only RHF Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr MSS

No additional controls required for MSS operations beyond normal operation BACT 
requirements. No bypassing of controls. Fabric filters should be in good repair with an 
acceptable pressure drop prior to the start of operation.

Removal of spent filters in such a manner to minimize PM emissions and placing the 
spent filters in sealable bags or other sealable containers prior to removal from the 
site. Bags or containers shall be kept closed at all times except when adding spent 
filters.

Glass:
Limit control device bypass to 144 hours per year for planned maintenance. 
Uncontrolled emissions must have acceptable impacts.

Yes

Renew only QF Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr NOx

All:
Firing pipeline quality natural gas and good combustion practices. Specify if firing a 
different fuel. Burners with the best NOx performance given the burner configuration 
and gaseous fuel used. Specify the proposed emission rate (performance is an annual 
average) and provide justification if NOx>0.01 lb/MMBtu. Cost data must be submitted 
for SCR if firing rate is > 300 MMBtu/hr and burner is >0.01 lb/MMBtu. CEMS required 
for 100 MMBtu/hr or greater.

Glass:
Performance level of 1.4 lb/NOx/ton of glass produced.

Billet reheat:
0.01 lb NOX/MMBtu, typically achieved by firing natural gas or LPG fuel and/or low 
NOX burners. Specify technique. Good combustion practices. 

Electric arc:
Emission capture system meets ACGIH design. Canopy hood capture of at least 95%. 
Direct evacuation or fourth hole capture efficiency of at least 99%. Outlet grain loading 
≤ 0.0032 gr/dscf front half PM catch; and ≤ 0.0052 gr/dscf for total PM catch. Maximum 
of 3% opacity at stack, 6% at building.

No

0.0980 lb/MMBtu; NOx emission factors ranging from 0.064 lb/MMBtu to 
0.64 lb/MMBtu have been approved as BACT for the control of NOx 
emissions from rolling mill furnaces. TPCO proposes to use good 
combustion practices.  

Renew only QF Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr CO Good combustion practices. 50 ppmv corrected to 3% O2. No Good combustion practice and combustion of natural gas. 0.0824 
lb/MMBtu
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Renew only QF Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr VOC

All: Firing pipeline quality natural gas and good combustion practices. Specify if firing a 
different fuel.

Electric arc:
0.35 lbs./ton steel, typically achieved with melted scrap management program. Specify 
technique.

Yes Combustion of natural gas and good combustion practices.

Renew only QF Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr SO2

All:
Firing pipeline quality natural gas and good combustion practices. Specify if firing a 
different fuel. 

Glass:
85% reduction or a performance level of 172 lbs. SO2/ton of glass produced

Electric arc:
0.24 lbs. SO2/ton steel

Yes Combustion of natural gas and good combustion practices.

Renew only QF Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr PM

The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. Glass:
Performance level of 1.0 lb PM/ton of glass produced (total PM, including front and 
back half catch)

Iron/steel metallurgy:
98% reduction, outlet grain loading ≤ 0.0052 gr/dscf if EAF filter and ≤ 0.01 gr/dscf if 
not EAF filter. Specify technique and numeric value. Maximum of 6% building opacity.

Billet reheat:
Good combustion practices. Maximum of 3% opacity at stack.

Electric arc:
Emission capture system meets ACGIH design. Canopy hood capture of at least 95%. 
Direct evacuation or fourth hole capture efficiency of at least 99%. Outlet grain loading 
≤ 0.0032 gr/dscf front half PM catch; and ≤ 0.0052 gr/dscf for total PM catch. Maximum 
of 3% opacity at stack, 6% at building.

Yes Combustion of natural gas and good combustion practices.

Renew only QF Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

Renew only QF Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

Renew only QF Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

Renew only QF Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

Renew only QF Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

Renew only QF Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

Renew only QF Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

Renew only QF Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

Renew only QF Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr MSS

No additional controls required for MSS operations beyond normal operation BACT 
requirements. No bypassing of controls. Fabric filters should be in good repair with an 
acceptable pressure drop prior to the start of operation.

Removal of spent filters in such a manner to minimize PM emissions and placing the 
spent filters in sealable bags or other sealable containers prior to removal from the 
site. Bags or containers shall be kept closed at all times except when adding spent 
filters.

Glass:
Limit control device bypass to 144 hours per year for planned maintenance. 
Uncontrolled emissions must have acceptable impacts.

Yes
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Renew only TF Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr NOx

All:
Firing pipeline quality natural gas and good combustion practices. Specify if firing a 
different fuel. Burners with the best NOx performance given the burner configuration 
and gaseous fuel used. Specify the proposed emission rate (performance is an annual 
average) and provide justification if NOx>0.01 lb/MMBtu. Cost data must be submitted 
for SCR if firing rate is > 300 MMBtu/hr and burner is >0.01 lb/MMBtu. CEMS required 
for 100 MMBtu/hr or greater.

Glass:
Performance level of 1.4 lb/NOx/ton of glass produced.

Billet reheat:
0.01 lb NOX/MMBtu, typically achieved by firing natural gas or LPG fuel and/or low 
NOX burners. Specify technique. Good combustion practices. 

Electric arc:
Emission capture system meets ACGIH design. Canopy hood capture of at least 95%. 
Direct evacuation or fourth hole capture efficiency of at least 99%. Outlet grain loading 
≤ 0.0032 gr/dscf front half PM catch; and ≤ 0.0052 gr/dscf for total PM catch. Maximum 
of 3% opacity at stack, 6% at building.

No

0.0980 lb/MMBtu; NOx emission factors ranging from 0.064 lb/MMBtu to 
0.64 lb/MMBtu have been approved as BACT for the control of NOx 
emissions from rolling mill furnaces. TPCO proposes to use good 
combustion practices.  

Renew only TF Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr CO Good combustion practices. 50 ppmv corrected to 3% O2. No Good combustion practice and combustion of natural gas. 0.0824 
lb/MMBtu

Renew only TF Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr VOC

All: Firing pipeline quality natural gas and good combustion practices. Specify if firing a 
different fuel.

Electric arc:
0.35 lbs./ton steel, typically achieved with melted scrap management program. Specify 
technique.

Yes Combustion of natural gas and good combustion practices.

Renew only TF Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr SO2

All:
Firing pipeline quality natural gas and good combustion practices. Specify if firing a 
different fuel. 

Glass:
85% reduction or a performance level of 172 lbs. SO2/ton of glass produced

Electric arc:
0.24 lbs. SO2/ton steel

Yes Combustion of natural gas and good combustion practices.

Renew only TF Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr PM

The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. Glass:
Performance level of 1.0 lb PM/ton of glass produced (total PM, including front and 
back half catch)

Iron/steel metallurgy:
98% reduction, outlet grain loading ≤ 0.0052 gr/dscf if EAF filter and ≤ 0.01 gr/dscf if 
not EAF filter. Specify technique and numeric value. Maximum of 6% building opacity.

Billet reheat:
Good combustion practices. Maximum of 3% opacity at stack.

Electric arc:
Emission capture system meets ACGIH design. Canopy hood capture of at least 95%. 
Direct evacuation or fourth hole capture efficiency of at least 99%. Outlet grain loading 
≤ 0.0032 gr/dscf front half PM catch; and ≤ 0.0052 gr/dscf for total PM catch. Maximum 
of 3% opacity at stack, 6% at building.

Yes Combustion of natural gas and good combustion practices.

Renew only TF Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

Renew only TF Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

Renew only TF Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

Renew only TF Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

Renew only TF Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

Renew only TF Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

Renew only TF Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

Renew only TF Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr
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Renew only TF Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr MSS

No additional controls required for MSS operations beyond normal operation BACT 
requirements. No bypassing of controls. Fabric filters should be in good repair with an 
acceptable pressure drop prior to the start of operation.

Removal of spent filters in such a manner to minimize PM emissions and placing the 
spent filters in sealable bags or other sealable containers prior to removal from the 
site. Bags or containers shall be kept closed at all times except when adding spent 
filters.

Glass:
Limit control device bypass to 144 hours per year for planned maintenance. 
Uncontrolled emissions must have acceptable impacts.

Yes

Renew only VDB Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr NOx

All:
Firing pipeline quality natural gas and good combustion practices. Specify if firing a 
different fuel. Burners with the best NOx performance given the burner configuration 
and gaseous fuel used. Specify the proposed emission rate (performance is an annual 
average) and provide justification if NOx>0.01 lb/MMBtu. Cost data must be submitted 
for SCR if firing rate is > 300 MMBtu/hr and burner is >0.01 lb/MMBtu. CEMS required 
for 100 MMBtu/hr or greater.

Glass:
Performance level of 1.4 lb/NOx/ton of glass produced.

Billet reheat:
0.01 lb NOX/MMBtu, typically achieved by firing natural gas or LPG fuel and/or low 
NOX burners. Specify technique. Good combustion practices. 

Electric arc:
Emission capture system meets ACGIH design. Canopy hood capture of at least 95%. 
Direct evacuation or fourth hole capture efficiency of at least 99%. Outlet grain loading 
≤ 0.0032 gr/dscf front half PM catch; and ≤ 0.0052 gr/dscf for total PM catch. Maximum 
of 3% opacity at stack, 6% at building.

No

0.1 lb/MMBtu; NOx emission factors ranging from 0.035 lb/MMBtu to 
0.0979 lb/MMBtu have been approved as BACT for the control of NOx 
emissions from vacuum degasser boilers. TPCO proposes to use good 
combustion practices.  

Renew only VDB Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr CO Good combustion practices. 50 ppmv corrected to 3% O2. No Good combustion practice and combustion of natural gas. 0.0824 
lb/MMBtu

Renew only VDB Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr VOC

All: Firing pipeline quality natural gas and good combustion practices. Specify if firing a 
different fuel.

Electric arc:
0.35 lbs./ton steel, typically achieved with melted scrap management program. Specify 
technique.

Yes Combustion of natural gas and good combustion practices.

Renew only VDB Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr SO2

All:
Firing pipeline quality natural gas and good combustion practices. Specify if firing a 
different fuel. 

Glass:
85% reduction or a performance level of 172 lbs. SO2/ton of glass produced

Electric arc:
0.24 lbs. SO2/ton steel

Yes Combustion of natural gas and good combustion practices.
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Renew only VDB Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr PM

The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. Glass:
Performance level of 1.0 lb PM/ton of glass produced (total PM, including front and 
back half catch)

Iron/steel metallurgy:
98% reduction, outlet grain loading ≤ 0.0052 gr/dscf if EAF filter and ≤ 0.01 gr/dscf if 
not EAF filter. Specify technique and numeric value. Maximum of 6% building opacity.

Billet reheat:
Good combustion practices. Maximum of 3% opacity at stack.

Electric arc:
Emission capture system meets ACGIH design. Canopy hood capture of at least 95%. 
Direct evacuation or fourth hole capture efficiency of at least 99%. Outlet grain loading 
≤ 0.0032 gr/dscf front half PM catch; and ≤ 0.0052 gr/dscf for total PM catch. Maximum 
of 3% opacity at stack, 6% at building.

Yes Combustion of natural gas and good combustion practices.

Renew only VDB Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

Renew only VDB Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

Renew only VDB Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

Renew only VDB Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

Renew only VDB Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

Renew only VDB Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

Renew only VDB Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

Renew only VDB Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

Renew only VDB Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr MSS

No additional controls required for MSS operations beyond normal operation BACT 
requirements. No bypassing of controls. Fabric filters should be in good repair with an 
acceptable pressure drop prior to the start of operation.

Removal of spent filters in such a manner to minimize PM emissions and placing the 
spent filters in sealable bags or other sealable containers prior to removal from the 
site. Bags or containers shall be kept closed at all times except when adding spent 
filters.

Glass:
Limit control device bypass to 144 hours per year for planned maintenance. 
Uncontrolled emissions must have acceptable impacts.

Yes

Renew only RG Fugitives: Building PM The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. See Additional Notes: Yes TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building 

satisfies BACT. 
Renew only RG Fugitives: Building

Renew only RG Fugitives: Building

Renew only RG Fugitives: Building

Renew only RG Fugitives: Building

Renew only RG Fugitives: Building

Renew only RG Fugitives: Building

Renew only RG Fugitives: Building

Renew only RG Fugitives: Building

Renew only RG Fugitives: Building

Renew only RG Fugitives: Building

Renew only RG Fugitives: Building

Renew only RG Fugitives: Building

Renew only RG Fugitives: Building MSS Same as normal operation BACT requirements. Yes

Renew only TCR Fugitives: Building PM The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. See Additional Notes: Yes TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building 

satisfies BACT. 
Renew only TCR Fugitives: Building

Renew only TCR Fugitives: Building

Renew only TCR Fugitives: Building

Renew only TCR Fugitives: Building

Renew only TCR Fugitives: Building

Renew only TCR Fugitives: Building

Renew only TCR Fugitives: Building

Renew only TCR Fugitives: Building
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Renew only TCR Fugitives: Building

Renew only TCR Fugitives: Building

Renew only TCR Fugitives: Building

Renew only TCR Fugitives: Building

Renew only TCR Fugitives: Building MSS Same as normal operation BACT requirements. Yes

Renew only IDPSS Fugitives: Building PM The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. See Additional Notes: Yes TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building 

satisfies BACT. 
Renew only IDPSS Fugitives: Building

Renew only IDPSS Fugitives: Building

Renew only IDPSS Fugitives: Building

Renew only IDPSS Fugitives: Building

Renew only IDPSS Fugitives: Building

Renew only IDPSS Fugitives: Building

Renew only IDPSS Fugitives: Building

Renew only IDPSS Fugitives: Building

Renew only IDPSS Fugitives: Building

Renew only IDPSS Fugitives: Building

Renew only IDPSS Fugitives: Building

Renew only IDPSS Fugitives: Building

Renew only IDPSS Fugitives: Building MSS Same as normal operation BACT requirements. Yes

Renew only IDPSR1 Fugitives: Building PM The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. See Additional Notes: Yes TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building 

satisfies BACT. 
Renew only IDPSR1 Fugitives: Building

Renew only IDPSR1 Fugitives: Building

Renew only IDPSR1 Fugitives: Building

Renew only IDPSR1 Fugitives: Building

Renew only IDPSR1 Fugitives: Building

Renew only IDPSR1 Fugitives: Building

Renew only IDPSR1 Fugitives: Building

Renew only IDPSR1 Fugitives: Building

Renew only IDPSR1 Fugitives: Building

Renew only IDPSR1 Fugitives: Building

Renew only IDPSR1 Fugitives: Building

Renew only IDPSR1 Fugitives: Building

Renew only IDPSR1 Fugitives: Building MSS Same as normal operation BACT requirements. Yes

Renew only IDPS1 Fugitives: Building PM The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. See Additional Notes: Yes TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building 

satisfies BACT. 
Renew only IDPS1 Fugitives: Building

Renew only IDPS1 Fugitives: Building

Renew only IDPS1 Fugitives: Building

Renew only IDPS1 Fugitives: Building

Renew only IDPS1 Fugitives: Building

Renew only IDPS1 Fugitives: Building

Renew only IDPS1 Fugitives: Building

Renew only IDPS1 Fugitives: Building

Renew only IDPS1 Fugitives: Building

Renew only IDPS1 Fugitives: Building

Renew only IDPS1 Fugitives: Building

Renew only IDPS1 Fugitives: Building

Renew only IDPS1 Fugitives: Building MSS Same as normal operation BACT requirements. Yes

Renew only IDPSR2 Fugitives: Building PM The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. See Additional Notes: Yes TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building 

satisfies BACT. 
Renew only IDPSR2 Fugitives: Building

Renew only IDPSR2 Fugitives: Building

Renew only IDPSR2 Fugitives: Building

Renew only IDPSR2 Fugitives: Building

Renew only IDPSR2 Fugitives: Building

Renew only IDPSR2 Fugitives: Building

Renew only IDPSR2 Fugitives: Building

Renew only IDPSR2 Fugitives: Building

Renew only IDPSR2 Fugitives: Building

Renew only IDPSR2 Fugitives: Building

Renew only IDPSR2 Fugitives: Building

Renew only IDPSR2 Fugitives: Building
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Renew only IDPSR2 Fugitives: Building MSS Same as normal operation BACT requirements. Yes

Renew only IDPS2 Fugitives: Building PM The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. See Additional Notes: Yes TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building 

satisfies BACT. 
Renew only IDPS2 Fugitives: Building

Renew only IDPS2 Fugitives: Building

Renew only IDPS2 Fugitives: Building

Renew only IDPS2 Fugitives: Building

Renew only IDPS2 Fugitives: Building

Renew only IDPS2 Fugitives: Building

Renew only IDPS2 Fugitives: Building

Renew only IDPS2 Fugitives: Building

Renew only IDPS2 Fugitives: Building

Renew only IDPS2 Fugitives: Building

Renew only IDPS2 Fugitives: Building

Renew only IDPS2 Fugitives: Building

Renew only IDPS2 Fugitives: Building MSS Same as normal operation BACT requirements. Yes

Renew only IDPSR3 Fugitives: Building PM The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. See Additional Notes: Yes TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building 

satisfies BACT. 
Renew only IDPSR3 Fugitives: Building

Renew only IDPSR3 Fugitives: Building

Renew only IDPSR3 Fugitives: Building

Renew only IDPSR3 Fugitives: Building

Renew only IDPSR3 Fugitives: Building

Renew only IDPSR3 Fugitives: Building

Renew only IDPSR3 Fugitives: Building

Renew only IDPSR3 Fugitives: Building

Renew only IDPSR3 Fugitives: Building

Renew only IDPSR3 Fugitives: Building

Renew only IDPSR3 Fugitives: Building

Renew only IDPSR3 Fugitives: Building

Renew only IDPSR3 Fugitives: Building MSS Same as normal operation BACT requirements. Yes

Renew only ISPSS Fugitives: Building PM The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. See Additional Notes: Yes TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building 

satisfies BACT. 
Renew only ISPSS Fugitives: Building

Renew only ISPSS Fugitives: Building

Renew only ISPSS Fugitives: Building

Renew only ISPSS Fugitives: Building

Renew only ISPSS Fugitives: Building

Renew only ISPSS Fugitives: Building

Renew only ISPSS Fugitives: Building

Renew only ISPSS Fugitives: Building

Renew only ISPSS Fugitives: Building

Renew only ISPSS Fugitives: Building

Renew only ISPSS Fugitives: Building

Renew only ISPSS Fugitives: Building

Renew only ISPSS Fugitives: Building MSS Same as normal operation BACT requirements. Yes

Renew only ISPS Fugitives: Building PM The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. See Additional Notes: Yes TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building 

satisfies BACT. 
Renew only ISPS Fugitives: Building

Renew only ISPS Fugitives: Building

Renew only ISPS Fugitives: Building

Renew only ISPS Fugitives: Building

Renew only ISPS Fugitives: Building

Renew only ISPS Fugitives: Building

Renew only ISPS Fugitives: Building

Renew only ISPS Fugitives: Building

Renew only ISPS Fugitives: Building

Renew only ISPS Fugitives: Building

Renew only ISPS Fugitives: Building

Renew only ISPS Fugitives: Building

Renew only ISPS Fugitives: Building MSS Same as normal operation BACT requirements. Yes

Renew only ISPSR1 Fugitives: Building PM The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. See Additional Notes: Yes TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building 

satisfies BACT. 
Renew only ISPSR1 Fugitives: Building
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Renew only ISPSR1 Fugitives: Building

Renew only ISPSR1 Fugitives: Building

Renew only ISPSR1 Fugitives: Building

Renew only ISPSR1 Fugitives: Building

Renew only ISPSR1 Fugitives: Building

Renew only ISPSR1 Fugitives: Building

Renew only ISPSR1 Fugitives: Building

Renew only ISPSR1 Fugitives: Building

Renew only ISPSR1 Fugitives: Building

Renew only ISPSR1 Fugitives: Building

Renew only ISPSR1 Fugitives: Building

Renew only ISPSR1 Fugitives: Building MSS Same as normal operation BACT requirements. Yes

Renew only ISPSR2 Fugitives: Building PM The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. See Additional Notes: Yes TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building 

satisfies BACT. 
Renew only ISPSR2 Fugitives: Building

Renew only ISPSR2 Fugitives: Building

Renew only ISPSR2 Fugitives: Building

Renew only ISPSR2 Fugitives: Building

Renew only ISPSR2 Fugitives: Building

Renew only ISPSR2 Fugitives: Building

Renew only ISPSR2 Fugitives: Building

Renew only ISPSR2 Fugitives: Building

Renew only ISPSR2 Fugitives: Building

Renew only ISPSR2 Fugitives: Building

Renew only ISPSR2 Fugitives: Building

Renew only ISPSR2 Fugitives: Building

Renew only ISPSR2 Fugitives: Building MSS Same as normal operation BACT requirements. Yes

Renew only ISPSR3 Fugitives: Building PM The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. See Additional Notes: Yes TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building 

satisfies BACT. 
Renew only ISPSR3 Fugitives: Building

Renew only ISPSR3 Fugitives: Building

Renew only ISPSR3 Fugitives: Building

Renew only ISPSR3 Fugitives: Building

Renew only ISPSR3 Fugitives: Building

Renew only ISPSR3 Fugitives: Building

Renew only ISPSR3 Fugitives: Building

Renew only ISPSR3 Fugitives: Building

Renew only ISPSR3 Fugitives: Building

Renew only ISPSR3 Fugitives: Building

Renew only ISPSR3 Fugitives: Building

Renew only ISPSR3 Fugitives: Building

Renew only ISPSR3 Fugitives: Building MSS Same as normal operation BACT requirements. Yes

Renew only ELSMW Fugitives: Building PM The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. See Additional Notes: Yes TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building 

satisfies BACT. 
Renew only ELSMW Fugitives: Building Cr See additional notes: Yes TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building 

satisfies BACT. 
Renew only ELSMW Fugitives: Building Cr VI See additional notes: Yes TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building 

satisfies BACT. 
Renew only ELSMW Fugitives: Building Pb See additional notes: Yes TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building 

satisfies BACT. 
Renew only ELSMW Fugitives: Building Mn See additional notes: Yes TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building 

satisfies BACT. 
Renew only ELSMW Fugitives: Building

Renew only ELSMW Fugitives: Building

Renew only ELSMW Fugitives: Building

Renew only ELSMW Fugitives: Building

Renew only ELSMW Fugitives: Building

Renew only ELSMW Fugitives: Building

Renew only ELSMW Fugitives: Building

Renew only ELSMW Fugitives: Building

Renew only ELSMW Fugitives: Building MSS Same as normal operation BACT requirements. Yes

Renew only OUSMW Fugitives: Building CO See Additional Notes: Yes TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building 
satisfies BACT. 
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Renew only OUSMW Fugitives: Building VOC See Additional Notes: Yes TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building 

satisfies BACT. 
Renew only OUSMW Fugitives: Building PM The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 

PM. See Additional Notes: Yes TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building 
satisfies BACT. 

Renew only OUSMW Fugitives: Building

Renew only OUSMW Fugitives: Building

Renew only OUSMW Fugitives: Building

Renew only OUSMW Fugitives: Building

Renew only OUSMW Fugitives: Building

Renew only OUSMW Fugitives: Building

Renew only OUSMW Fugitives: Building

Renew only OUSMW Fugitives: Building

Renew only OUSMW Fugitives: Building

Renew only OUSMW Fugitives: Building

Renew only OUSMW Fugitives: Building MSS Same as normal operation BACT requirements. Yes

Renew only CC Fugitives: Building NOx See Additional Notes: Yes TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building 
satisfies BACT. 

Renew only CC Fugitives: Building CO See Additional Notes: Yes TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building 
satisfies BACT. 

Renew only CC Fugitives: Building VOC See Additional Notes: Yes TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building 
satisfies BACT. 

Renew only CC Fugitives: Building SO2 See Additional Notes: Yes TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building 
satisfies BACT. 

Renew only CC Fugitives: Building PM The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. See Additional Notes: Yes TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building 

satisfies BACT. 
Renew only CC Fugitives: Building

Renew only CC Fugitives: Building

Renew only CC Fugitives: Building

Renew only CC Fugitives: Building

Renew only CC Fugitives: Building

Renew only CC Fugitives: Building

Renew only CC Fugitives: Building

Renew only CC Fugitives: Building

Renew only CC Fugitives: Building MSS Same as normal operation BACT requirements. Yes

Renew only EAFB Fugitives: Building CO See Additional Notes: Yes TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building 
satisfies BACT. 

Renew only EAFB Fugitives: Building VOC See Additional Notes: Yes TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building 
satisfies BACT. 

Renew only EAFB Fugitives: Building

Renew only EAFB Fugitives: Building

Renew only EAFB Fugitives: Building

Renew only EAFB Fugitives: Building

Renew only EAFB Fugitives: Building

Renew only EAFB Fugitives: Building

Renew only EAFB Fugitives: Building

Renew only EAFB Fugitives: Building

Renew only EAFB Fugitives: Building

Renew only EAFB Fugitives: Building

Renew only EAFB Fugitives: Building

Renew only EAFB Fugitives: Building MSS Same as normal operation BACT requirements. Yes

Renew only LB Fugitives: Building CO See Additional Notes: Yes TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building 
satisfies BACT. 

Renew only LB Fugitives: Building VOC See Additional Notes: Yes TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building 
satisfies BACT. 

Renew only LB Fugitives: Building

Renew only LB Fugitives: Building

Renew only LB Fugitives: Building

Renew only LB Fugitives: Building

Renew only LB Fugitives: Building

Renew only LB Fugitives: Building

Renew only LB Fugitives: Building

Renew only LB Fugitives: Building

Renew only LB Fugitives: Building

Renew only LB Fugitives: Building
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Action Requested FINs Unit Type Pollutant Current Tier I BACT Confirm Additional Notes
Renew only LB Fugitives: Building

Renew only LB Fugitives: Building MSS Same as normal operation BACT requirements. Yes

Renew only TB Fugitives: Building CO See Additional Notes: Yes TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building 
satisfies BACT. 

Renew only TB Fugitives: Building VOC See Additional Notes: Yes TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building 
satisfies BACT. 

Renew only TB Fugitives: Building

Renew only TB Fugitives: Building

Renew only TB Fugitives: Building

Renew only TB Fugitives: Building

Renew only TB Fugitives: Building

Renew only TB Fugitives: Building

Renew only TB Fugitives: Building

Renew only TB Fugitives: Building

Renew only TB Fugitives: Building

Renew only TB Fugitives: Building

Renew only TB Fugitives: Building

Renew only TB Fugitives: Building MSS Same as normal operation BACT requirements. Yes

Renew only LP Fugitives: Building NOx See Additional Notes: Yes TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building 
satisfies BACT. 

Renew only LP Fugitives: Building CO See Additional Notes: Yes TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building 
satisfies BACT. 

Renew only LP Fugitives: Building VOC See Additional Notes: Yes TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building 
satisfies BACT. 

Renew only LP Fugitives: Building SO2 See Additional Notes: Yes TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building 
satisfies BACT. 

Renew only LP Fugitives: Building PM The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. See Additional Notes: Yes TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building 

satisfies BACT. 
Renew only LP Fugitives: Building

Renew only LP Fugitives: Building

Renew only LP Fugitives: Building

Renew only LP Fugitives: Building

Renew only LP Fugitives: Building

Renew only LP Fugitives: Building

Renew only LP Fugitives: Building

Renew only LP Fugitives: Building

Renew only LP Fugitives: Building MSS Same as normal operation BACT requirements. Yes

Renew only TP Fugitives: Building NOx See Additional Notes: Yes TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building 
satisfies BACT. 

Renew only TP Fugitives: Building CO See Additional Notes: Yes TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building 
satisfies BACT. 

Renew only TP Fugitives: Building VOC See Additional Notes: Yes TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building 
satisfies BACT. 

Renew only TP Fugitives: Building SO2 See Additional Notes: Yes TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building 
satisfies BACT. 

Renew only TP Fugitives: Building PM The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. See Additional Notes: Yes TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building 

satisfies BACT. 
Renew only TP Fugitives: Building

Renew only TP Fugitives: Building

Renew only TP Fugitives: Building

Renew only TP Fugitives: Building

Renew only TP Fugitives: Building

Renew only TP Fugitives: Building

Renew only TP Fugitives: Building

Renew only TP Fugitives: Building

Renew only TP Fugitives: Building MSS Same as normal operation BACT requirements. Yes

Renew only LFTSC Fugitives: Building NOx See Additional Notes: Yes TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building 
satisfies BACT. 

Renew only LFTSC Fugitives: Building CO See Additional Notes: Yes TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building 
satisfies BACT. 

Renew only LFTSC Fugitives: Building VOC See Additional Notes: Yes TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building 
satisfies BACT. 

Renew only LFTSC Fugitives: Building SO2 See Additional Notes: Yes TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building 
satisfies BACT. 
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Action Requested FINs Unit Type Pollutant Current Tier I BACT Confirm Additional Notes
Renew only LFTSC Fugitives: Building PM The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 

PM. See Additional Notes: Yes TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building 
satisfies BACT. 

Renew only LFTSC Fugitives: Building

Renew only LFTSC Fugitives: Building

Renew only LFTSC Fugitives: Building

Renew only LFTSC Fugitives: Building

Renew only LFTSC Fugitives: Building

Renew only LFTSC Fugitives: Building

Renew only LFTSC Fugitives: Building

Renew only LFTSC Fugitives: Building

Renew only LFTSC Fugitives: Building MSS Same as normal operation BACT requirements. Yes

Renew only TCM Fugitives: Building NOx See Additional Notes: Yes TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building 
satisfies BACT. 

Renew only TCM Fugitives: Building CO See Additional Notes: Yes TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building 
satisfies BACT. 

Renew only TCM Fugitives: Building VOC See Additional Notes: Yes TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building 
satisfies BACT. 

Renew only TCM Fugitives: Building SO2 See Additional Notes: Yes TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building 
satisfies BACT. 

Renew only TCM Fugitives: Building PM The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. See Additional Notes: Yes TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building 

satisfies BACT. 
Renew only TCM Fugitives: Building

Renew only TCM Fugitives: Building

Renew only TCM Fugitives: Building

Renew only TCM Fugitives: Building

Renew only TCM Fugitives: Building

Renew only TCM Fugitives: Building

Renew only TCM Fugitives: Building

Renew only TCM Fugitives: Building

Renew only TCM Fugitives: Building MSS Same as normal operation BACT requirements. Yes

Renew only LF Fugitives: Building PM The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. See Additional Notes: Yes TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building 

satisfies BACT. 
Renew only LF Fugitives: Building Cd See additional notes: Yes TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building 

satisfies BACT. 
Renew only LF Fugitives: Building Cr See additional notes: Yes TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building 

satisfies BACT. 
Renew only LF Fugitives: Building Pb See additional notes: Yes TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building 

satisfies BACT. 
Renew only LF Fugitives: Building Mn See additional notes: Yes TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building 

satisfies BACT. 
Renew only LF Fugitives: Building Hg See Additional Notes: Yes TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building 

satisfies BACT. 
Renew only LF Fugitives: Building Si See additional notes: Yes TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building 

satisfies BACT. 
Renew only LF Fugitives: Building Zn See additional notes: Yes TPCO proposes performing the activities within the melt shop building 

satisfies BACT. 
Renew only LF Fugitives: Building

Renew only LF Fugitives: Building

Renew only LF Fugitives: Building

Renew only LF Fugitives: Building

Renew only LF Fugitives: Building

Renew only LF Fugitives: Building MSS Same as normal operation BACT requirements. Yes

Renew only IDPAA Fugitives: Building PM The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. See Additional Notes: Yes

TPCO proposes to store alloy aggregate in the Alloy Aggregate 
Warehouse, controlled by a baghouse (EPN AABS) and vent (EPN 
AAWV) as BACT.

Renew only IDPAA Fugitives: Building

Renew only IDPAA Fugitives: Building

Renew only IDPAA Fugitives: Building

Renew only IDPAA Fugitives: Building

Renew only IDPAA Fugitives: Building

Renew only IDPAA Fugitives: Building

Renew only IDPAA Fugitives: Building

Renew only IDPAA Fugitives: Building

Renew only IDPAA Fugitives: Building
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Action Requested FINs Unit Type Pollutant Current Tier I BACT Confirm Additional Notes
Renew only IDPAA Fugitives: Building

Renew only IDPAA Fugitives: Building

Renew only IDPAA Fugitives: Building

Renew only IDPAA Fugitives: Building MSS Same as normal operation BACT requirements. Yes

Renew only OUPCLW Fugitives: Building CO See Additional Notes: Yes
Please refer to BACT discussion in the initial permit application for a 
detailed discussion of various BACT practices for activities conducted 
within the building.

Renew only OUPCLW Fugitives: Building VOC See Additional Notes: Yes
Please refer to BACT discussion in the initial permit application for a 
detailed discussion of various BACT practices for activities conducted 
within the building.

Renew only OUPCLW Fugitives: Building PM The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. See Additional Notes: Yes

Please refer to BACT discussion in the initial permit application for a 
detailed discussion of various BACT practices for activities conducted 
within the building.

Renew only OUPCLW Fugitives: Building

Renew only OUPCLW Fugitives: Building

Renew only OUPCLW Fugitives: Building

Renew only OUPCLW Fugitives: Building

Renew only OUPCLW Fugitives: Building

Renew only OUPCLW Fugitives: Building

Renew only OUPCLW Fugitives: Building

Renew only OUPCLW Fugitives: Building

Renew only OUPCLW Fugitives: Building

Renew only OUPCLW Fugitives: Building

Renew only OUPCLW Fugitives: Building MSS Same as normal operation BACT requirements. Yes

Renew only ELPCLW Fugitives: Building PM The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. See Additional Notes: Yes

Please refer to BACT discussion in the initial permit application for a 
detailed discussion of various BACT practices for activities conducted 
within the building.

Renew only ELPCLW Fugitives: Building

Renew only ELPCLW Fugitives: Building

Renew only ELPCLW Fugitives: Building

Renew only ELPCLW Fugitives: Building

Renew only ELPCLW Fugitives: Building

Renew only ELPCLW Fugitives: Building

Renew only ELPCLW Fugitives: Building

Renew only ELPCLW Fugitives: Building

Renew only ELPCLW Fugitives: Building

Renew only ELPCLW Fugitives: Building

Renew only ELPCLW Fugitives: Building

Renew only ELPCLW Fugitives: Building

Renew only ELPCLW Fugitives: Building MSS Same as normal operation BACT requirements. Yes

Renew only EMPCLW Fugitives: Building VOC See Additional Notes: Yes
Please refer to BACT discussion in the initial permit application for a 
detailed discussion of various BACT practices for activities conducted 
within the building.

Renew only EMPCLW Fugitives: Building PM The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. See Additional Notes: Yes

Please refer to BACT discussion in the initial permit application for a 
detailed discussion of various BACT practices for activities conducted 
within the building.

Renew only EMPCLW Fugitives: Building

Renew only EMPCLW Fugitives: Building

Renew only EMPCLW Fugitives: Building

Renew only EMPCLW Fugitives: Building

Renew only EMPCLW Fugitives: Building

Renew only EMPCLW Fugitives: Building

Renew only EMPCLW Fugitives: Building

Renew only EMPCLW Fugitives: Building

Renew only EMPCLW Fugitives: Building

Renew only EMPCLW Fugitives: Building

Renew only EMPCLW Fugitives: Building

Renew only EMPCLW Fugitives: Building MSS Same as normal operation BACT requirements. Yes

Renew only PUPCLW Fugitives: Building VOC See Additional Notes: Yes
Please refer to BACT discussion in the initial permit application for a 
detailed discussion of various BACT practices for activities conducted 
within the building.

Renew only PUPCLW Fugitives: Building

Renew only PUPCLW Fugitives: Building

Renew only PUPCLW Fugitives: Building
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Action Requested FINs Unit Type Pollutant Current Tier I BACT Confirm Additional Notes
Renew only PUPCLW Fugitives: Building

Renew only PUPCLW Fugitives: Building

Renew only PUPCLW Fugitives: Building

Renew only PUPCLW Fugitives: Building

Renew only PUPCLW Fugitives: Building

Renew only PUPCLW Fugitives: Building

Renew only PUPCLW Fugitives: Building

Renew only PUPCLW Fugitives: Building

Renew only PUPCLW Fugitives: Building

Renew only PUPCLW Fugitives: Building MSS Same as normal operation BACT requirements. Yes

Renew only DUPCLW Fugitives: Building VOC See Additional Notes: Yes
Please refer to BACT discussion in the initial permit application for a 
detailed discussion of various BACT practices for activities conducted 
within the building.

Renew only DUPCLW Fugitives: Building PM The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. See Additional Notes: Yes

Please refer to BACT discussion in the initial permit application for a 
detailed discussion of various BACT practices for activities conducted 
within the building.

Renew only DUPCLW Fugitives: Building

Renew only DUPCLW Fugitives: Building

Renew only DUPCLW Fugitives: Building

Renew only DUPCLW Fugitives: Building

Renew only DUPCLW Fugitives: Building

Renew only DUPCLW Fugitives: Building

Renew only DUPCLW Fugitives: Building

Renew only DUPCLW Fugitives: Building

Renew only DUPCLW Fugitives: Building

Renew only DUPCLW Fugitives: Building

Renew only DUPCLW Fugitives: Building

Renew only DUPCLW Fugitives: Building MSS Same as normal operation BACT requirements. Yes

Renew only BCPS2 Fugitives: Building PM The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. See Additional Notes: Yes

Please refer to BACT discussion in the initial permit application for a 
detailed discussion of various BACT practices for activities conducted 
within the building.

Renew only BCPS2 Fugitives: Building

Renew only BCPS2 Fugitives: Building

Renew only BCPS2 Fugitives: Building

Renew only BCPS2 Fugitives: Building

Renew only BCPS2 Fugitives: Building

Renew only BCPS2 Fugitives: Building

Renew only BCPS2 Fugitives: Building

Renew only BCPS2 Fugitives: Building

Renew only BCPS2 Fugitives: Building

Renew only BCPS2 Fugitives: Building

Renew only BCPS2 Fugitives: Building

Renew only BCPS2 Fugitives: Building

Renew only BCPS2 Fugitives: Building MSS Same as normal operation BACT requirements. Yes

New/Modified PSGPCLW Fugitives: Building VOC See Additional Notes: Yes
TPCO proposes the use of low VOC coating, high-volume low-pressure 
application equipment, good housekeeping and best management 
practices.This is consistent with current Tier 1 BACT.

New/Modified PSGPCLW Fugitives: Building PM The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. See Additional Notes: Yes

TPCO proposes the use of high-volume low-pressure application 
equipment, good housekeeping and best management practices. No 
visible emissions shall cross the property line. This is consistent with 
current Tier 1 BACT.

New/Modified PSGPCLW Fugitives: Building

New/Modified PSGPCLW Fugitives: Building

New/Modified PSGPCLW Fugitives: Building

New/Modified PSGPCLW Fugitives: Building

New/Modified PSGPCLW Fugitives: Building

New/Modified PSGPCLW Fugitives: Building

New/Modified PSGPCLW Fugitives: Building

New/Modified PSGPCLW Fugitives: Building

New/Modified PSGPCLW Fugitives: Building

New/Modified PSGPCLW Fugitives: Building

New/Modified PSGPCLW Fugitives: Building
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Action Requested FINs Unit Type Pollutant Current Tier I BACT Confirm Additional Notes

New/Modified PSGPCLW Fugitives: Building MSS Same as normal operation BACT requirements. Yes

Startup and shutdown emissions are already included in the emission 
estimates for both hourly and annual emissions for the coating 
operations and abrasive blasting operations.  The short term emission 
rates are no higher than normal operations and the emission control 
techniques for normal operations are considered acceptable for startup 
and shutdown.  Emissions from filter replacement are limited through the 
use of work practices that limit the emissions of captured particulate 
matter. 

Renew Only HRL Fugitives: Building PM The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. See Additional Notes: Yes

Please refer to BACT discussion in the initial permit application for a 
detailed discussion of various BACT practices for activities conducted 
within the building.

Renew Only HRL Fugitives: Building

Renew Only HRL Fugitives: Building

Renew Only HRL Fugitives: Building

Renew Only HRL Fugitives: Building

Renew Only HRL Fugitives: Building

Renew Only HRL Fugitives: Building

Renew Only HRL Fugitives: Building

Renew Only HRL Fugitives: Building

Renew Only HRL Fugitives: Building

Renew Only HRL Fugitives: Building

Renew Only HRL Fugitives: Building

Renew Only HRL Fugitives: Building

Renew Only HRL Fugitives: Building MSS Same as normal operation BACT requirements. Yes

Renew Only ABS1 Fugitives: Building PM The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. See Additional Notes: Yes

Please refer to BACT discussion in the initial permit application for a 
detailed discussion of various BACT practices for activities conducted 
within the building.

Renew Only ABS1 Fugitives: Building

Renew Only ABS1 Fugitives: Building

Renew Only ABS1 Fugitives: Building

Renew Only ABS1 Fugitives: Building

Renew Only ABS1 Fugitives: Building

Renew Only ABS1 Fugitives: Building

Renew Only ABS1 Fugitives: Building

Renew Only ABS1 Fugitives: Building

Renew Only ABS1 Fugitives: Building

Renew Only ABS1 Fugitives: Building

Renew Only ABS1 Fugitives: Building

Renew Only ABS1 Fugitives: Building

Renew Only ABS1 Fugitives: Building MSS Same as normal operation BACT requirements. Yes

Renew Only ABS2 Fugitives: Building PM The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. See Additional Notes: Yes

Please refer to BACT discussion in the initial permit application for a 
detailed discussion of various BACT practices for activities conducted 
within the building.

Renew Only ABS2 Fugitives: Building

Renew Only ABS2 Fugitives: Building

Renew Only ABS2 Fugitives: Building

Renew Only ABS2 Fugitives: Building

Renew Only ABS2 Fugitives: Building

Renew Only ABS2 Fugitives: Building

Renew Only ABS2 Fugitives: Building

Renew Only ABS2 Fugitives: Building

Renew Only ABS2 Fugitives: Building

Renew Only ABS2 Fugitives: Building

Renew Only ABS2 Fugitives: Building

Renew Only ABS2 Fugitives: Building

Renew Only ABS2 Fugitives: Building MSS Same as normal operation BACT requirements. Yes

Renew Only BPCS1 Fugitives: Building PM The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. See Additional Notes: Yes

Please refer to BACT discussion in the initial permit application for a 
detailed discussion of various BACT practices for activities conducted 
within the building.

Renew Only BPCS1 Fugitives: Building

Renew Only BPCS1 Fugitives: Building

Renew Only BPCS1 Fugitives: Building

Renew Only BPCS1 Fugitives: Building

Renew Only BPCS1 Fugitives: Building
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Action Requested FINs Unit Type Pollutant Current Tier I BACT Confirm Additional Notes
Renew Only BPCS1 Fugitives: Building

Renew Only BPCS1 Fugitives: Building

Renew Only BPCS1 Fugitives: Building

Renew Only BPCS1 Fugitives: Building

Renew Only BPCS1 Fugitives: Building

Renew Only BPCS1 Fugitives: Building

Renew Only BPCS1 Fugitives: Building

Renew Only BPCS1 Fugitives: Building MSS Same as normal operation BACT requirements. Yes

Renew Only OUHRW Fugitives: Building CO See Additional Notes: Yes
Please refer to BACT discussion in the initial permit application for a 
detailed discussion of various BACT practices for activities conducted 
within the building.

Renew Only OUHRW Fugitives: Building VOC See Additional Notes: Yes
Please refer to BACT discussion in the initial permit application for a 
detailed discussion of various BACT practices for activities conducted 
within the building.

Renew Only OUHRW Fugitives: Building PM The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. See Additional Notes: Yes

Please refer to BACT discussion in the initial permit application for a 
detailed discussion of various BACT practices for activities conducted 
within the building.

Renew Only OUHRW Fugitives: Building

Renew Only OUHRW Fugitives: Building

Renew Only OUHRW Fugitives: Building

Renew Only OUHRW Fugitives: Building

Renew Only OUHRW Fugitives: Building

Renew Only OUHRW Fugitives: Building

Renew Only OUHRW Fugitives: Building

Renew Only OUHRW Fugitives: Building

Renew Only OUHRW Fugitives: Building

Renew Only OUHRW Fugitives: Building

Renew Only OUHRW Fugitives: Building MSS Same as normal operation BACT requirements. Yes

Renew Only ELHRW Fugitives: Building PM The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. See Additional Notes: Yes

Please refer to BACT discussion in the initial permit application for a 
detailed discussion of various BACT practices for activities conducted 
within the building.

Renew Only ELHRW Fugitives: Building Cr See additional notes: Yes
Please refer to BACT discussion in the initial permit application for a 
detailed discussion of various BACT practices for activities conducted 
within the building.

Renew Only ELHRW Fugitives: Building Cr VI See additional notes: Yes
Please refer to BACT discussion in the initial permit application for a 
detailed discussion of various BACT practices for activities conducted 
within the building.

Renew Only ELHRW Fugitives: Building Mn See additional notes: Yes
Please refer to BACT discussion in the initial permit application for a 
detailed discussion of various BACT practices for activities conducted 
within the building.

Renew Only ELHRW Fugitives: Building

Renew Only ELHRW Fugitives: Building

Renew Only ELHRW Fugitives: Building

Renew Only ELHRW Fugitives: Building

Renew Only ELHRW Fugitives: Building

Renew Only ELHRW Fugitives: Building

Renew Only ELHRW Fugitives: Building

Renew Only ELHRW Fugitives: Building

Renew Only ELHRW Fugitives: Building

Renew Only ELHRW Fugitives: Building MSS Same as normal operation BACT requirements. Yes

Renew Only EMHRW Fugitives: Building VOC See Additional Notes: Yes
Please refer to BACT discussion in the initial permit application for a 
detailed discussion of various BACT practices for activities conducted 
within the building.

Renew Only EMHRW Fugitives: Building PM The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. See Additional Notes: Yes

Please refer to BACT discussion in the initial permit application for a 
detailed discussion of various BACT practices for activities conducted 
within the building.

Renew Only EMHRW Fugitives: Building

Renew Only EMHRW Fugitives: Building

Renew Only EMHRW Fugitives: Building

Renew Only EMHRW Fugitives: Building

Renew Only EMHRW Fugitives: Building

Renew Only EMHRW Fugitives: Building

Renew Only EMHRW Fugitives: Building

Renew Only EMHRW Fugitives: Building
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Renew Only EMHRW Fugitives: Building

Renew Only EMHRW Fugitives: Building

Renew Only EMHRW Fugitives: Building

Renew Only EMHRW Fugitives: Building MSS Same as normal operation BACT requirements. Yes

Renew Only PUHRW Fugitives: Building VOC See Additional Notes: Yes
Please refer to BACT discussion in the initial permit application for a 
detailed discussion of various BACT practices for activities conducted 
within the building.

Renew Only PUHRW Fugitives: Building

Renew Only PUHRW Fugitives: Building

Renew Only PUHRW Fugitives: Building

Renew Only PUHRW Fugitives: Building

Renew Only PUHRW Fugitives: Building

Renew Only PUHRW Fugitives: Building

Renew Only PUHRW Fugitives: Building

Renew Only PUHRW Fugitives: Building

Renew Only PUHRW Fugitives: Building

Renew Only PUHRW Fugitives: Building

Renew Only PUHRW Fugitives: Building

Renew Only PUHRW Fugitives: Building

Renew Only PUHRW Fugitives: Building MSS Same as normal operation BACT requirements. Yes

Renew Only DUHRW Fugitives: Building VOC See Additional Notes: Yes
Please refer to BACT discussion in the initial permit application for a 
detailed discussion of various BACT practices for activities conducted 
within the building.

Renew Only DUHRW Fugitives: Building PM The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. See Additional Notes: Yes

Please refer to BACT discussion in the initial permit application for a 
detailed discussion of various BACT practices for activities conducted 
within the building.

Renew Only DUHRW Fugitives: Building

Renew Only DUHRW Fugitives: Building

Renew Only DUHRW Fugitives: Building

Renew Only DUHRW Fugitives: Building

Renew Only DUHRW Fugitives: Building

Renew Only DUHRW Fugitives: Building

Renew Only DUHRW Fugitives: Building

Renew Only DUHRW Fugitives: Building

Renew Only DUHRW Fugitives: Building

Renew Only DUHRW Fugitives: Building

Renew Only DUHRW Fugitives: Building

Renew Only DUHRW Fugitives: Building MSS Same as normal operation BACT requirements. Yes

Renew Only ABS3 Fugitives: Building PM The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. See Additional Notes: Yes

Please refer to BACT discussion in the initial permit application for a 
detailed discussion of various BACT practices for activities conducted 
within the building.

Renew Only ABS3 Fugitives: Building

Renew Only ABS3 Fugitives: Building

Renew Only ABS3 Fugitives: Building

Renew Only ABS3 Fugitives: Building

Renew Only ABS3 Fugitives: Building

Renew Only ABS3 Fugitives: Building

Renew Only ABS3 Fugitives: Building

Renew Only ABS3 Fugitives: Building

Renew Only ABS3 Fugitives: Building

Renew Only ABS3 Fugitives: Building

Renew Only ABS3 Fugitives: Building

Renew Only ABS3 Fugitives: Building

Renew Only ABS3 Fugitives: Building MSS Same as normal operation BACT requirements. Yes

New/modified PSGHRPPWV Fugitives: Building VOC See Additional Notes: Yes
TPCO proposes the use of low VOC coating, high-volume low-pressure 
application equipment, good housekeeping and best management 
practices.This is consistent with current Tier 1 BACT.

New/modified PSGHRPPWV Fugitives: Building PM The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. See Additional Notes: Yes

TPCO proposes the use of high-volume low-pressure application 
equipment, good housekeeping and best management practices. No 
visible emissions shall cross the property line. This is consistent with 
current Tier 1 BACT.

New/modified PSGHRPPWV Fugitives: Building

New/modified PSGHRPPWV Fugitives: Building
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New/modified PSGHRPPWV Fugitives: Building

New/modified PSGHRPPWV Fugitives: Building

New/modified PSGHRPPWV Fugitives: Building

New/modified PSGHRPPWV Fugitives: Building

New/modified PSGHRPPWV Fugitives: Building

New/modified PSGHRPPWV Fugitives: Building

New/modified PSGHRPPWV Fugitives: Building

New/modified PSGHRPPWV Fugitives: Building

New/modified PSGHRPPWV Fugitives: Building

New/modified PSGHRPPWV Fugitives: Building MSS Same as normal operation BACT requirements. Yes

Startup and shutdown emissions are already included in the emission 
estimates for both hourly and annual emissions for the coating 
operations and abrasive blasting operations.  The short term emission 
rates are no higher than normal operations and the emission control 
techniques for normal operations are considered acceptable for startup 
and shutdown.  Emissions from filter replacement are limited through the 
use of work practices that limit the emissions of captured particulate 
matter. 

New/modified HTR1 Fugitives: Building CO See Additional Notes: Yes TPCO proposes proper maintenance procedures and operating the unit 
within the building as BACT.

New/modified HTR1 Fugitives: Building VOC See Additional Notes: Yes TPCO proposes proper maintenance procedures and operating the unit 
within the building as BACT.

New/modified HTR1 Fugitives: Building PM The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. See Additional Notes: Yes TPCO proposes proper maintenance procedures and operating the unit 

within the building as BACT.
New/modified HTR1 Fugitives: Building SO2 See Additional Notes: Yes TPCO proposes proper maintenance procedures and operating the unit 

within the building as BACT.
New/modified HTR1 Fugitives: Building NOx See Additional Notes: Yes TPCO proposes proper maintenance procedures and operating the unit 

within the building as BACT.
New/modified HTR1 Fugitives: Building

New/modified HTR1 Fugitives: Building

New/modified HTR1 Fugitives: Building

New/modified HTR1 Fugitives: Building

New/modified HTR1 Fugitives: Building

New/modified HTR1 Fugitives: Building

New/modified HTR1 Fugitives: Building

New/modified HTR1 Fugitives: Building

New/modified HTR1 Fugitives: Building MSS Same as normal operation BACT requirements. Yes

New/modified HTR2 Fugitives: Building CO See Additional Notes: Yes TPCO proposes proper maintenance procedures and operating the unit 
within the building as BACT.

New/modified HTR2 Fugitives: Building VOC See Additional Notes: Yes TPCO proposes proper maintenance procedures and operating the unit 
within the building as BACT.

New/modified HTR2 Fugitives: Building PM The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. See Additional Notes: Yes TPCO proposes proper maintenance procedures and operating the unit 

within the building as BACT.
New/modified HTR2 Fugitives: Building SO2 See Additional Notes: Yes TPCO proposes proper maintenance procedures and operating the unit 

within the building as BACT.
New/modified HTR2 Fugitives: Building NOx See Additional Notes: Yes TPCO proposes proper maintenance procedures and operating the unit 

within the building as BACT.
New/modified HTR2 Fugitives: Building

New/modified HTR2 Fugitives: Building

New/modified HTR2 Fugitives: Building

New/modified HTR2 Fugitives: Building

New/modified HTR2 Fugitives: Building

New/modified HTR2 Fugitives: Building

New/modified HTR2 Fugitives: Building

New/modified HTR2 Fugitives: Building

New/modified HTR2 Fugitives: Building MSS Same as normal operation BACT requirements. Yes

Renew only ODPSS1 Material Handling: Drop Point PM

The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. Concrete:
Truck drop 99% reduction or 0.01 gr/dscf, suction shroud, minimum 4000 acfm

Rock/aggregate:
70% reduction, typically water sprays

Yes

Renew only ODPSS1 Material Handling: Drop Point

Renew only ODPSS1 Material Handling: Drop Point

Renew only ODPSS1 Material Handling: Drop Point
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Renew only ODPSS1 Material Handling: Drop Point

Renew only ODPSS1 Material Handling: Drop Point

Renew only ODPSS1 Material Handling: Drop Point

Renew only ODPSS1 Material Handling: Drop Point

Renew only ODPSS1 Material Handling: Drop Point

Renew only ODPSS1 Material Handling: Drop Point

Renew only ODPSS1 Material Handling: Drop Point

Renew only ODPSS1 Material Handling: Drop Point

Renew only ODPSS1 Material Handling: Drop Point

Renew only ODPSS1 Material Handling: Drop Point MSS
Best management practices (conducting system maintenance in a manner which 
minimizes emissions) employed during handling system maintenance. No bypassing of 
controls. Suction shroud should be in good repair with minimum flow rate.

Yes

Renew only ODPSS2 Material Handling: Drop Point PM

The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. Concrete:
Truck drop 99% reduction or 0.01 gr/dscf, suction shroud, minimum 4000 acfm

Rock/aggregate:
70% reduction, typically water sprays

Yes

Renew only ODPSS2 Material Handling: Drop Point

Renew only ODPSS2 Material Handling: Drop Point

Renew only ODPSS2 Material Handling: Drop Point

Renew only ODPSS2 Material Handling: Drop Point

Renew only ODPSS2 Material Handling: Drop Point

Renew only ODPSS2 Material Handling: Drop Point

Renew only ODPSS2 Material Handling: Drop Point

Renew only ODPSS2 Material Handling: Drop Point

Renew only ODPSS2 Material Handling: Drop Point

Renew only ODPSS2 Material Handling: Drop Point

Renew only ODPSS2 Material Handling: Drop Point

Renew only ODPSS2 Material Handling: Drop Point

Renew only ODPSS2 Material Handling: Drop Point MSS
Best management practices (conducting system maintenance in a manner which 
minimizes emissions) employed during handling system maintenance. No bypassing of 
controls. Suction shroud should be in good repair with minimum flow rate.

Yes

Renew only ODPSR1 Material Handling: Drop Point PM

The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. Concrete:
Truck drop 99% reduction or 0.01 gr/dscf, suction shroud, minimum 4000 acfm

Rock/aggregate:
70% reduction, typically water sprays

Yes

Renew only ODPSR1 Material Handling: Drop Point

Renew only ODPSR1 Material Handling: Drop Point

Renew only ODPSR1 Material Handling: Drop Point

Renew only ODPSR1 Material Handling: Drop Point

Renew only ODPSR1 Material Handling: Drop Point

Renew only ODPSR1 Material Handling: Drop Point

Renew only ODPSR1 Material Handling: Drop Point

Renew only ODPSR1 Material Handling: Drop Point

Renew only ODPSR1 Material Handling: Drop Point

Renew only ODPSR1 Material Handling: Drop Point

Renew only ODPSR1 Material Handling: Drop Point

Renew only ODPSR1 Material Handling: Drop Point

Renew only ODPSR1 Material Handling: Drop Point MSS
Best management practices (conducting system maintenance in a manner which 
minimizes emissions) employed during handling system maintenance. No bypassing of 
controls. Suction shroud should be in good repair with minimum flow rate.

Yes

Renew only ODPS1 Material Handling: Drop Point PM

The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. Concrete:
Truck drop 99% reduction or 0.01 gr/dscf, suction shroud, minimum 4000 acfm

Rock/aggregate:
70% reduction, typically water sprays

Yes

Renew only ODPS1 Material Handling: Drop Point

Renew only ODPS1 Material Handling: Drop Point
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Renew only ODPS1 Material Handling: Drop Point

Renew only ODPS1 Material Handling: Drop Point

Renew only ODPS1 Material Handling: Drop Point

Renew only ODPS1 Material Handling: Drop Point

Renew only ODPS1 Material Handling: Drop Point

Renew only ODPS1 Material Handling: Drop Point

Renew only ODPS1 Material Handling: Drop Point

Renew only ODPS1 Material Handling: Drop Point

Renew only ODPS1 Material Handling: Drop Point

Renew only ODPS1 Material Handling: Drop Point

Renew only ODPS1 Material Handling: Drop Point MSS
Best management practices (conducting system maintenance in a manner which 
minimizes emissions) employed during handling system maintenance. No bypassing of 
controls. Suction shroud should be in good repair with minimum flow rate.

Yes

Renew only ODPSR2 Material Handling: Drop Point PM

The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. Concrete:
Truck drop 99% reduction or 0.01 gr/dscf, suction shroud, minimum 4000 acfm

Rock/aggregate:
70% reduction, typically water sprays

Yes

Renew only ODPSR2 Material Handling: Drop Point

Renew only ODPSR2 Material Handling: Drop Point

Renew only ODPSR2 Material Handling: Drop Point

Renew only ODPSR2 Material Handling: Drop Point

Renew only ODPSR2 Material Handling: Drop Point

Renew only ODPSR2 Material Handling: Drop Point

Renew only ODPSR2 Material Handling: Drop Point

Renew only ODPSR2 Material Handling: Drop Point

Renew only ODPSR2 Material Handling: Drop Point

Renew only ODPSR2 Material Handling: Drop Point

Renew only ODPSR2 Material Handling: Drop Point

Renew only ODPSR2 Material Handling: Drop Point

Renew only ODPSR2 Material Handling: Drop Point MSS
Best management practices (conducting system maintenance in a manner which 
minimizes emissions) employed during handling system maintenance. No bypassing of 
controls. Suction shroud should be in good repair with minimum flow rate.

Yes

Renew only ODPS2 Material Handling: Drop Point PM

The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. Concrete:
Truck drop 99% reduction or 0.01 gr/dscf, suction shroud, minimum 4000 acfm

Rock/aggregate:
70% reduction, typically water sprays

Yes

Renew only ODPS2 Material Handling: Drop Point

Renew only ODPS2 Material Handling: Drop Point

Renew only ODPS2 Material Handling: Drop Point

Renew only ODPS2 Material Handling: Drop Point

Renew only ODPS2 Material Handling: Drop Point

Renew only ODPS2 Material Handling: Drop Point

Renew only ODPS2 Material Handling: Drop Point

Renew only ODPS2 Material Handling: Drop Point

Renew only ODPS2 Material Handling: Drop Point

Renew only ODPS2 Material Handling: Drop Point

Renew only ODPS2 Material Handling: Drop Point

Renew only ODPS2 Material Handling: Drop Point

Renew only ODPS2 Material Handling: Drop Point MSS
Best management practices (conducting system maintenance in a manner which 
minimizes emissions) employed during handling system maintenance. No bypassing of 
controls. Suction shroud should be in good repair with minimum flow rate.

Yes

Renew only ODPSR3 Material Handling: Drop Point PM

The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. Concrete:
Truck drop 99% reduction or 0.01 gr/dscf, suction shroud, minimum 4000 acfm

Rock/aggregate:
70% reduction, typically water sprays

Yes

Renew only ODPSR3 Material Handling: Drop Point
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Renew only ODPSR3 Material Handling: Drop Point

Renew only ODPSR3 Material Handling: Drop Point

Renew only ODPSR3 Material Handling: Drop Point

Renew only ODPSR3 Material Handling: Drop Point

Renew only ODPSR3 Material Handling: Drop Point

Renew only ODPSR3 Material Handling: Drop Point

Renew only ODPSR3 Material Handling: Drop Point

Renew only ODPSR3 Material Handling: Drop Point

Renew only ODPSR3 Material Handling: Drop Point

Renew only ODPSR3 Material Handling: Drop Point

Renew only ODPSR3 Material Handling: Drop Point

Renew only ODPSR3 Material Handling: Drop Point MSS
Best management practices (conducting system maintenance in a manner which 
minimizes emissions) employed during handling system maintenance. No bypassing of 
controls. Suction shroud should be in good repair with minimum flow rate.

Yes

Renew only ODPS3 Material Handling: Drop Point PM

The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. Concrete:
Truck drop 99% reduction or 0.01 gr/dscf, suction shroud, minimum 4000 acfm

Rock/aggregate:
70% reduction, typically water sprays

Yes

Renew only ODPS3 Material Handling: Drop Point

Renew only ODPS3 Material Handling: Drop Point

Renew only ODPS3 Material Handling: Drop Point

Renew only ODPS3 Material Handling: Drop Point

Renew only ODPS3 Material Handling: Drop Point

Renew only ODPS3 Material Handling: Drop Point

Renew only ODPS3 Material Handling: Drop Point

Renew only ODPS3 Material Handling: Drop Point

Renew only ODPS3 Material Handling: Drop Point

Renew only ODPS3 Material Handling: Drop Point

Renew only ODPS3 Material Handling: Drop Point

Renew only ODPS3 Material Handling: Drop Point

Renew only ODPS3 Material Handling: Drop Point MSS
Best management practices (conducting system maintenance in a manner which 
minimizes emissions) employed during handling system maintenance. No bypassing of 
controls. Suction shroud should be in good repair with minimum flow rate.

Yes

Renew only OSPSS Storage: Stockpile PM

The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. All:
70% reduction, typically achieved with water spray systems. Specify if different.

Rock crusher:
No visible emissions shall leave the property. Visible emissions shall be determined by 
a standard of no visible emissions exceeding 30 seconds in duration in any six-minute 
period as determined using EPA TM 22 or equivalent.

Yes Scrap steel consists of larger materials that are not likely to generate 
significant dust emissions.

Renew only OSPSS Storage: Stockpile

Renew only OSPSS Storage: Stockpile

Renew only OSPSS Storage: Stockpile

Renew only OSPSS Storage: Stockpile

Renew only OSPSS Storage: Stockpile

Renew only OSPSS Storage: Stockpile

Renew only OSPSS Storage: Stockpile

Renew only OSPSS Storage: Stockpile

Renew only OSPSS Storage: Stockpile

Renew only OSPSS Storage: Stockpile

Renew only OSPSS Storage: Stockpile

Renew only OSPSS Storage: Stockpile

Renew only OSPSS Storage: Stockpile MSS No downtime since water sprays at transfer points and on stockpiles should be 
functioning prior to the start of operation. Yes
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Renew only OSPFST Storage: Stockpile PM

The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. All:
70% reduction, typically achieved with water spray systems. Specify if different.

Rock crusher:
No visible emissions shall leave the property. Visible emissions shall be determined by 
a standard of no visible emissions exceeding 30 seconds in duration in any six-minute 
period as determined using EPA TM 22 or equivalent.

Yes Material not likely to generate significant dust emissions.

Renew only OSPFST Storage: Stockpile

Renew only OSPFST Storage: Stockpile

Renew only OSPFST Storage: Stockpile

Renew only OSPFST Storage: Stockpile

Renew only OSPFST Storage: Stockpile

Renew only OSPFST Storage: Stockpile

Renew only OSPFST Storage: Stockpile

Renew only OSPFST Storage: Stockpile

Renew only OSPFST Storage: Stockpile

Renew only OSPFST Storage: Stockpile

Renew only OSPFST Storage: Stockpile

Renew only OSPFST Storage: Stockpile

Renew only OSPFST Storage: Stockpile MSS No downtime since water sprays at transfer points and on stockpiles should be 
functioning prior to the start of operation. Yes

Renew only OSPS1 Storage: Stockpile PM

The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. All:
70% reduction, typically achieved with water spray systems. Specify if different.

Rock crusher:
No visible emissions shall leave the property. Visible emissions shall be determined by 
a standard of no visible emissions exceeding 30 seconds in duration in any six-minute 
period as determined using EPA TM 22 or equivalent.

Yes Water spray system.

Renew only OSPS1 Storage: Stockpile

Renew only OSPS1 Storage: Stockpile

Renew only OSPS1 Storage: Stockpile

Renew only OSPS1 Storage: Stockpile

Renew only OSPS1 Storage: Stockpile

Renew only OSPS1 Storage: Stockpile

Renew only OSPS1 Storage: Stockpile

Renew only OSPS1 Storage: Stockpile

Renew only OSPS1 Storage: Stockpile

Renew only OSPS1 Storage: Stockpile

Renew only OSPS1 Storage: Stockpile

Renew only OSPS1 Storage: Stockpile

Renew only OSPS1 Storage: Stockpile MSS No downtime since water sprays at transfer points and on stockpiles should be 
functioning prior to the start of operation. Yes

Renew only OSPSR1 Storage: Stockpile PM

The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. All:
70% reduction, typically achieved with water spray systems. Specify if different.

Rock crusher:
No visible emissions shall leave the property. Visible emissions shall be determined by 
a standard of no visible emissions exceeding 30 seconds in duration in any six-minute 
period as determined using EPA TM 22 or equivalent.

Yes Water spray system.

Renew only OSPSR1 Storage: Stockpile

Renew only OSPSR1 Storage: Stockpile

Renew only OSPSR1 Storage: Stockpile

Renew only OSPSR1 Storage: Stockpile

Renew only OSPSR1 Storage: Stockpile

Renew only OSPSR1 Storage: Stockpile

Renew only OSPSR1 Storage: Stockpile

Renew only OSPSR1 Storage: Stockpile

Renew only OSPSR1 Storage: Stockpile

Renew only OSPSR1 Storage: Stockpile

Renew only OSPSR1 Storage: Stockpile

Renew only OSPSR1 Storage: Stockpile
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Renew only OSPSR1 Storage: Stockpile MSS No downtime since water sprays at transfer points and on stockpiles should be 
functioning prior to the start of operation. Yes

Renew only OSPS2 Storage: Stockpile PM

The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. All:
70% reduction, typically achieved with water spray systems. Specify if different.

Rock crusher:
No visible emissions shall leave the property. Visible emissions shall be determined by 
a standard of no visible emissions exceeding 30 seconds in duration in any six-minute 
period as determined using EPA TM 22 or equivalent.

Yes Water spray system.

Renew only OSPS2 Storage: Stockpile

Renew only OSPS2 Storage: Stockpile

Renew only OSPS2 Storage: Stockpile

Renew only OSPS2 Storage: Stockpile

Renew only OSPS2 Storage: Stockpile

Renew only OSPS2 Storage: Stockpile

Renew only OSPS2 Storage: Stockpile

Renew only OSPS2 Storage: Stockpile

Renew only OSPS2 Storage: Stockpile

Renew only OSPS2 Storage: Stockpile

Renew only OSPS2 Storage: Stockpile

Renew only OSPS2 Storage: Stockpile

Renew only OSPS2 Storage: Stockpile MSS No downtime since water sprays at transfer points and on stockpiles should be 
functioning prior to the start of operation. Yes

Renew only OSPSR2 Storage: Stockpile PM

The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. All:
70% reduction, typically achieved with water spray systems. Specify if different.

Rock crusher:
No visible emissions shall leave the property. Visible emissions shall be determined by 
a standard of no visible emissions exceeding 30 seconds in duration in any six-minute 
period as determined using EPA TM 22 or equivalent.

Yes Water spray system.

Renew only OSPSR2 Storage: Stockpile

Renew only OSPSR2 Storage: Stockpile

Renew only OSPSR2 Storage: Stockpile

Renew only OSPSR2 Storage: Stockpile

Renew only OSPSR2 Storage: Stockpile

Renew only OSPSR2 Storage: Stockpile

Renew only OSPSR2 Storage: Stockpile

Renew only OSPSR2 Storage: Stockpile

Renew only OSPSR2 Storage: Stockpile

Renew only OSPSR2 Storage: Stockpile

Renew only OSPSR2 Storage: Stockpile

Renew only OSPSR2 Storage: Stockpile

Renew only OSPSR2 Storage: Stockpile MSS No downtime since water sprays at transfer points and on stockpiles should be 
functioning prior to the start of operation. Yes

Renew only N6CCT Cooling Tower PM The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. Drift < 0.001% achieved by drift eliminators Yes

Renew only N6CCT Cooling Tower

Renew only N6CCT Cooling Tower

Renew only N6CCT Cooling Tower

Renew only N6CCT Cooling Tower

Renew only N6CCT Cooling Tower

Renew only N6CCT Cooling Tower

Renew only N6CCT Cooling Tower

Renew only N6CCT Cooling Tower

Renew only N6CCT Cooling Tower

Renew only N6CCT Cooling Tower

Renew only N6CCT Cooling Tower

Renew only N6CCT Cooling Tower

Renew only N6CCT Cooling Tower MSS Same as normal operation BACT requirements. Yes

Renew only N7CCT Cooling Tower PM The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. Drift < 0.001% achieved by drift eliminators Yes

Renew only N7CCT Cooling Tower
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Renew only N7CCT Cooling Tower

Renew only N7CCT Cooling Tower

Renew only N7CCT Cooling Tower

Renew only N7CCT Cooling Tower

Renew only N7CCT Cooling Tower

Renew only N7CCT Cooling Tower

Renew only N7CCT Cooling Tower

Renew only N7CCT Cooling Tower

Renew only N7CCT Cooling Tower

Renew only N7CCT Cooling Tower

Renew only N7CCT Cooling Tower

Renew only N7CCT Cooling Tower MSS Same as normal operation BACT requirements. Yes

Renew only PPCCT Cooling Tower PM The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. Drift < 0.001% achieved by drift eliminators Yes

Renew only PPCCT Cooling Tower

Renew only PPCCT Cooling Tower

Renew only PPCCT Cooling Tower

Renew only PPCCT Cooling Tower

Renew only PPCCT Cooling Tower

Renew only PPCCT Cooling Tower

Renew only PPCCT Cooling Tower

Renew only PPCCT Cooling Tower

Renew only PPCCT Cooling Tower

Renew only PPCCT Cooling Tower

Renew only PPCCT Cooling Tower

Renew only PPCCT Cooling Tower

Renew only PPCCT Cooling Tower MSS Same as normal operation BACT requirements. Yes

Renew only SMWTF Water Treatment Facility VOC See additional notes: Yes Water treatment facilities will utilize best management practices and are 
expected to be insignificant sources of emissions.

Renew only SMWTF Water Treatment Facility PM The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. See additional notes: Yes Water treatment facilities will utilize best management practices and are 

expected to be insignificant sources of emissions.
Renew only SMWTF Water Treatment Facility

Renew only SMWTF Water Treatment Facility

Renew only SMWTF Water Treatment Facility

Renew only SMWTF Water Treatment Facility

Renew only SMWTF Water Treatment Facility

Renew only SMWTF Water Treatment Facility

Renew only SMWTF Water Treatment Facility

Renew only SMWTF Water Treatment Facility

Renew only SMWTF Water Treatment Facility

Renew only SMWTF Water Treatment Facility

Renew only SMWTF Water Treatment Facility

Renew only SMWTF Water Treatment Facility MSS See additional notes: Yes Water treatment facilities will utilize best management practices and are 
expected to be insignificant sources of emissions.

Renew only CMSC Process Vent NOx See Additional Notes: Yes TPCO proposes good process operation as BACT.
Renew only CMSC Process Vent CO See Additional Notes: Yes TPCO proposes good process operation as BACT.

Renew only CMSC Process Vent VOC

Non-halogenated VOCs:
flare, any oxidizer, adsorber, absorber/scrubber, etc. Specify technique. Must meet that 
control device's approved efficiency.

Halogenated VOC:
Thermal oxidation followed by absorber/scrubber or carbon adsorption. Specify 
technique. Must meet that control device's approved efficiency.

Yes TPCO proposes good process operation as BACT.

Renew only CMSC Process Vent PM
The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. 99% reduction or outlet grain loading of 0.01 gr/dscf, typically achieved with fabric 
filters. Specify technique.

Yes TPCO proposes good process operation as BACT.

Renew only CMSC Process Vent Pb See additional notes: Yes TPCO proposes good process operation as BACT.
Renew only CMSC Process Vent

Renew only CMSC Process Vent

Renew only CMSC Process Vent

Renew only CMSC Process Vent

Renew only CMSC Process Vent

Renew only CMSC Process Vent

Renew only CMSC Process Vent
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Renew only CMSC Process Vent

Renew only CMSC Process Vent MSS

Same as normal operation BACT requirements. Fabric filters should be in good repair 
with an acceptable pressure drop prior to the start of operation.
Removal of spent filters in such a manner to minimize PM emissions and placing the 
spent filters in sealable bags or other sealable containers prior to removal from the 
site. Bags or containers shall be kept closed at all times except when adding spent 
filters.

Yes

Renew only UVCS1 Coating Stack VOC See additional notes: Yes
TPCO proposes the use of UV coating, high transfer efficiency 
application equipment, good housekeeping for spills, and storage of 
waste materials in closed containers as BACT.

Renew only UVCS1 Coating Stack PM The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. See additional notes: Yes TPCO proposes the use of UV coating and high transfer efficiency 

application equipment as BACT.
Renew only UVCS1 Coating Stack

Renew only UVCS1 Coating Stack

Renew only UVCS1 Coating Stack

Renew only UVCS1 Coating Stack

Renew only UVCS1 Coating Stack

Renew only UVCS1 Coating Stack

Renew only UVCS1 Coating Stack

Renew only UVCS1 Coating Stack

Renew only UVCS1 Coating Stack

Renew only UVCS1 Coating Stack

Renew only UVCS1 Coating Stack

Renew only UVCS1 Coating Stack MSS See additional notes: Yes Capture of application equipment cleaning solvents.

Renew only UVCS2 Coating Stack VOC See additional notes: Yes
TPCO proposes the use of UV coating, high transfer efficiency 
application equipment, good housekeeping for spills, and storage of 
waste materials in closed containers as BACT.

Renew only UVCS2 Coating Stack PM The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. See additional notes: Yes TPCO proposes the use of UV coating and high transfer efficiency 

application equipment as BACT.
Renew only UVCS2 Coating Stack

Renew only UVCS2 Coating Stack

Renew only UVCS2 Coating Stack

Renew only UVCS2 Coating Stack

Renew only UVCS2 Coating Stack

Renew only UVCS2 Coating Stack

Renew only UVCS2 Coating Stack

Renew only UVCS2 Coating Stack

Renew only UVCS2 Coating Stack

Renew only UVCS2 Coating Stack

Renew only UVCS2 Coating Stack

Renew only UVCS2 Coating Stack MSS See additional notes: Yes Capture of application equipment cleaning solvents.

Renew only UVCS3 Coating Stack VOC See additional notes: Yes
TPCO proposes the use of UV coating, high transfer efficiency 
application equipment, good housekeeping for spills, and storage of 
waste materials in closed containers as BACT.

Renew only UVCS3 Coating Stack PM The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. See additional notes: Yes TPCO proposes the use of UV coating and high transfer efficiency 

application equipment as BACT.
Renew only UVCS3 Coating Stack

Renew only UVCS3 Coating Stack

Renew only UVCS3 Coating Stack

Renew only UVCS3 Coating Stack

Renew only UVCS3 Coating Stack

Renew only UVCS3 Coating Stack

Renew only UVCS3 Coating Stack

Renew only UVCS3 Coating Stack

Renew only UVCS3 Coating Stack

Renew only UVCS3 Coating Stack

Renew only UVCS3 Coating Stack

Renew only UVCS3 Coating Stack MSS See additional notes: Yes Capture of application equipment cleaning solvents.

New/Modified UVCS4 Coating Stack VOC See additional notes: Yes
TPCO proposes the use of low VOC water-based coating, high-volume 
low-pressure application equipment, good housekeeping and best 
management practices.This is consistent with current Tier 1 BACT.
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New/Modified UVCS4 Coating Stack PM The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. See additional notes: Yes

TPCO proposes the use of high-volume low-pressure application 
equipment and dry filters with a control efficiency of 99%. There shall be 
no visible emissions from the stack. This is consistent with current Tier 1 
BACT.

New/Modified UVCS4 Coating Stack

New/Modified UVCS4 Coating Stack

New/Modified UVCS4 Coating Stack

New/Modified UVCS4 Coating Stack

New/Modified UVCS4 Coating Stack

New/Modified UVCS4 Coating Stack

New/Modified UVCS4 Coating Stack

New/Modified UVCS4 Coating Stack

New/Modified UVCS4 Coating Stack

New/Modified UVCS4 Coating Stack

New/Modified UVCS4 Coating Stack

New/Modified UVCS4 Coating Stack MSS See additional notes: Yes
All maintenance activities will be conducted in a manner which will 
minimize emissions, consistent with current Tier 1 BACT for enclosed 
coating operations.

Renew only VD Process Vent NOx See Additional Notes: Yes 0.005 lb/ton steel; TPCO proposes to use good process operation.

Renew only VD Process Vent CO See Additional Notes: Yes
0.2 lb/ton steel; Emission factors ranging from 0.005-0.2773 lb/ton steel 
have been approveed as BACT for the control of CO emissions from 
vacuum degassers.TPCO proposes to use good process operation.

Renew only VD Process Vent VOC

Non-halogenated VOCs:
flare, any oxidizer, adsorber, absorber/scrubber, etc. Specify technique. Must meet that 
control device's approved efficiency.

Halogenated VOC:
Thermal oxidation followed by absorber/scrubber or carbon adsorption. Specify 
technique. Must meet that control device's approved efficiency.

Yes 0.0006 lb/ton steel; TPCO proposes to use good process operation.

Renew only VD Process Vent SO2 See Additional Notes: Yes 0.0001 lb/ton steel; TPCO proposes to use good process operation.

Renew only VD Process Vent PM
The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. 99% reduction or outlet grain loading of 0.01 gr/dscf, typically achieved with fabric 
filters. Specify technique.

Yes
0.002 lb/ton steel; Emission factors ranging from 0.0008-0.0144 lb/ton 
steel have been approveed as BACT for the control of PM emissions 
from vacuum degassers.TPCO proposes to use good process operation.

Renew only VD Process Vent

Renew only VD Process Vent

Renew only VD Process Vent

Renew only VD Process Vent

Renew only VD Process Vent

Renew only VD Process Vent

Renew only VD Process Vent

Renew only VD Process Vent

Renew only VD Process Vent MSS

Same as normal operation BACT requirements. Fabric filters should be in good repair 
with an acceptable pressure drop prior to the start of operation.
Removal of spent filters in such a manner to minimize PM emissions and placing the 
spent filters in sealable bags or other sealable containers prior to removal from the 
site. Bags or containers shall be kept closed at all times except when adding spent 
filters.

Yes

Renew only ALL Total HAPS HAPS See additional notes: Yes See unit specific controls.
Renew only ALL Total HAPS

Renew only ALL Total HAPS

Renew only ALL Total HAPS

Renew only ALL Total HAPS

Renew only ALL Total HAPS

Renew only ALL Total HAPS

Renew only ALL Total HAPS

Renew only ALL Total HAPS

Renew only ALL Total HAPS

Renew only ALL Total HAPS

Renew only ALL Total HAPS

Renew only ALL Total HAPS

Renew only ALL Total HAPS MSS See additional notes: Yes See unit specific controls.
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Consolidate QFS2 Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr NOx

All:
Firing pipeline quality natural gas and good combustion practices. Specify if firing a 
different fuel. Burners with the best NOx performance given the burner configuration 
and gaseous fuel used. Specify the proposed emission rate (performance is an annual 
average) and provide justification if NOx>0.01 lb/MMBtu. Cost data must be submitted 
for SCR if firing rate is > 300 MMBtu/hr and burner is >0.01 lb/MMBtu. CEMS required 
for 100 MMBtu/hr or greater.

Glass:
Performance level of 1.4 lb/NOx/ton of glass produced.

Billet reheat:
0.01 lb NOX/MMBtu, typically achieved by firing natural gas or LPG fuel and/or low 
NOX burners. Specify technique. Good combustion practices. 

Electric arc:
Emission capture system meets ACGIH design. Canopy hood capture of at least 95%. 
Direct evacuation or fourth hole capture efficiency of at least 99%. Outlet grain loading 
≤ 0.0032 gr/dscf front half PM catch; and ≤ 0.0052 gr/dscf for total PM catch. Maximum 
of 3% opacity at stack, 6% at building.

No

0.0980 lb/MMBtu; NOx emission factors ranging from 0.064 lb/MMBtu to 
0.64 lb/MMBtu have been approved as BACT for the control of NOx 
emissions from rolling mill furnaces. TPCO proposes to use good 
combustion practices.  

Consolidate QFS2 Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr CO Good combustion practices. 50 ppmv corrected to 3% O2. No Good combustion practice and combustion of natural gas. 0.0824 
lb/MMBtu

Consolidate QFS2 Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr SO2

All:
Firing pipeline quality natural gas and good combustion practices. Specify if firing a 
different fuel. 

Glass:
85% reduction or a performance level of 172 lbs. SO2/ton of glass produced

Electric arc:
0.24 lbs. SO2/ton steel

Yes Combustion of natural gas and good combustion practices.

Consolidate QFS2 Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr VOC

All: Firing pipeline quality natural gas and good combustion practices. Specify if firing a 
different fuel.

Electric arc:
0.35 lbs./ton steel, typically achieved with melted scrap management program. Specify 
technique.

Yes Combustion of natural gas and good combustion practices.

Consolidate QFS2 Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr PM

The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. Glass:
Performance level of 1.0 lb PM/ton of glass produced (total PM, including front and 
back half catch)

Iron/steel metallurgy:
98% reduction, outlet grain loading ≤ 0.0052 gr/dscf if EAF filter and ≤ 0.01 gr/dscf if 
not EAF filter. Specify technique and numeric value. Maximum of 6% building opacity.

Billet reheat:
Good combustion practices. Maximum of 3% opacity at stack.

Electric arc:
Emission capture system meets ACGIH design. Canopy hood capture of at least 95%. 
Direct evacuation or fourth hole capture efficiency of at least 99%. Outlet grain loading 
≤ 0.0032 gr/dscf front half PM catch; and ≤ 0.0052 gr/dscf for total PM catch. Maximum 
of 3% opacity at stack, 6% at building.

Yes Combustion of natural gas and good combustion practices.

Consolidate QFS2 Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr HAPS See additional notes: Yes Combustion of natural gas and good combustion practices.
Consolidate QFS2 Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

Consolidate QFS2 Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

Consolidate QFS2 Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

Consolidate QFS2 Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

Consolidate QFS2 Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

Consolidate QFS2 Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

Consolidate QFS2 Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr
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Consolidate QFS2 Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr MSS

No additional controls required for MSS operations beyond normal operation BACT 
requirements. No bypassing of controls. Fabric filters should be in good repair with an 
acceptable pressure drop prior to the start of operation.

Removal of spent filters in such a manner to minimize PM emissions and placing the 
spent filters in sealable bags or other sealable containers prior to removal from the 
site. Bags or containers shall be kept closed at all times except when adding spent 
filters.

Glass:
Limit control device bypass to 144 hours per year for planned maintenance. 
Uncontrolled emissions must have acceptable impacts.

Yes

Consolidate TFS2 Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr NOx

All:
Firing pipeline quality natural gas and good combustion practices. Specify if firing a 
different fuel. Burners with the best NOx performance given the burner configuration 
and gaseous fuel used. Specify the proposed emission rate (performance is an annual 
average) and provide justification if NOx>0.01 lb/MMBtu. Cost data must be submitted 
for SCR if firing rate is > 300 MMBtu/hr and burner is >0.01 lb/MMBtu. CEMS required 
for 100 MMBtu/hr or greater.

Glass:
Performance level of 1.4 lb/NOx/ton of glass produced.

Billet reheat:
0.01 lb NOX/MMBtu, typically achieved by firing natural gas or LPG fuel and/or low 
NOX burners. Specify technique. Good combustion practices. 

Electric arc:
Emission capture system meets ACGIH design. Canopy hood capture of at least 95%. 
Direct evacuation or fourth hole capture efficiency of at least 99%. Outlet grain loading 
≤ 0.0032 gr/dscf front half PM catch; and ≤ 0.0052 gr/dscf for total PM catch. Maximum 
of 3% opacity at stack, 6% at building.

No

0.0980 lb/MMBtu; NOx emission factors ranging from 0.064 lb/MMBtu to 
0.64 lb/MMBtu have been approved as BACT for the control of NOx 
emissions from rolling mill furnaces. TPCO proposes to use good 
combustion practices.  

Consolidate TFS2 Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr CO Good combustion practices. 50 ppmv corrected to 3% O2. No Good combustion practice and combustion of natural gas. 0.0824 
lb/MMBtu

Consolidate TFS2 Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr SO2

All:
Firing pipeline quality natural gas and good combustion practices. Specify if firing a 
different fuel. 

Glass:
85% reduction or a performance level of 172 lbs. SO2/ton of glass produced

Electric arc:
0.24 lbs. SO2/ton steel

Yes Combustion of natural gas and good combustion practices.

Consolidate TFS2 Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr VOC

All: Firing pipeline quality natural gas and good combustion practices. Specify if firing a 
different fuel.

Electric arc:
0.35 lbs./ton steel, typically achieved with melted scrap management program. Specify 
technique.

Yes Combustion of natural gas and good combustion practices.
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Consolidate TFS2 Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr PM

The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. Glass:
Performance level of 1.0 lb PM/ton of glass produced (total PM, including front and 
back half catch)

Iron/steel metallurgy:
98% reduction, outlet grain loading ≤ 0.0052 gr/dscf if EAF filter and ≤ 0.01 gr/dscf if 
not EAF filter. Specify technique and numeric value. Maximum of 6% building opacity.

Billet reheat:
Good combustion practices. Maximum of 3% opacity at stack.

Electric arc:
Emission capture system meets ACGIH design. Canopy hood capture of at least 95%. 
Direct evacuation or fourth hole capture efficiency of at least 99%. Outlet grain loading 
≤ 0.0032 gr/dscf front half PM catch; and ≤ 0.0052 gr/dscf for total PM catch. Maximum 
of 3% opacity at stack, 6% at building.

Yes Combustion of natural gas and good combustion practices.

Consolidate TFS2 Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr HAPS See additional notes: Yes Combustion of natural gas and good combustion practices.
Consolidate TFS2 Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

Consolidate TFS2 Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

Consolidate TFS2 Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

Consolidate TFS2 Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

Consolidate TFS2 Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

Consolidate TFS2 Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

Consolidate TFS2 Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr

Consolidate TFS2 Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr MSS

No additional controls required for MSS operations beyond normal operation BACT 
requirements. No bypassing of controls. Fabric filters should be in good repair with an 
acceptable pressure drop prior to the start of operation.

Removal of spent filters in such a manner to minimize PM emissions and placing the 
spent filters in sealable bags or other sealable containers prior to removal from the 
site. Bags or containers shall be kept closed at all times except when adding spent 
filters.

Glass:
Limit control device bypass to 144 hours per year for planned maintenance. 
Uncontrolled emissions must have acceptable impacts.

Yes

Consolidate Regrinding Fugitives: Building PM The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. See Additional Notes: Yes A baghouse is employed pre HTFUG that meets Tier 1 BACT.

Consolidate Regrinding Fugitives: Building

Consolidate Regrinding Fugitives: Building

Consolidate Regrinding Fugitives: Building

Consolidate Regrinding Fugitives: Building

Consolidate Regrinding Fugitives: Building

Consolidate Regrinding Fugitives: Building

Consolidate Regrinding Fugitives: Building

Consolidate Regrinding Fugitives: Building

Consolidate Regrinding Fugitives: Building

Consolidate Regrinding Fugitives: Building

Consolidate Regrinding Fugitives: Building

Consolidate Regrinding Fugitives: Building

Consolidate Regrinding Fugitives: Building MSS Same as normal operation BACT requirements. Yes

Consolidate Marking Fugitives: Building VOC See Additional Notes: Yes Activities conducted within building will be conducted according to best 
practice. 

Consolidate Marking Fugitives: Building

Consolidate Marking Fugitives: Building

Consolidate Marking Fugitives: Building

Consolidate Marking Fugitives: Building

Consolidate Marking Fugitives: Building

Consolidate Marking Fugitives: Building

Consolidate Marking Fugitives: Building

Consolidate Marking Fugitives: Building
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Consolidate Marking Fugitives: Building

Consolidate Marking Fugitives: Building

Consolidate Marking Fugitives: Building

Consolidate Marking Fugitives: Building

Consolidate Marking Fugitives: Building MSS Same as normal operation BACT requirements. Yes

Consolidate Descaling 
Baghouse Fugitives: Building PM The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 

PM. See Additional Notes: Yes A baghouse is employed pre HTFUG that meets Tier 1 BACT.
Consolidate Descaling Baghouse Fugitives: Building

Consolidate Descaling Baghouse Fugitives: Building

Consolidate Descaling Baghouse Fugitives: Building

Consolidate Descaling Baghouse Fugitives: Building

Consolidate Descaling Baghouse Fugitives: Building

Consolidate Descaling Baghouse Fugitives: Building

Consolidate Descaling Baghouse Fugitives: Building

Consolidate Descaling Baghouse Fugitives: Building

Consolidate Descaling Baghouse Fugitives: Building

Consolidate Descaling Baghouse Fugitives: Building

Consolidate Descaling Baghouse Fugitives: Building

Consolidate Descaling Baghouse Fugitives: Building

Consolidate Descaling Baghouse Fugitives: Building MSS Same as normal operation BACT requirements. Yes

Consolidate Electrode Usage Fugitives: Building PM The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. See Additional Notes: Yes A baghouse is employed pre HTFUG that meets Tier 1 BACT.

Consolidate Electrode Usage Fugitives: Building HAPS See additional notes: Yes Please refer to PM.
Consolidate Electrode Usage Fugitives: Building

Consolidate Electrode Usage Fugitives: Building

Consolidate Electrode Usage Fugitives: Building

Consolidate Electrode Usage Fugitives: Building

Consolidate Electrode Usage Fugitives: Building

Consolidate Electrode Usage Fugitives: Building

Consolidate Electrode Usage Fugitives: Building

Consolidate Electrode Usage Fugitives: Building

Consolidate Electrode Usage Fugitives: Building

Consolidate Electrode Usage Fugitives: Building

Consolidate Electrode Usage Fugitives: Building

Consolidate Electrode Usage Fugitives: Building MSS Same as normal operation BACT requirements. Yes

Consolidate Oil Evaporation Fugitives: Building CO See Additional Notes: Yes Activities conducted within building will be conducted according to best 
practice. 

Consolidate Oil Evaporation Fugitives: Building VOC See Additional Notes: Yes Activities conducted within building will be conducted according to best 
practice. 

Consolidate Oil Evaporation Fugitives: Building PM The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. See Additional Notes: Yes A baghouse is employed pre HTFUG that meets Tier 1 BACT.

Consolidate Oil Evaporation Fugitives: Building

Consolidate Oil Evaporation Fugitives: Building

Consolidate Oil Evaporation Fugitives: Building

Consolidate Oil Evaporation Fugitives: Building

Consolidate Oil Evaporation Fugitives: Building

Consolidate Oil Evaporation Fugitives: Building

Consolidate Oil Evaporation Fugitives: Building

Consolidate Oil Evaporation Fugitives: Building

Consolidate Oil Evaporation Fugitives: Building

Consolidate Oil Evaporation Fugitives: Building

Consolidate Oil Evaporation Fugitives: Building MSS Same as normal operation BACT requirements. Yes

Consolidate PI Fugitives: Building VOC See Additional Notes: Yes Activities conducted within building will be conducted according to best 
practice. 

Consolidate PI Fugitives: Building PM The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. See Additional Notes: Yes Activities conducted within building will be conducted according to best 

practice. 
Consolidate PI Fugitives: Building

Consolidate PI Fugitives: Building

Consolidate PI Fugitives: Building

Consolidate PI Fugitives: Building

Consolidate PI Fugitives: Building

Consolidate PI Fugitives: Building

Consolidate PI Fugitives: Building

Consolidate PI Fugitives: Building
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Consolidate PI Fugitives: Building

Consolidate PI Fugitives: Building

Consolidate PI Fugitives: Building

Consolidate PI Fugitives: Building MSS Same as normal operation BACT requirements. Yes

Consolidate PCT Fugitives: Building PM The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. See Additional Notes: Yes Activities conducted within building will be conducted according to best 

practice. 
Consolidate PCT Fugitives: Building

Consolidate PCT Fugitives: Building

Consolidate PCT Fugitives: Building

Consolidate PCT Fugitives: Building

Consolidate PCT Fugitives: Building

Consolidate PCT Fugitives: Building

Consolidate PCT Fugitives: Building

Consolidate PCT Fugitives: Building

Consolidate PCT Fugitives: Building

Consolidate PCT Fugitives: Building

Consolidate PCT Fugitives: Building

Consolidate PCT Fugitives: Building

Consolidate PCT Fugitives: Building MSS Same as normal operation BACT requirements. Yes

Consolidate WELD Fugitives: Building PM The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. See Additional Notes: Yes Activities conducted within building will be conducted according to best 

practice. 
Consolidate WELD Fugitives: Building HAPS See additional notes: Yes Activities conducted within building will be conducted according to best 

practice. 
Consolidate WELD Fugitives: Building

Consolidate WELD Fugitives: Building

Consolidate WELD Fugitives: Building

Consolidate WELD Fugitives: Building

Consolidate WELD Fugitives: Building

Consolidate WELD Fugitives: Building

Consolidate WELD Fugitives: Building

Consolidate WELD Fugitives: Building

Consolidate WELD Fugitives: Building

Consolidate WELD Fugitives: Building

Consolidate WELD Fugitives: Building

Consolidate WELD Fugitives: Building MSS Same as normal operation BACT requirements. Yes

Consolidate EMPC Fugitives: Building VOC See Additional Notes: Yes Activities conducted within building will be conducted according to best 
practice. 

Consolidate EMPC Fugitives: Building PM The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. See Additional Notes: Yes Activities conducted within building will be conducted according to best 

practice. 
Consolidate EMPC Fugitives: Building

Consolidate EMPC Fugitives: Building

Consolidate EMPC Fugitives: Building

Consolidate EMPC Fugitives: Building

Consolidate EMPC Fugitives: Building

Consolidate EMPC Fugitives: Building

Consolidate EMPC Fugitives: Building

Consolidate EMPC Fugitives: Building

Consolidate EMPC Fugitives: Building

Consolidate EMPC Fugitives: Building

Consolidate EMPC Fugitives: Building

Consolidate EMPC Fugitives: Building MSS Same as normal operation BACT requirements. Yes

Consolidate LUBE Fugitives: Building VOC See Additional Notes: Yes Activities conducted within building will be conducted according to best 
practice. 

Consolidate LUBE Fugitives: Building

Consolidate LUBE Fugitives: Building

Consolidate LUBE Fugitives: Building

Consolidate LUBE Fugitives: Building

Consolidate LUBE Fugitives: Building

Consolidate LUBE Fugitives: Building

Consolidate LUBE Fugitives: Building

Consolidate LUBE Fugitives: Building

Consolidate LUBE Fugitives: Building

Consolidate LUBE Fugitives: Building

Consolidate LUBE Fugitives: Building
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Consolidate LUBE Fugitives: Building

Consolidate LUBE Fugitives: Building MSS Same as normal operation BACT requirements. Yes

Consolidate CS4 Coating Stack VOC See additional notes: Yes HVLP spray equipment, low VOC paint. Coatings and solvents kept in 
closed containers, spills cleaned up promptly.

Consolidate CS4 Coating Stack PM The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. See additional notes: Yes Water curtain with 99% control efficiency.

Consolidate CS4 Coating Stack C6H5CH3 See additional notes: Yes HVLP spray equipment, low VOC paint. Coatings and solvents kept in 
closed containers, spills cleaned up promptly.

Consolidate CS4 Coating Stack CH3COOC2H5 See additional notes: Yes HVLP spray equipment, low VOC paint. Coatings and solvents kept in 
closed containers, spills cleaned up promptly.

Consolidate CS4 Coating Stack

Consolidate CS4 Coating Stack

Consolidate CS4 Coating Stack

Consolidate CS4 Coating Stack

Consolidate CS4 Coating Stack

Consolidate CS4 Coating Stack

Consolidate CS4 Coating Stack

Consolidate CS4 Coating Stack

Consolidate CS4 Coating Stack

Consolidate CS4 Coating Stack MSS See additional notes: Yes Solvents kept in closed containers and captured.

Consolidate CS5 Coating Stack VOC See additional notes: Yes HVLP spray equipment, low VOC paint. Coatings and solvents kept in 
closed containers, spills cleaned up promptly.

Consolidate CS5 Coating Stack PM The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. See additional notes: Yes Water curtain with 99% control efficiency.

Consolidate CS5 Coating Stack C6H5CH3 See additional notes: Yes HVLP spray equipment, low VOC paint. Coatings and solvents kept in 
closed containers, spills cleaned up promptly.

Consolidate CS5 Coating Stack CH3COOC2H5 See additional notes: Yes HVLP spray equipment, low VOC paint. Coatings and solvents kept in 
closed containers, spills cleaned up promptly.

Consolidate CS5 Coating Stack

Consolidate CS5 Coating Stack

Consolidate CS5 Coating Stack

Consolidate CS5 Coating Stack

Consolidate CS5 Coating Stack

Consolidate CS5 Coating Stack

Consolidate CS5 Coating Stack

Consolidate CS5 Coating Stack

Consolidate CS5 Coating Stack

Consolidate CS5 Coating Stack MSS See additional notes: Yes Solvents kept in closed containers and captured.

Consolidate CS6 Coating Stack VOC See additional notes: Yes HVLP spray equipment, low VOC paint. Coatings and solvents kept in 
closed containers, spills cleaned up promptly.

Consolidate CS6 Coating Stack PM The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. See additional notes: Yes Water curtain with 99% control efficiency.

Consolidate CS6 Coating Stack C6H5CH3 See additional notes: Yes HVLP spray equipment, low VOC paint. Coatings and solvents kept in 
closed containers, spills cleaned up promptly.

Consolidate CS6 Coating Stack CH3COOC2H5 See additional notes: Yes HVLP spray equipment, low VOC paint. Coatings and solvents kept in 
closed containers, spills cleaned up promptly.

Consolidate CS6 Coating Stack

Consolidate CS6 Coating Stack

Consolidate CS6 Coating Stack

Consolidate CS6 Coating Stack

Consolidate CS6 Coating Stack

Consolidate CS6 Coating Stack

Consolidate CS6 Coating Stack

Consolidate CS6 Coating Stack

Consolidate CS6 Coating Stack

Consolidate CS6 Coating Stack MSS See additional notes: Yes Solvents kept in closed containers and captured.

Consolidate PHOS1 Phosphatizing Stack PM The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. See additional notes: Yes Phosphatizing emissions are expected to be minimal. Best practices will 

be followed.
Consolidate PHOS1 Phosphatiz ing Stack

Consolidate PHOS1 Phosphatiz ing Stack

Consolidate PHOS1 Phosphatiz ing Stack

Consolidate PHOS1 Phosphatiz ing Stack

Consolidate PHOS1 Phosphatiz ing Stack

Consolidate PHOS1 Phosphatiz ing Stack
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Consolidate PHOS1 Phosphatiz ing Stack

Consolidate PHOS1 Phosphatiz ing Stack

Consolidate PHOS1 Phosphatiz ing Stack

Consolidate PHOS1 Phosphatiz ing Stack

Consolidate PHOS1 Phosphatiz ing Stack

Consolidate PHOS1 Phosphatiz ing Stack

Consolidate PHOS1 Phosphatiz ing Stack MSS See additional notes: Yes Phosphatizing emissions are expected to be minimal. Best practices will 
be followed.

Consolidate PHOS2 Phosphatizing Stack PM The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. See additional notes: Yes Phosphatizing emissions are expected to be minimal. Best practices will 

be followed.
Consolidate PHOS2 Phosphatiz ing Stack

Consolidate PHOS2 Phosphatiz ing Stack

Consolidate PHOS2 Phosphatiz ing Stack

Consolidate PHOS2 Phosphatiz ing Stack

Consolidate PHOS2 Phosphatiz ing Stack

Consolidate PHOS2 Phosphatiz ing Stack

Consolidate PHOS2 Phosphatiz ing Stack

Consolidate PHOS2 Phosphatiz ing Stack

Consolidate PHOS2 Phosphatiz ing Stack

Consolidate PHOS2 Phosphatiz ing Stack

Consolidate PHOS2 Phosphatiz ing Stack

Consolidate PHOS2 Phosphatiz ing Stack

Consolidate PHOS2 Phosphatiz ing Stack MSS See additional notes: Yes Phosphatizing emissions are expected to be minimal. Best practices will 
be followed.

Consolidate WW Water Treatment Facility VOC See additional notes: Yes Piped conveyance to storage, no biological treatments, VOC emissions 
minimal and <5 tpy. 

Consolidate WW Water Treatment Facility PM The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. See additional notes: Yes Piped conveyance to storage, no biological treatments.

Consolidate WW Water Treatment Facility

Consolidate WW Water Treatment Facility

Consolidate WW Water Treatment Facility

Consolidate WW Water Treatment Facility

Consolidate WW Water Treatment Facility

Consolidate WW Water Treatment Facility

Consolidate WW Water Treatment Facility

Consolidate WW Water Treatment Facility

Consolidate WW Water Treatment Facility

Consolidate WW Water Treatment Facility

Consolidate WW Water Treatment Facility

Consolidate WW Water Treatment Facility MSS See additional notes: Yes Piped conveyance to storage, no biological treatments.

New/Modified WTFPR Water Treatment Facility VOC See additional notes: Yes Water treatment facilities will utilize best management practices and are 
expected to be insignificant sources of emissions.

New/Modified WTFPR Water Treatment Facility PM The emission reduction techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow the technique for 
PM. See additional notes: Yes Water treatment facilities will utilize best management practices and are 

expected to be insignificant sources of emissions.
New/Modified WTFPR Water Treatment Facility

New/Modified WTFPR Water Treatment Facility

New/Modified WTFPR Water Treatment Facility

New/Modified WTFPR Water Treatment Facility

New/Modified WTFPR Water Treatment Facility

New/Modified WTFPR Water Treatment Facility

New/Modified WTFPR Water Treatment Facility

New/Modified WTFPR Water Treatment Facility

New/Modified WTFPR Water Treatment Facility

New/Modified WTFPR Water Treatment Facility

New/Modified WTFPR Water Treatment Facility

New/Modified WTFPR Water Treatment Facility MSS See additional notes: Yes Water treatment facilities will utilize best management practices and are 
expected to be insignificant sources of emissions.
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FIN Unit Type Pollutant Minimum Monitoring Requirements Confirm Additional Notes for Monitoring Proposed Measurement Technique (only complete for 
pollutants with a project increase above the PSD threshold) Additional Notes for Measuring:

LW Control: Bag 
Filter/Baghouse PM

The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. Pressure drop monitoring and/or quarterly 
visible emissions and/or opacity observations.

Yes

LW Contro l : Bag Fi l ter/Baghous e

LW Contro l : Bag Fi l ter/Baghous e

LW Contro l : Bag Fi l ter/Baghous e

LW Contro l : Bag Fi l ter/Baghous e

LW Contro l : Bag Fi l ter/Baghous e

LW Contro l : Bag Fi l ter/Baghous e

LW Contro l : Bag Fi l ter/Baghous e

LW Contro l : Bag Fi l ter/Baghous e

LW Contro l : Bag Fi l ter/Baghous e

LW Contro l : Bag Fi l ter/Baghous e

LW Contro l : Bag Fi l ter/Baghous e

LW Contro l : Bag Fi l ter/Baghous e

LSTBS Control: Bag 
Filter/Baghouse PM

The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. Pressure drop monitoring and/or quarterly 
visible emissions and/or opacity observations.

Yes

LSTBS Contro l : Bag Fi l ter/Baghous e Cd See additional notes: Yes Refer to PM requirement.
LSTBS Contro l : Bag Fi l ter/Baghous e Cr See additional notes: Yes Refer to PM requirement.
LSTBS Contro l : Bag Fi l ter/Baghous e Pb See additional notes: Yes Refer to PM requirement.
LSTBS Contro l : Bag Fi l ter/Baghous e Mn See additional notes: Yes Refer to PM requirement.
LSTBS Contro l : Bag Fi l ter/Baghous e Hg See Additional Notes: Yes Refer to PM requirement.
LSTBS Contro l : Bag Fi l ter/Baghous e Si See additional notes: Yes Refer to PM requirement.
LSTBS Contro l : Bag Fi l ter/Baghous e Zn See additional notes: Yes Refer to PM requirement.
LSTBS Contro l : Bag Fi l ter/Baghous e

LSTBS Contro l : Bag Fi l ter/Baghous e

LSTBS Contro l : Bag Fi l ter/Baghous e

LSTBS Contro l : Bag Fi l ter/Baghous e

LSTBS Contro l : Bag Fi l ter/Baghous e

EAF Control: Bag 
Filter/Baghouse NOx See Additional Notes: Yes Initial and ongoing stack sampling will be conducted and exhaust flow 

rate will be monitored continuously. 
EAF Contro l : Bag Fi l ter/Baghous e CO See Additional Notes: Yes Initial and ongoing stack sampling will be conducted and exhaust flow 

rate will be monitored continuously. 
EAF Contro l : Bag Fi l ter/Baghous e VOC See Additional Notes: Yes Initial and ongoing stack sampling will be conducted and exhaust flow 

rate will be monitored continuously. 
EAF Contro l : Bag Fi l ter/Baghous e SO2 See Additional Notes: Yes Initial and ongoing stack sampling will be conducted and exhaust flow 

rate will be monitored continuously. 
EAF Contro l : Bag Fi l ter/Baghous e PMtotal See additional notes: Yes Initial and ongoing stack sampling will be conducted and exhaust flow 

rate will be monitored continuously. 
EAF Contro l : Bag Fi l ter/Baghous e PM10 total See additional notes: Yes Initial and ongoing stack sampling will be conducted and exhaust flow 

rate will be monitored continuously. 

EAF Contro l : Bag Fi l ter/Baghous e PM
The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. Pressure drop monitoring and/or quarterly 
visible emissions and/or opacity observations.

Yes Initial and ongoing stack sampling will be conducted and exhaust flow 
rate will be monitored continuously. 

EAF Contro l : Bag Fi l ter/Baghous e PMfront half See additional notes: Yes Initial and ongoing stack sampling will be conducted and exhaust flow 
rate will be monitored continuously. 

EAF Contro l : Bag Fi l ter/Baghous e PM10 front half See additional notes: Yes Initial and ongoing stack sampling will be conducted and exhaust flow 
rate will be monitored continuously. 

This  c el l  in tentional ly  le ft b lank

Press TAB to move input areas  Press UP or DOWN ARROW in column A to read through the document  On this sheet  if a FIN is not listed in the first column of the table  the remainder of the table is completeMonitoring

This sheet provides the minimum acceptable requirements to demonstrate compliance through monitoring for each pollutant proposed to be emitted from each FIN. This sheet also includes measuring techniques for sources of 
significant emissions in the project.

Instructions:
1. The unit types listed under Unit Type (column B) include all new, modified, consolidated, and/or renewed sources as indicated on the "Unit Types - Emission Rates" sheet. Each new, modified, consolidated, and/or renewed 
source must address how compliance will be demonstrated.
2. The pollutants listed in Pollutant (column C) include the pollutants indicated on the "Unit Types - Emission Rates" sheet.

Monitoring (30 TAC § 116.111(a)(2)(G))
3. The minimum acceptable monitoring is automatically populated for each unit type and pollutant.
    - Additional monitoring may be required, particularly for Title V sources, and will be included in the NSR and/or Title V permits.
4. Fully expand the Minimum Monitoring Requirements (column D) by increasing the row heights so all text is visible. (Place the cursor on the bottom of the number line to the far left of the screen, click and drag
    downward until all text is visible.) 
5. Review the monitoring and confirm that you will meet all representations listed on the sheet and any additional attachments by entering or selecting "Yes" in Confirm (column E).
6. Add additional notes as necessary in Additional Notes for Monitoring (column F), limited to 500 characters or fewer. Examples include the following:
     - Proposed monitoring for pollutants or units that list "See additional notes:";
     - Details requested in the populated data; 
     - Alternative monitoring you are proposing; and
     - Any additional information relevant to the minimization of emissions.
7. Cap EPNs do not need monitoring (leave those rows blank).

Measurement of Emissions (30 TAC § 116.111(a)(2)(B))
Note: this section will be greyed out if this project does not require PSD or nonattainment review, as represented on the General sheet.
7. For each pollutant with a project increase greater than the PSD significant emission rate, select the proposed measurement technique using the dropdown (column G).
8. For each pollutant with a project increase less than the PSD significant emission rate: leave blank.
9. If selecting "other", provide details in Additional Notes for Measuring (column H).
10. You may also use the Additional Notes for Measuring (column H) to provide more details on a selection.
Click here to return to Cover Sheet.
Important Note: The permit holder shall maintain a copy of the permit along with records containing the information and data sufficient to demonstrate compliance with the permit, including production records and operating 
hours. All required records must be maintained in a file at the plant site. If, however, the facility normally operates unattended, records shall be maintained at the nearest staffed location within Texas specified in the application. 
The site must make the records available at the request of personnel from the commission or any air pollution control program having jurisdiction in a timely manner. The applicant must comply with any additional recordkeeping 
requirements specified in special conditions in the permit. All records must be retained in the file for at least two years following the date that the information or data is obtained. Some permits are required to maintain records for 
five years. [30 TAC § 116.115(b)(2)(E)]

This  c el l  in tentional ly  le ft b lank

This  c e l l  in tentional ly  le ft b lank

This  c e l l  in tentional ly  le ft b lank

This  c e l l  in tentional ly  le ft b lank

This  c e l l  in tentional ly  le ft b lank
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EAF Contro l : Bag Fi l ter/Baghous e Cd See additional notes: Yes Initial and ongoing stack sampling will be conducted and exhaust flow 
rate will be monitored continuously. 

EAF Contro l : Bag Fi l ter/Baghous e Cr See additional notes: Yes Initial and ongoing stack sampling will be conducted and exhaust flow 
rate will be monitored continuously. 

EAF Contro l : Bag Fi l ter/Baghous e Pb See additional notes: Yes Initial and ongoing stack sampling will be conducted and exhaust flow 
rate will be monitored continuously. 

EAF Contro l : Bag Fi l ter/Baghous e Mn See additional notes: Yes Initial and ongoing stack sampling will be conducted and exhaust flow 
rate will be monitored continuously. 

RHF Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr NOx

<100 MMBtu/hr: provide details. Hour of operation and/or records of 
fuel usage.

≥100 MMBtu/hr: CEMS. Data collected four times per hour and 
averaged hourly. 

No Hours of operation records and/or records of fuel usage.

RHF Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr CO Hours of operation records, and/or records of fuel usage. Yes
RHF Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr VOC Hours of operation records, and/or records of fuel usage. Yes
RHF Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr SO2 Hours of operation records, and/or records of fuel usage. Yes

RHF Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr PM
The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. Hours of operation records, and/or records of 
fuel usage, and/or quarterly opacity monitoring.

Yes

RHF Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr

RHF Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr

RHF Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr

RHF Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr

RHF Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr

RHF Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr

RHF Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr

RHF Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr

QF Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr NOx

<100 MMBtu/hr: provide details. Hour of operation and/or records of 
fuel usage.

≥100 MMBtu/hr: CEMS. Data collected four times per hour and 
averaged hourly. 

No Hours of operation records and/or records of fuel usage.

QF Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr CO Hours of operation records, and/or records of fuel usage. Yes
QF Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr VOC Hours of operation records, and/or records of fuel usage. Yes
QF Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr SO2 Hours of operation records, and/or records of fuel usage. Yes

QF Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr PM
The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. Hours of operation records, and/or records of 
fuel usage, and/or quarterly opacity monitoring.

Yes

QF Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr

QF Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr

QF Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr

QF Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr

QF Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr

QF Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr

QF Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr

QF Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr

TF Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr NOx

<100 MMBtu/hr: provide details. Hour of operation and/or records of 
fuel usage.

≥100 MMBtu/hr: CEMS. Data collected four times per hour and 
averaged hourly. 

No Hours of operation records and/or records of fuel usage.

TF Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr CO Hours of operation records, and/or records of fuel usage. Yes
TF Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr VOC Hours of operation records, and/or records of fuel usage. Yes
TF Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr SO2 Hours of operation records, and/or records of fuel usage. Yes

TF Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr PM
The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. Hours of operation records, and/or records of 
fuel usage, and/or quarterly opacity monitoring.

Yes

TF Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr

TF Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr

TF Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr

TF Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr

TF Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr

TF Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr

TF Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr

TF Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr

VDB Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr NOx

<100 MMBtu/hr: provide details. Hour of operation and/or records of 
fuel usage.

≥100 MMBtu/hr: CEMS. Data collected four times per hour and 
averaged hourly. 

No Hours of operation records and/or records of fuel usage.

VDB Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr CO Hours of operation records, and/or records of fuel usage. Yes
VDB Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr VOC Hours of operation records, and/or records of fuel usage. Yes
VDB Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr SO2 Hours of operation records, and/or records of fuel usage. Yes

VDB Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr PM
The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. Hours of operation records, and/or records of 
fuel usage, and/or quarterly opacity monitoring.

Yes

VDB Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr

VDB Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr

VDB Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr

VDB Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr

VDB Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr

VDB Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr

VDB Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr

VDB Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr

RG Fugitives: Building PM
The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive 
emissions

Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

RG Fugitiv es : Bui ld ing

RG Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

RG Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing
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RG Fugitiv es : Bui ld ing

RG Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

RG Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

RG Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

RG Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

RG Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

RG Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

RG Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

RG Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

TCR Fugitives: Building PM
The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive 
emissions

Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

TCR Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

TCR Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

TCR Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

TCR Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

TCR Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

TCR Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

TCR Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

TCR Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

TCR Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

TCR Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

TCR Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

TCR Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

IDPSS Fugitives: Building PM
The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive 
emissions

Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

IDPSS Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

IDPSS Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

IDPSS Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

IDPSS Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

IDPSS Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

IDPSS Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

IDPSS Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

IDPSS Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

IDPSS Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

IDPSS Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

IDPSS Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

IDPSS Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

IDPSR1 Fugitives: Building PM
The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive 
emissions

Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

IDPSR1 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

IDPSR1 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

IDPSR1 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

IDPSR1 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

IDPSR1 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

IDPSR1 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

IDPSR1 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

IDPSR1 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

IDPSR1 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

IDPSR1 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

IDPSR1 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

IDPSR1 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

IDPS1 Fugitives: Building PM
The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive 
emissions

Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

IDPS1 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

IDPS1 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

IDPS1 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

IDPS1 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

IDPS1 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

IDPS1 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

IDPS1 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

IDPS1 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

IDPS1 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

IDPS1 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

IDPS1 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

IDPS1 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

IDPSR2 Fugitives: Building PM
The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive 
emissions

Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

IDPSR2 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

IDPSR2 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

IDPSR2 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

IDPSR2 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

IDPSR2 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

IDPSR2 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

IDPSR2 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

IDPSR2 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

IDPSR2 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

IDPSR2 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

IDPSR2 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

IDPSR2 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

IDPS2 Fugitives: Building PM
The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive 
emissions

Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

IDPS2 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

IDPS2 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

IDPS2 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing
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IDPS2 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

IDPS2 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

IDPS2 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

IDPS2 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

IDPS2 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

IDPS2 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

IDPS2 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

IDPS2 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

IDPS2 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

IDPSR3 Fugitives: Building PM
The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive 
emissions

Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

IDPSR3 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

IDPSR3 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

IDPSR3 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

IDPSR3 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

IDPSR3 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

IDPSR3 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

IDPSR3 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

IDPSR3 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

IDPSR3 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

IDPSR3 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

IDPSR3 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

IDPSR3 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ISPSS Fugitives: Building PM
The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive 
emissions

Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

ISPSS Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ISPSS Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ISPSS Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ISPSS Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ISPSS Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ISPSS Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ISPSS Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ISPSS Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ISPSS Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ISPSS Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ISPSS Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ISPSS Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ISPS Fugitives: Building PM
The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive 
emissions

Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

ISPS Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ISPS Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ISPS Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ISPS Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ISPS Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ISPS Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ISPS Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ISPS Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ISPS Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ISPS Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ISPS Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ISPS Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ISPSR1 Fugitives: Building PM
The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive 
emissions

Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

ISPSR1 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ISPSR1 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ISPSR1 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ISPSR1 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ISPSR1 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ISPSR1 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ISPSR1 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ISPSR1 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ISPSR1 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ISPSR1 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ISPSR1 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ISPSR1 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ISPSR2 Fugitives: Building PM
The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive 
emissions

Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

ISPSR2 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ISPSR2 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ISPSR2 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ISPSR2 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ISPSR2 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ISPSR2 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ISPSR2 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ISPSR2 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ISPSR2 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ISPSR2 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ISPSR2 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ISPSR2 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ISPSR3 Fugitives: Building PM
The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive 
emissions

Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

ISPSR3 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ISPSR3 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ISPSR3 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing
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ISPSR3 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ISPSR3 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ISPSR3 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ISPSR3 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ISPSR3 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ISPSR3 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ISPSR3 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ISPSR3 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ISPSR3 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ELSMW Fugitives: Building PM
The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive 
emissions

Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

ELSM W Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing Cr See additional notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

ELSM W Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing Cr VI See additional notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

ELSM W Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing Pb See additional notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

ELSM W Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing Mn See additional notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

ELSM W Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ELSM W Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ELSM W Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ELSM W Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ELSM W Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ELSM W Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ELSM W Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ELSM W Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

OUSMW Fugitives: Building CO See Additional Notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

OUSM W Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing VOC See Additional Notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

OUSM W Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing PM
The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive 
emissions

Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

OUSM W Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

OUSM W Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

OUSM W Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

OUSM W Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

OUSM W Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

OUSM W Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

OUSM W Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

OUSM W Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

OUSM W Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

OUSM W Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

CC Fugitives: Building NOx See Additional Notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

CC Fugitiv es : Bui ld ing CO See Additional Notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

CC Fugitiv es : Bui ld ing VOC See Additional Notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

CC Fugitiv es : Bui ld ing SO2 See Additional Notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

CC Fugitiv es : Bui ld ing PM
The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive 
emissions

Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

CC Fugitiv es : Bui ld ing

CC Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

CC Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

CC Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

CC Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

CC Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

CC Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

CC Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

EAFB Fugitives: Building CO See Additional Notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

EAFB Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing VOC See Additional Notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

EAFB Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

EAFB Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

EAFB Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

EAFB Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

EAFB Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

EAFB Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

EAFB Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

EAFB Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

EAFB Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

EAFB Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

EAFB Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

LB Fugitives: Building CO See Additional Notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

LB Fugitiv es : Bui ld ing VOC See Additional Notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

LB Fugitiv es : Bui ld ing

LB Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

LB Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

LB Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

LB Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

LB Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

LB Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing
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LB Fugitiv es : Bui ld ing

LB Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

LB Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

LB Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

TB Fugitives: Building CO See Additional Notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

TB Fugitiv es : Bui ld ing VOC See Additional Notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

TB Fugitiv es : Bui ld ing

TB Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

TB Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

TB Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

TB Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

TB Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

TB Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

TB Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

TB Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

TB Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

TB Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

LP Fugitives: Building NOx See Additional Notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

LP Fugitiv es : Bui ld ing CO See Additional Notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

LP Fugitiv es : Bui ld ing VOC See Additional Notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

LP Fugitiv es : Bui ld ing SO2 See Additional Notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

LP Fugitiv es : Bui ld ing PM
The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive 
emissions

Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

LP Fugitiv es : Bui ld ing

LP Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

LP Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

LP Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

LP Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

LP Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

LP Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

LP Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

TP Fugitives: Building NOx See Additional Notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

TP Fugitiv es : Bui ld ing CO See Additional Notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

TP Fugitiv es : Bui ld ing VOC See Additional Notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

TP Fugitiv es : Bui ld ing SO2 See Additional Notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

TP Fugitiv es : Bui ld ing PM
The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive 
emissions

Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

TP Fugitiv es : Bui ld ing

TP Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

TP Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

TP Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

TP Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

TP Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

TP Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

TP Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

LFTSC Fugitives: Building NOx See Additional Notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

LFTSC Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing CO See Additional Notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

LFTSC Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing VOC See Additional Notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

LFTSC Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing SO2 See Additional Notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

LFTSC Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing PM
The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive 
emissions

Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

LFTSC Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

LFTSC Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

LFTSC Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

LFTSC Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

LFTSC Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

LFTSC Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

LFTSC Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

LFTSC Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

TCM Fugitives: Building NOx See Additional Notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

TCM Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing CO See Additional Notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

TCM Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing VOC See Additional Notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

TCM Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing SO2 See Additional Notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

TCM Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing PM
The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive 
emissions

Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

TCM Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

TCM Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

TCM Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing
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TCM Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

TCM Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

TCM Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

TCM Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

TCM Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

LF Fugitives: Building PM
The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive 
emissions

Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

LF Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing Cd See additional notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

LF Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing Cr See additional notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

LF Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing Pb See additional notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

LF Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing Mn See additional notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

LF Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing Hg See Additional Notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

LF Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing Si See additional notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

LF Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing Zn See additional notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

LF Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

LF Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

LF Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

LF Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

LF Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

IDPAA Fugitives: Building PM
The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive 
emissions

Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

IDPAA Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

IDPAA Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

IDPAA Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

IDPAA Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

IDPAA Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

IDPAA Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

IDPAA Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

IDPAA Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

IDPAA Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

IDPAA Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

IDPAA Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

IDPAA Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

OUPCLW Fugitives: Building CO See Additional Notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

OUPCLW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing VOC See Additional Notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

OUPCLW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing PM
The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive 
emissions

Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

OUPCLW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

OUPCLW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

OUPCLW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

OUPCLW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

OUPCLW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

OUPCLW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

OUPCLW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

OUPCLW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

OUPCLW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

OUPCLW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ELPCLW Fugitives: Building PM
The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive 
emissions

Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

ELPCLW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ELPCLW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ELPCLW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ELPCLW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ELPCLW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ELPCLW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ELPCLW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ELPCLW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ELPCLW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ELPCLW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ELPCLW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ELPCLW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

EMPCLW Fugitives: Building VOC See Additional Notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

EM PCLW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing PM
The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive 
emissions

Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

EM PCLW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

EM PCLW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

EM PCLW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

EM PCLW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

EM PCLW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

EM PCLW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

EM PCLW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

EM PCLW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

EM PCLW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

EM PCLW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

EM PCLW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing
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PUPCLW Fugitives: Building VOC See Additional Notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

PUPCLW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

PUPCLW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

PUPCLW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

PUPCLW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

PUPCLW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

PUPCLW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

PUPCLW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

PUPCLW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

PUPCLW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

PUPCLW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

PUPCLW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

PUPCLW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

DUPCLW Fugitives: Building VOC See Additional Notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

DUPCLW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing PM
The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive 
emissions

Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

DUPCLW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

DUPCLW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

DUPCLW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

DUPCLW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

DUPCLW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

DUPCLW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

DUPCLW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

DUPCLW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

DUPCLW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

DUPCLW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

DUPCLW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

BCPS2 Fugitives: Building PM
The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive 
emissions

Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

BCPS2 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

BCPS2 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

BCPS2 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

BCPS2 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

BCPS2 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

BCPS2 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

BCPS2 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

BCPS2 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

BCPS2 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

BCPS2 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

BCPS2 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

BCPS2 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

PSGPCLW Fugitives: Building VOC See Additional Notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

PSGPCLW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing PM
The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive 
emissions

Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

PSGPCLW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

PSGPCLW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

PSGPCLW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

PSGPCLW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

PSGPCLW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

PSGPCLW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

PSGPCLW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

PSGPCLW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

PSGPCLW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

PSGPCLW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

PSGPCLW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

HRL Fugitives: Building PM
The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive 
emissions

Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

HRL Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

HRL Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

HRL Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

HRL Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

HRL Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

HRL Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

HRL Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

HRL Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

HRL Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

HRL Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

HRL Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

HRL Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ABS1 Fugitives: Building PM
The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive 
emissions

Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

ABS1 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ABS1 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ABS1 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ABS1 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ABS1 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ABS1 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ABS1 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ABS1 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ABS1 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ABS1 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ABS1 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing
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ABS1 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ABS2 Fugitives: Building PM
The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive 
emissions

Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

ABS2 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ABS2 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ABS2 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ABS2 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ABS2 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ABS2 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ABS2 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ABS2 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ABS2 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ABS2 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ABS2 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ABS2 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

BPCS1 Fugitives: Building PM
The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive 
emissions

Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

BPCS1 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

BPCS1 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

BPCS1 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

BPCS1 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

BPCS1 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

BPCS1 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

BPCS1 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

BPCS1 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

BPCS1 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

BPCS1 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

BPCS1 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

BPCS1 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

OUHRW Fugitives: Building CO See Additional Notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

OUHRW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing VOC See Additional Notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

OUHRW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing PM
The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive 
emissions

Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

OUHRW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

OUHRW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

OUHRW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

OUHRW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

OUHRW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

OUHRW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

OUHRW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

OUHRW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

OUHRW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

OUHRW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ELHRW Fugitives: Building PM
The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive 
emissions

Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

ELHRW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing Cr See additional notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

ELHRW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing Cr VI See additional notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

ELHRW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing Mn See additional notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

ELHRW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ELHRW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ELHRW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ELHRW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ELHRW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ELHRW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ELHRW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ELHRW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ELHRW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

EMHRW Fugitives: Building VOC See Additional Notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

EM HRW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing PM
The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive 
emissions

Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

EM HRW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

EM HRW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

EM HRW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

EM HRW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

EM HRW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

EM HRW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

EM HRW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

EM HRW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

EM HRW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

EM HRW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

EM HRW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

PUHRW Fugitives: Building VOC See Additional Notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

PUHRW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

PUHRW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

PUHRW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

PUHRW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

PUHRW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

PUHRW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing
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PUHRW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

PUHRW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

PUHRW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

PUHRW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

PUHRW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

PUHRW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

DUHRW Fugitives: Building VOC See Additional Notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

DUHRW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing PM
The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive 
emissions

Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

DUHRW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

DUHRW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

DUHRW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

DUHRW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

DUHRW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

DUHRW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

DUHRW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

DUHRW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

DUHRW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

DUHRW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

DUHRW Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ABS3 Fugitives: Building PM
The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive 
emissions

Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

ABS3 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ABS3 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ABS3 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ABS3 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ABS3 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ABS3 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ABS3 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ABS3 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ABS3 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ABS3 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ABS3 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ABS3 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

PSGHRPPWV Fugitives: Building VOC See Additional Notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

PSGHRPPWV Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing PM
The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive 
emissions

Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

PSGHRPPWV Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

PSGHRPPWV Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

PSGHRPPWV Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

PSGHRPPWV Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

PSGHRPPWV Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

PSGHRPPWV Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

PSGHRPPWV Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

PSGHRPPWV Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

PSGHRPPWV Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

PSGHRPPWV Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

PSGHRPPWV Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

HTR1 Fugitives: Building CO See Additional Notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

HTR1 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing VOC See Additional Notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

HTR1 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing PM
The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive 
emissions

Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

HTR1 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing SO2 See Additional Notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

HTR1 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing NOx See Additional Notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

HTR1 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

HTR1 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

HTR1 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

HTR1 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

HTR1 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

HTR1 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

HTR1 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

HTR1 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

HTR2 Fugitives: Building CO See Additional Notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

HTR2 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing VOC See Additional Notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

HTR2 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing PM
The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive 
emissions

Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

HTR2 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing SO2 See Additional Notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

HTR2 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing NOx See Additional Notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

HTR2 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

HTR2 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

HTR2 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

HTR2 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

HTR2 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

HTR2 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

HTR2 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing
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HTR2 Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

ODPSS1 Material Handling: Drop 
Point PM

The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive 
emissions and/or opacity observations

Recordkeeping of materials processed

Yes

ODPSS1 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSS1 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSS1 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSS1 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSS1 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSS1 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSS1 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSS1 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSS1 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSS1 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSS1 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSS1 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSS2 Material Handling: Drop 
Point PM

The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive 
emissions and/or opacity observations

Recordkeeping of materials processed

Yes

ODPSS2 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSS2 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSS2 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSS2 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSS2 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSS2 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSS2 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSS2 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSS2 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSS2 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSS2 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSS2 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSR1 Material Handling: Drop 
Point PM

The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive 
emissions and/or opacity observations

Recordkeeping of materials processed

Yes

ODPSR1 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSR1 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSR1 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSR1 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSR1 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSR1 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSR1 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSR1 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSR1 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSR1 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSR1 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSR1 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPS1 Material Handling: Drop 
Point PM

The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive 
emissions and/or opacity observations

Recordkeeping of materials processed

Yes

ODPS1 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPS1 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPS1 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPS1 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPS1 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPS1 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPS1 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPS1 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPS1 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPS1 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPS1 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPS1 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSR2 Material Handling: Drop 
Point PM

The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive 
emissions and/or opacity observations

Recordkeeping of materials processed

Yes

ODPSR2 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSR2 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSR2 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSR2 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSR2 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSR2 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSR2 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSR2 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSR2 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSR2 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSR2 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSR2 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point
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ODPS2 Material Handling: Drop 
Point PM

The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive 
emissions and/or opacity observations

Recordkeeping of materials processed

Yes

ODPS2 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPS2 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPS2 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPS2 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPS2 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPS2 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPS2 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPS2 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPS2 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPS2 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPS2 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPS2 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSR3 Material Handling: Drop 
Point PM

The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive 
emissions and/or opacity observations

Recordkeeping of materials processed

Yes

ODPSR3 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSR3 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSR3 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSR3 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSR3 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSR3 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSR3 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSR3 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSR3 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSR3 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSR3 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPSR3 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPS3 Material Handling: Drop 
Point PM

The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive 
emissions and/or opacity observations

Recordkeeping of materials processed

Yes

ODPS3 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPS3 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPS3 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPS3 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPS3 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPS3 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPS3 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPS3 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPS3 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPS3 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPS3 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

ODPS3 M ateria l  Handl ing: Drop Point

OSPSS Storage: Stockpile PM The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. See Additional Notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 

requirements will be monitored.
OSPSS Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPSS Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPSS Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPSS Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPSS Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPSS Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPSS Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPSS Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPSS Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPSS Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPSS Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPSS Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPFST Storage: Stockpile PM The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. See Additional Notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 

requirements will be monitored.
OSPFST Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPFST Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPFST Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPFST Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPFST Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPFST Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPFST Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPFST Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPFST Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPFST Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPFST Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPFST Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPS1 Storage: Stockpile PM The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. See Additional Notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 

requirements will be monitored.
OSPS1 Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPS1 Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPS1 Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPS1 Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPS1 Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPS1 Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPS1 Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPS1 Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPS1 Storage: Stoc k pi le
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OSPS1 Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPS1 Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPS1 Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPSR1 Storage: Stockpile PM The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. See Additional Notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 

requirements will be monitored.
OSPSR1 Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPSR1 Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPSR1 Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPSR1 Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPSR1 Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPSR1 Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPSR1 Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPSR1 Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPSR1 Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPSR1 Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPSR1 Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPSR1 Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPS2 Storage: Stockpile PM The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. See Additional Notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 

requirements will be monitored.
OSPS2 Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPS2 Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPS2 Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPS2 Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPS2 Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPS2 Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPS2 Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPS2 Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPS2 Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPS2 Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPS2 Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPS2 Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPSR2 Storage: Stockpile PM The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. See Additional Notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 

requirements will be monitored.
OSPSR2 Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPSR2 Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPSR2 Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPSR2 Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPSR2 Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPSR2 Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPSR2 Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPSR2 Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPSR2 Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPSR2 Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPSR2 Storage: Stoc k pi le

OSPSR2 Storage: Stoc k pi le

N6CCT Cooling Tower PM

The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive 
emissions and/or opacity observations

Recordkeeping of amount of circulating water used in the cooling 
towers

Yes

N6CCT Cool ing Tower

N6CCT Cool ing Tower

N6CCT Cool ing Tower

N6CCT Cool ing Tower

N6CCT Cool ing Tower

N6CCT Cool ing Tower

N6CCT Cool ing Tower

N6CCT Cool ing Tower

N6CCT Cool ing Tower

N6CCT Cool ing Tower

N6CCT Cool ing Tower

N6CCT Cool ing Tower

N7CCT Cooling Tower PM

The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive 
emissions and/or opacity observations

Recordkeeping of amount of circulating water used in the cooling 
towers

Yes

N7CCT Cool ing Tower

N7CCT Cool ing Tower

N7CCT Cool ing Tower

N7CCT Cool ing Tower

N7CCT Cool ing Tower

N7CCT Cool ing Tower

N7CCT Cool ing Tower

N7CCT Cool ing Tower

N7CCT Cool ing Tower

N7CCT Cool ing Tower

N7CCT Cool ing Tower

N7CCT Cool ing Tower

PPCCT Cooling Tower PM

The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive 
emissions and/or opacity observations

Recordkeeping of amount of circulating water used in the cooling 
towers

Yes

PPCCT Cool ing Tower

PPCCT Cool ing Tower

PPCCT Cool ing Tower
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PPCCT Cool ing Tower

PPCCT Cool ing Tower

PPCCT Cool ing Tower

PPCCT Cool ing Tower

PPCCT Cool ing Tower

PPCCT Cool ing Tower

PPCCT Cool ing Tower

PPCCT Cool ing Tower

PPCCT Cool ing Tower

SMWTF Water Treatment Facility VOC See additional notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

SM WTF Water Treatm ent Fac i l i ty PM The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. See additional notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 

requirements will be monitored.
SM WTF Water Treatm ent Fac i l i ty

SM WTF Water Treatm ent Fac i l i ty

SM WTF Water Treatm ent Fac i l i ty

SM WTF Water Treatm ent Fac i l i ty

SM WTF Water Treatm ent Fac i l i ty

SM WTF Water Treatm ent Fac i l i ty

SM WTF Water Treatm ent Fac i l i ty

SM WTF Water Treatm ent Fac i l i ty

SM WTF Water Treatm ent Fac i l i ty

SM WTF Water Treatm ent Fac i l i ty

SM WTF Water Treatm ent Fac i l i ty

CMSC Process Vent NOx See Additional Notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

CM SC Proc es s  Vent CO See Additional Notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

CM SC Proc es s  Vent VOC See Additional Notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

CM SC Proc es s  Vent PM The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. See Additional Notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 

requirements will be monitored.
CM SC Proc es s  Vent Pb See additional notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 

requirements will be monitored.
CM SC Proc es s  Vent

CM SC Proc es s  Vent

CM SC Proc es s  Vent

CM SC Proc es s  Vent

CM SC Proc es s  Vent

CM SC Proc es s  Vent

CM SC Proc es s  Vent

CM SC Proc es s  Vent

UVCS1 Coating Stack VOC See additional notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

UVCS1 Coating Stac k PM The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. See additional notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 

requirements will be monitored.
UVCS1 Coating Stac k

UVCS1 Coating Stac k

UVCS1 Coating Stac k

UVCS1 Coating Stac k

UVCS1 Coating Stac k

UVCS1 Coating Stac k

UVCS1 Coating Stac k

UVCS1 Coating Stac k

UVCS1 Coating Stac k

UVCS1 Coating Stac k

UVCS1 Coating Stac k

UVCS2 Coating Stack VOC See additional notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

UVCS2 Coating Stac k PM The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. See additional notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 

requirements will be monitored.
UVCS2 Coating Stac k

UVCS2 Coating Stac k

UVCS2 Coating Stac k

UVCS2 Coating Stac k

UVCS2 Coating Stac k

UVCS2 Coating Stac k

UVCS2 Coating Stac k

UVCS2 Coating Stac k

UVCS2 Coating Stac k

UVCS2 Coating Stac k

UVCS2 Coating Stac k

UVCS3 Coating Stack VOC See additional notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

UVCS3 Coating Stac k PM The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. See additional notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 

requirements will be monitored.
UVCS3 Coating Stac k

UVCS3 Coating Stac k

UVCS3 Coating Stac k

UVCS3 Coating Stac k

UVCS3 Coating Stac k

UVCS3 Coating Stac k

UVCS3 Coating Stac k

UVCS3 Coating Stac k

UVCS3 Coating Stac k

UVCS3 Coating Stac k

UVCS3 Coating Stac k

UVCS4 Coating Stack VOC See additional notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.
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UVCS4 Coating Stac k PM The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. See additional notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 

requirements will be monitored.
UVCS4 Coating Stac k

UVCS4 Coating Stac k

UVCS4 Coating Stac k

UVCS4 Coating Stac k

UVCS4 Coating Stac k

UVCS4 Coating Stac k

UVCS4 Coating Stac k

UVCS4 Coating Stac k

UVCS4 Coating Stac k

UVCS4 Coating Stac k

UVCS4 Coating Stac k

VD Process Vent NOx See Additional Notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

VD Proc es s  Vent CO See Additional Notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

VD Proc es s  Vent VOC See Additional Notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

VD Proc es s  Vent SO2 See Additional Notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

VD Proc es s  Vent PM The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. See Additional Notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 

requirements will be monitored.
VD Proc es s  Vent

VD Proc es s  Vent

VD Proc es s  Vent

VD Proc es s  Vent

VD Proc es s  Vent

VD Proc es s  Vent

VD Proc es s  Vent

VD Proc es s  Vent

ALL Total HAPS HAPS See additional notes: Yes Refer to unit specific requirements.
ALL Total  HAPS

ALL Tota l  HAPS

ALL Tota l  HAPS

ALL Tota l  HAPS

ALL Tota l  HAPS

ALL Tota l  HAPS

ALL Tota l  HAPS

ALL Tota l  HAPS

ALL Tota l  HAPS

ALL Tota l  HAPS

ALL Tota l  HAPS

ALL Tota l  HAPS

QFS2 Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr NOx

<100 MMBtu/hr: provide details. Hour of operation and/or records of 
fuel usage.

≥100 MMBtu/hr: CEMS. Data collected four times per hour and 
averaged hourly. 

No Hours of operation records and/or records of fuel usage.

QFS2 Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr CO Hours of operation records, and/or records of fuel usage. Yes
QFS2 Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr SO2 Hours of operation records, and/or records of fuel usage. Yes
QFS2 Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr VOC Hours of operation records, and/or records of fuel usage. Yes

QFS2 Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr PM
The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. Hours of operation records, and/or records of 
fuel usage, and/or quarterly opacity monitoring.

Yes

QFS2 Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr HAPS See additional notes: Yes Hours of operation records and/or records of fuel usage.
QFS2 Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr

QFS2 Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr

QFS2 Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr

QFS2 Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr

QFS2 Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr

QFS2 Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr

QFS2 Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr

TFS2 Furnace: > 40 MMBtu/hr NOx

<100 MMBtu/hr: provide details. Hour of operation and/or records of 
fuel usage.

≥100 MMBtu/hr: CEMS. Data collected four times per hour and 
averaged hourly. 

No Hours of operation records and/or records of fuel usage.

TFS2 Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr CO Hours of operation records, and/or records of fuel usage. Yes
TFS2 Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr SO2 Hours of operation records, and/or records of fuel usage. Yes
TFS2 Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr VOC Hours of operation records, and/or records of fuel usage. Yes

TFS2 Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr PM
The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. Hours of operation records, and/or records of 
fuel usage, and/or quarterly opacity monitoring.

Yes

TFS2 Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr HAPS See additional notes: Yes Hours of operation records and/or records of fuel usage.
TFS2 Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr

TFS2 Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr

TFS2 Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr

TFS2 Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr

TFS2 Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr

TFS2 Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr

TFS2 Furnac e: > 40 M M Btu/hr

Regrinding Fugitives: Building PM
The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive 
emissions

Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

Regrinding Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

Regrind ing Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

Regrind ing Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

Regrind ing Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

Regrind ing Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing
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Regrinding Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

Regrind ing Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

Regrind ing Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

Regrind ing Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

Regrind ing Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

Regrind ing Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

Regrind ing Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

Marking Fugitives: Building VOC See Additional Notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

M ark ing Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

M ark ing Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

M ark ing Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

M ark ing Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

M ark ing Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

M ark ing Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

M ark ing Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

M ark ing Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

M ark ing Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

M ark ing Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

M ark ing Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

M ark ing Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

Descaling Baghou Fugitives: Building PM
The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive 
emissions

Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

Des c al ing Baghous e Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

Des c al ing Baghous e Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

Des c al ing Baghous e Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

Des c al ing Baghous e Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

Des c al ing Baghous e Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

Des c al ing Baghous e Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

Des c al ing Baghous e Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

Des c al ing Baghous e Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

Des c al ing Baghous e Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

Des c al ing Baghous e Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

Des c al ing Baghous e Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

Des c al ing Baghous e Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

Electrode Usage Fugitives: Building PM
The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive 
emissions

Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

Elec trode Us age Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing HAPS See additional notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

Elec trode Us age Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

Elec trode Us age Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

Elec trode Us age Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

Elec trode Us age Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

Elec trode Us age Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

Elec trode Us age Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

Elec trode Us age Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

Elec trode Us age Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

Elec trode Us age Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

Elec trode Us age Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

Elec trode Us age Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

Oil Evaporation Fugitives: Building CO See Additional Notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

Oil Ev aporation Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing VOC See Additional Notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

Oil Ev aporation Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing PM
The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive 
emissions

Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

Oil Ev aporation Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

Oi l  Ev aporation Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

Oi l  Ev aporation Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

Oi l  Ev aporation Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

Oi l  Ev aporation Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

Oi l  Ev aporation Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

Oi l  Ev aporation Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

Oi l  Ev aporation Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

Oi l  Ev aporation Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

Oi l  Ev aporation Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

PI Fugitives: Building VOC See Additional Notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

PI Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing PM
The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive 
emissions

Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

PI Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

PI Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

PI Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

PI Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

PI Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

PI Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

PI Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

PI Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

PI Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

PI Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

PI Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

PCT Fugitives: Building PM
The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive 
emissions

Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

PCT Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

PCT Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing
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PCT Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

PCT Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

PCT Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

PCT Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

PCT Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

PCT Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

PCT Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

PCT Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

PCT Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

PCT Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

WELD Fugitives: Building PM
The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive 
emissions

Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

WELD Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing HAPS See additional notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

WELD Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

WELD Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

WELD Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

WELD Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

WELD Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

WELD Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

WELD Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

WELD Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

WELD Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

WELD Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

WELD Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

EMPC Fugitives: Building VOC See Additional Notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

EM PC Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing PM
The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive 
emissions

Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

EM PC Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

EM PC Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

EM PC Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

EM PC Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

EM PC Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

EM PC Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

EM PC Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

EM PC Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

EM PC Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

EM PC Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

EM PC Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

LUBE Fugitives: Building VOC See Additional Notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

LUBE Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

LUBE Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

LUBE Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

LUBE Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

LUBE Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

LUBE Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

LUBE Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

LUBE Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

LUBE Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

LUBE Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

LUBE Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

LUBE Fugi tiv es : Bui ld ing

CS4 Coating Stack VOC See additional notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

CS4 Coating Stac k PM The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. See additional notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 

requirements will be monitored.
CS4 Coating Stac k C6H5CH3 See additional notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 

requirements will be monitored.
CS4 Coating Stac k CH3COOC2H5 See additional notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 

requirements will be monitored.
CS4 Coating Stac k

CS4 Coating Stac k

CS4 Coating Stac k

CS4 Coating Stac k

CS4 Coating Stac k

CS4 Coating Stac k

CS4 Coating Stac k

CS4 Coating Stac k

CS4 Coating Stac k

CS5 Coating Stack VOC See additional notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

CS5 Coating Stac k PM The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. See additional notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 

requirements will be monitored.
CS5 Coating Stac k C6H5CH3 See additional notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 

requirements will be monitored.
CS5 Coating Stac k CH3COOC2H5 See additional notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 

requirements will be monitored.
CS5 Coating Stac k

CS5 Coating Stac k

CS5 Coating Stac k

CS5 Coating Stac k

CS5 Coating Stac k

CS5 Coating Stac k

CS5 Coating Stac k

CS5 Coating Stac k

CS5 Coating Stac k
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CS6 Coating Stack VOC See additional notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

CS6 Coating Stac k PM The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. See additional notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 

requirements will be monitored.
CS6 Coating Stac k C6H5CH3 See additional notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 

requirements will be monitored.
CS6 Coating Stac k CH3COOC2H5 See additional notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 

requirements will be monitored.
CS6 Coating Stac k

CS6 Coating Stac k

CS6 Coating Stac k

CS6 Coating Stac k

CS6 Coating Stac k

CS6 Coating Stac k

CS6 Coating Stac k

CS6 Coating Stac k

CS6 Coating Stac k

PHOS1 Phosphatizing Stack PM The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. See additional notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 

requirements will be monitored.
PHOS1 Phos phatiz ing Stac k

PHOS1 Phos phatiz ing Stac k

PHOS1 Phos phatiz ing Stac k

PHOS1 Phos phatiz ing Stac k

PHOS1 Phos phatiz ing Stac k

PHOS1 Phos phatiz ing Stac k

PHOS1 Phos phatiz ing Stac k

PHOS1 Phos phatiz ing Stac k

PHOS1 Phos phatiz ing Stac k

PHOS1 Phos phatiz ing Stac k

PHOS1 Phos phatiz ing Stac k

PHOS1 Phos phatiz ing Stac k

PHOS2 Phosphatizing Stack PM The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. See additional notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 

requirements will be monitored.
PHOS2 Phos phatiz ing Stac k

PHOS2 Phos phatiz ing Stac k

PHOS2 Phos phatiz ing Stac k

PHOS2 Phos phatiz ing Stac k

PHOS2 Phos phatiz ing Stac k

PHOS2 Phos phatiz ing Stac k

PHOS2 Phos phatiz ing Stac k

PHOS2 Phos phatiz ing Stac k

PHOS2 Phos phatiz ing Stac k

PHOS2 Phos phatiz ing Stac k

PHOS2 Phos phatiz ing Stac k

PHOS2 Phos phatiz ing Stac k

WW Water Treatment Facility VOC See additional notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

WW Water Treatm ent Fac i l i ty PM The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. See additional notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 

requirements will be monitored.
WW Water Treatm ent Fac i l i ty

WW Water Treatm ent Fac i l i ty

WW Water Treatm ent Fac i l i ty

WW Water Treatm ent Fac i l i ty

WW Water Treatm ent Fac i l i ty

WW Water Treatm ent Fac i l i ty

WW Water Treatm ent Fac i l i ty

WW Water Treatm ent Fac i l i ty

WW Water Treatm ent Fac i l i ty

WW Water Treatm ent Fac i l i ty

WW Water Treatm ent Fac i l i ty

WTFPR Water Treatment Facility VOC See additional notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 
requirements will be monitored.

WTFPR Water Treatm ent Fac i l i ty PM The emission monitoring techniques for PM10 and PM2.5 will follow 
the technique for PM. See additional notes: Yes Operating parameters necessary to demonstrate compliance with all 

requirements will be monitored.
WTFPR Water Treatm ent Fac i l i ty

WTFPR Water Treatm ent Fac i l i ty

WTFPR Water Treatm ent Fac i l i ty

WTFPR Water Treatm ent Fac i l i ty

WTFPR Water Treatm ent Fac i l i ty

WTFPR Water Treatm ent Fac i l i ty

WTFPR Water Treatm ent Fac i l i ty

WTFPR Water Treatm ent Fac i l i ty

WTFPR Water Treatm ent Fac i l i ty

WTFPR Water Treatm ent Fac i l i ty

WTFPR Water Treatm ent Fac i l i ty
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How submitted Date submitted

STEERS 11/07/2019
Not applicable
Not applicable

STEERS 11/07/2019
STEERS 11/07/2019
STEERS 11/07/2019
STEERS 11/07/2019

STEERS 11/07/2019

Not applicable
Not applicable

Not applicable
Not applicable

STEERS 11/07/2019

Not applicable
Not applicable
Not applicable
STEERS 11/07/2019
Not applicable

Process description
Process flow diagram

Summary and project emission increase determination - Tables 1F and 2F

Plot plan

Item

Core Data Form

Form PI-1 General Application
Hard copy of the General sheet with original (ink) signature

B. General Information

A. Administrative Information

Professional Engineer Seal

Copy of current permit (both Special Conditions and MAERT)

MERA analysis

PSD modeling protocol

Electronic Modeling Evaluation Workbook: SCREEN3

Qualitative impacts analysis

State regulatory requirements discussion

Area map

BACT discussion, if additional details are attached
Monitoring information, if additional details are attached

List of MSS activities

Electronic Modeling Evaluation Workbook: NonSCREEN3

C. Federal Applicability

E. Impacts Analysis

D. Technical Information

F. Additional Attachments

Material Balance (if applicable)
Calculations

Netting analysis (if required) - Tables 3F and 4F as needed
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This ce    No
This ce    
This ce    
This ce    
This ce    
This ce    
This ce    
This ce    

Pollutant Current (tpy) Project Change in 
Allowable (tpy)

This ce    VOC 158.61 35.11
This ce    PM 65.56 4.18
This ce    PM10 63.67 3.19
This ce    PM2.5 151.27 4.07
This ce    NOx 272.29 -5.80
This ce    CO 2047.38 -4.89
This ce    SO2 275.32 -0.03
This ce    Pb 0.91 0.00
This ce    Cd 0.02 0.00
This ce    Cr 0.14 0.00
This ce    Mn 0.83 0.00
This ce    Hg 0.00 0.00
This ce    Si 0.10 0.00
This ce    Zn 6.68 0.00
This ce    PMtotal 88.38 0.00
This ce    PM10 total 88.38 0.00
This ce    PMfront half 66.28 0.00
This ce    PM10 front half 66.28 0.00
This ce    Cr VI 0.02 0.00
This ce    HAPS 1.92 0.00
This ce    
This ce    
This ce    
This ce    

This ce    

This ce    
This ce    
This ce    

No This ce    

  t intentio  

This ce    
This ce    

No This ce    
This ce    

This cell left intentionally blank.

6.29

0.12
0.91
0.02

thomas.haney@ghd.com

Permit and Action Type Requested

Responsible official
Phone

This sheet is a summary of representations made in the workbook for this project. No additional information is required by the applicant.
Project Summary

This project will serve to renew/amend Permit 86860 and incorporate Permit 100133. Specifically, TPCO requests to: authorize emissions for labelling pipes at EPNs HRPPWV and PCLWV; update 
coating material at EPN UVCS4; authorize two diesel heaters; update emissions factors, maximum flow rate, stack diameter, and location for EPN HRLDS; remove EPNs MPFS, GWTF, RSWTF, and 
RSCCT; update locations of emissions points/air compressor building; and update pipe rolling workshop/building dimensions. 

Project Description

Consolidated 
Emissions 
(tpy)

This cell left intentionally blank.

Mr. Thomas Haney 
361-232-5881

161.63
286.35

2060.55

6.29
19.87
18.06

Contact Data

Permit Type Action Type

Phone

Company TPCO America Corporation

This cell left intentionally blank.

Mr.  JoAdrian Vara 
361-271-1478
joadrianv@tpcoamerica.com

Technical contact

Email

Application contains confidential information?
This cell left intentionally blank.

Project Timing
Projected Start of Construction
Projected Start of Operation

NA
NA

This cell left intentionally blank.
Project Emission Summary (tpy)

Proposed 
(tpy)

Email

Permit Number

0.37

Fees

2.29

Yes Pollutants requiring PSD review

attainment or unclassified for all pollutants

Pollutants requiring NA review

66.28
66.28
0.02

Total Fee $10,900.00
$10,000.00

CN CN603957036

0.00
0.00

Minor NSR Renewal/Amendment 86860

Flexible

RN106224447

Yes

0.14
0.83

PSD Not applicable

0.00

Special Permit
De Minimis

Nonattainment

$900.00Non-Renewal fee

Miscellaneous

TCEQ Region Region 14

GHG PSD

HAP Major Source [FCAA § 112(g)]

221.11
76.03
73.15

27.39
6.29

Not applicable
0.00

0.00
0.00

Not applicable
Not applicable

275.41

Not applicable
PAL Not applicable

Not applicable

This cell left intentionally blank.

Renewal fee

This cell left intentionally blank.

Public notice required?

Air Pollutant Watch List

Federal Applicability

ImpactsIs this facility located in an APWL area AND this application includes that 
pollutant?
APWL pollutants

0.00

This cell left intentionally blank.

This cell left intentionally blank.

San Patricio

This cell left intentionally blank.

Disaster Review
Any air contaminants for which a disaster review is required?
Disaster review pollutants

PM, PM2.5, Cd, Cr, Pb, Mn, Hg, Si, SO2, PMtotal, PM10         

County classification (as of 
9/23/2019)

RN

Title V site?

This cell left intentionally blank.

Ozone classification requested 
for this project

attainment or unclassified for all pollutantsMechanical / Agricultural / Construction

MERA analysis

Industry group

VOC, PM10, Zn, NOx, CO, 

No impacts required

Qualitative analysis

County

Modeling
PSD Protocol

0.00
0.00

6.68
88.38
88.38

Not applicable 0.00
0.10

0.00
0.00
0.00



 
 

GHD 
11451 Katy Freeway Suite 400 Houston Texas 77079 USA 
T 713 734 3090  F 713 734 3391  W www.ghd.com 

January 29, 2020 Reference No. 11197849 
 
Mr. Bill Moody, P.E. 
Air Permits Division 
Texas Commission on Environmental Quality (TCEQ) 
MC 163, P.O. Box 13087 
Austin, Texas 78711-3087 
 
Dear Mr. Moody: 
 
Re: Response to Notice of Deficiency  

Air Quality Impacts Analysis for Permit Renewal and Amendment 
 TPCO America Corporation,  
 Gregory, San Patricio County, Texas 

NSR Project Number: 308722, ADMT Project Number: 6591 
 Permit Number: 86860, Account Number SDA010J, CN603957036, RN106224447 

GHD Services, Inc. (GHD), on behalf of TPCO America Corporation (TPCO), is submitting the enclosed 
response to the Initial Electronic Modeling Evaluation Workbook (EMEW) review comments associated 
with NSR project number 308722.   

Response to EMEW review comments: 

1. General 

1.1 Administrative Information: 

1.1.1 Be sure to include NSR Project No. 308722 for the Facility Information’s Project Number in 
the final submittal. 

GHD Response:  NSR Project No. 308722 included in the Facility Information section of EMEW. 

1.1.2 Table of Contents: 

1.1.2.1 Be sure to check the boxes next to the General and Modeling Scenarios tabs since 
these were included. 

GHD Response:  General and Modeling Scenarios boxes checked in Table of Contents. 
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2. Additional Attachments 

2.1 Plot Plan: 

2.1.1 Please be sure to label all buildings on the plot plan. 

GHD Response:  Updated plot plan included under Appendix A.   

3. Model Options 

No comment 

4. Building Downwash 

No comment 

5. Flare Source Parameters 

Not applicable 

6. Point Source Parameters 

No comment 

7. Area Source Parameters 

No comment 

8. Volume Source Calculations 

Since the emissions from the cooling tower are being split into three equal adjacent parts, the 
Multiple Volumes: Adjacent Volume Sources option should be selected for the Type of Volume 
Source. 
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GHD Response:  

Revised per TCEQ comment.  Sigma Y column (PPCTA_A, PPCTC_B and PPCTC_C) under Volume 
Source Calculations table updated to reflect adjacent volume sources.   

Modeling results for PM10 (24-hr), PM2.5 (24-hr) and PM2.5 (Annual) were updated in NAAQS-SPL 
Modeling Results table.  Change in the GLCmax was negligible. 

Modeling Files: Modeling files will be transmitted electronically to TCEQ. 

9. Volume Source Parameters 

No comment 

10. Point and Flare Source Emissions 

No comment 

11. Area Source Emissions 

No comment 

12. Volume Source Emissions 

Be sure to report all State Property Line SO2 emission rates in the EMEW in the final 
modeling submittal 

GHD Response:  State Property Line SO2 emission rates included in the EMEW under Volume Source 
Emissions table.  

Also, there is no need to report emissions for SO2 for the 24-hr and annual averaging times 
since these standards have been revoked for San Patricio County (see 40 CFR §81.344). 

GHD Response: No comment 
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13. Speciated Emissions 

No comment 

14. Intermittent Sources 

Not applicable 

15. Modeling Scenarios 

No comment 

16. Monitor Calculations 

Not applicable 

17. Background Justification 

Not applicable 

18. Secondary Formation of PM2.5 

No comment 

19. NAAQS/State Property Line Modeling Results 

No comment 

20. Unit Impact Multipliers 

No comment 
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21. Health Effects Modeling Results 

Be sure to submit all applicable MERA calculations. 

GHD Response:  MERA calculations are presented in the emissions calculations workbook. 

22. Modeling File Names 

No comment 

Should you have any questions relating to our response to initial EMEW review comments, please contact 
me at (713) 275-3824, or sagar.chitre@ghd.com. 

Sincerely, 
 
GHD 
 

 
Sagar Chitre 
Air Quality Engineer 
 
SC/mss/1 
 
Encl. 
 
Appendix A Revised Plot Plan 
Appendix B EMEW for Non-SCREEN3 (Submitted via email) 
Appendix C Electronic Modeling Files (Transmitted Electronically) 
 
cc: TCEQ Region 14, NRC Bldg., Ste. 1200, 6300 Ocean Dr., Unit 5839,  

Corpus Christi, TX 78412-5839 
  

mailto:sagar.chitre@ghd.com
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SAN PATRICIO COUNTY, TEXAS
TPCO AMERICA CORPORATION

FIGURE 2
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Volume Source

Facility Boundary

Building

Rectangular Tier Building

Area Souce

NOTES:
NEW EPN - WTFPR
AFFECTED EPNs - PCLWV, HRPPWV, HRLDS, PPCCT, UVCS4.

Modeled Building ID Building Name
CP Coupling Plant

HRW Hot Rolling Workshop
AGS Air Compressor Station
SMW Steel Making Workshop
NGBR NG Boiler Room
GWT Graphite Water Treatment
ER1 Electric Room 1

DSRW Dedusting System in Rolling Workshop
WRS Water Recycling Station

ONPRS O2, N2 Pressure Regulation Station
ONPRS2 O2, N2 Pressure Regulation Station 2

ETS Emulsion Treatment Station
FWPH Fire Water Pump House

TR Test Room
ADMIN Admin Building

WATER TREATM Water Treatment
ADMIN BLDG Admin Building

SMWPS Steel Making Water Pump Station
LFB LF Baghouse

EAFB EAF Baghouse
DWS AND FMT Sewage Treatment Area

RSBG Refractory  Storage Building Group
FSBG Ferroalloy Storage Building Group
SCS Slag Cooling Station
SSM Substation Steel Making

LOCKER ROOM LOCKER ROOM
DINING ROOM DINING ROOM
NGPRS1 & 2 NG Pressure Regulation Station

HPPPPS Heat Process Pipe Process Pump Station
LKR_BTH Locker and Bathroom

Water Treatment
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Select from the drop 
down:

I agree

Section: Select an X from the 
dropdown menu if 
included:

1 X
2 X
3 X
4
5 X
6 X
7 X
8 X
9 X
10 X
11 X
12 X
13 Intermittent Sources
14 Modeling Scenarios X
15 Monitor Calculations
16 Background Justification
17 X
18 NAAQS/State Property Line (SPL) Modeling Results X
19 Unit Impact Multipliers X
20 X
21 X
22 Speciated Chemicals X

Acknowledgement:

I acknowledge that I am submitting an authorized TCEQ Electronic Modeling 
Evaluation Workbook and any necessary attachments. Except for inputting the 
requested data, I have not changed the TCEQ Electronic Modeling Evaluation 
Workbook in any way, including but not limited to changing formulas, formatting, 
content, or protections.

Mr. JoAdrian VaraCompany Contact Name:

Area Source Emissions

Volume Source Calculations
Volume Source Parameters
Point and Flare Source Emissions

Building Downwash

Sheet Instructions: Indicate in the Table of Contents which sections are applicable and included for this 
modeling demonstration. Select "X" from the drop down if the item below is included in the workbook.  Note: This 
workbook is only for the following air dispersion models: AERSCREEN, ISC/ISCPrime, and/or AERMOD. If 
SCREEN3 is used, please use the separate Electronic Modeling Evaluation Workbook (EMEW) for SCREEN3 
workbook.

Flare Source Parameters
Point Source Parameters

Sheet Title (Click to jump to specific sheet):

Model Options

Administrative Information:

Project Number (6 digits):
Permit Number:
Regulated Entity ID (9 digits):

Facility Information:

GHDModeling Company Name, as applicable:

General

Table of Contents:

Data Type:

308722
86860
106224447

Facility Name: TPCO America Corporation
Facility Address:
Facility County (select one):

New/Existing Site (select one):
Modeling Date (MM/DD/YYYY):

NAD 83
14

Datum Used (select one):
UTM Zone (select one):

10/17/2019

5431 Highway 35
San Patricio
TPCO America CorporationCompany Name:

sagar.chitre@ghd.com
Existing Site

Modeling Contact Number:
Modeling Contact Email:

Company Contact Number:
Company Contact Email:

Modeling Contact Name:

361-271-1478
joadrianv@tpcoamerica.com

Mr. Sagar A Chitre
713-275-3824

Area Source Parameters

Health Effects Modeling Results

Volume Source Emissions
Speciated Emissions

Secondary Formation of PM2.5

Modeling File Names
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Select an X from the 
dropdown menu if 
included:

X
X
X
X

X
X
Choose an item
Select an X from the 
dropdown menu if 
included:

Choose an item
Choose an item

Choose an item

Choose an item
Choose an item
Choose an item

Choose an item

X

Choose an item
Choose an item

Choose an item

Description of model setup.
Description and justification of model options selected (i.e., NO2 to NOx in-stack ratios).

Additional Attachments (as applicable):
Note: These are just a few examples of attachments that may need to be included. There 
may be others depending on the scope of the modeling analysis. 

Included Attachments
Instructions: The following are attachments that must be included with any modeling 
analysis. If providing the plot plan and area map with the permit application, ensure there 
is also a copy with the EMEW. The copy can be electronic.

Post Processing using Unit Impact Multipliers (UIMs)
Include documentation on any calculations used with the UIMs (i.e., Step 3 of the MERA).

Tier 3 NO2 analysis
If OLM or PVMRM are used, provide all justification and documentation on using this approach.

Discussion on modeling techniques not discussed in workbook.
Justification for exceedance refinements, as applicable.
Discussion and images for worst-case determination, as applicable.
Single Property Line Designation, as applicable
Include Agreement, Order, and map defining each petitioner.

Processed Met Data Information

Excel spreadsheet of processed meteorology data.
Meteorological Files (all input and outputs).
Source Group Descriptions

Modeling Techniques and Scenarios
Provide all justification and discussion on modeling scenarios used for the modeling analyses. The following 
boxes are examples of approaches that should be provided but is not all inclusive. 

              

Description of modeling source groups (could be in a tabulated format).

All sources and buildings are clearly labeled.
Area Map:
Instructions: Mark all that apply in the attached area map.
Annotate schools within 3,000ft of source's nearest property line.

Non-industrial receptors are identified.
All property lines are included.

Instructions: Mark all that apply in the attached plot plan. For larger properties or dense source areas, provide 
multiple zoomed in plot plans that are legible.

Plot Plan:

Property/Fence Lines all visible and marked.
North arrow included.
Clearly marked scale.

Other Attachments
Provide a list in the box below of additional attachments being provided that are not listed above:
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ISC or ISCPrime
X AERMOD

Yes
4274

X X State Property Line
X

AERSCREEN
Enter in all applicable Model Version(s).19191

Is downwash applicable? (Select "Yes" or "No")
Enter BPIP version (AERMOD and ISCPrime only).

I.  Project Information

Instructions: Fill in the information below based on your modeling setup. The selections 
chosen in this sheet will carry throughout the sheet and workbook. Based on selections below, 
only portions of the sheet and workbook will be available. Therefore, it is vital the sheet and 
workbook are filled out in order, do NOT skip around. 

For larger text boxes, double click to type or insert text.

A.  Type of Model Used: Select "X" in all that apply

This line was intentionally left blank.
II.  Air Dispersion Modeling Preliminary Information

A.  Project Overview: In the box below, give a brief Project Overview. To type or insert text in 
box, double click in the box below. Please limit your response to 2000 characters.

The purpose of this application is to renew and amend NSR Permit No. 86860.  Objectives:                                                                                                                                       
1. Authorize emissions associated with marking/labelling of pipes with PSG in Phase 1 (EPN: 
HRPPWV) and Phase 2(EPN: PCLWV).                                                                           2. 
Update the coating material from ultravoilet (UV) paint to Quaker Coat 317 Clear Semiblack at 
EPN: UVCS4 and authorize consequent emissions changes.                      3. Authorize two 
0.215 MMbtu/hr diesel heaters used to control humidity on humid mornings on the pipeline 
surface EPN: HRPPWV.                                                                       4. Update the emission 
factors, maximum flow rate, stack diameter and location for the Hot Rolling Line Dedusting 
Stack (EPN: HRLDS).                                                                    5. Remove the Mandrel 
Preheat Furnace (EPN: MPFS).  The exhaust gas from the Rotary Hearth Furnace will be used 
to preheat the mandrel.                                                     6. Update the size of the pipe rolling 
workshop and the position/location of emission point.                                                                                                                                          
7. Remove the Graphite Water Treatment (EPN: GWTF).                                                8. 
Removal of Rolling Steel Water Treatment (EPN: RSWTF) and Rolling Steel Contact Cooling 
Tower (EPN: RSCCT).                                                                                                   9. 
Authorize a new water treatment facility (EPN: WTFPR) for pipe rolling building.           10. 
Updating location of compressor station and updating pipe rolling building dimension.                                                                                     

B.  Building Downwash

C.  Type of Analyses: (Select "X" in all that apply)
*PSD projects should submit a protocol and not utilize this form.

Minor NSR NAAQS
Health Effects
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X SO2 X PM10

X CO X PM2.5

Pb X NO2

H2S X SO2

H2SO4

D.  Constituents Evaluating: (Select "X" in all that apply)
NAAQS: List all pollutants that require an modeling review. (Select "X" in all that apply)

Identify the 1-hr NO2 tier used for the ISC/ISCPrime analyses.

Health Effects: Fill in the Speciated Emissions sheet with all applicable pollutants, CAS 
numbers, and ESLs. 

Provide additional information relied on for the Tier 3 analysis for conversion of NOx to NO2 in 
the box below. Note the ozone monitor relied on should be documented in the Monitor 
Calculations and Background Justification Sheets.

Both

Tier 2: ARM 2

Identify which averaging periods are being evaluated for NO2.

Identify the 1-hr NO2 tier used for the AERMOD or AERSCREEN 
analyses.
Identify the annual NO2 tier used for the AERMOD or AERSCREEN 
analyses.

Tier 2: ARM 2

State Property Line: List all pollutants that require an modeling review. (Select "X" in all that 
apply)

Identify the annual NO2 tier used for the ISC/ISCPrime analyses.
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Urban Population Used
X

Zo Value
Albedo

X Medium
High

669860 3088875 Center UTM Northing (meters)
1
No
No
Average
No

1. Population density is less than 750 people per sq. km.                                                    2. 
The facility is located in the rural area that includes low density of existing commerical, 
industrial and residential structires. Other areas near the facility are underdeveloped and 
include low vegetation, cultivated land and trees.                             3. The typical surface 
roughness for this type of land use is between 0.1 - 0.7.  The surface roughness value of 
0.117, obtained from AERSURCACE, corresponds to medium surface roughness category.

Select basis for surface roughness:

default Month/Season Assignment

If you are using AERSCREEN, please enter the following information:

Select "X" in one of the three surface roughness categories:
Low

F.  Determination of Surface Roughness: If AERSCREEN or AERMOD is used, fill out the 
section below. 

If you are using AERSURFACE, please complete the following section:
13016

E.  Dispersion Options: If "Urban" has been selected and this project is using AERMOD or 
AERSCREEN, include the population used. Select "X" in the box to select an option.

Provide any additional justification on the dispersion option selected above:

Center UTM Easting (meters)
AERSURFACE Version Number

Study Radius (km)
Airport? (Select Yes or No)
Continuous Snow Cover (Select Yes or No)
Surface Moisture (Select Wet, Dry, or Average) 
Arid Region? (Select Yes or No) 

AERSURFACE

Bowen Ratio

Rural
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Meters (m)

Meters (m)

Yes 1 Year Years used

2012 5 Years

Meters (m) Anemometer Height 

Which analysis(es) relied on 5 years?

G.  Meteorological Data: 

12924

Provide any other justification for Meteorological Data, as applicable.

Upper Air Station
Profile Base Elevation (AERMOD only)
AERMET Version Number

12924

16216
13.4

Anemometer Height (ISC/ISCPrime only). 

If AERMOD and/or ISC/ISCPrime are selected, please complete the following section:

Was TCEQ pre-processed 
data used?

The air dispersion modeling analysis presented in this report is based on TCEQ's 1-year 2012 
pre-processed meteorological data (medium roughness) for San Patricio County.

For other processed meteorological data, provide a description below. In addition, be sure to 
include all raw data, AERSURFACE, AERMINUTE and AERMET input and outputs, and 
AERMOD ready files as an attachment.

For applicants using AERSCREEN, please fill out the boxes below:

Surface Station

Maximum Temperature
Minimum Temperature
Select whether Adjust u* was used. (Select "Yes" or "No")
For AERSCREEN which met selection was used?

Please enter the year(s) selected for this meteorological data:
1 Year

Which analysis(es) relied on 1 year?
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Meters (m)
Meters (m)
Meters (m)
Meters (m)
Meters (m)
Meters (m)
Meters (m)
Meters (m)

Meters (m)

X Flat

Medium Receptor Distance 

Tight Receptor Spacing

10000
Coarse Receptor Spacing 
Coarse Receptor Distance

H.  Receptor Grid: 
For AERMOD or ISC/ISCPrime, fill in the following information on your modeled receptor grid. 
Note: Receptor grid resolution (tight, fine, medium, coarse) are based on recommended 
receptor grid spacing per the AQMG, if something outside of this is used, fully describe it 
below.

Tight Receptor Distance 
Fine Receptor Spacing
Fine Receptor Distance 
Medium Receptor Spacing 

25

18081 AERMAP Version.
Elevated

If AERSCREEN is selected, enter minimum 
distance to ambient air.

300
100
1000
500
5000
1000

I.  Terrain:

For additional justification on terrain selection, fill in the box below:

Describe any other receptor grid designs (over water, GLCni, SPLD etc.): 
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Downwash Type
Modeled 

Building ID
Tank 

Diameter (m)
Number of 

Tiers
Maximum 
Height (m)

Tier 1 
Height (m)

Tier 2 
Height (m)

Tier 3 
Height (m)

Tier 4 
Height (m)

Tier 5 
Height (m)

Tier 6 
Height (m)

Tier 7 
Height (m)

Tier 8 
Height (m)

Tier 9 
Height (m)

Tier 10 
Height (m)

Building CP 1 12 12
Building HRW 1 30 30
Building AGS 1 7 7
Building SMW 1 30 30
Building NGBR 1 12 12
Building GWT 1 7 7
Building ER1 1 18 18
Building DSRW 1 10 10
Building WRS 1 4 4
Building ONPRS 1 3.5 3.5
Building ONPRS2 1 3.5 3.5
Building ETS 1 4 4
Building FWPH 1 10 10
Building TR 1 16 16
Building ADMIN 1 10 10
Building WATER TREATM 1 3.05 3.05
Building ADMIN BLDG 1 3.05 3.05
Building SMWPS 1 9 9
Building LFB 1 10 10
Building EAFB 1 10 10
Building DWS AND FMT 1 12 12
Building RSBG 1 10 10
Building FSBG 1 10 10
Building SCS 1 8 8
Building SSM 1 7 7
Building LOCKER ROOM 1 2.74 2.74
Building DINNING ROOM 1 3.66 3.66
Building NGPRS1 & 2 1 3.5 3.5
Building HPPPPS 1 10 10
Building LKR_BTH 1 3.05 3.05

Facility:
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EPN Model ID
Modeling 
Scenario Source Description

Point Source 
Type Point Source Justification

Easting:
X  [m]

Northing:
Y  [m]

Base 
Elevation 

[m]
Height 

[m]
Exit Temperature 

[K]

Exit 
Velocity 

[m/s]
Diameter 

[m]

HRLDS HRLDS Routine Hot Rolling Line 
Dedusting Stack POINT Emission point is a vertical 

stack 669927.00 3089082.00 8.75 34.99 333.150 13.137 3.292

UVCS4 UVCS4 Routine UV Coating Stack 4 POINTCAP Emission point is a capped 
vertical stack 670253.00 3089109.23 8.98 34.99 0.000 7.894 0.610

Facility:
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EPN Model ID
Modeling 
Scenario Area Source Type

Easting:
X  [m]

Northing:
Y  [m]

Base Elevation 
[m]

Modeled 
Release Height 

[m]
Length X 

[m]
Length Y 

[m]
Rotation Angle 

[deg] Radius [m]
Initial Vertical 

Sigma (m)
Area Source Initial Sigma 

Justification
Area Source Size 

Justification
Area Source Release 
Height Justification Source Description

PCLWV PCLWV Routine AREA 670140.00 3088927.00 8.58 30.00 4.48 4.48 28.50 Based on the roof exhaust 
vent size.

Based on the building 
height.  Emission point 
located on the roof.

Roof top vent.  Emissions 
disperse in two 
directions.

WTFPR WTFPR1 Routine AREA 670039.52 3089270.42 8.57 3.66 70.10 68.58 30.30
Based on the approximate 
area of the wastewater 
treatment system  

Based on the approximate 
height of the wastewater 
treatment system

Wastewater treatment 
area.  Emissions disperse 
in two directions

WTFPR WTFPR2 Routine AREAPOLY 670038.85 3089270.13 8.54 3.66
Based on the approximate 
area of the wastewater 
treatment system

Based on the approximate 
height of the wastewater 
treatment system

Wastewater treatment 
area.  Emissions disperse 
in two directions

Facility:
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EPN Model ID

Footprint of 
Source

Length (m)

Footprint of 
Source

Width (m)

Length of Side 
(making it a square)

SQRT(L * W)

Type of Volume Source (sigma y)

Pick from drop-down

Sigma Y

(m)

Vertical Span

Min Release 
(m)

Vertical Span

Max Release 
(m)

Vertical 
Dimension

(m) 

Type of Volume Source (sigma z)

Pick from drop-down

Release Height
(middle point of 
vertical span)

(m)

Building Name
(if on/adjacent to a 

building)
Pick from drop-down

Adjacent Building 
Height, if 
applicable

(m)

Sigma Z

(m)
PPCTC PPCTC_A 7.62 7.62 7.62 Multiple Volumes: Adjacent Volume Sources 3.54 0.00 4.00 4.00 Elevated Source: On or adjacent to Building 2.00 WRS 4.00 1.86
PPCTC PPCTC_B 7.62 7.62 7.62 Multiple Volumes: Adjacent Volume Sources 3.54 0.00 4.00 4.00 Elevated Source: On or adjacent to Building 2.00 WRS 4.00 1.86
PPCTC PPCTC_C 7.62 7.62 7.62 Multiple Volumes: Adjacent Volume Sources 3.54 0.00 4.00 4.00 Elevated Source: On or adjacent to Building 2.00 WRS 4.00 1.86

HRPPWV HRPPWV 56.69 63.70 60.09 Single Volume Source 13.98 30.00 30.00 0.00 Elevated Source: On or adjacent to Building 30.00 HRW 30.00 13.95
0.00 Incomplete 0.00 0.00 Incomplete
0.00 Incomplete 0.00 0.00 Incomplete
0.00 Incomplete 0.00 0.00 Incomplete
0.00 Incomplete 0.00 0.00 Incomplete
0.00 Incomplete 0.00 0.00 Incomplete
0.00 Incomplete 0.00 0.00 Incomplete
0.00 Incomplete 0.00 0.00 Incomplete
0.00 Incomplete 0.00 0.00 Incomplete
0.00 Incomplete 0.00 0.00 Incomplete
0.00 Incomplete 0.00 0.00 Incomplete
0.00 Incomplete 0.00 0.00 Incomplete
0.00 Incomplete 0.00 0.00 Incomplete
0.00 Incomplete 0.00 0.00 Incomplete
0.00 Incomplete 0.00 0.00 Incomplete
0.00 Incomplete 0.00 0.00 Incomplete
0.00 Incomplete 0.00 0.00 Incomplete
0.00 Incomplete 0.00 0.00 Incomplete
0.00 Incomplete 0.00 0.00 Incomplete
0.00 Incomplete 0.00 0.00 Incomplete
0.00 Incomplete 0.00 0.00 Incomplete
0.00 Incomplete 0.00 0.00 Incomplete
0.00 Incomplete 0.00 0.00 Incomplete
0.00 Incomplete 0.00 0.00 Incomplete
0.00 Incomplete 0.00 0.00 Incomplete
0.00 Incomplete 0.00 0.00 Incomplete
0.00 Incomplete 0.00 0.00 Incomplete
0.00 Incomplete 0.00 0.00 Incomplete
0.00 Incomplete 0.00 0.00 Incomplete
0.00 Incomplete 0.00 0.00 Incomplete
0.00 Incomplete 0.00 0.00 Incomplete
0.00 Incomplete 0.00 0.00 Incomplete
0.00 Incomplete 0.00 0.00 Incomplete
0.00 Incomplete 0.00 0.00 Incomplete
0.00 Incomplete 0.00 0.00 Incomplete
0.00 Incomplete 0.00 0.00 Incomplete
0.00 Incomplete 0.00 0.00 Incomplete
0.00 Incomplete 0.00 0.00 Incomplete
0.00 Incomplete 0.00 0.00 Incomplete
0.00 Incomplete 0.00 0.00 Incomplete
0.00 Incomplete 0.00 0.00 Incomplete
0.00 Incomplete 0.00 0.00 Incomplete
0.00 Incomplete 0.00 0.00 Incomplete
0.00 Incomplete 0.00 0.00 Incomplete
0.00 Incomplete 0.00 0.00 Incomplete
0.00 Incomplete 0.00 0.00 Incomplete

Facility:
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EPN Model ID

Modeled 
Release 

Height [m]

Modeled 
Length X 

[m]

Lateral 
Dimension
SigmaY [m]

Vertical 
Dimension
SigmaZ [m]

Modeling 
Scenario

Easting:
X  [m]

Northing:
Y  [m]

Base 
Elevation 

[m] Source Description Volume Source Size Justification

PPCTC PPCTC_A 2.00 7.62 3.54 1.86 Routine 670329.05 3089195.27 8.70 Cooling  Tower 75 ft x 25 ft cooling tower divided into 3 
equal parts of 25 ft x 25 ft.

PPCTC PPCTC_B 2.00 7.62 3.54 1.86 Routine 670321.52 3089199.87 8.78 Cooling  Tower 75 ft x 25 ft cooling tower divided into 3 
equal parts of 25 ft x 25 ft.

PPCTC PPCTC_C 2.00 7.62 3.54 1.86 Routine 670314.72 3089204.26 8.81 Cooling  Tower 75 ft x 25 ft cooling tower divided into 3 
equal parts of 25 ft x 25 ft.

HRPPWV HRPPWV 30.00 60.09 13.98 13.95 Routine 669927.00 3088913.00 8.88 Hot Rolling and Pipe Processing 
Workshop Vent

Building fugitives - 186 ft x 209 ft vent on 
roof top.

Facility:
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EPN Model ID
Modeling 
Scenario Pollutant

Modeled Averaging 
Time Standard Type Review Context

Intermittent 
Source? 

Modeled Emission 
Rate  [lb/hr] Basis of Emission Rate

Scalars or 
Factors Used? Scalar/Factor in Use

HRLDS HRLDS Routine PM10 24-hr NAAQS SIL analysis No 0.00E+00 Net decrease in short term 
emissions. No

UVCS4 UVCS4 Routine PM10 24-hr NAAQS SIL analysis No 0.00600 Project increase No

HRLDS HRLDS Routine PM2.5 24-hr NAAQS SIL analysis No 0.00E+00 Net decrease in short term 
emissions. No

HRLDS HRLDS Routine PM2.5 Annual NAAQS SIL analysis No 0.855 Project increase No
UVCS4 UVCS4 Routine PM2.5 24-hr NAAQS SIL analysis No 0.00600 Project increase No
UVCS4 UVCS4 Routine PM2.5 Annual NAAQS SIL analysis No 0.00458 Project increase No
UVCS4 UVCS4 Routine Health Effects Pollutant 1-hr Health Effects Project Wide No Project increase No
UVCS4 UVCS4 Routine Health Effects Pollutant Annual Health Effects Project Wide No Project increase No
UVCS4 UVCS4 Routine Generic 1-hr No 1.00 Unit rate modeling. No
UVCS4 UVCS4 Routine Generic Annual No 1.00 Unit rate modeling. No

Facility:
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EPN Model ID
Modeling 
Scenario Pollutant

Modeled Averaging 
Time Standard Type Review Context

Intermittent 
Source? 

Modeled Emission 
Rate  [lb/hr] Basis of Emission Rate

Scalars or 
Factors Used? Scalar/Factor in Use

PCLWV PCLWV Routine PM10 24-hr NAAQS SIL analysis No 5.00E-04 Project increase No
PCLWV PCLWV Routine PM2.5 24-hr NAAQS SIL analysis No 5.00E-04 Project increase No
PCLWV PCLWV Routine PM2.5 Annual NAAQS SIL analysis No 3.46E-04 Project increase No
WTFPR WTFPR1 Routine PM10 24-hr NAAQS SIL analysis No 0.0500 Project increase No
WTFPR WTFPR1 Routine PM2.5 24-hr NAAQS SIL analysis No 0.0500 Project increase No
WTFPR WTFPR1 Routine PM2.5 Annual NAAQS SIL analysis No 0.0114 Project increase No
WTFPR WTFPR2 Routine PM10 24-hr NAAQS SIL analysis No 0.0500 Project increase No
WTFPR WTFPR2 Routine PM2.5 24-hr NAAQS SIL analysis No 0.0500 Project increase No
WTFPR WTFPR2 Routine PM2.5 Annual NAAQS SIL analysis No 0.0114 Project increase No
PCLWV PCLWV Routine Health Effects Pollutant 1-hr Health Effects Project Wide No Project increase No
PCLWV PCLWV Routine Health Effects Pollutant Annual Health Effects Project Wide No Project increase No
PCLWV PCLWV Routine Generic 1-hr No 1.00 Project increase No
PCLWV PCLWV Routine Generic Annual No 1.00 Project increase No

Facility:
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EPN Model ID
Modeling 
Scenario Pollutant

Modeled Averaging 
Time Standard Type Review Context

Intermittent 
Source? 

Modeled Emission 
Rate  [lb/hr] Basis of Emission Rate

Scalars or 
Factors Used? Scalar/Factor in Use

PPCTC PPCTC_A Routine PM10 24-hr NAAQS SIL analysis No 0.0100 Project Increase No
PPCTC PPCTC_B Routine PM10 24-hr NAAQS SIL analysis No 0.0100 Project Increase No
PPCTC PPCTC_C Routine PM10 24-hr NAAQS SIL analysis No 0.0100 Project Increase No
PPCTC PPCTC_A Routine PM2.5 24-hr NAAQS SIL analysis No 0.0100 Project Increase No
PPCTC PPCTC_A Routine PM2.5 Annual NAAQS SIL analysis No 0.0100 Project Increase No
PPCTC PPCTC_B Routine PM2.5 24-hr NAAQS SIL analysis No 0.0100 Project Increase No
PPCTC PPCTC_B Routine PM2.5 Annual NAAQS SIL analysis No 0.0100 Project Increase No
PPCTC PPCTC_C Routine PM2.5 24-hr NAAQS SIL analysis No 0.0100 Project Increase No
PPCTC PPCTC_C Routine PM2.5 Annual NAAQS SIL analysis No 0.0100 Project Increase No

HRPPWV HRPPWV Routine NOx 1-hr NAAQS SIL analysis No 0.0788 Project Increase No
HRPPWV HRPPWV Routine NOx Annual NAAQS SIL analysis No 0.0788 Project Increase No
HRPPWV HRPPWV Routine SO2 1-hr NAAQS SIL analysis No 6.99E-04 Project Increase No
HRPPWV HRPPWV Routine SO2 3-hr NAAQS SIL analysis No 6.99E-04 Project Increase No
HRPPWV HRPPWV Routine SO2 24-hr NAAQS SIL analysis No 6.99E-04 Project Increase No
HRPPWV HRPPWV Routine SO2 Annual NAAQS SIL analysis No 6.99E-04 Project Increase No
HRPPWV HRPPWV Routine PM10 24-hr NAAQS SIL analysis No 0.0299 Project Increase No
HRPPWV HRPPWV Routine PM2.5 24-hr NAAQS SIL analysis No 0.0299 Project Increase No
HRPPWV HRPPWV Routine PM2.5 Annual NAAQS SIL analysis No 0.0218 Project Increase No
HRPPWV HRPPWV Routine CO 1-hr NAAQS SIL analysis No 0.0164 Project Increase No
HRPPWV HRPPWV Routine CO 8-hr NAAQS SIL analysis No 0.0164 Project Increase No
HRPPWV HRPPWV Routine Health Effects Pollutant 1-hr Health Effects Project Wide No Project Increase No
HRPPWV HRPPWV Routine Health Effects Pollutant Annual Health Effects Project Wide No Project Increase No
HRPPWV HRPPWV Routine Generic 1-hr No 1.00 Unit rate modeling No
HRPPWV HRPPWV Routine Generic Annual No 1.00 Unit rate modeling No
HRPPWV HRPPWV Routine SO2 1-hr State Property Line Project Wide No 6.99E-04 Project Increase No

Facility:
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CAS # Chemical Species Other Species
Short-Term ESL

(µg/m³)
Long-Term ESL

(µg/m³) UVCS4 UVCS4 UVCS4 UVCS4
78-93-3 methyl ethyl ketone 18000 2600 0.100 0.00251
64-17-5 ethanol 18800 1880
107-21-1 ethylene glycol 450 4.5
71-23-8 1-propanol 2460 246
67-63-0 isopropanol 4920 492
111-76-2 2-butoxyethanol 2900 3700 0.914 3.08

7664-41-7 ammonia 180 92 0.173 0.584
57-55-6 propylene glycol 1800 18 0.0457 0.154

67762-97-4 (Vapor) ethoxymethyl polysiloxane 1000 100 0.0457 0.154
68334-30-5 diesel fuel 1000 100
13463-67-7 titanium(IV) dioxide 50 5

Speciated Emissions by Model ID
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CAS #
78-93-3
64-17-5
107-21-1
71-23-8
67-63-0
111-76-2

7664-41-7
57-55-6

67762-97-4 (Vapor)
68334-30-5
13463-67-7

Speciated Emissions   
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PCLWV PCLWV PCLWV PCLWV HRPPWV HRPPWV HRPPWV HRPPWV
0.00345 0.0100 3.35 0.552
0.0780 0.227 3.50 13.99
0.0607 0.177 2.72 10.88
0.0173 0.0505 0.777 3.11
0.00867 0.0253 0.389 1.55

6.56E-04 2.36E-04
0.0173 0.0505 0.777 3.11
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EPN Model ID
Modeling 
Scenario Pollutant

Modeled Averaging 
time Standard Type Review Context Intermittent

Source 
Type

Modeled Emission 
Rate  [lb/hr]

HRLDS HRLDS Routine PM10 24-hr NAAQS SIL analysis No Point 0.00
UVCS4 UVCS4 Routine PM10 24-hr NAAQS SIL analysis No Point 0.01
HRLDS HRLDS Routine PM2.5 24-hr NAAQS SIL analysis No Point 0.00
HRLDS HRLDS Routine PM2.5 Annual NAAQS SIL analysis No Point 0.86
UVCS4 UVCS4 Routine PM2.5 24-hr NAAQS SIL analysis No Point 0.01
UVCS4 UVCS4 Routine PM2.5 Annual NAAQS SIL analysis No Point 0.00
UVCS4 UVCS4 Routine Health Effects Pollutant 1-hr Health Effects Project Wide No Point --
UVCS4 UVCS4 Routine Health Effects Pollutant Annual Health Effects Project Wide No Point --
UVCS4 UVCS4 Routine Generic 1-hr No Point 1.00
UVCS4 UVCS4 Routine Generic Annual No Point 1.00
PCLWV PCLWV Routine PM10 24-hr NAAQS SIL analysis No Area 0.00
PCLWV PCLWV Routine PM2.5 24-hr NAAQS SIL analysis No Area 0.00
PCLWV PCLWV Routine PM2.5 Annual NAAQS SIL analysis No Area 0.00
WTFPR WTFPR1 Routine PM10 24-hr NAAQS SIL analysis No Area 0.05
WTFPR WTFPR1 Routine PM2.5 24-hr NAAQS SIL analysis No Area 0.05
WTFPR WTFPR1 Routine PM2.5 Annual NAAQS SIL analysis No Area 0.01
WTFPR WTFPR2 Routine PM10 24-hr NAAQS SIL analysis No Area 0.05
WTFPR WTFPR2 Routine PM2.5 24-hr NAAQS SIL analysis No Area 0.05
WTFPR WTFPR2 Routine PM2.5 Annual NAAQS SIL analysis No Area 0.01
PCLWV PCLWV Routine Health Effects Pollutant 1-hr Health Effects Project Wide No Area --
PCLWV PCLWV Routine Health Effects Pollutant Annual Health Effects Project Wide No Area --
PCLWV PCLWV Routine Generic 1-hr No Area 1.00
PCLWV PCLWV Routine Generic Annual No Area 1.00
PPCTC PPCTC_A Routine PM10 24-hr NAAQS SIL analysis No Volume 0.01
PPCTC PPCTC_B Routine PM10 24-hr NAAQS SIL analysis No Volume 0.01
PPCTC PPCTC_C Routine PM10 24-hr NAAQS SIL analysis No Volume 0.01
PPCTC PPCTC_A Routine PM2.5 24-hr NAAQS SIL analysis No Volume 0.01
PPCTC PPCTC_A Routine PM2.5 Annual NAAQS SIL analysis No Volume 0.01
PPCTC PPCTC_B Routine PM2.5 24-hr NAAQS SIL analysis No Volume 0.01
PPCTC PPCTC_B Routine PM2.5 Annual NAAQS SIL analysis No Volume 0.01
PPCTC PPCTC_C Routine PM2.5 24-hr NAAQS SIL analysis No Volume 0.01
PPCTC PPCTC_C Routine PM2.5 Annual NAAQS SIL analysis No Volume 0.01
HRPPWV HRPPWV Routine NOx 1-hr NAAQS SIL analysis No Volume 0.08
HRPPWV HRPPWV Routine NOx Annual NAAQS SIL analysis No Volume 0.08
HRPPWV HRPPWV Routine SO2 1-hr NAAQS SIL analysis No Volume 0.00
HRPPWV HRPPWV Routine SO2 3-hr NAAQS SIL analysis No Volume 0.00
HRPPWV HRPPWV Routine SO2 24-hr NAAQS SIL analysis No Volume 0.00
HRPPWV HRPPWV Routine SO2 Annual NAAQS SIL analysis No Volume 0.00
HRPPWV HRPPWV Routine PM10 24-hr NAAQS SIL analysis No Volume 0.03
HRPPWV HRPPWV Routine PM2.5 24-hr NAAQS SIL analysis No Volume 0.03
HRPPWV HRPPWV Routine PM2.5 Annual NAAQS SIL analysis No Volume 0.02
HRPPWV HRPPWV Routine CO 1-hr NAAQS SIL analysis No Volume 0.02
HRPPWV HRPPWV Routine CO 8-hr NAAQS SIL analysis No Volume 0.02
HRPPWV HRPPWV Routine Health Effects Pollutant 1-hr Health Effects Project Wide No Volume --
HRPPWV HRPPWV Routine Health Effects Pollutant Annual Health Effects Project Wide No Volume --
HRPPWV HRPPWV Routine Generic 1-hr No Volume 1.00
HRPPWV HRPPWV Routine Generic Annual No Volume 1.00
HRPPWV HRPPWV Routine SO2 1-hr State Property Line Project Wide No Volume 0.00
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Modeling Scenario

Routine Routine emissions are modeled in this scenario.

Scenario Description:
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Facility:

Project Increases (tpy) Source Selection Emission Rate (tpy) Height (m) 24-hr Annual 24-hr PM2.5 Annual PM2.5

Nitrogen Oxide (NOx) 0.028360305 worst-case 2500 10000
Sulfur Dioxide (SO2) 0.000251698 worst-case 343 1801
This line was intentionally left blank.

C.  If a site specific MERP value is selected, provide justification for the selected height variable(s) here. Please limit your response to 2000 characters. 

0.00001 0.00000

MERPs Demonstration Justification
A. Provide justification for selection of worst-case MERP and/or site-specific source here. Please limit your response to 2000 characters.
Worst case MERP scenario used conservatively.

B.  If a site-specific source is selected, provide justification for the selected emission rate variable(s) here. Please limit your response to 2000 characters. 

Applicant  
All internal comments m        

Modeled Emission Rates for Precursors (MERPs) Demonstration Tool for Calculating Secondary PM2.5 Impacts

Precursor

Selection of Variables MERP Value Total Secondary Value (µg/m3)
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Pollutant Averaging Time GLCmax (µg/m3) De Minimis (µg/m3)

SO2 1-hr 0.0159 20.42
H2SO4 1-hr 1
H2SO4 24-hr 0.3

H2S 1-hr

2.16
(If property is residential, 
recreational, business, or 

commercial)

H2S 1-hr

3.24
(If property is not residential, 

recreational, business, or 
commercial)

Pollutant Averaging Time GLCmax (µg/m3) Standard (µg/m3)

SO2 1-hr 1021
H2SO4 1-hr 50
H2SO4 24-hr 15

H2S 1-hr

108 
(If property is residential, 
recreational, business, or 

commercial)

H2S 1-hr

162 
(If property is not residential, 

recreational, business, or 
commercial)

Pollutant Averaging Time GLCmax  (µg/m3) De Minimis (µg/m3)

SO2 1-hr 0.0159 7.8*
SO2 3-hr 0.00621 25
SO2 24-hr 0.00220 5
SO2 Annual 3.40E-04 1
PM10 24-hr 0.354 5
NO2 1-hr 1.61196 7.5**
NO2 Annual 0.0341 1
CO 1-hr 0.373 2000
CO 8-hr 0.0822 500

Table 3. Modeling Results for Minor NSR De Minimis

Table 1. Project-Related Modeling Results for State Property Line

Table 2.  Site-wide Modeling Results for State Property Line

Additional information for the De Minimis values listed above can be found at:

**  www.tceq.texas.gov/assets/public/permitting/air/memos/guidance_1hr_no2naaqs.pdf
*  www.tceq.texas.gov/assets/public/permitting/air/memos/appwso2.pdf

https://www.tceq.texas.gov/assets/public/permitting/air/memos/guidance_1hr_no2naaqs.pdf
https://www.tceq.texas.gov/assets/public/permitting/air/memos/guidance_1hr_no2naaqs.pdf
http://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2015-07/documents/appwso2.pdf
http://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2015-07/documents/appwso2.pdf
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Pollutant Averaging Time GLCmax  (µg/m3)
Secondary PM2.5 Contribution 

(µg/m3)
Total Conc. = Secondary PM2.5 + 

GLCmax (µg/m3) De Minimis (µg/m3)

PM2.5 24-hr 0.354 1.44935E-05 0.35365 1.2*
PM2.5 Annual 0.171 5.95157E-07 0.17092 0.2*

Table 4. PM2.5 Modeling Results for Minor NSR De Minimis

Additional information for the De Minimis values listed above can be found at:
*  www.tceq.texas.gov/permitting/air/modeling/epa-mod-guidance.html

http://www.tceq.texas.gov/permitting/air/modeling/epa-mod-guidance.html
http://www.tceq.texas.gov/permitting/air/modeling/epa-mod-guidance.html
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EPN Model ID Modeling Scenario Averaging Time
GLCmax

(µg/m3 per lb/hr)
GLCmax

(µg/m3 per tpy)
UVCS4 UVCS4 Routine 1-hr 18.30
UVCS4 UVCS4 Routine Annual 0.0422
PCLWV PCLWV Routine 1-hr 13.29
PCLWV PCLWV Routine Annual 0.0584

HRPPWV HRPPWV Routine 1-hr 22.74
HRPPWV HRPPWV Routine Annual 0.110

Facility:
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Step 3 Step 4: Production Step 4: MSS Step 5: MSS Only Step 5: Hours of Exceedance Step 6 Step 7: Site Wide Step 7: Hours of Exceedance

Chemical Species CAS Number Averaging Time ESL [µg/m3]

10% ESL                     
Step 3 Modeled GLCmax 

[µg/m3]

25 % ESL 
Step 4 Production GLCmax 
since most recent site wide 

modeling [µg/m3] 

10% ESL 
Step 4 Production 

Project Only GLCmax 
[µg/m3]

50% ESL
Step 4 MSS GLCmax 
since most recent site 
wide modeling [µg/m3]

25% ESL 
Step 4 MSS Project Only 

GLCmax [µg/m3]

Full ESL 
Step 5 GLCmax 

[µg/m3] 

 1X ESL GLCmax 
Step 5 MSS Hours 

of Exceedance 

 2X ESL GLCmax 
Step 5 MSS Hours 

of Exceedance 

 4X ESL GLCmax 
Step 5 MSS Hours 

of Exceedance 

 10X ESL GLCmax 
Step 5 MSS Hours 

of Exceedance 

Was Step 6 relied 
on to fall out of the 

MERA?
Site Wide GLCmax 

[µg/m3]
Site Wide GLCni  

[µg/m3]

 1X ESL GLCni 
Hours of 

Exceedance 

 2X ESL GLCmax 
Hours of 

Exceedance 

 4X ESL GLCmax 
Hours of 

Exceedance 

 10X ESL GLCmax 
Hours of 

Exceedance 
methyl ethyl ketone 78-93-3 1-hr 18000 77.93 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA
methyl ethyl ketone 78-93-3 Annual 2600 0.27 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

ethanol 64-17-5 1-hr 18800 80.53 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA
ethanol 64-17-5 Annual 1880 6.78 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

ethylene glycol 107-21-1 1-hr 450 62.64 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA Yes NA NA NA NA NA NA
ethylene glycol 107-21-1 Annual 4.5 5.28 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA Yes NA NA NA NA NA NA

1-propanol 71-23-8 1-hr 2460 17.90 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA
1-propanol 71-23-8 Annual 246 1.51 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA
isopropanol 67-63-0 1-hr 4920 8.95 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA
isopropanol 67-63-0 Annual 492 0.75 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

2-butoxyethanol 111-76-2 1-hr 2900 16.71 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA
2-butoxyethanol 111-76-2 Annual 3700 0.57 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

ammonia 7664-41-7 1-hr 180 3.17 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA
ammonia 7664-41-7 Annual 92 0.11 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

propylene glycol 57-55-6 1-hr 1800 0.84 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA
propylene glycol 57-55-6 Annual 18 0.03 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

ethoxymethyl polysiloxane 7762-97-4 (Vap 1-hr 1000 0.84 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA
ethoxymethyl polysiloxane 7762-97-4 (Vap Annual 100 0.03 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

diesel fuel 68334-30-5 1-hr 1000 0.01 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA
diesel fuel 68334-30-5 Annual 100 0.00 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

titanium(iv) dioxide 13463-67-7 1-hr 50 17.90 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA Yes NA NA NA NA NA NA
titanium(iv) dioxide 13463-67-7 Annual 5 1.51 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA Yes NA NA NA NA NA NA

Modeled Health Effect Results (MERA Guidance):
Facility:
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Model File Base Name Pollutant Averaging Time File Extensions Additional File Description
TPCO_NO2 NOx 1-hr *.ADI; .ADO; .SUM; .PLT SIL
TPCO_CO CO 1-hr *.ADI; .ADO; .SUM; .PLT SIL
TPCO_SO2 SO2 1-hr *.ADI; .ADO; .SUM; .PLT SIL

TPCO_PM10_24hr PM10 24-hr *.ADI; .ADO; .SUM; .PLT SIL
TPCO_PM2.5_24hr PM2.5 24-hr *.ADI; .ADO; .SUM; .PLT SIL
TPCO_PM2.5_AN PM2.5 Annual *.ADI; .ADO; .SUM; .PLT SIL

TPCO Modeling Oct 2019_IMPACT IMPACTS 1-hr *.ADI; .ADO; .SUM; .PLT Health Effects Analysis
SanPatricio_CRPCRP12M All All *.PLF; .SCF Surface and upper met files

TPCO_PM25_24hr All All *.BPI; .PRO; .SUP Sitewide downwash files
AERSURFACE All All *.LOG; .OUT AERSURFACE

TPCO_PM25_24hr All All *. API; .AST; .ROU; .SOU AERMAP
MAPDETAIL All All * .OUT AERMAP

MAPPARAMS All All *.OUT AERMAP

Facility:
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TEXAS COMMISSION ON ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY 
Protecting Texas by Reducing and Preventing Pollution 

 

P.O. Box 13087   •   Austin, Texas 78711-3087   •   512-239-1000   •   tceq.texas.gov 

How is our customer service?     tceq.texas.gov/customersurvey 
printed on recycled paper 

 

April 16, 2020 
MR JOADRIAN VARA 
EHS MANAGER 
TEDA TPCO AMERICA CORPORATION 
5431 HIGHWAY 35 
GREGORY   78359-2003 
 
 
Re: Amended Notice of Application and Preliminary Decision 
 Permit Amendment Application 

Permit Number:  86860 
TEDA TPCO America Corporation 
Pipe Manufacturing Steel Minimill 
Gregory, San Patricio County 
Regulated Entity Number:  RN106224447 
Customer Reference Number:  CN603957036 
 

Dear Mr. Vara: 
 
The Texas Commission on Environmental Quality (TCEQ) has completed the technical review of your 
application and has prepared a preliminary decision and draft permit. 
 
You are now required to publish notice of your proposed activity.  To help you meet the regulatory 
requirements associated with this notice, we have included the following items: 
 

• Notices for Newspaper Publication (Examples A and B) 
• Public Notice Checklist 
• Instructions for Public Notice 
• Affidavit of Publication for Air Permitting (Form TCEQ-20533) and Alternative 

Language Affidavit of Publication for Air Permitting (Form TCEQ-20534) 
• Web link to download Public Notice Verification Form (refer to Public Notice 

Instructions) 
• Notification List 
• Draft Permit 

 
Please note that it is very important that you follow all directions in the enclosed instructions.  If you do 
not, you may be required to republish the notice.  A common mistake is the unauthorized changing of 
notice wording or font.  If you have any questions, please contact us before you proceed with publication. 
 
A “Public Notice Checklist” is enclosed which notes the time limitations for each step of the public notice 
process.  The processing of your application may be delayed if these time limitations are not met 
(i.e.; submitting proof of publication of the notice within 10 business days after publication, 
affidavits of publication within 30 calendar days after the date of publication, and public notice 
verification form within 10 business days after the end of the designated comment period).  This 
checklist should be used as a tool in conjunction with the enclosed, detailed instructions. 
 
If you do not comply with all requirements described in the instructions, further processing of your 
application may be suspended or the agency may take other actions. 



Mr. Joadrian Vara 
Page 2 
April 16, 2020 
 
Re:  Permit:  86860 
 
 

 

 
If you have any questions regarding publication requirements, please contact the Office of the Chief Clerk 
at (512) 239-3300.  If you have any other questions, please contact Mr. Bill Moody, P.E. at (512) 239-
1859. 
 
Sincerely, 
 

 
 
Bridget C. Bohac 
Chief Clerk 
Office of the Chief Clerk 
Texas Commission on Environmental Quality 
 
Enclosure 
 
cc: Thomas Haney, EIT, GHD, Corpus Christi 
 Air Section Manager, Region 14 - Corpus Christi 

Air Permits Section Chief, New Source Review Section (6MM-AP), U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency, Region 6, Dallas 

 
Project Number:  308722



 
Special Conditions 

Permit Numbers 86860 and PSDTX1188 

Emission Limitations 

1. This permit covers only those sources of emissions listed in the attached table entitled “Emission 
Sources - Maximum Allowable Emission Rates,” and those sources are limited to the emission 
limits and other conditions specified in that attached table. In addition, this permit authorizes all 
emissions from planned maintenance, startup, and shutdown (MSS) activities associated with 
facilities or groups of facilities that are authorized by this permit.  

Federal Applicability 

2. The electric arc furnace (EAF) and melt shop building shall comply with all applicable requirements 
of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) regulations on Standards of Performance for 
New Stationary Sources in Title 40 Code of Federal Regulations (40 CFR) Part 60, specifically the 
following: 

A. Subpart A - General Provisions; and 

B. Subpart AAa - Electric Arc Furnaces and Argon-Oxygen Decarburization Vessels constructed 
after August 17, 1983.   

3. These facilities shall comply with all applicable requirements of the EPA Regulations on National 
Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants for Source Categories in 40 CFR Part 63, 
specifically the following: 

A. Subpart A - General Provisions;  

B. Subpart YYYYY - Electric Arc Furnace Steelmaking Facilities at Area Sources; and 

C. Subpart HHHHHH - Paint Stripping and Miscellaneous Surface Coating Operations at Area 
Sources. 

Fuel Standards 

4. Fuel for the ladle preheater, quench furnaces, rotary hearth furnace, tempering furnaces, tundish 
preheater, and VD boiler shall be pipeline-quality natural gas.  Use of any other fuel will require 
prior approval of the Executive Director of the Texas Commission on Environmental Quality 
(TCEQ).   

5. Fuel for the heaters (Facility Identification Nos. [FIN] HTR1 and HTR2) shall be liquid fuel with a 
maximum sulfur content of not more than 0.0015 percent by weight (ultra-low sulfur diesel) and 
shall not consist of a blend containing waste oils or solvents.  Use of any other fuel will require prior 
approval of the Executive Director of the TCEQ.   

6. Upon request of the TCEQ Executive Director or the TCEQ Regional Director or any local air 
pollution control program having jurisdiction, the holder of this permit shall provide a sample and/or 
an analysis of the fuels used in these facilities or shall allow air pollution control program 
representatives to obtain a sample for analysis. 
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Opacity/Visible Emissions Limitations 

7. Opacity of particulate matter emissions from the Rotary Hearth Furnace (Emission Point No. [EPN] 
RHFS) and, in accordance with NSPS Subpart AAa § 60.272a(2), opacity of emissions from the 
EAF baghouse stack (EPN EBS) shall not exceed 3 percent averaged over a six-minute period, 
except during scheduled or planned maintenance, startup, or shutdown (MSS) activities (such as 
those times described in Title 30 Texas Administrative Code § 101.211 (30 TAC § 101.211)). 

8. Opacity of particulate matter emissions from the Lime Warehouse Baghouse and Alloy Aggregate 
Baghouse Stack (EPN LWS), LF and Stock Tank Baghouse Stack (EPN LSTBS), Quench Furnace 
Stack (EPN QFS), Tempering Furnace Stack (EPN TFS), VD Boiler Stack (EPN VDBS), Hot 
Rolling Line Dedusting Stack (EPN HRLDS), UV Coating Stack 4 (EPN UVCS4), Quench Furnace 
2 Stack (EPN QFS2), Tempering Furnace 2 Stack (EPN TFS2), Coating Stacks 1, 2, and 3 (EPNs 
CS4, CS5, and CS6), and Phosphatizing Stacks 1 and 2 (EPNs PHOS1 and PHOS2) shall not 
exceed 5 percent averaged over a six-minute period, except during scheduled or planned 
maintenance, startup, or shutdown (MSS) activities (such as those times described in 30 TAC § 
101.211). 

9. Opacity of fugitive emissions due solely to EAF operations from the melt shop building, in 
accordance with NSPS Subpart AAa § 60.272a(3), shall not exceed 6 percent averaged over a 6-
minute period except during scheduled or planned maintenance, startup, or shutdown (MSS) 
activities (such as those times described in 30 TAC § 101.211). 

10. Opacity of particulate matter emissions from the production/process buildings shall not exceed 10 
percent averaged over a six-minute period. 

11. Visible fugitive emissions from the melt/continuous casting building, pipe mill building, roads, travel 
areas, or other sources authorized by this permit shall not leave the plant property for more than 30 
cumulative seconds in any six-minute period.   

Operational Limitations, Work Practices, and Plant Design 

12. Plant operations and production are limited to the following: 

A. As represented, the molten steel throughput of the EAF, the Ladle Furnace (LF), and the 
continuous caster shall not exceed 149 tons per hour and 914,909 tons per year (tpy) of steel 
in any rolling 12-month period.  Tons of steel shall be measured by operating hours and tons 
of steel produced as measured by the tap weight and averaged over a 24-hour day. 

B. Finished Rolled Pipe production shall not exceed 242.5 tons per hour and 752,650 tpy in any 
rolling 12-month period. 

C. As represented, the pipe throughput of the Quench Furnace 2 (EPN QFS2) and Tempering 
Furnace 2 (EPN TFS2) shall not exceed 61 short tons per hour and 248,018 short tpy in any 
rolling 12-month period for each furnace.  Tons of pipe per hour shall be measured by 
operating hours and tons of pipe processed averaged over a 24-hour day. 

D. Natural gas usage shall not exceed 3,232.4 million standard cubic feet (MMscf) per year in 
any rolling 12-month period.   

E. The diesel heaters (FINs HTR1 and HTR2) shall be limited to a maximum operating schedule 
of 720 hours per year each.   
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F. The combined oil usage for the Steelmaking Workshop, Premium Connecting Line 
Workshop, and Hot Rolling Workshop shall not exceed 23,260 gallons per year. The 
foregoing total usage value does not apply to oil used in enclosed environments (e.g., 
transformer cooling oil, hydraulic oil, etc.) that will not cause emissions.   

G. Welding electrode usage shall not exceed 10.0 tpy. 

H. Pipe Body Paint usage, including pipe UV coating, shall not exceed 233.7 tpy.  

I. Miscellaneous paint usage, other than PSG, in the Hot Rolling and Pipe Processing 
Workshop and the Premium Connecting Line Workshop shall not exceed 10.5 tpy. 

J. Usage of PSG in the Hot Rolling and Pipe Processing Workshop and the Premium 
Connecting Line Workshop shall be limited to 8,130 gallons per year using high-volume low-
pressure application equipment.  

K. Usage of Quaker Coat 317 Clear Semiblack in the UV Coating Spray Booth 4 (EPN UVCS4) 
shall be limited to 13,681 gallons per year. The spray booth shall employ high-volume low-
pressure application equipment and particulate matter shall be controlled using dry filters with 
a control efficiency of at least 99%. 

L. Phosphatizing Operations material usage shall not exceed the following: 

Material Usage (lbs/yr) 

Phosphide Reagent 753,305 

Caustic Wash 127,000 

Antirust Compound 93,500 

M. Pipe Cutting, Threading, Inspection, Marking, and Coating Operations material usage shall 
not exceed the following: 

Material Usage 

Propylene Enamel for Coating and 
Marking 2,646 lbs/yr 

Marking White Ink 26,460 lbs/yr 

Printing Ink 3,770 lbs/yr 

Propylene Enamel for Auto 
Spray/VCM Series 54,296 lbs/yr 

Cutting Emulsion 29.39 short tpy 

Magnetic Particle Liquid 2,867 lbs/yr 

Lubricant and Oil 22.7 short tpy 

Welding Electrodes 5.75 short tpy 
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13. The fabric filter employed to control melt shop and EAF emissions and exhausting at EPN EBS 
shall achieve a maximum air flow of 980,870 dry standard cubic foot per minute (dscf/m) and an 
outlet grain loading ≤ 0.0018 grains per dry standard cubic foot (gr/dscf) front half and ≤ 0.0024 
gr/dscf front and back half. 

14. Dust collected by the EAF fabric filter shall be conveyed directly to a truck by an enclosed system 
for transport off property. 

15. Replaced or used EAF fabric filter bags shall be placed in sealed containers and disposed of in a 
manner that will prevent any dust from becoming airborne. 

16. Emissions from the lime silo, EAF elevated bunker, ladle furnace elevated lime bunker, and flux 
unloading/storage bin operation and exhausting at EPN LWS shall be exhausted to fabric filters 
having a design outlet grain loading not greater than 0.01 gr/dscf.  

17. Slag processing shall be performed in an enclosed building. 

18. Slag yard piles (EPNs OSPS1, OSPSR1, OSPS2, and OSPSR2), slag yard drop point sources 
(EPNs ODPSR1, ODPS1, ODPS2, ODPS3, and ODPSR3), and indoor slag processing points and 
storage piles within the Steel making warehouse (EPNs ISPS, ISPSR1, ISPSR2, ISPSR3, IDPSR1, 
IDPS1, IDPSR2, IDPS2, and IDPSR3) shall be sprayed with water, as necessary, to control 
particulate matter emissions. 

19. Gas and particulate matter (PM) exhausted from the vacuum degassing tank shall be routed 
through an air cooling and dust collector system. 

20. The following maintenance, startup, and shutdown (MSS) activities are authorized: 

A. Shutdown of the EAF for refractory inspection and maintenance; 

B. Repair and replacement of refractory in the EAF; 

C. Startup of the EAF following refractory inspection and maintenance/cold startup; 

D. Replacement of bags on the steelmaking workshop baghouse; 

E. Repair and replacement of refractory on ladles and tundishes; 

F. Lubricating oil usage for equipment maintenance purposes; and 

G. Miscellaneous welding operations for maintenance purposes. 

21. The EAF and LF refractory repair shall be performed within the melt shop. 

22. Canopy hoods shall be employed above the cone type piercing mill, the borax spraying and 
collection system, the entrance and exit to the PQF pipe mill, and the extracting mill to collect and 
route emissions to the sinter plate filter exhausting at EPN HRLDS. 

23. A canopy hood shall be employed in the sizing mill to capture emission from pipe cutting. The 
emissions shall be exhausted thru the sinter plate filter exhausting at EPN HRLDS.  

24. The sinter plate filter shall be designed to meet an outlet grain loading of not more than 0.0011 
grains per dry standard cubic foot of exhaust, be properly installed and in good working order, and 
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shall control particulate matter emissions from the hot rolling line, piercing mill, borax spraying, PQF 
pipe mill, extracting mill, and pipe cutting when this equipment is in operation. The sinter plate filter 
shall be limited to a maximum operating schedule of 16 hours per day. 

25. A dust absorbing unit that exhausts through a fabric filter and is then routed to EPN HRPPWV shall 
be employed between the pipe straightening process and the non-destructive testing (NDT) 
process to collect scale removed from the pipe. 

26. Pipe finishing operations will include the application of lubricants to pipe threads, marking/printing 
pipes, and the application of UV coatings.   

27. The first sedimentation tank of the water treatment process shall employ an oil skimmer for 
collecting and removal of oil.  The collected oil shall be transported off site to a reclamation facility. 

28. A dust absorbing unit shall be employed to collect scale removed from pipe by the descaling 
operation.  A fabric filter baghouse designed to meet an outlet grain loading of not more than 0.01 
grains per dry standard cubic foot of exhaust, properly installed and in good working order and 
exhausting into the process building, shall control particulate matter emissions from the dust 
absorbing unit when it is in operation. 

29. Phosphatizing operations will employ twelve tanks including two Alkali Wash Tanks, five Rinse 
Tanks, one Activation Tank, three Phosphatizing Tanks, and one Anti-rust Tank. 

30. Pipe Coupling Operations include pipe cutting, threading, inspection, and phosphatizing. The 
foregoing operations will also include grinding and welding operations; the application of magnetic 
particle fluid and lubricants to pipe threads; marking/printing pipes; coating pipe with an anti-rust 
compound; and the application of an enamel coating to the pipe. 

31. Pipe coating except for manual touchup and repair shall be conducted in an enclosed spray booth 
that exhausts through a water curtain at EPN CS4. 

32. Used phosphatizing liquids and water from the coating spray booth water curtain shall be piped to 
the wastewater treatment facility. 

33. Coatings, emulsions, lubricants, and solvents shall be stored in closed containers and spills shall 
be cleaned up promptly, but not later than the end of the work shift. 

34. All hood, duct, and collection systems shall be effective in capturing emissions from process 
equipment and in minimizing fugitive emissions from the buildings.  The hood and duct systems 
shall be maintained free of holes, cracks, and other conditions that would reduce the collection 
efficiency of the emission capture system as represented in the application. 

35. All air pollution abatement equipment shall be properly maintained and operated during the 
operation of these facilities.  Cleaning and maintenance of the abatement equipment shall be 
performed as recommended by the manufacturer and as necessary so that the equipment 
efficiency can be adequately maintained. 

36. Main plant roads, high traffic areas, and parking lots shall be paved.  Low traffic areas and slag 
storage and processing areas shall be sprinkled with water or dust suppressant chemicals as 
necessary to control dust emissions. 
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Material Flexibility 

37. In addition to the approved materials, the use of new materials or products that meet all of the 
following sub-conditions are allowed.  Pollutants from categories of air pollutants not currently 
authorized on the MAERT cannot be authorized using this special condition.  This special condition 
does not authorize the use of any chlorinated or fluorinated compound when emissions are routed 
to a thermal control device. 

A. All the ingredients of the new material are known; i.e., the weight percentages of the 
ingredients add to 100 percent or more. 

B. The maximum hourly (short-term) or annual emission rates from new or existing air 
contaminant ingredients (aka air contaminants) shall not cause any increases in the short-
term or annual emission rates as listed on the MAERT. 

C. Emissions from the new material shall only be from the emission points represented in the 
table provided in paragraph G(2) of this special condition. 

D. Any air contaminant in the new material is exempt from paragraphs E through H of this 
special condition if the air contaminant is currently authorized under this permit and the 
proposed emission rate from each EPN is less than or equal to the authorized emission rate 
from the same EPN. 

E. Any air contaminant in the new material is exempt from paragraphs F through H of this 
special condition if: 

(1) The air contaminant is a particulate and no specific short-term effects screening level 
(ESL) is included in the most current set of ESLs available through the TCEQ Toxicity 
Factor Database (must meet NAAQS); or 

(2) The air contaminant is not included in the most current set of ESLs available through 
the TCEQ Toxicity Factor Database. 

 If the compound is not on the current ESL list and does not belong to a category of 
compounds on the list, the permit holder shall request confirmation from the Toxicology 
Division that an ESL need not be created for authorization through this condition. If the 
Toxicology Division determines that an ESL is not required under this condition, 
confirmation that no ESL is required shall be kept on file by the applicant. 

F. Any air contaminant in the new material is exempt from paragraphs G and H of this special 
condition if: 

(1) it is emitted at a rate and has a short-term ESL and an annual ESL as stated in the 
following table; or 

Emission Rate (lbs/hr) Short-term ESL (μg/m3) Annual ESL (μg/m3) 
≤ 0.04 ≥ 2 and < 500 ≥ 0.2 and < 50 
≤ 0.10 ≥ 500 and < 3,500 ≥ 50 and < 350 
≤ 0.40 ≥ 3,500 ≥ 350 

 

(2) it is not sprayed and it has at least one of the following physical characteristics: 

(a) a vapor pressure less than 0.01 mm Hg (0.0002 psi) at 68°F; 
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(b) a boiling point at atmospheric pressure that is above 400°F (204°C), provided 
the compound is not heated above room temperature in the process; or 

(3) a molecular weight that is above 200 g/g-mol, provided the compound is not heated 
above room temperature in the process. 

G. For all other new air contaminants or increases in existing air contaminants, the following 
procedure shall be completed to determine if the short-term impacts are acceptable. 

(1) Determine the emission rate of each air contaminant including emissions of the same 
air contaminant (if an existing air contaminant) from the currently authorized materials 
that may be emitted at the same time from each emission point. 

(2) Multiply the emission rate of the air contaminant by the unit impact multiplier for each 
emission point from the following table to determine the off-property impact Ground 
Level Concentration (GLC)MAX for each emission point. 

EPN Short-Term Unit Impact 
Multiplier  

(μg/m3 per lb/hr) 

Long-Term Unit Impact 
Multiplier  

(μg/m3 per tpy) 
SMWV 5.4 0.21 
PCLWV 13.29 0.06 

HRPPWV 22.74 0.11 
UVCS4 18.30 0.04 

(3) Sum the impacts from each emission point/emission point group to determine a total 
short-term off-property impact (Total GLCMAX) for the new or existing air contaminant. 

(4) Compare the total short-term off-property impact to the short-term ESL for the air 
contaminant as shown below to determine if it is less than or equal to the ESL. If the 
total off-property impact exceeds the short-term ESL, then a permit amendment is 
required to authorize the emission rate for the air contaminant. 

Total GLCMAX ≤ ESLSHORT 

Where: 

Total GLCMAX = The sum of the short-term GLCs from each emission point. 

ESLSHORT     = The short-term ESL of the new or existing air contaminant from the 
most current set of ESLs available through the TCEQ Toxicity 
Factor Database and the date of the database retrieval or as 
specifically derived by the TCEQ Toxicology Division. The ESL 
shall be obtained in writing prior to the use of the new or increased 
air contaminant. 

H. For all other new air contaminants or increases in existing air contaminants, the following 
procedure shall be completed to determine if the annual impacts are acceptable. 

(1) Determine the annual emission rate (tpy) of each air contaminant including emissions 
of the same air contaminant (if an existing air contaminant) from the currently 
authorized materials that may be emitted at the same time from each emission point. 

(2) Convert the annual emission rate to an hourly emission rate using 8,760 hours per year 
and 2,000 pounds per ton. 
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(3) Multiply the hourly emission rate (lb/hr) of the air contaminant determined in paragraph 
H(2) of this special condition by the unit impact multiplier for each emission point from 
the table provided in paragraph G(2) of this special condition to determine the off-
property impact GLCMAX for each emission point. 

(4) Sum the impacts from each emission point to determine a total off-property impact 
(Total GLCMAX) for the new or existing air contaminant. 

(5) Multiply the total off-property impact (Total GLCMAX) determined in paragraph H(4) of 
this special condition by 0.08 to determine the annual off-property impact (Annual 
GLCMAX) for the new or existing air contaminant. 

(6) Compare the annual off-property impact to the annual ESL for the air contaminant as 
shown below to determine if it is less than or equal to the ESL. If the annual off-
property impact exceeds the annual ESL, then a permit amendment is required to 
authorize the emission rates for the air contaminant. 

Annual GLCMAX ≤ ESLANNUAL 

Where: 

ESLANNUAL   = The annual ESL of the new or existing air contaminant from the 
most current set of ESLs available through the TCEQ Toxicity Factor Database or as 
specifically derived by the TCEQ Toxicology Division. 

Demonstration of Continuous Compliance 

38. Upon being informed by the TCEQ Executive Director that the staff has documented visible 
emissions from this facility exceeding opacity limits stated in this permit, the holder of this permit 
may be required to conduct stack sampling analyses as appropriate or take immediate corrective 
action to demonstrate compliance. 

39. Upon request by the Executive Director of the TCEQ or any local air pollution control program 
having jurisdiction, the holder of this permit shall perform net ground level concentration sampling 
and/or stack sampling as required to establish the actual pattern and quantities of air contaminants 
being emitted into the atmosphere.  Sampling must be conducted in accordance with appropriate 
procedures of the TCEQ Sampling Procedures Manual or in accordance with applicable EPA Code 
of Federal Regulations procedures.  Any deviations from those procedures must be approved by 
the TCEQ Executive Director prior to sampling.  The TCEQ Executive Director or his designated 
representative shall be afforded the opportunity to observe all such sampling.  The holder of this 
permit is responsible for providing sampling and testing facilities and conducting the sampling and 
testing operations at his expense. 

40. The holder of this permit shall conduct a quarterly visible emissions determination to demonstrate 
compliance with the opacity limitations specified in this permit for the UV Coating Stack 4 (EPN 
UVCS4), Quench Furnace 2 Stack (EPN QFS2); Tempering Furnace 2 Stack (EPN TFS2); Coating 
Stacks 1, 2, and 3 (EPNs CS4, CS5, and CS6); and Phosphatizing Stacks 1 and 2 (EPNs PHOS1 
and PHOS2).  This visible emissions determination shall be performed:  1) during normal plant 
operations, 2) for a minimum of six minutes, 3) approximately perpendicular to plume direction, 4) 
with the sun behind the observer (to the extent practicable), and 5) at least two stack heights, but 
not more than five stack heights, from the emission point.  If visible emissions are observed from 
the emission point, the owner or operator shall:  
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A. Take immediate action to eliminate visible emissions, record the corrective action within 24 
hours, and comply with any applicable requirements in 30 Texas Administrative Code (TAC) 
§ 101.201, Emissions Event Reporting and Recordkeeping Requirements; or 

B. Determine opacity using 40 CFR Part 60, Appendix A, Test Method 9.  If the opacity limit is 
exceeded, take immediate action (as appropriate) to reduce opacity to within the permitted 
limit, record the corrective action within 24 hours, and comply with applicable requirements in 
30 TAC § 101.201, Emissions Event Reporting and Recordkeeping Requirements. 

41. The holder of this permit shall conduct a quarterly visible fugitive emissions determination to 
demonstrate compliance with the visible emissions limitation specified in this permit.  This visible 
fugitive emissions determination shall be performed:  1) during normal plant operations, 2) for a 
minimum of six minutes, 3) approximately perpendicular to plume direction, 4) with the sun behind 
the observer (to the extent practicable), 5) at least 15 feet, but not more than 0.25 mile, from the 
plume, and 6) in accordance with EPA 40 CFR Part 60, Appendix A, Test Method 22, except where 
stated otherwise in this condition.  If visible fugitive emissions leaving the property exceed 30 
cumulative seconds in any six-minute period, the owner or operator shall take immediate action (as 
appropriate) to eliminate the excessive visible fugitive emissions.  The corrective action shall be 
documented within 24 business hours of completion. 

Initial Determination of Compliance 

42. The holder of this permit shall perform initial stack sampling and other testing to establish the actual 
quantities of air contaminants being emitted into the atmosphere.  Unless otherwise specified by 
this condition, the sampling and testing shall be conducted in accordance with the methods and 
procedures specified in Sampling Requirements below.  The holder of this permit is responsible for 
providing sampling and testing facilities and conducting the sampling and testing operations at his 
expense.  The TCEQ Executive Director or his designated representative shall be afforded the 
opportunity to observe all such sampling. 

A. Demonstrate compliance with the maximum allowable emission rates for the EAF Baghouse 
Stack (EPN EBS). 

(1) Air contaminants to be tested for include PM, particulate matter equal to or less than 10 
microns in diameter (PM10), nitrogen oxide (NOx), carbon monoxide (CO), sulfur 
dioxide (SO2), VOC, chromium, lead, and manganese. 

(2) Sampling to demonstrate maximum emissions for PM and PM10 shall occur during the 
charging and melting processes.  Sampling to demonstrate maximum emissions of CO 
shall occur during normal EAF operations. 

B. Demonstrate compliance with the stack flow rate for the EAF Baghouse Stack (EPN EBS) as 
represented in the permit Special Condition No. 13. 

C. Demonstrate compliance with the outlet grain loading limitation as specified in Special 
Condition No. 13. 

D. Demonstrate compliance with requirements of the Federal Regulations identified in Special 
Condition Nos. 2 and 3. 
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Compliance Assurance Monitoring (CAM) 

43. The following monitoring actions shall be accomplished: 

A. The holder of this permit shall equip the fabric filter exhausting at EPN EBS with a Bag Leak 
Detection monitor.  The monitoring device shall be installed, operated, calibrated, and 
maintained in a manner consistent with EPA Office of Air Quality Planning and Standards, 
Fabric Filter Bag Leak Detection Guidance (EPA-454/R-98-015). 

B. The holder of this permit shall perform daily visible emission observations at EPN LSTBS for 
the purpose of compliance assurance monitoring. 

44. The holder of this permit shall install, calibrate, and maintain a device to monitor pressure drop in 
baghouses LWS, LSTBS, and EBS.  

A. The monitoring device shall be calibrated in accordance with the manufacturer’s 
specifications and shall be calibrated at least annually and shall be accurate to within a range 
of ± 0.5 inches water gauge pressure (± 125 Pascal’s); or a span of ± 0.5 percent. 

B. The actual pressure drop for each baghouse shall be read and recorded at least one time per 
day.  The minimum and maximum pressure drops for each baghouse will be determined 
following initial performance testing as required by this permit.  The testing derived differential 
pressure values shall be provided in writing to the TCEQ Regional Office for inclusion in the 
files and shall be submitted as an alteration request for inclusion in the permit. 

C. Upon demonstration that operating conditions upon which the minimum or maximum 
differential pressure would ever need to be changed, the TCEQ Executive Director may grant 
a request to re-establish the differential pressure limit. 

D. The permittee shall continuously operate the differential pressure monitoring system(s) when 
the fabric filter baghouse(s) are operating. 

45. Daily visible emissions observations for the Hot Rolling Line Dedusting Stack (EPN HRLDS) shall 
be made and recorded in accordance with the requirements specified in 40 CFR § 64.7(c).  To 
properly determine the presence of visible emissions, all sources shall be in clear view of the 
observer.  The observer shall be at least 15 feet, but not more than 0.25 miles, away from the 
emission source during the observation.  The observer shall select a position where the sun is not 
directly in the observer’ s eyes.  If the observations cannot be conducted due to weather conditions, 
the date, time, and specific weather conditions shall be recorded.  When condensed water vapor is 
present within the plume, as it emerges from the emissions outlet, observations must be made 
beyond the point in the plume at which condensed water vapor is no longer visible.  When water 
vapor within the plume condenses and becomes visible at a distance from the emissions outlet, the 
observation shall be evaluated at the outlet prior to condensation of water vapor. 

If visible emissions are observed, the permit holder shall report a deviation.  As an alternative, the 
permit holder may determine the opacity, consistent with Test Method 9, as soon as practicable but 
no later than 24 hours after observing visible emissions.  If a Test Method 9 is performed, the 
opacity limit is the corresponding opacity limit associated with the Special Condition No. 8. If the 
result of the Method 9 Test is opacity above the corresponding opacity limit (associated with the 
particulate matter standard in Special Condition No. 8), the permit holder shall report a deviation. 
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46. The TCEQ Regional Office shall be notified as soon as possible after the discovery of any monitor 
malfunction which is expected to result in more than 24 hours of lost data. Supplemental visible 
emission monitoring may be required at the discretion of the appropriate TCEQ Regional Director in 
case of extended monitor downtime. Necessary corrective action shall be taken if downtime 
exceeds 5 percent of the (emission sources) operating hours in a quarter.  Failure to complete any 
corrective action as directed by the TCEQ Regional Office may be deemed a violation of the permit. 

47. The holder of this permit shall perform monthly inspections to verify proper operation of capture 
systems to verify there are no holes, cracks and/or other conditions that would reduce the collection 
efficiency of the emission capture system as represented.  If the results of the inspections indicate 
that the capture system is not operating properly, the permit holder shall take necessary corrective 
actions within five (5) days. 

48. The holder of this permit may elect to collect monitoring data on a more frequent basis and average 
the data, consistent with the averaging times specified, for purposes of determining whether a 
deviation has occurred.  However, the additional data points must be collected on a regular basis.  
In no event shall data be collected and used in particular instances in order to avoid reporting 
deviations.  All monitoring data shall be collected in accordance with the requirements specified in 
Title 40 Code of Federal Regulations § 64.7(c) [40 CFR § 64.7(c)]. 

Continuous Compliance 

49. After the initial demonstration of compliance, on-going stack sampling for PM, PM10, NOx, CO, 
VOC, SO2, and lead (Pb) and the exhaust flow rate from of EAF Baghouse Stack (EPN EBS) shall 
be used to demonstrate continuous compliance.  The holder of this permit may request the TCEQ 
Executive Director to approve alternate sampling techniques or other means to determine the 
opacity, rates, composition, and/or concentration of emissions in accordance with 30 TAC § 101.8.  
Sampling shall occur within 60 days of the anniversary date of the latest compliance sampling. 
Requests for additional time to perform sampling shall be submitted to the TCEQ Regional Office. 

A. Stack sampling shall be performed once annually during periods of normal operation, except 
as follows: 

(1) If, after two years of stack sampling, the average of the two annual stack sampling 
results for a pollutant is less than 70 percent of the maximum allowable emission rate, 
then compliance stack sampling for such pollutant may be conducted once every three 
years. 

(2) After initial testing, periodic Total PM/back half testing will not be required until a 
replacement EPA approved test for condensable PM testing has been adopted. 

B. Sampling required by this Special Condition shall demonstrate compliance with the lb/hr 
emission limits of the maximum allowable emission rates table (MAERT) and the exhaust 
flow rate limitation from of EAF Baghouse Stack (EPN EBS). 

C. Sampling required by this Special Condition shall be conducted in accordance with the 
methods, procedures, and notification protocol specified in Sampling Requirements below. 
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Sampling Requirements 

50. Sampling shall be conducted in accordance with the appropriate procedures of the TCEQ Sampling 
Procedures Manual, or applicable EPA Methods in 40 CFR Part 60, Appendix A. 

A. The holder of this permit is responsible for providing sampling and testing facilities and 
conducting the sampling and testing operations at his expense. Sampling ports and 
platform(s) shall be installed on the exhaust stack according to the specifications set forth in 
the attachment entitled “Chapter 2, Stack Sampling Facilities” prior to stack sampling.  
Alternate sampling facility designs may be submitted for approval by the Executive Director of 
the TCEQ. 

B. Test methods to be used are as follows: 

(1) Appendix A, Method 5, modified to include back-half condensibles, per TCEQ Lab 
Method for the concentration of PM; 

(2) Appendix A, Method 5 or 17, for the filterable concentration of PM (front-half catch); 

(3) Appendix A, Method 6, 6a, 6c, or 8, for the concentration of SO2; 

(4) Appendix A, Method 7E for the concentrations of NOx and O2, or equivalent methods; 

(5) Appendix A, Method 9 for opacity; 

(6) Appendix A, Method 10 for the concentration of CO; 

(7) Appendix A, Method 22, for visual determination of fugitive emissions from material 
sources; 

(8) Appendix A, Method 25A, modified to exclude methane and ethane, for the 
concentration of VOC (to measure total carbon as propane); 

(9) Appendix A, Method 29 for the concentration of chromium, lead, and manganese; 

(10) Appendix M, Methods 201A and 202, or Appendix A, Reference Method 5, modified to 
include back-half condensibles, for the concentration of PM10; 

(11) Appendix M, Methods 201A or Appendix A, Reference Method 5, for the filterable 
concentration of PM10 (front-half catch); 

(12) Any variations from these procedures must be approved by the Executive Director of 
the TCEQ or his designated representative prior to sampling. 

51. If testing is required, a pretest meeting concerning the required monitoring shall be held with 
personnel from the TCEQ before the required tests are performed.  Air contaminants to be tested 
for will be defined and the TM to be used shall be determined at this pretest meeting. 

A. Sampling shall occur within 60 days of being informed that testing other than that set forth 
specifically in this permit is required. 

B. The TCEQ Corpus Christi Regional Office shall be notified not less than 45 days prior to 
sampling to schedule a pretest meeting.  The notice to the TCEQ Corpus Christi Regional 
Office shall include: 

(1) Date for pretest meeting. 

(2) Date sampling shall occur. 
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(3) Name of firm conducting sampling. 

(4) Type of sampling equipment to be used. 

(5) Method or procedure to be used in sampling. 

The purpose of the pretest meeting is to review the necessary sampling and testing 
procedures, to provide the proper data forms for recording pertinent data, and to review 
the format procedures for submitting the test reports.  The permit holder shall present 
at the pretest meeting the manner in which stack sampling will be executed in order to 
demonstrate compliance with emission. 

C. A written proposed description of any deviation from sampling procedures specified in permit 
conditions or the TCEQ or EPA sampling procedures shall be made available to the TCEQ 
prior to the pretest meeting.  The TCEQ Corpus Christi Regional Office shall approve or 
disapprove of any deviation from specified sampling procedures. 

D. The permit holder shall be limited to the hourly EAF production rates established during 
testing (up to +10 percent). Additional stack testing shall be required when higher production 
rates are achieved. 

E. If, as a result of stack sampling, compliance with the MAERT cannot be demonstrated, the 
holder of this permit shall adjust any operating parameters (including reduction of molten 
steel production rate) so as to comply with Special Condition No. 1 and the MAERT. 

F. If the holder of this permit is required to adjust any operating parameters for compliance, then 
beginning no later than 60 days after the date of the test conducted, the holder of this permit 
shall submit to the TCEQ on a monthly basis, a record of adjusted operating parameters and 
daily records of molten steel production sufficient to demonstrate compliance with the 
MAERT.  Daily records of molten steel production and operating parameters shall be 
distributed as follows: 

One copy to the appropriate TCEQ Regional Office. 

One copy to the TCEQ Office of Air, Air Permits Division in Austin. 

G. The sampling report shall include the following: 

(1) Plant production rate in tons of steel melted per hour 

(2) The amperage of the fan motors shall be recorded along with the corresponding test 
value of volumetric air flow related to that fan motor for each fabric filter stack tested 

(3) Fuel consumption rate in standard cubic feet per minute; and 

(4) Any other pertinent parameters, as determined at the pretest meeting. 

H. Once copy of the final sampling report shall be submitted within 60 days after sampling is 
completed.  Sampling reports shall comply with the provisions of Chapter 14 of the TCEQ 
Sampling Procedures Manual.  The reports shall be distributed as follows: 

One copy to the TCEQ Corpus Christi Regional Office 

Recordkeeping 

52. The following records shall be maintained on-site and made available at the request of personnel 
from the TCEQ or any other air pollution control program having jurisdiction.  Records shall be of 
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sufficient detail to demonstrate compliance with authorized throughputs and operating parameters.  
These records shall be retained for a rolling 60-month period. 

A. A daily record of operating hours and steel produced in tons per 24-hour period.  From this 
data, average hourly production shall be calculated; 

B. A daily record of operating hours and pipe processed by the Quench Furnace 2 (EPN QFS2) 
and Tempering Furnace 2 (EPN TFS2) in tons per 24-hour period.  From these data, average 
hourly production shall be calculated; 

C. A record of annual steel production in tons on a rolling 12-month basis; 

D. Records of Finished Rolled Pipe production in tons per hour and tons per year, based on a 
rolling 12-month basis; 

E. Records of Quench Furnace 2 (EPN QFS2) and Tempering Furnace 2 (EPN TFS2) annual 
throughput in tons per year, based on a rolling 12-month basis; 

F. Records of coupling line throughput in short tons per hour and short tons per year, based on 
a rolling 12-month basis; 

G. Records of annual usage of natural gas, oils, welding electrodes, and paint used on a rolling 
12-month basis; 

H. Records of annual usage of Phosphatizing Operations materials; and Pipe Cutting, 
Threading, Inspection, Marking, and Coating Operations materials used on a rolling 12-month 
basis; 

I. Actual hours of operation of the diesel heaters (FINs HTR1 and HTR2) and the Hot Rolling 
Mill Deduster (EPN HRLDS); 

J. Records of the inspection, maintenance, malfunction, and repair of abatement equipment. 
Inspections of capture systems and abatement devices shall be recorded as they occur; 

K. All monitoring data and support information as specified in 30 TAC § 122.144; 

L. Records of the differential pressure readings required for fabric filters listed in Special 
Condition No. 44B; 

M. Records of visible emission readings for EPN’s EBS, LSTBS, and HRLDS as required by 
NSPS, Continuous Assurance Monitoring (CAM), or Special Condition No. 45; 

N. Quarterly observations for visible emissions and/or opacity determinations from the UV 
Coating Stack 4 (EPN UVCS4), Quench Furnace 2 Stack (EPN QFS2); Tempering Furnace 2 
Stack (EPN TFS2); Coating Stacks 1, 2, and 3 (EPNs CS4, CS5, and CS6); and 
Phosphatizing Stacks 1 and 2 (EPNs PHOS1 and PHOS2); 

O. Quarterly observations for visible fugitive emissions from melt/continuous casting building, 
pipe mill building, roads, travel areas, and other sources authorized by this permit; 

P. Records of monthly inspections required by Special Condition No. 47 and actions taken; 

Q. Records of the calibration of monitoring devices identified in Special Conditions No. 44A; 

R. Records shall be kept in sufficient detail to allow emission rates of Hazardous Air Pollutants 
(HAPS) to be accurately determined from all emission points having the potential to emit 
HAPS.  Using this recorded data, a report shall be produced for the emission of HAPs (in 
tons per year) over the previous 12 consecutive months. The required records shall be kept 
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with examples of the method of data reduction including units, conversion factors, 
assumptions, and the basis of the assumptions; 

S. A record of the types of materials used and MSDS for each material; and 

T. Records to document compliance with changes in compound usage as specified in Special 
Condition No. 37. 

Chemical List 

53. The following compounds are approved for use in accordance with permit application 
representations and the permit Special Conditions. Compounds listed in the confidential file of the 
2020 permit amendment application are also approved. 

Compound Compound 

n-Butyl Acetate Methyl Normal Propyl Ketone 

Aliphatic Hydrocarbons (Stoddard Type) Ethanol 

1-Butanol Ethylbenzene 

VM&P Naphtha Toluene 

Aliphatic Hydrocarbons Isobutanol 

Methyl Isobutyl Ketone Methyl Ethyl ketone 

1-Methoxy 2-Propanol Methyl Normal Amyl Ketone 

Urea-Aldehyde Polymer Propylene Glycol Monomethyl Ether 
Acetate 

Modified Oxazolidone 2, 4 Pentaedione 

Ethyl 3-Epoxypropionate Propylene Glycol 

Methyl Isoamyl Ketone Propylene Glycol Tert-Butyl Ether 

2-Propoxy Ethanol Acetate Ester 

Methyl-2-Pyrrolidone Anti-float Agent 

Acrylic Copolymer Synthetic Wax 

Fluoroalphatic Polymer Esters Dimethyl Polysiloxane Copolymer 

Polyether Polymer Formaldehyde 

p-Xylene or Para Xylene Benzene 

Methoxypropyltrimethoxysilane Methyl Alcohol 
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Compound Compound 

Methyl Ethyl Ketoxime Calcium Carboxylate 

Styrene Dimethyl Ethanolamine 

Cellulose Acetate Butyrate Ortho Cresyl Glycidyl Ether 

Aromatic Diluent Isopropyl Alcohol 

Benzyl Alcohol Barite 

Zinc Phosphate Titanium Dioxide 

Zinc Dust Tall Oil Alkyd Polymer 

Salts from Alkylamides and Esters Organosilane Ester 

2, 2, 4- Trimethyl-1, 2-Pentanedoil 
Monoisobutrate Acrylic Polymer 

Propylene Glycol Phenyl Ether Tris-2,4,6- (dimethylaminomethyl) 

Phenol Iron oxide 

3-Ttimethoxysilypropane-1-thiol Polyester Resin 

Polyester Polyol Polyalkene Glycol 

N-beta-(aminoethyl)-gamma-
Aminopropyltrimethoxyxilane Alkyd Resin 

Ceramic Microspheres Phthalo Blue Pigment 

Organic Resin Zirconium-2-Ethylhexanoate 

Iron Oxide Yellow Dianisidine Orange 16 

Resin Solids Wollastonite 

Diglycidyl Ether of Bisphenol A Homopolymer Pigment solids 

Polyamide Resin Liquid Polyamide Resin 

Triethylenetetramine Alkyd Polomer 

Phenolic Resin Polyamine Amide salt 

Calcium Neodecanoate Calcium 2-Ethylhexanoate 
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Compound Compound 

2-Ethyl Hexanoate Xylene 

Date:  Draft 
 



 

Project Number:  308722 

Emission Sources - Maximum Allowable Emission Rates 
 

Permit Numbers 86860 and PSDTX1188 
 
This table lists the maximum allowable emission rates and all sources of air contaminants on the applicant’s property 
covered by this permit.  The emission rates shown are those derived from information submitted as part of the application 
for permit and are the maximum rates allowed for these facilities, sources, and related activities.  Any proposed increase 
in emission rates may require an application for a modification of the facilities covered by this permit. 
 

Air Contaminants Data 

Emission Point No. (1) Source Name (2) Air Contaminant Name (3) 
Emission Rates (9) 

lbs/hour TPY (4) 

LWS Lime Warehouse 
Baghouse and Alloy 
Aggregate Baghouse 
Stack 
 
FINs: Lime Silo and 
Flux Unloading and 
Storage Bin  

PM 5.98 26.17 

PM10 5.98 26.17 

PM2.5 5.98 26.17 

LSTBS LF and Stock Tank 
Baghouse Stack  (6) 
 
FINs: EAF Elevated 
Bunker, LF Elevated 
Lime Bunker, and 
Ladle Furnace   

PM 4.54 19.89 

PM10 4.54 19.89 

PM2.5 4.54 19.89 

Cd <0.001 <0.004 

Cr <0.006 0.02 

Pb 0.04 0.17 

Mn 0.03 0.15 

Hg <0.0001 <0.0004 

Si <0.005 0.02 

Zn 0.28 1.23 

EBS EAF Baghouse  
Stack  (6) 

NOx 44.64 137.24 

CO 595.24 1829.82 

VOC 44.64 137.24 

SO2 89.29 274.47 

PMtotal 20.18 88.38 

PM10 total 20.18 88.38 

PM2.5 20.18 88.38 

PMfront half 15.13 66.28 

PM10 front half 15.13 66.28 

Cd <0.004 0.02 
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Emission Sources - Maximum Allowable Emission Rates 
 

Project Number:  308722 

Emission Point No. (1) Source Name (2) Air Contaminant Name (3) 
Emission Rates (9) 

lbs/hour TPY (4) 

Cr 0.02 0.11 

Pb 0.17 0.74 

Mn 0.15 0.67 

Hg <0.0004 <0.002 

Si 0.02 0.08 

Zn 1.24 5.45 

RHFS Rotary Hearth Furnace 
Stack 

NOx 44.63 67.91 

CO 36.75 55.93 

VOC 2.41 3.66 

SO2 0.26 0.40 

PM 3.33 5.06 

PM10 3.33 5.06 

PM2.5 3.33 5.06 

QFS Quench Furnace Stack NOx 6.85 11.89 

CO 5.75 9.99 

VOC 0.38 0.65 

SO2 0.04 0.07 

PM 0.52 0.90 

PM10 0.52 0.90 

PM2.5 0.52 0.90 

TFS Tempering Furnace 
Stack 

NOx 5.71 9.51 

CO 4.79 7.99 

VOC 0.31 0.52 

SO2 0.03 0.06 

PM 0.43 0.72 

PM10 0.43 0.72 

PM2.5 0.43 0.72 
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Emission Sources - Maximum Allowable Emission Rates 
 

Project Number:  308722 

Emission Point No. (1) Source Name (2) Air Contaminant Name (3) 
Emission Rates (9) 

lbs/hour TPY (4) 

VDBS VD Boiler Stack NOx 4.01 7.58 

CO 3.37 6.37 

VOC 0.22 0.42 

SO2 0.02 0.05 

PM 0.30 0.58 

PM10 0.30 0.58 

PM2.5 0.30 0.58 

SMWV Steel Making 
Workshop Vent 
 
Ladle Preheater, 
Tundish Preheater, 
and Ladle Relining 
 
(6) and (7) 

NOx 11.54 29.04 

CO 11.31 30.02 

VOC 1.24 4.01 

SO2 0.08 0.20 

PM 0.14 0.41 

PM10 0.14 0.39 

PM2.5 0.14 0.39 

Cd <0.00001 <0.0001 

Cr <0.0022 <0.0087 

Cr VI <0.002 <0.008 

Pb <0.0001 <0.0002 

Mn <0.01 <0.005 

Hg <0.00001 <0.00001 

Si <0.00001 <0.00001 

Zn 0.0001 <0.0005 

AAWV Alloy Aggregate 
Warehouse Vent 

PM <0.01 <0.01 

PM10 <0.01 <0.01 

PM2.5 <0.01 <0.01 

PCLWV Premium Connecting 
Line Workshop Vent 
(7) 

CO 1.27 5.22 

VOC 1.08 4.38 
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Emission Sources - Maximum Allowable Emission Rates 
 

Project Number:  308722 

Emission Point No. (1) Source Name (2) Air Contaminant Name (3) 
Emission Rates (9) 

lbs/hour TPY (4) 

 
FINs: OUPCLW, 
ELPCLW, EMPCLW, 
PUPCLW, DUPCLW, 
BCPS2, and 
PSGPCLW 

PM 0.10 0.40 

PM10 0.09 0.38 

PM2.5 0.09 0.38 

HRPPWV Hot Rolling and Pipe 
Processing Workshop  
Vent  
(6) and (7) 
 
FINs: HRL, ABS1, 
ABS2, BPCS1, 
OUHRW, ELHRW, 
EMHRW, PUHRW, 
DUHRW, ABS3, 
PSGHRPPWV, HTR1, 
and HTR2 

NOx 0.08 0.03 

CO 1.46 6.22 

VOC 12.88 38.83 

SO2 <0.01 <0.01 

PM 0.41 1.62 

PM10 0.20 0.79 

PM2.5 0.20 0.79 

Cr <0.003 <0.012 

Cr VI 0.002 0.008 

Mn <0.01 <0.006 

HRLDS Hot Rolling Line 
Dedusting Stack 
 
FINs: HRL, BSCS, 
PM, EM, and SM 

PM 2.74 8.00 

PM10 2.74 8.00 

PM2.5 2.74 8.00 

ODPSS1 Outdoor Drop Points, 
Scrap Steel by Truck 
10  (5) 

PM 0.03 0.10 

PM10 0.01 0.05 

PM2.5 0.01 0.05 

ODPSS2 Outdoor Drop Points  
Scrap Steel By  
Train 4   (5) 

PM 0.03 0.10 

PM10 0.01 0.05 

PM2.5 0.01 0.05 

ODPSR1 Outdoor Drop Point 
Spent Refractory and 
Other Waste Storage 
Pile-1  (5) 

PM <0.01 0.02 

PM10 <0.01 <0.01 

PM2.5 <0.01 <0.01 

ODPS1 Outdoor Drop Point 
Slag-1   (5) 

PM <0.01 0.01 

PM10 <0.01 <0.01 
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Emission Sources - Maximum Allowable Emission Rates 
 

Project Number:  308722 

Emission Point No. (1) Source Name (2) Air Contaminant Name (3) 
Emission Rates (9) 

lbs/hour TPY (4) 

PM2.5 <0.01 <0.01 

ODPSR2 Outdoor Drop Point 
Spent Refractory and 
Other Waste Storage 
Pile-2  (5) 

PM 0.05 0.03 

PM10 0.02 0.02 

PM2.5 0.02 0.02 

ODPS2 Outdoor Drop Point 
Slag-2*2   (5) 

PM <0.01 <0.01 

PM10 <0.01 <0.01 

PM2.5 <0.01 <0.01 

ODPSR3 Outdoor Drop Point 
Spent Refractory and 
Other Waste Storage 
Pile-3 (5) 

PM <0.01 0.02 

PM10 <0.01 <0.01 

PM2.5 <0.01 <0.01 

ODPS3 Outdoor Drop Point 
Slag-3  (5) 

PM <0.01 <0.01 

PM10 <0.01 <0.01 

PM2.5 <0.01 <0.01 

OSPSS Outdoor Storage Piles, 
Scrap Steel  (5) 

PM 0.23 1.00 

PM10 0.11 0.50 

PM2.5 0.11 0.50 

OSPFST Outdoor Storage Pile, 
First Sedimentation 
Tank  (5) 

PM <0.01 <0.01 

PM10 <0.01 <0.01 

PM2.5 <0.01 <0.01 

OSPS1 Outdoor Storage Pile, 
Slag-1  (5) 

PM 0.06 0.26 

PM10 0.03 0.13 

PM2.5 0.03 0.13 

OSPSR1 Outdoor Storage Pile 
Spent Refractory and 
Other Waste-1  (5) 

PM 0.23 1.00 

PM10 0.11 0.50 

PM2.5 0.11 0.50 

OSPS2 Outdoor Storage Pile, 
Slag-2  (5) 

PM 0.06 0.26 

PM10 0.03 0.13 
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Emission Sources - Maximum Allowable Emission Rates 
 

Project Number:  308722 

Emission Point No. (1) Source Name (2) Air Contaminant Name (3) 
Emission Rates (9) 

lbs/hour TPY (4) 

PM2.5 0.03 0.13 

OSPSR2 Outdoor Storage Pile, 
Spent Refractory and 
Other Waste-2 (5) 

PM 0.23 1.00 

PM10 0.11 0.50 

PM2.5 0.11 0.50 

N6CCT Contact Cooling Tower 
No. 6  (5) 

PM 0.03 0.14 

PM10 0.03 0.14 

PM2.5 0.03 0.14 

N7CCT Contact Cooling Tower 
No. 7 (5) 

PM 0.02 0.07 

PM10 0.02 0.07 

PM2.5 0.02 0.07 

PPCCT Pipe Processing 
Contact Cooling Tower 
(5) 

PM 0.03 0.14 

PM10 0.03 0.14 

PM2.5 0.03 0.14 

SMWTF Steel Making Water 
Treatment Facility  (5) 

VOC 0.10 0.10 

PM 0.10 0.10 

PM10 0.10 0.10 

PM2.5 0.10 0.10 

WTFPR Water Treatment 
Facility for Pipe Rolling 
Mill (5) 

VOC 0.10 0.10 

PM 0.10 0.10 

PM10 0.10 0.10 

PM2.5 0.10 0.10 

CMSCS1 Caster Spray Chamber 
Stack 1 

NOx 0.18 0.55 

CO 0.58 1.75 

VOC 0.02 0.07 

PM 0.07 0.22 

PM10 0.07 0.22 

PM2.5 0.07 0.22 
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Emission Sources - Maximum Allowable Emission Rates 
 

Project Number:  308722 

Emission Point No. (1) Source Name (2) Air Contaminant Name (3) 
Emission Rates (9) 

lbs/hour TPY (4) 

Pb 0.001 0.002 

CMSCS2 Caster Spray Chamber 
Stack 2 

NOx 0.18 0.55 

CO 0.58 1.75 

VOC 0.02 0.07 

PM 0.07 0.22 

PM10 0.07 0.22 

PM2.5 0.07 0.22 

Pb 0.001 0.002 

UVCS1 UV Coating Stack 1 VOC <0.01 0.01 

PM 0.01 0.04 

PM10 0.01 0.04 

PM2.5 0.01 0.04 

UVCS2 UV Coating Stack 2 VOC <0.01 0.01 

PM 0.01 0.04 

PM10 0.01 0.04 

PM2.5 0.01 0.04 

UVCS3 UV Coating Stack 3 VOC <0.01 0.01 

PM 0.01 0.04 

PM10 0.01 0.04 

PM2.5 0.01 0.04 

UVCS4 UV Coating Stack 4 VOC 1.11 3.39 

PM 0.06 0.20 

PM10 0.02 0.06 

PM2.5 0.02 0.06 

VDSS VD Steam Stack NOx 0.73 2.19 

CO 29.10 87.43 

VOC 0.09 0.26 
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Emission Sources - Maximum Allowable Emission Rates 
 

Project Number:  308722 

Emission Point No. (1) Source Name (2) Air Contaminant Name (3) 
Emission Rates (9) 

lbs/hour TPY (4) 

SO2 0.02 0.04 

PM 0.29 0.87 

PM10 0.29 0.87 

PM2.5 0.29 0.87 

QFS2 Quench Furnace 2 
Stack 

NOx 6.36 11.04 

CO 5.34 9.27 

SO2 0.04 0.07 

VOC 0.35 0.61 

PM 0.48 0.84 

PM10 0.48 0.84 

PM2.5 0.48 0.84 

HAPs 0.12 0.21 

TFS2 Tempering Furnace 2 
Stack 

NOx 5.30 8.83 

CO 4.45 7.42 

SO2 0.03 0.05 

VOC 0.29 0.49 

PM 0.40 0.67 

PM10 0.40 0.67 

PM2.5 0.40 0.67 

HAPs <0.01 <0.01 

HTFUG Heat Treatment 
Fugitives (5) 
 
FINs: Descaling, 
Descaling Baghouse, 
Maintenance Welding, 
Pipe Marking, Manual 
Regrinding, and 
Greasing Operations 

VOC 2.01 2.65 

PM 1.16 2.57 

PM10 1.16 2.57 

PM2.5 1.16 2.57 

CO 0.30 1.37 

HAPs 0.04 0.15 

PCFUG VOC 1.23 4.28 
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Emission Sources - Maximum Allowable Emission Rates 
 

Project Number:  308722 

Emission Point No. (1) Source Name (2) Air Contaminant Name (3) 
Emission Rates (9) 

lbs/hour TPY (4) 

Pipe Coupling 
Fugitives (5) 
 
FINs: Cutting, 
Threading, and 
Marking, Printing and 
Inspection, Equipment 
Lubrication, and Oil 
Evaporation 

PM 0.48 1.89 

PM10 0.48 1.89 

PM2.5 0.48 1.89 

HAPs <0.01 <0.01 

CS4 Coating Stack No. 1 
 
FIN: Spray Booth 

VOC 2.14 6.74 

PM <0.01 <0.01 

PM10 <0.01 <0.01 

PM2.5 <0.01 <0.01 

C6H5CH3 0.60 2.38 

CH3COOC2H5 0.37 1.43 

CS5 Coating Stack No. 2 VOC 1.98 6.26 

PM <0.01 <0.01 

PM10 <0.01 <0.01 

PM2.5 <0.01 <0.01 

C6H5CH3 0.56 2.21 

CH3COOC2H5 0.33 1.32 

CS6 Coating Stack No. 3 VOC 1.98 6.26 

PM <0.01 <0.01 

PM10 <0.01 <0.01 

PM2.5 <0.01 <0.01 

C6H5CH3 0.56 2.21 

CH3COOC2H5 0.33 1.32 

PHOS1 Phosphatizing Stack 
No. 1  (8) 
 
FINs: Alkali Wash 
Tanks, Activation 
Tank, Phosphate 
Tanks, Anti Rust Tank, 
and Rinse Tank 

PM 0.10 0.10 

PM10 0.10 0.10 

PM2.5 0.10 0.10 
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Emission Sources - Maximum Allowable Emission Rates 
 

Project Number:  308722 

Emission Point No. (1) Source Name (2) Air Contaminant Name (3) 
Emission Rates (9) 

lbs/hour TPY (4) 

PHOS2 Phosphatizing Stack 
No. 2  (8) 
 
FINs: Alkali Wash 
Tank, Activation Tank, 
Phosphate Tank, Anti 
Rust Tank, and Rinse 
Tank 

PM 0.10 0.10 

PM10 0.10 0.10 

PM2.5 0.10 0.10 

WW Wastewater (5) VOC 0.10 0.10 

PM 0.10 0.10 

PM10 0.10 0.10 

PM2.5 0.10 0.10 

ALL ALL Individual HAPs - <10 

Combination of HAPs - <25 

 

(1) Emission point identification - either specific equipment designation or emission point number from plot plan. 
(2) Specific point source name. For fugitive sources, use area name or fugitive source name. 
(3) VOC - volatile organic compounds as defined in Title 30 Texas Administrative Code § 101.1 

NOx - total oxides of nitrogen 
SO2 - sulfur dioxide 
PM - total particulate matter, suspended in the atmosphere, including PM10 and PM2.5, as represented 
PM10 - total particulate matter equal to or less than 10 microns in diameter, including PM2.5, as 

represented 
PM2.5 - particulate matter equal to or less than 2.5 microns in diameter 
CO - carbon monoxide 
Cd - cadmium 
Cr - chromium 
CR VI - chromium valence +6 
Pb - lead 
Mn - manganese 
Hg - mercury 
Si  - silicon 
Zn - zinc 
C6H5CH3 - toluene 
CH3COOC2H5 - ethyl acetate  
HAP - hazardous air pollutant as listed in § 112(b) of the Federal Clean Air Act or Title 40 Code of 

Federal Regulations Part 63, Subpart C 
(4) Compliance with annual emission limits (tons per year) is based on a 12-month rolling period. 
(5) Emission rate is an estimate and is enforceable through compliance with the applicable special condition(s) and 

permit application representations. 
(6) Speciated metals/HAPs are included in the PM, PM10, and PM2.5 emission rates. 
(7) The PM/PM10/PM2.5 emission rates may include trace amounts of non-speciated metals including, but not limited to Cr, 

Pb, and Mn. 
(8) NaOH, Na2SiO3, Na2CO3, Mn(H2PO4)2, and Na4P2O7 included in the PM, PM10, and PM2.5 emission rates. 
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(9) Planned maintenance, startup, and shutdown (MSS) emissions are included.  
 

 
Date: Draft 
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